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for the components of the active phase, taking into account evaporation of the heavy 

solvent (see pp. 262-263). 

Le Person teaches the limitations of the instant claims, other than the differences 

discussed below. 

Le Person does not teach the viscosity of its wet mixture of ingredients, whereas 

the instant claims require a viscosity from about 400 to about 100,000 cps. It would 

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made 

to have prepared Le Person's coating mixture of acrylic polymer, solvents and active 

with an appropriate viscosity so that it can be spread on a substrate and dried to form a 

film useful for transdermal delivery of the active (seep. 257). The claimed viscosity 

from about 400 to about 1 00,000 cps corresponds to a viscosity ranging from thin castor 

oil to mincemeat. It would been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to prepare Le Person's mixture such that the viscosity is not too 

low, and thus, the mixture doesn't run like water, but not too high so the mixture is 

spreadable on a substrate; and so as to ultimately form a transdermal delivery film 

which is a quality product with physical and chemical homogeneity and an appropriate 

distribution of active substance (see the paragraph bridging the left and right columns 

on p. 257 of Le Person). 

The claimed percent variation of active of no more than 10%, less than 5%, less 

than 2%, less than 1% and less than 0.5%, and thus also the claimed substantially 

uniform distribution and locking-in or substantially preventing migration are inherent in 

Le Person's films in view of the fact that, as noted above, Le Person's active material 
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homogenizes and a quasi-equilibrium is obtained for the components of the active 

phase, taking into account evaporation of the heavy solvent. Accordingly, Le Person's 

films are suitable for regulatory approval by the FDA and commercialization, as here 

claimed. 

Alternatively, to the extent the claimed percent variation of active is no inherent 

from Le Person's process, then such would have been obvious. Le Person also differs 

from the instant claims in that while Le Person teaches the active material homogenizes 

and a quasi-equilibrium is obtained for the components of the active phase, taking into 

account evaporation of the heavy solvent, Le Person does not perform "analytical 

chemical tests" on the equal sized dosage units. 

However, Le Person's films are intended for human use for delivery of 

pharmaceuticals, such as transdermal drug delivery (seep. 257). It is well-known in the 

art that world regulatory authorities do not permit dosage forms to vary by more than 

1 0% in the amount of active present. It is also well-known in the art that to verify such 

uniformity, the actual content of active in individual dosages is measured, i.e., 

conventional analytical testing is used. 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to minimize the active content variation among Le Person's 

dosages, as measured by analytical chemical tests, as close to zero as possible, 

including the instantly claimed no more than 10%, less than 5%, less than 2%, less than 

1 %, and less than 0.5%, in view of the well-known goal of a skilled artisan to prepare 

dosages that do not vary by more than 1 0% in active, in view of the fact that Le 
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Person's active material homogenizes and a quasi-equilibrium is obtained for the 

components of the active phase, taking into account evaporation of the heavy solvent, 

and a desire to obtain FDA approval and commercialize the product. A skilled artisan 

would minimize active content variation by optimizing the available parameters in Le 

Person's process, which are the same as or similar to those in the '080 patent. These 

include drying temperature, drying time, air velocity, humidity etc (see pp. 258-259 of Le 

Person). 

Further, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time 

the invention was made to have performed known analytical chemical tests on Le 

Person's dosages so as to determine the actual amount of active in the dosages and 

thus, assure active content uniformity. 

With respect to claim 82 and 315, Le Person does not specifically teach 

repeating its process and said analytical chemical tests. Further, Le Person does not 

specifically teach that the active content of the first film obtained from the process and 

additional films prepared by repeating the process varies no more than 10% from a 

desired amount as indicated by analytical chemical tests. 

However, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time 

the invention was made to have repeated Le Person's process and the analytical 

chemical tests for each film prepared by the process so as to prepare more films and 

dosages, seek regulatory approval and commercialize the product. It further would 

have been obvious to a skilled artisan at the time the invention was made to have 

prepared the multiple films such that the active content in each film does not vary by 
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more than 1 0% from the amount of active the dosages are supposed to contain as 

required by various world regulatory authorities, in order to minimize dosage variation 

and commercialize the product. A skilled artisan would obtain the variation of no than 

10% from the desired amount by optimizing said available parameters in Le Person's 

process. 

With respect to claims 90 and 172, Le Person teaches that its coating mixture 

contains three light solvents (Sii) (see p. 258, section 2.1 ). Table 1 indicates that 

solvent Sl2 has a molecular weight of 46, which is the molecular weight of ethanol. 

While dimethyl ether also has a molecular weight of 46, it cannot be used as a solvent 

due to its low boiling point of -24 'C. Accordingly, the Le Person's light solvent of 

molecular weight 46 is either the same as or renders obvious ethanol as here claimed. 

With respect to claims 274 and 292, which require that the resulting film contains 

less than about 6% by weight solvent, the solvent content in Le Person's dried films is 

far under about 6% as evidenced by Figs. 2 and 5. Le Person teaches that using a 

short-infrared drying process, in 10 minutes 99% of the initial water content from a 100 

11m thick coating is evaporated (see§ 3.1 at pp. 260-261, in particular Fig. 5 and the 

second paragraph of right col. at page 260). In view of the water and heavy solvent 

content in Fig. 5, the total solvent content is well under about 6%. 

Le Person does not teach the pharmaceutical or drug active materials listed in 

claims 92 and 174. However, these materials are conventional pharmaceuticals and 

drugs. 
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Accordingly, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the 

time the invention was made to have used the conventional pharmaceutical or drug 

materials here claimed as the pharmaceutical or drug material in Le Person's film so as 

to take advantage of the intended function of the pharmaceutical or drug, and because 

of a reasonable expectation of success. 

With respect to claims 317 and 318, while Le Person does not specifically teach 

using air currents which have forces below the yield value of the polymer matrix such is 

either inherent or obvious. It's inherent because Le Person teaches air velocities of 2 

m/s and 4 m/s (Table 2), which correspond to 4.5 miles/hr and 8.9 miles/hr, 

respectively. These are light winds that even with water (viscosity 1 cp) would produce 

only small wavelets. 

Alternatively, since Le Person's resulting, dried films are homogeneous with 

respect to active material, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have adjusted Le Person's air velocity so that the 

film is not excessively blown and thus, a consistent product can be obtained. 

8. On pages 45-46 of the Comments filed 04/12/13, Third Party Requester 

proposes that claims 1, 5, 7-10, 13, 14, 23, 63, 64, 82, 84,86-89,92,93, 102, 142, 

143, 161, 166, 168-171, 174, 175, 184,224,225,249,267,285 and 300-317 be 

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 

U.S.C. 1 03(a) as obvious over Horstmann. 
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proposes that claim 318 be rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable 

over the combined teachings of Horstmann and Arter. 

10. On pages 46-47 of the Comments filed 04/12/13, Third Party Requester 

proposes that claim 318 be rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable 

over the combined teachings of Horstmann and Strobush. 

These proposed rejection Nos. 8 to 1 0 are not adopted for the reasons that 

follow. 

Independent claims 1, 82 and 161 have been amended to require, and new 

independent claims 315-318 require, performing analytical chemical tests for uniformity 

of content of said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units sampled 

from different locations of said resulting film, said tests indicating that uniformity of 

content in the amount of the active varies by no more than 1 0%. This requirement is 

similar to the imitation set forth in patented dependent claims 255, 273 and 291 (now 

canceled), which depended from claims 1, 82 and 161, respectively, and required the 

step of forming a plurality of individual dosage units of substantially the same size, 

wherein the active content of individual dosage units varies no more than 1 0%. Neither 

in the request for reexamination nor in the Comments filed 04/12/13 has Third Party 

Requester shown how Horstmann teaches or renders said requirement. Further, 

Horstmann is discussed in the Background of the Related Technology section of the 

'080 patent, where difficulty in achieving a uniform film after drying is discussed (col. 1, 
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Patent Owner's arguments filed March 13, 2013 have been fully considered but 

they are not persuasive. 

It is noted that p. 61 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13 refers to " ... the Bogue 

Declaration and the Fuller Declaration". There is no Fuller Declaration of record in the 

reexamination proceeding. As noted on p. 46 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13, the 

declarations accompanying Patent Owner's response of 03/13/13 are the Bogue 

Declaration and Lin Declaration. 

General Arguments and the Bogue Declaration: 

Patent Owner compares the claimed process to making bread on different days 

of the week (Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 48-49). In particular, Patent Owner argues slices 

of bread from a loaf baked on a Monday would differ in taste by only 1 0%, and that 

slices from a Monday loaf and a Friday loaf have a difference in taste of about 1 0% from 

what the baker believes all his/her bread should be expected to taste like (Remarks of 

03/13/13, pp. 48-49). Patent Owner cites the Bogue Declaration and argues that the 

"recipe" of Patent Owner's process keeps the difference between individual dosage 

units from one manufactured lot at smaller than 1 0% in amount of pharmaceutical active 

in claims 1, 82, 161 and 316-318, and keeps the difference between individual dosage 
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units between different manufactured lots smaller than 10% from a desired amount in 

claim 315 (Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 48-52). The Bogue Declaration is cited in other 

portions of the Remarks of 03/13/13, including pp. 46, 60, 61, 63 and 64. 

Patent Owner's arguments and the Bogue Declaration are unpersuasive. While 

a baker can follow a specific recipe with specific ingredients to bake the bread loaf, the 

instant claims are not so specific, but rather are broad and general. As noted above in 

the rejections, the prior art either explicitly, inherently and/or obviously performs the 

claimed generic manufacturing steps using the claimed generic ingredients. 

In fact, as also noted above, Chen analyzes its resulting film using the same 

criteria exemplified in the '080 patent specification for evaluation of substantial uniform 

distribution, i.e., weight of dosages and visual inspection (see col. 31, line 37 through 

col. 32, line 34, and col. 37, lines 61-63 of the '080 patent). In particular, Chen's dried 

film product of Example 1 is cut into equal sized dosage units ready for packing (p. 17, 

lines 31-32; Table 4) and has a weight of 0.028 ± 0.001 g/dosage film, a density of 

1.0485 ± 0.009 g/cm2
, a water content of 1. 7 ± 0.24%, a thickness of 2.1 ± 0.12 mil (see 

Table 4); and the dried films are glossy and substantially transparent (p. 17, line 15), 

i.e., they are visually free of aggregation. The 0.028 ± 0.001 g/dosage film has variation 

of (0.001/0.028) x 100 = 3.6%. When film weight is rounded to two decimal places as in 

Table 2 at col. 31 of the '080 patent, then the weight is 0.03 gram/dosage film with a 

variation of 0%. Such small variation when following Chen's process was confirmed in 

the Reitman Declaration submitted by Third Party Requester. 
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Likewise, in the Example at cols. 11-12, Staab prepares a four-foot wide film 

which is then cut into two inch by two inch films each weighing 190 mg and containing 

19 mg of benzalkonium chloride as the active agent (see col. 11, line 52 through col. 12, 

line 3). Le Person teaches the active material homogenizes and a quasi-equilibrium is 

obtained for the components of the active phase, taking into account evaporation of the 

heavy solvent (p. 263, col. 1 , I ines 8-13), 

The Bogue Declaration is unpersuasive for several reasons. It does not make a 

comparison with the prior art of record, and thus, does not show anything unexpected 

with respect to the prior art of record. Other than the general process steps in the 

claims, which are performed by the prior art either explicitly, inherently or obviously, the 

Bogue Declaration lacks specific details about the film production. For example, it is not 

clear in the Bogue Declaration which materials, e.g., the specific polymers, actives and 

solvent, are used; it is not clear if other materials are present when preparing the films; 

it is not clear exactly what is done to form the flowable polymer matrix or how and on 

what it is casted, or how the controlled drying is performed and for what exact amount of 

time the drying is done, or which analytical chemical tests are used, etc. Accordingly, a 

definitive conclusion cannot be reached form the Bogue Declaration. 

Patent Owner argues that "[a]s defined in the '080 patent, a visco-elastic film is 

one that has been controllably dried to lock its components into a substantially uniform 

distribution throughout the film while avoiding problems associated with conventional 

drying methods." (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 53). 
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This argument is unpersuasive. Nowhere does the '080 patent provide a special 

definition for the term "visco-elastic film". As noted above in the Scope of Claims 

section, the matrix prior to evaporating the solvent (water) may be viscoelastic, and the 

viscoelasticity is present due, for example, to the fact that a hydrocolloid has been 

added. The instant claims have been amended to require "controlled drying ... to form 

a visco-elastic film having said active substantially uniformly distributed throughout ... ". 

However, as noted in the rejections, Chen, Staab and Le Person use controlled drying 

and obtain the claimed substantial uniformity of active in a viscoelastic film. 

Patent Owner argues that physical properties such as product film weight and 

appearance do not establish uniformity of content of components, and that in the Scope 

of Claims section of the Office action mailed 11/29/12, the Specialist mistakenly 

included physical uniformity type tests with chemical uniformity type tests (Remarks of 

03/13/13, pp. 53-59). In particular, Patent Owner cites the following passage from the 

Scope of Claims: 

An alternative means for evaluating uniformity is to cut the film into individual 
doses and measure the weight of the doses (col. 31, line 46 through col. 32, line 
45). The '080 patent notes that "films of substantially similar size cut from 
different locations of the same film contain substantially the same amount of 
active." (col. 32, lines 37-39). 

and argues that the two sentences are not related to each other, other than that both 

deal with examples of cutting the film into dosage forms (Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 57-

58). Patent Owner cites col. 32, lines 35-40 of the '080 patent and argues that the '080 

patent "discloses essentially that to demonstrate uniformity of content for active, the 
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amount of active in each substantially similarly sized sample must be determined." 

(Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 58-59). Patent Owner argues that "it is one thing to have 

films which appear to be substantially free of aggregation and rely on that to say there is 

substantially no disparity among the amount of active in any portion of the film, and it is 

a totally different thing to demonstrate the presence of the required level of uniformity of 

content in the amount of active by analytical chemical testing and determining the actual 

amount of active in samples." (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 58). Patent Owner argues that 

"[i]n one example, in the '080 Patent analytical chemical testing was used to test for the 

amount of one component, a red dye, and in so doing established that the uniformity of 

content of the component fell well within the 10% level, particularly, it was 4%. See, 

'080 Patent, col. 33, I. 10 through col. 34, I. 24 (example M)." (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 

59). 

Patent Owner's arguments are unpersuasive. First, it is noted that the issued 

claims in the '080 patent do not recite "analytical chemical tests". This requirement was 

added by Patent Owner in the amendment dated 03/13/13 in response to the Office 

action mailed 11/29/12. Accordingly, in discussing the distribution of active in the Scope 

of Claims section in the first Office action, the Specialist was not mistaken in citing those 

portions of the '080 patent that deal with distribution of the active. In particular, the '080 

patent teaches at col. 31, lines 37-44, that a "uniform distribution of components" can be 

determined by examination by either the naked eye or under slight magnification, and 

that "by viewing the films it was apparent that they were substantially free of 

aggregation, i.e. the carrier and the actives remained substantially in place and did not 
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move substantially from one portion of the film to another ... [t]herefore, there was 

substantially no disparity among the amount of active in any portion of the film." An 

alternative means for evaluating uniformity is to cut the film into individual doses and 

measure the weight of the doses (col. 31, line 46 through col. 32, line 45). The '080 

patent notes that "films of substantially similar size cut from different locations of the 

same film contain substantially the same amount of active." (col. 32, lines 37-39). 

Further, contrary to Patent Owner's argument, said two sentences are related to 

each other, i.e., cutting the film into individual doses and measuring the weight of the 

doses is an analytical technique for determining uniformity of active, as discussed at col. 

31, line 46 through col. 32, line 39 of the '080 patent. In particular, col. 31, line 46 

through col. 32, line 39 of the '080 patent discusses measuring uniformity by cutting the 

film into individual dosage units and weighing them. In this example, i.e., Example E 

bridging cols. 30-32, the individual dosages weighed 0.04 grams, i.e., 40 mg, "which 

shows that the distribution of the components within the film was consistent and 

uniform. This is based on the simple principle that each component has a unique 

density. Therefore, when the components of different densities are combined in a 

uniform manner in a film, as in the present invention, individual dosages [sic] forms from 

the same film of substantially equal dimensions, will contain the same mass." (See col. 

31, line 46 through col. 32, line 33). The '080 patent then goes on to teach that "[a]n 

alternative method of determining uniformity of the active is to cut the film into individual 

doses ... [which are then] dissolved and tested for the amount of active in films of 

particular size." (See col. 32, lines 34-39). 
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In fact, Patent Owner's Lin Declaration notes in ,-r16 that "[t]esting to establish 

uniformity of dosage is defined in the USP under the general chapter <905>." As noted 

by Third Party Requester on pp. 13-14 of the Comments filed 04/12/13, "[i]f the amount 

of active is high enough, a Weight Variation Test is acceptable. See Exhibit Kat pp. 6-

7, Q&A5." Exhibit J of the Comments filed 04/12/13, which is the 2011 version of 

general chapter <905>, shows that weight variation involves weight measurement of 

dosages. 

Further, in the example in the '080 patent cited by Patent Owner, i.e., Example M 

at cols. 33-34, analytical chemical testing is used to test for the amount of one 

component, a red dye. However, red dye, which footnote 4 of Table 4 notes is available 

from McCormick, is not a bioactive active or pharmaceutical active here claimed. In the 

examples of the '080 patent containing bioactive or pharmaceutical active, visual 

inspection and/or weight of dosage films are used as in Chen. In the '080 patent's 

Example E, which contains loratadine as an active, visual inspection is used, and so is 

weight of dosage films, which are consistently found to be 0.04 gm (see col. 31, line 37 

through col. 32, line 33). In the example at col. 37, lines 52-67, loratadine is added to 

composition AA and a dried film is formed and then cut into 1 in. x 0.75 in. pieces. The 

pieces are measured to weigh 70 mg ± 0.7 mg "demonstrating the uniformity of the 

composition of the film." 

Patent Owner argues the following on pp. 54-55 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13: 

Importantly, the process of forming a proper film product with the claimed 
levels of uniformity of content in, for example, the amount of active does not end 
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at the mixing stage. Patentee has discovered that the various steps post-mixing 
play a very important role in ensuring that the resulting product complies with the 
stringent requirements for uniformity of content. For example, one key step in 
the formation of a film product is the drying step, particularly when heat and/or 
radiation is used to dry the film. Patentee has discovered that controlled drying 
methods is essential in meeting these claimed requirements. Controlled drying 
includes methods that avoid, for example, the formation of bubbles, or 
uncontrolled air currents that may cause movement of particles within the visco
elastic film forming matrix. Controlled drying, as required by the invention as 
claimed, may be effectuated through evaporating at least a portion of said 
solvent to form a visco-elastic film, having said active substantially uniformly 
distributed throughout, within about the first 4 minutes by rapidly increasing the 
viscosity of said polymer matrix upon initiation of drying to maintain said 
substantially uniform distribution of said active by locking-in or substantially 
preventing migration of said active within said visco-elastic film wherein the 
polymer matrix temperature is 1 00 oc or less. 

This argument is unpersuasive since, as noted above in the rejections, each of 

Chen, Staab and Le Person performs the claimed controlled drying. Using Chen as an 

example, it is the Specialist's position that Chen's mixture before drying is viscoelastic. 

In particular, as noted above, the '080 patent teaches that "[t]he addition of 

hydrocolloids to the aqueous phase of the suspension increases viscosity, may produce 

viscoelasticity, and can impart stability depending on the type of hydrocolloid, its 

concentration and the particle composition, geometry, size and volume fraction (see col. 

8, lines 42-46). Chen adds the same hydrocolloid as in the '080 patent, i.e. said HPMC, 

to water, and Chen's wet matrix before drying has a viscosity of 500-15,000 cps (p. 15, 

line 26), which is within the '080 patent's disclosed range of about 400-100,000 cps and 

overlaps the most preferred range of about 1 ,000-40,000 cps (see the paragraph 

bridging cols. 16 and 17 of the '080 patent). Accordingly, Chen's films in Examples 1, 2 

and 5-8 and the Example in Tables 7 and 8 are inherently viscoelastic before drying. 
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Within 4 minutes of the 9 minutes of drying in Chen's Examples 1, 2 and 5-8 and the 

Example in Tables 7 and 8, a more dry viscoelastic film is obtained. 

Alternatively, to the extent that Chen's wet film in Examples 1, 2 and 5-8 and the 

example in Tables 7 and 8 before drying are not viscoelastic, then within about the first 

4 minutes of the 9 minute drying in a hot air circulating oven at 50°C, a viscoelastic film 

is inherently formed. In particular, in order to arrive at a dried film product as in Chen, 

which is made using the same materials as disclosed in the '080 patent and the same 

basic process steps here claimed, wherein the dried film is glossy and substantially 

transparent and has the gram per dosage, thickness, density and water content in 

Chen's Table 4 for Example 1, then a viscoelastic film is inherently formed within about 

4 minutes. The remaining time after the viscoelastic film is formed further dries the 

viscoelastic film. 

As an even further alternative, if Chen's viscoelastic film is formed after about the 

first 4 minutes but within Chen's 9 minute drying time, then a skilled artisan would 

recognize that with a higher drying temperature, a shorter drying time than 9 minutes 

can be used. In other words, a higher drying temperature than the 50°C exemplified by 

Chen would result in formation of Chen's viscoelastic film product sooner. In fact, Chen 

teaches that its drying temperature can be in the range of 40-1 oooc (seep. 15, line 28). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention 

was made to have used a higher drying temperature than the 50°C exemplified by Chen 

because Chen teaches that the drying temperature can be as high as 1 oooc, and the 

resulting expectation of a shorter drying time using a higher temperature. 
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Further, before controlled drying, Chen's mixture of ingredients, i.e., the instant 

flowable polymer matrix, which Chen teaches has a viscosity of 500 to 15,000 cps, is 

degassed in a vacuum chamber until trapped air bubbles are removed, and then coated 

on the non-siliconized side of a polyester film (seep. 15, lines 24-29; and p. 17, lines 

13-15). Chen controls drying and evaporates water from the cast matrix in 9 minutes of 

drying in a hot air circulating oven at 50°C (seep. 17, lines 13-15 and Fig. 2). As seen 

schematically in the drying apparatus of Chen's Fig. 2, the air flow is less direct at the 

film surface at the beginning of the drying and becomes more direct as the film 

proceeds through the drying oven, which has an aeration controller (see also p. 5, line 

31 through p. 6, line 3). According, Chen takes into account air bubbles and control of 

air currents. 

Patent Owner argues that having a glossy surface does not equate to a uniform 

film, because the bottom side of a film product formed on a substrate will take the 

surface features of the substrate (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 55). 

This argument is unpersuasive. Apparently, this argument is referring to Chen, 

which teaches that its film is glossy (seep. 17, line 15). The argument ignores the fact 

that Chen further teaches its film is substantially transparent, has a weight of 0.028 ± 

0.001 g/dosage film when cut into dosages, has a thickness of 2.1 ± 0.12 mil, has a 

density of 1.0485 ± 0.009 g/cm2
, and has a water content of 1.7 ± 0.24% (seep. 17, 

lines 15-16 and Table 4). The argument also ignores the fact that Chen uses 

essentially the same production steps, e.g., forming a masterbatch premix, adding 
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active, casting the flowable polymer matrix, controlled drying, and forming a resulting 

film, as in instant claim 1. 

Patent Owner argues they were the first to identify and solve the problems 

associated with manufacture of commercially and pharmaceutically viable active 

containing film dosage units or forms (Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 59-61 ). In particular, 

Patent Owner argues they discovered that conventional drying methods are not 

commercially viable to manufacture therapeutic-active-containing films, and argues they 

solved the problem by controlling polymer matrix viscosity and controlling the drying 

process (Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 60-61 ). 

These arguments are not persuasive. While the '080 patent states at col. 3, lines 

33-37 that "[c]onventional drying methods generally include the use of forced hot air 

using a drying oven, drying tunnel, and the like" and that "[t]he difficulty in achieving a 

uniform film is directly related to the rheological properties and the process of water 

evaporation in the film-forming process", it is noted that none of the processes of Chen, 

Staab or Le Person, which are essentially the same as here claimed, with the exception 

of running conventional "analytical chemical tests", is addressed in the '080 patent. 

Patent Owner argues the Cohen Declaration is "dead wrong on its face or does 

not apply to the '080 patent" because "Dr. Cohen does not discuss the degree of 

uniformity of content"; argues that Dr. Cohen provides no support for any prescribed 
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degree of uniformity; and cites case law for the proposition that inherency requires more 

than probabilities, possibilities or assumption (Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 62-65). 

This argument is unpersuasive. As noted above in the rejection over Chen, 1[1[8-

1 0 of the Cohen Declaration are cited for the proposition that when working with a 

homogeneous or completely dissolved coating mixture as in Chen, it would be difficult 

for a person of ordinary skill in the film art not to obtain a film that has a uniform content 

of active, and the drying method disclosed in Chen would not be expected to create any 

agglomeration, aggregation or otherwise non-uniform content of active (see 1[1[8-1 0). 

This is supported by the results of Chen, who cuts a film into dosage units weighing 

0.028 ± 0.001 g/dosage film (Table 4 of Chen) and thus, a variation of (0.001 /0.028) x 

100 = 3.6%. When film weight is rounded to two decimal places as in Table 2 at col. 31 

of the '080 patent, then the weight is 0.03 gram/dosage film with a variation of 0%. As 

also noted above, the films have a density of 1.0485 ± 0.009 g/cm2
, a water content of 

1.7 ± 0.24%, a thickness of 2.1 ± 0.12 mil (see Table 4); and the dried films are glossy 

and substantially transparent (p. 17, line 15), i.e., they are visually free of aggregation. 

The Cohen Declaration's assertions are further supported by the Reitman Declaration, 

which reproduced Chen's Example 7 and obtained films each weighing 0.034 

grams/dosage unit, and having a variation of active content, i.e., oxybutynin content, of 

less than 10% as here claimed. 

In rebutting Third Party Requester's position in the request that a "whereby" 

clause in a method claim is not given weight when it simply expresses the intended 
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result of a process step positively recited, Patent Owner argues that such clauses, 

including the "wherein" clauses of the instant independent claims, cannot be ignored 

(Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 73-74). 

This argument is moot since the rejections in the Office action mailed 11/29/12 

and the instant Action Closing Prosecution address the "wherein" clauses of the claims. 

The requirements of the clauses are either taught by, inherent in, or rendered obvious 

by the prior art, as set forth in the rejections. 

Arguments with respect to the rejections based on Chen; and Patent Owner's citation of 

the Lin Declaration: 

Patent Owner argues the following on pp. 65-66 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13: 

1. Chen's alleged inherency. 

"The claimed "substantially uniform distribution of components" and 
"locking-in or substantially preventing migration" of the active in 
independent claims 1, 82 and 161, and the variation of active 
content of 10% or less in dependent claims 254-255, 272-273 and 
290-291, are inherent in Chen's exemplified films and process. 
lnherency is based on the following: As discussed above, Chen 
uses the same materials and method as here claimed. Chen's 
ingredients are mixed until they are uniformly dispersed or 
dissolved in the hydrocolloid (p. 17, lines 8-11 ). Chen uses the 
same criteria discussed above with respect to the '080 patent in the 
Scope of Claims section for evaluation of substantial uniform 
distribution, i.e., weight of dosages and visual inspection." 

Office Action, p. 13. 

The criteria used by Chen as cited by the Examiner for evaluation 
of "substantial uniform distribution" are physical observations. Such 
"observations" cannot be used, either inherently or otherwise, to establish 
the uniformity of content in the actual amount of active in equally sized 
samples in Chen's examples. Absent statements or data based on 
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analytical chemical testing, not weighing or visual inspection, for the 
amount of active present in the film, Chen does not and cannot inherently 
disclose Patentee's resulting film having the claimed levels of uniformity of 
content. Moreover, even if Chen disclosed, which it does not, the use of 
the same materials and methods as the '080 Patent, the mere fact that a 
certain thing may result from a given set of circumstances is not sufficient 
to support inherency. Crown, supra, at 1378. 

These arguments are unpersuasive. As noted above, Chen uses the same 

materials and method steps here claimed. Additionally, the criteria used by Chen to 

evaluate uniformity is the same as used in the examples of '080 patent, i.e., visual 

inspection and weight of dosage films. As noted above, Chen's dried film product of 

Example 1 is cut into dosage units ready for packing (p. 17, lines 31-32) and has a 

weight of 0.028 ± 0.001 g/dosage film, i.e., 0.03 gram/dosage film with a variation of 

0%. Chen's films are glossy and substantially transparent (p. 17, line 15). 

Likewise, at cols. 31-32, the '080 patent teaches that uniform distribution of 

components within the film was apparent by examination by either the naked eye or 

under slight magnification. Also, the individual dosages in Table 2 consistently weighed 

0.04 grams, "which shows that the distribution of components within the film was 

consistent and uniform ... based on the simple principle that each component has a 

unique density. Therefore, when the components of different densities are combined in 

a uniform manner in a film, as in the present invention, individual dosages [sic] forms 

from the same film of substantially equal dimensions, will contain the same area." (See 

col. 32, lines 26-33). Similarly, at col. 37, lines 52-67 of the '080 patent, the dried film 

was cut into 1 in. x 0.75 in. pieces weighing 70 mg ± 0.7 mg. 
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While the '080 patent teaches analytical chemical tests can be used as an 

alternative to visual inspection and weight of dosages films for determining uniformity 

(col. 31, line 37 through col. 32, line 39), no analytical chemical tests are done in any 

'080 patent example to determine the weight of a pharmaceutical active or bioactive 

active. The only analytical chemical tests exemplified in the '080 patent are in Example 

M at col. 33-34, and these tests are done for content of McCormick red dye, which is not 

a pharmaceutical active or bioactive active. 

Patent Owner argues "Third Party Requester has not provided any proof that 

Chen's process examples when followed exactly, with all the components exactly as 

listed, and all other conditions of Chen exactly met, will provide a process suitable for 

commercial manufacture, a process which produces products which are regulatory 

approvable by the FDA, and which exhibit the levels of uniformity of content in actual 

amount of active claimed by Patentee's processes." (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 66). 

This argument is unpersuasive. The claims do not require FDA approval. Chen 

renders obvious the claimed invention and, as discussed above, shows the same level 

of uniformity, based on visual examination and weight of dosage units, as exemplified in 

the '080 patent. In any event, as also noted above, the Reitman Declaration submitted 

by Third Party Requester is further proof that when Chen's process example is followed 

exactly, with all the components exactly as listed, and all other conditions of Chen 

exactly met, provides a level of uniformity as here claimed. 
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On pp. 66-67 and 77 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13, Patent Owner points to 1[ 22 

of the Lin Declaration, which argues the following: 

22. Finally, Chen's patent discloses the release profiles of four active 
agents from films. See Chen, Figure 5. The release profile data presented in 
Figure 5 show a high degree of variability at each data point. For example, the 
release profile for nicotine containing film product show that the amount of 
nicotine released at the 5 minute and 8 minute time point can be as high as 
approximately 115-120%. This level of active agent is greater them the 110% 
level (from an expected amount of 1 00%) that is considered acceptable to FDA 
for regulatory approval of a product that purports to be manufactured consistently 
with acceptable content uniformity. These data indicate that the test method 
used in the analysis is not reproducible and/or there is a lack of active agent 
content uniformity between individual dosage units. These deficiencies 
demonstrate the lack of manufacturing consistency and lack of active agent 
content uniformity in the film. 

This argument is unpersuasive. Nowhere does the '080 patent or USP general 

chapter <905> cited in 1[16 of the Lin Declaration (see also Exhibits J and K of the 

Comments filed 04/12/13) rely solely on a release profile to evaluate uniformity of 

content in the amount of active, as here claimed. Further, as noted by Third Party 

Requester on p. 7 of the Comments filed 04/12/13: 

Lin concludes his Declaration with a logical fallacy. Based on a possible 
relationship between data and a film problem, and despite evidence that 
indicates an alternative possibility is more likely, Lin illogically finds that the data 
necessarily shows a film problem. Lin states that Chen's interim release data 
indicates a problem with the test method "and/or" a variation in dosage unit 
active content. See Lin Decl. 1[20 [sic, 1[22] (emphasis added). Reduced to its 
logical components, Lin's premise is that X (Chen's interim release data) 
indicates A (test problem) and/or B (film problem). As an initial matter, the fact 
that Chen's maximum release error bars decrease over time indicates that the 
error noted by Lin is an artifact of the test method--not a characteristic of the film. 
Nonetheless, without further support or explanation, Lin concludes that Chen's 
data demonstrates unacceptable variation in dosage unit active content (film 
problem). Reduced to its logical components, Lin's conclusion (X demonstrates 
B) does not follow from Lin's own premise (X indicates A and/or B). In other 
words, Lin's conclusion is logically invalid based on Lin' s own stated premise. 
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Because it lacks viable support or explanation, Lin's conclusory allegation based 
on Chen's interim release data cannot overcome any rejections based on Chen. 
See MPEP 716.01 (C). III (requiring consideration of the absence of factual 
support for an expert opinion in assessing its probative value). 

Patent Owner cites the Lin Declaration for the proposition that Chen's disclosure 

is insufficient to provide the manufacture of drug-containing films with the uniformity 

content in amount of drug (active) in individual dosage units to make FDA approvable 

film products (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 67 and 78). Patent Owner argues that the 

claims now require analytical chemical testing and that the films have levels of 

uniformity in the amount of active which varies by no more than1 0% from film to film 

and/or no more than 10% from a desired amount across several films (Remarks of 

03/13/13, p. 67). 

These arguments and the Lin Declaration are unpersuasive. As noted by Third 

Party Requester on pp. 5-6 of the Comments filed 04/12/13, the issue here is not 

whether Chen provides the thousands of pages of documentation required for the FDA 

to approve a drug product for administration to humans. The issue here is one of 

meeting the well-known requirement of a variation in active content of no more than 

10%. As noted in the Background of the Related Technology section of the '080 patent, 

it is well-known from various world regulatory authorities that dosage forms may not 

vary more than 10% in the amount of active present (col. 2, lines 38-45). The claims 

require a film has levels of uniformity in the amount of active which varies by no more 

than 10%, and claims 82 and 315 further require no more than 10% from a desired 

amount across additional films prepared by repeating the process. As discussed above, 
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while the '080 patent teaches analytical chemical tests can be used as an alternative to 

visual inspection and weight of dosages films for determining uniformity (col. 31, line 37 

through col. 32, line 39), the only analytical chemical tests exemplified in the '080 patent 

are in Example M at col. 33-34, and these tests are done for content of McCormick red 

dye, which is not a pharmaceutical active or bioactive active. 

As also discussed in detail above, the criteria used by Chen to evaluate 

uniformity is the same as used in the examples of '080 patent, i.e., visual inspection and 

weight of dosage films. Chen's dried film product of Example 1 is cut into dosage units 

ready for packing (p. 17, lines 31-32) and has a weight of 0.028 ± 0.001 g/dosage film, a 

density of 1.0485 ± 0.009 g/cm2
, a water content of 1.7 ± 0.24%, and a thickness of 2.1 

± 0.12 mil (see Table 4); and the dried films are glossy and substantially transparent (p. 

17, line 15), i.e., they are visually free of aggregation and the weight is 0.028 ± 0.001 

g/dosage, i.e., 0.03 gram/dosage with a variation of 0% when rounded to two decimal 

places as in Table 2 at col. 31 of the '080 patent. 

Further, as noted in the rejection, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have performed known analytical 

tests on Chen's dosages so as to determine the actual amount of active in the dosages 

and assure active content uniformity. 

Patent Owner argues that the terms "glossy" and "transparent" used to describe 

the films prepared in Chen are not interchangeable or equivalent with uniformity of 

content of components of a film (Remarks of 03/13/13., pp. 67-68 and 75-77). 
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This argument is unpersuasive. Chen uses the terms "glossy" and "transparent", 

i.e., visual characteristics of the film, along with measuring gram per dosage of a film cut 

into dosages (seep. 17, line 15; and Table 4). These are the same types of evaluations 

taught at col. 31, line 37 through col. 32, line 39 of the '080 patent. 

Patent Owner argues the following on p. 75 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13: 

Chen does not disclose as claimed in the '080 patent: the recited controlled 
drying; the recited viscoelastic film; substantially uniform distribution of 
components; or locking-in or substantially preventing migration of the active; or 
said substantially uniform distribution of said active maintained by locking-in or 
substantially preventing migration of said active within said visco-elastic film, 
rapidly increasing the viscosity of the flowable polymer matrix upon initiation of 
drying within about 4 minutes to maintain said substantially uniform distribution of 
active, such that uniformity of content of the resulting film varies by no more than 
1 0% in amount of the active present in substantially equally sized individual 
dosage units sampled from different locations of a lot of the resulting film, and by 
no more than 1 0% from the desired amount across different lots of resulting 
films, and is in compliance with FDA regulations governing same. 

This argument is unpersuasive because, for all the reasons set forth above, the 

features argued by Patent Owner are either taught, inherent in, or rendered obvious by 

Chen. 

Patent Owner argues the following on p. 75 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13: 

Chen also fails to disclose, explicitly or inherently, the additional elements 
found in Claim 317. Claim 317 generally adds, inter alia, conveying said flowable 
polymer matrix through a drying apparatus at a temperature of at least 60 oc and 
using air currents, which have forces below the yield value of the polymer matrix, 
to evaporate at least a portion of said solvent to form a visco-elastic film, having 
said active substantially uniformly distributed throughout, such that uniformity of 
content in the amount of said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage 
units, sampled from different locations of said visco-elastic film, varies by less 
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than 5%, and further controlling drying through a process comprising drying at a 
temperature differential ranging from 5 oc to 30 oc between polymer matrix 
inside temperature and outside exposure temperature. 

Patent Owner's arguments are misguided because claim 317 does not recite a 

drying apparatus at a temperature of at least 60°C, nor does it recite a variance of less 

than 5%, or a temperature differential ranging from 5 oc to 30 oc between polymer matrix 

inside temperature and outside exposure temperature. 

Claim 317 does recite using air currents, which have forces below the yield value 

of the polymer matrix. However, as noted above, Chen's Fig. 2 shows air flow is less 

direct at the film surface at the beginning of the drying and becomes more direct as the 

film proceeds through the drying oven, which has an aeration controller (see alsop. 5, 

line 31 through p. 6, line 3). As also noted above, Chen produces a film that is glossy, 

substantially transparent, has a weight of 0.028 ± 0.001 g/dosage film, a density of 

1.0485 ± 0.009 g/cm2
, a water content of 1. 7 ± 0.24%, a thickness of 2.1 ± 0.12 mil 

(seep. 17, lines 15-16; and Table 4). The 0.028 ± 0.001 g/dosage film, when rounded to 

two decimal places as in Table 2 at col. 31 of the '080 patent, is 0.03 gram/dosage film 

with a variation of 0%. Accordingly, the air flow of Chen either inherently or obviously 

have forces below a yield value of the polymer matrix in order to arrive at the glossy, 

transparent, essentially uniform films which are exemplified therein. 

Formation of a viscoelastic film is also recited in claim 317, but as discussed in 

the rejection, Chen's films in Examples 1, 2 and 5-8 and the example in Tables 7 and 8 

before drying are already viscoelastic, the films become viscoelastic within the first 4 
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minutes of drying, or such would have been obvious using a higher drying temperature 

and shorter drying time. 

Patent Owner argues that statements in Chen such as "dried under aeration" and 

"glossy, stand alone, self-supporting, non-tacky and flexible film" are general statements 

and cannot support either anticipation or obviousness (Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 75-76). 

This argument is unpersuasive because the rejection over Chen is based on 

much more in Chen that these statements, and Chen renders obvious the claimed 

invention for the reasons stated above. 

Patent Owner argues that Chen's drying process "is so general and devoid of 

detail so as to provide no guidance other than to dry a film in a conventional hot air 

circulating oven at temperatures of from 40-1 oooc and leaves it for a period of time"; 

that Chen does not disclose any other drying methods beyond drying under aeration; 

that Chen does not disclose any controlled drying process; and that Chen shows no 

recognition of complexities involved in commercial manufacturing of films. (Remarks of 

03/13/13, p. 76). 

These arguments are unpersuasive. As noted in the rejection, Chen's 

processing steps are essentially the same as here claimed. Further, with respect to 

drying, as seen schematically in the drying apparatus of Chen's Fig. 2, the air flow is 

less direct at the film surface at the beginning of the drying and becomes more direct as 

the film proceeds through the drying oven, which has an aeration controller (see also p. 
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5, line 31 through p. 6, line 3). Chen exemplifies drying at 50°C for 9 minutes, which is 

within the '080 patent's most desirable temperature range of about 80oc or less (col. 27, 

lines 53-55) and within the '080 patent's time range of about 10 minutes or fewer (col. 7, 

line 31 ). 

With respect to the rejection over the combined teaching of Chen and Staab, 

Patent Owner relies on the same arguments set forth above (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 

78). 

These arguments are unpersuasive for the reasons set forth above. 

Arguments with respect to the rejections based on Staab: 

Patent Owner argues that Staab does not and cannot inherently disclose the 

claimed levels of uniformity content or forming a viscoelastic film within about the first 4 

minutes (Remarks of 03/13/13, pp. 69 and 79). 

This argument is unpersuasive. The '080 patent teaches that "[t]he addition of 

hydrocolloids to the aqueous phase of the suspension increases viscosity, may produce 

viscoelasticity, and can impart stability depending on the type of hydrocolloid, its 

concentration and the particle composition, geometry, size and volume fraction (see col. 

8, lines 42-46). Staab uses the same hydrocolloid as in the '080 patent, i.e. said HPMC. 

As noted above, Staab teaches that "[t]he dissolution of the film can be readily adjusted 

by using different viscosities of the hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose ranging from less 

than 80 to more than 4,000 centipoises." (See col. 5, lines 10-14). Staab's film in the 
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Example at cols. 11-12 is inherently viscoelastic before drying. Accordingly, within 

about the first 4 minutes of drying, a viscoelastic film having less water that before 

drying is formed. 

Alternatively, to the extent that Staab's blended mixture before drying is not 

viscoelastic, then within about the first 4 minutes of the drying, a viscoelastic film is 

inherently formed. In particular, in order to arrive at a dried film product as in Staab, 

which is made using the same materials as disclosed in the '080 patent and the same 

basic process steps here claimed and each dosage film weighing 190 mg and 

containing 19 mg of benzalkonium chloride as the active agent (col. 11, line 35 through 

col. 12, line 3), i.e., a variation in active content of 0%, then a viscoelastic film is 

inherently formed within about the first 4 minutes of drying. 

With respect to uniformity, the claimed percent variations as measured by 

analytical chemical tests, as well as the claimed "substantially uniform distribution of 

components" and "locking-in or substantially preventing migration" are inherent in 

Staab's films in view of the fact that each dosage film contains 19 mg of benzalkonium 

chloride, i.e., a variation of 0%. Alternatively, such would have been obvious to one of 

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was in view of the well-known goal of a 

skilled artisan to prepare dosages that do not vary by more than 1 0% in the amount of 

active present, in view of Staab's 19 mg of benzalkonium chloride per dosage film, and 

to commercialize the product. A skilled artisan would minimize active content variation 

by optimizing the available parameters in Staab's process, which are the same as or 
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Patent Owner argues that "Staab does not disclose testing to determine the 

amount of benzalkonium chloride present in the final product or even how each and 

every sample turned out to be 19 mg." (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 69). 

This argument is unpersuasive. It is not necessary for a patent to disclose what 

is very well-known in the art, e.g., analytical chemical testing. In fact, there are no 

examples in the '080 patent specification where analytical chemical testing is used to 

measure an amount of pharmaceutical active or bioactive active. With respect to how 

each and every sample turned out to be 19 mg, Staab uses essentially the same 

process steps as here claimed. 

Patent Owner further argues that Staab does not disclose "the recited controlled 

drying" (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 79). 

This argument is unpersuasive. Generally, Staab teaches drying at a controlled 

temperature of 130°F to 140°F (col. 11, lines 1-6), 54°C to 60°C. Since the temperature 

is regulated, and heat is applied by underbelt steam and overbelt hot air which are each 

adjustable (col. 10, lines 28-34), the drying is controlled as here claimed. 

Patent Owner argues "Staab starts with a composition having 10% by weight of 

benzalkonium chloride (50% aqueous) yet allegedly obtains a resulting film with 19 mg 

benzalkonium chloride in a 190 mg film, to once again obtain a 10% benzalkonium 
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chloride resulting composition" and that a perfect yield must always be considered 

suspect (Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 69). 

This argument is unpersuasive. None of the examples in the '080 patent 

measures or reports a weight or weight percent of pharmaceutical active or bioactive in 

a cut dosage film. In fact, just as the example at cols. 31-32 in the '080 patent prepares 

dosage units weighing 0.04 grams, i.e., 40 mg, Staab's dosage units weigh 190 mg. 

Staab goes further and provides the active material weight in the dosage films, i.e., 19 

mg. The argument that Staab's benzalkonium chloride content is suspect is 

unsupported by factual evidence. 

Patent Owner argues the following on pp. 79-80 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13: 

Staab certainly does not disclose, explicitly or inherently, the additional 
claim elements of Claim 317. Claim 317 generally adds to the above, inter alia, 
conveying said flowable polymer matrix through a drying apparatus at a 
temperature of at least 60 oc and using air currents, which have forces below the 
yield value of the polymer matrix, to evaporate at least a portion of said solvent to 
form a visco-elastic film, having said active substantially uniformly distributed 
throughout, such that uniformity of content in the amount of said active in 
substantially equal sized individual dosage units, sampled from different locations 
of said visco-elastic film, varies by less than 5%, and further controlling drying 
through a process comprising drying at a temperature differential ranging from 5 
oc to 30 oc between polymer matrix inside temperature and outside exposure 
temperature. 

Patent Owner's arguments are misguided because claim 317 does not recite a 

drying apparatus at a temperature of at least 60°C, nor does it recite a variance of less 

than 5%, or a temperature differential ranging from 5 oc to 30 oc between polymer matrix 

inside temperature and outside exposure temperature. 
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Claim 317 does recite using air currents, which have forces below the yield value 

of the polymer matrix. However, as noted in the rejection, such is inherent in Staab's 

process because Staab's cut films each contain 19 mg of active and thus, the variation 

of active in the dosage units is 0%. Alternatively, it would have been obvious to one of 

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have adjusted Staab's 

overbelt hot air (col. 10, lines 28-34) so that the film is not excessively blown and thus, a 

consistent product can be obtained 

Formation of a viscoelastic film is also recited in claim 317. However, as 

discussed in detail above, Staab's blended mixture before drying is already viscoelastic, 

or alternatively, within about the first 4 minutes of drying, a viscoelastic film is formed. 

Patent Owner's arguments concerning a gas-formed film in Staab are addressed 

by Third Party Requester on p. 40 of the Comments filed 04/12/13, reproduced below: 

Applicant also discusses how Staab teaches the benefits of a gas-foamed 
film, which is "contraindicated in Patentee's invention." Reply [Remarks of 
03/13/13] pp. 80-81. In fact, Applicant specifically states that "the '080 Patent 
teaches the use of anti-foaming agents to prevent gas bubble formation." Reply 
p. 80 (emphasis in original). Yet not one of the pending claims recites the 
presence of an anti-foaming agent, or the formation of a film with no bubbles. 

Arguments with respect to the rejection based on Le Person: 

Many of Patent Owner's arguments with respect to Le Person are addressed by 

Third Party Requester on pp. 42-43 of the Comments filed 04/12/13, reproduced below: 

Applicant argues that "Le Person allows for materials which may have such a low 
molecular weight that forming a visco-elastic film may not be possible" and "lacks 
sufficient enabling disclosure to be an effective reference." Reply [of 03/13/13] p. 
70. But the claims do not require a high molecular weight. And again, Applicant 
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has not met its burden of providing facts rebutting the presumption that Le 
Person is operable. See MPEP 2121. Indeed, for all Le Person allegedly 
"lacks," it still includes a teaching of each and every manipulative drying step 
recited in the pending claims. 

Applicant also argues that Le Person "discloses methods that result in a 
non-uniform product prior to and at 10 minutes." Reply [of 03/13/13] p. 82. 
Applicant argues: 

Le Person even states that "intense moisture removal through the 
exposed surface of the layer to the radiation, during the first 3 min of 
drying (Le Person, Fig. 7) produces a stress on the polymer skeleton ... 
and as a result the acrylic polymer becomes more and more dense in the 
upper part of the layer (exposed surface)." (Le Person, p. 261 ). As a 
result, this "intense" shrinkage results in displacement of the active phase. 

Reply page 83. 

But what Le Person actually says is that "[t]his intense shrinkage coupled with 
the polymer compaction causes a displacement of the active phase towards the 
bottom of the layer." Le Person p. 26, col. 2, last 1[ (emphasis added). Changes 
in density in the upper and lower part of the layer and displacement of the active 
to the bottom of the film would have no effect on dose-to-dose variability. 

Again, as with Staab, Applicant presents the basically identical conclusory 
argument that Le Person does not teach the claimed drying methods. Reply [of 
03/13/13] pp. 81-82. But the Office Action already confirmed that Le Person 
teaches the claimed drying methods. Office Action [mailed 11 /29/12], pp. 36-39 
[as well as the rejection set forth above]. The addition of the word "controlled" 
does not distinguish the claims from Le Person, at least because Le Person 
teaches "a conventional drying rig where temperature (T oodb), Velocity (Uoo),and 
humidity (Yoo), of air are controlled." See Le Person, p. 258, col. 2 and Fig. 1. 
Additionally, Le Person teaches a polymer matrix having a viscosity of from about 
400 to about 1 00,000 cps, at least because this viscosity range encompasses 
any conceivable polymer solution that is capable of being cast. And Le Person 
teaches forming a viscoelastic film within about 4 minutes by increasing the 
viscosity of the polymer matrix upon initiation of drying. See Le Person, Figure 2, 
illustrating that, at 4 minutes (or 240 s- approximately 15 s0

·
5

), water content is 
less than 20% by weight in films dried by MIR and SIR and less than about 35% 
by weight in all dried films. 
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Patent Owner argues that Le Person does not teach the instantly claimed no 

more than 1 0% in amount of active in substantially equally sized dosage units sampled 

from different locations, and no more than 1 0% from the desired amount across 

different lots of resulting films, and in compliance with FDA regulations governing same 

(Remarks of 03/13/13, p. 82) 

However, all of the claimed percent variation as measured by analytical chemical 

tests, as well as the claimed "substantially uniform distribution of components" and 

"locking-in or substantially preventing migration" are inherent in Le Person's films in 

view of the fact that, as noted above, Le Person's active material homogenizes and a 

quasi-equilibrium is obtained for the components of the active phase, taking into 

account evaporation of the heavy solvent. 

Alternatively, such would have been obvious in view of the well-known goal of a 

skilled artisan to prepare dosages that do not vary by more than 10% in active, in view 

of the fact that Le Person's active material homogenizes and a quasi-equilibrium is 

obtained for the components of the active phase, taking into account evaporation of the 

heavy solvent, and to commercialize the product. A skilled artisan would minimize 

active content variation by optimizing the available parameters in Le Person's process, 

which are the same as or similar to those in the '080 patent. These include drying 

temperature, drying time, air velocity, humidity etc (see pp. 258-259 of Le Person). 

Patent Owner argues the following on p. 83 of the Remarks filed 03/13/13: 

Le Person certainly does not disclose, either explicitly or inherently, the 
additional claim elements found in Claim 317. Claim 317 generally adds to the 
above, inter alia, conveying said flowable polymer matrix through a drying 
apparatus at a temperature of at least 60 oc and using air currents, which have 
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forces below the yield value of the polymer matrix, to evaporate at least a portion 
of said solvent to form a visco-elastic film, having said active substantially 
uniformly distributed throughout, such that uniformity of content in the amount of 
said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units, sampled from 
different locations of said visco-elastic film, varies by less than 5%, and further 
controlling drying through a process comprising drying at a temperature 
differential ranging from 5 octo 30 oc between polymer matrix inside 
temperature and outside exposure temperature. 

Patent Owner's arguments are misguided because claim 317 does not recite a 

drying apparatus at a temperature of at least 60°C, nor does it recite a variance of less 

than 5%, or a temperature differential ranging from 5 oc to 30 oc between polymer matrix 

inside temperature and outside exposure temperature. 

Claim 317 does recite using air currents, which have forces below the yield value 

of the polymer matrix. However, as noted in the rejection, while Le Person does not 

specifically teach using air currents which have forces below the yield value of the 

polymer matrix such is either inherent or obvious. It's inherent because Le Person 

teaches air velocities of 2 m/s and 4 m/s (Table 2), which correspond to 4.5 miles/hr and 

8.9 miles/hr, respectively. These are light winds that even with water (viscosity 1 cp) 

would produce only small wavelets. 

Alternatively, since Le Person's resulting, dried films are homogeneous with 

respect to active material, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have adjusted Le Person's air velocity so that the 

film is not excessively blown and thus, a consistent product can be obtained. 
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Formation of a viscoelastic film is also recited in claim 317. However, as 

discussed in the rejection, within about 4 minutes of drying, Le Person's film is 

inherently viscoelastic. 

Conclusion 

The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 

1.985 to apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent 

proceeding, involving Patent No. 7,897,080 throughout the course of this reexamination 

proceeding. The third party requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise 

the Office of any such activity or proceeding throughout the course of this reexamination 

proceeding. MPEP 2686. 

This is an ACTION CLOSING PROSECUTION (ACP); see MPEP § 2671.02. 
(1) Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.951 (a), the patent owner may once file written 

comments limited to the issues raised in the reexamination proceeding and/or present a 
proposed amendment to the claims which amendment will be subject to the criteria of 
37 CFR 1.116 as to whether it shall be entered and considered. Such comments and/or 
proposed amendments must be filed within a time period of 30 days or one month 
(whichever is longer) from the mailing date of this action. Where the patent owner files 
such comments and/or a proposed amendment, the third party requester may once file 
comments under 37 CFR 1.951 (b) responding to the patent owner's submission within 
30 days from the date of service of the patent owner's submission on the third party 
requester. 

(2) If the patent owner does not timely file comments and/or a proposed 
amendment pursuant to 37 CFR 1.951 (a), then the third party requester is precluded 
from filing comments under 37 CFR 1.951 (b). 

(3) Appeal cannot be taken from this action, since it is not a final Office action. 

All correspondence relating to this inter partes reexamination proceeding should 

be directed: 
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By EFS: Registered users may submit via the electronic filing system EFS-Web 
at httQs://efs.usQto._gov/efile/mx:gortal/efs-registered 

By Mail to: Attn: Mail Stop "Inter Partes Reexam" 
Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
P. 0. Box 1450 
Alexandria VA 22313-1450 

Please FAX any communications to: 
(571) 273-9900 
Central Reexamination Unit 

Please hand-deliver any communications to: 

Signed: 

Customer Service Window 
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit 
Randolph Building, Lobby Level 
401 Dulany Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

I Alan Diamond/ 
Patent Reexamination Specialist 
Central Reexamination Unit 3991 

/Jerry D. Johnson/ 
Patent Reexamination Specialist 
Central Reexamination Unit 3991 

/Deborah D Jones/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3991 
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/A.D./ 1 Endo and Ueda, FABAD J. PHARM. SCI., 29:27-38, 2004 D 
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(dated 5/11/05) 
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Examiner Name I Diamond, Alan D. 
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iA.D./ 3 ATRIDOX{R) {DOXYCYCLINE HYCLATE) product label (Date Unknown). D 
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/A.D.i 5 DiDonato et al., J. BIOL. CHEM., 268(7): 4745-4751, 1993. D 

/A.D./ 6 Leathers, APPL. MICROBIOL. BIOTECHNOL., 62:468-473, 2003. D 
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
D from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1). 

OR 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

D any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

D See attached certification statement. 

D The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

[8] A certification statement is not submitted herewith. 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 1 0.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature /Daniel A. Scola, Jr., Reg. No. 29,855/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2013-01-29 

Name/Print Daniel A. Scola Registration Number 29,855 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b}(2}; (2} furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m}. 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c}}. 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U .S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce} directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
D from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1 ). 

OR 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

D any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

D See attached certification statement. 

D Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

I:8J None 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 1 0.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature /Daniel A. Scola, Jr., Reg. No. 29,855/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2013-01-29 

Name/Print Daniel A. Scola, Jr. Registration Number 29,855 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 197 4 (P .L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the 
application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be 
disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application 
which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a 
published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Amendment to the Claims 

1. (Amended) A process for manufacturing a resulting film suitable for commercialization 

and regulatory approval, said regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which 

meets the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration relating to variation. of an active 

in individual dosage units. said [making a ]film.having a substantially uniform distribution of 
. l 

components comprising a substantially uniform distribution of said active in individual dosage 

units of said resulting film, comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a masterbatch pre-mix· comprising a solvent and a polymer selected from the group 

consisting of water-soluble polymers, water-swellable polymers and combinations thereof; 

(b) adding [an]said active, said active selected from the group consisting ofbioactive actives. 

pharmaceutical actives and combinations thereof. to a pre-determined ampunt of said 

masterbatch pre-mix to form a flowable polymer matrix, said matrix having a substantially 

uniform distribution of said active; 

(c) casting said flowable polymer matrix, said flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity from 

about 400 to about 1 00,000 cps; 

(d) controlling drying through a process co'mprising conveying said flowable polymer matrix 

through a drying apparatus and eyaporating at least a portion of said solvent from said flowable 

polymer matrix to form a visco-elastic film. having said active substantially uniformly. . 
distributed throughout. within about the first [10]1 minutes [or fewcr]by rapidly increasing the 

viscosity of said flowable polymer matrix upon initiation of drying to maintain said substantially 

uniform distribution of said active by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said 

active within said visco-elastic film. wherein during said drying said flowable polymer matrix 

temperature is 100 °C or less; [and] 
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(e) forming [a]said resulting film from said visco-elastic film, wherein said resulting film has a 

water content of I 0% or less and said substantially uniform distribution of active by said 

locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active is maintained: and 

(f) performing analytical chemical tests for uniformity of content of said active in substantially 
'"' 

equal sized i.ndividual dosage units sampled from different locations of said resulting film_. said 

tests indicating that uniformity of content in the amount of the active varies by no more than 

10% and said resulting film is suitable for commercial and regulatory approval. wherein said 

regulatory approval is provided by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 

2. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said pre-determined amount of master batch 

pre-mix is controllably fed via a first meteril).g pump and a control valve to a first mixer and a 

second mixer. 

3. (Original) The process of claim 2, wherein said first mixer and said second mixer are 

arranged in parallel, series or a combination thereof.. 

4. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said water-soluble polymer comprises 

polyethylene oxide.· 

5. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said polymer comprises a polymer selected 

from the group consisting of cellulose, a cellulose derivative, pullulan, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, 

polyvinyl alcohol, polyethylene glycol, carboxyvinyl copolymers, hydroxypropylmethyl 

cellulose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyt cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, sodium 

alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, polyacrylic acid, 

methylmethacrylate copolymer, carboxyvinyl copolymers, starch, gelatin, and combinations 

thereof, alone or in combination with polyethylene oxide. 

6. (Original) The process of claim 5, wherein said polymer further comprises a water 

insoluble polymer selected from the group consisting of ethylcellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl 
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cellulose, cellulose acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, 

. polyvinylacetatephthalates, phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polycaprolactone and combinations thereof. 

7. (Original) The process of claim 5, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting ofmethylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly( a-esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly( alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

and mixtures and copolymers thereof. 

8. (Original) The process of claim 5, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, 

acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and 

combinations thereof. 

9. (Original) The process of claim 5, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of ethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl cellulose, cellulose 

acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, polyvinylacetatephthalates, 

phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic acid)/polyethyleneglycol 

copolymers, polycaprolactone, niethylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly( d-esters ), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly( alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, ~tarch, 

gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and combinations thereof. 

10. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 
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consisting of water, polar organic solvent, and combinations thereof. 

11. (Original) The process of claim 10, wherein s"aid solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of ethanol, isopropanol, acetone, and combinations thereof. · 

12. (Cancelled) 

13. (Amended) The process of claim I, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of ace-inhibitors, anti-anginal drugs, anti-arrhythmias, anti-asthmatics, anti

cholesterolemics, analgesics, anesthetics, anti-convulsants, anti-depressants, anti-diabetic agents, 

anti-diarrhea preparations, antidotes, anti-histamines, anti-hypertensive drugs, anti-inflammatory 

agents, anti-lipid agents, anti-manics, anti-nauseants, anti-stroke agents, anti-thyroid 

preparations, anti-tumor drugs, anti-viral agents, acne drugs, alkaloids, amino acid preparations, 

anti-tussives, anti-uricemic drugs,.anti-viral drugs, anabolic preparations, systemic and non

systemic anti-infective agents, anti-neoplastics, anti-parkinsonian agents, anti-rheumatic agents, 

· appetite stimulants, blood modifiers, bone metabolism regulators, cardiovascular agents, central 

nervous system stimulates; cholinesterase inhibitors, contraceptives, decongestants, dietary 

supplements, dopamine receptor agonists, endometriosis management agents, enzymes, erectile 

dysfunction therapies, fertility agents, gastrointestinal agents, homeopathic remedies, hormones, 

hypercalcemia_ and hypocalcemia management agents, immunomodulators, immunosuppressives, 

migraine preparations, motion sickness treatments, muscle relaxants, obesity management 

agents, osteoporosis preparations, oxytocics, parasympatholytics, parasympathomimetics, 

prostaglandins, psychotherapeutic agents, respiratory agents, sedatives, smoking cessation aids, 

sympatholytics, tremor preparations, urinary tract agents, vasodilators, laxatives, antacids, ion 

exchange resins,. anti-pyretics, appetite suppressants, expectorants, anti-anxiety agents, anti-ulcer 

agents, anti-inflammatory substances, coronary dilators, cerebral dilators, peripheral . 

vasodilators, psycho-tropics, stimulants, anti-hypertensive drugs, vasoconstrictors, migraine 

treatments, antibiotics, tranquilizers, anti-psychotics, [anti-tumor drugs, ]anti-coagulants, anti

thrombotic drugs, hypnotics, anti-emetics, anti-nauseants, [anti-convulsants, ]neuromuscular 

drugs, hyper- and hypo-glycemic agents, thyroid and anti-thyroid preparations, diuretics, anti-
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spasmodics, uterine relaxants, anti-obesity drugs, erythropoietic drugs, [anti-asthmatics, ]cough 

suppressants, mucolytics, DNA and genetic modifying drugs, and combinations thereof. 

14. (Amended) The process of claim 1, where!n said active is selected from the group 

consisting of [cosmetic actives, ]antigens, allergens, spores, microqrganisms, seeds, [mouthwash 

components, flavors, fragrances, ]enzymes, [preservatives, sweetening agents, colorants, spices, 

·]vitamins and combinations thereof. 

15. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a bioactive active. 

16. (Cancelled) 

17. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said a·ctive is an opiate or opiate-derivative. 

18. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-emetic. 

19. (Original) The :process of claim 1, wherein said active is an amino acid preparation. 

20. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein. said active is selected from the group 

consisting of sildenafils, tadalafils, vardenafils, apomorphines, yohimbine hydrochlorides; 

alprostadils and combinations thereof. 

21. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a protein. 

22. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is ,insulin. 

23. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti'-diabetic. 

24. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an antihistamine. 
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25. (Original) the process of claim 1, wherein said active is an 'anti-tussive. 

26. (Original) The process ofclaim I, wherein said active is a non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory. 

27. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-asthmatics. 

28. (Amended) The process of claim I, wherein said active is an anti-diarrhea preparation. 

29. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an alkaloid. 

30. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-psychotic. 

31. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-spasmodic. 

32. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a biological response modifier. 

33. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-obesity drug. 

·-
34. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is'an H2-antagonist. 

35. (Original) The process of claim 34, wherein said H2-antagonist is selected from the 

group consisting of cimetidine, ranitidine hydrochloride, famotidine, nizatidine, ebrotidine, 

mifentidine, roxatidinc, pisatidinc, aceroxatidine and combinations thereof. 

36. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a smoking cessation aid. 

37. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-parkinsonian agent. 

. 38. (Original) The process of claim I, wherein said active is an anti-depressant. 
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39. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-migraine. 

40. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-Alzheimer's agents. 

41. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a dopamine receptor agonist. 

42. (Original) The process of claim I, wherein said active is a cerebral dilator. 

43. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active· is a ps.ychotherapeutic agent. 

44. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an antibiotic. 

45. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anest~etic. 

46. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a contraceptive. 

47. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-thrombotic drug. 

48. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is diphenhydramine. 

· 49. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is nabilone. 

50. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is albuterol sulfate. 

51. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-tumor drug. 

52. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a glycoprotein. 

53. (Original) The process of claim I, wherein said active is an analgesic. 
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. 
54. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a hormone, 

55. · (Original) The process of ciaim 1, wherein said active is a decongestant. 

56. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a loratadine. 

57. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is dextromethorphan. 

58. (Original) The process of claim 1 ,'wherein said active is chlorpheniramine maleate. 

59. (Original) The process 'of claim 1, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of an analgesic, an anti-inflammatory, an antihistamine, a decongestant; a cough 

suppressant and combinations thereof. 

60. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an appetite stimulant. 

61. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a gastrointestinal agent. 

62. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a hypnotic. 

63. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is taste-masked. 

64. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is taste-masked using a flavor. 

65. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is coated with a controlled release 

composition. 

66. (Original) The process of claim 65, wherein said controlled release composition provides 

an immediate release. 
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67. (Original)· The process of claim 65, wherein said controlled release composition provides 

a delayed release. 

68. (Original) The process of claim 65, wherein said controlled release composition provides 

a sustained release. 

69. (Original) The process of claim 65, wherein said controlled release composition provides 

a sequential release. 

70. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a particulate. 

71. (Original) The process of claim 1, further comprising adding a degassing agent to said 

masterbatch premix. 

72. (Original) The process of claim 1, further comprising a step of providing a second film 

layer. 

i 

73. (Original) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is coated onto said 

resulting film. 

74. (Original) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is spread onto said 

resulting film .. 

75. (Original) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is cast onto said 

resulting film. 

76. (Original) The process of claim 72,. wherein said second film layer is extruded onto said 

resulting film. 
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77. . (Original) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is sprayed onto said 

resulting film. 

78. (Original) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film is laminated onto said 

resulting_ film. 

79. (Original) The process of claim 7~, further comprising laminating said resulting film to 

. another film. 

80. (Original) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer comprises an active. 

81. (Amended) The process of claim [72]80, wherein said active in said second film is 

different than said active in said resulting film. 

82. (Amended) A process for manufacturing resulting films suitable for commercialization 

and regulatory approval, said regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which 

meets the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration relating to variation of an active 

in individual dosage units. said [making a ]film~ having a substantially uniform distribution of 

components comprising a substantially uniform distribution of a desired amount of said active in 

individual dosage units of said resulting films, comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a flowable polymer matrix comprising a polymer selected from the group consisting 

of a water-soluble polymer, a water swellable polymer and combinations thereof, a solvent and 

[an]said active, said active selected from the group consisting ofbioactive actives, 

pharmaceutical.actives[, drugs, medicaments] and combinations thereof, said matrix having a 

substantially uniform distribution of said active; 

(b) casting said flowable polymer matrix. said flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity from 

about 400 to about I 00.000 cps; 
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(c) controlling drying through a process comprising conveying said flowable polymer matrix 

through a drying apparatus and evaporating at least a portion of said solvent from said flowable 

polymer matrix to fonn a visco-elastic film. having said active substantially unifonnly 

distributed throughout. within about the first [I 0]1 minutes [or fewer ]by rapidly increasing the 

viscosity of said flow able polymer matrix upon initiation of drying to maintain said substantially 

uniform distribution of said active by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said · 

active within said visco-elastic film, wherein during said drying said flowable polymer matrix 

temperature is 100 °C or less. and wherein uniformity of content of said active in substantially 

equal sized individual dosage units of said visco-elastic film is such that the amount of the active 

varies by no more than ~ 0%; [and] 

(d) forming [a ]said resulting film from said visco-elastic film, wherein said resulting film has a 

water content of 10% or less and said substantially uniform distribution of active by said 

locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active is maintained~ 

(e) performing analytical chemical tests for uniformity of content of said active in substantially 

equal sized individual dosage units sampled from different locations of said resulting film, said 

tests indicating that uniformity of content in the amount of said active varies by no more than 

I 0% and said resulting film is suitable for commercial and regulatory approval. wherein said 

regulatory approval is provided by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration; and 

CO repeating steps (a) through (e) to form additional resulting films. such that uniformity of 

content in the amount of said active in said resulting film and said additional resulting films 

varies no more than 1 0% from the desired amount of the active as indicated by said analytical 

chemical tests. 

83. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said water-soluble polymer comprises 

polyethylene oxide. 

84. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said polymer comprises a polymer selected 
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from the group consisting of cellulose, a celluiose derivative, pull ulan, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, 

polyvinyl alcohol, polyethylene glycol, carboxyvinyl copolymers, hydroxypropylmethyl 

cellulose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, sodium 

alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, polyacrylic acid, 

.methylmethacrylate copolymer, carboxyvinyl copolymers, starch, gelatin, and combinations 

thereof, alone or in combination with polyethylene oxide. 

85. (Original) The process of claim 84, wherein said polymer further comprises a water 

insoluble polymer selected from the group consisting of ethylcellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl 

cellulose, cellulose acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, 

polyvinylacetatephthalates, phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polycaprolactone and combinations thereof. 

86. (Original) The process of claim 84, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of methylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer,. 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly( a-esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly( alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

and mixtures and copolymers thereof. 

87. ·(Original) The process of claim 84, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, 

acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, gelatin, caragccnan, locust bean gum, dextran, gcllan gum and 

combinations thereof. 

88. (Original) The process of claim 84, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of ethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl cellulose, cellulose 

acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, polyvinylacctatcphthalatcs, 

phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic acid)/polyethyleneglycol . 
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copolymers, polycaprolactone, methylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly(6.-esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly( alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, 

gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and combinations thereof. 

89. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of water, polar organic solvent, and combinations thereof. 

90. (Original) The process of claim 89, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of ethanol, isopropanol, acetone, and combinations thereof. 

91. (Cancelled) 

92. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein the active is selected from the group 

consisting of ace-inhibitors, anti-anginal drugs, anti-arrhythmias, anti-asthmatics, anti

cholesterolemics, analgesics, anesthetics, anti-convulsants, anti-depressants, anti-diabetic agents, 

anti-diarrhea preparations, antidotes, anti-histamines, anti-hypertensive drugs, anti-inflammatory 

agents, anti-lipid agents, anti-manics, anti-nauseants, anti-stroke agents, anti-thyroid 

preparations, anti-tumor drugs, anti-viral agents, acne drugs, alkaloids, amino acid preparations, 

anti-tussives, anti-uricemic drugs, anti-viral drugs, anabolic preparations, systemic and non

systemic anti-infective agents, anti-neoplastics, anti-parkinsonian agents, anti-rheumatic agents, 

appetite stimulants, blood modifiers, bone metabolism regulators, cardiovascular agents, central 

nervous system stimulates, cholinesterase inhibitors, contraceptives, decongestants, dietary 

supplements, dopamine receptor agonist..~), endometriosis management agents, enzymes, erectile 

dysfunction therapies, fertility agents, gastrointestinal agents, homeopathic remedies, hormones, 

hypercalcemia and hypocalcemia management agents, immunomodulators, imrnunosupprcssives, 

migraine preparations, motion sickness treatments, muscle relaxants, obesity management 
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agents, osteoporosis preparations; oxytocics, parasympatholytics, parasympathomimetics, 
. . 

prostaglandins, psychotherapeutic agents, respiratory agents, sedatives, smoking cessation aids, 

sympatholytics, tremor preparations, urinary tract agents, vasodilators, laxatives, antacids, ion 

exchange resins, anti-pyretics, appetite suppressants, expectorants, anti-arixiety agents, anti-ulcer 

agents, anti-inflammatory substances, coronary dilators, cerebral dilators, peripheral 

vasodilators, psycho-tropics, stimulants, anti-hypertensive drugs, vasoconstrictors, migraine 

treatments, antibiotics, tranquilizers, anti-psychotics, [anti-tumor drugs, ]anti-coagulants, anti

thrombotic drugs, hypnotics, anti-emetics, anti-nauseants, [ anti-convulsants, ]neuromuscular 

drugs, hyper- and hypo-glycemic agents, thyroid and anti-thyroid preparations, diuretics, anti

spasmodics, uterine relaxants, anti-obesity drugs, erythropoietic drugs, [anti-asthmatics, ]cough 

suppressants, mucolytics, DNA and genetic modifying drugs, and combinations thereof. 

93. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of [cosmetic actives, ]antigens, allergens, spores, microorganisms, seeds, [mouthwash 

components, flavors, fragrances, ]enzymes, [preservatjves, sweetening agents, colorants, spices, 

]vitamins and combinations thereof. 

94. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a bioactive active. 

95. (Cancelled) 

96. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an opiate or opiate-derivative. 

97. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-emetic. 

98. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an amino acid preparation. 

99. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of sildenafils, tadalafils, vardenafils, apomorphines, yohimbine hydr:ochlorides, 

alprostadils and combinations thereof. 
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100. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a protein. 

101. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is insulin. 

102. (Origi~al) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-diabetic. 

I 03. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an antihistamine. 

104. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-tussive. 

I 05. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a non-steroidal anti

inflammatory. 

106. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active: is an anti-asthmatics. 

107. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-diarrhea preparation. 

I 08. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an alkaloid. 

109. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-psychotic. 

110. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-spasmodic. 

111. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a biological response modifier. 

112. (Original) The proce~s of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-obesity drug. 

113. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an H2-antagonist. 
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114. (Amended) The process of claim [82] 113, wherein said Hz-antagonist is selected from 

the group consisting of cimetidine, ranitidine hydrochloride, famotidine, nizatidine, ebrotidine, 

mifentidine, roxatidine, pisatidine, aceroxatidine and combinations thereof. 

115. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a smoking ·cessation aid. 

116. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said ac~ive is an anti-parkinsonian agent. 

117. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-depressant. 

118. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-migraine. 

119. · (Or,iginal) The process of claim ~2, wherein said active is an anti-Alzheimer's agents. 

120. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a dop!lmine receptor agonist. 

121. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a cerebral dilator. 

122. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a psychotherapeutic agent. 

123. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an antibiotic. 

124. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anesthetic. 

125. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a contraceptive. 

126. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-thrombotic drug. 

127. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is diphenhydramine. 
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128. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is nabilone. 

129. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said,active is albuterol sulfate. 

130. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-tumor drug. 

131. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a glycoprotein. 

132. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an analgesic. 

133. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a hormone. 

134. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a decongestant. 

135. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a loratadine. 

136. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is dextromethorphan. 

137. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is chlorpheniramine maleate. 

138. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of an analgesic, an anti-inflammatory, an antihistamine, a decongestant, a cough 

suppressant and combinations thereof. 

139. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an appetite stimulant. 

140. . (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a gastrointestinal agent. 

141. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a hypnotic. 
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142. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is taste-masked. 

143. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is taste-masked using a flavor. 

144. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is coated with a controlled 

release composition. 

145. (Original) The process. of claim 144, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides an immediate release. 

146. (Original) The process of claim 144, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a delayed release. 

147. (Original) The process of claim 144, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a sustained release. 

148. (Original) The process of claim 144, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a sequential release. 

149. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a particulate. 

150. (Original) The process of claim 82, further comprising adding a degassing agent to said 

flowable polymer matrix. 

151. (Original) The process of claim 82, further comprising a step of providing a second film 

layer. 

152: (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is coated onto said 

resulting film. 
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153. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is spread onto said. 

resulting film. 

154. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is cast onto said 

resulting film. 

155. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is extruded onto said 

resulting film. 

156. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is sprayed onto said 

resulting film. 

157. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is laminated onto 

said resulting film. 

158. (Original) The process of claim 151, further comprising laminating said resulting film to 

another film. 

159. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film comprises an active. 

160. (Amended) The process of claim [151]159, wherein said active in said second film is 

different than said active in said resulting film. 

161. (Amended) A process for manufacturing a resulting film suitable for commercialization 

and regulatory approval, said regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which 

meets the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration relating to variation of an active 

in individual dosage units, said[making a] film capable of being administered to a body surface 

and having a substantially uniform distribution of components comprising a substantially 

uniform distribution of said active in individual dosage units of said resulting film, comprising 

the steps of: 
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(a) foqning a flowable polymer matrix comprising a water-soluble polymer, a solvent and 

[an]said active, said active selected from the group consisting ofbioactive actives. 

pharmaceutical actives and combinations thereof. said matrix having a substantially uniform 

distribution of said active; 

(b) casting said flowable polymer matrix. said flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity from 

about 400 to about 100.000 cps; 

(c) controlling drying through a process comprising conveving said flowable polymer matrix 

through a drying apparatus and evaporating at least a portion of said solvent from said flowable 

polymer matrix to form a visco-elastic filJ?1. having said active substantially uniformly 

distributed throughout. within about the first [IOH. minutes [or fewer]by rapidly increasing the 

viscosity of said flowable polymer matrix upon initiation of drying to maintain said substantially 

uniform distribution of said active by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said 

active within said visco-elastic film. wherein during said drying said flowable polymer matrix 

temperature is 100 6C or less. and wherein uniformity of content of said active in substantially 

equal sized individual dosage units of said visco-elastic film is such that the amount of the active 

varies by no more than 1 0%; 

(d) forming [a]said resulting film from said visco-elastic film, wherein said resulting film has a 

water content of 10% or less and said substantially uniform distribution of active by said 

locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active is maintained; [and] 

(e) performing analytical chemical tests for uniformity of content of said active in substantially 

equal sized individual dosage units sampled from different locations of said resulting film. said 

tests indicating that uniformity of content in the amount of said active varies by no more than 

10% and said resulting film is suitable for commercial and regulatory approval, wherein said 

regulatory approval is provided by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. and 
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[(e)]ill administering said resulting film to a body surface. 

162.. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said body surfa.ce is a mucous membrane. 

163. (Original) The process of claim 162, wherein said mucous membrane is oral, anal, 

vaginal or ophthalmological. 

164. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said body surface is the surface of a 

wound. 

165. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said water-soluble polymer comprises 

polyethylene oxide. 

166. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said polymer comprises a polymer selected 

from the group consisting of cellulose, a cellulose derivative, pull ulan, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, 

polyvinyl alcohol, polyethylene glycol, carboxyvinyl copolymers, hydroxypropylmethyl 

cellulose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, sodium 

alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, polyacrylic acid, 

methylmethacrylate copolymer, carboxyvinyl copolymers, starch, gelatin, and combinations 

thereof, alone or in combination with polyethylene oxide. 

167. (Original) The process of claim 166, wherein said polymer further comprises a water 

insoluble polymer selected from the group consisting of ethylcellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl 

cellulose, cellulose acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, 

polyvinylacetatephthalates, phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polycaprolactone and combi!lations thereof. 

168. (Original) The process of claim 166, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting ofmethylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 
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acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly(<i-esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly( alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

and mixtures and copolymers thereof. 

169. (Original) The process of claim 166, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, 

acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and 

combinations thereof. 

170. (Original) The process of claim 166, wherein said polymer further comprises .a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of ethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl cellulose, cellulose 

acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, polyvinylacetatephthalates, 

phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)lpoly(glycolic acid)/polyethyleneglycol 

copolymers, polycaprolactone, methylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydio.xanones, polyoxalates, poly(<i-esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly( alkyl cyanoacrylates ), 

sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, 

gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and combinations thereof. 

171. (Original) The pr<;>cess of claim 161, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of water, polar organic solvent, and combinations thereof 

172. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said solvent is selected from the group . 

consisting of ethanol, isopropanol, acetone, and combinations thereof. 

173. (Cancelled) 
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174. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of ace-inhibitors, anti-anginal drugs, anti-arrhythmias, anti-asthmatics, anti

cholesterolemics, analgesics, anesthetics, anti-convulsants, anti-depressants, anti-diabetic agents, 

anti-diarrhea preparations, antidotes, anti-histamines, anti-hypertensive drugs; anti-inflammatory 

agents, anti-lipid agents, anti-manics, anti-nauseants, anti-stroke agents, anti-thyroid 

preparations, anti-tumor drugs, anti-viral agents, acne drugs, alkaloids, amino acid preparations, 

anti-tussives, anti-uricemic drugs, anti-viral drugs, anabolic preparations, systemic and non

systemic anti-infective agents, anti-neoplastics, anti-parkinsonian agents, anti-rheumatic agents, 

appetite stimulants, blood modifiers, bone metabolism regulators, cardiovascular agents, central 

nervous system stimulates, cholinesterase inhibitors, contraceptives, decongestants, dietary 

supplements, dopamine receptor agonists, endometriosis management agents, enzymes, erectile 

dysfunction therapies, fertility agents, gastrointestinal agents, homeopathic remedies, hormones, 

hypercalcemia and hypocalcemia management agents, immunomodulators, immunosuppressives, 
. 

migraine preparations, motion sickness treatments, muscle relaxants, obesity management 

agents, osteoporosis preparations, oxytocics, parasympatholytics, parasympathomimetics, 

prostaglandins, psychotherapeutic agents, respiratory agents, sedatives, smoking cessation aids, 

sympatholytics, tremor preparations, urinary tract agents, vasodilators, laxatives, antacids, ion 

exchange resins, anti-pyretics, appetite suppressants, expectorants, anti-anxiety agents, anti-ulcer 

agents, anti-inflammatory substances, coronary dilators, cerebral dilators, peripheral 

vasodilators, psycho-tropics, stimu_lants, anti-hypertensive drugs, vasoconstrictors, migraine 

treatments, antibiotics, tranquilizers, anti-psychotics, [anti-tumor drugs, ]anti-coagulants, anti

thrombotic drugs, hypnotics, anti-emetics, anti-nauseants, [anti-convulsants, ]neuromuscular 

drugs, hyper- and hypo-glycemic agents, thyroid and anti-thyroid preparations, diuretics, anti

spasmodics, uterine relaxants, anti-obesity drugs, erythropoietic drugs, [anti-asthmatics, ]cough 

suppressants, mucolytics, DNA and genetic modifying drugs, and combinations thereof . 

• 
175. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of [cosmetic actives, ]antigens, allergens, spores, microorganisms, seeds, [mouthwash 

components, flavors, fragrances, ]enzymes, [preservatives, sweetening agents, colorants, spices, 
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]vitamins and combinations thereof. 

176. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a bioactive active. 

177. (Cancelled) 

178. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an opiate or opiate-derivative. 

179. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-emetic. 

180. (Original) The process of claim 161 wherein said active is an amino acid preparation. 

181. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active· is selected from the group 

consisting of sildenafils, tadalafils, vardenafils,'~apomorphines, yohimbine hydrochlorides, 

alprostadils and combinations thereof. 

182. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a protein. 

183. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is insulin. 

184. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-diabetic. 

185. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an antihistamine. 

186. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-tussive. 

187. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein 'said active is a non-steroidal anti

inflammatory. 

·188. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-asthmatics. 
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189. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-diarrhea preparation. 

190. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an alkaloid. 

191. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-psychotic. 

192. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-spasmodic. 

193. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a biological response 

modifier. 

194. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is p.n anti-obesity drug. 

195. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an H2-antagonist. 

196. (Original) The process of claim 195, wherein said H2-antagonist is selected from the 

group consisting of cimetidine, ranitidine hydrochloride, famotidine, nizatidine, ebrotidine, 

mifentidine, roxatidine, pisatidine, aceroxatidine and combinations thereof. 

197. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a smoking cessation aid. 

198. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-parkinsonian agent. 

199. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-depressant. 

200. · (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-migraine. 

201. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-Aizheimer's agents. 
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202. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a dopamine receptor agonist. 

203. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a cerebral dilator. 

204. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a psychotherapeutic agent. 

205. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an antibiotic. 

206. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anesthetic. 

207. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein saio active is a contraceptive. 

208. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-thrombotic drug. 

209. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is diphenhydramine. 

210. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is nabilone. 

211. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a1buterol sulfate .. 

· 212. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-tumor drug. 

213. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a glycoprotein. 

214. (Original) The proces~ of claim 161, wherein said active is an analgesic. 

215. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a hormone. 

216. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a decongestant. 
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217. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a loratadine. · 

218. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is dextromethorphan: 

219. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is chlorpheniramine maleate. 

220. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of an analgesic, an anti-inflammatory, an antihistamine, a decongestant, a cough 

suppressant and combinations thereof. 

221. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an appetite stimulant. 

222. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a gastrointestinal agent. 

223. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a hypnotic. 

224. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is taste-masked. 

225. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is taste-masked using a flavor. 

226. 
I 

(Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is coated with a controlled 

release composition. 

227. (Original) The process of claim 226, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides an immediate release. 

228. (Original) The process of226, wherein said controlled release composition provides a 

delayed release. 

229. (Original) The process of claim 226, wherein said controlled release composition 
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provides a sustained release. 

230. (Original) The process of claim 226, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a sequential release. 

231. (Original) The process of claim 161; wherein said active is a particulate. 

232. (Original) The process of claim 161, further comprising adding a degassing agent to said 

flowable polymer matrix. 

233. (Original) The process of claim 161, further comprising a step of providing a second film 

layer. 

234. (Original) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is coated onto said 

resulting film. 

235. (Original) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is spread onto said 

resulting film. 

236. (Original) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is cast onto said 

resulting film.· 

237. (Original) The process of claim-233, wherein said second film layer is extruded onto said 

resulting film. 

238. (Original) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is sprayed onto said 

resulting film. 

239. (Original) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is laminated onto 

said resulting film. 
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240. (Original) The process of claim 233, further comprising laminating said resulting film to 

another film. 

241. (Original) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film comprises an active. 

242. (Amended) The process of claim [233]241, wherein said active in said second film is 

different than said active~in said resulting film. 

243. (Original) The process of claim 1, said active is an anti-nauseant. 

244. (Amended) The process of claim 1, said active is an erectile dysfunction drug. 

245. (Original). The process of claim 1, said active is a vasoconstrictor; 

246: (Original) The process of claim 1, said active is a stimulant. 

247. (Original) The process of claim 1, said active is· a migraine treatment. 

248. (Original) The process of claim 1, said active is granisetron hydrochloride. 

249. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said ~esulting film provides administration of 

said active to an individual through the buccal cavity of said individual. 

250. (Original) ·The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting film provides administration of 

said active through gingival application of said individual. 

251. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting film provides administration of 

said active through sublingual application of said individual. 
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252. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting film provides administration of 

said active to an individual through a mucosal membrane of said individual. 

253. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting film provides administration of 

said active to an individual by administration within the body of the individual during surgery. 

254. (Cancelled) 

255. (Cancelled) 

256. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said resulting film contains less than about 6% 

by weight solvent. 

257. (Cancelled) 

258. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said resulting film is orally administrable. 

259. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said active is in the form of a particle. 

260. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said matrix comprises a dispersion. 

261. (Original) The process of claim 82, said active is an anti-nauseant. 

262. (Amended) The process of claim 82, said active is an erectile dysfunction drug. 

263. (Original) The process of claim 82, said active is a vasoconstrictor. 

264. (Original) The process of claim 82, said active is a stimulant. 

265. (Original) The process of claim 82, said active is a migraine treatment. 
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266. (Original) The process of claim 82, said active is granisetron hydrochloride. 

267. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual through the buccal cavity of said individual. 

268. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active through gingival application of said individual. 

269. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active through sublingual application of said individual. 

270. (Original) The process of claim 82; wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual through a mucosal membrane of said individual. 

271. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual by administration within the body of the individual during surgery. 

272. (Cancelled) 

273. (Cancelled) 

274. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said resulting film contains less than about 
I 

6% by weight solvent. 

275. (Cancelled) 

276. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said resulting film is orally administrable. 

277. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said active is in th~ form of a particle. 
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278. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said matrix comprises a dispersion. 

279. (Original) The process of claim 161, said active is an anti-nauseant. 

280. (Amended) The process of claim 161, said active is an erectile dysfunction drug. 

281. (Original) The process of claim 161, said active is a vasoconstrictor. 

282. (Original) The process of claim 161, said active is a stimulant. 

283. (Original) The process of claim 161, said active is a migraine treatment. 

284. (Original) The process of claim 161, said acti~e is gmnisetron hydrochloride. 

285. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual through the buccal cavity of said individual. 

286. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active through gingival application of said individual. 

287. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active through sublingual application of said individual. 

288. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual through a mucosal membrane of said individual. 

289. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual by administnltion within the body of the individual during surgery. 
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290. (Cancelled) 

291. (Cancelled) _ 

292. (Original) The method of claim 161, wherein said resulting film contains less than about 

6% by weight solvent. 

293. (Cancelled) 

294. (Original) The method of claim 161, wherein said resulting film is orally administrable. 

295. (Original) The method of claim 161, wherein said active is in the form of a particle. 

296. (Original) The method of claim 161, wherein said matrix comprises a dispersion. 

297. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said matrix comprises an emulsion, a colloid 

or a suspension. 

298. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said matrix comprises an emulsion; a colloid 

or a suspension. 

299. (Original) The method of claim 161, wherein said matrix comprises an emulsion, a 

colloid or a suspension. 

300. (New) The process of claim 1. wherein said tests further indicate that the amount. of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 5%. 

301. (New) The process of claim 1. wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 2%. 
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302. (New) The process of claim 1, wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 1%. 

303. (New) The process of claim Lwherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 0.5%. 

304. (New) The process of claim 82. wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 5%. 

305. (New) The process of claim 82. wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 2%. 

306. (New) The process of claim 82, wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 1%. 

307. (New) The process of claim 82. wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 0.5%. 

308. (New) The process of claim 161. wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 5%. 

309. (New) The process of claim 161, wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 2%. • 

310. (New) The process of claim 161, wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 1%. 

311. (New) The process of claim 161. wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of 

active in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 0.5%. 

'·. 1 
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312. (New) The process of claim 1, wherein said evaporating is conducted by applying 

radiant energy selected from the group consisting of hot air currents. heat. infrared radiation, 

radio frequency radiation and combinations thereof. 

313. (New) The process of claim 82, wherein said evaporating is conducted by applying 

radiant energy selected from the group consisting of hot air currents, heat, infrared radiation, 

radio frequency radiation and combinations thereof. 

314. (New) The process of claim 161, wherein said evaporating is conducted by applying 

radiant energy selected from the group consisting of hot air currents, heat, infrared radiation, 

radio frequency radiation and combinations thereof. 

315. (New) A process for manufacturing resulting films suitable for commercialization and 

regulatory approval, said regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which meets 

the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration relating to variation of an active in 

individual dosage units, said films having a substantially uniform distribution of components 

comprising a substantially uniform distribution of a desired amount of said active in individual 

dosage units of said resulting films. comprising the steps of: 

{a) forming a flowable polymer matrix comprising a water-soluble polymer, a solvent and said 

active, said active selected from the group consisting ofbioactive actives, pharmaceutical actives 

and combinations thereof. said matrix having _a substantially uniform distribution of said active; 

(b) casting said flowable polymer matrix, said flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity from 

about 400 to about 100,000 cps; 

{c) controlling drying through a process comprising conveying said polymer matrix through a 

drving apparatus and evaporating at least a portion of said solvent to form a visco-elastic film. 

having said active substantially uniformly distributed throughout. within about the first 4 minutes 
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by rapidly increasing the viscosity of said polymer matrix upon initiation of drving to maintain 

said substantially uniform distribution of said active by locking-in or substantially preventing 

migration of said active within said visco-elastic film. wherein during said drving said flowable 

polymer matrix temperature is 100 °C or less;· 

(d) forming said resulting film from said visco-elastic·film. wherein said resulting film has a 

water content of 10% or less and said substantially uniform distribution of said active by said 

locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active is maintained. such that uniformity 

of content in the amount of the active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units. 

sampled from different locations of said resulting film. varies by no more than 1 0%; 

(e) performing analytical chemical tests for uniformity of content of said active in said 

substantially equal sized individual dosage units of said sampled resulting film, said tests 

indicating that uniformity of content in the amount of the active varies by no more than 10% and 

said resulting film is suitable for commercial and regulatory approval. wherein said regulatory 

approval is provided by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration: and 

(0 repeating steps (a) through (e) to form additional resulting films, such that uniformity of 

content in the amount of said active in said resulting film and said additional resulting films 

varies no more than 10% from the desired amount of said active as indicated by said analytical 

chemical tests. 

316. (New) A process for manufacturing a resulting film suitable for commercialization and 

regulatory approval. said regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which meets 

the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration relating to variation of an active in 

individuaL dosage units. said film having a substantially uniform distribution of components 

composing a substantially uniform distribution of said active in individual dosage units of said 

resulting film, comprising the steps of: 
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(a) forming a flowable polymer matrix comprising a water-soluble polymer. a solvent and said 

active. said active selected from the group consisting ofbioactive actives. pharmaceutical actives 

and combinations thereof. said matrix having a substantially uniform distribution of said active; 

(b) casting said flowable polymer matrix. said flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity from 

about 400 to about 100.000 cps; 

(c) controlling drving through a process comprising conveying said polymer matrix through a 

drying apparatus and evaporating at least a portion of said solvent to form a visco-elastic film. 

having said active substantially uniformly distributed throughout. within about the first 4 minutes 

by rapidly increasing the viscositv of said polymer matrix upon initiation of drying to maintain 

said substantially uniform distribution of said active by locking-in or substantially preventing 

migration of said active within said visco-elastic film, wherein during said drying said flowable 

polymer matrix temperature is 100 °C or less; 

(d) forming said resulting film from said visco-elastic film. wherein said resulting film has a 

water content of 10% or Less and said substantially uniform distribution of active by said 

locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active is maintained. such that uniformity 

of content in the amount of said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units. 

sampied from different locations of said resulting film. varies by no more than 10%: and 

(e) performing analvtical chemical tests for uniformity of content of said active in said 

substantially equal sized individual dosage units of said sampled resulting film. said tests 

indicating that uniformity of content in the amount of said active varies by no more than 10% 

and said resulting film is suitable for commercial and regulatory approval. wherein said 

regulatory approval is provided by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 
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317. (New) A process for manufacturing a resulting film suitable for commercialization and 

regulatory approval, said regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which meets 

the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration relating to variation of an active in 

individual dosage units. said film having a substantially uniform distribution of components 

comprising a substantially uniform distribution of said active in individual dosage units of said 

resulting film. comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a flowable polymer matrix comprising a water-soluble polymer. a solvent and said 

active. said active selected from the group consisting ofbioactive actives. pharmaceutical actives 

and combinations thereof. said matrix having a substantially uniform distribution of said active: 

(b) casting said flowable polymer matrix, said flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity from 

about 400 to about 1 00.000 cps: 

(c) controlling drving through a process comprising conveying said flowable polymer matrix 

through a drying apparatus using air currents, which have forces below a yield value of said 

flowable polymer matrix during drying. to evaporate at least a portion ofsaid solvent to form a 

visco-elastic film, having said active substantially uniformly distributed throughout. within about 

the first 4 minutes by rapidly increasing the viscosity of said flowable polvmer matrix upon 

initiation of drying to maintain said substantially uniform distribution of said active by locking

in or substantially preventing migration of said active within said visco-elastic film. such that 

uniformity of content in the amount of said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage 

units. sampled from different locations of said visco-elastic film. varies by no more than 10%. 

and wherein during said drying said flowable polymer matrix temperature is 100 °C or less: 

(d) forming said resulting film from said visco-elastic film by further controlling drying by 

continuing evaporation to a water content of said resulting film of 10% or less and wherein said 

substantially uniform distribution of active by said locking-in or substantially preventing 

migration of said active is maintained. such that uniformity of content in the amount of said 
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active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units. sampled from different locations of 

said resulting film, varies by no more than 1 0%; and 

(e) performing analytical chemical t~sts for uniformity of content of said active in substantially 

equal sized individual dosage units of said sampled resulting film. said tests indicating that 

uniformity of content in the amount of said active varies by no more than 10% and said resulting 

film is suitable for commercial and regulatory approval. wherein said regulatory approval is 

provided by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 

318. (New) A process for manufacturing a resulting film suitable for commercialization and 

regulatory approval. said regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which meets 

the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration relating to variation of an active in 

individual dosage units. said film having a substantially uniform distribution of components 

comprising a substantially uniform distribution of said active in individual dosage units of said 

Tesulting film. comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a flowable polymer matrix comprising a water-soluble polymer. a solvent and said 

active. said active selected from the group consisting ofbioactive actives. pharmaceutical actives 

and combinations thereof. said matrix having a substantially uniform distribution of said active; 

(b) casting said flowable polymer matrix. said flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity from 

about 400 to about 100.000 cps; 

(c) controlling drying through a process comprising conveying said flowable polymer matrix 

through a drving apparatus at a temperature of about 60 °C and using air currents. which have 

forces below a yield value of the polymer matrix during drying. to evaporate at least a.portion of 

said solvent to form a visco-elastic film. having said active substantially uniformly distributed· 

throughout. within about the first 4 minutes by rapidly increasing the viscosity of said flowable 

polymer matrix upon initiation of drving to maintain said substantially uniform distribution of 

said active by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active within said visco-
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\ elastic film. such that uniformity of content in the amount of said active in substantially equal 

sized individual dosage units. sampled from different locations of said visco-elastic film. varies 

by less than 5%. and wherein during said drying said flowable polymer matrix temperature is 

1 00 °C or less: 

(d) forming said resulting film from said visco-elastic film by further controlling by continuing 

evaporation to a water content of said resulting film of 10% or less and wherein said 

substantially uniform distribution of active by·said locking-in or substantially preventing 

migration of said active is maintained, such that uniformity of content in the amount of said 

active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units. sampled from different locations of 

said resulting film. varies by less than 5%; and 

(e) performing analytical chemical tests for uniformity of content of said active in substantially 

equal sized individual dosage units of said sampled resulting film. said tests indicating that 

uniformity of content in the amount of said active v~ries by less than 5% and said resulting film 

is suitable for commercial and regulatory approval, wherein said regulatory approval is provided 

by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 

I 
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:.::::-. : :. -: : ·. . :-. :: ~ :;· ".: ·""· · .. ·; ::.::.::_. -.: ·::·.:.·· 

·" " :. -: : :; :. ~ :: ·:: :: : 

(e) ::: :--:.· 

-::·:: ;:'::.:::·::: -.:: -. ::.; ····::·- :.: 
-.:: 

:. ::_:: 

:::'• ··. · .. -.-: ·,. ·::· ... 

· .. · .. : 
:·.;. ·:::: ·.:·::-· :·::: 

(f) ,:·::: :·-. : .. :.: ·. . . . " : ·. : ·: ,' :·. : :; : : ', ,' .; : ~ .; : ,' : ; ;: : : :; ;. . . 

.::.;" ---" ::.; •';;.':.;;;::: :::.:: .·· ;::.,::;;::: .... ; ·-.,;.: .. : 
:: --.. · .::-. :-.: ·=·=·:.::: 

.. -..... 
; :;: ::=-:: ·=·· :·: ··:. ·:::·.;;::·;:: ,•' ··:·:· :. :;., 

. ::·-: ;::; .. =·:.·.::::::''' ·-.:;,::: "" ;: .. ,;.: ::::;· .. : . 

: :: :. •, ·-~ . :· · .. ·=. : :: :: ::· .·. -· 

:·=. 

:.-· ·.-,,' _-. ·· .. -=.:--· 

··:::::-:. 
-:.: : ': :: ~ ::-:.::.:: f::: ::::: ~ ·.) : :: :_:: -.. :· 

:::.; a desired 
~ . ::. :.-:::·-.·: ··· .. ·. •. ·- : .• -: : •• .: :: :: • •• :. ~ • ::. :: : •. ·. > :. :_ : 

.·· .. ·. ·=.:: -·:-

.: masterbatch pre-mix flowable polymer matrix 
a solvent and ::, : ::·.. '' :·, · ··:'.: : .,,,_ :··.·, ·::::, 

···:·a .: .. ,·::::·::-.::. :·:::·:s, a:.::·::,:::·:. 

:::·: s ::,:;:( .. · .:··· .. · ·: : .. ,.,,, '' :i::-. :: ... ···:·,a solveet aed said aetive, 
said aetive seleeted from the groHp eoesistieg of bioaetive 
aetives, pharmaeeHtieal aetives aed eombieatioes thereof, said 
matriK havieg a sHbstaetially HHiform distribHtioe of said aetive; 
(b) adding said active, said active selected from the group 
consisting of bioactive actives, pharmaceutical actives and 
combinations thereof, to a pre-determined amount of said 
masterbatch pre-mix to form a flowable polymer matrix, said 
matrix having a substantially uniform distribution of said active; 

··.:: :; . ;:--" .. ;. ::·.;: ... : .. 

:-:: .... :··: -:.::: ;: 

. •, . . ', : ': :' :; . ,' : ~.. : : -~ : :; . . ·. . . :· ... : : :: : :; : : ;. : ;;::.:: 

. ' . . ' : :~ . . ::;;.-:""· :: .. · -.·:· :-.. :::.: 

: ·: : ~.-:- . : ', . : . . :;;::,.:: ::": .;· ::;::' 

:.::·::: :-.;::::·:·. ;;:::;;:.;.·:··=:- .. :.: ... : ::·;;.:.; ·-.:: :: :::;.:::· ·-.. : .. ·:-: 

:;,: · ... : :::::·: ·-.:;,::: 

--.. · :::::-.: -:·: . " " . ~ ::" ··: : .; : : ::;;.:: .. · .. 

: :;::: ., ·.·· ·· ... ··., aed whereie 
HHiformity of coeteet of said aetive ie sHbstaetially eqHal sized 
iedividHal dosage HHits of said visco elastic film is sHch that the 
amoHHt of the aetive varies by eo more thae 10%; 
(e) ::.::::_::: ::::· 

:: ~ -:_: :: -:_: ::.:::::::: :-:::·--·: -:·.:-·::::_:_ :.·:_.: :.=.: :- ::'-· ::·;.";. 

·::·.-: ";.:_.::· . " : : :: : " _: ~ :·: .••. · .. ·; ::·.; ;::;._-:_: :·-

:::::-.. ·_:: -:::- ""· :.·: .. : :-.:::;; ... : :_:_ "" 

·::·: .. ::: ::·::::.:··. :: .. ::--:: 

··:. :·-" .. -.. ·.: .... · ::: ·:-·:: ::.:: :; : __ ;::;:··-· 

. :; 
""' "" 

(·::: : .. ·.: 

':: '· ·.:::: .: o:/ the said:::::·::·,:... . ,::: :· ,· .. ·.: :0(. ::. ·.: ·: ::.o:· :: :";:(." . ... :: :; .... :.: 
··.-,: ... : ·. : ( -:· 

.:: -:::::: ::_ :-:.: ::=-: .... 
. . · .. :' .··. :_:,;::(: :::::::·· 
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Claim 82 as Amended 
' ·. :: . :-=: ~:-.. · .. ::-::::. 

:·::.·· 

-~ :' · .. 

:.:.:::::.:. :_ 

::::::: :::.·.::. ·.·::··=:: :.;; .·.: 

::::: ::;(: -::·::::: ::::'·::': -:.:: :. --.::;·: 

:·.: ""••::··-::_ :.: ::::--:=-··.:·::;. :.= .... 

(b) .• 
::: 

(c) 

·.::·:·: .·.· :_;_._._.::: 

·=.::.: : ;: :: ~ . :: =~ ~: ·.: 

::·· 

::.: : . : ~ · ... 
:: -·:.: ·=.::.: --:-: -.··· -:·:. ·. 

·:.::::::: ·-.·::·=.:.::::- ::::.::.:.:: ___ ::;.:_::: ... :: .... 

·-::·:·: ::::- .· .. ·::::::: :<.: =:::::.:::: 

:=.·=- .. -: ... ··· >:.::...::-·;.. 

::_ -.: :::-: .. :)~·:_: : ::::::::·: ·-.·: ::.::::_::: : .. :::.-····--:::::·-.::·-.... ::: 
:-:=.·: -: -: .. :: ... _::::·-:.·-. _._._··:: ,••. ::::•:_::N' ==··.::::: :: 

:-·::·:=---

:.:::: :·:·::::::: · ... : .. : . :::: ..... ::::· f:::::·: ::: _:: ·.-::··.·. 
: ~: : .. ; : . - '• : . : ~ ;. : ': . . . . .. ; ·. ·. ·: : . : :: : .; . '• : ... -:.:.: 

-::::: (. ,· ::::::::: · .. .- .. ::- : :: :· : : ~- ~ . :- -: : : .: : ... :.::.··.:···.:-: -.:: .·::. :::. 

::::..:: 

(e) :=.·: :··. :_::: .. ::: ::··. ::-:::·-.: .. : .: ::::' :-: 
· .... ·; .. ;.;· ... :.:· .··.:, · .. :::-.. : ··. ... ··.· : :' .: :-:. :_:: ~ ": · .. : .. : : :.-·.·:.:::: :::::·:.:::-._:: 

:<.: :; : _: · ... · ·. :, ·. _:;: · .. : ·.· :-:::-:. :;_:· ~ .: 

::: ...... : .. :·· 

··:_:::: : .. ·.-.,: -: . ;:: 

·.:.::::: . .-··=. ··:-::. 

·:.··. :::::::::.:::::·=-=-= 

:-:-.. :;: :_:: 

·=.::::::: 

:::::.;; 

... ::::: 

:.: :·::.·· ""· .. ; . .. :·:·: ::::·:::· ,_ ... 

}.; ... :::::: ·.: =·::·: :·:. 

Claim 161 as Amended 
::::_·.·-: -:·· .. ·:. :::::::· :::.:: 

:;;:··. :·::= :-=·=--- ': :" :-: 

"-'::·::-:::· .--.: ·:: ;-- :::·:. 

capable of being administered to a body surface and ;; : 
:-·:::-:_::::·==· 

.·· .. n : :-.::;-=: => ···.: a desired amoHHt of·,. : :•.: 
:.: :--:.: 

selected from the groHp coesistieg of== :·:,a 
watsr swellable polymsr aed cmnbieatioes thsreof :: ·•::, = • ,:·: 

::::.:···. ::: ::':·-' ·•· -:-= :-:::.:·:::;; :.:::::.;: ::-:: -.:: 

··. ·.·.,·,· .. ·.:· ..... . 

.··.···. :: 

... ·r=: . :-: ·=.:::: ::: ·-.-::::: -:-::: :· : = ... :·: .. : .. ::: . 

. ·.·. :::::::: · .. :_: ~. :: .. ::-:: .: :: ·.·. 

-:: :-: .. ::_ 

::::: 
::::.; 

·r=:. :-: ·=.:::: ::: =- .. - .. : :·:: 

:-: ·=.::::::: =-.. - -': :·:: 

::-::: .: .. ::.: 
· .. ··.·.· :.·. .· :·-.-·: ··.·.·::::: .. ;:: __ .;:::: 

:::::: :- ::··:· .. : : :.•' :·: 
:_;:::· ........ .. :-.:):.·.: ':,·:·:···. ··.:-:::_.:·::·· 

· .. : .. ;:·::.:·: .... . ::: :_: 

... ·:·:.: .. -.:: :::;·::: .. :··.· . .- :.:·:.;:·: 

·.·.--. :.::.:: :: =··.· ::.:· ... . ::.::: ... :: 

:. :~ : :: :: ··.· :: : 
:. :=:..-:::-·-._: :--::·.-:: :··.· ::_::: 

:.:·. :- :r= :. : :::: :·: .... :::-... -: .. --:: .. :. ~ .: 
:-:.::-.=·:: :_;::::_. ::-. ·. . : -~ . ·. . : : : .·-... -. . 

:=:rn-.. ;:::::= .... : .:::-.. : :'•'•. :::-.· ... .:::-.. : 
:·: .... •, .. =·-::·:::. ;;.: ... :·;::· -:· ... :-:.: .::::···' 

:.-:::· .. · :::-: ::;:::: ::-.-: 

·= .. .;.::;.,: 

(f) administering said resulting film to a body surface. 
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Claim 82 as Amended 
. ·. :: -:-=::: ... · .. ::-::::. 

-::::.::.::·-::··. -.: 

:=-:. ·=--=-::::··:: ::::_:::: 

-: :'',' ::· :-.:::-: 
•':} :: :-: :·.:::::::; -:·:--:·:·:: ::.:: .. ···.· ··::.: .. := .. : :::::···:·:,'·. :=.·:::.: .. : ·.·: :·.::::::: 

::::.:. :_ 

(a) ' 
-.. -.... · .. < : :>.= .. ·-· :-:: :·:.::·: ·.n·::: :.;; . ·.: ·.: 

-.. -.... · .. <: ·.·::··=:: :.:: .-.: 

::::: ::;(: -::·::::: ::::'·::': -:.:: :. --.::;·: 

·: ~ :. : :·.: ""••::··-::_ :.: ::;; .. ;:.--.:·::;. :.= .... 

.-.: '·::::: ·:-.:·::·::: ... 

(b) .• : .. :.· ::::·:::·. :_.; :·::·· .. :-:.:.:: 
::-:.·. ):::: :· :_: ·.·. 

(c) ::· ·:/:::,.: :>-··::: .. 

·.::·:·: .·.· :_;_._._.::: 

·=.::.: : ;: :: ~ . :: =~ ~: ·.: 

:::··=.:: ··=· ::·· 

·=.:::::·::: ··.:.::·:··· ...... ::.: : . : ~ · ... 
:: .·;.: ·=.::.: ··:-: ..... ·:·:. ·. 

·=.::::::: ·.:;:·=.:.::::· ::::.::.:.=: ... :::.:.::: 
·-::·:·: ::: :· .· .. ·::::;:: :<.: =:::::.:::: 

·.: . .-.; .. .. ·.·. f::: .: .. ::.: 
:::-: .. :)~·:.: : ::::::::·: · .. ·; ::.;:::.::: : .. :;:.·--·· .. :::::·-.:;· ..... ::: 

:-:=:: ·: ·: .. :: .... ::::··.'·'· ..... _--:: .... ::::·:.=:····· ::·._::::: :: 

=~ ::· ·. ·: :. : ·: ·. ·. : : ·.: ·= ·: ·. ·. . :· . :: ': : . -. 

:.:::: :·:·::::::: ·--.: .. : . :::: ..... ::::· f::;;:·: ::: _:: ·.·::··.·. 

::·:·: "':::: ·::. ::t:: ::;; .. ;:.--.:·::;. ;_:· ··. ··:·····::·::::.; .-.: .... ;.:_: 

. ::::: (. ,· ::::::::: · .. . -.. ::- ::::·:: :-:.:··:::.:: ... :.::.··.:···_:·: -.:: .·::. ::: . 

::::-.:::::: 

(e) :=.·: :··. :_::: .. ::: ::··. ::<:·-.: .. : .: ::::' :-: 
· .... ·; .. ;.;· ... :.:· .··.:, · .. :::· .. = ··. '•' ··.· : :' .: :-:. :_:: ~ ": · .. : .. : : ::·.·:.:::: :::::·:.:::-._:: :_::.:::: 

_: ·.. .· ·. :, ·. .:: : · .. : · .. :-:: :-:. ::_:· ~ .: 

· .. · .. :::-:·:::·:_:::=·:::;.:· 

:.:::::: .·.-: .. · ·.-.::: 

:: 

· ..... ::-:::=:::::· ··::::'·" .. 

··.: :'':·: .::::···· 

::: ...... : .. :·· 

··:_:::: : .. ·.-.,: -: . ;:: 

·.:.::::: . .-··=. ··:-::. 

·:_· .. 

:-:-.. ::: :_:: 

·=.::::::: 

::·:::··= ::.: "•'::.':.;;:::: :·: :::.;; 

.·· .. ··. : :;::;;:.;: ·=···:·: ··:. :;;,::: 

=~ .· ·.-: .... :·=:-:::=:. :;;: .. : 
:::::.;: 

... ::::: 

:.: :·::.·· ""· .. : 

}.; ... :::::: ·.: =·::·: :·=. 

Claim 315 (New) 
: :: :. •, ·-~ . :· · .. ·=. : :: :: ::· : ::. :: . . :, : : : ~= ... 

_:::-._: ::·::··>:,::): 

: .. ::.:::·-·. 

(a) ' 
seleeted from the groHp eoesistieg of:, :·:,a 
water swellable polymer aed eombieatioes thereof :: .,,,::' ,:·: 
.::t:::: -.:.--.. ,'' ::::_ .... --:.· ::·::::=:: ::::.:·--. ::: ::':.: -.- -:-= :-:::.:·:::;; :.:::::.:: ::-:: -.:: 

_,.::. ··:--: ··. ·.·.,·.· .. ·.:· ..... . 

:=-::·· --.: ..... :.::=.·:.:: 

•, ... : : :· : ~: :: 

. ·.·. :::::::: · .. :_: ~. :: .. ::-:: .: :: ·.·. 

-:: :-: .. ::_ 

::::: 
::::.; ::::.:;: 

·· ... ;:-. :::.:.: .·==::·: ·r::. :·: ·=.:::: ::: =-.... 

:·: ·=.::::::: =-.. - .. : :·:: 

;:-::: .: .. ::.: 
:·: ::: :.:·>· ;:·:. .. .· ·. ···.·.· .... ::::, aed whereie 

HHiformity of eoeteet of said aetive ie sHbstaetially eqHal sized 
iedividHal dosage HHits of said vis eo elastie film is sHeh that the 
amoHHt of the aetive varies by eo more thae 10%: 
(d) ,:,,. :;:,: ... :::: · .... : :::· f ~ : :; ::·: .·· ·: ... :.::.-··: 
· .. : .. ;:·::.:·: .... . ::: :_: 

... ·:·:.: .. 

....... :.::.:: :: :··.· ::.:· ... 

such that uniformity of content in the amount of the 
active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units, 
sampled from different locations of said resulting film, varies by 
no more than 10%: 
(e) :. :~ : :: :: ··.- :: : 
· · .. ,,:. ::.: '·'·' .,,,,,,.,, ·''··.:.:·,.·,:· :::::said •.. ,,:: 

:::: '•': ·. of said ·, .. ::: :,::::.:: 
.. ==·= 

.. ,. •, .. :·: · ... ··::·: :-.. ::· .. ::-.: :::::·.:== ... :.: ::: 

: .. ::-. ···.· :·: .. :·:· 

.:··.·· ... · :·.::·:::. ::·= ... :·:::· -:· ... :-:.: .::::··· .. 

:.-:::· .. · :::-: ::;:::: ::- .. : 

(f) 
; .. ::.:.:::·:. 

-j··.: ': :::: ... ::::: 

... :::::·:::: ·: : ... : :: ~ :: ·.· .. :.:::· 

:-:··::·.·=:·: 

.: .. ::.: :::·.:·::=··· 
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Claim 82 as Amended 
'·. :: -:-=::: ... · .. ::-::::. : :: :. •, ·-~ . :· · .. ·=. : :: :: ::· : ::. :: 

00'•,' ~ :.=:: :5 

-: :'',' :·::.:: ::::: · .: a desired 
•':} :: .:::-._: :·-·._ :::-.·._. :·.: .. =··.··._.:· 

::::.:. :_ :d::=::5. · .. :.=::::;;.: 

(a) = (a) : 
seleeted from the groHp eoesistieg of== :·:,a 
watsr swellable polymsr aed eombieatioes thsreof :: ·=::, = = ,:·: 

·.·::··=:: :.:: .-.: ::::.:·-·. ::: ::':.: -.· ·:-= :-:::.:·::::: :.:::::.:: ::-:: -.:: 

::::: ::;(: -::·::::: ::::'·::': -:.:: :. --.::;·: --. ·.·.,·.· .. ·.:· ..... . 

:·.: ""••::··-::_ :.: ::;; .. ;:.·-.:·::;. :.= .... ::':> ---: ..... :_::=.-:.:: 

.-.:. ·::::: -:..:·::·::: ... .·::. :: 
(b).: ::::·;::-... :-.:.- :·::·-.. >:. :.:: . __ .. _··.:::=.:-;.·. 

::::.;:·-·--·. ::: ··. :·: :·:·-. 

(c) ::· ·:/:::,: ~:,, =:=:· 

·.::·:·: .·.· :_;_._._.::: . ·.·. :; :::::: · .. :_: ~. :: .. ::.:: .: :: ·.·. 

·=.::.: : :: :: ~ . :: =~ ~: ·.: -:: :-: .. ::_ 

:::··=.:: ··=· ::·· ::::: 
::::.: ::::.:;: 

·=.:::;:.::: ·-.:.::·:··· · ..... :~ .: : • : ~ • •• c 
·· ... ::-. :::.:.: .·==::·: ·r=~ . =·: ·=. :::: ::: =-.. . . 

=~ .. :- : ·=. : :. : ··:-: ·.··· -:·:. ·. :- : ·=. :: : ; :: : :-.. · ,' : ~ . :: 

... :: .... .: .. ::.: ·=. :: : ; :: : · ... ;: ·=. :. :: :: . :: =~ .: : . :. :: .. . :~ :. :. : :: ;:.::: 

·.::·=: :::: .· .. '::: :·= :<.: ==== '·'': :,::': :.=::::: .·. '·::::: :·= ::: :.:·~··: :=·=. · .· · ....... · .... ::::, aed whereie 
. . . . . ·.: · ·: .. .. ... :::,: .:. :: · ·, ::·= : =::::· ,,,,,,, :::::.:: =.· ::: ... , : .. : : :·:, ·,.,: HHiformity of eoeteet of said aetive ie sHbstaetially eqHal sized 

·=.· .. ·=· ::. ·.::::-:. =:::·:.: ====:::·: ... , :===:.::= :,.,, .. ·· .. =:=:=···==·· .... ::= ::~== iedividHal dosage HHits of said vises elastie film is sHeh that the 

_____ ~ := ___ ~=- ~ ~·- _ ~ ~ !! ~ ~ _ ~ __ :c ~ _:_. __ ·: _ :~=: ::~ ~ ~·_,=: _= _______________________ ~-~1:113:! _()f _t!'I,~ _a,etj3~~ _\~~i~_s_ !JJ -~() -~()~~ _t!'I,~J:l- !9_~- ________________ _ 
(d) \:::::::::: . :. ·: :;.: _: : ·. ::::: =~: ::::: :> =~ ::' ·. ·: :. : ·: :. :: : :: :: : ··."·:·= .... · :··::·::.--

:.:::: :·:· :: ::::: · ... : .. : . :~:: ..... : :~:· f: ::::·: ::: . :: ... :: · .. ·. 
::;; .. ;:.-·.:·::;. :.:· ··. ··=·····::·::::.; .·.: ... -:.:.: 

. ::::: (. ,· ::::::::: · .. .- .. ::- ::::·:: :-:.:--:::.:: ... :.::.··.:···.:-: -.:: .·::. ::: . 

::=:-.::=::: 

(e) :=.·: : · .. =-=~: . . : ;: :: ·.. :: <: · .. : .. : .: ::: :' 
· .... ·; .. ;.;· ... :.:· .· ·. :, ·. -=~ : · .. : . ·. ·.· ··.· : :' .: :-:. :_:: ~ ': · .. : .. : : 

.: ·.. .· ·. :, ·. -=~ : · .. : · .. :-:: :-:. ::_:· ~ .: 

·.. ·.. : : :.:' =~ : -:. : : : :· : :: ;_;· 

:.:::::: .·.-: .. · ·.-.::: 

:: 

· ..... :;.;::=:::::· ·-::::······ 

·-.: :' ':-~ .:::: .. '' 

::: .. " ... :. " :·· 

··:_:: ::: .. ·.-.,: -: ";:: 

·.:.:::::.:··=. ··:.;:. 

. :. "•, ::: :: :~ : : . :: :: : ':-:' : 
:-:· .. :;: :_:: 

·=.::::::: 

::·:::··= ::.: '•'::.':.;::::: :·: :::.;; 

,'',,•c, 

: :;::::=-:: ·=···:·: ··:. :::.::: 

=~ .· ·.-: . .-.:·=:-:::=:. ::;: .. : 
:::::.;: 

... ::::: 

:.: :·::.·· "•,,: " .. :·:·: ::::·:::· ..... 

}.; ... :::::: ·.: =·::·: :·=. 

(d) ,:,,. ::::: ... =~: : · .... : :~:· f ~ : :: ;:·: ,•' ·:.·:.::.-··: 

· .. : .. ;:·::.:·: .... . ::: :_: 

... ·:·:.: .. ·: ··: :::·: :··:: ::.::·: ::·: -::::~ saia.:::_:::: :. 
',',"• :.::.:: :: :'•,' ::.:· ... . ::.::: ... :: 

such that uniformity of content in the amount of 
said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units, 
sampled from different locations of said resulting film, varies by 
no more than 10%: and 
(e) :. :~ : :: =~ ··.· :: : 

· ·. ·::'' ::.: =.=.: ·:::;;,::: .==· .. =.=·,·::· ::=::said,.,,,:.: 
::=: ===: ·. of said ·,. ::: :,::::.:: 

.. ::.: 

.... •,,. :·: •., .·-::·: :-.. :==:: ::-.: :::::·.::: ... :.: ::: 
. ·-:: ·: : .. ::-. ···.· :·:: .. .-:·:· 

.:··.·· ... · =·-::·:::. ::·= ... :·:::· -:· ... :.: .:::: .. "' 

:.-:::· .. · :::-: ::;:::: ::-.-: 

·= .. ,;.::;.,: ·.;: :·. ::: :··.: .. ·; :: ···::T-aHEl 

:.:··::·.·=:·: 

::· .. : ··.::::: 
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Claim 82 as Amended 
' ·. :: . :-=: ~:-.. · .. ::-::::. 

.. · =·· .. 

···:.: _.:·:._: .··· .. ··. 

>:·.: · .. : -~. · .. : ;: 
::-:-.:::-: ::::::-: . ::::::: ·._ .. :. ::· )::: -: :- :-

-:_::::-·>:.:::: 

:---.-:· .. :-. ·::-:.:: 

·:· =-.·. :: .. : -:.::: :-'·:·· .· :: ._-... -. -.:: 

·-: .. ·:-. 

.::.:·: ... :: -:::: :::.·.:::·. 

·. -·:-·: :::=-

:·.: ""••::·- :.: ::::--::-··-:·::=:·: 

··-... ·-.:: :: 
· .. ··-::: .... ·-·: .· .. ::;: 

.. ·.····:: ._::: /: :._ :::: :·-:''::. ·. 
_:__- ______ :__· __ :_ __ :__- ____ -_-_:_:_:_ __ -__ -_:._-_. ________________________ _ 

·:::::· =.-:_:-:.·:---:·: ":·-::;::. 

-:-:-.-:: 

:-: .. ::_ ._ -·.·: __ :.:: .: 

:r:.:::: .--.:= ::·--·· ::=:-:::::: ::.:::.; .: .. ::.: .:.::::.:::::·: ... 

.. . :-:::::: :::.:_.: .. _.·=·: :-: .. ··:--:·:·:: 

··=:. ::·-: : : ::· :: : :. : .: . : : :: :: :: :: .: : . ·.· :. : -~ . : ·. 
. ,' : ·-- : : : .... ·~ ... -: . . .· ·. : . =~ : ::· : . ~.=:. _:· .: .· .· .· . :-.:):.·.: 

:-.:):.·.: :_: -::· :-:-:_: 

.· ·. . : :: :. ·. . ~ . 

:~ :. ;. : .· ·. '· . ·-

•": ·: :-. :: : ·._ . ~ : :- ·._ 

. : . . : :, ·._ :~ ::--: . '· ~ . : : ·. ·. .. . :-
-------------------------------=----------------------------
(d)-:= .... -::·=·:: =~ ::' ·. ·: :. : ·: :_ :: : :: :: : ·.: ·: . 

-~ ·.,: ·: . . · .. :· .. -. :_ ::::::: ::::> :: :: :·:. ::·::.::.: -~ .. >. :: : :: :: . : . 

:. : ::': f.~ ·: : ;:':· : :: : :-
-.:: ::::_ ... -. ·:; :· :: :: -: ~ : .· .···. ·:·. : ·: : . : :.': ~ 

:-:·· :::.; ... -: ~ \ .. : :. : ·,·, :· :: :~: :: ::; 

(e) ::::;·-.:. 
.:: -:: .... . ·-;:.;· ·-::::·: .·:.:::::: 

=d=:.::: ;: .... '•"·:"" ;::;·::=-. 

.:: · ... :· : ·. : . . .. ; : ·-. : ' :-:' =~ : -:: ,' : :: ;.:· 

:·::: · .. -:·:f ...... :.: ··::·: ·.·· .. · .. .. ··:·· 

.·· .. ··. 
::=-:: ·=·· :·: ··:. -~ :: -: : : : :· : :: -... : ::. 

.. ; .. :. :::·: :.;::· 

·· .. -·· =·:·: ,;,::.: :::.;: 

·-.: : .·· .. 

::·:.: .. :: :~ :. :: : ::--. ..· : :_ . _: : :-- . . ::::::·: : ~ :. ·:_: 

·:_:: : :: : . :- : : ' .: : :: :: : : -: . :· ·: -~ ,' :: :: .: : :-. :: : ·._ . ':. :-:: ·:. :_.: : • ..... ::: -:::.:.:_: :-.:):.·.: 

Claim 317 (New) 
. ·. ::·:-=::: ..... . ::· ~ :: :_ 

:-:.-.. ·- ..... : -.. ···: ::::-: 

::::::::::::.: .. : :::·=.·=·: .... 

.• _.:·a desired amoHHt of·,.,:,_::· .. :• .· .. :: :: :: : ·._ ~· : ·. :::-._: 

::·:.: .. :: ... · .. :_:-::·: 

(a) =>·:' ,., ::.::•· ............ :-.· a polymer seleeted 
from the groHp eoesistieg of ········=<·•. -.:.···='"' 
polymer aed eombieatioes thereof, ''• .:. •·:·.-. 

. a water swellable 

: :' :::-=.: .. ·.-: . ·::··=::·: .·.: -·:·:· :·::: .. ·::. ::: .. 

.. :- ... ··.; :·: _::·-::::-::":·=-: :::.: ·:.::;:.:::·-

,(:·: .. ,':. ··::: ::_:: ,_,• :.: .::::·:"·. 

(b) ·-: : ·: .· :~ : :-: : :::. . : ', . : . . . ··... · .. : : : : :: : . . : ·. ~ 

:-:: .... ::.: -:· .. 

(c) 
:·:. .,, .. ,_ ..•.. , :•.-:••..-•. using air currents, 
which have forces below a yield value of aed evaporatieg at least a 
portioe of said solveet from ·<.:-::: ::.. .. , .. , ···· ...... · .. · · ···· · : •··. during drying, 
to evaporate at least a portion of said solvent ..... :c.····,., :• '·"··· ::• .. · .. · '.. :·:·• 

. -.. ,.-: ..... :-: .. · ': ·= .. : ·:··.: · .. :.::::: 

::· ~: : .. :. :: . : 
:·:·::···=· 

:: :: ~. :: =~ >-: · .. :: -. .. .. .. . .. ·.: .. :::-- .·;.: 

··=:. ::·-: : : ::· :: : :. : .: . : : :: :: :: :: .: : . ·.· :_ : -~ . : · . :-:. :::·=. : .. ::- :::::· 
such that uniformity of content in the amount of said active in 

substantially equal sized individual dosage units, sampled from different 
locations of said visco-elastic film, varies by no more than l 0%, and 
: ; .. :· : . -'·-.. :: :~ : :: :::::· :: ~ ·. . :.:· ._.; : =·:_ ::-·:: 

: •: •• aHd whereie HHiformity of eoeteet of said aetive ie 
s1:1bstaetially eqHal sized iedividHal dosage HHits of said vises elastie film 

-!~ _s~~~-~l!Ci! !!I~- §1~!-Jl~!l! -~f _t!I_t:: §l_e_tjy~_ '~-~-i~_s_ ?J !l_~ _l!l_~~~ _t!I_Clf!-!9_~_:_----------
(d) :..: .. :•.-:•::•• .:.·,,,, •.. ::::.:::•.-::.::•· ::..-.. · ... :·· '·''''' · . .-.. •·•.-::,.:· :·::.,-, whereie said 
resHltieg film has by further controlling drying by continuing evaporation 
to .:• ., •. , •..... .-... :::· ::.-::··-:·said resulting film of : .,-, .. :... ...... :::: :•· :. wherein .:.•• :.• 

··:-; ... ·::. ···::···· .. '' :::· ... ·:;:' -·: ::-::·.:.::::;::·:- :::":: :'•,' 

· .. •· · •: ·.· • . .. ·····:: •:.:: ., ,,,,:;: ... ::,:·::: -• .-.-. ,. :•.••.:: .. •.-:.: .. :;: .. :· :::, such that 
uniformity of content in the amount of said active in substantially equal 
sized individual dosage units, sampled from different locations of said 
resulting film, varies by no more than l 0% and 

:. '' '''• '' .: ... : ::::;·-.:. =·=·' .. -:: .... . ·-::::······ 

• of said 
·-::.; .··: :.; :-.::·-: ::. ;.: 

::·: ..... ;:. :·::··= .. ·· ·:: .::::: 

:·--::: -~ :: -: : : : :: : :: . ,' : ·: ;.: .:--.:.· .. ··:.:·= 

·-::::······ . :· ~ ': :. :· :· .. 

.. : ...... ~ 
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;.:;::.::·.:·: =-=: .. '' :::;_:· :·:::: ;:: .... ';;::: .. : :::::: 

::·····:·:·· :·:·::' ·····.-::=:::· .. ::::·:;:.:;;.: ·.: :::.:: .; -: : :· ,' .; :· ·~ .. : : : ·: : :' : : ·. · .. 

: ,: : : : ; .. : : .: ~.. : ..... ::·;.: .. ,;.: ···· .. :. 
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_. ... :; 

:·-:······.: :·.·::::: 

·. :-: 
..... ,," .··.·: .· .. :·· ::·· =··:·:.=·:· ::.:::::: 

·-.. ::::::::: ( ::·.:: :· :::: ::::.: 
:: :··=.::-

::.: ;.:··:_ .·.: -... :.:::: 

-:: ... : ::··:·· ··.:: :: 
:·:·:.·': ·.'-:::- :=:.: ··.·· :;·: ··::: -:: .... :::··· .. ·· ':· .. ·····: 

·: ::;., ... : :-: : ·- : .. ~ ::. : ': : : :: :- : :.··.-.- ..... :·· 

.... : .. :::: :·:-:.=:··· 

(b)·>=:' :_.; ·.:. :: :. ': ·-=~. :=:) :: :_::: 

::;-,.;:. . :.: :.;·:-· ·.·: :-:· .. ·-::··· .. ; ....... : .-:.;· .. ·. <· ·:_: 

(c),,·,,;:,::-:::==::: ;::::-· . :: ::·: .···:·: 

· .. : : : : :~ .: : :- ~ ·. . : -. ~ 
_: :'' 

·: .. : 
. ': -: :: ~ ::. : : : : : -· .: : · .. ·: ;::-.... :·: .. ;.:·: ·=··=· :-.. :·····: · .... . ·=·=·=·:· 

·.·.· ,:,._:: .···. :·:· :··=· 

··:·:·: ·=::_::··:··=::.::::::: .::-. 

:: :'•,' --:-; ... ·:: 

. .- .··-: 
:;:: :. : ' .. . ' ~: . : :· : 

•'.:';:. ··::::::: :: 

-.-:·· ... ---: ::;:-:· 

... :'·::.::-::·:::;.:· 

::-;:: 

.. . ', : : :: ~ . : :: : :· : ·: : : :: :· . 

·::·:: 

.-;._ ::: 

· ..... :.: :··:·:· 

. :: 
~-- :: :-. : : : :-. : : ._. 

:::;::·· ::::_. 
: :'• .. -.. _ :-:: 

.-:= ::.: 

.. :·: :· 

-·:·: :· : :, =~-- :: : . " 

.::=·: -.-· 

.... ·::·--_.::: 

:·:. ::-·:· 

· .. ·· .. · ·:::: .-.·: 

.•. := :· ·: . :· ·: ~ • . ·: :: :: _·:·:. :.:: : ..... ; ... ::. :.: 

.. · .- ', : -. . . :: ~ : =:. :; : ::' . ·. . .. · .. · . ·· .. ':::': .·· 
-.... 

.· .. · · .. ·· .... :::.; 

-·: :::·- .-. ::::: :::·:·:::::=-::::::.: 

.a 

-::· .. : ··.::;::: ..... ::••" ..... :J:··· ·:. ,.:.;--· 

·:·:·:-.. ·: :. =:-. . · .. ;;.:: 

:::·-::;::·=·· ... :::: 

·: ·-:: .... :·_: ··:" 

. ··.::.· 

. =··.·:;: .. :.;; . -· ':. ~ :: :· : : 

· .. · ·::.·. ·=·:,:·::,, ,;:;.,,, .......... =:,,.... ·=:=:-:,,:,;::,,:at a 
temperature of about 60°C and using air currents, which have 
forces below a yield value of and evaporating at least a portion 
of said solvent frorn =>· said flowable during 
drying, to evaporate at least a portion of said solvent : .. 
·. · .. ·::(•;": -::·: ·:· ·:. -. :::=: 

::::·· ·· .. ::.: -::_ -: ::":::.: ::::::-.:··:: 

.:: 

. ·:. ~ :: : . :: _.-: .::·····=··' ·::··:-::.:·· ::":::._:: :·:·:·. 

:_::·::: ... :·: ·=-==·. ::"::: .. ::.-. ·.· .. ·· .. ·=::· :-: ····::···:··· :·· 

:: : :" : ::-.. ·: :· ·: ~ . . ·: :: :: . -.. ; . . 

.-:= ::.::: ... :: 

::<:·= :. such that uniformity of content in the amount of said active 
in substantially equal sized individual dosage units, sampled 
from different locations of said visco-elastic film, varies by less 
than 5%, and "c;·,.t .· .. · ::.::::: .,,, :·=: ::.: ·.:···.: · 

::: ,., ·· ... :: .. : ,,: =.:... ·, == ,='-""· .... '· .. ,,.,,and wherein unifonnity of 
content of said active in substantially equal sized individual 
dosage units of said vis co elastic filrn is such that the arnount of 

_______________________________________________________________________ ~~- §l~_t!y~_ Y§l!!~~ _ J:ly_ I:l_~ _f!l_~IC~ !!'!_~ _l_ Q~ _____________ ----------------
(d) \:: :: ;.::;; ::·.-: :':'-.:==·=··:::;.:· .· .. .-;: ·-.·:·-: ..... : : -·::·::'' ::::;: 

·· .. -·· =·:·: ··::: ·.::::: · ... ;: 

. .-;;: ... ··· ··:- ,.::: .··.: ·:::·-.. · 

: :: ~ ::. : :· : ·: . .. :-. :: : ::· .: : .. :: ::·: :.; .. .:: .... :·_: 
: :: ': . : :· : :: : :: ~ : :: ·: : :' : 

(e) :-: 
·._ ·. ' :- .; .; ·._. :_ : . .· ·. :, ·- :: ~ ·._: : :_ ~ :: :-:. :_:: ~ ': ·-. :_ .: 

:::::. :·-=·=:-·--.· .·· -· . .· ·. :, ·- :: ~ ·._: ':. :-:: :-:. ::_:· ~ .: 

.. : : :: : ~ .: ::·-_: ·._·_·; .. ;.;·._ .. ;:· : ~ :. ·:_: 

·.-::·::·: :_::::.::::: :: :: ~ ·:_: 

:-. =~ :.- .: : : : : ::· :: ~ 

: :: ·. ·. . : -: : : -: : ·: . :: ·: ~ :: : ,' :· : ::': :· ·: : 

(d) ,:, .... ;; .. ;; ... · · .. ::: :·-.:: ... ::.: .. 

wherein said resulting filrn has by further controlling by 
continuing evaporation to.= ·.:·: :: .: : :,,, :: ,·,: said resulting film 
of:;;:=:: .... ===<wherein 

•'::·: .. 

·.-;.:;: .. :·:·: ·=··=· :-.. :::.: 

uniformity of content in the amount of said active in 
substantially equal sized individual dosage units, sampled from 
different locations of said resulting film, varies by less than 5%· 
and 
(e)::-:: .. __ ·::: . .-·:: . -.:· -:. --:··=. :::::::· 

:·:_. ·:..-:::·· .. _: . :· . :_:: ~ 

:~ ~ : :: ~ .: :- of said ·,. : : :,::::.:: 
.··.: -:_: __ :: ;·._ ... ··-

-· ·- ·- :_:: ~ :: :_:_: ::::::_:::: ·:. :;.,·.·· ·-:: . .-;,:. 

.. . . . . .. : ·. : :.-:: ~ : .. : -:_:·:·::::;-: ·- :·-.·: 

: :: ·:: . ~ :: :: ·. . -· 
. ·._. -· ·- :_:: ~ ::-. : 
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·.· ::;: . ,' : . : : : : : . : ~: . . •, . . : .. ::; ':·::.;' 

. : : : : : ', ,' .: : ~ .; . ,' : ; ;: : : .; : ,. . "•, : ;. : .: : : ; .. : : ··:·· . 

;.;: . =·=·::' ':··:· 

: ;:·;;: .·==·.::·.·=-:: :::.:·: 
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Docket No.: 117744-00023 
(PATENT) 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Inter Partes Reexamination of: 

US Patent No. 7,897,080 

Issued: March I, 2011 

Named Inventor: Robe1t K. Yang et al. 

Control No.: 95/002,170 

Filed: September 10, 2012 

Title: Polyethylene-oxide based 
RCE/CON/REX 

films and Drug delivery 
systems made therefrom 

Mail Stop Inter Partes Reexam 
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) Confirmation No.: 6418 
) 
) Group Art Unit: 3991 
) 
) Examiner: Diamond, Alan D. 
) 
) M&E Docket: 1177 44-00023 
) 
) H&B Docket: 1199-26 

) 
) 

Declaration of Jason 0. Clevenger under 37 C.F.R. § 1.132 

I, Jason 0. Clevenger, Ph.D., declare: 

1. I am a Principal Scientist at Exponent, a science and engineering consulting firm. My 

expertise focuses on materials characterization and process engineering for specialty 

manufacturing, including regulated products such as medical devices and pharmaceuticals. 

Specifically with regard to pharmaceuticals, my experience includes process engineering and 

method development for transdermal and solid oral formulations, regulatory compliance and 

CMC (Chemistry, Manufacturing, and Controls) related issues including root cause analysis, 

corrective and preventive action plans, and regulatory submissions. Attached is my 

curriculum vitae. 

2. While Exponent is being paid for my time, I am not an employee of, nor do I have 

any financial interest in, BioDelivery Sciences International, Inc. 

MEl 15446931 v.l 
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Application No.: 95/002170 Docket No.: 117744-00023 

3. I have carefully reviewed U.S. Patent No. 7,897,080 ("the '080 Patent"), International 

Publication No. WO 00/42992 ("Chen"), the Declaration ofB. Arlie Bogue, Ph.D. submitted 

to the U.S. Patent Office on March 13, 2013 ("Bogue Declaration") and the Declaration of 

David T. Lin, Ph.D. submitted to the U.S. Patent Office on March 13, 2013 ("Lin 

Declaration"). 

4. In my experience, the route to regulatory approval is an ongoing negotiation with the 

FDA through the New Drug Application (NDA) process. In this negotiation process, 

analytical testing and standards are determined for each product depending on its pmticular 

properties and characteristics. Different active agents and dosage forms have different 

properties, and would thus generally have different standards and testing requirements. Also, 

standardized test methods can change over time (e.g., USP <905> was revised in 2007 and 

2011), so regulations from 2000 will not provide adequate information for present approval 

processes. 

5. An FDA New Drug Application ("NDA'') is a long and very detailed document. The 

CMC Section alone is often many hundreds to thousands of pages long. Patents are not 

intended to be part of an NDA and would not be expected to have the same disclosure, at 

least because the two documents have different requirements and very different purposes. 

To the extent that Chen does not provide sufficient information to comply with all of the 

information required in an NDA, neither does the '080 Patent. 

6. The analysis in the Bogue Declaration is not consistent with the currently adopted 

definition of content uniformity as described in USP <905> Uniformity of Dosage Units. 

The calculation in paragraphs 9 and 10 of the Bogue Declaration are not included within the 

definition of content uniformity as described in USP <905> Uniformity of Dosage Units. 

2 
MEl I 544693 I v. I 
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Application No.: 95/002170 Docket No.: 117744-00023 

All statements herein of my own knowledge are true and all statements made on information 

and belief are believed to be true; and further these statements were made with the knowledge 

that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or 

both, under Section 1001 ofTitle 18 ofthe. United States Code and that such willful false 

statements may jeopardize the validity of this application or any patent issuing thereon 

Dated: Signature: 

3 
MEl 15446931 v.l 

~ 0 LV,.f-< F-
(6 l/Jr··) 

- c:) 
Jason 0. Clevenger, Ph.D. 
Principal Scientist 
Exponent 
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Failure Analysis Associates" 

Jason 0. Clevenger, Ph.D. 
Principal Scientist 

Professional Profile 

Exponent 
9 StnthnlC)ff· Ro,ltl 
No tick, Mi\ Of760 

rekphone 50g-052-~500 
facsirnile 508-h52-8590 
\vv .. :w. exponent. con1 

Dr. Jason 0. Clevenger is a Principal Scientist in Exponent's Polymer Science and Materials 
Chemistry practice. His expertise focuses on materials characterization and process engineering 
for specialty manufacturing, with a particular emphasis on regulated products such as medical 
devices and pharmaceuticals. 

Dr. Clevenger's physical chemistry experience is applicable to problems involving materials 
such as semiconductors, MEMS, metal films, dielectrics, polymers, materials processing, 
materials characterization, pharmaceutical process chemistry, identification of trace 
contaminants including organics and particulates, and corrosion processes. 

His pharmaceutical experience includes process engineering and optimization for transdermal 
and solid oral formulations, regulatory compliance and CMC (Chemistry, Manufacturing, and 
Controls) related issues involving root cause analysis, corrective and preventive action plans, 
quality assurance, and Quality by Design initiatives. His medical device experience includes 
method development for regulatory submissions, product development and manufacturing 
support, and technology due diligence assessment. 

His characterization background encompasses a broad range of advanced technologies and 
techniques including laser spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Auger 
spectroscopy, Raman, FTIR, solid/liquid-NMR, optical emission/absorption spectroscopy, 
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), white-light interferometry, spectroscopic ellipsometry, 
atomic force microscopy (AFM), and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). In addition, he 
has extensive experience with plasma chemistry and spectroscopy, thin film metrology and 
reliability, high vacuum technology and semiconductor processing. 

Academic Credentials and Professional Honors 

Ph.D., Physical Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2002 
B.A., Chemistry, Vanderbilt University (magna cum laude with high honors), 1995 

Phi Beta Kappa and Omicron Delta Kappa 

High Honors in Chemistry for Undergraduate Thesis, 1995; Outstanding Senior in Chemistry 
Award, 1995; T.W. Martin Award and D.E. Pearson Award for Excellence in Undergraduate 
Research and Study of Physical Chemistry, 1995; J.M. Breckenridge Scholarship, 1994; Barry 
M. Goldwater Foundation Scholarship, Goldwater Excellence in Education Foundation, 1994; 

04113 
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Stephen H. Cook Summer Research Fellowship, 1994; Top-Tennessee Scholars Tuition 
Scholarship, 1993; Eastman Kodak National Merit Scholarship, 1991 

Publications 

Kou PM, Clevenger JO. A Coat for All Weathers: A Survey of the Hydrophilic Coatings 
Market. Med Device Develop 2012; May. 

Clevenger JO, Ralston B. Rapid development. Med Device Develop 2009; Oct. 

Steffey D, Ostarello A, Clevenger J, Villarraga, M. Troubleshooting analyses of production 
data. Int J Ind Eng 2009; 16(3):206-213. 

Clevenger JO. Sticky situations: Hydrophilic coatings. Med Device Develop 2008; Dec. 

Poliskie M, Clevenger JO. FTIR spectroscopy for characterization and failure analysis. Met 
Finish 2008; 5:44. 

Goldsmith C, Forehand D, Scarborough S, Peng Z, Palego C, Hwang J, Clevenger J. 
Understanding and Improving Longevity in RF MEMS Capacitive Switches. Reliability, 
Packaging, Testing, and Characterization ofMEMS/MOEMS VII, Proc. ofSPIE Vol. 6884, 
2008. 

Clevenger JO. Safe surface-Anti-microbial coatings for implants. Med Device Develop, 
2007; Sep. 

Ibarreta A, Davis S, Clevenger JO. Flammability of electrical crimp connectors subjected to 
heating. Proceedings, Fire and Materials 101

h International Conference, 2007. 

Kay JJ, Byun DS, Clevenger JO, Jiang X, Petrovic VS, Seiler R, Barchi JR, Merer AJ, Field 
RW. "Spectrum-only" assignment of core-penetrating and core-nonpenetrating Rydberg states 
of calcium monofluoride. Can J Chern 2004; 82(6):791-803. 

Brooks CB, Anderson RB, Clevenger JO, Collard C, Halim M, Sahin T, Mak, AW. 
Optimization of chrome dry etch in Tetra II using asymmetrically loaded patterns. Proceedings, 
SPIE-The International Society for Optical Engineering, 2003, 5256 (Pt. 2, 23rd Annual BACUS 
Symposium on Photomask Technology, 2003), pp. 749-757. 

Collard C, Anderson SA, Anderson RB, Clevenger JO, Halim M, Brooks CB, Buie MJ, Sahin T. 
Examination of various endpoint methods for chrome mask etch. Proceedings, SPIE-The 
International Society for Optical Engineering, 2003) 5256 (Pt. 2, 23rd Annual BACUS 
Symposium on Photomask Technology, 2003), pp. 744-748. 

Jason 0. Clevenger, Ph.D. 
Page 2 
04/13 
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Hammond E, Clevenger JO, Buie MJ. Plasma and flow modeling of photomask etch chambers. 
Proceedings, SPIE-The International Society for Optical Engineering, 5256 (Pt. 2, 23rd Annual 
BACUS Symposium on Photomask Technology, 2003), pp. 713-723. 

Anderson SA, Anderson RB, Buie MJ, Chandrachood M, Clevenger JO, Lee Y, Sandlin NL; 
Ding J. Optimization of a 65-nm alternating phase-shift quartz etch process. Proceedings, 
SPIE-The International Society for Optical Engineering, 2003, 5256 (Pt. 1, 23rd Annual BACUS 
Symposium on Photomask Technology, 2003), pp. 66-75. 

Clevenger JO, Buie MJ, Sandlin NL. Effect of chamber seasoning on the chrome dry etch 
process. Proceedings, SPIE-The International Society for Optical Engineering, 2003, 5130 
(Photomask and Next-Generation Lithography Mask Technology X), pp. 92-100. 

Li L, Dai X, Liu Y, Clevenger JO, Field RW, Jeung GH, Geum N, Lyyra AM. The 
Predissociation ofthe 13

2: 9- State oeli2• J Molecul Spectrosc 2001; 205(1):139-145. 

Dai X, Clevenger JO, Liu Y, Song M, Shang J, Chen D, Field RW; Li L. The 23L1 9 State of 7Li2 . 

J Molecul Spectrosc 2000; 200(1):120-122. 

Clevenger JO, Harris NA, Field RW, Li J. The predissociation mechanism for 2
2: +Rydberg 

states ofCaCl. J Molecul Spectrosc 1999; 193(2):412-417. 

Clevenger JO, Tellinghuisen, J. The 8(1/2 2P312)- X(1/2 2
2: +)transition in XeBr. J Chern Phys 

1995; 103(22):9611-9620. 

Clevenger JO, Tellinghuisen J. High-resolution spectroscopy with a CCD array detector. The 
B -X transition in 136Xe81Br. Chern Phys Lett 1994; 231(4,5,6):515-520. 

Clevenger JO, Ray QP, Tellinghuisen J, Zheng X, Heaven MC. Spectroscopy of metastable 
species in a free-jet expansion: The fJ -A transition in IBr. Can J Phys 1994; 
72(11&12): 1294-1306. 

Radzykewycz DT, Littlejohn CD, Carter MB, Clevenger JO, Purvis JH, Tellinghuisen J. The 
D'- A' transition in IBr: A deperturbation analysis. J Molecul Spectrosc 1994; 166(2):287-
303. 

Prior Experience 

Process Technologist (Etch and CVD), Applied Materials, Inc., 2002-2004 

Professional Affiliations 

• American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists-AAPS 
• American Chemical Society-ACS 
• Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers-SPIE 

Jason 0. Clevenger, Ph.D. 
Page 3 
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Uniform- Definition and More from the Free Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

N;mw That Thing 
Take Our 1 0-Question Quiz 

Word of t:x~ Day Video New Words 

uniform Subrr 

Uniform '3c"!\IQ ;;(~~··~:~~!·;:":' 

.. -~ ..... ~·,., 

uniform flow 

tmi!·orm '""otm;e loc>ltor 

Uniform 

-a communications code word for the letter u 

cuneWonn_. !:ne;H·. ~ninl!S.Cu!e_. p~ct.ogt·aph,. rune. syrnbo!ogy. 

'uni·form 

1 : having always the same form, manner, or degree : not 

varying or variable <uniform procedures> 

2 : consistent in conduct or opinion <uniform interpretation of 

laws> 

3 : of the same form with others : conforming to one rule or 

mode : CG"'SO~I!\f'T 

4 : presenting an unvaried appearance of surface, pattern, or 

color <uniform red brick houses> 

5 : relating to or being convergence of a series whose terms are 

functions in such manner that the absolute value of the 

difference between the sum of the first n terms of the series 

and the sum of all terms can be made arbitrarily small for all 

values of the domain of the functions by choosing the nth 

term sufficiently far along in the series 

'~1 See uniform defined for English-language learners » 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/uniform 

Page 1 of 4 

Top 10 ·vvo,ds fm' l:Jnmmal 
Colors Wm·th Looking At 
Paintings, Flowers, Fleas & More 

&'·JJO~· FtXEE S:HSf':;>lNG C...:f\': OF.DER:'$ bF 'S·~S"J--1-

SiHOP COACH.cOM ) 

4112/2013 
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Uniform- Definition and More from the Free Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

See unifom• defined for kids » 

The museum is kept at a uniform temperature to protect the 

artifacts. 

All departments have uniform training standards. 

Middle English uniforme, from Middle French, from Latin 

uniformis, from uni- + -formis -form 

First Known Use: 15th century 

even, invariant, steady, unchanging. undeviating, 

unvarying, unwavef'ing 

fi:<ed,. immutab!e,. invariable, set,. una!terable,. 

unchangeable 

chlcrofcrn1,. c:ruc!forn1. dendr:fa1~m .. ck:ntiti.1n11. d~scWorn1,. 

fungiform. funne!form .. fusiform. land reform, !etterform, 

~-nic:ofonn_. rnultiforn-l, nonconfo:n1,- t·ac:ng fonn .. 

thunderstornl,. ur:o a Storm_. Vf!nrdfor:r~ 

1 : to bring into uniformity 

2 : to clothe with a uniform 

circa 1681 

3

Uniform "'''''" 

: dress of a distinctive design or fashion worn by members of 

a particular group and serving as a means of identification; 

broadly : distinctive or characteristic clothing 

'"' See uniform defined for English-language learners » 

<the band uniform was brown with red and white stripes> 

1748 

!;very. outf;t 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/uniform 

Page 2 of 4 
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Uniform- Definition and More from the Free Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

The Merriam-Webster 
Unabridged Dictionary 

fatigues,. full (ke::.s_. reg~rr1enta!s_. costun:e. finer·:/,, regana 

more 

babush!<a,. brogue. bumbershoot,. cravat, dishab!!le,. furbeiow, 

layette. ra~rnent. :.~pectator 

Next Word in the Dictionary: uniforrnal 

Previous Word in the Dictionary: unifoiioiate 

All Words Near: UniForrn 

What made you want to look up Uniform? Please tell us where 

you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible). 

wanted to know wtoether uniform has a plura! form, 'uniforms'! 

homc·work for thi. 
rd grade 

Learning English? 
We can help. 

\.'i·_,:t '-:u:· ~-~·~;;:~ ,_,;(;.:: ··J~:s•·~nc:c 

(-.qx-.-: '-"'-:!:,: ~·): ie::·:····~:i~~ -)::d 
i-:<:1():~;::.::; .-_,~- En~3:!s~; 

Lea•,.·ersDic.ticna.ry.c.orr: ,, 

Our Dictionary, 
On Your Devices 

Get the Free A.pps! ), 

(coAcH) 
~:::oAtH t£G.~CY 

W~ft:.:S.~KJ. t~ffit1Fm.0t::K 
!..E·~:~~~~~~fitM D? 
e;C~:N:W:WM•: 
ttt9:f!' :~9.:W , CS'f.l·t:l4:1 

EN.it)''( f:~~!~! •;;~ltl~IN;:.""; 
01\~ :f)~~t)Et<S 0~ ~i·lS~'k 

Join Us Bookstore: Digital and Print Other Merriam-Webster Dictionaries 

Page 3 of 4 

Mcrr:2::1-Vv'cbste; 
on ·:-witter,, 

Merri2m-VVebstcr 
on Fac:ebook ,, 

VVcbstcr's Uno.bridged Dict:ana;y ,. 

VVvrdCen~r2.l for Kid~ ,. 

Learne;·s ESL O:dk')no.ry ,, 

Vi~\~2.1 Diclivn2.ty ,, 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/uniform 4112/2013 
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http :!/www, google. corn/u r!?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s& frm= 1 &sou rce:::::web&cd= 1 & ved :::::QC 0 M Q FjAA&url= http %3A %2 F% 

2Fvvvvw.rnichae!-smith-engineers.co.uk%2Fpdfs%2FViscositiesofCornrnonLiquids2.pdf&ei=asOvUb

hMYiBOQG39YCICA&usg:::AFQjCNGhon2CHoJmeiH3bY!TJ-gAcJEdTg&bvm=bv.43148975,d.drnQ 

.~ ... ...,_,_,_,_ ... ...,_,_ __ ... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ........................................................................ ---------------------,-,------------------------------------------------------------------··········· .. ····· ................. ~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Liquid Specific Absolute Temperature Viscosity Type 

Gravity at Viscosity co N =Newtonian 
16"c Cp T = Thixotropic 

.................................................................................... ------------------ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••····••••··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••»••••••••••••••»>>>H>>nnnnnnnnn"""'•••••••••~••"'-'-'.~ 

DAIRY PRODUCTS 

Butter Fat 42 43 N 

Butter Fat 20 65 N 

Butter Deodorised 45 50 N 

Cottage Cheese 30,000 18 T 

Cocoa Butter 0.92 50 60 N 

Cocoa Butter 0.87 0.5 100 N 

Condensed Milk 40-80 40-50 N 
Condensed Milk 75% Solids 1.3 2160 20 T 

Cream 30% Fat 1.0 14 16 N 

Cream 45% Fat 0.99 48 16 N 

Cream 50% Fat 0.98 1 i 2 16 N 

Cream 50% Fat 55 32 N 

Milk 1.02-1.05 2.0 18 N 

Milk 1 "02-1.05 1.0 52 N 

Milk Whey 48% Sugar 800-1500 40 T 

Process Cheese 6500 80 T 

Process Cheese 30,000 H3 T 

Whole Egg 150 4.5 T 

Yoghurt 1.15 152 40 T 

FOOD PRODUCTS 

Batter 29,500 30 T 

Baby Food 1400 93 T 

Beet Sauce 1950 76 T 

Biscuit Cream Premix 29,200 18 T 

Brewers Yeast 368 18 T 

Broth Mix 430 18 T 

Carob Bean Sauce 1500 30 T 

Chocolate 280 49 T 

Citrus Fruit Pulp 1.27 600 20 T 

Coffee Liquor 30-40% 10-100 20 T 

Custard ~ M 

'.tl 1500 85-90 T 

Edible Oil 0.9 65 20 N 

Gelatine 37% Solids 1190 43 T 

Glucose 1 "3 4300-8600 25-30 T 
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Liquid Specific Absolute Temperature Viscosity Type 
Gravity at Viscosity C" N = Newtonian 

16°C Cp T "' Thixotropic 
..,..,..,..,..,..,..,~ ............................................................................................................................ ..,..,~~-. ... ~~-. .................................................................................................... _._ ....... _._ ............. _. _________ ...... -----------------,-,------------···························""" 

Gravy Slurry 100 110 80 T 

Fruit Juice 1,04 55-75 18 N 

Jam Garnish 8440 16 T 

Malt Extract 80% 9500 18 T 

Malt Extract 1.4 3000 60 T 

Mayonnaise 20,000 20 T 

Mincemeat 100,000 30 T 

Mousse Mix 1200 5 T 

Pectin 300 38 N 

Pectin 345 27 N 

Orange Juice Concentrate 30 Brix 630 20 N 

Orange Juice Concentrate 30 Brix 91 80 N 

Orange Juice Concentrate 50 Brix 2410 20 N 

Orange Juice Concentrate 50 Brix 330 80 N 

Rice Pudding "10,000 "100 T 

Salad Cream 1300-2600 18 T 

Sauce - Apple 101 500 80 T 

Sorbitol 1.29 200 20 N 

Tomato Ketchup 1000 30 T 

Tomato Paste 30% 195 "18 T 

Vinegar 12-15 20 N 

Yeast Surry 20 18 T 

Soya Bean Slurry 5000-10,000 50-90 T 

PHARM1\C EUTICALS 

Detergents 1470 70 T 

Hand Cream 780 18 T 

Latex Emulsion 1.0 200 24 T 

Latex Emulsion 48 65 T 

Paraffin Emulsion 1.2 3000 18 T 

Shampoos 3000 36 T 

Soap Arylan 1.0 at 40"C 630 60 T 

Soap Solution 1.03 at 60''C 82 60 T 

Toothpaste 70,000-100,000 18 T 

Wax 0.9 500 93 T 

FISH AND ANIMAL OILS 

Bone OH 0.92 48 54 N 

Cod Oil 0.93 32 38 N 

Lard 0.96 62 38 N 
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Liquid Specific Absolute Tern perature Viscosity Type 
Gravity at Viscosii:'f C" N " Newtonian 

16"c Cp T ~ Thixotropic 

.................................... ~~ ............................................. ..,.., .................................................................... -.-----.-.--------------------------------------------·--············· .... .................................................................................................................... _. ___________ 

Lard Oil 0.91-0.93 40-47 38 N 

Sperm Oil 0.88 24 38 N 

Whale Oil 0.93 25-39 38 N 

VEGETABLE OILS 

Castor Oil 0.96 580 27 N 

Castor Oil 36 80 N 

Chinawood Oil 0.94 300 21 N 

Coconut Oil 0.93 55 24 N 

Coconut Oil 30 38 N 

Corn Oil 0.92 28 57 N 

Cotton Seed Oil 0.88 62 24 N 

Cotton Seed Oil 0.93 24 52 N 

Linseed Oil Raw 0.93-0.94 29 38 N 

Olive Oil 0.91 40 38 N 

Palm Oil 0.92 43 38 N 

Peanut Oil 0.92 38 38 N 

Soya Bean Oil 0.93 60 24 N 

Soya Bean Oil 12 80 N 

Turpentine 0.86 2.0 16 N 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 

Acetate Glue 1200-1400 20 T 

NaOH 20% 1.22 1.0 18 N 

NaOH 30% 1.33 1.0 18 N 

NaOH 40%, 1A3 20 18 N 

Cresol Crystals 10 18 T 

Glycerine I 00% 1.26 at 2occ 648 20 N 

Glycerine 100% 176 38 N 

Isopropyl Alcohol 1.11 '1.9 85 N 

Lacquer 25% Solids 3000 18 T 

Polyester 1.1 at 30% 3000 30 T 

Polypropylene 240,000 50 T 

Polyisobutyle ne 1.09 at 85'' '12.500 85 T 

Plastisol 2" .v 28,000 '18 T 

Printers Ink 550-2200 38 T 

Printers Ink 238-660 54 T 

Resin Solution 880 24 T 

Resin Solution 975 21 T 

Resin Solution 7140 18 T 
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Liquid 

Sulphon!c Acid 

Triacetate Dope 

GLYCOL PRODUCTS 

Propylene 

Triethylene 

Diethylene 

Ethylene 

Specific 
Gravity at 

16°C 

1.04 

1,04 

1:12 

1:12 

1.12 

Absolute 
Vis cosily 

Cp 

125 

48,000/60,000 

52 

40 

32 
18 

Temperature Viscosity Type 
c~ N "' Newtonian 

T "' Thixotropic 

30 
40 

21 

21 

21 

21 

T 

T 

N 

N 

N 

N 
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CROWN OPERATIONS INTERNATIONAL, LTD. and MARSHALL H. KRONE, 
Plaintiffs-Appellants, v. SOLUTIA INC., Defendant-Appellee. 

01-1144 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT 

289 F.3d 1367; 2002 U.S. App. LEXIS 9173; 62 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) 1917 

May 13, 2002, Decided 

SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: [**1] As Corrected 
June 19, 2002. Rehearing Denied June 10, 2002, 
Reported at: 2002 U.S. App. LEXIS 13283. 

PRIOR HISTORY: Appealed from: United States 
District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin. 
Senior Judge John C. Shabaz. 

DISPOSITION: AFFIRMED-IN-PART, 
REVERSED-IN-PART, AND REMANDED. 

COUNSEL: Joseph T. Leone, DeWitt Ross and Stevens, 
S.C., of Madison, Wisconsin, argued for 
plaintiffs-appellants. With him on the brief was Joseph A. 
Ranney. 

Gregory E. Upchurch, Thompson Coburn LLP, of St. 
Louis, Missouri, argued for defendant-appellee. With him 
on the brief were Kenneth R. Heineman, and Dudley W. 
Von Holt. 

JUDGES: Before LOURIE, CLEVENGER, and 
GAIARSA, Circuit Judges. 

OPINION BY: GAIARSA 

OPINION 

[*1370] GAIARSA, Circuit Judge. 

Crown Operations International, Ltd., and Mr. 
Marshall H. Krone (collectively "Crown"), appeal the 
decision of the United States District Court for the 
Western District of Wisconsin denying Crown 
declaratory relief that Solutia's U.S. Patent No. 
4,973,511 ("the '511 patent") is invalid for lack of 
novelty and non-obviousness, and that Solutia's U.S. 
Patent No. 5,091,258 ("the '258 patent") is invalid for 
lack of enablement and written description. Crown 
Operations Int'l, Ltd. v. Solutia, Inc., No. 99-C-802-S, 
slip op. at 8 (W.D. Wis. Aug. 30, 2000) (memorandum 
decision and order granting [**2] summary judgment) 
("August 30 Order"); Crown Operations Int'l, Ltd. v. 
Solutia, Inc., No. 99-C-802-S, slip op. at 24, 27 (W.D. 
Wis. Aug. 22, 2000) (same) ("August 22 Order"). 
Because we find no error in the district court's opinion 
with respect to the '511 patent, we affirm that portion of 
the district court's decision. However, because the district 
court erred in its analysis of enablement for the '258 
patent, and did not address the written description issue 
for the '258 patent, we reverse the district court's grant of 
summary judgment on that issue and remand for 
additional proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The patents at issue in this appeal relate to layered 
films used to create safety and solar control glass. An 
example is an automobile windshield. Most windshields 
have two layers of glass with a multi-layer film between 
the glass layers. The multi-layer film adds properties to 
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the glass assembly, such as impact resistance or 
providing a conductive layer that facilitates defrosting the 
windshield. An inner layer of the film has solar control 
properties to selectively reflect, absorb (and thus convert 
to heat) or transmit defined percentages [**3] of certain 
wavelengths of light. This inner layer is called the solar 
control film. It is made of a substrate coated by one or 
more layers of metal or metallic substances. '511 patent, 
col. 3, 1. 64 to col. 4, 1. 2. Typically, manufacturers 
laminate the solar control film between layers of 
plasticized polyvinyl butyral ("PVB") (sometimes called 
the "safety film") in a process known as encapsulation. 
Then, the encapsulated solar control film is sandwiched 
between two pieces of glass for a final assembly of 
multi-layer glass with safety and solar control properties. 

A. The '511 Patent 

The '511 patent is directed to the problem that the 
metal-coated substrate, i.e., solar control film, tends to 
wrinkle during encapsulation causing visual distortions. 
The '511 patent claims to mask the wrinkles from 
detection by the human eye by [*1371] limiting to two 
percent or less the visible light reflection contribution of 
the solar control film compared to reflection from a 
complete assembly of glass, PVB and solar control film. 
'511 patent, col. 4, ll. 46-49, col. 8, 1. 66 to col. 9, 1. 6, 
col. 14, 1. 67 to col. 15, 1. 2. Figure 1 from the '511 
patent, set forth below, shows the layers in a complete 
[**4] assembly. 

[SEE FIGURE 1 IN ORIGINAL] 

The complete safety and solar control glass assembly 
10 includes two outer glass layers 28 & 30, PVB layers 
22 & 23, and the solar control film 20. The solar control 
film is comprised of a substrate layer 16 and solar control 
coating 18. '511 patent, col. 3, ll. 41-53, col. 7, ll. 2-4, 
col. 10, 1. 15. Figure 3 from the '511 patent, set forth 
below, shows the sub-layers of the solar control coating 
18. 

[SEE FIGURE 3 IN ORIGINAL] 

Layer 18 is made of multiple sub-layers. Layers 34 
and 36 are metal oxide, and layer 38 is metal. '511 
patent, col. 5, ll. 12-14. In addition, the '511 patent notes 
that "prior automotive windshields have visible light 
reflection contributions for their solar films of three 
percent or greater." Further, it relates that the primary 
method of achieving a low solar control film reflectance 

contribution is by providing a specially-designed solar 
coating. '511 patent, col. 4, ll. 56-65. 

On December 16, 1999, Crown sued Solutia (the 
"Initial Complaint"), seeking, among various other relief, 
a declaration that the '511 patent was invalid for 
anticipation and obviousness. Upon the parties' 
cross-motions for summary judgment, [**5] the district 
court found the '511 patent not anticipated and not 
invalid for obviousness. August 22 Order at 24, 27. We 
discuss herein only those portions of the August 22 Order 
relevant to the issues on appeal, which relate solely to the 
summary judgment finding that the '511 patent was not 
[*1372] invalid on the grounds of anticipation and 
obviousness. 

Claim 1, the only independent claim of the '511 
patent, is set forth below, with the element numbers from 
Figure 1 inserted into the claim. 

1. A composite solar/safety film [24] for 
use in a laminated window assembly [10] 
comprising: 

a flexible, transparent plastic substrate 
layer [16] having a carrier surface and an 
opposing back surface; 

a multilayer solar control coating [18] 

on said carrier surface, said coated 
substrate defining a solar control film [20]; 
and 

at least one flexible, transparent, 
energy absorbing plastic safety layer [23 
and/or 22] bonded to a surface of said 
solar control film; 

wherein said solar control film 
contributes no more than about 2% 
visible reflectance, based on total visible 
incident radiation, in a laminated window 
assembly containing [**6] said composite 
solar/safety film laminated to at least one 
rigid transparent member [30 and/or 28]. 

'511 patent, col. 14, 1. 57 to col. 15, 1. 4 (emphasis added 
and emphasized numbers added to identify elements 
shown in Figure 1 above). 

Crown argued that U.S. Patent No. 4,017,661 to 
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Gillery (the "Gillery patent") anticipates the '511 patent. 
The district court held otherwise, because, while the 
Gillery patent discloses the first three limitations of claim 
1 of the '511 patent, it does not disclose the two percent 
visible reflectance limitation. The court found that neither 
the Gillery patent claims nor its description expressly 
disclose a two percent limit on reflectance contribution 
from the solar control film layer. Crown argued that the 
two percent limitation was inherently present in the 
Gillery patent's teachings because the Gillery patent 
disclosed an assembly with PVB layers, substrate layer, 
and substrate metal-coating - arguably of the same 
composition and thickness of the films disclosed by the 
'511 patent. Thus, Crown argued, because the structure, 
thickness and materials of the assembly were the same or 
within the same range(s), the Gillery patent must [**7] 
inherently disclose a two percent limitation. The district 
court rejected this argument because it found that none of 
the embodiments disclosed by the Gillery patent meet the 
two percent visible light reflectance limit. 1 

The district court, applying a similar analysis, 
also found that UK Patent Application GB 2 057 
355 (the "UK patent") did not anticipate the '511 
patent because it did not have the two percent 
limitation. 

In its August 22 Order, the district court also held 
that the '511 patent was not rendered invalid for 
obviousness by Gillery or the other prior art cited by 
Crown because no prior art discloses: (i) that reflectance 
below two percent will mask wrinkles; (ii) a solar control 
film layer with reflectance below two percent; or (iii) any 
suggestion, motivation or teaching to reduce solar control 
film visible light reflectivity below two percent. 
Although the prior art generally sought to reduce visible 
light reflectivity, it also taught disadvantages of a very 
thin metal-coating on the [**8] substrate, including 
sacrificing infrared reflectivity. Thus, it taught that the 
proper compromise to achieve the conflicting goals of 
infrared (non-visible light) reflectance, visible light 
transmission and conductivity [* 1373] was a solar 
control film with a visible light reflectivity greater than 
two percent. 

B. The '258 Patent 

The '258 patent is directed at eliminating optical 
distortion, called "applesauce," in safety and solar control 
glass assemblies of the type discussed above for the '511 
patent. The '258 patent discloses a method to control 

distortion otherwise caused by the safety and solar film 
layer by measuring and controlling the texture of the 
surface of the PVB layers. The method expresses texture 
using a "wave index" and a "roughness value." The wave 
index calculation is at issue in this appeal. Wave index 
indicates the relative waviness of the surface of the PVB. 
Determining wave index involves measuring the surface 
of the PVB and then aggregating the measurements into a 
single number, the wave index, through a calculation 
purportedly described in the '258 patent. 

The '258 patent directs one to use an instrument to 
physically measure the waviness of the surface of the 
[**9] PVB and capture the measurement into an 
electronic "trace line" representing the contours of the 
PVB surface. '258 patent, col. 7, ll. 54-65. Since the 
"trace line" is stored electronically, a computer program 
is used to calculate wave index from the trace. Three 
figures from the '258 patent, given below, provide 
examples of PVB surface trace lines. 

[SEE FIGURES 7, 8, AND 9 IN ORIGINAL] 

The rules for calculating the wave index implement a 
"smoothing" function. The smoothing process seeks to 
eliminate minor inflection points (peaks or valleys) to 
simplify the calculation of wave index. '258 patent, col. 
7, 1. 66 to col. 8, 1. 2. 

In the Initial Complaint, Crown sought a declaration 
that the '258 patent was invalid for anticipation and 
obviousness. Then, on May 26, 2000, Crown amended 
the complaint (the "Amended Complaint") to additionally 
claim in Count VI that the '258 patent is invalid under 35 
U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, because it lacked 
enablement and written description due to ambiguities in 
the disclosed wave index calculation. In its August 22 
Order, the district court found the '258 patent not 
anticipated and not invalid for obviousness. [**10] 
August 22 Order at 28-29. 

With respect to Count VI of Crown's amended 
complaint, Solutia moved for [*1374] summary 
judgment on Crown's enablement and written description 
claim. Crown opposed Solutia's summary judgment 
motion, arguing that the '258 patent did not meet the 
enablement and written description requirements. The 
district court found the '258 patent not invalid for lack of 
enablement, but did not discuss in its opinion the written 
description requirement. August 30 Order at 8-13. We 
discuss herein only those portions of the August 30 Order 
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relevant to the issues on appeal, which relate to summary 
judgment finding the '258 patent not invalid on the 
grounds of enablement and the procedural disposition of 
the written description issue. 

Claim 1 of the '258 patent is set forth below. In the 
language of this claim, "laminate" refers to the complete 
glass, PVB and solar control film assembly, and 
"functional performance layer" refers to the solar control 
coating. '258 patent, col. 3, ll. 45-65. 

1. A laminate which is substantially free 
of reflected distortion when used in a 
safety glazing comprising: 

a transparent, thermoplastic substrate 
layer, optionally surface treated [** 11] or 
coated, bearing one or more functional 
performance layers; and 

at least one layer of plasticized 
polyvinyl butyral bonded on one side to a 
functional performance layer or the 
substrate layer and having a roughened 
de-airing surface on its other side 
characterized by a roughness value, Rz, of 
at least 10 micrometers; 

said at least one plasticized polyvinyl 
butyral [PVB] layer, before bonding to the 
substrate layer or functional performance 
layer, possessing low surface waviness on 
each side characterized by a wave index 
value, WI, of less than 15,000 square 
micrometers. 

'258 patent, col. 12, ll. 2-16 (emphasis added). 

Crown argued that the rules disclosed by the '258 
patent for calculating wave index are not sufficiently 
precise to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to 
practice the '258 patent without undue experimentation. 
The wave index calculation as described by the '258 
patent is set forth below. 

In this regard, considering the waviness 
profile as a series of peaks and valleys, the 
smoothing rules of the program consider 
an inflection point to be a true peak or 
valley if it is: i) at least 100 micrometers 
away from the immediately preceding 

[** 12] prior peak or valley and ii) at least 
0.5 micrometer above or below the 
immediately preceding prior peak or 
valley, a valley being at least 0.5 
micrometer below the immediately 
preceding prior peak. Pitch (P) is the 
distance between one valley and the next 
valley or in other words across the base of 
a peak. Average amplitude (H avg) and 
average pitch (P avg) are determined by 
the program for the smoothed trace of ten 
12.5 mm tracing lengths (the second five 
lengths being 90 degrees to the first five 
lengths). From the average of the averaged 
H's and P's, a WI value is computed from 
the equation: Wave Index (WI) = (H avg) 
x (P avg) where H avg and P avg are in 
microns. 

'258 patent, col. 8, ll. 3-19. 

Crown asserted that according to the disclosed wave 
index "calculation," one of ordinary skill in the pertinent 
art would not know whether to instruct the smoothing 
program to disregard a peak by comparing it to an 
immediately preceding peak, or to a valley. The district 
court held that common sense and the clarifying clause "a 
valley being at least 0.5 micrometer [*1375] below the 
immediately preceding prior peak" defeated Crown's 
argument. Thus, the district court held that the alleged 
[**13] grammatical ambiguities in the rules disclosed for 
calculating wave index did not invalidate the patent for 
lack of enablement. 

Crown timely appealed the district court's two 
orders, raising the issues of anticipation and obviousness 
of the '5II patent, and lack of enablement and written 
description of the '258 patent. We have jurisdiction 
pursuantto28 U.S.C. § 1295(a)(I). 

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

We review a district court's grant of summary 
judgment without deference. Atmel Corp. v. Info. 
Storage Devices, Inc., I98 F.3d 1374, 1378, 53 USPQ2d 
I225, 1227 (Fed. Cir. I999). Summary judgment is 
appropriate when the moving party demonstrates that 
"there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that 
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of 
law." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56( c); Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 
U.S. 3I7, 322-23, 9I L. Ed. 2d 265, I06 S. Ct. 2548 
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( I986). On summary judgment, the evidence must be 
viewed in the light most favorable to the party opposing 
the motion, Paller v. Columbia Broad. Sys., Inc., 368 
U.S. 464, 473, 7 L. Ed. 2d 458, 82 S. Ct. 486 ( I962), with 
doubts resolved in favor [**14] of the nonmovant, 
Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co., 428 U.S. 579, 582, 49 L. 
Ed. 2d 114I, 96 S. Ct. 3110 ( I976); Transmatic, Inc. v. 
Culton Indus., Inc., 53 F.3d 1270, 1274, 35 USPQ2d 
I035, I038 (Fed. Cir. I995). Once the moving party has 
satisfied its initial burden, the opposing party must 
establish a genuine issue of material fact and cannot rest 
on mere allegations, but must present actual evidence. 
Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248, 9I L. 
Ed. 2d 202, I06 S. Ct. 2505 ( I986). Issues of fact are 
genuine only "if the evidence is such that a reasonable 
jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving party." Id. 
A disputed fact is material if it might affect the outcome 
of the suit such that a finding of that fact is necessary and 
relevant to the proceeding. Id.; General Mills, Inc. v. 
Hunt-Wesson, Inc., I03 F.3d 978, 980, 4I USPQ2d I440, 
I442 (Fed. Cir. I997). 

A patent is invalid for anticipation when the same 
device or method, having all of the elements contained in 
the claim limitations, is described in a single prior art 
reference. Richardson v. Suzuki Motor Co., 868 F.2d 
1226, 1236, 9 USPQ2d I913, I920 (Fed. Cir. I989); 
[**15] Perkin-Elmer Corp. v. Computervision Corp., 
732 F.2d 888, 894, 22I USPQ 669, 673 (Fed. Cir. I984). 
An anticipating reference must describe the patented 
subject matter with sufficient clarity and detail to 
establish that the subject matter existed in the prior art 
and that such existence would be recognized by persons 
of ordinary skill in the field of the invention. See In re 
Spada, 911 F.2d 705, 708, I5 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) I655, 
I657 (Fed. Cir. I990); Diversitech Corp. v. Century 
Steps, Inc., 850 F.2d 675, 678, 7 USPQ2d 13I5, 13I7 
(Fed. Cir. I988). 

Obviousness is a legal conclusion based on 
underlying facts of four general types, all of which must 
be considered by the trier of fact: (1) the scope and 
content of the prior art; (2) the level of ordinary skill in 
the art; (3) the differences between the claimed invention 
and the prior art; and (4) any objective indicia of 
nonobviousness. See Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 
U.S. I, 17-I8, I5 L. Ed. 2d 545, 86 S. Ct. 684 (I966); 
Continental Can Co. USA, Inc. v. [*1376] Monsanto 
Co., 948 F.2d 1264, 1270, 20 USPQ2d I746, I750-5I 
(Fed. Cir. I99I); Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co., 

8IO F.2d I56I, I566-68, I USPQ2d I593, I594 (Fed. 
Cir. I987). [**16] 

"Determination of obviousness cannot be based on 
the hindsight combination of components selectively 
culled from the prior art to fit the parameters of the 
patented invention." ATD Corp. v. Lydall, Inc., I59 F.3d 
534, 546, 48 USPQ2d 132I, 1329 (Fed. Cir. I998). There 
must be a teaching or suggestion within the prior art, 
within the nature of the problem to be solved, or within 
the general knowledge of a person of ordinary skill in the 
field of the invention, to look to particular sources, to 
select particular elements, and to combine them as 
combined by the inventor. See Ruiz v. A.B. Chance Co., 
234 F.3d 654, 665, 57 USPQ2d 116I, 1167 (Fed. Cir. 
2000); ATD Corp, I 59 F.3d at 546, 48 USPQ2d at 1329; 
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG v. Hantscho 
Commercial Prods., Inc., 2I F.3d I068, I072, 30 
USPQ2d 1377, 1379 (Fed. Cir. I994) ("When the 
patented invention is made by combining known 
components to achieve a new system, the prior art must 
provide a suggestion or motivation to make such a 
combination."). 

The written description inquiry is a factual one and 
must be assessed on a case-by-case basis. See Vas-Cath 
Inc. v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d I555, I56I, I9 USPQ2d 
1111, 11I6 (Fed. Cir. I99I) [**17] (quoting In re Smith, 
59 C.C.P.A. I025, 458 F.2d 1389, 1395, I73 USPQ 679, 
683 ( CCP A I972) ("Precisely how close the original 
description must come to comply with the description 
requirement of § II2 must be determined on a 
case-by-case basis.")). In order to satisfy the written 
description requirement, the disclosure as originally filed 
does not have to provide in haec verba support for the 
claimed subject matter at issue. See Fujikawa v. 
Wattanasin, 93 F.3d I559, I570, 39 USPQ2d I895, I904 
(Fed. Cir. I996). Nonetheless, the disclosure must 
convey with reasonable clarity to those skilled in the art 
that the inventor was in possession of the invention, 
Vas-Cath Inc., 935 F.2d at I563-64, I9 USPQ2d at 
III6-I7, although we have also clarified that the 
possession test alone is not always sufficient to meet the 
written description requirement, Enzo Biochem, Inc. v. 
Gen-Probe Inc., 285 F.3d I013, 62 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1289, at 
*7 (Fed. Cir. Apr. 2, 2002). As such, "the written 
description requirement is satisfied by the patentee's 
disclosure of 'such descriptive means as words, 
structures, figures, diagrams, formulas, etc., that fully 
[**18] set forth the claimed invention."' Enzo Biochem, 
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2002 WL at *7 (quoting Lockwood v. American Airlines, 
Inc., 107 F.3d !565, !572, 41 USPQ2d !96!, !966 (Fed. 
Cir. 1997)). Put another way, one skilled in the art, 
reading the original disclosure, must reasonably discern 
the limitation at issue in the claims. Waldemar Link 
GmbH & Co. v. Osteonics Corp., 32 F.3d 556, 558, 3! 
U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) !855, !857 (Fed. Cir. 1994). 

Whether a claim is enabled under 35 U.S.C. § II2, 
first paragraph is a question of law, although based upon 
underlying factual findings. See PPG Indus., Inc. v. 
Guardian Indus. Corp., 75 F.3d !558, !564, 37 USPQ2d 
!6!8, !623 (Fed. Cir. 1996); In re Goodman, II F.3d 
!046, !049-50, 29 USPQ2d 2010, 20!3 (Fed. Cir. !993). 

DISCUSSION 

A. The '5II Patent 

On appeal, Crown describes various purported errors 
in the district court's analysis [* 1377] of the validity of 
the '5II patent. Despite Crown's contentions, we 
ascertain no error requiring reversal of the district court's 
determination of validity over Crown's claims of 
anticipation and obviousness. 

Regarding alleged anticipation by the [**19] Gillery 
patent, on its face the Gillery patent does not disclose or 
discuss a two percent limitation for the reflectance 
contribution of the solar control film. Crown maintains 
that the '5/ I patent merely claims a preexisting property 
inherent in the structure disclosed in the prior art. Crown 
urges us to accept the proposition that if a prior art 
reference discloses the same structure as claimed by a 
patent, the resulting property, in this case, two percent 
solar control film reflectance, should be assumed. We 
decline to adopt this approach because this proposition is 
not in accordance with our cases on inherency. If the two 
percent reflectance limitation is inherently disclosed by 
the Gillery patent, 2 it must be necessarily present and a 
person of ordinary skill in the art would recognize its 
presence. In re Robertson, !69 F.3d 743, 745, 49 
USPQ2d 1949, !950-5! (Fed. Cir. 1999); Continental 
Can, 948 F.2d at !268, 20 USPQ2d at 1749. Inherency 
"may not be established by probabilities or possibilities. 
The mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given 
set of circumstances is not sufficient." 948 F.2d at !269, 
20 USPQ2d at 1749 [**20] (quoting In re Oelrich, 666 
F.2d 578, 58!, 212 USPQ 323, 326 (CCPA !981)). 

2 In order to claim "equivalent structure" 

between the Gillery patent and the '5/ I patent, 
Crown's inherency argument rests on a 
precondition of its own making - that the Gillery 
patent discloses use of Ti0[2], even though it 
specifies TiOx, where x is greater than 1.0 but 
less than 2.0. Although Crown vigorously argues 
this point, we do not reach this issue because even 
if Crown is correct that the structures are 
equivalent, Crown's inherency argument fails for 
the reasons set forth herein. 

In arguing inherent disclosure of the two percent 
limitation in the Gillery patent, Crown bears an 
evidentiary burden to establish that the limitation was 
necessarily present. 3 The moving party in a summary 
judgment motion has the burden to show "that there is an 
absence of evidence to support the non-moving party's 
case;" the non-moving party must affirmatively 
demonstrate by specific factual allegations that a genuine 
issue [**21] of material fact exists for trial. Celotex 
Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 3!7, 322-23, 91 L. Ed. 2d 265, 
!06 S. Ct. 2548 ( !986). A patent enjoys a presumption of 
validity, see 35 U.S.C. § 282, which can be overcome 
only through clear and convincing evidence, see United 
States Surgical Corp. v. Ethicon, Inc., !03 F.3d !554, 
!563, 41 USPQ2d !225, !232 (Fed. Cir. !997). Given 
the presumption of validity afforded the '5II patent, 
Crown has failed to meet its burden because it has not 
presented sufficient evidence to rebut the facial evidence 
offered by Solutia that the Gillery patent does not 
[* 1378] disclose the two percent limitation. See Eli Lilly 
& Co. v. Barr Lab. Inc., 251 F.3d 955, 962, 58 USPQ2d 
1869, 1874 (Fed. Cir. 2001) ("[A] moving party seeking 
to have a patent held not invalid at summary judgment 
must show that the nonmoving party, who bears the 
burden of proof at trial, failed to produce clear and 
convincing evidence on an essential element of a defense 
upon which a reasonable jury could invalidate the 
patent."); In re Robertson, !69 F.3d at 745 (recognizing 
that extrinsic evidence may be [**22] required to 
establish inherency). Instead, Crown offers only an 
assumption and its own contentions. 4 

3 Crown's reliance on Pall Corp. v. Micron 
Separations, Inc., 66 F.3d I2II, 36 USPQ2d 
1225 (Fed. Cir. 1995), and 0./. Corp. v. Tekmar 
Co., liS F.3d !576, 42 USPQ2d 1777 (Fed. Cir. 
1997), to characterize the two percent limitation 
as a "performance limitation" similar to the claim 
terms at issue in those cases is unpersuasive and 
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overbroad. Respectively, Pall and Tekmar dealt 
with the claim terms "skinless" and "passage." 
Beyond the readily apparent difference between 
these potentially broad terms and the precise 
specification of a two percent limit in the '511 
patent, characterizing a claim limitation as a 
"performance characteristic" is not helpful as to 
whether the "necessarily present" requirement of 
inherency is met. 
4 As indicated by this Court's questions at oral 
argument concerning the seemingly direct route to 
prove that the Gillery patent contains the two 
percent limitation - implementing an embodiment 
of the Gillery patent and testing it - this Court 
finds puzzling Crown's reluctance regarding this 
approach to generate extrinsic proof that the 
Gillery patent inherently meets the two percent 
limitation. 

[**23] Crown also argues that the district court 
erred by comparing reflectance values in the Gillery 
patent to non-corresponding values in the '5II patent. 
August 22 Order at 23-24. While perhaps the district 
court could have been more careful to explain the basis of 
its comparison, on a close reading of the district court's 
analysis we find that the alleged improper comparison 
only supported the district court's primary point - that no 
embodiment of the Gillery patent disclosed the two 
percent limitation, a conclusion that Crown has not 
shown to be in error. 

Finally, Crown argues that various prior art 
references invalidate the '5II patent as obvious in view 
of such prior art. Crown's arguments lack merit because it 
has not shown that the prior art contains a teaching, 
suggestion or motivation to reduce the reflectance 
contribution of the solar control film to "no more than 
about two percent," and the district court properly 
concluded that there was no such teaching, suggestion or 
motivation in the prior art cited by Crown. See Ruiz, 234 
F.3d at 665, 57 USQP2d at 1167; In re Rouffet, I49 F.3d 
1350, 1359, 47 USPQ2d I453, I459 (Fed. Cir. I998). 

B. [**24] The '258 Patent 

On appeal, Crown argues that the district court erred 
in analyzing the impact of the ambiguities in the wave 
index calculation on the enablement requirement for the 
'258 patent. In addition to its enablement attack, Crown 
also argues that the '258 patent does not meet the written 
description requirement of§ II2, first paragraph. 

The two requirements, while related and springing 
from the same factual predicates, 5 each carry a separate 
purpose. The purpose of the enablement requirement is to 
"ensure[] that the public [*1379] knowledge is enriched 
by the patent specification to a degree at least 
commensurate with the scope of the claims." Nat'l 
Recovery Techs., Inc. v. Magnetic Separation Sys., I66 
F.3d 1190, 1196, 49 USPQ2d I67I, I675 (Fed. Cir. 
I999). One of our predecessor courts has held the 
enablement and written description requirements to be 
separate and distinct, and has held that a "specification 
may contain a disclosure that is sufficient to enable one 
skilled in the art to make and use the invention and yet 
fail to comply with the description of the invention 
requirement." In re Barker and Pehl, 559 F.2d 588, 59 I, 
I94 USPQ 470, 472 (CCPA I977). [**25] Subsequently, 
this court has held that the purpose of the written 
description is distinct from merely explaining how to 
make and use the invention. See Enzo Biochem, 285 F.3d 
I013 *7-8; Vas-Cath, 935 F.2d at I563-64, I9 USPQ2d 
at III7. In light of the odd procedural setting of the 
written description issue in this appeal, our disposition of 
this appeal based on enablement, and given that the two 
requirements are distinct and each are necessary, we do 
not reach the written description issue except to note that 
it appears to remain available for adjudication or 
disposition by the district court on remand. 6 

5 Also springing from these same underlying 
factual predicates is the § 112, second paragraph, 
definiteness requirement. This requirement is 
distinct from the enablement and description 
requirements, which arise from § 112, first 
paragraph. 

Definiteness and enablement are 
analytically distinct requirements, 
even though both concepts are 
contained in 35 U.S.C. § 112. The 
definiteness requirement of 35 
U.S.C. § 112, P 2 is a legal 
requirement, based on the court's 
role as construer of patent claims . 

Definiteness requires the 
language of the claim to set forth 
clearly the domain over which the 
applicant seeks exclusive rights ... 
. The test for whether a claim 
meets the definiteness requirement 
is "whether one skilled in the art 
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[**26] 

would understand the bounds of 
the claim when read in light of the 
specification." 

Process Control Corp., I90 F.3d 1350 at 1358 
n.2, 52 USPQ2d I029 at I034 n.2 (internal 
citations omitted). See also 3 Donald S. Chisum, 
Chisum on Patents,§ 8.03 at 8-14 (2001) (noting 
the difference between the requirements of 
"definiteness, which claims must meet, from the 
requirements of enablement, which the 
disclosures of the specification must meet"). 

6 Based on the record before us, the written 
description issue has the following procedural 
posture: (i) Crown's Count VI of its amended 
complaint raised the written description issue; (ii) 
Solutia's summary judgment motion argued that 
the '258 patent met the written description 
requirement; (iii) in opposition Crown argued that 
the written description requirement was not met; 
(iv) the district court did not dispose of the written 
description issue or discuss the issue in its opinion 
in a way that enables our review; and (v) Crown 
preserved the written description issue in its 
appeal to this court and thus has not waived its 
further adjudication on remand. 

Turning to the enablement issue, we agree with 
Crown that the ambiguities and lack of specified 
boundary conditions, and Crown's proffered evidence 
concerning the same, raise a genuine issue of material 
fact as to whether a person of ordinary skill in the 
pertinent art could make or use the invention of the '258 
patent 7 without undue experimentation. White Consol. 
Indus. v. Vega Servo-Control, 713 F.2d 788, 79I, 2I8 
USPQ 96I, 963-64 (Fed. Cir. I983). [**27] The district 
court found otherwise. However, it appears not to have 
considered the statements of Crown's expert concerning 
the effect of unspecified boundary conditions on the 
calculation of wave index. 

7 All seventeen claims of the '258 patent refer to 
wave index, thus they all stand or fall together. 

Following the reasoning of the district court, Solutia 
argues that a person of ordinary skill in the pertinent art 
could overcome any ambiguities in the wave index 
calculation without undue experimentation by testing a 
limited number of possibilities for computing the wave 

index. In response, Crown offers statements of its expert 
that the '258 patent does not define amplitude and that a 
person of ordinary skill in the art would not know 
whether to measure amplitude: (i) from a centerline 
running horizontally through the "middle" of the trace; 
(ii) from "peak-to-peak," i.e., from the bottom of a valley 
to the top of a peak; or (iii) from some other baseline or 
reference running horizontally somewhere through 
[**28] the trace. On its face, the '258 patent does not 
define amplitude. However, average amplitude directly 
impacts the wave index calculation because wave index 
[* 1380] is the result of multiplying average amplitude by 
average pitch. Simply put, the wave index calculation 
would produce two separate numbers if calculated with a 
centerline versus a "peak-to-peak" amplitude. Worse yet, 
a range of various wave index values are possible for 
amplitude baselines running horizontally somewhere 
through the trace at various locations. To show that the 
wave index calculation is enabled, Solutia cites various 
details from the '258 patent concerning how to perform 
the test to generate a trace of the PVB surface to calculate 
wave index. However, Solutia does not present sufficient 
evidence to rebut Crown's demonstration of the amplitude 
ambiguity in the wave index calculation. This is so 
because: (i) the amplitude is a direct input to the critical 
claim limitation, a wave index of less than 15,000 square 
micrometers; and (ii) the novel aspects of the invention 
must be disclosed and not left to inference, that is, a 
patentee may not rely on the inference of a person of 
ordinary skill in the pertinent art to [**29] supply such 
novel aspects. See Genentech Inc. v. Novo Nordisk A/S, 
I08 F.3d 136I, 1366, 42 USPQ2d IOOJ, I005 (Fed. Cir. 
I997) (stating that the knowledge of a hypothetical 
person of ordinary skill in the art cannot be used to 
supply the patentable aspects of the invention). 

Compounding the amplitude ambiguity, Crown also 
notes that the wave index is the result of two 
independently varying, unbounded terms: average pitch 
and average amplitude. On its face, this does not seem to 
be a problem. However, Crown's expert noted that 
because boundary conditions are not specified, the claim 
covers inoperative embodiments. For example, a wave 
index of 15,000 square micrometers results from an 
average height of 1000 micrometers multiplied by an 
average pitch of 15 micrometers. Yet, according to 
Crown's expert, an average height of 1000 micrometers 
would not be acceptable for the PVB. As with the 
amplitude ambiguity, the problem goes well beyond this 
single example because a full range of resulting 
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inoperative embodiments are possible for values of 
average height and average pitch that, when multiplied, 
produce a wave index value that meets the limitation of 
the claim. Such inoperative [**30] embodiments do not 
necessarily invalidate the claim. See Atlas Powder Co. v. 
E.!. duPont de Nemours & Co., 750 F.2d I569, I576-77, 
224 USPQ 409, 4I4 (Fed. Cir. I984); In re Cook, 58 
C.C.P.A. I049, 439 F.2d 730, 735, I69 USPQ 298, 302 
(CCPA I97I) (noting that although claims may read on 
some inoperative embodiments, this does not necessarily 
invalidate the claim if the necessary information to limit 
the claims to operative embodiments is known to a 
person of ordinary skill in the art). 8 However, the 
inoperative embodiments support Crown's assertion that 
there is a genuine issue of material fact with respect to 
enablement. See Atlas Powder, 750 F.2d at I576-77; see 
also Process Control Corp. v. HydReclaim Corp., I90 
F.3d 1350, 1358-59, 52 USPQ2d I029, I034-35 (Fed. 
Cir. I999) (holding that the district court failed in its 
[*1381] claim construction to consider the effect of 
inoperative embodiments on invalidity due to lack of 
enablement). 9 

[**31] 

8 The court in In re Cook further notes that a 
claim may be invalid if it reads on significant 
numbers of inoperative embodiments. In re Cook, 
439 F.2d at 734, I69 USPQ at 30I-02 (citing 
Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Products 
Co., 336 U.S. 27I, 276-77, 80 USPQ 45I, 453, 93 
L. Ed. 672, 69 S. Ct. 535 ( I949)). See also In re 
Moore, 58 C.C.P.A. I042, 439 F.2d 1232, 1236 
I69 USPQ 236, 239 (CCPA I97I) (noting that the 
question is whether the scope of enablement 
conveyed by the disclosure to a person of ordinary 
skill in the art is commensurate with the scope of 
protection taught by the claims); Chisum, § 
7.03[7][a] at 7-108 & n.6. 

9 The inoperative embodiment inquiry informs 
the enablement inquiry; they are not the same 
inquiry. Nat'l Recovery Techs., I66 F.3d at 1196, 
49 USPQ2d at I676. 

Further compounding the ambiguities with the wave 
index rules, the '258 patent's rules for determining which 
inflection points are "true" inflection points additionally 
support Crown's argument that it has raised a genuine 
issue of material fact. Crown demonstrated in various 
ways through its experts and arguments the potential 
indeterminacy in the rules. Solutia's expert admitted that 

there was some ambiguity in the rules with respect to 
whether a preceding peak or valley was the reference 
point in selecting a "true" peak or valley. 

Solutia argues that even if the disclosed wave index 
calculation has ambiguities and is indeterminate, a person 
of ordinary skill in the pertinent art would be able to 
make and use the invention with some experimentation, 
but less than "undue" experimentation. Solutia argues that 
such a skilled person would only have to try two 
possibilities for amplitude, centerline and "peak-to-peak," 
[**32] and that experimenting to discover which of two 
possibilities to use is well within the boundary of undue 
experimentation. Crown counters that the amplitude 
ambiguity and potential inoperative embodiments, 
combined with the ambiguities in the smoothing rules, 
seems to suggest a wide range of possibilities which one 
must try. 10 With this wide range of possibilities, we 
agree that Crown has raised a genuine issue of material 
fact as to the amount and type of experimentation 
required, facts that will determine whether such 
experimentation is undue. See Enzo Biochem Inc., v. 
Calgene Inc., I88 F.3d 1362, 137I, 52 USPQ2d 1129, 
I135-36 (Fed. Cir. I999) (holding that a reasonable 
amount of experimentation does not invalidate a patent, 
but undue experimentation does invalidate, and holding 
that the Wands factors, which determine whether a 
patent's disclosure is insufficient such that the 
experimentation required would be undue, apply to inter 
partes litigation). 11 While ultimately a trier of fact may 
reach the conclusion that any required experimentation is 
not undue, Crown has shown that sufficient potential for 
undue experimentation exists such that disposal on 
summary [**33] judgment is improper. 

10 We note that the specification for the '258 
patent states that in the disclosed embodiment the 
wave index is calculated using a software 
program running on a personal computer being 
fed the trace line. '258 patent, col. 7, ll. 64-68. 
Undoubtedly, Solutia took care to ensure that the 
program contained the necessary boundary 
conditions and other information to calculate 
wave index to practice the invention. It appears, 
however, that Solutia took substantially less care 
in transcribing the information from the program 
into the specification's rules for calculating wave 
index. This incongruity will be relevant to the 
question of enablement upon remand. See 
Chisum, § 7.03[4][e] at 7-86 & n.77 ("A 
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specification that claims an invention requmng 
implementation through computer software but 
fails to set forth the details of computer 
programming may present issues of whether the 
experimentation required to write the 
programming is reasonable or unreasonable.") 
(summarizing the teachings of various cases). 
11 The Wands factors are: 

(1) the quantity of 
experimentation necessary, (2) the 
amount of direction or guidance 
presented, (3) the presence or 
absence of working examples, (4) 
the nature of the invention, (5) the 
state of the prior art, (6) the 
relative skill of those in the art, (7) 

the predictability or 
unpredictability of the art, and (8) 
the breadth of the claims. 

In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731, 737, 8 USPQ2d 1400, 
1404 (Fed. Cir. !988). 

[**34] [*1382] CONCLUSION 

Because we hold that the '5II patent has not been 
shown to be invalid due to anticipation or obviousness 
and that a genuine issue of material fact exists with 
respect to facts underlying the determination of 
enablement for the '258 patent, we affirm-in-part and 
reverse-in-part the district court's decision and remand for 
additional proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

AFFIRMED-IN-PART, REVERSED-IN-PART, AND 
REMANDED. 

COSTS 

Each party bears its own costs. 
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H 
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available. 

United States District Court, W.D. Wisconsin. 
CROWN OPERATIONS INTERNATIONAL, LTD. 

and Marshall H. Krone, Plaintiffs, 
v. 

SOLUTIA INC., Defendant. 

No. 99-C-0802-S. 
Aug. 22, 2000. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 
SHABAZ,J. 
---------;iPI~intiffs Crown Operations International, Ltd. 
(Crown) and Marshall H. Krone (Krone) commenced 
this action against defendant Solutia Inc. (Solutia) 
alleging breach of contract, invalidity of a contractual 
covenant not to compete and violation of the Wis
consin Fair Dealership Law (WFDL). Plaintiffs also 
seek declaratory relief that defendant's U_nit~.Q __ S.tQ-1~-'i 
Patents Nos. 4_,_9·U~~Jj ______ Gl!~-----:~_U ____ }!!it~m2 and 
~=62i~z~s::(!J1~::z~_s::R!it~n!} are invalid. The Court has 
jurisdiction pursuant to 28 ___ !LS,_C, ___ §_§ ___ li?_8_(g} and 
1367, as well as 28 lLS.C. § !332. The matter is 
presently before the Court on cross motions for 
summary judgment. 

BACKGROUND 
This case arises from the contractual relationships 

between several companies manufacturing prelami
nates to be incorporated in auto and window glass. 
Prelaminates are multilayer films that are later in
corporated between layers of glass to produce lami
nated glass with certain enhanced properties. When 
plasticized polyvinyl butyral ("PVB") film alone is 
added it imparts glass with additional impact re
sistance. Solar control prelaminates which reflect or 
filter out certain wavelengths of sunlight are made by 
placing metal-coated polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET) film between layers of PVB. The metal coating 
on the solar control film also acts as a conductor for 
defrosting a windshield. The process by which PET is 
placed between layers of PVB is known as encapsu
lation. 

Plaintiff Crown encapsulates solar control pre-

Pagel 

laminates. Plaintiff Krone is Crown's sole shareholder. 
Defendant Solutia manufactures PVB and is successor 
in interest to Monsanto Chemical Company and to the 
contracts relevant in this action. In 1987 and 1988 
Monsanto met with plaintiff Krone to discuss a rela
tionship to develop laminating machinery designs and 
methods for encapsulating solar control prelaminates 
for Monsanto customers. Plaintiff Krone incorporated 
plaintiff Crown to conduct this encapsulation busi
ness. 

In October 1988 Crown and Monsanto entered 
into an agreement (the Crown Agreement) whereby 
Crown would perform encapsulation services for 
Monsanto. Monsanto would provide PET it purchased 
from Southwall Technologies, Inc. ("Southwall") and 
its own Saflex brand of PVB. At Monsanto's request 
Crown erected a facility to encapsulate Solarflex. 
Monsanto had access to the Crown facility and had a 
major role in its design. Monsanto at all times owned 
the PVB, PET and finished product handled by plain
tiff. Crown would fabricate the prelaminate (which 
was ascribed the Monsanto trade name "Solarflex") 
and receive a fee in return. Paragraph 13 of the Crown 
Agreement included a secrecy provision that forbade 
plaintiff Crown to use or disclose certain information 
Monsanto disclosed during the course of the rela
tionship ("Monsanto Information") or to manufacture 
a solar "Saflex type product" except pursuant to their 
agreement. 

In 1990 !he '511 Patent was issued and assigned to 
Monsanto. Jl!~:::~:iiJ;~i~n! is directed toward resolv
ing the problem that functionally coated PET tends to 
wrinkle during the encapsulation process. "These 
wrinkles, which are particularly noticeable at oblique 
viewing angles, render the resulting windshield un
acceptable .... " The object of the invention is to pro
duce a window assemble which "exhibits good solar 
rejection characteristics and acceptable low visible 
distorted reflection images from wrinkles in the solar 
control film." See column l line 58 through column 2 
line 30. The invention is summarized as follows at 
column 8, line 58 through column 9, line 6 of the 
specification: 

*2 Thus, according to this invention the relationship 
between the substrate wrinkling and visible light 
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reflection contribution from the solar film is recog
nized. More specifically, the adverse optical effects 
of these wrinkles are masked by controlling to two 
percent or less the visible light reflection contribu
tion of the solar film to the overall laminate. In this 
manner, the wrinkles are not eliminated but ren
dered less visible to the human eye since the re
flection contribution of substrate layer 16 is con
trolled below a predetermined visibility threshold. 

Claim l, the only independent claim of the '511 
patent, is as follows: 

1. A composite solar/safety film for use in a lami
nated window assembly comprising: 

a flexible, transparent plastic substrate layer having 
a carrier surface and an opposing back surface; 

a multilayer solar control coating on said carrier 
surface, said controlled substrate defining a solar 
control film; and 

at least one flexible, transparent, energy absorbing 
plastic safety layer bonded to the surface of said 
solar control film; 

wherein said solar control film contributes no more 
than 2% visible reflectance, based on total visible 
incident radiation, in a laminated window assembly 
containing said composite solar/safety film lami
nated to at least one rigid transparent member. 

In 1992 r11~c~2;;i_8_.Q~1~nt was issued and assigned to 
Monsanto. Ib.~--~25.8 .. .Q~.t~nt is also directed to elimi
nating optical distortion, known as "applesauce", in 
laminated glass. The patent describes a method to 
control distortion by measuring and controlling the 
texture of the surface of the PVB components of the 
laminate defined in terms of a "wave index" (WI) and 
a "roughness value" (Rz). Specification at column 2, 
lines 36-56. Claim 1 of 1hl< .. ~25.8.J~m!s-,n1 is as follows: 

1. a laminate which is substantially free of reflected 
distortion when used in a safety glazing comprising: 

a transparent, thermoplastic substrate layer, option
ally surface treated or coated, bearing one or more 
functional performance layers; and 
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at least one layer of [PVB] bonded on one side to a 
functional performance layer or the substrate layer 
and having a roughened deairing surface on the 
other side characterized by a roughness value, Rz, 
of at least 10 micrometers; 

said at least one [PVB] layer, before bonding to the 
substrate layer of functional performance layer, 
possessing low surface waviness on each side 
characterized by a wave index value, WI, of less 
than 15,000 square micrometers. 

In the early 1990's Monsanto decided to curtail its 
Solarflex operation. Consequently, the Crown 
Agreement underwent two amendments. In 1994 
Monsanto agreed to partially waive the restrictions in 
Paragraph 13 of the Crown Agreement so that plaintiff 
could use the Monsanto Information and encapsulate 
prelaminates for Southwall if Monsanto PVB was 
used ("the 1994 Amendment"). In 1995 Monsanto 
agreed to further waive its Paragraph 13 restrictions so 
that plaintiff could encapsulate prelaminates for third 
parties other than South wall so long as Monsanto PVB 
was used ("the 1995 Amendment"). The 1995 
Amendment provided that the partial waiver of the 
restrictions was subject to revocation upon twelve 
months prior written notice. 

*3 Additionally, Monsanto and Southwall entered 
into a new agreement in 1994 ("the Southwall 
Agreement") under which Monsanto agreed not to 
assert its '511 and '258 Patents and therefore to allow 
Southwall and certain third parties to produce, use and 
sell solar control prelaminates. 

In July, 1999 defendant Solutia, as a successor to 
Monsanto's contracts, revoked its partial waiver of the 
Paragraph 13 restrictions pursuant to the Crown 
Amendments effective July 7, 2000. Plaintiffs filed 
this action in response. 

MEMORANDUM 
Both parties move for summary judgment under 

Et:_Q~,n.lL.R!!.ll< __ Qf._Ci.Yi.U'r~1.~l<Q!JX~56f~}. A movant will 
prevail on its motion if "the pleadings, depositions, 
answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file 
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material 
fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment 
as a matter of law ." I~l<9.Jt~~b.:.J'_, ___ ~Q.(_~).. In other 
words, R!!.l~ ___ ;;i_6f~2 requires the entry of summary 
judgment against a party that fails to establish the 
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existence of an element essential to the party's case 
when that party bears the burden of proof at trial. 
(glQ1f~ __ !,, __ ~!:_t_tr_~~tL±11JLS, __ ;U7_,__3.2_2 __ (12B.61 

The crux of the summary judgment inquiry lies in 
the phrase "no genuine issue as to any material fact." 
Facts are "material" if they are outcome influencing 
under the substantive law governing the action. An
derson v. Liberty Lobbv, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 
([986). A dispute over a material fact is "genuine" if 
from the evidence a reasonable jury could find for the 
non-moving party. ld. at 248. In making this deter
mination ambiguities and reasonable inferences are 
resolved against the moving party. See id. at 255. 
Where there are no genuine issues of material fact the 
district court need only determine whether the moving 
party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 

Breach of Contract 
Plaintiffs' amended complaint alleges that de

fendant is liable for breaching the Southwall Agree
ment. Under the Southwall Agreement, plaintiffs' 
maintain that Crown has an unrestricted right to fab
ricate solar control prelaminates for Southwall. Plain
tiffs maintain that defendant's withdrawal of its waiver 
under the amended Crown Agreement made it im
possible for Crown to encapsulate prelaminates for 
Southwall-a violation of the Southwall Agreement. 

It is undisputed that Crown is not a party to the 
Southwall Agreement. Nevertheless, plaintiffs allege 
that Crown is a third-party beneficiary with rights 
under it. The relevant language in the Agreement 
reads: 

22. Monsanto agrees, on a worldwide basis, not to 
assert any patents, which it owns or controls, and 
that cover the composition, use or application of 
coated PET films or sheet (PVB, EVA, or other 
comparable product) adhered to or in combination 
with coated PET films ... which would impair the 
right of Southwall, or a customer or licensee of 
Southwall or their customers, to make, have made, 
use and/or sell laminates containing (a) sheet ... and 
(b) the Southwall product currently known as XIR 
coated PET film ... ; provided, however, in the event 
such sheet is not purchased from Monsanto, 
Southwall will pay Monsanto a royalty in the 
amount of one cent ($.01) per square foot of lami
nate sold. 
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*4 Southwall Agreement <][ 22. It is undisputed 
that plaintiff Crown is not a customer or licensee of 
Southwall. Plaintiff maintains that by exercising its 
right to revoke the waiver under the 1994 and 1995 
Crown Amendments, thus effectively barring Crown 
from using Monsanto Information or encapsulating a 
solar "Saflex type product" for anyone but Monsanto, 
defendant impaired Southwall's right under the 
Southwall Agreement to "have [prelaminates] made" 
and Crown's asserted reciprocal third-party right to 
make those prelaminates for Southwall. 

The parties agree that New York law governs the 
South wall Agreement. New York recognizes 
third-party beneficiaries to contracts, but only "in
tended beneficiaries" may recover as third-party ben-
eficiaries. EQf!:.C.tfL_Q!:;_gg_IJ. ___ f..r;.JJJJJ:.!!L.~~QIJI., ___ !c,_.l!J:.tfi:Y1!-!:.tf 
l¥Lt:'!2KL~u; ______ (Q:_,__ _ _]..1J._c_,__ ___ 1_8:5_ ____ l:-.Ll_:3_,2_Q ____ _2_Q!-L ___ .211:12 
G~LY.J.2B.22 (citing with approval R~R1i!1~m~m.JS.~f.: 
~1.n91.9.LCQDJJ:i!f.t~ .. §.J!l2..G.217)). A third-party quali
fies as an intended beneficiary where "the language of 
the contract clearly evidences an intent to permit en-
forcement by the third party .... " EY..!!I..fb. __ Q:;_~gg..IJ., ___ 4_8..~. 

NJL24 ... nL2.1'l..:c see also R~,~-tg1~m~nL.CS..~f.Q!lQ1 .. ~1.f 
~~QD.tn!f1§. __ § ___ 3_Q_'fi.Di!?.l ("intended beneficiary" where 
"the promisee intends to give the beneficiary the 
benefit of the promised performance"). Other courts 
examining New York law have added that the pro
posed third-party beneficiary need not be specifically 
mentioned by name in the contract. See e.g., iY..fJJ!!]l!J:.IJ. 

l!, __ /ictnt..m_1'?c .. L.J.~.§JI._flfildh . ..Tr.~:g __ f,~-.;JI.fLLCQ,J..j_Q2_ _ _E3_g 
6_6Q,__.Q6_1 __ (2_n!;Leir.J.2.262 (citations omitted). Never
theless, these courts still recognize that New York law 
"requires that the parties' intent to benefit a third-party 
must be shown on the face of the agreement." !d. 

No language in Paragraph 22 of the Southwall 
Agreement shows an intent to confer a benefit upon 
Crown. The only language plaintiffs cite is that lan
guage recognizing the right of Southwall, its custom
ers and licensees and its licensees' customers to "have 
[prelaminates] made". See Southwall Agreement<][ 22. 
Plaintiffs believe this includes a reciprocal contractual 
right vested with plaintiff Crown to make those pre
laminates for Southwall. However, no such right ap
pears on the face of the Agreement which identifies 
only Southwall customers, licensees and licensee's 
customers as third party beneficiaries. Paragraph 22 is 
silent as to any impairment of rights of those fabri
cating prelaminates for Southwall. 
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Plaintiffs rely not on the face of the contract but 
on the alleged circumstances surrounding the Mon
santo-Southwall Agreement. Plaintiffs argue that the 
Southwall Agreement and the 1994 Crown Amend
ment were "intertwined", and that the contracting 
parties knew, recognized and intended that plaintiff 
fabricate the prelaminates called for in the Southwall 
Agreement. To the contrary, the circumstances sur
rounding the 1994 Crown Amendment and the 
Southwall Agreement are compelling evidence that 
Crown was not an intended third party beneficiary of 
the Southwall Agreement. The 1994 Crown Agree
ment included carefully crafted restrictions on 
Crown's right to use Monsanto technology. It defies 
common sense that Monsanto and Southwall inten
tionally rendered those restrictions meaningless by 
providing Crown the unrestricted right to use the same 
technology as a third party beneficiary of the South
wall Agreement. 

*5 Plaintiffs argue that Crown must have been an 
intended beneficiary because it was the only company 
capable of offering Southwall the necessary encapsu
lation service. Acknowledging that plaintiff must be 
used or will be used for its encapsulation service is not 
the same as intending to benefit Crown with the 
promised performance under the contract. Plaintiff 
Crown is merely an incidental beneficiary. See R~.: 
~.!Q-.t\<m.<;ct!L(_S_<>:.~~)_n_r;[) ___ g_LC~)_n_l_r_;~!~t~ __ § __ J_Q2.C2).. The Re-
statement emphasizes this: 

e. Incidental beneficiaries. Performance of a con
tract will often benefit a third person. But unless the 
third person is an intended beneficiary, as here de
fined, no duty to him is created. 

17. B contracts with A to buy a new car manu
factured by C. C is an incidental beneficiary, even 
the promise can only be performed if money is paid 
to C. 

Restatemem (Second) of Comracts § 302 cmt. e, 
illus. 17. In both the illustration and the present case, 
the contracting parties understood that a third-party 
would be involved and would derive some benefit 
from their agreement. But in both agreements there 
was no indication that they intended to give the benefit 
of their performance to that third-party. Here, the 
benefit to the third-party upon performance is clear. 
However, more than the contracting parties' mere 
acknowledgment of a third-party benefit is required to 
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be an intended beneficiary. 

New York law requires that to enforce a contract 
as a third-party beneficiary that third-party must be an 
intended beneficiary of the performance under the 
contract. Nothing appears on the face of the Southwall 
Agreement that would indicate that plaintiff Crown 
was such an intended beneficiary. While that alone is 
sufficient under New York law, the circumstances 
surrounding the Agreement do not support a conclu
sion of intent either. Plaintiffs can not show that 
Southwall or defendant intended the contract to bene
fit Crown or to permit it to enforce contractual rights. 

WFDL 
Plaintiffs seek to invoke the aegis of the Wis

consin Fair Dealership Law, alleging that defendant's 
revocation of its waiver of the Crown Agreement's 
Paragraph 13 constituted a termination that violated 
the WFDL's good cause and notice provisions. See 
Wis. Stat. ~.S 135.03 & 135.04. To be eligible for the 
protections of the WFDL a plaintiff must first estab
lish that it is a "dealer" within the meaning of the 
WFDL. It is with this first step that plaintiffs' WFDL 
claim falters. 

The WFDL defines a "dealer" as a "grantee of a 
dealership situated in this state." Wis. Stat. § 
135.02(2). The Wisconsin Supreme Court recently 
examined what it means to be "situated in this state." 
Baldewein Co. v. Tri--Clover inc. 606 N.W.2d 145 
(Wis.2000). In Baldewein, the Supreme Court estab
lished guidelines for determining whether a dealership 
was "situated in this state", including a non-exclusive 
nine factor test. 606 N.W.2d at 151-.53. 

Although recognizing that in-state sales are an 
important factor, the Supreme Court rejected a sin
gular focus on the putative dealer's in-state sales. The 
Supreme Court adopted instead a dual focus: 

*6 [The inquiry] must involve an analysis of the 
totality of the dealership investment that is special
ized to the marketing of the grantor's products in 
this state; in other words, the amount of money and 
other resources the dealer has sunk into the devel
opment of the Wisconsin market, in addition to the 
amount of sales the dealer derives from this state. 

Baldewein, 606 N.W.2d at 151-52. 
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Under this general formulation it is apparent that 
Crown has no dealership "situated in this state". It is 
undisputed that plaintiff Crown has no customers in 
Wisconsin. Consequently, it derives no revenue from 
the Wisconsin market. Moreover, there is no evidence 
that Crown has expended a single dollar to develop or 
cultivate a market in Wisconsin. Having no market in 
Wisconsin and not having attempted to develop one, 
plaintiff Crown cannot be deemed to be "situated" in 
Wisconsin under the broad principles announced in 
Baldewein. 

Nevertheless, the Supreme Court in Baldewein 
continued to elucidate a more specific nine factor test 
in analyzing whether a dealership is "situated" in 
Wisconsin. The court announced that: 

[T]o determine whether a dealership is "situated in 
this state" under the WFDL, courts should examine 
the following factors: l) percent of total sales in 
Wisconsin (and/or percent of total revenue derived 
from Wisconsin); 2) how long the parties have dealt 
with each other in Wisconsin; 3) the extent and 
nature of the obligations imposed on the dealer re
garding operations in Wisconsin; 4) the extent and 
nature of the grant of territory in this state; 5) the 
extent and nature of the use of the grantor's propri
etary marks in this state; 6) the extent and nature of 
the dealer's financial investment in inventory, facil
ities, and good will of the dealership in this state; 7) 
the personnel devoted to the Wisconsin market; 8) 
the level of advertising and/or promotional expend
itures in Wisconsin; 9) the extent and nature of any 
supplementary services provided in Wisconsin. We 
do not intend this list to be all-inclusive. The inquiry 
should focus on the nature and extent of the deal
ership's development of, investment in and reliance 
upon the Wisconsin market. 

Plaintiffs attempt to apply these nine factors in a 
vacuum-ignoring the Supreme Court's admonition that 
the factors must be analyzed with an eye towards the 
dealer's relationship with the Wisconsin market. 
Taken in the proper context the factors show that 
plaintiff Crown has no dealership "situated in the 
state". 

First, plaintiff Crown makes no sales within the 
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state. Plaintiffs customers are all out-of-state or 
overseas. Plaintiffs' formalistic argument that sales to 
out-of-state customers delivered FOB Crown's Sun 
Prairie, Wisconsin plant should be counted as in-state 
sales must be rejected. This same argument was re
jected when the Wisconsin Supreme Court stated that 
where title and risk passes is irrelevant under the 
WFDL. J.:ig_lfi~}::t~:iLh __ .QQ_~__I;~L}.Y,_~Q. __ i!Ll2J Sales reve
nues are not derived from the Wisconsin market 
merely because the out-of-state customers took pos
session of goods within the state. 

*7 No other factor favors plaintiffs. Although 
Crown and defendant had a commercial relationship 
spanning twelve years, that relationship is unrelated to 
the Wisconsin market; defendant imposes no obliga
tions on Crown's operations affecting the Wisconsin 
market. Defendant has not granted Crown a Wisconsin 
territory and has not granted it commercial use of 
marks within Wisconsin. Plaintiff Crown has made no 
financial investments to reach the Wisconsin market, 
has no personnel devoted to it and engages in no ad
vertising or promotion within it. No supplementary 
services are provided by plaintiff Crown within the 
Wisconsin market. 

Plaintiff Crown's only connection with Wisconsin 
is its location, which is irrelevant in the "situated in the 
state" analysis. Baldewein, 606 N.W.2d at 153. The 
WFDL focuses on protecting investments in dealer
ships serving the Wisconsin market, not in businesses 
merely located in the state. Because plaintiff Crown 
can not show investment in the Wisconsin market nor 
revenue derived from it, Crown cannot be deemed to 
be a dealer with a dealership "situated" in Wisconsin. 
Accordingly, it can not invoke the protective measures 
in the WFDL. 

Covenant Not to Compete 
Defendant moves for summary judgment on 

plaintiffs' third claim which seeks a declaratory 
judgment that Paragraph 13 of the Crown Agreement 
is invalid and unenforceable. 

Plaintiff characterizes Paragraph 13 as a covenant 
not to compete. It reads: 

13. SECRECY PROVISIONS. [Crown] shall treat 
and maintain, and cause its employees and agents to 
treat and maintain, as Monsanto's confidential 
property, and not use or disclose to others or man-
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ufacture a solor [sic] Saflex type product during the 
term of this Agreement and for fifteen (15) years 
thereafter, except as is necessary to perform the 
work hereunder . . . any information . . . regarding 
Monsanto's products, plans, programs, plants, pro
cesses, costs, equipment, operations or customers 
which may be heretofore or hereafter disclosed to, 
or come within the knowledge of, [Crown], its em
ployees or agents in the performance of this 
Agreement, without in each instance securing the 
prior written consent of Monsanto. 

1988 Crown Agreement <][ 13. The quoted lan
guage imposes two restrictions on plaintiff Crown. 
First, it must treat as confidential specific information 
held by Monsanto and disclosed to Crown during the 
performance of the contract. Exceptions to this re
quirement are set forth later in Paragraph 13. Second, 
Crown must refrain from manufacturing a solar 
"Saflex type product" for anyone except Monsanto 
during the term of the Agreement and for fifteen years 
thereafter. 

The parties agree that Missouri law governs the 
Crown Agreement. In Missouri, a promise not to 
compete, standing alone, is illegal and contrary to 
public policy as a restraint of trade. Renal Treatment 
Centers-I'vfissouri Inc. v. Braxton 945 S.W.2d 557 
563 (Mo.Ct.App.E.D.1997) (citing John D. Calamari 
& Joseph Perillo, Contracts, Specific Performance§§ 
16-19 (1977)). However, such an agreement as part of 
a larger legitimate transaction-making it an ancillary 
restraint-may be valid if it is reasonable in duration 
and scope. !d. Agreements with such ancillary re
straints have been recognized between employer and 
employees, buyers and sellers of businesses and 
partners of a partnership. !d. (citing R\<iiJ:.~L~ffi\<DJ 

f:5~-~~1.n91 __ QLC5.m.tn!~J:.~---§ ___ H3_8 ___ (1212_1). However, this 
list is not exclusive. The Restatement recognizes this 
principle is applicable in other contexts where the "a 
valid transaction or relationship gives the promisee a 
legitimate interest sufficient to sustain a promise not to 
compete." !d. (quoting R~-~!nt~m~nLL5s-,~Q.UQ) _ _g.LC9.n.: 
Imf_t;;__.§__J.8:1 cmt. e (1979)). 

*8 Although no Missouri state court has reached 
the issue, the law of covenants not to compete is not 
designed to reach restrictions such as the first one 
imposed by Paragraph 13. This is a confidentiality 
provision. Plaintiff Crown may not use or disclose 
certain information described by the paragraph as 
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confidential. Such an agreement cannot be character
ized as a covenant not to compete nor as an unrea
sonable restraint of trade. Other state courts that have 
addressed this issue have stated that a contract is not a 
restraint of trade if it does not seek to prevent a party 
from engaging in similar business in competition with 
the promisee, but instead seeks to prevent the disclo
sure or use of confidential information. :i.1Q1f __ .fgJ:..rJJ.. 

A'liJ..LL~JiJ..Q . .l!.h~, ___ CQo ... E, __ _Qg_mJZ,\.L<:'I.~...J.41 .. E,£g __ ::\2J_,_ __ 82cti 
(C!J-1.L.:\P.I!J.2.~2).; l.i~J:)L<:'""'-:ltllz_iQl1 ____ .!:, _____ K&.12.?..t::.s.ki_,__ ___ JM 
N,~Y,£g ___ 6.Q2_, __ !il.J.JMi£Jd.2.81).; GLu.G~Llt.([g, ___ ~!L_.!:, 
5:~:l.!.!:!l.i:.s.L ... £H.J:L~Y_,_J_~_Z ___ (MifJLl221).; f.::.!J.?..!!J.!M~Jg_f:.s. 
!~rQ_.;_g:.s.:.s.i.fJg,__I.IJ.:~~---x.~ __ .ltl.~:r,_!]_(!_I.J.)i.L __ 416 ___ s_J:,,.z4_J_z:±, ___ nti 
(~_,C,_CLf~.l!PJ226). The District Court for the Eastern 
District of Missouri has noted the difference between 
covenants not to compete and confidentiality agree
ments: "A person bound to a covenant not to compete 
is restricted in his choice of occupation while an in
dividual bound to a confidentiality agreement is 
merely prevented from disclosing certain information 
constituting 'trade secrets'." Coulter Corp. v. Leinert. 
869 F.Supp. 732,734 (E.D.Mo.l994). 

Barring a dramatic departure by the Missouri 
Supreme Court from the substance of the decisions of 
other states it is apparent that Missouri law would not 
subject confidentiality agreements to the same stand
ards as applied to covenants not to compete. Plaintiffs 
cite no authority for such a departure. Accordingly, the 
Court finds that plaintiffs' challenge to the validity of 
Paragraph 13 of the Crown Agreement fails to the 
extent it requires plaintiff Crown not to use or disclose 
information designated as confidential. 

However, Paragraph 13 also forbids plaintiff 
Crown from producing a solar "Saflex type product" 
during the term of the Agreement and for fifteen years 
thereafter. Despite the absence of Missouri case law 
applying the law of non-compete covenants to con
tractual arrangements between corporations, the 
clause constitutes a promise to refrain from competi
tion which could not otherwise be valid unless it was a 
restraint ancillary to a legitimate contract. See !3&1J.0.:!. 

D::?..Q1!IH~!J..L~:~:fJJ..f!.'§., __ 21.~ __ 5._j~(-~Q.JJL~-~i; see also R.~:. 
§.!.i!!~_n:t~nHS.~~Q!!E!l.~1.LC9.UJ:.E!~t~ .. §.§.J.8.7.. & H.B.Lt~!.I~!). 

Covenants against competition, when properly 
identified as an ancillary restraint, must serve a proper 
interest of the promisee and must be reasonably lim
ited in time and place to protect those interests. Osage 
Glass, Inc. v. Donovan. 693 S.W.2d 71, 74 (Mo. 
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l!.§I15,;_J.2B_j}; see also R\<!i1~!~.m-~n.US.\<f_QnQ}._QLC5-.m.: 
tJ:iKt!i __ § __ l8B .. .0.212J The promisees' interests protect
able by such covenants are their interests in trade 
secrets and customer contacts. See S.l:!.JZ.f!..J.iQLJ..i..?..f!:.C.l?.Q.?i 
~Q.r£, ______ E, _____ ~:4J:!.:~qrd""s.. ... 3~.2 _____ s_,}Y,£g ______ n.2, ______ ~±1.:1.8 
L~1~"l.,~J,i.:\P-Id.2.~!.J).. 

*9 Here, Paragraph 13 and its promise not to 
compete is ancillary to the legitimate obligations in the 
Crown Agreement. Defendant has produced no evi
dence as to its interest in protecting confidential in
formation and customer contacts nor as to the rea
sonableness of the non-compete clause in protecting 
those interests. It is unknown whether plaintiff could 
produce a competing solar "Saflex type product" 
without using or disclosing Monsanto Information and 
thereby violating the confidentiality portion of Para
graph 13. Likewise it is not even clear what constitutes 
a solar "Saflex type product". The confidentiality 
provision in Paragraph 13 is designed to protect de
fendant's trade secrets and customer contacts. Con
sequently, an important factual issue exists as to what 
extent a non-compete provision is reasonably neces
sary to protect those same trade secrets and customer 
contacts. This issue-the reasonableness of the 
non-compete provision-precludes defendant's motion 
for summary judgment as to the validity of the 
non-compete provision in Paragraph 13. 

The '511 Patent-Anticipation and Obviousness 
Plaintiffs move for summary judgment that the 

'511 patent is anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 4,017,661 
to Gillery (the '661 patent), and is obvious under the 
'661 patent and other prior art. Defendant moves for 
summary judgment that tb.~-~5JJ .. P.~!~_n1 is neither an
ticipated nor obvious. 

A claim is anticipated when all the elements and 
limitations of the claim are found within a single prior 
art reference. 5'cripps Clinic & Research Foundation 
'

1 (Jenentech. lnc. 927 F.2d 1565~ ] 576 
(Fed. Cir.l991). There must be no difference between 
the reference and the patented invention as viewed by 
one of ordinary skill in the art. !d. In order to prevail 
on its anticipation defense defendant must also over
come the presumption that the patent examiner 
properly applied the prior art in issuing the patent and 
prove invalidity by clear and convincing evidence. 
American Hoist & Derrick Co. v. Sowa & 5,"ons. inc .. 
725 F.2d 1350, 1359-60 (Fed.Cir.1984). 
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There is no question that 1h~,_:t.i6.L_J2_<l.J~JJ1 is prior 
art, having been identified as such in the specification 
of rl!\< __ :;;;JJ .. .Pi!t\<n! at col. 1, lines 44 and 58. Accord
ingly, the relevant inquiry is whether each element and 
limitation of the challenged claims is found in thl< .. ~~t.il 
P-.~l!f',n!- There is considerable dispute between the 
parties concerning whether the patent examiner con
sidered !hs-,_:6.~.LP-.~t!s-,n1 and the resulting impact on the 
relevant burden of proof. As subsequent analysis re
veals, tb.~-~t26.l._p_mS'ct!1 does not anticipate th.~-~2_U __ p_~: 
!s-,n! or render it obvious and this conclusion would be 
the same regardless of whether it was considered by 
the examiner. Accordingly, the Court does not reach 
that issue. 

The '661 patent, as well numerous other prior art 
inventions, disclose the first three elements of claim 
one. It was well known in the prior art to create a solar 
control film by coating a transparent plastic carrier 
surface with a multilayer solar control film and 
bonding it to a energy absorbing plastic safety layer. 
This is apparent from column 1 of the '511 specifica
tions wherein it is recognized that these elements were 
well known in the art. :D-1\< .... ~~-U. ... P-.~l!f',n! further 
acknowledges that the general optical design of me
tallic interference coatings was known. Column 5, 
lines 30-56. Certainly tb.~ .. :6.~.L.R.i!tl<n1 includes these 
elements. 

*10 The only real issue is whether the limitation 
"wherein said solar control film contributes no more 
than about 2% visible reflectance, based on total vis
ible incident radiation" is found in the '661 patent. 
Plaintiffs concede that the '661 patent does not ex
plicitly disclose this limitation but contend that the 
disclosure is inherent in the '661 teachings. 

To establish inherency, the extrinsic evidence must 
make clear that the missing descriptive matter is 
necessarily present in the thing described in the 
reference, and that it would be so recognized by 
persons of ordinary skill. Inherency, however, may 
not be established by probabilities or possibilities. 
The mere fact that a certain thing may result from 
given set of circumstances is not sufficient. 

in re Robertson 169 F.3d 743. 745 
(Fecl.Cir.l999) (citations omitted). 

The disclosure of !h.<;,_:\:?.~.L.PiJ..t\<D.! surely does not 
meet this standard for the 2% visible reflectance lim-
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itation. :Dl\< ___ :6.61 .. .Ri!t\<J:H reveals nothing about the 
desirablility of reducing solar control film reflectance 
to 2% or less. The two examples in the preferred 
embodiment suggest that the thickness of the silver 
layer in the coating stack should be 150 and 160 
Angstroms-a thickness which is recognized by !h\< 
.~69..LJ!~_t\<J:l.! itself to produce about 14% reflectance. 
This reflectance is consistent with the disclosure of !h\< 
-~~.U . .Ri!t\<!1!. at column 13, table 2 and its related text. If 
none of the disclosed preferred embodiments of the 
'661 invention meet the 2% limitation, it can hardly be 
inherent in the disclosure. 

While it is possible to produce a solar film as
sembly incorporating the elements of claim l of the 
'661 patent which also satisfies the elements and lim
itations of claim 1 of 1h~ __ :;;;JJ .. rmt~n1, a 2% reflectance 
is certainly not the necessary result of following the 
teachings of th\< .. ~69..Lp_~!~_n1. The 2% limitation is not 
inherent in th\< __ :6.61 .. P.~!~,n1. Plaintiffs have also sug
gested that UK Patent Application GB 2 057 355, (the 
"GB '355 patent") which describes a solar control 
stack similar to that of 1h.~-~9..6.L.Ri!t\<J:l.!, anticipates !h\< 
-~~-U. . .Q~_t\<!1!- There is no additional disclosure in the 
GB '355 patent which would alter the preceding 
analysis. Claim 1 of .!h~--~~H .. PJJJ~1!1 is not anticipated 
by either patent. Because claim 1 is the only inde
pendent claim of !h\< .. ~~-U .. 12il1~n.t, it follows that none 
of the other dependent claims can be anticipated. 

Relying primarily on the same prior art, plaintiffs 
argue that if the '5 11 patent is not anticipated it is at 
least rendered obvious under 35 U.S.C. .:$ 103 because 
"the differences between the subject matter sought to 
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject 
matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time 
of the invention to a person having ordinary skill in the 
art." In order to prevail defendant must demonstrate 
obviousness by clear and convincing evidence. l~9.f1if..?.. 
(QI.Q, _____ _l!, _____ Jl1t!."flJ.?..g_l, _____ LL4, ______ I8.L ____ L2_Q _____ 89..1'--... 8.1.2 
.U:f',~LC!rJ.2.821 The ultimate issue of obviousness has 
been termed an issue of law. However, its determina
tion is dependent on a series of factual issues as set 
forth in fd:t.:{1tW.m .. tJd.1n.12f_Q::?.. .. CQ,_,_j_8_J_ILS..,_.LG2.6.6}. 
Those inquiries are as follows: (1) determining the 
scope and content of prior art; (2) comparing the dif
ferences between the prior art and the claims at issue; 
(3) determining the level of ordinary skill in the art; 
and (4) considering objective evidence of obviousness 
or nonobviousness. j}f..if.~'JL ___ Lg_lz_Q{g_(QLif,L ... lrL~:, ___ ..t, 
~1~!mdQ!.h..LU_(~-"--~~2.7..E2d.B7.Q __ (J:~~~LCir:.l2.~~-:u. When a 
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defendant argues that a combination of prior art ref
erences renders the patented invention obvious, the 
defendant has the burden to establish some motivation 
in the prior art for one of ordinary skill in the art to 
make the combination. !11 .. !::?.. . .BQ1dl~L.J.42..EJEU.J:;i_Q,_ 

D2:Z..U:f',~LC!rJ.2.~!.8.l-

*11 It was known to those skilled in the art and 
disclosed in the prior art to make a solar control film 
by coating PET with a multilayer reflective coating 
consisting of a metallic layer between two dielectric 
layers. It was also known and disclosed to design the 
film so as to maximize the reflection of infrared radi
ation and the transmission of visible light, and to in
clude a metal layer in the stack with conductivity 
appropriate for use in electrical resistance defrosting 
of the window. However, no prior art identified by the 
plaintiffs discloses that reflectance below 2% will 
mask wrinkles or even discloses a solar film with 
reflectance below that threshold. 

Perhaps more importantly, prior to the '511 patent 
there was no teaching in the prior art which provided 
motivation to reduce the solar film reflectivity con
tribution below 2% because there was no disclosure of 
the impact of such a reduction on obscuring wrinkles. 
Although the prior art generally sought to reduce 
visible light reflectivity and thereby enhance visible 
light transmission, it also recognized that superior 
infrared reflectivity was generally sacrificed by a very 
thin metal layer, GB '355 patent lines 5-44, as was the 
conductivity and continuity of the metal layer for 
defrosting purposes, '661 patent at col. 4, lines 25-38. 
Furthermore, the existing art made it clear that the 
required level of visible light transmission for a 
windshield application (between 70 and 80 percent) 
could readily be achieved in a composition where the 
solar film contributed considerably more than 2% 
visible light reflectivity. Accordingly, the prior art 
(including 1h~----~66.L . .Q~1\<ntl taught that the proper 
compromise to achieve the conflicting goals of infra
red reflectance, visible light transmission and con
ductivity was a solar film with a visible light reflec
tivity greater than 2%. 

The contribution of the '551 patent of both the 
desirability of reducing the visible light reflectivity 
contribution of the solar film below 2% to mask 
wrinkles and the means to accomplish that goal while 
maintaining acceptable infrared reflectance and elec
trical properties was a nonobvious contribution to the 
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art. 

The '258 Patent-Anticipation and Obviousness 
Plaintiffs rely primarily upon a patent they iden

tify as JP 59-223256A (the JP '256 patent) in support 
of their argument that the '258 patent is anticipated or 
obvious. Defendant initially objects on the basis that 
there is no foundation for the translation offered by 
plaintiffs and that they have identified the wrong pa
tent in their submissions. Specifically, exhibit I to the 
Ranney affidavit referenced by plaintiffs, does not 
appear to be the document referred to in plaintiffs' 
brief. The Court does not address these preliminary 
arguments because assuming the document is cor
rectly translated and identified it does not anticipate or 
render obvious the '258 patent. 

The critical elements of the '258 patent are the 
final element of each independent claim which re
quires that the PVB layers of the patented laminate 
before bonding are "characterized by a wave index 
value, WI, of less than 15,000 square micrometers." 
This element is neither disclosed not suggested by the 
JP '256 patent. The disclosure of JP '256 recognizes 
that PVB with a surface roughened for deairing pro
duced wrinkles in the laminate after bonding. It sug
gests avoiding this problem by laminating smooth 
extruded PVB and embossing it after lamination with 
a prescribed roughening pattern. It teaches nothing 
about the characteristics of roughened PVB which 
causes wrinkling and suggests that PVB with a 
roughened surface before bonding will always pro
duce wrinkles in a finished laminate. 

*12 The invention of the '258 patent is that 
pre-roughened PVB, whether extruded or embossed, 
can be incorporated in a laminate without wrinkling 
provided it falls within the wave index parameters 
prescribed and defined by the '258 specification. That 
element is clearly not disclosed or inherent in the JP 
'256 patent. 

Plaintiffs also argue that if the JP '256 patent does 
not anticipate the '258 patent it renders it obvious 
when combined with the teachings of European Patent 
Application 0 185 863 (EP '863 Patent) which teaches 
a method for roughening PVB. To the contrary, the JP 
'256 patent teaches not to use a pre-roughened PVB 
sheet because such a procedure will result in reflective 
distortion. Furthermore, neither patent teaches the 
means to measure waviness or the threshold of wavi-
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ness in PVB sheeting which will produce a distortion 
free laminate after bonding. Plaintiffs have not pro
duced evidence to demonstrate that it would have been 
obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to practice 
the invention of Ih~--~~2.~_-.Pg!~!lt based on prior art at 
the time. Defendant is entitled to summary judgment 
on the claim. 

Invalidity for Failure to Name Inventor 
Plaintiff Krone claims that he was improperly 

excluded as a named inventor on both the '511 and 
'258 patents and therefore seeks to have them declared 
invalid or corrected to reflect that he is an inventor 
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 256. Defendant moves for 
summary judgment asserting that the undisputed facts 
establish that Krone was not an inventor. 

Section 256 provides that the non-joinder of a 
joint inventor does not invalidate a patent if the 
omitted inventor was omitted by error without decep
tive intention on his part. It further provides that the 
court may order correction of the inventors named on 
the patent if appropriate. There is no suggestion by 
either party that Krone was omitted from the patent 
through any deceptive intention. Accordingly, there is 
no basis to invalidate the patent and the sole issue is 
whether the present facts viewed most favorably to 
plaintiff Krone could permit a finding that he should 
be added to the patent as a joint inventor. 

The undisputed facts establish that Krone is not 
an inventor within the meaning of the patent statute. In 
order to be found a co-inventor plaintiff must demon
strate by clear and convincing evidence that he con
tributed to the conception of at least one claim in of the 
patent. Ethicon, Inc. v. United States Surr?.ical Corp., 
135 F.3d 1456. 1460-61 (Fed.Cir.1998). Unless there 
is a dispute of underlying facts, inventorship is a 
question of law. !d. One does not qualify as a joint 
inventor by assisting the actual inventor after concep
tion of the invention, even if the specification dis
closes the means to practice the invention in the pre
ferred embodiment. !d. 

Plaintiff Krone developed a machine for lami
nating PET and PVB. Neither the '511 nor the '258 
patent makes any claim relating to a laminating ma
chine, even though it is clear that such a machine will 
be necessary to practice the invention of either patent. 
Under these circumstances it is impossible to conclude 
that Krone conceived of any aspect of the inventions. 
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He admittedly did not make any contribution to the 
inventive concept of !h\<_~:i.U.P.~!t~n! that a solar control 
film which contributes no more than 2% reflectance 
will mask wrinkles. He had no input into the design of 
the solar stack to achieve this result. Similarly, he did 
not conceive of the concepts of waviness or a wavi
ness index and did not contribute to any experiments 
which led to the invention that PVB which met the low 
waviness standard could produce a distortion free 
laminate. Although he certainly contributed to the 
joint venture between the parties by the contribution of 
his mechanical modifications to laminating machin
ery, that contribution is simply not a part of the claims 
which are the inventions of the patents in suit. 

ORDER 
*13 IT IS ORDERED that plaintiffs' motion for 

summary judgment is DENIED; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that defendant's 
motion for summary judgment is DENIED concerning 
the enforceablility of the restrictive covenant at para
graph 13 of the Crown Agreement and is in all other 
respects GRANTED. 

W.D.Wis.,2000. 
Crown Operations Intern., Ltd. v. Solutia, Inc. 
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2000 WL 33906466 
(W.D.Wis.) 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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JUDGES: Before LOURIE, GAIARSA, and DYK, 
Circuit Judges. 

OPINION BY: LOURIE 

OPINION 

[*1371] LOURIE, Circuit Judge. 

Bristol-Myers Squibb Company appeals from the 
decision of the United States District Court for the 
District of New Jersey granting the motion by Ben Venue 
Laboratories, Inc., Bedford Laboratories, Boehringer 
Ingelheim Corporation, Immunex Corporation, IV AX 
Corporation, Zenith Goldline Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 
Marsam Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Schein Pharmaceutical, 
Inc., and Mylan Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (collectively, 
[**3] "the defendants") for summary judgment that 
claims 1-3 and 6 of U.S. Patent 5,641,803 and claims 1, 
2, 5, 6, 8 and 9 of U.S. Patent 5,670,537 are invalid for 
anticipation. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Boehringer 
1ngelheim Corp., 86 F. Supp. 2d 433 (D.N.J. 2000) 
("Bristol11"). 

Because the district court did not err in holding 
claims 1-3 and 6 of the '803 patent and claims 1, 2, 5 and 
8 of the '537 patent invalid, we affirm the court's 
judgment as to those claims. The district court erred in 
holding claims 6 and 9 of the '537 patent invalid, 
however. We therefore vacate the court's grant of 
summary judgment with respect to those two claims. 

BACKGROUND 

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. ("Bristol") is the assignee 
of the '803 and '537 patents, which relate to a three-hour 

administration of the antitumor drug paclitaxel. 1 The 
patents derive from the same parent application and share 
the same specification. Claim 1 of the '803 patent reads 
as follows: 

1. A method for reducing hematologic 
toxicity in a cancer patient undergoing 
taxol treatment comprising parenterally 
administering to said patient an 
antineoplastically effective amount of 
about 135-175 mg/m2 [**4] taxol over a 
period of about three hours. 

'803 patent, col. 16, ll. 13-18 (emphasis added). The '537 
patent is also directed to three-hour paclitaxel 
administration and additionally requires premedication, 
as shown in representative claims 1 and 5 below: 

1. A method for treating a patient 
suffering from a taxol-sensitive tumor 
compnsmg 

(i) premedicating said 
patient with a medicament 
that reduces or eliminates 
hypersensitivity 
and 

(ii) 
administering 
patient about 
mg/m2 taxol 
three hours. 

[*1372] 

reactions, 

parenterally 
to said 

135-175 
over about 

5. A method for treating a cancer 
patient to effect regression of a 
taxol-sensitive tumor, said method being 
associated with reduced hematologic 
toxicity, said method comprising: 

(i) premedicating said 
patient with a medicament 
that reduces or eliminates 
hypersensitivity reactions; 
and 

(ii) 
administering 
patient about 

parenterally 
to said 
135-175 
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mg/m2 taxol over about 3 
hours. 

'537 patent, col. 15, ll. 45-51; col. 16, ll. 21-27 
(emphasis added). 

1 Paclitaxel is the generic name of the anticancer 
agent derived from the Pacific Yew tree. Taxol 
(R) is the registered trademark for Bristol's 
anticancer drug, which includes paclitaxel as its 
active ingredient. 

[**5] Claims 2 and 8 of the '537 patent differ from 
claims 1 and 5, respectively, only in the dosage amount, 
which is "about 135 mg/m2 taxol." !d. at col. 16, ll. 5-6; 
ll. 41-42. Claims 6 and 9 of the '537 patent are directed to 
the same particular premedicants; claim 6 depends from 
claim 5 and claim 9 depends from claim 8. Claim 6 is 
reproduced below as representative of claims 6 and 9: 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the 
step of premedicating said patient 
comprises the administration of a 
medicament selected from the group 
consisting of steroids, antihistamines, 
H£2] receptor antagonists, and 
combinations thereof. 

'537 patent, col. 16, ll. 28-32 (emphasis added). 

The defendants filed Abbreviated New Drug 
Applications ("ANDAs") seeking approval to market 
paclitaxel prior to the patents' expiration, alleging that the 
patents were invalid over, inter alia, an article by Kris in 
which Kris treated patients with three-hour infusions of 
paclitaxel within the claimed dosage ranges but observed 
no antitumor response. Mark G. Kris, et al., Phase I Trial 
of Taxol Given as a 3-Hour Infusion Every 21 Days, 70 
Cancer Treatment Reports 605-07 (1986) ("Kris"). [**6] 
Patients treated with more than 190 mg/m2 of paclitaxel, 
an amount greater than the claimed range of 135-175 
mg/m2, showed treatment-limiting hypersensitivity 
reactions. In his concluding remarks, Kris commented: 

Hypersensitivity reactions constitute a 
severe and unpredictable 
treatment-limiting toxicity for the present 
cremophor-containing formulation of taxol 

given on this schedule. Further studies are 
needed to see if pretreatment regimens, 
alternative schedules ... or a reformulated 
preparation will permit the safe 
administration of this compound. 

!d. at 607. (emphasis added). Kris did not employ the 
suggested pretreatment regimens in that study. 

Bristol sued for infringement based on the 
defendants' ANDAs under 35 U.S.C.A. § 27l(e)(2) (West 
Supp. 2000); the defendants moved for summary 
judgment that the patents were invalid for anticipation 
under 35 U.S. C. § I 02(b) (I 994) and obviousness under 
35 U.S.C. § !03 (Supp. IV 1998). 

Following a Markman hearing, the district court 
construed the claims. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. 
Immunex Corp., 86 F. Supp. 2d 447 (D.N.J. 2000) [**7] 
("Bristol !"). The court first determined that the preamble 
expression in claim 5 of the '537 patent, "[a] method for 
treating a cancer patient to effect regression of a 
taxol-sensitive tumor, said method being associated with 
reduced hematologic toxicity," merely stated the intended 
use or purpose of the invention and did not limit the 
scope of the claim. !d. at 451. The court then held that 
the expression in the '803 claims, "an antineoplastically 2 

effective amount," was inseparable from the specific 
concentrations [* 1373] described in the claims and only 
stated the purpose of the invention comprising the stated 
method steps. !d. at 454. Finally, the court held that the 
expression "reducing hematologic toxicity" meant a 
reduction in toxicity relative to that normally experienced 
in a twenty-four-hour paclitaxel infusion, which was the 
standard infusion time prior to Bristol's development of 
the three-hour infusion time. !d. at 455-456. 

2 An "antineoplastic drug" is an agent "that is 
antagonistic to the growth of a neoplasm," which 
is a tumor. McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms 103, 1332 (5th ed. 1994). 

[**8] In Bristol II, the court granted the defendants' 
motion for summary judgment that the claims at issue 
were invalid, holding that Kris anticipated most of the 
claims in the '803 and '537 patents. Bristol II, 86 F. Supp. 
2d at 442, 444. The court found that Kris disclosed all of 
the necessary steps to administer paclitaxel according to 
the claims, including dosage levels, duration of infusion, 
and premedication. !d. at 44 I. Although Kris did not 
actually premedicate the patients, the court determined 
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"that one skilled in the art would have known exactly 
what Kris's premedication 'suggestion' entailed and would 
have not have had to engage in further experimentation to 
gain possession of the patented invention." !d. The court 
relied on Bristol's statement during prosecution that the 
invention was drawn to "a novel method for 
administering taxol to patients that have been pretreated 
with conventional medication for mm1m1zmg 
hypersensitivity reactions" for its determination that 
Kris's suggestion of premedication would have enabled 
someone of skill in the art to pretreat patients according 
to the claims. !d. 

Although the court did not consider [**9] the 
preamble language of reducing toxicity levels and tumor 
regression to be limiting, the court determined that even 
if these claim terms were limiting, the claims would have 
been inherently anticipated because reducing toxicity and 
tumor regression were necessary consequences of 
practicing the method steps of Kris. !d. at 442. However, 
the court denied the defendants' motion for summary 
judgment that the claims were obvious over Kris and 
other references because it found a genuine factual 
dispute as to whether Kris would have led a person of 
ordinary skill in the art to have had a reasonable 
expectation of success from following his treatment 
regimens. Bristol then disclaimed claims 4 and 5 of the 
'803 patent and claims 3, 4, 7, and 10 of the '537 patent 
in a stipulation under Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b) to obtain a 
final judgment. Bristol appeals from the court's claim 
construction and invalidity judgment. We have 
jurisdiction of this appeal pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 
I295(a)(l) (1994). 

DISCUSSION 

Claim construction is an issue of law, Markman v. 
Westview Instruments, Inc., 52 F.3d 967, 970-71, 34 
U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) !321, !322 (Fed. Cir. 1995) [**10] 
(en bane), affd, 5!7 U.S. 370, !34 L. Ed. 2d 577, II6 S. 
Ct. !384 ( 1996), that we review de novo, Cybor Corp. v. 
FAS Techs., Inc., !38 F.3d 1448, 1456, 46 U.S.P.Q.2D 
(BNA) II69, II72 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (en bane). If the body 
of the claim sets out the complete invention, and the 
preamble is not necessary to give "life, meaning and 
vitality" to the claim, "then the preamble is of no 
significance to claim construction because it cannot be 
said to constitute or explain a claim limitation." [*1374] 
Pitney Bowes, Inc. v. Hewlett-Packard Co., !82 F.3d 
!298, !305, 51 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) II6I, II66 (Fed. Cir. 

1999). 

Summary judgment is appropriate when there is no 
genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 
56( c); Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 
247-48, 91 L. Ed. 2d 202, !06 S. Ct. 2505 ( !986). On 
motion for summary judgment, the court views the 
evidence and any disputed factual issues in the light most 
favorable to the party opposing the motion. Matsushita 
Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 
587, 89 L. Ed. 2d 538, !06 S. Ct. !348 (1986). [**11] A 
patent is presumed to be valid, 35 U.S.C. § 282 (1994), 
and this presumption can only be overcome by clear and 
convincing evidence to the contrary. See, e.g., WMS 
Gaming Inc. v. Int'l Game Techs., !84 F.3d !339, !355, 
51 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) !385, !396-97 (Fed. Cir. 1999). 
"[A] claim is anticipated if each and every limitation is 
found either expressly or inherently in a single prior art 
reference." Celeritas Techs. Ltd. v. Rockwell Int'l Corp., 
!50 F.3d !354, !360, 47 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) !5!6, !522 
(Fed. Cir. 1998). To anticipate, the reference must also 
enable one of skill in the art to make and use the claimed 
invention. In re Donohue, 766 F.2d 53!, 533, 226 
U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 6!9, 62! (Fed. Cir. !985). 

A. Claim Construction 

Bristol argues that the district court erred by not 
giving effect to the preamble "for reducing hematologic 
toxicity" and the expression "an antineoplastically 
effective amount" in the '803 claims. In particular, Bristol 
asserts that "an antineoplastically effective amount" is 
limiting because it was added by amendment to 
distinguish over Kris, who observed no antitumor 
efficacy. Similarly, Bristol argues that [** 12] the court 
improperly read out the phrase "[a] method for treating a 
cancer patient to effect regression of a taxol-sensitive 
tumor, said method being associated with reduced 
hematologic toxicity" from claims 5, 6, 8, and 9 of the 
'537 patent, asserting that this expression is the only 
difference between claims 1 and 5 and therefore must be 
given effect under the doctrine of claim differentiation. 
Finally, Bristol argues that these expressions are 
limitations because they distinguish the new use of the 
process over the prior art, which did not show usefulness 
for treating cancer in three-hour paclitaxel infusions. 

The defendants respond that the expressions 
"reduced hematologic toxicity" and "antineoplastically 
effective amount" in the '803 patent claims merely state 
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the intended result of those claims and are non-limiting. 
Furthermore, the defendants point out that 
"antineoplastically effective amount" was not required by 
the examiner to distinguish over the prior art because 
Bristol voluntarily added the phrase to the claims after 
the examiner had found them allowable. The defendants 
also assert that the preamble language of the '537 claims, 
"to effect regression of a taxol-sensitive [**13] tumor, 
said method being associated with reduced hematologic 
toxicity," only states an intended result of that claimed 
method. Moreover, the defendants assert that the doctrine 
of claim differentiation does not apply to distinguish the 
scope of claim 5, which recites that expression, from 
claim 1, which does not, because both claims are 
independent. The defendants also argue that Bristol's 
claim construction arguments violate the rule of 
consistency, which requires courts to construe claims 
consistently for both validity and infringement. Finally, 
the defendants respond to Bristol's argument that the 
asserted claim limitations [*1375] are necessary to 
distinguish over the prior art on the basis of the discovery 
of the new "usefulness" of three-hour paclitaxel 
infusions, arguing that the prior art was directed to that 
same use -- treating cancer -- and that Bristol's sole 
contribution was in recognizing a new result of that same 
use, i.e., that it worked to treat cancer. 

We first address the preamble language of the claims 
in the '803 patent, "for reducing hematologic toxicity." 
We discern no error in the district court's interpretation of 
that language as non-limiting, and merely expressing 
[**14] a purpose of reducing hematologic toxicity 
relative to the toxicity experienced by a patient 
undergoing a twenty-four-hour infusion. The steps of the 
three-hour infusion method are performed in the same 
way regardless whether or not the patient experiences a 
reduction in hematologic toxicity, and the language of the 
claim itself strongly suggests the independence of the 
preamble from the body of the claim. See, e.g., In re 
Hirao, 535 F.2d 67, 70, I90 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) I5, I6-I7 
(CCPA I976) (holding that the preamble was 
non-limiting because it merely recited the purpose of the 
process, which was fully set forth in the body of the 
claim). Furthermore, this is not a case in which a new use 
of a process should be considered to be a limitation 
because that new use distinguishes the process over the 
prior art, as we will discuss infra. We therefore affirm the 
district court's construction of this expression as 
non-limiting. 

We reach the same conclusion with respect to the 
expression "an antineoplastically effective amount," also 
in the '803 claims. That expression of intended result 
essentially duplicates the dosage amounts recited in the 
claims that are also described [** 15] in the specification 
as "antineoplastically effective." '803 patent, col. 5, ll. 
40-44 ("It has also been surprisingly discovered that 
lower taxol dosages, such as about 135 mg/m2 can be 
administered via infusions lasting about 3-hours to about 
28-hours, and still be antineoplastically effective."). The 
express dosage amounts are material claim limitations; 
the statement of the intended result of administering those 
amounts does not change those amounts or otherwise 
limit the claim. 

We also agree with the defendants that the 
amendment adding "antineoplastically effective amount" 
was voluntarily made after the examiner had already 
indicated to Bristol that the claims were allowable. See 
Supplemental Response for Application No. 08/544,594 
(Jan. 10, 1997). These unsolicited assertions of 
patentability made during prosecution do not create a 
material claim limitation where we have determined that 
the language does not create one. Indeed, for purposes of 
infringement, Bristol apparently does not see this 
expression as requiring efficacy; Bristol stated its view in 
response to requests for admission that the claims of each 
patent would be infringed without a showing of an 
objective [**16] response in every patient. Bristol cannot 
have an expression be limiting in this context and 
non-limiting in another. W.L. Gore & Assocs., Inc. v. 
Garlock, Inc., 842 F.2d 1275, 1279, 6 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) 
I277, 1280-8I (Fed. Cir. I988) ("Having construed the 
claims one way for determining their validity, it is 
axiomatic that the claims must be construed in the same 
way for infringement."). We therefore affirm the district 
court's interpretation of "antineoplastically effective 
amount" as non-limiting. 

We next construe the expression "[a] method for 
treating a cancer patient [* 1376] to effect regression of a 
taxol-sensitive tumor, said method being associated with 
reduced hematologic toxicity" in the preambles of claims 
5 and 8 of the '537 patent. Again, we agree with the 
defendants that this language is only a statement of 
purpose and intended result. The expression does not 
result in a manipulative difference in the steps of the 
claim. Moreover, Bristol would have us construe the 
claims as limited to those instances of practicing the 
claimed method that achieve the stated result for purposes 
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of validity, but as encompassing all instances of carrying 
out the physical steps for purposes [** 17] of 
infringement. Again, Bristol cannot have it both ways. 
W.L. Gore, 842 F.2d at 1279, 6 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) at 
1280-8I. 

We are also unpersuaded by Bristol's argument that 
this expression must be given effect under the doctrine of 
claim differentiation to distinguish between claims 1 and 
5 and claims 2 and 8. The doctrine only creates a 
presumption that each claim in a patent has a different 
scope; it is not a "hard and fast" rule of construction. 
Comark Communications, Inc. v. Harris Corp., I56 F.3d 
1182, 1186, 48 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) IOOJ, I005 (Fed. Cir. 

I998). We decline to blindly apply the doctrine in this 
case to supplant other canons of claim construction that 
compel our conclusion that independent claims 1 and 5 
have identical scope and that independent claims 2 and 8 
have identical scope. We therefore affirm the district 
court's interpretation of claims 5 and 8 as limited only to 
the actual steps of those claims, without regard to the 
result of performing the claimed steps. 

Finally, we address Bristol's argument that new uses 
of old processes are patentable, that we should treat the 
expressions of efficacy as limitations because they 
distinguish the new use of the [**18] process over the 
prior art, and that claims should be read to preserve their 
validity. Bristol is correct that new uses of known 
processes may be patentable. See 35 U.S.C. § IOI (I994) 
("Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful 
process ... may obtain a patent therefor."); 35 U.S.C. § 
I OO(b) ( I994) ("The term 'process' means process, art or 
method, and includes a new use of a known process, 
machine, manufacture, composition of matter, or 
material."). However, the claimed process here is not 
directed to a new use; it is the same use, and it consists of 
the same steps as described by Kris. Newly discovered 
results of known processes directed to the same purpose 
are not patentable because such results are inherent. In re 
May, 574 F.2d I082, I090, I97 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 60I, 607 
(CCPA I978); Verdegaal Bros., Inc. v. Union Oil Co., 
8I4 F.2d 628, 633, 2 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) I05I, I054 

(Fed. Cir. I987) (holding claimed process for making 
fertilizer anticipated by a disclosure of the same process 
for making fertilizer even though prior art did not 
disclose the "inventive concept"); cf Mehl!Biophile Int'l 

Corp. v. Milgraum, I92 F.3d 1362, 1366, 52 U.S.P.Q.2D 
(BNA) 1303, 1306-1307 (Fed. Cir. I999) [**19] (finding 
anticipation of a method of hair depilation by an article 

teaching a method of skin treatment but recognizing the 
disruption of hair follicles). 

In May, one of our predecessor courts held that 
claims to the method of effecting analgesic activity 
without producing physical dependency by administering 
a genus of non-addictive analgesic compounds were 
anticipated by a disclosure of a species of that genus that 
was used as an analgesic. In re May, 574 F.2d at I090, 
I97 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 607. Although the prior disclosure 
was silent as to the addictiveness of the prior art 
compound, May's appealed claims [*1377] merely 
recited a newly discovered result -- non-addictiveness -
of a known method directed to the same use, i.e., treating 
pain with an analgesic. Id. The court therefore held that 
those claims were anticipated by the prior disclosure. Id. 
Similarly, Bristol has done no more than claim a result 
(efficacy) of three-hour paclitaxel infusions in cancer 
patients. As in May, the purpose-- treating cancer-- is no 
different from the purpose disclosed by Kris. Although in 
suitable cases we will construe claims so as to preserve 
their validity, Wang Labs., Inc. v. Am. Online, Inc., I97 
F.3d 1377, 1383, 53 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) 116I, 1165 (Fed. 
Cir. I999), [**20] the expressions "reduced hematologic 
toxicity," "antineoplastically effective amount," and "[a] 
method for treating a cancer patient to effect regression 
of a taxol-sensitive tumor, said method being associated 
with reduced hematologic toxicity" do not impart 
patentability to Bristol's claims because, as we hold here, 
they do not distinguish those claims over the prior art. 
We therefore affirm the district court's conclusion that 
these expressions of intended efficacy and reduced 
toxicity are non-limiting. 

B. Anticipation 

Bristol argues that Kris cannot anticipate the claims 
because Kris is a failed experiment and therefore that it 
does not describe the claimed invention for purposes of 
35 U.S.C. § I02(b). Although acknowledging that we 
have found anticipation by references that disparage the 
claims at issue, Bristol asserts that the Supreme Court 
held in United States v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39, I48 
U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 479, I5 L. Ed. 2d 572, 86 S. Ct. 708 
(1966), that a reference that failed to achieve its intended 
result cannot anticipate. Bristol also argues that Kris does 
not enable premedication and that the court erred in 
relying on statements [**21] made by Bristol during 
prosecution because these statements were made eight 
years after Kris was published and cannot demonstrate 
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the enablement of that earlier reference. Finally, Bristol 
argues that Kris does not anticipate claims 6 and 9 of the 
'537 patent because Kris does not disclose the particular 
premedicants recited in those claims. 

The defendants respond that a negative reference that 
discloses each limitation of a claimed invention describes 
that invention for purposes of 35 U.S. C.§ I02(b) even if 
it disparages that invention. The defendants distinguish 
United States v. Adams, arguing that the allegedly 
anticipatory disclosure in that case was different from the 
claimed invention as well as inoperative. The defendants 
take issue with Bristol's characterization of Kris as a 
"failed experiment," stating that Kris was only a Phase I 
trial under Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") 
procedures in which searching for efficacy was not his 
goal. The defendants also assert that Kris enabled the 
pretreatment limitations of the '537 patent and that the 
court properly relied on extrinsic evidence, such as 
Bristol's statements made during prosecution. The [**22] 
defendants cite several additional references that 
demonstrate the enablement of Kris's suggestion to 
premedicate. Finally, the defendants argue that claims 6 
and 9 are anticipated by Kris's suggestion to premedicate 
because they recite only drugs commonly used for 
premedication, and that the claims alternatively would 
have been obvious under 35 U.S. C.§ I03. 

1. '803 Patent 

We conclude that the district court did not err in 
granting summary judgment of invalidity on the basis of 
anticipation of claims 1-3 and 6 of the '803 [*1378] 
patent. Kris administered three-hour infusions of 135 
mg/m2 paclitaxel to three patients and 160 mg/m2 to four 
patients. Kris at 606. Kris therefore performed all of the 
claimed steps at dosage levels that anticipate those in the 
claims. Although Kris did not observe any anticancer 
effects, we have already determined that the claims only 
require the administration of specific amounts of 
paclitaxel and not the achievement of a particular result. 

We are not persuaded by Bristol's argument that Kris 
cannot anticipate under the rationale of United States v. 
Adams because it is a failed experiment. In Adams, the 
Court stated that [**23] "an inoperable invention or one 
which fails to achieve its intended result does not 
negative novelty." Adams, 383 U.S. at 50, I48 U.S.P.Q. 
(BNA) at 483. In that case, however, the alleged 
anticipatory disclosure used a different electrolyte and 
cathode than what was claimed. Id. Thus, the Court found 

no anticipation because the asserted reference, while also 
lacking operability, simply did not anticipate. In 
Celeritas, we stated that "[a] reference is no less 
anticipatory if, after disclosing the invention, the 
reference then disparages it. Thus, the question whether a 
reference 'teaches away' from the invention is 
inapplicable to an anticipation analysis." Celeritas, ISO 
F.3d at 136I, 47 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) at I522. Kris 
performed all the steps of the '803 claims at issue. No 
particular result is required by those claims as we have 
construed them. Moreover, Kris's failure to observe an 
antitumor response does not mean that the protocol he 
used would never result in an antitumor response, 
especially in the context of a small group of patients in a 
Phase I study in which the focus is safety, not efficacy. 
Bristol's own expert, Dr. O'Connell, testified that "anyone 
[**24] who is experienced in oncology and read a Phase 
I trial would . . . only learn what drugs may become 
available in the future from further study and learn 
something about the toxicities to be expected but nothing 
about the efficacy." Kris simply performed the claimed 
method on patients who did not show any antitumor 
effect. Kris's performance of these same steps today 
would literally infringe the '803 claims; it is axiomatic 
that that which would literally infringe if later anticipates 
if earlier. Lewmar Marine, Inc. v. Barient, Inc., 827 F.2d 
744, 747, 3 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) I766, I768 (Fed. Cir. 
I987). Moreover, Kris enabled the performance of those 
steps even though he did not achieve a favorable 
outcome, which was not a requirement of the claim. We 
therefore conclude that the district court did not err in 
holding that Kris anticipates claims 1-3 and 6 of the '803 
patent. 

2. '537 Patent 

We also conclude that the district court did not err in 
granting summary judgment of invalidity on the basis of 
anticipation of claims 1, 2, 5 and 8 of the '537 patent, 
which are similar to the '803 claims but include the 
additional limitation of "premedicating said patient with a 
medicament [**25] that reduces or eliminates 
hypersensitivity reaction." Bristol correctly asserts that 
Kris's suggestion of premedication is primarily directed 
to patients receiving higher doses who experienced 
hypersensitivity reactions, and that Kris did not actually 
employ premedication. Nevertheless, Kris did not confine 
his pretreatment suggestion only to patients given higher 
doses; rather, he stated that "hypersensitivity reactions 
constitute a severe and unpredictable treatment-limiting 
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toxicity for the present cremophor-containing formulation 
of taxol given [* 1379] on this schedule," referring to the 
dosage schedule of his entire study. Kris at 607. He then 
stated that "further studies are needed to see if 
pretreatment regimens . . . will permit the safe 
administration of this compound." !d. Furthermore, 
although he did not actually premedicate the patients 
himself, anticipation does not require actual performance 
of suggestions in a disclosure. Rather, anticipation only 
requires that those suggestions be enabling to one of skill 
in the art. Donohue, 766 F.2d at 533, 226 U.S.P.Q. 
(BNA) at 533 ("It is not, however, necessary that an 
invention disclosed in a publication shall have actually 
[**26] been made in order to satisfy the enablement 
requirement."). 

Enablement of an anticipatory reference may be 
demonstrated by a later reference. In Donohue, we 
accepted the use of a later reference, Lincoln, to show 
enablement of an earlier anticipatory reference, Nomura. 
!d. at 532, 226 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 620. Although 
anticipation requires a showing of each limitation of a 
claim in a single reference, we looked to Lincoln and 
another reference only "to show that the claimed subject 
matter, as disclosed in Nomura, was in the public's 
possession." !d. at 534, 226 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 622. Our 
predecessor court held in In re Samour that additional 
references may be relied on for anticipation under 35 
U.S.C. § I02(b) "solely as evidence that, more than one 
year prior to appellant's filing date, a method of preparing 
the claimed subject matter ... would have been known 
by, or would have been obvious to, one of ordinary skill 
in the art." Samour, 57! F.2d 559, 562, 197 U.S.P.Q. 
(BNA) I, 4 (CCPA 1978). Furthermore, that court held 
that additional references used solely to show enablement 
of an anticipatory reference need not antedate that [**27] 
reference, but must show that the claimed subject matter 
was in possession of the public more than one year prior 
to the applicant's filing date. !d. at 563, 197 U.S.P.Q. 
(BNA) at 4. We therefore may look to any references that 
establish that Kris's suggestion of pretreatment would 
have been enabling to one of skill in the art more than 
one year prior to Bristol's earliest filing date of August 3, 
1992. 

The district court relied on Bristol's "admission" 
made during prosecution that the claimed invention was 
drawn to "a novel method for administering taxol to 
patients that have been pretreated with conventional 
medication for minimizing hypersensitivity reactions" for 

its conclusion that premedication was conventional, and 
thus Kris would have enabled someone to premedicate 
patients. Bristol II, 86 F. Supp. 2d at 441. Bristol's 1995 
statement to the examiner, although perhaps 
characterizing the state of the art of premedication prior 
to filing, does not necessarily characterize the state of the 
art more than one year prior to filing. We therefore 
decline to rely on these statements as establishing 
enablement. 

Nevertheless, the defendants assert that several 
[**28] additional references show enablement of Kris for 
pretreatment prior to August 3, 1991, the critical date for 
purposes of anticipation. For example, Weiss et al., 
Hypersensitivity Reactions from Taxol, J. Clinical 
Oncology, Vol. 8, No. 7, 1263-68 (July 1990), discloses 
pretreating patients before giving them paclitaxel. 
Similarly, Rowinsky et al., Taxol: A Novel 
Investigational Antimicrotubule Agent, J. Nat'l Cancer 
Institute, Vol. 82, No. 15, 1247-1259 (1990), reports 
giving prophylactic "anti-allergic" regimens consisting of 
steroids and H[2]-histamine antagonists before six-hour 
paclitaxel infusions to patients. We agree with the 
defendants that [* 1380] these references and others 
demonstrate that Kris's pretreatment suggestion was 
enabling more than one year before Bristol filed its 
original application. We therefore hold that the district 
court did not err in concluding that claims 1, 2, 5, and 8 
of the '537 patent are anticipated by Kris. 

Bristol has asserted that its inventors achieved 
success, where Kris had assertedly failed, and that the 
patent system is supposed to encourage and reward 
success. Moreover, Bristol and its inventors persevered 
despite the discouraging tone [**29] of Kris's paper. We 
appreciate the point. However, one cannot obtain a valid 
patent on a known use of a known process that has been 
described in the literature more than one year prior to the 
date of one's invention. Such processes are old, regardless 
of the relative success of the prior and later participants. 
We are not in a position to evaluate what other incentives 
and rewards Bristol and its inventors may have been 
subject to and benefited from. We can only apply the law 
to the facts in light of the decision of the district court. 
We are pleased that Bristol and its inventors persevered, 
but can only affirm the district court's decision of 
invalidity. 

We do agree with Bristol, however, that the district 
court erred by granting summary judgment of 
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anticipation of claims 6 and 9 of the '537 patent. Kris 
discloses only the use of premedicants generally, not the 
specific classes of premedicants in those claims: steroids, 
antihistamines, and H[2]-receptor antagonists. 
Anticipation requires a showing that each limitation of a 
claim is found in a single reference, Donohue, 766 F.2d 
at 534, 226 U.S.P. Q. (BNA) at 62I. Nevertheless, the 
disclosure of a small genus may anticipate [**30] the 
species of that genus even if the species are not 
themselves recited. In re Petering, 49 C.C.P.A. 993, 30I 
F.2d 676, 682, 133 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 275, 280 (CCPA 
I962). 

The record in this case does not establish whether the 
general class of premedicants that are suitable to 
prophylactically treat hypersensitivity reactions before 
administration of a cancer drug such as paclitaxel is small 
enough such that Kris's disclosure of premedicants 
effectively described the specific classes of premedicants 
in claims 6 and 9. The district court relied on Bristol's 
statement during prosecution concerning pretreatment as 
"conventional medication for minimizing hypersensitivity 
reactions" in its determination that Kris's general 
disclosure of premedicants anticipated the specific ones 
recited in claims 6 and 9. Bristol 11, 86 F. Supp. 2d at 
442 n.3. We are not persuaded that these statements, 
presumably relating to the state of the art around the time 
of filing, establish that suitable premedicants consisted of 
only a few classes of compounds such that a person of 
skill in the art would have been in possession of those 
classes as of the date of Kris for purposes of anticipation 
[**31] under§ I02(b). On summary judgment, we must 
draw all inferences in favor of the non-movant, Bristol. 

We therefore vacate the district court's grant of summary 
judgment with respect to claims 6 and 9. On remand, the 
district court should determine whether, perhaps even as 
a matter of law upon a sufficient record, there were so 
few suitable classes of premedicants that Kris's general 
suggestion to premedicate would have been understood 
by one of skill in the art as a suggestion to premedicate 
with steroids, antihistamines, and H[2]-receptor 
antagonists, as in claims 6 and 9 of the '537 patent. 

Finally, we decline the invitation by the defendants 
to hold these claims invalid in [*1381] the alternative as 
obvious over Kris in combination with other references. 
The district court held that there were disputed factual 
issues as to whether one of ordinary skill in the art would 
have had a reasonable expectation of success based on 
Kris's disclosure, and we will not disturb this holding in 
light of Kris's discouraging conclusions about the 
three-hour paclitaxel schedule he disclosed. 

CONCLUSION 

Because the district court did not err in determining 
that claims 1-3 and 6 of the '803 patent and [**32] 
claims 1, 2, 5, and 8 of the '537 patent are invalid for 
anticipation, we affirm the court's grant of summary 
judgment as to those claims. However, we vacate its 
grant of summary judgment with respect to claims 6 and 
9 of the '537 patent. We therefore 

AFFIRM-IN-PART, 
REMAND. 

VACATE-IN-PART, and 
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1V1eet i\ll Coating Quality Specifications, 
Improve Other blet Properties, and 

.Maxin1ize Production Speed 

METl-lOCEL"' Premium t:e!lutose ethers produce tough, 
prin1abte. eeonomiccl, and highly consistent tablet coatings 
whether they are aqueous, hydroalcohG!ic. or solvent-based. 
Coatings are rrJc:ro-!hin, noncaloric, nonnutritive, nona!ler
genic:, <md mnre resisl;mt to mkToorganisn.1 growth than 
lhm;e formdatd with nalural gums, sugar, and most other 
cdlulmics. 

Beyond pmdudng coalings of the highest quality, 
MFTHOCEL ptodlJcts can improve other tablet physical 
properties and allow tbc coating process to be perfonned 
v•.:i.th optimum speed and efficiency. 

This brodmre explains the usc of METHOCEL products 
in tablet coating systems in more detail. It also offers discu:;
sions of a geneml m;lure on !he fom:ulation and app!icalion 
of coatings in an e.tfOt1 to speed your development work. 
We hope you flnd it u:;el'u! in anticipating and avoiding some 
of llte ;.:ommon obstacles encountered during fonnubtion • 
and production. 
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A Review of the Principle Advantages of 
METHOCEL in Tablet Coatings 

Gi-ven the wide variety of routes available to a tablet coating 
of acceptable quality, vvhy has the family of METHOCEL 
Premium products become the :;tarting point li)r so m;my 
diil':.:renl applicatiort$? 

Formulation Versatility and the Ability 
To "Fine Tune" 

One reason for the populatity of METHOCEL is simply that 
these products have been used successfully in tablet coatings 
iiJr over 25 ye<:rs. Their perforrmmce is weH doc:umenled and 
there is a large bcdy nf data to reference and rely upon. Tl;is 
speeds development and reduces its expense. 

Also impmi.ar:l is that with .s1wen sqmrate products and lhe 
ability to btend different grades, this polymer family produces 
an '~xlremdy wide range of required viscosities, solids 
content, and film prope1tie<:. As a result, the decision to begin 
formulating a coating system with METHOCEL is not only 
rewarded with;; coating that's acceptable, b~lt one that has 
been optimized by seved measumi;. 

Improve Product Appearance~ Help Assure 
Consumer Acceptance 

First of alL coatings based on METI-IOCEL Premium 
cellulose ethers improve product appearance. They produce 
a glossy, quality finish that elimimltes dusting. Films of 
1v1ETHOCEL m;:tk" dear, 1;lmrp coating:; :hat ar~ nonionic 
and cmnpatihlc with FD&C dyes, lakes, and pigments. They 
are exceHent surfaces for printing, while dearly enhancing 
and displaying scoring, logos, and other distinguishing 
features of a labbt's surface. 

Plus, although aqueous polymer films do not deliver the 
extraordinary high gloss of ;:t sugar coating, tablet <:tppearance 
is maintained at high hwds 'Nilh MrnHOCEL hy carcfiJI 
proces:; adju:;w;enls. Plasticizer 8election, application rates, 
polymer concentration, and application of a second coat to 
specifically enhance sheen allmv an even higher tahtel gloss. 

Coa~ing:; of METHOCEL a.lw offer excellent barr~cr proper
des, lirniting the migration of water and oxygen to protect 
sensitive cores. Properly done, an aqueou~ coating of 

METHOCEL can be applied lo mulli-vitmnin tablets, for 
exmnple, without causing the core~ lo discolor or break 
down. Further evidence to suppmt the cxcelknr ban·ier 
pmpe1tie~ of thes~ iilms can be seen in their use 3.3 coatings 
fbr fDod products, such as nuts, Films nf METHOCEL 
effectively improve :;belf lite or nutmeals, 

Of course a primary objective v.;ith coating,; is to case 
swallowing. Clear coatings of METHOCEL begin to hydrate 
in the mouth, then become slic:k to <;lk;w ;{ tablet to slide 
easily down the throat. SnxHes with simulated esophageal 
passages have documented improved swallowlng ea~e with 
tablets bearing a coa~ing with METHOCEL as compared 
with uncoated tablets. 

In :;hort, with METHOCEL Pr:~mium products you easily 
achieve a quality image that promotes consumer accept;;mce. 

Improve Tablet Physical Properties 

Beyond pmviding the ea'ly~tn~swallow. micro-thin coatings 
consumer<: demand, METHOCEL also improves many other 
product properties. Compared to SlJgar, 1\1ETHOCEL is a 
mud: belter iilm Iarmer. Coatings c<m double tablet c:ompres .. 
sive strength and reduce friability whDe only inw;a:;ing tablet 
size by 1-3 mil ilnd product v;eight by l-3%. Your pmduets 
stand up to the rigors of handling and sbpping. So the qtdity 
appear&'1Ce achieved at :he plant is maintained right to the 
con~mner's home. 

Another advlli!tage with METHOCEL Premium products 
is the availability of low pH grades lpH 4 to 5) to inhibit 
bacterial growth yet maintain their vlscosity under normal 
slor;~ge conditions. This feature, along wiih the facl that 
l\1ETHOCEL i<: compatible with ::: wide variety of 
preserv3.dves and alone is relatively resistan! to bacteri31 
de~>mblion, makes it easy to meet shelf life req:Jirernenls. 

Production Speed and Simplicity 

Ch;lings made with MJ:<;n-lOCEL c<m minirnize coating 
cycle time loo. TI1cy allow tbe usc of high productivity spray 
application equipment. And spraying and drying can be done 
in a single pan, (Also cor:~ider that the low viscosity of 
~•1ETHOCEL E5 Premium L.V permits high :;did~ in the 
coating solution so less water must be removed.) 
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By permittlng the me of automated equipment, coming:; 
based on METHOCEL em: con:ribute :o low(~f labor costs 
in tv;o way;;. First, since the same procedures are used with 
each pmduct there's kss need for involvement by highly 
~kiHed and experienced personnel. Coating i3 nn longer :m 
"rut fon-n" but rather a highly conlrolbi pmces3. Second, 
fe·.ver to!al people are inv-dved in the process. 

In short, METHOCEL meet;; all the primary goals for tablet 
coatings. Plus it improves otl1er tablet properties while 
making sure production speed and economy arc maintained. 

Tectmica! Assistance Every Step of the Way 

A fimu reuson for the popularity of METHOCEL really has 
lil:t!e to do with tbe product family. It involves the years of 
experience and knowledge we have accumtllill.cd m1d can 
bring to bear on your 'pecilic applkation:;. Sorne of lhiR 
information is con!ained on the pages that foJ!m.v. But 
necessarily it i:; ~omewhat gcner:'\1 in scope. Rest assured, 
hnwe~<·er, that after $CVeral decades of involvement wilh 
the formulation of coating systems !or virtually every 
phammceutical product category, chances are 'NC can he.lp 
meet your speeilic applkation needs quickly, efficiently, 
and wi!h Gptimum rcsulL~. Look to the rest of this brochure 
for additional evidence to support the conclusion that 
METHOCEL is worth further investigation. 
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An Overview of METHOCEL 
Products For Tablet Coating 

tv1ETHOCEL Premium products rcprc~ent the hypmmdlo::e' 
product iiu:n[ly of tb"' highcsc quality. Here's why. 

• rv1ElliOCEL is marmfacmred a(:cording w !h~ $tringent 
requirement.$ of Good Manufacturing Practice~ (GMPs). 

• Dow'i; manufacturing fadlities are registered and regulurly 
insp"'cted by the FDA. 

• METHOCEL products are produced t:rorn dedicated 
processes ~md equipmen; to as~uw !h(~ highest purity. 

• Do·w olfer.s a C\~ttificat<:. of Analysis with every shipment 
so you have documentation of product quality ;;nd the 
consiRtency of that quality from shipment to shipment 

In short, •vher: hyprornellose is the product type of choice, 
METHOCEL Premium products should be !he brand of 
choice to best ensure the production of consistently high 
quality products day in and day out. 

Available Grades 

In tablet coating application;;, on!y the Pn:miurn (USP, EP, 
JP) grades of t>;IETHOCEL ''E" cellulose ethers should be 
used. These products will meet the requiremenb of FDA and 
\JSP as v;ell ail EP, JP if so specified. See 'Iilbk l. 

Pmdud D~eriptinn ufMETHOCEL Prenrlum P.mducts 

Physical torm 
....................... ~----------~·--------·--·----·----·--

Par!ide :;ize 

Packaging 

l 00% pass through 30 mesh screen: 
99% pass through 40 mesh :;creen 

awilable in 50 .. !b mu!1i-waH 
bags or so .. kg fiber dtums 
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TABLE 1: Properties of Select Premium METHOCEL E Cellulose Ethers' 
(Not to be considered S~ales speclflc!lliom>) 

................ .._.._.._.._,.,.._.._ ....... ..._..._..._..._...,._..._..._..._..._...._...._...._-..: 

METI-IOCEL METHOCEL METHOCF..l. METHOCEL 
Pmd:J~t D€?scriptkm' E3 E5·; EfJ E15 

Pre!T'iUIT' LV Premium l.V Pr,;:nium LV Premium LV 

Methoxyl,% 26-30 213-:30 2lo-30 28-30 

1-iydroxypropyl, % 

Moisture. % as flilCi\aged, ma:<: 3.0 3.0 3.0 

.................... .._.._....._.._.._.._.._.._..._.._.._.._.._ .... -.;~.~ ........................ , 

METHOCEL METHOCEL METHOGF.I. 
E50 .<\ 15 K3 

Premium :.v Premium LV Pr€?miurn l.V 

2lVJO 27.5-:31.5 19-24 

3.0 3.0 5.0 

-~-----------------------~""""""'~· -~-~-~-~------~--------------------------------------~-~----~ 

Ash, n:e.x% 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.5 3.0 
-~----------------~---------~. ______________________________________________ " ______________________________ ,. 
Soaium chlorid:J. max % 1.0 1.0 UJ 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 

---------------------------------------------"·-----------------------------------------"~-----
Arsenic, as As, max 

Vi;,cosit~:\ 2.01% in water= 
rr:Pa~s 

3 ppm 

1 A.!~n ~~.:~:!~b:8 jn F-t;mrJ~a:l Pharm~copo~i&, EP~ ~nd J~par:e:;e Ph&r~a;_:opo~~e. ,.Jfl !Y'>df!s, 
<Meets <>1: mq~i~~msr.ts in USP XXI momgrap!l :or hy~rr;mellosR 
:3 Also ~'!B!Isb!o ~s METHOCEL E5 Prem:um LV :r;w ~H, 
0 Mi!lip~sc;;l·seconcs. mPa•s, :s eq"i•~lent 1t1 ~P (r;er.t:pr,isa). 

12-16 

A:! .:;a!u~~(>r': vlscosi~les a~~ rneasvr~?d wm: UtJhelo!!(:!e v!scorr:e~ers e::t a 2%. concm~tra~tor~ i~ water a~ 20"C: {E:~8'T}. 

3 ppm 

10 pprn iO ppm 

40-60 :?.-18 
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A B1ief Review of the Coating Process 

The following nwiew of the proce~s involved with aqueous 
polymeric film coatings is Gf[~red for thof<e not intimately 
invo!ved in tbe nmnufacturlng process. As a result it is 
purposely basic and is not intended for the very 
experienced reader. 

A Matter of Equilibrium 

The use of pc:!ymer Jilm c:oatir:gs has often het:n attempted 
f()r the first time vvith a 'cnsc of cDr1cem by rhc formulator, 
¥/Jll the coating have the proper characteristics? Will it coat 
easily'i Will the product still be swble und mxept<ible? 
Particularly when fonnuladng aqueous coatings, many are 
concerned th:ll. the stabil:ty of wawr-sensitive drugs will be 
affeded. As a rc,ult, many turn to organic solvent coating 
r.ysterm. Today, however, aqueous film coatings W'e being 
used more ot1cn on a wide ro.nge of pharmac:et:!ic:a! pmduc!~, 
many of which were considered to be very sensit1ve to watel~ 

'Ib w;e :KJUt::cus coatings on different drug substrates, you 
§srnply need to understand the coating process, It is most 
easily viewed as a simple, black bo:< thermodynamic modd 
as shmvn in Figure l, 

Firot. consider the amount of 11uid being applied to !he ;able! 
smface as the hvdraulic load. One can calculate tbe nec~d for 
the amount of i;ocoming air, !h(~ tempera:ure of tbe air, and 
the hur:n1di!y or the air rt::quired to evaporate tl-1e incoming 
water. The goal is to enable the coating equipment to 
evaporate the water at the same mte as it is being put into 
the process. 

Figure 1: "B!~ck Box" Modal 

Cp. R:r- h<>al cap~city cf ~ir 
i\~R- a;r ilow rat8 
.~ T ~ difl<>c<>nc~ bei~l~en in:et and o~tlet :Jir tempG'i.i'l.iW 
Ti::- i:jH:::d tsmpemtu:e of cnaiing so~ut!or. 
Cp, sol---· heil1 capacity u: solu:io~ 
Hv3p ~ ~18ai oi vapoc:z~tion 
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Too high a temperature can came spray drying of the coat[ng 
solution or instability of the dmg due :o high t:3.bld core 
!ernpera~nre:;. 

In conclusion, it is simply necessary l0 monitor the amount 
of liquid being appl.ied to the coat[ng ~urface, the ability of 
the a.ir to ev:rporate lk rnaterial under the fixed conditions 
cf air JJow rates, humidity, air temperatme, and the tablet 
surface. area. (A more complete thermodynamic model i.~ 
discussed in an article published by Pharmaceutical 
Ter:hnoiogy entitbl ''A 'Il;ermodynamic Model for 
AglleODS film Coating," Ap!il 1987, by Glen C Ebey.) 

Whether you c:omplete a thorough thermodynamic analysis 
ol" the pnx:,~ss or simply monitor im.porlanl parameters like 
exhau~t air temperature and the various t1uid and illr flow 
rates, aqueous coating can be done with relative ease. 

With this in mind kfs mvkw the imlividual factors which 
must be CCHJ!rolbl by the formulator to a>sure the q;.mlity 
of the coating. 

The Coating Solutions 

Regardless of the delivery system, the coating sohltion must 
be formulated to have a spmyable wlution visc:o~i!y, 
Genemlly !his meat'" <i viscmily of I he co:~ting solution in the 
range of J 50-400 mPa•s, ;)]though higher VIScosities may be 
possible under certain equipment conditions. Formulations 
may contllin optional wrfact!:'lnts, ph:sricizers, or pigments, 
It ~hou!d be noted, however, th:~t !hese additional ex:::ipiem;; 
c:an aflect the viscosity of the coating sdution. '{et the rnqior 
factor controlling the fmmulmion is the viscosity of the 
polymer grade being used and the concentration of polymer 
in the solu:ion. 

A variety of solvents may be used \Vith tablet coating systems 
of METHOCEL hypromellose, At its inception, organic sol
vent systems of methylene chlorhle!alcohol blends were used. 
This allowt:d v::ry fast dt)'ing al relatively low lempemmres 
or air vdmncs. 

In some c3.ses, hydroalcobo!lc solwnt systems are used 
where the water cDntent in the solvent mixture may range 
fmm 20-8\Ylc hy weight 

Hypromellose is not soluble in absolu:e alcohol but may be 
applied if more than 20% waler is included in the alcohol. 

The me of alcohol/water solvent:; also atlowed tor relatively 
fast coating but w1ls slower than the methykne chloride/ 
alcohol system, 

Finally, in more recent time.s, aque.ous co!:'lting has become 
the prefen-ed choice. This did require incre<iS(cd air handling 
and heat exchange to bcilitate rapid coating. !\quecus 
systems (:an be fommlated :~t varying water or solids content 
depending on the choice of polymer, molecular weight, and 
the uRe of pigments. T1oe effect of fommlo.tion variables 
on film properties will be discussed lllter, but in general 
the higher the coating solids content :he fa:;ter the t:3.blet 
may be coatt:d. 
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Coating Fo1n1ulation Guidelines 

Typical Formulation Ingredients 

P'o]ymer 

METHOCEL cellulose \Oth::rs sre available in a variety of 
pharrnac\Oullcal grades as shown on page 7. Most often, 
METHOCEL E Prenuum products, hypromello;;e 2910 USP 
grade, are prefened for me in aqueous film coatings. Th\Oiie 
produc:t;; !end to have !he be~!. darity. co! or, and film proper
ties. METHOCEL E pmducts are avai!z,blc in a mnge of 
molecular 'vVeights. The viscosity of a 2% solution of !hese 
products are available as 3, 5, 6, 15, and 50 mPa•s. 

METHOCEL K products can also be considered for tablet 
coating. but they are not highly recommended except when 
sugar coatings am also involved. See page 23 for f\lrther dis
cus;;ion of the use of METHOCEL K products. 

ln :hos:: countries where only methylcellulose is approved us 
a food coating material, :tviETHOCELA15 Prernium LV can 
be used for tablet cmting, This product alsD produce~ ll good 
coating on wblet ~\lrtilces 'Ni!h similllr properties to the 
hypron:dlosc product. All METHOCEL Ptemium products 
arc available in USP, Europeru: Pharmacopoeia, and Japanese 
Pharmacopoeia grades. 

METHOCEL products can be fommlated in orgmk, 
hydroa!coholk, :mel aqueous solvent 1<y:;wms. /\~ rnwtioned, 
each ~olvent system bas a specific impact on the coating 
proce~s. Any of the METHOCEL products may be ti:JJmulated 
in the.se solvent systems, It is recommended, however, !hat 
METI-IOCEL E products be used in organic or hydroak;>
bo!ic ,systems wba:: better pclymtr compatibility is desired. 

The viscosity-concentration relationship for differen1. solvents 
varie~ ;;!igb!ly vvith tbe choice of solvent>. The information 
g:l'.:en in Figur::s 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ru•d 10 may be mefu! in 
predicting polymer mncentrations necessary to 3_chieve 
sprayable coating solution viscosities. 

Flgi.!f<e 2: Viscosity Conc~ntration Chart 1or Low Viscosity 
METHOCEL E Pr~mlum Products ln Wat~r 
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Figure 3: Viscosity Concentration for METHOCEL 
in an 80:20 Wt/Wt Water-Ethanol Mixture 
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Figure 5: VIscosity Concentration for METHOCEL 
in a 40:60 Wt/Wt Water-Ethanol Mixture 
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Figure 4: Viscosity Concentration for METHOCEL 
in a 60:40 Wt!Wt Water-Ethanol Mixture 
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Figure 6: VIscosity Concentration for METHOCEL 
in a 20:80 Wt/W1 Water-Ethanol Mixture 
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Figure 7: Viscosity Concentration for METHOCEL 
in a 80:20 Wt/Wt Methylene Chloride-Ethanol Mixture 
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Plasticizer 

The func:tion of n pb~ticiz~r in a coating formulation is lo 

sot\.en J)lms or mak~ <h~m less brittle. llis is p3.Jtic,d:rrly 
important when using ve1ylow molecular weigh! gmd(~S of 
hypromellose. Generally, water-soluble plastici2.ers are cl10-

sen for us~~ in aqueom :;y:;tem:; and solvent-:mlubie plasticiz
ers are used with Drganic solvent systems. Using a phostici.,-:~r 
can lead to mnoother mms, increase :1dhe:;ion !o the tablet 
::urfac~;;, reduce logo bridging. and actu,;Jly rcdnce cracking or 
chipping hy impmving J1lm toughness, 

Figure 8: Viscosity Concentration for METHOCEl 
in a 60:40 Wt/Wt Methylene Chloride-Ethanol MiJ>:ture 
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Pigmem:; :1re u:sed to allow coloration of tah!ets. The use 
of alum..itmm lake or iron oxide. pigments has es~entially 
replaced !he use of soluble dyes. Pigments cr pigment disper
sions 3Xe added to polymer solutions in amounts required lo 

achieve the desired coloring while hiding or masking :a:s!e 
effects. Generally, the level of pigrm~nt u.sed will be from 
50..200% of the polymer weigh: in a coaling solution. 
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Figure 9: Viscosity Concentration tor METHOCEL in 
a 40:60 Wt!Wt Methylene Chloride-Ethanol Mixture 
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Surfactants 

15 

Siniac:tanls are sometimes US(!d to :lid in wlor di~per~ion and 
development of lh: tablet coating. 11-tc me ol' surfactant:> may 
al~o depress the viscosity of the polymer solution. Reduction 
of pigment flocculation through the use of surfac:tm1ts 
can abo improve the coating gloss. We generally do nor 
wcomJHmd :he usc; ol' surJ3.ctanL~ ex(.'lopllo solve spc:cillc 
pe:::fonnance problems. 

Figure 10: Viscosity Concentration for METHOCEL 
in a 20:80 Wt/Wt Methylene Chloride-Ethanol Mixture 
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Evaluation of _Fihns C:ontainiru~ ......... 

. METHOCEL in Tablet Coating 

Mmly methcd~ h'lve hew :.1~ed a.nd reponed on the evaluation 
of polymer films for tablet coating. Besides actual tablet 
coating evaluations we have found that the physical evalmt~ 
tion of hee films provides useful informal.iorL '11te fnllowing 
data mld ohservalxms have been made through testing nf 
l mil dEy films made by casting on gtass and drying at 50°C. 
While there is a substantial amount of data scatter, trends 
may be clearly seen when formullltion parameters vvere 
changed. Film testing was done on an Instron, te~ting in 
50% RH at ?Y'E Measurement of tensile at break, work 
to break, elongation at break, and Young's Modulus were 
recorded and evaluated. We find that toughness is the best 
predictor of oven;ll film performance as it indudes beth 
the film iitrength and :1bihy w deform without breakage. 
Young's Iviodulus has been repmted as useful in pr.:;dicting 
adhesion. TI1e lower the Young's Modulus the better !he 
film udhesion to t<:blet ~ubslmtes, 

Formulation Factors 
That Affect Film Properties 

Polymer Mo1ecular Weight (Viscosity Grade) 

It has often been reported that polymer molecula.J weight 
',viil dmrnutically alfect the s!rength of films. Since the 
molecular weight of polymers <md the 2'J{; vi~cmity cm1 be 
directly con:ehltcd 'Ne wiH use viscosity and molecular 
weight interchangeably. See Figure 1 1. TI1e names for 
METHOCEL products specify the 2% aqueous soiu!icm 
viscosi:y so it i;; more D:leful tn think of molecular weighl 
in term~ of viscosity, 

In generaL ao; vis,:osi!y decreast~s the streng!h of a iilm witl 
decrease, Jt 1Nill 3lso become more britlle, 

F!gur~ 1 1: Approximate Moteculi!lf Weight/ 
Viscosity Correlation for Hyprome!tose, 20°C 

~vlr;lecl:i:,r Weigh: 
Mr{:NunK.:N cwelS.(~~ :~v~lecu:~( 'N~lghi 
Mwc:. 'Ne~gh~ a.verag02- mo:·!scu:a.• W.:Jig~.t 
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Figure 12: Film Properties of Low Molecular 
Weight METHOCEL E Products 
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Figure 14: Fllm Properties of low Molecular 
Weigtlt METHOCEL E Products 

Figure 13: Fl!m Properties of Low Molecular 
Weight METHOCEL E Products 
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Figure 12 ~bow;; how the tcnsi!c strength of a Elm decreases 
with decreasing viscosity, 1h; shaded area represents the 
90% confidence limits fOr data from m<my difkren! lo::; and 
vi~':osities. Enough data havt: been laken lo u~e i.h::se results 
a~ a ~tandard for comparison of n:.::w products or blends, In 
Figure 13 the increasing brittleness at low viscosity is shown 
by the reduction in elongation. At 3 111Pa•s it become:> very 
difficult to remove the films from glast; plates because of the 
film bri!tleness. Figum 14 show~ lhe combined effect~ of 
strength lcs:; and hriltknes:; by depicting the reducticm in t!lm 
toughne:;s (work to brea.l:) with decreasing molecular weight. 
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Figure '15: Blending Chart for 
METHOCEL E5 and E15 Premium LV (USP) 
(5%, concentration in water) 

p 
0 
C\l 

................................. :L __________ ;_ __________ : __________ .:!_ _______ ?-" 

~~1 1 ~v1ETHOCEL E15P LV 

100 ac so ti 
"'((<~~~~~~~~.t. ... ~~~~~~~~~..i. .. ~~~~~~~,,.;.,,,,,,,..........t..~,~, 

'%j Mt:THOCE!. FSP LV 

Most companie;; !h<lt coat !ab!et5 wish to use the kr'vest vi~
cosity possible to ma:<imize production efficiency, One ;;an 
see. however. that there is a tradc~off in physical properties 
with lowe.rlng molecular weight Tius is why METH<JCEL 
E3P LV is seldom used alone as the coating polymer, 

Reduction of film propelties usually causes problem" like 
logo bridging or cracking. The level at which this becomes a 
probkm is very dependent on tbe tablet substra!e, geomdry. 
and engraving. For t:xample, one of cur customers cxperi~ 
ellced a l O~fold increase in the incidence of cracking when 
the polymer viscosity va;:ied from 6 to 5 mPa·~-

Figure 16: Blending Chart for METHOCEL E5 
and E15 Premium LV {USP} (HI% Concentration 
in Water) 

2000 ~~::~~:F::·::-r::::::::. _::::::::::=:... _ ''0Gci 

~-~~ 100%of 
.......... ) .......... METHOCEL <:tiL. . ... . 

U ~ ~fl:t'!{tHW~'l:) LV . 

~ '"'" * ~ :; ""' 
i '"'" .•••...... t=t=·.·······~ '"'" > ···~·~r····----

5co -==t=-·:; .. ::::::::· ~::::::::r:::::::: oOC 

··-·/. 100~~;····· ::::::::::r:::::::: 
.,..,. METHOCEL Eo -~·f·········· 

r ......... rf''"-'-'!!r'~-~~--c::::::t----.... 
0 ?.0 40 f.O 3;) 10ii 

........... t ....... ~~ + 
%, METHOCG. E15F' LV 

i00 80 60 40 20 
-~._._.,_.,_.. .. ....i. .................... l .................... ~ .................... J ...................... .... 

%, METHOCEL E5P LV 

Although :1 wide va6cty of vi~cosity grades m-e available, 
illtcnnediate viscosity gmdes may be available 
on request or can be manufactured through blending 
(figures 15 and 16). 
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figun~ 17: Film ProperUes of Low 
Molecular Weight METHOCEL E Products 
(Comparison to E5/E50P LV Blends) 
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' , _ _! , i::';.',}'.b+ct''''',',~':f,.,,,.'.'J'.,,' ,'·:·'·:F'·'':·',+·:,'·:·'·:'f······! 

Blending Different Molecular Weight 
Grades of METHOCEL 

Experimentation has shown that wide hltnds of vi:;cosity 
gn1des often give better results than the nmmwer molecular 
weight distribution of a manufactured product. For ex<~mple 
we have found tbl a blend of METHOCEL E5P LV and 
METHOCEL ESOP LV to achieve a nonunal vi:;cosity of 
15 mPa•s geDerally outpe1fonned the typical iv1ETHOCEL 
E15P LV product (Figure 17), While blending ofprodm:t 
visc:osi:ies is usuaHy nol m:ce:;smy, improvem~nls in 
coverage, cracking, or logo bridging may be achieved on 
difficult tablet substrates. 
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Effects of Plasticizers 

The w;e of pla,;tich:ers with hypromellose film 
coatings is very common. However, nmny diflerenl 
types have been reported in use. We chose to 
evalua!e the elfect of v;:rriou,; plasticizers on film 
properties of METHOCEL as well as evaluate the 
optimum plasticizer level. 

Since the mos! common level of pla~tici;wr in use 
today i~ about 20% based on polymer solids, we 
chose to evaluate a variety of plm;ticizers wi!h 
hypromellose al that level. A con!rol Df 
MEJ1-IOCEL E5 Premium LV 'Nith no pbsticit:er 
wa:; indud(:d for reference. As expected. most 
plasticizer:: made the films less brittle and increased 
elongation results. Intere~tingly, the highc~r mob:u~ 
lar weight polye;hylene glycols often used in fllm 
coating actually decreased elongation {Figure 18). 
Other plasticizers like oleic acid, triacetin, and 
pmpylene glycol (PG) had 1i;t1e efh;l. 

Figure 16: Effects of Plasticizers on METHOCEL E5 Premium LV 
Films (Elongation) 
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Figure 20: Effects of Plasticizers on METHOCEL E5 Premium LV 
films {Toughness) 
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Figure 19: Effects of Plasticizers on METHOCEL E5 Premium LV 
Films (Tensile Strength) 
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Figure 2"1: Effects of Plasticizers on METHOCEL E5 Premium LV 
Films (Young's Modulus} 
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Again, as expected, :he use of' plastici;.cr reduced 
the tensile wcngth of all the fllms (Figure 19), An 
evalu:::.ticn of film tcugbness, however, shmvs that 
equivaknt to improved perforrnan(:e was seen wilh 
the low molecular weight polyethylene glycol2i 
from PEG 300 to PEG 1450 (Figwe 20). All of the 
plastici:.?.crs tended to reduce the value for Yom>g's 
Modulus and may indicate an increase in adh;~~ion 
(Figure 21), Finally, in aqueou:; :;ys:ems, it is gen~ 
erally recommended th,;t wmer-:;olubk plasdcit.ers 
be used. lr: nonaqueous systems, p!a:;ticit.ers like 
triethylcitr;;;,te, triacetin, castor oil, acetylated 
m.onoglyceridcs, and oleic acid may be prdixred, 
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The amount of plasticizer used is very important to film 
properties. If the film is over-plastici<.ed it will lose toughness 
or may exceed the capacity of the polymer to hold the plasti
cizer. For example, increasing !he level of propylene gly(:ol in 
a lilrn of METHOCEL demomtrated tha! an optimmn level is 
20-30'11:· based on polyrnc:r solids. Levels of propylene glycol 
greater th::m this do not signific::mtly degrade film propelties, 
possibly due to compmibility limitations or volatility of 
!he plasticizer, With !he less voh::ile polyethylene glycol 
PEG 600 and PEG 1450, an optimum is reached at 20<10% 
plasticizer based on polymer solids. Beyond this optimum 
a continual decrease in film toughness is experienced. 
In Figure 22 the optimum ii.lm toughness is shown for 
M:E.'rl-IOCEL ESO Premium LV. With lhe lower moleculu 
weight METHOCEL E5 Premium LV the oplimum is more . 
difficult to interpret. 

Polymer Blends 

It may at times be advlmtageons to blend polymers of 
varying types. Hydroxypropyt ceHulose (HPC), for example, 
has been used in :film coating. \Vhile HPC typic:3lly is mudJ 
more brittle :h:::.n hyprome!lose it does have rhe property of 
being a better adhesive. Used alone the Iilm may be tacky 
and cause problems in slicking or picking of tablets, But 
v,rhen used in combina:ion with bypromeHose, the HPC prod~ 
uct imparts better adhesion. For example, when HPC~EF ar1d 
HPC-LF were added to METHOCEL E5P LV in increasing 
concentrations, the films lost strength (Figure 23), toughness 
(Figure 2.4), and became brittle (Figu:::e 2.5). lt was noticed, 
bowew;r, that the fllms adhered very tightly (o glas~ plates. It 
was theorized and has been shown in practice that the use of 
HPC in hypromellosc films will increase adhesion. This can 
be predicted from the reducticn in )'i)~lng's rv1cdulm seen in 
Figure 26. Wr:. recommend that if adhesion necch to be 
increa<>ed to solve problems such as logo bridging, that 
HPC-EF or -LF be used at a maximum of 25% of the total 
pDlymer :;o)i(li;, Additional amounts may weaken the film~ 
too much to he useful. 

Other pdymer blends have been used a! times by the 
indm;try, Blends of metbykdlu.loi;e :md polyvinyl pyrm!idone 
(PVP) have been used wrmnercially. While PVP has poor 
film formation properties, it can be used at very high 
conc:er:!ratior:;; with very low viscosity in \Yater, Thi5 could 
be a n::e:hDd of increasing pol yrner concentration witimut 
de1rirnenta!ly raising solution vi:;cosity, Care e;hould be taken, 
however, to evaluate the properties of the TI.lm or coated tablet 
to ensure su(:(:essful formuladon, 

Figam~ 22: EU~cts of Pl<~sticlzar Concentration on 
METHOCEL E Prem!um LV Fl!ms {Toughness} 
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Figure 23: Film Tensile Strength of Blends of METHOCEL 
E5P LV Hypromellose/Hydroxypropyl Cellulose 
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Figure 25: Film Elongation of Blends of METHOCEL 
E5P LV Hypromellose/Hydroxypropyl Cellulose 
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Figure 24: Film Strength of Blends of METHOCEL 
E5P LV Hyprome!lose/Hydroxypropyl Cellulose 
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Figure 26: Young's Modulus of Blends of METHOCEL 
ESP LV Hyprome!lose/Hydroxypropyl Cellulose 
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Pign1.ented Coatings 

Verv often it is desirable to apply opaque, pig;m~n:ed 
(:oating~. Pigmented cnating~ c:m provide additionalligh;: 
~wbility to dosage forms and help differentiate tablets by 
color. Most pigments are supplied as color dispersions in 
alcohol, propylene glycoL or wmer. Pigment~ used in to:blet 
coatings gen;.raJJy an~ dth<:r aluminurn lakes or iron oxides, 
with 1iumimn dioxide and talc used in white or pastel colors. 

When pigments 1;re u:;ed in tablet roatings tbey have a 
significant effect on the film pmpc:;ti<::;. As 'Nith any plas!ic, 
when pigments are added a rc:duction in flexibility and 
strength is usually experienced. Additionally, because the 
pigments are u:;tmlly dispersed in a plasticizer like propylene 
glycol, !he plastidza!)on effect rnay be enthdy dependent 
on the ratio of pigment to polymer used in the formulatmn. 
In the plasticizer section of this brochure it was shown that 
additional levels of propylene glycol in <m unpigmented 111m 
did not necessarily k~ad to reduced film ptop(~ttics. 

To examine the effect of the plasticizer .supplied ir:: pigment 
dispersions, a se1ies of pigrnented films 'Nas prepared using 
pigmeo! and ME'IliOCEL E15 Premium LV at a. raUo of 
1 :n 2. A varie:y of <:ormncrcial p1gmcn1s were w;ed and 
film properties plotted in Figure 27 versus the amount of 
plastic.izer conuibuted by the pigment dispersion. A control 
m:pigmenlt<.d METHOCEL E 15 Premium LV is plolted as v,e)l, 

I;: is dearly seen that the pigmemed films exhibir a distinct 
loss of strength i"Jy;m the unpigmented control. The very high 
levels of propylene g!ycd found in some of tbe pigment 
dispersions did net delrimentaUy aff<:~ct tt!m :;trength. 

Nom:dly, pigmented films are fom1ulated with additional 
plastici<.er even though there may he an excess avail<lhle from 
the pigment dispersion. lb evaluate the effec! of additional 
nlaoticizcr, an additional 20% polyc:thylene glycol 600 (PEG 
f.}OIJ) wns added to the pigmented 111m coatings. IJ: ev1~ry ease 
an increase in film propertie~ (Figure 28) 'NHS noted vvi!h the 
:~dditiona! plasticizer. This s!rongly suggests the US(' cf the 
optimal 20-30% additional polyethylene glycol plasticizer 
when fonnubting pigmented films. 

M!croblolog!cal Considerations 

Whc:n working with aqueous solutions, the possihility of 
microbiologic~ contamination is u valid wncern, lt k~ been 
reported in -the literature that mmy cellu!o.se~b,;:;ed polymers 
e<m supjX!tt microbiological grovvth. With ccHuloe;c: elber:; lhe 
hivhcr th<: level of chemical substitution, the more resistant to 
en';.ymatic breakdown the polymer becomes. METHOCEL E 
products have a relmively high level of subslitu!ion but will 
suppm1 micrchiological grov<th in the very low viscosity 
grad>l~. It is therefor<: impmtam to take reasonable care 
in the prc:paration of coating e;olutions to keep all the 
equipmenl<IDd c:xdpients de<ID. UsuoJly GMP standm·ds 
will sufiice, METHOCEL Premium produm :1re supplied 
to meet USP guideiines for microbio!ogka! atttibules :mci 
are ccttified to be free of the USP pathogenic organisms. 
The production process for METIIOCEL prod,Jct;; is 
essentially self-sterilizing so no signific<IDt contamination 
of MET}~OCEL bas ever occurred. 

It io llotTnanv recommended that ac;ueouo solutions he made 
and used within one week's time. ,~dditioniil protection can 
be obtained by the use of preservatives like propylparuben or 
melhylp<lrahen or the addition nf alcohol to the whttion. 
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Fig~Jifl!!! 27: Effect ot Various Pigment Dispersions on Film Properties 
of METHOCEL E15 Premium LV (Tensile Strength) 
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Figure 26: Effect of Adding PEG 600 to Pigmented METHOCEL E15 
Premium LV Films (Toughness) 
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Production Considerations 

Preparation of the 
Coating So!~tion 

Proper preparation of the coaling solution is necessmy to 
achieve good coating in a reasonable ammmt of time. 
METHOCEL polymers are supplied as a J)ne powder and 
will rapidly hydr<l!e in co!d water, The hydration is so rapid 
that w~lhmJt proper agitaLion, clumps of gels with dry powder 
inside can form. Once formed, additional agitation and time 
:rre needed to completely hydmte a!l the polymer. 

Seveml methods ate u,;eful in a~ding the timely preparation 
of coating sdutions. 

1, Dispersion in hoi. wnt.:r, Since TvlETHOCEL pmduds 
are not ~oluble in hot waler, lunw·free dispersing can be 
easily accomplished by dispersion in hot water. Temperatures 
in excess of 80°C are recommended, bu! even temperature~ 
of 60-SO"C will slightly aid the polymer dispersion. lhe 
polymer clii;persion i> !hen cDoled to cause polymer 
hydration The cooling may be accomplished externally 
i£; jacketed vessels or part ;r the water may be reserved as 
cold water 3J1d ::tdded atter polymer disper.~ion. 

2, Blending of ingredient-;;, Anntl)(:r method 1o minimize , 
pblymer agglomeration ccnsist~ nf sepamting pdymer part:
de~ bv dil~llmn with other coating excipient>. Combinations 
of dryc pigments, dry plasticizer, and polymer c;;m often be 
added directly to process wa!er. 

3, Disp~r,;ima in a nonsnlvent V-lhen formulating 
bydmalcoholic or organic solvent coating~ of ME11-lOCEL, 
solutions are easily made by dispersing the polymer in alcohol 
(a non-solvent) and tben hydra1ed by the addition of water. 
ln org<mk sy>tems METHOCEL can be dispersed in alcohol 
:md t~ten hydra:ed by the addition of methylene chlmide. 

4, Direct addition to roum tcmperailm: water, This 
me!hod, while !he mo>t din'icult, i:; often u:;ed in large 
sc:a!e coating operations due to equipment and heat tnmsfer 
limitation:;. Jv1ETHOCEL products may be added directly to 
process •vater if a slow controlled addition of :he polymer is 
u~ed in combination with good agi1ation. Cn·c must he tabn 
to contrd the agi!n!)on levell:o minimize foaming :lnd allow 
sufficient time for complete polymer hydration, 
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A Word about Foaming 

Solutions of Iv1ETHOCEL produ::ts have a temk:ncv to foam 
under agitation because the;;e polymers are smface ~ctive, Air 
entrapped in ingredient:; or that is introduced bv exces:;ive 
agitation can increase this tendency. Howev;~r, ;mcc~ fommng 
had occurred, it c~m he reduced by ddoamers Eke Dmv 
Corning AF products or by settling over time. 

When mixing solutions, the lcvd of <tgitation should be 
changed as thickening occurs, Ag1Wlion should move the 
l1uid surface in the vesse! and stmt to pull a small vortex. 
A,s thickening occurs, tbe agitator speed wiH need to be 
iHcreased to maintain sufficient mixing, Prcper hbde 
placement and baffling m·e nt~::essa.ry so consut!HI:ion wid; 
equipment suppliers is recommended. A quiescent period of 
l 5-45 minutes is w;ulllly recommended after mixing to allow 
mmt of the entrapped air to move to the surlace, 

A Word about F!ltrath:m 

J.t is o!len beneficial to subject coating solutions to fil!J'a!ion. 
Thi:i ensures that any lumps or incompletely hydrated 
polymers are removed. Use of a 60 w 80 mesh screen c:m 
nommlly be a::::omplished w!!h commercial fi!l:mtion device::. 
Gmvi::y t1ow Js pcs::ibk, but air pressurization is prefe1Ted for 
rapid filtration. 

111;.: rate of coating solution deli'very is an importan: pmcc~ss 
con trot variah!e. While ii1sl applica:ion of the coating solution 
is impowmt to nlinimii:e batch rimes it rrmst be remembered 
::here are !imitadcns for each type of equipment and coating 
solution being utilized, Practical limits ca:J be dct,ctmincd 
by utilizing the b:J:sic thermodynanlic rdation::bips and 
1mmitoring exh::tust illr temperature. The f1ow rate of coating 

solutions is generally c:cmtrclbl by a pmitive displacement 
pump, although other ::oat.ing system-S m;>y rdy upon an air 
pre:;sure pot delivety sye;tent When using positive dispbce~ 
menl pumps, viswsity of !he coating solution is not <i cri:ici! 
factor in the flcvv rate. However, when using ;l pres~nre JXit 

delivery system, the vis::o~ily of the coaling solution will 
alfe::t the de1tvery rate. lt should ai::o be recognized that tbe 
tcmpcmture of the coating <:olution wiH affect viscositv of the 
coating solution. As with most polymers, when the solution 
temperature inc:rea;;es (while staymg belo\v 1he thermal 
gelation tempemlwe) the coating viscosity wlll decrease. 
The applicaticn of shear to concentrated polymer solutions 
can also reduce viscosity. 

The amount of air being applied and the ammmt of pressure 
being utilized to atomize the liquid droplets Cllll determine 
the eH'idency and d:h:tiveness of the coaling system. 
H is impmtant to m;ke the smallest possible droplet size to 
emure rapid dry~ng, Air atomization is generally prefe1Ted 
with aqueous systems because it enhances initial liquid 
evaporation, Small dmplet5 are necessary to <:chieve a fin", 
smooth surface on ccaling tablets. Changes in :1ir Jlow rates 
and air atomization pre1;sure can affect delivery rates when 
w;!ng a system other than a pmitive displace1;-;ent pump. 
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Spray Systems 

The numbers and types of spray nozzles utilized in any coating 
pan are of critical importance ;md infcm;ation should be 
obtained from the equipment manufacturer. Jt i:; pat:icularly 
imporlanllhal Eli)<.t:ks he sek:::ted tbal :::an ::~dtievc a proper 
pattem for uniform coating of the tablet smfaces, Nozzle fan 
angles, the number of nozzles, and the distance irom the 
tablet bed must be optimized so tmifomt ~ide-:o-:;1de (:oa1ing 
of the t'lbld bed is ::~chieved without tending to ovetwet 
l:ablets or spray dry the solution. We recommend you seek 
information from both the equipment manufacturers for 
noz:des and coating p1ills for further information, 

Coating Equipment 

Modem iilm coating p<:ns are manubc!J.tred by a varie!y 
of suprli.ers. Each supplier h:~s 1ts own configuration for 
the coating operation. B::~sic differences revDlve around 
movement of air through the t<Jblet bed, Some mmmfacturers 
move air upward lhrough the tablet bed while others pas;; 
lbe air downward through lh~ J1uid bed. Some pans are fnHy 
perforated anmnd the entire circumference wh1le others have 
areas or regions of perforation, While there arc Rome basic 
differences between these designs, each has its mvn beneficial 
features and can be eff1~ctively utilized for aqueous iilm 
waling. Some of the typkal mmmtiJcturer~ of equ1pment 
iod;,y are: Driarn of W~::::st Germany, Thoma~ Engineering, 
Vector Corporation, 1illd Key Industries in the U.S, 

Fluid bed coating of tablet,>; may also k desirable for cerwin 
formulations. A variety of fluid bed coating equipment is 
m1illuiactured with many application methods such as top 
spray, bot!om spray, side spmy, and tangential rotary spray, 
Fluid h-od equipment is available from Ghtt Air 'Jh:lmiques, 
Vcaor Corporation, and Aerornatic, a~ well as ofr1er companies. 

Drying Air 

The volume, temperature. and humidity of !he drying air 
are critkal in optimization of the co<;:ing pmcess. Generally 
it i:; desirable to deliver the greatest possible amount of air 
at the desired 70-90nc temperature without causing 
over-t1uidization of the tablet bed, Often older equipment i;; 
limited by air handling capad:y or heating capacity. 'I'herefom 
we recommend measuremcm of sir t1ow ratefl and conmltation 
with equipment manufacturers if coating capacity appem-s 
limited. Air flow rates should be monitored during the 
coating process as exhaust air filters can become res:ric:ed 
with over-spray, dust, <md wblet pmtides. 

The condition of inlet air also affects the drying capacity. 
High humidity air dries tablets less e1fectively than dry air, 
Tht:ii a process op!imiz.ed for one d<:y's atrnospber1c 
conditions may need daily Bdju:stmenl.if the :nlci. ai:·is 
not conditioned and controlled. 

Normally, inlet aif is con! rolled to !he range of 70--90''C. 
Higher or lower tempewtures may be desimd for specific 
:em perature-sensitive products or for fast coating application. 

The Tablet load 
Tbe pan loading :md tablet dimensiom; will also affect 
coating efficiency. Moot coating pans must be filled to an 
opemtive volume for tablet coating, Too few or tc'O many 
tablet~ lead to incon~i:;tent coating (ji!3Jity. Even !he sblpe 
of tablets will al'fec! tbe oplimal lGading and drying eitkiency 
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of the conting operation. Care must be taken in selec!ion of 
the t<;blet :;hape to be coated, Friable !;lble:~ or soft tablet~ 
may be very difficult to coat Tablets using a high level of 
v;ax.y or hydrophobic ingredients may be difficult to coat due 
to poor adhe~ion or poor wetting. 

Conclusion 
Reliable, tmgh. printable, and economic tablet (:oat:ngs can 
he applied quickly and emcienlly. meeting US!~ EP. JP, and 
FDA rcquirernents, from aqueous systems based on 
ME1HOCEL E Premium products. 

Where desired, the carriers fm ~uch coatings can he blends of 
water with alcohol or other solvents ... up to lOO~~'! org;mic 
solvent if the coater has not yet initiated aqueous coating. 

Dow has been making (:ellulme ethers br ptmmmceutical 
applications since 1938. Years of experience in solving 
applicntion needs and developing new product<: that 
optimize desired performance 3Xe available !o Dow 
customers ;md prospe,:t~. 

These resources ;ndude a comprehensive bibliography of 
medical mtide~ on !he u~e of IvifUHOCEL prcduc" in phar~ 
maceutic;>ls. In addition, Dow maintains several drug master 
files, a repository of infonnation that you and the FDA 
cfm use to gain quick approval of new fonnub!iom. 
SpeciaEzed technical services such a~ indivhkal consul:mxm 
or prohlenH:olving assislartce by exp~ris wbo specialize in 
phrumaccutical applicaxiom or ME1HOCEL products arc 
uv3ih:ble on reque5t. 

For More Information 
To request ndditional infommtion, con;pleie literature, or 
product samples, you can rea(:h a Dmv representative hy 
calling the phone numbers .listed em the bac:k cover. Or visit 
our web 8ile at www.metlmcel.cnm. 
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.H.ea1th Considerations 

METHOCEL cc!lulmc ether products resemble naturally 
occurring plant and seaweed gmm in many of their cherrj(:a!, 
phy~icul, and !iJnc!imwl properties since all these materials 
po~s~:ss a ba.sic carbohydrate :>truclure. 

Gums have a long history of use in food and pharmaceutical 
products. METHOCEL cellulose ether products have had 
extensi;;e evaluation and testing in both acute and long-rerm 
feeding studies in a number of species, including lmrmms. 
Their use us food uddilives in a wide varietv of food items 
and their broad use in pb:mnaceu:ical p:::cd~tcls attest lo the 
sat(!ty of METHOCEL Premium cellulose ether products. 

Dow has been making cellulose ethers k>r pharmaceutical 
applkations since l.938. Years of experience in solving 
applicalicm needs and developing new product:; I hat optimize 
desired perfonTmnce are available to Dow customers 
and prospects. 

Wbil.e dr:sts from METHOCEl.. nrodum could coneeivablv 
cause temporary mechanic;;:.! irritation lo lhe skin and eye<> " 
under extreme conditions, and may be considered as a 
m1i;;ance when bre<:thed, the products are not expected to 
present a slgnik:mt heatth h<::~:ard in handling, Although no 
<>pecial prec:mtion~ typlciilly need lo be observed to handle 
the products safely, the usc of m:. approved dust respirator in 
dusty atmospheres is advised. 

METHOCEL pmduc!s are organic polymers thai. will bum 
under tbe right conditions nf beat and oxygen s1::pply. FireEi 
c:m be extinguished by convention:;:] means. 

In storage cruse of lli]Y dusts or fine powders, good house" 
keeping is required to prevent dusts in air from reaching 
possibly explosive levels, 

Under certain (:ondition;;. a tine dBst of this material in ::Ur 
may cause a dust explo~ion when expm;ed to heat, :;parb, or 
open flame. See "MRTHOCEL Cellulose Ethers Technical 
Hm1dhook'' when handling large quantities. The National Fire 
Protection Association's NFE'\ 654, "Standard for the 
Pnvmtion ofFirt and Dust t.xpfosions in the Chemical, 
Dye, Pharrru!Ceutiwl and Plastic industries," shou!d also 
be fol!cwed. 

\Vith METHOCEL cellulose ether products with pm1ide 
~izes of 74!t or k~ss (finer than 2GD me~ h), critical levels are 
reached at (:oncentrations of 28 grn/m' (0.03 odft"). The 
rn!nimum ignition energy to caw;e a dw;t explcsion is in lhe 
range of 28 mJ. Static of a human body has about 25 mJ, 

It is :J.lso highly (bsirable to contml dusts m order lo prev:cnl 
accidents caused by slippery 11oors and equipment. 

As <t USP grade ilcm, Premium METHOCEL ce!lulo;;e 
ethers should not he stored m~:<! to p<~rnKides or other 
cxidh.ir:g agents, pcisom;, pestiddes, o:· ill~,;meHing artide:;. 
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To prevent employee falls and accidents, !loor spills ol' dry 
powder should be thoroughly vac:tmmed nr swept up, Any 
slight residua! product em the wall~ or floor can then be 
Hushed vvith water into a sewer. If the spill is a viscou~ ~oh;
tion it should be fmther diluted with \Vater before cbposal, 

Dow sl1.1dies shmv that METHOCEL. cellulose ether product;; 
do not bic;degrade (tha: is, they show no 5-, JO-, or 20-day 
HODs) in aquati;; environments. They should therefore 
present no ecologic&! haz&.rct to aquatic life. 

Since METHOCEL cellulose ether produc::s and their 
f<)motlhtions present no significant ecological problems 
they can be dispo:,ed of by industrial incineration or in an 
approved landfill, providing &1! h:dent!, slat~:, und ]o(:a! 
regt:lations are c;bserved. Dm:v mcom:mend> that 1he material 
be bmied in an approved lamdfil!: incinerntion should b-;; done 
under cardb!ly (;Ontrolled conditions to avoid po::.sibili!y of 
du~t explosion. 

Dow encourages its customers to review their applications of 
Dow products from the standpoint of human beilltb :mct envi
ronmenwl quality. ·nl help em:ure that Dow products an: not 
used in w<;ys for which they are not intended or [1:sted, Dow 
personnel will asaiat customers in dealing with ec:ological and 
product safety considerations. Your Dow :;aie:; representa:ive 
Cilll arrange the proper contac!s. 
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For more information, complete literature, and product samples, 
you can reach a Dow representative at the following numbers: 

From the United States and Canada: ..... ., ........ , .. , ... call 1-800-447-4369 
,., .. , .. , .... , .. ,Jax 1-989-832-1465 

ln Em·ope: . .., ... ., ................... ,., ............... ., ........................ toll-free +800 3 694 6367' 
.............. ,. .................. ,. ............................. , ... call +32 3 450 2240 
... ,. ... ., .. ,. ..... ,,. ..... " ....... ",. ..... " .... ,. ..... , .... .fax +32 3 450 2815 

:From Latin America and Other Glub<sl Area;;: ........ call 1-989-832-1560 
........ fax 1-989-832-1465 

1 Toll fr~e ffcrn Au5trh (00), Be;gmrn {00), Denr.i~uk (00), Finland {990), Fr~r!ce (GG). Ger!f"lany U-10), 

H:.n;gary (00), Lt~h~!;d (00). H:ily (00). The NethnhmJ.~: (00), N-:EwL!y (00), Portugiil (OOJ: Spain (00). 

Sw::dt~n {00), Svv.i.~z,erbmJ (00). ;,-md lhe Uni:s:.d Kingd~Jm (00), 

Or you can contact us on the Internet at wwwomethocetcm:n 

NOT!CE: No freedom from any patent owned by Selier or others is to be inferred. Because use conditions ill1d applicr:bte laws may differ from om 
location !o anott1er and may change with time, Customer is responsible for determining wt1ett1er products and the information in this document are 
appropriate lor Custome;'s use and lor ensuring that Custome;'s worl<.place and d'sposal practices are in compliance with applicat>le laws and other 
governmental enactn:ents. Seiter ilSSlJmes no obligation or liabiiity tor the intmmation in this document NO WARRANTIES ARE GiVEN; All 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTAB!L!W OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULI\R PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSl:Y' EXCLUDED. 

Published Jul~; 2002 
PrintmJinU.S.A. 
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Stage 6 Harmonization 
Official December 1, 2011 

(905) UNIFORMITY OF DOSAGE 
UNITS 

This general chapter is harmonized with the correspond
ing texts of the European Pharmacopoeia and the japanese 
Pharmacopoeia. Portions of the general chapter text that are 
national USP text, and are not part of the harmonized text, 
are marked with symbols (+ +) to specify this fact. 

•NoTE-In this chapter, unit and dosage unit are 
synonymous .• 

To ensure the consistency of dosage units, each unit in a 
batch should have a drug substance content within a nar
row range around the label claim. Dosage units are defined 
as dosage forms containing a single dose or a part of a dose 
of drug substance in each unit. The uniformity of dosage 
units specification is not intended to apply to suspensions, 
emulsions, or gels in unit-dose containers intended for ex
ternal, cutaneous administration. 

The term "uniformity of dosage unit" is defined as the 
degree of uniformity in the amount of the drug substance 
among dosage units. Therefore, the requirements of this 
chapter apply to each drug substance being comprised in 
dosage units containing one or more drug substances, un
less otherwise specified elsewhere in this Pharmacopeia. 

The uniformity of dosage units can be demonstrated by 
either of two methods, Content Uniformity or •Weight. Varia
tion (see Table 7). The test for Content Uniformity of prepa
rations presented in dosage units is based on the assay of 
the individual content of drug substance(s) in a number of 
dosage units to determine whether the individual content is 
within the limits set. The Content Uniformity method may be 
applied in all cases. 

The test for •Weight+ Variation is applicable for the follow
ing dosage forms: 

(Wl) Solutions enclosed in unit-dose containers and into soft 
capsules-

(W2) Solids (including powders, granules, and sterile solids) 
that are packaged in single-unit containers and contain 
no active or inactive added substances-

(W3) Solids (including sterile solids) that are packaged in sin-
gle-unit containers, with or without active or inactive 
added substances, that have been prepared from true 
solutions and freeze-dried in the final containers and are 
labeled to indicate this method of preparation· and 

(W4) Hard capsules, uncoated tablets, or film-coated tablets, 
containing 25 mg or more of a drug substance compris-
ing 25% or more, by weight, of the dosage unit or, in 
the case of hard capsules, the capsule contents, except 
that uniformity of other drug substances present in 
lesser proportions is demonstrated by meeting the re-
quirements for Content Uniformity. 

(905) Uniformity of Dosage Units 

The test for Content Uniformity is required for all dosage 
forms not megtiQg tb~above conditions for the •weight+ 
Variation test . ..:lll~~ @J")>3.i) 

Table 1. Application of Content Uniformity (CU) and Weight 
Variation (WV) Tests for Dosage Forms 

Dose & Ratio of 
Drua Substance 
~25 <25 
mg mg or 

Dosage and <25% 
Form Type Subtype >25% 

Tablets Uncoated wv cu 
Film wv cu 

Coated Others cu cu 
Capsules Hard wv cu 

Suspension, 
emulsion, 
or qel cu cu 

Soft Solutions wv wv 
Solids in sin- Single com-
gle-unit oonent wv wv 
containers Solution 

freeze-
dried in fi-

Multiple nal 
campo- container wv wv 
nents Others cu cu 

Solutions in 
unit-dose 
containers 
+and into 
soft cap-
sules+ wv wv 

Others cu cu 

CONTENT UNIFORMITY 

Select not fewer than 30 units, and proceed as follows for 
the dosage form designated. 

Where different procedures are used for assay of the prep
aration and for the Content Uniformity test, it may be neces
sary to establish a correction factor to be applied to the 
resu Its of the latter. 

Solid Dosage Forms-Assay 10 units individually using 
an appropriate analytical method. Calculate the acceptance 
value (see Table 2). 

© 2011 The United States Pharmacopeia! Convention All Rights Reserved. 
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2 (905) Uniformity of Dosage Units 
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Official December 1, 2011 

in conditions of normal use, and express the results as de
livered dose. Calculate the acceptance value (see Table 2). 

in which the terms are as defined in Table 2. 

Calculation of Acceptance Value-Calculate the accep
tance value by the formula: 

Table 2 

Variable Definition 
Mean of individual contents (X,, 

X2, ... , Xn), expressed as a per-
x centaqe of the label claim 

X1, X2, ··· 1 Xn Individual contents of the units 
tested, expressed as a percentage 
of the label claim 

n Sample size (number of units in a 
sample) 

k Acceptability constant 

s Sample standard deviation 

RSD Relative standard deviation (the 
sample standard deviation ex-
pressed as a percentage of the 
mean) 

M (case 1) to be applied when T Reference value 
~101.5 

M (case 2) to be applied when T Reference value 
>101.5 

Acceptance value (AV) 

L1 Maximum allowed acceptance 
value 

Conditions 

If n = 1 0 then k = 
If n = 30 then k = 

If 98.5% <X <1 01.5% then 

If X <98.5% then 

If X >101.5% then 

If 98.5 ~X ~T, then 

If X <98.5%, then 

If X >T then 

Value 

2.4 
2.0 

1 
n 2 2 

~)X; -X) 
i-1 

n-1 

1 OOs/X 

M- X (AV- ks) 

M = 98.5% 
(AV = 98.5 -X + ks) 

M=101.5o/o 
(AV = X- 1 01.5 + ks) 

M=X 
(AV = ks) 

M = 98.5% 
(AV = 98.5 -X + ks) 

M = To/o 
(AV =X- T + ks) 

general formula: 

IM-XI+ks 
(Calculations are specified above 

for the different cases.) 
L 1 = 15.0 unless otherwise speci-
tied 

© 2011 The United States Pharmacopeia! Convention All Rights Reserved. 
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Table 2 (Continued) 

L2 

T 

Maximum allowed range for 
deviation of each dosage unit 
tested from the calculated value 
of M 

Target content per dosage unit at 
the time of manufacture, ex
pressed as 
label cla1 

+WEIGHT+ VARIATION 

Carry out an assay for the drug substance(s) on a repre
sentative sample of the batch using an appropriate analyti
cal method. This value is result A, expressed as percent of 
label claim (see Calculation of Acceptance Value). Assume that 
the concentration (weight of drug substance per weight of 
dosage unit) is uniform. Select not fewer than 30 dosage 
units, and proceed as follows for the dosage form 
designated. 

Uncoated or Film-Coated Tablets-Accurately weigh 10 
tablets individually. Calculate the content, expressed as % 
of label claim, of each tablet from the •weight+ of the indi
vidual tablet and the result of the Assay. Calculate the ac
ceptance value. 

Hard Capsules-Accurately weigh 10 capsules individu
ally, taking care to preserve the identity of each capsule. 
Remove the contents of each capsule by a suitable means. 
Accurately weigh the emptied shells individually, and calcu
late for each capsule the net •weight+ of its contents by 
subtracting the •weight+ of the shell from the respective 
gross +weight •. Calculate the drug substance content of 
each capsule from the •net weight+ of the individual cap
sule •content+ and the result of the Assay. Calculate the 
acceptance value. 

Soft Capsules-Accurately weigh 1 0 intact capsules indi
vidually to obtain their gross •weights., taking care to pre
serve the identity of each capsule. Then cut open the cap
sules by means of a suitable clean, dry cutting instrument 
such as scissors or a sharp open blade, and remove the 
contents by washing with a suitable solvent. Allow the oc
cluded solvent to evarorate from the shells at room temper
ature over a period o about 30 minutes, taking precautions 
to avoid uptake or loss of moisture. Weigh the individual 
shells, and calculate the net contents. Calculate the drug 
substance content in each capsule from the •weight+ of 
product removed from the individual capsules and the result 
of the assay. Calculate the acceptance value. 

Solid Dosage Forms Other Than Tablets and 
Capsules-Proceed as directed for Hard Capsules, treating 
each unit as described therein. Calculate the acceptance 
value. 

On the low side, no dosage unit 
result can be less than 

L2 = 25.0 unless otherwise speci
fied 

[1-(0.01 )(L2)]M, while on the 
high side no dosage unit result 
can be greater than [1 + 
(0.01 )(L2)]M. (This is based on 

I 

Liquid Dosage Forms-Accurately weigh the amount of 
liquid that is removed from each of 10 individual containers 
in conditions of normal use. If necessary, compute the 
equivalent volume after determining the density. Calculate 
the drug substance content in each container from the mass 
of product removed from the individual containers and the 
result of the assay. Calculate the acceptance value. 

Calculation of Acceptance Value-Calculate the accep
tance value as shown in Content Uniformity, except that the 
individual contents of the units are replaced with the indi
vidual estimated contents defined below. 

X1, X2, ··· 1 Xn = individual estimated contents of the units 
tested where ¥; = W; x A/W 

w, w2 ... Wn = individual +weiqhts+ of the units tested 

A = content of drug substance (o/o of label claim) 
obtained using an appropriate analytical 
method 

w = mean of individual •weights+ 
(w, W2 ... Wn) 

CRITERIA 

Apply the following criteria, unless otherwise specified. 
Solid, ._:$~00i8~Q:Il~~~l(JSJ'@ and Liquid Dosage Forms

The requirements for dosage uniformity are met if the ac
ceptance value of the first 10 dosage units is less than or 
equal to L 1%. If the acceptance value is > L 1%, test the 
next 20 units, and calculate the acceptance value. The re
quirements are met if the final acceptance value of the 30 
dosage units is :s; L 1 %, and no individual content of •any. 
dosage unit is less than [1 - (O.Ql )(L2)]M nor more than [1 
+ (0.01 )(L2)]M •as specified+ in the Calculation of Acceptance 
Value under Content Uniformity or under •Weight+ Variation. 
Unless otherwise specified, L 1 is 15.0 and L2 is 25.0. 
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USP~NF General Chapter <905> Uniformity of Dosage Units 

This exp:omatr:rf no:e :s :ntended to clarify t~1e steps taken by USP to addcess issues :egardir:n the harmonization r:f <805> Uniformity of 

Dm;age Units. It includes current c~1apte: rev:sion status, baci\ground ir:fcrmatio'l, testi'lg requirerne'lt<s. siatistica! bas:s, ir:fom1ation about the 

upcoming re·vision, and frequently as!\ed question;;. 

Status of Genera! Chapter <905> 

As of January 1, 2007, the updated, herman1zed revisicn of General Chapter <905> published as an Interim Revision Announcement in 

Pharmacope:al FonJ'l: 32(fii [Nr:veml::er---Dece:nb~:i 2006] is offlciOJI. This version also is published in the 1st Supplement to USP ~10-NF n;. 

Revision History and Rationa:e 

The ICH S:eecinn Committee co'lsiders i'ltmm:::onal harrnon:zatir:n of m;out 10 specific compendia! test chapters as cr:t:cal to attaining fuil 

ut.ility of the ICH Clt'iA guideline. ICH 05?. recornrnended tt1e harrnonizat:or: 'Jf certa:n tests for dosage forms, inc:uding General Ch2.pter <906> 

USP published a revised, tmrmonized Genera: C~mpter <905> on pages 2505-2510 of USP 28-NF 23 with an implemer:liltio'1 date of April 

1, 2006. H1is chapter contains the g:obal har:T:onized text approved by the Pharmacapeial Discussio<1 Grot:p (PDG) as well as USF'-

specific nationa: text. ·rh;~ PDG cor:sists of USP. the ,;apar:ese Pharmacopeia, and the Eumpean Pharmacope:a. 

In F'harrn:lcopei:ll Forum 3i (6) [November---December 2005], USP postponed t~1e i:nplernentalion date of the revised, nacmonized General 

Ct;apter <905> to January 1, 2007, to allow USP to cor:sider co:1:ments received on Weight Variation as a test alternative in Cf:rtai'1 cases. 

In USP 2'::1-NF 24. both the official and the revised, harman1zed versions of <905> appeared. The revised, harmonized ve:~;ion (pages 2760 

-2l8fj) 'Nf:S to become official on Jar:uacy 1, 2DO;', but vvas superseded ny the ;;ubsequent rev!~;ion :n the Si>:!h Interim Revision 

_t,.rmouncerneni to USP 29--NF 24 in Pharmacope:al Foru:n 32(6) [Novernber-Decerr:ber 2005]. 

Officiai Hat·monized Chapter <905> 

The rm11s:on of Genem: Chr:pter <905> that became off:c:al an Ja'lUai"'J 1, 2GOi', ·;vas in:tially proposf:d in Pharmacopeia! Foru:n 32(4) [.Ju:y--

August 2006] ar1d mmk off:d<ll throug~l the Si>:th Interim F':evision ivmour:cemen: to USF' 29--NF 24 in Pharmaco;Je:al Foru:n 32(6) [November

December 2006]. The official text includes changes based or; ;l:e co:nrnenis received. 

Harmonized Chapter Testing Requirements 

<805> inc!ude8 Conten: Unifor:nily and Weight Vc;:·iaticm pro;;edures and acceptance crite:·ia to evaluate uniformity of dosage units. H1ese apply 

ta botrl newly registered and existif!g products. 

Conte'1t Unifom1ity is the default test and may be appi:ed '" a:: cases. The :est tor we:ght Var:ation is applicable for a osage forms specified a8 

VV~. V·./2, \N3~ CHHj VV4. 

' The :·equi:·e:nents for dosage un:form:ty are rnei :f tt1e acceptance va:ue of tt1e first 10 dosage un:ts is less than or equal to L 1%. 

If me acceptance value is gceater than L 1%, test the next 20 units and calculaie the acceptance ve:ue The requirements are <1:el if the final 

acceptance va:ue of the 3G dosage u<1its :s :ess thr:n or eq,ml to L 1 °/.o CJr.d all individual iJosage ur:its fa!l within :he mnge;; ca:cu:ated U8ing 

L2 factor. 

Statistical Basis of the New Content Uniformity Criteria 

The primary concept undeny:ng tt:e criteri;l :n ttH~ revle;;~d <905> un:for:n:ty of Dosage Un:ts is that of statistical ;olerance intenJals. The ger;eral 

idea of ;olerance inte1vals is ;o use !he availsble data t'J form an interval H;at co,Jers a specified propcwtion of the distribution underly:ng the 

data. For cvn!ent uniformity, this wauid be the distribution of content and t~1e intent is tc; icn-:1 B'l intel"'ia! abaut the label cle:m within which a 

specified proport:on of units wo:;ld fall. Technicillly, a'l intervCJI (a, b) is <1 r,n;% (th;~ "confidence'') tole:ar:ce inierva: for 90% of the di2s::-ibution 

(the "cove rag;~") if 95% :;f such in:ervc;l~; with mp;~ai~:d sarrmling would cover at least 90% of n1e dist:ibuiion. T~1e to:erance interva!s can be 

par:Jrnet:"ic or nonpararnetric. Parametric imerva!s are based on an assu:ned dis!i·it;ution, usually the normal. When assuming the normal 

d:stribution, two-s:ded tolerance intervals ere of the farm, . where is t~1e average, S the standard deviation, and k depenas en the coverage, 
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confidence, and sarr:ple s:ze. (The rnuitiplier, k. becomes sm<~ller as sr:mp:e <size increases, bl:t never to 0. For 95%: covemge, fer example, it 

wi'l decrease to ".96.) Tt:is is the form of the cr:terie used in Ge:'le:a: Ch<m!er <905>. 

The bilsic t.olemm:e interval has beer, rnodified in four ways in cons\rucling the criteria of Genera: Ch<~pter <905>: 

1. The tolerance interval is modified to cor:espond to the s1Bndard two-s\r:g;~ \e<:t!ng of content uniformity; :.e .. where 10 un!::s are tested ;;,nd 

the:'l. !f needed, an additional 20 are tested. Tr::s :equi:es n k1 af:;~r tt1e fl:st st;;,ge and then a different ~2 after the second stage, if needed, 

where the ss:1:ple is :arger. 

2. T~1e acceptar.ce interval is allowed \o be asymmetric with respect to the l<~bel cla:m in thm;e cases where the potency range spec:f:ed ::'1 tt1e 

monograph is not symmetric. The T of General Chapter <905> is the :::enter of tr1e potency range. 

3. A i .5% :nte:val about the label claim :s :ncluded so devi<ltions of :he rnearl content from the label claim count only :G U;e extent they are 

gre;;oler thsn this percentage. This :s reflected in \t;e ca:culc;tion of M. 

,j. The ;,;·s are chGser: :m ~rmi \he new procedure has operating characteristics similar :o tr!o!le of !he pr:or Gef!eral Chapter <905> criteriB 

Hiwing similar operating c~1amcteristics does NOT me;m thBt dntB U;at would pass by the prior criteria wi:l pass by the new criteri;;, and 

sirnila1·1y for data that would fa:l. \NhBt i\ rmlB:'lH iH :hat i<: fer d,!a d:awn :rom a distribution thBt is r.ccepte1ble for conlent unifom:ity, the 

prob<~b:lity of p<:ss:ng :s skr:ilar with tl1e old and new criterie. 

Statistical References 

Fu:tr1er informat:or. regarding the statisti:::<ll bilsi;; of the Ghapter is avc;ilabie in the relerences noted be:ow. 

i.Zatori. N, .<\oyagi N, Kojima S, A Propos<:! for Rev!Hion of :he Conlent Uniformity Test and Weight VariatiGn Tesi, PF 23(6), 5325-5333, 

'1997. 

;~. Conten: Unifor:ni\y·---Evaluc;tion of the USP Pharmacopeia! Preview, Members of lhe Stc;t!s:ics Wo1·kiflg Group PhRMA, PF ~~4(~\), i"029---

7044, 1998. 

3. Content Ur.iformity-Aitern<~tive to the USP Prm:nmc;;peia! Preview, Members o! tile Statistics Working Group PhRMA, PF 25(2i, 7£•39-

7948, 19!~9. 

4 Re:::ommendation for a Globally Harmonized Unifor11:ity of Dosage U11its Test, Mernbe:s cfthe Statistic.s Working Group PhRMA, PF 25(4), 

813(}9-8624, 1999. 

5. RecomiTlendations for<: Glcb<1lly Ha:rnoni:.::ed Ur:ifm:r;ity of Dossge Urits Test. Members of the Ste1tisiics Wo:king Group PhRMA, Pf' 25 

{4), 8609--13624, 1999. 

Calculation Examples 

On tne following pages me 3 exarnp!es involving different outcomes. 

F':ease submit comments m furlher inquiries on \his top:c to William Brow'l, Swinr s::::en:!m at web@usp.crg 01· +1-301-816-8380. 

I ............................................................................ ......._ ........................................................................ HHHHH~~,~~~~""" ............................................................................... -_-______________________________________________ ........ ~ 

I Examp!g 1: P01ss on F~rest ! I 
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~ ........ ,,.~......... ..,..,..,._._._.__.., ................................................................................. ...-.-.-.---.-.-.-.-.---.---------------------------------------····················"""""""""""" ................................................................... 1 ......... _. _________ ~ ______________ j 
l1s.o L1 (tme 15.0 unless monGg:aph specifies a different v<~lue) ! I I 
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Step 1 .... co:'ltent. (or weigh!) of i 0 units- X 1, [ I 

x~a ~ 
. .. \ . : I ~ ! 

.......................................................................................................................... _ ....... _. _________________________________________ J_ ________________________________________________ ,,......... ... ........................................................................................ -.-.--... ...-.-.-.----------------------- ................... , ...... ~! 
! i\',;emqe of the ·1 D value'i exaressed as ·y,, of the lm;el claim iao not mund).. I 
t- A\lE-RAGE(X 1. .. 

1 
.X:-: 0) . , . ~ 

~ ! 
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I 
Standard deviation of the 10 values expressed <W % of the label claim (do 

4.60()0() 
not round)- STDEV(X1. .. , X10) 

---------····----···········--··--··---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··················----------~~ 

102.()(!()()() M velue 

11.1)40()0 

Result: 

_______________________ ._ ................................................ ~-~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------. ......................... ~--· 

Step 2- content (ar weight) of 20 addiliona! i j 

Average cf lt;e 30 vah.:es expressed as % of tne label clai:-n (do not round)

- A\IERAGE(X1, -, X30) 

.............................. ~.~~~~~--~ ........................ -.-.-.-.-----------------------------·············------------------· ............................... - -··········· ............ .. 

St<1ndmd deviation Qf \~1e 30 values expressed as <y;, ot the label clairn (do I ~-
no\ round)- STDEIJ(X·:. -, X30) 

~-- = == ~~:~:~=:;;~~:0:;;=-~~= =-~~~~ 
i i 

f === ~;,~== -- ===- 4-
1 - ~ =--==-11 I= == ~=.,,,,,.~;z;;;~_:;;~:,,,,, .. ~,~;~"" =tl~ 
i Maximum allowed value ot 30. expressed as ''lo of label d<Jirr. j i 

[ ______________________________ ------------·--·:::::=:::=:::::::::::::""":t::-.-.-..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::··--...... -:::::::::::::::::::::=: ____________________________ ~ - ~ = t=: I 
[R""" -l(usPmocdlof!'PP';::;;-- - - ---L~ 
L ................................. ----------------------------·························i ........................................................................................................ -----------.-.--------------········J ........... .t ........... .J 

r--------------------------------..................................................... 1 .................................................................. -_________________ ......................................................... 1 .... ~-~-~ 
i E:<:ampls 2: Faii-Pal:ls i 
; I 

f ................................... ---------------------------------------------------·------···································--·······---------· ---------~--------------------------------------------------.1-----------·i 
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i l 
90 jlow<:>r rr:onogr<mh lirnit l 

: ' 
~~""~'',~"""""._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,., .......•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~~~~~~•~•••••n•,,,,,,,~,,,~-,.y,"""""""""""""""""""""._._._._._._._._.,..,..,..,.._. _______________ •• •••••••••••••••••••••H•••--••~~~~~~~~._._._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._'::l'.._.._.._.._.,..,..,., .. _.._~-------••••••••~ 

110 luppermonographlimii l100.1liT, I 
~ , 

1 ~ VB. Ut • 

I I I . I 
:···::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-.::.::::::::L:::::::::::::··--------··::::::::::::::::::::=:=:::=:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-.-.-.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::::::I:::::=J 
15.0 l U (use 15.0 ur:le;;;; moncgrap~1 specifies a <:Hferent value) I I ! 
""'"""'"'""""""""""""'''''''''""""""""""""'''''""''""'"'"""'""""""""""""'"'"''~--------------------·--··-··,······-------------------------------------------------~---! ""'"''t"'""""'"l 

~·:· =--== [''.':''.'~'00"'':'"~''''~"') 1=1=1 
Step i ..... coment (or weigl:t) of ·1 0 un1ts- I 1: I 
x: ... ,XIO I • • I 
-~-~~~~~~-~~------------...................................... "''"~~~;~;:,~~~;:~:;·;;;~;i,;~;~;;;:;;;;;~;~;;;;;l'······' 

:;:, - -l~;;;~;,:;:.:,~~t"~v'~;;,:,x·;·11;~~)-~--~~;~;;~-d_·_;_;_~-~;;··-;;(·;;;~-;~-~~;-~;~;;;;·(~~----t·· ... ~--~--------, 
lnd.ot.n<>)-;;): k ;X1, .... ..; 
I 
I 

0:oo;:~ === -~=p;. = ~ ~=~ =j 
' . ' 

11Ui4 IAV • ! 

Rest:lt: 

'""""""""""' ---------------t------------ --············ 

.............................. ~~·"'"'""""""""" ___ _ 
106

_
50000 

I Avemge ofthe :jO vah;<:>s ex:Jrem:ed a~% uf!he label claim (do not round) -J , 
! -- J\VEFU\GE(X1, -, X30) ! 
~ : 

:;~~;; -~s.""'''"'~;,;;;;~~;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;,,;;~~;:d;~;;:;;;;~~;,~;~; -~ 
__ J"''::::~''::s'~E.>J'~'~X3"' __:_L 

! l I 
r -1--~- ........................................................................................... r ..... l~-------. 
1~.,::::~ j;;~::::::;:::,::::;::;::,;;~;;~:~~~;.;::~;~•·-----------1 I 
l""''''"~---~----~-----------------------"'""""""""""'"1---------------------------------------------------------------------------............................................................... "'t··----------,- --------------1 

1;;;,;;~00;~- t;~; ---- ~····-··L .. J 

!;;;;;;;;· l~:'"' - - - 1-~ 
l ................. ~~~~~~~""""""""""""""""""""""""""""~ .................................................................... l ............. ~~-. ........................................... _____ ,------················~~~~ ................ ~~~~~~~~~~~~""""""""~~ ................................................................ t .................................... J....-.-_-_____________ J 
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1--·····----············--·--·--------·----------·----·----·------·------·------------·"""""""··························--------------------·--------------·--------------···················----------------·~·····------····----·J ............. . i 76.1 :vlin:murr: allcwed value of 30, expressed as "!o of :abel claim 

}~~·••n~.,.,~~~~~~~~""""""""""._._..,._..,._._._._._._._._._,,.,_.,.._._._._ ... _._ .... oo••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '<•••••n•••••••••"""""""~._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._..,..,..,..,, •.•. ·.·······.·.···••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'>'>"'-""""~~._._._.,..,..,..,._._,,,,.._.._..,..,,,._._ •••••••• •••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 

! 126.9 fvlax!mum allmrved value of 30, expmssed illl% of label cla1m 

[:::""~§'"_,;§-~ :~~e;;~ ~~ ~~~~ 
: ! !T 
! '110 upper mo:~ogmph lirni: 1100 I 

1 : ~ ~ va ue 

! Step 1-content (or weight) of 10 units·-- Xi, 

:
1· XiD [ : ! 
~--~~~~·~···--······--------------------------------------------··--·<·--·························································----------·--·····----··--··--··--------· ~·-'··········----~ 
1 t Avemge of tr1e 10 v<;!ues expressed as % of the label claim ido not rounal- ' ! 

1107.00000 ............................................................... 1.~~~.:~~~-~-~:.~-~--:.:.~.~-~-:....................................................................... . J 
1 

,l Standaf(J devic;:ion t;f 1he 10 values expressed as% of ihe label claim {do not ! 
1
4

·
60000 l fOUf\d)- STDE\I(X1 .... , X'!O) . I 

I ···-·······~·······················r----·-........................................................................................................... ~. ~-· -·1 
r~·~~~·;~~;·~----~~.~· ·~···········~·~·;~·~~~~~~--··----··----······--··················--------------·--------·························································--····r··--~JI 

I ......................................................................................... L. . ..... """"""""""""""""""""""""""" ........................... : ....................... ~ 

1113.54000 ~A\! I I 
1 .................. ---······::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::···t::··········:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::--···--······----------·-------,--------·c::::::: 
j Result: 

1
t Doe11 net pas;;; pmceed 1o ste;.1 2 1 I 

!ooooooo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~HHHHH,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,, ................................................................................................ ._._._._._._ .... ._._._._._._._._._._._ ..................... -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. ...... -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.•.•-•-•,•••-•••••••••••,•••••••••••••••••••••••ooooo~•---------~-----.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. 
i !~ (USP :·ounding appned} j j c-- ~ t = -====U~ 
! Step 2- content (or v.;e:ght) of 20 adaitior.al ! ! ! 
! . ' .- i : : 
: :;n:ts ··- )\ 1 i, ··. XdO ; I i 

L==-=1=== ~=±] 
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I i\veraqe of the 30 va:ues exoressed as '*· r,f the !abel dairn (do not round} -I I 
i06.5i.l000 ' ~ . ' I 

~~~_,~._ .......................... ._._._._._._._._ ...... -.-.-.-.-.••••••••••••••••••oooooooo~~~~~~HHHH,,~~""!':~~:~~:::~~~~~:~:-=·.~~(l)•••••••••••••·-------·""""~~"'"""""""""""'"'"•"•"•"""""'''''''''''""""""1."""' '"""''"~~ ! Slanaard d:o'Jiation of ttm 30 Vi3lues expressed as % of the l<me: dairn (do not I I 
! 5·

20000 ! rour.d) ..... STDEViX1, -, X30) I I 

r~~;~:::=== :::l~.~~~~~:,,;~;~;;~;=;;;;~:;;h.,:~~~-=l ==1 
~;;:=• = ~;,,,,;,~;~,,::::~:"~;:~,,,;,,,,"''=~ =j 

I 

'"~~ 
~ ... ._._._ ................................... oooooooooooo,,HHHH-.HHHHH,,,,, ................................................. ._._._._._._ ... ._._._._._._._._._._._._ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ooooo••••,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,-~._ ................................ ._._._._._._._._._._._ .. -.-.._.-.•••,•,•••••••••••••••••"H._._._._._._._ .. -.-.-.'>'>'>'o'> ~ 

1

·101.50\lOi.l M vOJiue I 
I 
i 

.r·~~~~~OO~!.}~--~-------------.···.·.·.·.··························--·· .. ······· ....... -~'J~ ~~"-------------------------·--·····················--............................ ~""--------------------......... ········· ............... ! 

! 
~-ooooooooooooo~~~~H~~~H~H~~~~~~~ .............. ._._._._._._._._._._._,,,,, ••• _._•••••••,•, ••••••••••••••••oooooooooooooooooo~~~~~~>>HH~~ ...................... ._._._._._._._._._._._._ .................. _._•_•_•,•,•••••••••••••••••••••••·······················"""""" 

I ......................................................................... .. ............................................................... .. 
r;-~:~ .............................................................. "'~'"''" Minimu:n allov•ed value of 30, expressed as % of i<1bel claim 

~ .... ..,...,... .. ._._._._._._..,..,._._._._._._ ......................... _._•_•_••••••••••ooooooooooooooo••••••>>>>>>>>>>HH >>>>>>>>>>>~ .. """~"""""""""""""""""""""""'"'"'V"""""""""""""""""••••······················~· ..... _.. ......................................................................... ,. •,•••••••••··--········H 

1121U} Maximum allowed v<1IUil of 30, e:qmossed as % ol label c:aim I 

r~~~ = ~- ~- ~~~::m~iO~)= ~~=:= === =+l~-
[ -··········· . L -~~~---~ .............................................................. ---------------------------················· l ....... l .......................................... ... 
Frequently Asked Questions 

Question; What is m<?ant by thu term "special procedure" as found und;;r ContEJnt Uniformity ln the official chapter? 

;\nswer: Typically, t~1e Content Un:form:ty detem:inatio'l is made on individual dosage U'lits using the procedure four.d in !he Assay. Fo: certain 

products, a separate procedure is given ir. the mo:~ograpt:. \N!1ere that is the case, the monograph procedure wou:d bil considered a specia: 

procedure tor content uniformity, Ttmophyllir~e Extended-Release Capsules is an Gxarnple of B 'i:or.og:aph requil.i'lg a special procedure for 

cwtent unifcrm::y, 

QuEJstion: The hi3rmonized <905> Uniformity ot Dosage Units became official on Jar;uary 1, 2007. Does the hllrmonizud chapter 

completely replace the current te;:;t? 

.Answer: YGs, As of .hmumy i. 2007. only the revi:;ed, harmonized chapter text is official. 

Ou0stion; I havil h€3ard from European colleaguf:1s that 0Klsting products may be eKompt from the requirements of th0 harmonizt~d 

chapter and !hat it wm only apply to n0w formulations. Will th~ USP i3l!ow such grandtathering? 

Answer: The harmoniwd chapter text appli~s t(; any mcnog:·apll, new o1· ex!st:ng. that includes a test for Uniformity of Dosage Ur:its. 

Q~wstion: What is thn maKimum i>llowable acceptance value tor Contr;>nt Uniformity testing at level 2, when; a total of 30 dosag.: units 

have been tnsted? Ot!r confusion is in the use of th<;> L 1 and L2 vah.!B:S {15.0 and 25.0, respectively). 

Answer: Content Un:forrnity testing cBn b;J perfor:ne::i in i'NO stages. The t1rst stage has a total of': 0 dosage unifs tested, and an additional 20 

dcsage U'lits are tested :c complete testing i3l1he second stage. L 1 is used as the limit for the acceptance value for bo!h stages of test. l.2 i1> 

u:;ed only ir. tt;e second stage of testing 'Nhere a total of :;o dcsage unite; have been tested, and it :s cnly used in tne r.alcul,>tior: of tt:e a :towed 

limit:; for :nc:vidua: dosage ur.it content. 

Question: Weight Variation is al!owild for he1rd capsules, lmcoated tablets, and fitm-coat!ld tablets contahling 25 mg or more of the 

drug subst01nce comprising 25% or more of the weight of the do&age unit If 01 product, su<;h as an uncoated tablet, contains two drug 

substances but only ons of thsm meet& the requirem0nt for w0eght variation, how can the requirement b0 m0t? 

bt.tr;::...-_l\··-/\A.l\-"·/.liStJ,org/r1rint/tJSP· .. -nfl.notic.es/retired --·corn pend.ialnr1otices/liSp---n.f ... gt.:r.lera l "eha pter... .. 3 ....... 2 5 . ./20 13 
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Answer: Weight Vari<Jiion is generally seen as requiring less lab >'<'otk than the procedum for Contsn! Ur~ifonnlty. Tnt.ls, the allr.·w<Snce to 

substitule Weight Variation fer Coni;;mt Uniformity rnay be seen as offering a benefit to rntlnuf<Jo!urlm~. In tne case of a iwo·--wmpanent tablet. 

ihe Unllormity of Dosage Units test requirement \NIII be met by the VVe;gh! Variation prowdu:·e for the COITipommi ttmt is presenl at 25 mg or 

more .and also comprising 25% of the tolal dosage :Jnit m1:1ss. The other component w:tl require the Content Uniformity p;·ocedure. 

Copyright© 2013 The United States Pharm<Seopel<ll Cmwenlion 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

In the drying of sheet materials which have been coated 
with a layer, or with two or more superposed layers, of 
liquid coating composition, improved drying conditions 
which result in less formation of mottle are provided by 
the use of a foraminous shield, such as a screen or perfo
rated plate, located in close proximity to the coated 
surface. The sheet material, for example a web of paper 
or polymeric film or a succession of discrete sheets of 
paper or polymeric film is conveyed through a drying 
zone, along a predetermined path, while a gaseous dry
ing medium, such as air maintained at an elevated tem
perature, which serves to promote evaporation of the 
liquid medium in the coating composition, is directed 
through the foraminous shield onto the coated surface. 
The foraminous shield functions to promote uniform 
heat transfer conditions and restricts the extent to 
which spent gaseous drying medium, which is dis
charged from the drying zone, comes into contact with 
the surface of the coating, thereby minimizing mottle 
formation. While the foraminous shield is useful in any 
drying operation in which mottle formation is a prob
lem, it is especially advantageous in the drying of photo
graphic materials, particularly those comprising one or 
more layers formed from coating compositions that 
contain volatile organic solvents. 

28 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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METlHIOD AND APPARATUS FOR DRYING 
COATED SlHIEET MATERIAL 

2 
utility not only in manufacturing operations involving 
wet-on-wet coating techniques, but also in manufactur
ing operations involving sequential coating and drying 
steps. As will be readily understood by those skilled in 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates in general to the drying of 

liquid coating compositions that have been coated in the 
form of a layer, or in the form of two or more super
posed layers, on a sheet material; for example, coating 
compositions that have been coated on web supports in 
the manufacture of photographic films and papers or in 
the manufacture of lithographic printing plates. More 
specifically, this invention relates to an improved 
method and apparatus for drying coated sheet materials 
in which the tendency for mottle formation to occur 
during the drying process is significantly reduced. 

5 the coating art, wet-on-wet coating techniques include 
simultaneous multi-layer coating methods, in which 
two or morre distinct layers are applied to a web sup
port at the same time and the resulting multi-layer com
posite is dried, and methods in which distinct layers are 

10 applied separately, but in close succession and the re
sulting multi-layer composite is dried, i.e., a first layer is 
coated on the web and then a second layer is coated 
over the first layer while it is still in a wet state, and so 
forth. In contrast, in operations involving sequential 

15 coating and drying steps, a first layer is coated and 
dried, a second layer is coated over the first layer and 
dried, and so forth. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In the drying of sheet materials that have been coated 
with a layer of liquid coating composition, it is a com- 20 
man practice to utilize a drying apparatus in which a 
gaseous drying medium, usually air that has been heated 
to a suitable elevated temperature, is brought into direct 
contact with the coated layer in order to bring about 
evaporation of the liquid medium from the layer. In 25 
such driers, the gaseous drying medium is directed in a 
manner which distributes it uniformly over the surface 
of the coated layer under carefully controlled condi
tions that are designed to result in a minimum amount of 
disturbance of the layer. A common type of drier uti- 30 
lizes a plenum into which the gaseous drying medium is 
admitted and from which the gaseous drying medium is 
discharged through a multiplicity of holes, slots or noz
zles onto the surface of the layer which is to be dried. In 
the operation of such driers, the sheet material, which is 35 
typically in the form of a web, is continuously conveyed 
through the drier along a predetermined path at a suit
able rate commensurate with the drying load and the 
operating conditions utilized; while spent gaseous dry
ing medium-that is, gaseous drying medium which has 40 
become laden with vapor evaporated from the layer of 
coating composition-is continuously discharged from 
the drier. As the web travels through the drier, the 
gaseous drying medium is directed from the plenum 
onto the coated surface and the spent medium flows 45 
away from the path of travel to be discharged. 

A wide variety of different drier designs are known 
to the art. Thus, for example, the drier can be designed 
so that the flow of spent gaseous drying medium is 
essentially transverse to the path of travel of the web, 50 
i.e., the spent medium flows over the edges of the web 
so as to exit from the drier, or so that the flow of spent 
medium is essentially perpendicular to the path of travel 
of the web. Also, while it is usually most convenient for 
the sheet material to be in the form of a web, it can 55 
instead be in the form of a succession of discrete sheets 
conveyed through the drier by suitable means such as 
an endless belt. 

The drying of sheet materials which have been 
coated with two or more superposed layers is carried 60 
out in the same manner as is described above in refer
ence to a single layer coating. To facilitate description, 
reference is frequently made herein to the coating and 
drying of a "layer" of coating composition, but it is to 
be understood, unless the context otherwise requires, 65 
that the discussion applies also to the coating and drying 
of two or more superposed layers. Moreover, the 
method and apparatus of the present invention find 

One of the most common and difficult to avoid prob
lems that is encountered in the drying of coating com
positions is the formation of mottle. It is a problem that 
is encountered under a wide variety of circumstances. 
For example, mottle, or non-uniform density, is fre
quently encountered when compositions consisting of 
solutions of a polymeric resin in an organic solvent are 
coated in layer form onto sheet materials, such as webs 
of synthetic organic plastic material. Mottle is an espe-
cially severe problem when the coating solvent is a 
volatile organic solvent but can occur to a significant 
extent even with aqueous coating compositions or with 
coating compositions utilizing an organic solvent oflow 
volatility. The mottle is an undesirable defect in some 
instances because it detracts from the appearance of the 
finished product and in some instances, such as in the 
photographic art, it is also undesirable because it ad
versely affects the functioning of the coated article. 
Various expedients have been employed heretofore in 
an effort to eliminate, or at least minimize, the formation 
of mottle in coated layers. For example, surfactants are 
often added to the coating compositions as described, 
for example, in U.S. Pat. No. 3,514,293. These are some
times effective in reducing mottle, but in many cases the 
degree to which mottle forms is still excessive in spite of 
the inclusion of a surfactant in the coating composition. 
It is believed that there are a variety of factors which 
can contribute to the formation of mottle and the exact 
mechanism of its formation is not well understood. 
Regardless of the specific causes of mottle, its formation 
in coated layers, as well as the occurrence of other 
defects such as streaks and lines, is a long standing prob
lem of serious concern in the manufacture of coated 
materials, and especially in the manufacture of photo
graphic products. 

Among the factors which contribute to mottle forma
tion in the drying process are non-uniform drying con
ditions that commonly exist in driers of the type de
scribed hereinabove. Thus, for example, turbulent flow 
conditions within the gaseous drying medium can result 
in physical disturbance of the coated layer that mani-
fests itself as mottle in the dried product. Also, non
uniformities with respect to temperature, with respect 
to heat transfer rates, and with respect to the concentra
tion of vapor in the gaseous drying medium, lead to 
non-uniform rates of evaporation at different points 
within the coated layer. The cooling which results from 
evaporation causes the temperature at the surface of the 
coated layer to decrease, so that variation in the rate of 
evaporation leads to the establishment of temperature 
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differences within the layer. Such temperature differ
ences are believed to function to induce convective 
flow in the layer which is a significant factor in contrib
uting to the formation of mottle. Particular difficulty in 
this regard is caused by the flow of the spent gaseous 5 
drying medium in direct contact with the surface of the 
coated layer. 

The present invention is directed toward the objec
tive of providing an improved method and apparatus 
for drying coated sheet materials which reduces or 10 
eliminates many of the deficiencies in known drying 
methods and apparatus that contribute to the formation 
of mottle. 

4 
cally includes a plenum which is connected to the gase
ous drying medium supply means and functions to pro
vide a controlled uniform flow of the gaseous drying 
medium through a multiplicity of holes, slots or nozzles. 
The foraminous shield, for example a screen or perfo
rated plate which is permeable to the gaseous drying 
medium, is interposed between the plenum and the path 
in opposing spaced relationship with the wall of the 
plenum having the multiplicity of holes, slots or nozzles 
through which the gaseous drying medium flows. The 
foraminous shield is located in close proximity to the 
path, so as to form a quiescent region between it and the 
coated surface in which flow of the spent gaseous dry
ing medium is suppressed and uniform heat transfer 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In the method of this invention, a coated sheet mate
rial is advanced along a predetermined path through a 
drying zone and a gaseous drying medium is uniformly 
directed onto the coated surface of the sheet material so 

15 conditions are promoted, and is spaced from the oppos
ing wall of the plenum to form a region therebetween in 
which flow of the spent gaseous drying medium can 
occur without disturbing the coated surface. 

as to bring about evaporation of the liquid medium in 20 
the coating, with resulting formation of spent gaseous 
drying medium which flows away from the path of 
travel for dischar-ge from the drying zone. In order to 
promote uniform heat transfer conditions and reduce 
the degree to which flowing spent gaseous drying me- 25 
dium contacts the coated surface, and thereby decrease 
the extent of mottle formation, a foraminous shield, 
such as a screen or perforated plate, which is permeable 

While the foraminous shield that is employed in ac
cordance with this invention can extend over the entire 
length of the drier, it is not ordinarily necessary for it to 
do so. It performs its essential function in the initial 
stage of the drying process and, accordingly, is also 
effective when used only in the initial portion of the 
drier. Good results are typically achieved with the fo
raminous shield extending from the start of the drying 
zone over a distance equal to about 5 to about 25 per
cent of the total length of the drying zone. On the other 
hand, the foraminous shield should preferably be of a 
width which is substantially commensurate with the 
width of the coated surface of the sheet material, and 
most preferably somewhat greater than such width, in 
order to provide protection for the entire coated sur
face. Under some conditions, optimum results are 

to the gaseous drying medium, is positioned in opposed 
closely-spaced relationship with the coated surface of 30 
the sheet material. The foraminous shield serves to 
promote flow of the spent gaseous drying medium adja
cent the surface of the shield which is remote from the 
coated surface and to form a quiescent region between 
the shield and the coated surface which is rich in the 
vapor of the liquid medium and in which flow of the 
spent gaseous drying medium is suppressed and uniform 
heat transfer conditions are promoted. 

The foraminous shield is believed to function in sev
eral ways to reduce mottle formation. For example, it 
functions to diffuse currents within the gaseous drying 
medium and thereby protect the coated layer from tur
bulence which can cause physical disruption and defor
mation of the coated layer by impacting thereon. It also 
suppresses dispersion of the vapor generated by evapo
ration of the liquid medium to thereby form a "barrier 
layer" of such vapor between it and the coated surface 
which helps to promote the maintenance of uniform 
conditions of temperature and heat transfer. Of particu
lar importance, it suppresses flow of spent gaseous dry
ing medium directly adjacent the coated surface and 
tends to confine most of such flow to a region on the 
side of the shield which is remote from the coated sur
face, to thereby protect the coated layer from the cre
ation of non-uniform conditions which lead to the for- 55 
mation of mottle. 

35 achieved when a foraminous shield is also utilized in the 
coating zone adjacent the inlet to the drier to protect 
the flow of coating composition from disturbance by 
ambient air currents during the coating operation. Such 
use of a foraminous shield is described in copending 

Apparatus for carrying out the method of this inven
tion includes means for advancing the coated sheet 
material along a predetermined path through a drying 
zone, such as, for example, drive means and rollers 
which form a typical web conveyance system, means 
for uniformly directing a gaseous drying medium onto 
the coated surface of the sheet material, and a forami
nous shield which is positioned in close proximity to the 
path along which the sheet material travels for perform
ing the functions described hereinabove. In order to 
provide the uniform flow of gaseous drying medium, 
for example, warm dry air, the drying apparatus typi-

40 commonly assigned United States patent application 
Ser. No. 139,506, "Coating Apparatus Provided With A 
Protective Shield," by Thomas R. O'Connor, filed Apr. 
11, 1980 and issued Sept. I, 1981, as U.S. Pat. No. 
4,287,240, the disclosure of which is incorporated 

45 herein by reference. To achieve the maximum benefit, 
the foraminous shield should substantially enclose the 
flow of coating composition during the coating opera
tion, should extend over the coated web in the region 
between the coating hopper and the drier, should ex-

SO tend over the coated web as it passes through the en
trance slot into the drier, and should be positioned 
within the drier in close proximity to the path of the 
web over a suitable initial portion of the total length of 
the path. 

Since the foraminous shield of this invention tends to 
suppress the evaporation rate by confining the eva
ported vapor, and thereby slows down the driving pro
cess, it should preferably not extend into the drier fur
ther than is needed to achieve the objective of reducing 

60 mottle formation. In this way, the objective of achiev
ing relatively rapid drying in a drier of reasonable 
length is achieved simultaneously with the objective of 
solving the mottle problem. 

The "drying mottle" with which this invention is 
65 concerned is closely related to, but different from, 

"coating mottle." The formation of coating mottle oc
curs, as the name indicates, in the coating zone, whereas 
the formation of drying mottle occurs in the drying 
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zone. A coating process which is highly effective in 
alleviating coating mottle is described in Democh, U.S. 
Pat. No. 4,051,278 issued Sept. 27, 1977. In this process, 
at least two of (1) the temperature of the atmosphere in 
the coating zone, (2) the temperature of the coating 5 
composition at the point where it is coated on the sup
port, and (3) the temperature of the support at the point 
where the coating composition is applied thereto, are 
maintained at a temperature substantially equivalent to 
the equilibrium surface temperature of the coated layer lO 
within the coating zone. The process of the U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,051,278 is advantageously utilized in combination 
with the present invention so as to minimize both coat
ing mottle and drying mottle. 

6 
ganic solvent. Typical organic solvents include ketones 
such as acetone or methyl ethyl ketone, hydrocarbons 
such as benzene or toluene, alcohols such as methanol 
or isopropanol, halogenated alkanes such as ethylene 
dichloride or propylene dichloride, esters such as ethyl 
acetate or butyl acetate, and the like. Combinations of 
two or more organic solvents can, of course, be utilized 
as the liquid vehicle or the liquid vehicle can be a mixed 
agueous-organic system. 

The weight percentage of solids in the coating com-
position can be as high as ninety percent, or more, but 
will more tyically be in the range of about one to about 
twenty percent by weight. Optimum viscosity for the 
coating composition will depend on the type of coating 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of the apparatus 
of this invention illustrating a preferred embodiment in 
which the foraminous shield extends over only a small 
portion of the total length of the drier. 

15 apparatus employed and can be as high as 60,000 centi
poise, or more, but will more typically be in the range 
from about 1 to about 1,000 centipoise. In addition to 
the film-forming material and the liquid vehicle, the 
coating composition can contain various optional ingre-

FIG. 2 is a representation to a larger scale of the first 
section of the drier of FIG. 1 illustrating in more detail 
the positioning and function of the foraminous shield. 

20 dients such as pigments, surfactants, viscosity modifiers, 
leveling agents, antifoaming agents, and so forth. The 
incorporation of surfactants in the coating composition 
is advantageous in that they serve to reduce the surface 

FIG. 3 is a section taken along line 3-3 of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a further alternative embodiment of 25 

the invention in which the web travels within the drier 
along a vertical path rather than the horizontal path 
illustrated in FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

30 

tension of the composition and to reduce the rate of 
change of surface tension as a function of temperature. 
Accordingly, there is less force causing fluid motion as 
a result of temperature difference within the coated 
layer and, in consequence, a reduced tendency to form 
mottle. 

Coating compositions which present particular diffi
culty because of their pronounced tendency to form 

The invention is described herein with particular mottle are those in which the liquid vehicle is relatively 
reference to the coating and drying of photographic volatile, and it is with these coating compositions that 
materials. This field of manufacture involves highly the method and apparatus described herein are most 
exacting specifications so that the occurrence of mottle, 35 useful. In particular, such compositions are those in 
streaks, lines, or other defects in the coated layer is of which the liquid vehicle is an organic solvent having a 
critical concern. However, the invention is in no way boiling point at atmospheric pressure in the range of 
limited to use in the manufacture of photographic mate- from about 40" C. to about 85" C. 
rials and can be advantageously employed in any pro- The object which is coated and dried by the method 
cess, used in the manufacture of any product, in which 40 of this invention can be composed of any material what-
a gaseous drying medium is utilized in the drying of a ever, as long as it is a material which can be coated with 
coated layer formed from a mottle-prone coating com- a liquid coating composition. It will most typically take 
position and in which the formation of streaks, lines, or the form of a sheet material which is coated as a contin-
mottle in the coating is of concern. Examples of prod- uous web in a continuous coating process, but could 
ucts to whose manufacture the invention is particularly 45 also be in discrete form such as separate sheets carried 
applicable include photothermographic films, dielectric through the coating and drying zones by a conveyor 
recording films and lithographic printing plates. belt or similar device. Typical examples of useful sheet 

A significant reduction in mottle can be achieved by materials are polymeric films such as films of polyesters, 
the method of this invention in the coating and drying polyolefins or cellulose esters; metal foils such as alumi-
of any film-forming material, or mixture of film-forming so num or lead foils, paper, polymer-coated paper such as 
materials, which can be incorporated in a coating com- polyethylene-coated paper; and laminates comprised of 
position which comprises an evaporable liquid medium. various layers of plastics or of plastic and metal foil. 
It is particularly advantageous in the coating and drying Any suitable type of coating apparatus can be used in 
of solutions of polymeric resins in organic solvents the method of this invention. Thus, for example, the 
because such solvents are often relatively volatile in 55 coating composition can be coated by dip coating, air 
nature and, in consequence, coatings formed therefrom knife coating, roll coating, gravure coating, extrusion 
are prone to mottle formation. Among the numerous coating (for example as described in U.S. Pat No. 
examples of film-forming materials with which the in- 2,681,294), multilayer bead coating (for example as de-
vention can be advantageously employed, the following scribed in U.S. Pat. No. 2,761,791), curtain coating (for 
polymers are representative: acetals, acrylics, acetates, 60 example as described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,508,497 and 
cellulosics, fluorocarbons, amides, ethers, carbonates, 3,632,374), and so forth. The coating method used can 
esters, styrenes, urethanes, sulfones, gelatins, and the be one in which only a single layer is coated or two or 
like. The polymers can be homopolymers or they can be more layers can be coated simultaneously. The coating 
copolymers formed from two or more monomers. Liq- speed is limited only by the limitations of the particular 
uid vehicles for use in the coating composition can be 65 coating equipment employed and can be as high as 400 
chosen from a wide range of suitable materials. For meters per minute, or more. Typically, coating speeds 
example, the coating composition can be an aqueous of about lO to about 300 meters per minute would gen-
composition or an organic solution comprising an or- erally be employed in practicing the method described 
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8 
herein. Wet coverage of the coating composition is also 
a matter of choice and will depend upon many factors 
such as the type of coating apparatus employed, the 
characteristics of the coating composition, and the de
sired thickness of the coated layer after drying. Typi- 5 
cally, wet coverages employed in the method of this 
invention will be in the range of from about 0.1 to about 
1,000 cubic centimeters per square meter of support 
surface and more usually in the range of from about 5 to 
about 100 cubic centimeters per square meter. In the 10 
interests of decreasing the formation of mottle, it can be 
advantageous to utilize a high percentage of solids in 
the coating composition to thereby permit coating at a 
low wet coverage and with a high viscosity. This tends 
to immobilize the coating composition and thereby to 15 
reduce convective flow and minimize the formation of 
mottle. 

The problem of mottle formation usually becomes 
increasingly severe as the speed of coating is increased. 
The reason is that as speed of coating is increased a 20 
greater quantity of liquid medium must be removed in 
the drier per unit of time, and this requires a greater 
volume of gaseous drying medium. In consequence, the 
gaseous drying medium must be supplied to the drying 
zone at a greater volumetric flow rate with resulting 25 
increased tendency to disturb the coating and cause 
mottle. Thus, in some instances, coating speed must be 
limited to that at which the level of mottle is tolerable. 
However, with use of the foraminous shield of this 
invention, it is feasible to substantially reduce the level 30 
of mottle while retaining the same coating speed or to 
substantially increase coating speed without any result
ing increase in mottle. 

As previously explained, the method and apparatus of 
this invention are especially useful in drying coating 35 
compositions that contain volatile organic solvents. In 
order to reduce the hazards associated with the drying 
of such compositions, it is advantageous to introduce 
drying air into the drier at a very high volumetric flow 
rate so that the average concentration of solvent in the 40 
drier will be maintained at a low level. The need for 
very high volumetric flow rates results in a requirement 
for relatively high pressures in the plenum and, as a 
consequence, the drying air can travel across the sur
face of the coated layer at relatively high velocities 45 
which can seriously disturb the coated layer. Under 
these circumstances, there is an especially acute need 
for protecting the coated layer against localized cur
rents and the foraminous shield of this invention is very 
effective in performing this function. Moreover, since 50 
the foraminous shield can be located at a substantial 
distance from the plenum, a region of relatively large 
volume can exist therebetween and, accordingly, there 
is an adequate volume of drying air in this region at all 
times to keep the concentration of solvent in the air at a 55 
level far below that at which hazardous conditions 
could develop. In addition to facilitating safe operation 
of driers used to dry coatings containing volatile or
ganic solvents, the method and apparatus of this inven
tion are especially useful in such coating operations 60 
because the coatings are particularly prone to streaking 
and mottle information, and the foraminous shield 
greatly reduces the tendency for these defects to occur. 

In the drying of coating compositions containing 
volatile organic solvents, the drier is typically operated 65 
under negative pressure. In this way, there is an intake 
of air from the surrounding atmosphere through open
ings in the drier, such as the web inlet and exit slots, 

rather than an outflow of solvent laden air from th 
drier to the surroundings as would occur if the driei 
were operated under positive pressure. The intake of air 
at the inlet slot tends to create turbulent conditions 
adjacent thereto which can be a significant factor in the 
formation of mottle, but the foraminous shield of this 
invention is highly effective in protecting the coating 
from such turbulence. 

It is with image-forming compositions that the forma
tion of mottle is usually the greatest problem. Thus, it is 
in the coating of such compositions that the present 
invention is usually most valuable. 

In the method of this invention, gaseous drying me
dium passes from the plenum through the foraminous 
shield to contact the coated layer. At the same time, 
spent gaseous drying medium, containing vapor gener
ated by evaporation of the liquid medium in the coated 
layer, passes through the foraminous shield in the oppo
site direction and flows away from the path of the web 
to exit from the drier. By keeping the flow of the spent 
gaseous drying medium substantially out of contact 
with the surface of the coated layer, such common 
defects as streaking and mottle formation are greatly 
reduced. It should be noted that, under typical condi
tions, only a small fraction of the gaseous drying me
dium coming from the plenum passes through the fo
raminous shield, since most of it flows within the region 
between the foraminous shield and the plenum. Thus, 
the concentration of solvent in this region is quite low as 
compared to the much higher concentration in the qui
escent region between the coated surface and the fo
raminous shield. 

An important feature of the method and apparatus of 
this invention is that the foraminous shield structure 
which is utilized functions to suppress flow of spent 
gaseous drying medium in contact with the surface of 
the coated layer while leaving the spent gaseous drying 
medium free to flow from the drying zone, i.e., the 
foraminous shield structure does not block exit ·of the 
spent gaseous drying medium from the drying zone. 
Thus, for example, in a typical embodiment of the appa
ratus, the spent gaseous drying medium is able to flow 
along the surface of the foraminous shield that is remote 
from the coated layer and pass over the edges of such 
surface and thereafter over the edges of the moving 
web to exit from the drying zone. In this respect, the 
invention differs in a _critical manner from a drier in 
which the plenum is positioned very close to the surface 
of the moving web. In such a drier, there is only the 
narrow zone between the web surface and the plenum 
where spent drying medium can exhaust, and this nar
row zone will have a very high concentration of vapor 
which could pose considerable hazard when the liquid 
medium is an organic solvent. In marked contrast, in 
using the method and apparatus of this invention, there 
can be a relatively spacious zone between the forami
nous shield and the plenum in which spent drying me
dium can exhaust, and in this zone the concentration of 
vapor is sufficiently low to present little or no hazard, 
even with solvents which have a low explosive limit. 

Use of the foraminous shield of this invention can 
result in some degree of suppression of the drying rate. 
However, this is easily accommodated by extending the 
length of the drier or by utilizing drying air which 
impinges on the side of the web opposite the coated 
layer as well as drying air which impinges on the sur
face of the coated layer. The warm air which impinges 
on the side of the web opposite to the coated layer is 
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effective in introducing heat into the web to thereby 
promote evaporation of the liquid medium in the coated 
layer. 

While the method of this invention is particularly 
useful in the coating of compositions containing organic 5 
solvents, it can also be advantageously employed in the 
coating of photographic materials comprising layers 
formed from aqueous solutions of hydrophilic colloids. 
Representative examples of such coating compositions 
are silver halide emulsions in which the hydrophilic 10 
colloid is gelatin. Coating compositions employed in the 
method of this invention can be of various types, such as 
solutions, dispersions, and suspensions. The invention is 
useful in the coating and drying of many types of photo
graphic layers in addition to image-forming Ia yes, such I 5 
as, for example, subbing layers, interlayers, protective 
overcoat layers, antistatic layers and anti-halation lay
ers. 

The path of the sheet material within the drier is a 
matter of design choice and is dependent upon the par- 20 
ticular design of drier that is best suited to accomplish 
the particular job involved. Generally, the sheet mate
rial is conveyed along a horizontal, or substantially 
horizontal, path. However, under particular conditions, 
it may be desirable to utilize a design in which the sheet 25 
material is conveyed along a path which is inclined 
from the horizontal or along a path which is vertical. If 
desired, the drier can utilize a flat-bed design in an initial 
portion thereof, in which the foraminous shield is uti
lized, and a festoon design in a subsequent portion. 30 

As previously explained, the foraminous shield can 
extend throughout the length of the drier, but will most 
usually be utilized only in the initial portion, such as in 
a region extending over about 5 to about 25 percent of 
the total length of the drying zone. The foraminous 35 
shield is most effective in the initial stage of the drying 
process, but is also of some benefit at subsequent stages. 
Thus, if the design of a particular drier renders it im
practical to incorporate the foraminous shield into the 
drier immediately adjacent to the point of entry of the 40 
web, it can be mounted within a region further along 
the path of travel where it can be conveniently accom
modated. 

10 
objective is to provide a uniform rate of heat transfer at 
all points on the coated surface. Numerous factors af
fect such rate of heat transfer, including the temperature 
and humidity of the gaseous medium, the plenum pres
sure, and the spacing between the plenum and the 
coated surface. 

The shield utilized in the practice of this invention 
can be constructed of any suitable foraminous material. 
Examples of useful foraminous materials include metal 
screening, perforated metal plates, plastic sheeting hav
ing a multiplicity of fine holes formed therein, perfo-
rated paper, netting such as nylon or other fabric net
ting stretched taut within a frame, and the like. 

The foraminous shield structure of this invention can 
be made up of a single foraminous element, e.g., a screen 
or perforated plate, or of a plurality, i.e., two, three or 
more, of spaced foraminous elements positioned in rela
tion to one another so as to leave a relatively narrow 
gap therebetween. In other words, the shield structure 
can be of single-walled construction or of multiple
walled construction, e.g., double-walled or triple-
walled. 

Factors affecting the performance of the foraminous 
shield structure of this invention include: 

(I) the size of the perforations, 
(2) the spacing of the perforations, 
(3) the shape of the perforations, e.g., whether they 

are round, square, oval, etc, 
(4) whether the structure is a single-wall or multi-wall 

structure, 
(5) the distance between the walls where it is a multi

wall structure, 
(6) whether or not the perforations are aligned when 

it is a multi-wall structure, 
(7) the thickness of the foraminous material, 
(8) the edge design of the shield structure, 
(9) the distance between the foraminous shield and 

the adjacent wall of the plenum, and 
(10) the distance between the foraminous shield and 

the coated surface of the sheet material. 
All of the above factors are matters of design choice 

and can be varied widely to achieve optimum results 
with a particular drying system. 

Both the size and spacing of the perforations are very 
important features in determining the efficiency with 
which the foraminous shield structures of this invention 
operate. Very good results are typically obtained with 
perforations having a size in the range of from about 0.1 
to about 5 millimeters, and more preferably in the range 

The plenum can be of any design that is useful in 
providing the uniform distribution of gaseous drying 45 
medium that is required in driers of the type described 
herein. The fresh gaseous drying medium can be sup
plied to the plenum at a single inlet, but will more usu
ally be supplied at several inlets depending on the 
length of the drier. 50 of from about 0.25 to about 1.25 millimeters, and with a 

spacing such that the percentage of open area is in the 
range of from about 20 to about 65 percent, and more 
preferably in the range of from about 30 to about 50 

Air that has been heated to a suitable elevated tem
perature is usually used as the gaseous drying medium. 
However, inert gases, such as nitrogen gas, can be used 
in situations where the nature of the coating being dried 
requires their use. 55 

The particular conditions utilized in the process of 
this invention will vary greatly, depending on the par
ticular product being manufactured and the selection of 
optimum conditions for a given product is, in light of 
the disclosure herein, within the ordinary skill of the 60 
art. Factors affecting the process include the design of 
the foraminous shield, the thickness and composition of 
the coated layer or plurality of superposed layers, the 
speed with which the sheet material is conveyed 
through the drier, the design of the drier, and the volu- 65 
metric flow rate, temperature, and moisture content at 
which the air, or other gaseous drying medium, is sup
plied to the drier. In optimization of the process, a key 

percent. (As used herein, size ranges specified for perfo
ration size refer to the diameter of the perforation 
where it is circular and to the maximum dimension 
where it is of a shape other than circular. An alternative 
way of referring to percentage open area is by reference 
to the .. solidity" of the shield, by which is meant the 
fraction of the total flow area blocked by the shield. For 
example, a solidity of0.40 means 40% blocked and 60% 
open). In contrast with the size and spacing of the perfo
rations, the shape of the perforations is not a particu
larly important parameter and, generally speaking, the 
perforations can be of any desired shape. 

It is greatly preferred that the foraminous shield 
structure be a multi-walled structure, i.e., a structure 
with two, three or more walls. In general, the greater 
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the number of walls the more efficient the structure. 
However, under typical conditions, a double-walled 
shield structure is so efficient that the added cost and 
complexity of constructing a triple-walled structure 
would not be justified even though the triple-walled 5 
structure would be somewhat more effective. There is 
usually little to be gained in terms of improved perfor
mance by having more than three walls. When two or 
more walls are used, the distance by which they are 
spaced from one another is an important design factor. 10 
Preferably, the walls are spaced apart a distance in the 
range of from about 0.1 to about 10 centimeters, and 
most preferably a distance in the range of from about 0.3 
to about 1 centimeters. In multi-wall structures, the 
degree to which the perforations of one wall align with 15 
the perforations of an adjacent wall is also a design 
factor affecting the overall performance of the shield 
structure, and it is usually desirable that the perforations 
be positioned so that they are out of alignment with 
those of the adjacent wall. Construction of a type in 20 
which the spaced walls are parallel to one another is 
generally satisfactory, but they can also be positioned in 
non-parallel relationship if desired. 

In using multi-wall shield structures, it is sometimes 
advantageous for the structure to be designed so that 25 
the size of the perforations diminishes progressively, 
with the outermost wall, which is closest to the adjacent 
plenum wall, having the largest perforations and the 
innermost wall, which is closest to the surface of the 
coated layer, having the smallest perforations. For ex- 30 
ample, a multi-wall shield structure could be comprised 
of an outermost wall having perforations with a size of 
1.5 millimeters, an intermediate wall having perfora
tions with a size of I millimeter, and an innermost wal1, 
which would be located closest to the surface of the 35 
coated layer, having perforations with a size of 0.5 
millimeters. 

The thickness of the foraminous material from which 
the shield is formed is also a significant factor in deter
mining operating effectiveness. Generally speaking, it is 40 
desirable that the foraminous material be as thin as is 
practical since, all other factors being equal, a thin ma
terial is more effective than a thick one in reducing 
turbulence. Good results are typically obtained using 
foraminous materials with a thickness of less than about 45 
2 millimeters. Thus, whether the shield is constructed 
from a woven wire screen, in which the thickness is 
dependent on the diameter of the wire from which the 
screen is formed, or from a perforated plate material, it 
is usually advantageous for its thickness to be below the 50 
specified value of about 2 millimeters. 

The edge design of the foraminous shield can also 
affect its performance. Thus, for example, it is preferred 
that the shield extend somewhat beyond the edges of 
the coated layer to avoid disturbance of the coated layer 55 
resulting from "edge-effect" turbulence. As an alterna
tive to extending the shield beyond the edges of the 
coated layer, it can be angled sharply downward along 
its edges. 

Perhaps the most important of all the design factors 60 
relating to the foraminous shield are the distances be
tween the foraminous shield and the adjacent plenum 
wall and between the foraminous shield and the surface 
of the coated layer. The optimum distances are deter
mined by many factors, including the pressure at which 65 
the drying medium is delivered, the size of the perfora
tions, the number of walls, the percentage of open area, 
and so forth. Under typical conditions, good results are 

12 
obtained with a spacing between the foraminous shield 
and the adjacent plenum wall in the range of from about 
5 to about 100 centimeters, and a spacing between the 
foraminous shield and the surface of the coated layer in 
the range of from about l to about 15 centimeters. 

In the apparatus of this invention, the foraminous 
shield is positioned in close proximity to the surface of 
the coated layer, but it is often advantageous for it to be 
relatively widely spaced from the plenum. For example, 
in those instances in which the vapors generated in the 
drying process are explosive, it is desirable that the 
distance between the foraminous shield and the adja
cent plenum wall be large relative to the distance be
tween the foraminous shield and the surface of the 
coated layer, so as to maintain an average vapor con
centration which is at a safe low level. Under such 
circumstances, it is preferred that these distances be in a 
ratio in the range of from about 2 to 1 to about 20 to 1 
and more preferably, in the range of from about 4 to I 
to about 20 to 1. 

A particular advantage of the use of a foraminous 
shield in accordance with this invention is that the air or 
other gaseous drying medium can be supplied from the 
plenum at a greater pressure, without detrimentally 
affecting the coating, than would be feasible without 
the use of the foraminous shield. The delivery of a 
greater volumetric flow of air that results from such 
increased pressure means that the percentage of vapor 
in the spent air is lower. This is highly advantageous in 
dealing with potentially hazardous vapors, such as 
those generated by organic solvents, since it provides a 
greater margin of safety in keeping well below the ex
plosive limits. 

While reference is frequently made herein to a "dry
ing zone," it is to be understood that such zone can, and 
often will, be comprised of a series of sub-zones, each of 
which provides different drying conditions. For exam
ple, the drying zone may consist of a series of sub-zones 
utilizing progressively higher temperatures. Such prac
tices are well established, and their purposes clearly 
understood in the coating and drying arts. 

The method and apparatus of this invention are useful 
in a wide variety of processes. For example, they are 
useful in the drying of either single-layer or multiple
layer coatings; in the drying of non-settable coatings; in 
the drying of settable coatings by various processes 
including those in which a chill-setting zone is used in 
association with a drying zone; and in either or both of 
the drying steps of a sequential coating process in which 
a single or multiple-layer coating is applied over a pre
viously applied and dried single or multiple-layer coat
ing. 

Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 schematically 
illustrates a drier equipped with a foraminous shield in 
accordance with this invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the 
sheet material which is coated is a continuous web 10 
which is unwound from supply roll 12 and passes 
around guide roller 14 and then over coating roll 16 
where it is coated with a plurality of layers of coating 
composition by coating hopper 18. In the coating of 
compositions containing organic solvents, the coating 
hopper would typically be enclosed within a chamber in 
order to keep the solvent from passing into the sur
rounding environment and to provide effective temper
ature control during the coating process, but in coating 
aqueous compositions, such a chamber is generally un
necessary. Immediately after being coated, web 10 
passes through a series of drying chambers 20, 22, 24 
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and 26 in each of which warm dry air is uniformly 
impinged on the coated layers to effect drying thereof. 
The chambers 20, 22, 24 and 26 together define a first 
drying zone, and since this zone can comprise additional 
similar chambers to provide a sufficiently long path of 5 
travel for web 10, the series of chambers is illustrated as 
being broken at several places. A foraminous shield 28, 
composed of stainless steel screening mounted in close 
proximity to the path of web 10 and just above the 
coated surface thereof, extends throughout chamber 20 10 
and partially into chamber 22. Web 10 moves rapidly 
through drying chamber 20 with the coated surface 
thereof spaced from, but in close proximity to, the op
posing surface of stationary foraminous shield 28 to 
thereby create a quiescent zone, i.e., a zone in which 15 
there are no turbulent flow conditions, which is rich in 
the vapor resulting from evaporation of the liquid me
dium in the coating. After passing through the first 
drying zone defined by chambers 20, 22, 24 and 26, web 

14 
flows transversely of the path of web 10 and over the 
edges of web 10 to exit from duct 37. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a drier of different design than that 
shown in FIGS. 1 to 3. As shown in FIG. 4, web 40 is 
unwound from supply roll 42 and passes around guide 
roller 44 into coater-drier 46 and then over coating roll 
48 where it is coated with a layer of organic-solvent
containing coating composition by extrusion hopper 50. 
After being coated, web 40 travels vertically upward, 
over guide roller 52, through the wall of coater-drier 
46, over guide rollers 54 and 56 and onto take-up roll 58. 
As web 10 passes between coating roll 48 and guide 
roller 52, it travels with its coated surface in close prox
imity to foraminous shield 60 which is composed of a 
single layer of stainless steel screening. Drying air is 
supplied via chambers 62 and 64, each of which is con-
nected to a suitable blower (not shown), and exhausted 
via chambers 66 and 68 each of which is connected to a 
suitable vacuum source. Drying air admitted to cham
bers 62 and 64, passes through distributing plates 63 and 
65, respectively, and then through a plurality of nozzles 
67 and 69, respectively, so as to provide a uniform gen
tle flow of air. Warm drying air is also introduced into 
chamber 70 by a blower (not shown) where it impinges 
onto the uncoated surface of web 10 and thereby pro
vides heat to web 10 which assists in bringing about 
evaporation of the solvent in the coated layer. As well 
as exhausting through chambers 66 and 68, spent drying 
air is also exhausted through chamber 72 via discharge 
duct 74 which is connected to a suitable vacuum source. 
As web 40 passes through the drying zone, a quiescent 
solvent-rich zone is formed between shield 60 and the 
coated surface of web 40 in which flow of spent drying 
air is suppressed and the establishment of uniform heat 

10 passes through a second drying zone defined by 20 
chambers 30, 32 and 34. Since the second drying zone 
can comprise additional similar chambers to extend the 
path of travel of web 10, this series of chambers is also 
illustrated as being broken at several places. The first 
drying zone functions to carry out the major portion of 25 
the drying of the coated layers, while the second drying 
zone serves to remove small amounts of residual liquid 
medium remaining in the coated layers and to remove 
liquid medium that has penetrated into web 10. As illus
trated, the drying chambers in the first drying zone are 30 
of a flat-bed design while those in the second drying 
zone are of a festoon design in order to provide an 
extended residence time. After leaving the second dry
ing zone, web 10 passes around guide roll 36 and is 
wound onto take-up roll 38. 35 transfer conditions is promoted. 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged representation of drying cham
ber 20 which better illustrates the flow path of the dry
ing air in relation to foraminous shield 28. As shown in 
FIG. 2, warm dry air is admitted to chamber 20 through 
inlet duct 21 and passes through distributing plate 23 40 
beneath which are mounted a plurality of V -shaped 
baffles 25. The combined functioning of distributing 
plate 23 and baffles 25 serves to provide a uniform dis
tribution of the air and to minimize the formation of air 
currents. Foraminous shield 28, which is comprised of 45 
upper and lower screen elements 31 and 33, is co-exten
sive in width with web 10 and mounted in a position in 
which it is parallel to the closely adjacent coated sur
face of web 10. The mounting of shield 28 is such as to 
permit precise up and down movement so that it can be 50 
adjusted to set an optimum spacing in relation to web 
10. As web li.O travels through chamber 20 along a hori
zontal path defined by a plurality of guide rollers 35, a 
quiescent zone which is rich in solvent vapor is formed 
between the lower surface of screen element 33 and the 55 
surface of the coating on web 10. Spent gaseous drying 
medium flows transversely of the path of web 10 in the 
region between screen element 31 and distributing plate 
23 and passes over the edges of web 10 to exit from 
chamber 20 via exit duct 37. Within the quiescent sol- 60 
vent-rich zone between screen element 33 and the 
coated surface of web 10, transverse flow of spent dry
ing air is suppressed and the establishment of uniform 
heat transfer conditions is promoted. 

As most clearly seen in FIG. 3, fresh drying air passes 65 
through distributing plate 23 and over the edges of 
baffles 25 to provide a steady, uniform, low velocity 
flow which promotes uniform drying. Spent drying air 

A drier of the type illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3 is partic
ularly useful in drying a coated web which requires a 
prolonged residence time, as is often the case where the 
web material is of such a nature that the coating compo
sition is able to penetrate into it, for example a paper 
web. A drier of the type illustrated in FIG. 4 is particu-
larly useful in drying a coating composition which is 
relatively viscous and is applied as a very thin layer, so 
that it has no tendency to run during the vertical travel 
through the drier, and which does not penetrate into the 
web so that drying can be carried out with a brief resi-
dence time, for example the coating of an aluminum 
support with an organic polymeric composition in the 
manufacture oflithographic printing plates. Many other 
types of driers can, of course, be utilized with equal 
effectiveness in putting the principles of this invention 
into practice. 

Use of the present invention in combination with the 
invention disclosed and claimed in the aforementioned 
copending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 139,506, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference, 
is often advantageous. In this regard, the foraminous 
shield can be constructed as a single element which 
substantially encloses the coating apparatus, to protect 
the coating operation from disturbance by ambient air 
currents, and which extends into the drier through the 
web entrance slot. In this way, the foraminous shield 
protects the coating operation, protects the coated web 
as it traverses the distance from the coating apparatus to 
the drier entrance, protects the coated web in the criti
cal region surrounding the entrance slot where turbu-
lent conditions frequently tend to arise, and protects the 
coated web during the drying operation. The forami-
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no us shield need not, of course, be of the same construc
tion throughout to be used in this way. For example, it 
could be of double-walled construction in the region 
surrounding the coating apparatus but of single-walled 
construction within the drier itself, or the perforations 5 
in the foraminous shield could be of a size and spacing 
in the region surrounding the coating operation that is 
best suited for the purpose of protecting the flow of 
coating composition but of a different size and spacing 
in the region that is located within the drier so as to 10 
provide optimum conditions for the drying operation. 

Support 
Test Type of Temperature 
No. Shield ("C.) 

l None 38 
2 None 38 
3 None 38 
4 None 38 
5 None 21 
6 Single-Wall 38 
7 Double-Wall 38 
8 Double-Wall 38 
9 Double-Wall 21 

lO Double-Wall 38 
ll None 21 

Use of both the method of copending U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 139,506 and the method of U.S. 
Pat. No. 4,051,278 in conjunction with the method of 
the present invention is often highly advantageous 30 
where it is important to achieve a very low level of 
mottle. 

16 
nous shield was formed from 20X20 mesh (per squan 
centimeter) stainless steel screen composed of 0.023 err, 
diameter wire. The double-wall foraminous shield was 
formed from the same stainless steel screen with a 0.5 
em spacing between the walls. The test samples were 
visually inspected after drying and rated for mottle in 
accordance with a numerical rating scale in which 0 
represents substantially no observable mottle and 10 
represents severe mottle. 

The conditions utilized and the results obtained are 
summarized in Table I below. 

TABLE 1 
Drier Pressure in Drying Chambers Slot 

Temperature (Pascals! Velocity Mottle 
("C.) No. I No.2 No.3 No.4 (em/sec) Rating 

60 -50 50 -50 50 355 9 
60 -50 50 -50 50 559 8.5 
60 0 50 0 50 355 10 
21 -50 50 -50 50 355 8 
21 -50 50 -50 50 355 5 
60 -50 50 -50 50 355 4 
60 -50 50 -50 50 355 3 
21 -50 50 -50 50 355 3 
21 -50 50 -50 50 355 2 
60 -50 175 -50 175 355 3.5 
21 -50 175 -50 175 355 7 

As indicated by the results reported in Table I, in-
creasing slot veiocity (compare test 1 with test 2) and 
decreasing drier temperature (compare test 1 with test 
4) results in moderate improvement in the degree of 
mottle formation. Also, control of the support tempera-
ture and drier temperature in accordance with the prin
ciples of U.S. Pat. No. 4,051,278 (compare test 4 with 
test 5) brings about a significant improvement. On the 

While the term .. foraminous shield" is believed to be 
aptly descriptive of the device described herein, it could 
also be referred to as a "diffusion means" or as a "flow 
controlling means." 

The invention is further illustrated by the following 
examples of its practice. 

35 other hand, increasing air impingement pressure (com
pare test 5 with test 11) causes a substantial increase in 
the degree of mottle formation. 

Incorporation into the drier of a single-wall forami
nous shield (compare test I with test 6) greatly im-

EXAMPLE 1 

Coating and drying apparatus similar to that shown in 
FIG. 4 herein was used in the preparation of a litho
graphic printing plate. In preparing the printing plate, 

40 proves the results obtained with respect to mottle for
mation. Even better results are achieved with use of a 
double-wall foraminous shield (compare test 6 with test 
7) and such a shield is effective even under conditions of 

an anodized aluminum web having a thickness of 
0.00381 millimeters was coated at a web speed of 45.7 45 
em/sec with a 10 percent by weight solution of a light
sensitive polymeric resin dissolved in methylene chlo
ride. The coating composition was applied at a wet 
coverage of 26.91 ccfm2. After passing the coating 
hopper, the web travelled a distance of about one meter 50 
within the coating compartment, and then passed 
through a slot into a drier composed of four chambers 
each about 0.3 meters in length. Drying of the coating 
was complete by the time the web left the fourth cham
ber, except for a small amount of residual solvent which 55 
was removed in a subsequent curing section. 

Variables investigated in this example were the tem
perature of the aluminum support at the coating appli
cation point, the drier temperature, the pressure of air 
impingement, the air velocity through the slot between 60 
the coating compartment and the drier, and the use of a 
foraminous shield. Both single-wall and double-wall 
foraminous shields were utilized, with the shield, in 
each case, extending over the coated surface of the web 
from the coating hopper through the end of the fourth 65 
drying chamber, and being positioned at a distance of 
2.6 em from the surface of the coating and 7.6 em from 
the adjacent wall of the plenum. The single-wall forami-

high air impingement pressure (see test 10). Optimum 
results were obtained when the principles of U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,051,278 were utilized in combination with the use 
of the foraminous shield of this invention (see test 9). 

EXAMPLE 2 

Coating and drying apparatus having an enclosed 
coating zone, and a horizontally-disposed flat-bed drier 
similar to that shown in FIG. 1 herein, was used to coat 
a poly( ethylene terephthalate) web with a coating com
position comprising a 10 percent by weight solution of 
a light-sensitive polymeric resin dissolved in methylene 
chloride. The web was coated at a speed of 15.2 em/sec 
and the coating composition was applied at a wet cover
age of75.6 ccfm2. The time in the coating zone was 1.9 
seconds, while the total time from the coating applica
tion point to the dry point was 27 seconds. The temper
ature in the drier was 93" C. 

Variables investigated in this example were air im
pingement pressure and the use of a foraminous shield. 
Both single-wall and double-wall foraminous shields 
were utilized, and these shields were constructed in the 
same manner and of the same material as used in Exam
ple I. In each case, the shield was positioned at a dis
tance of 2.5 em from the surface of the coating, and 7.5 
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em from the adjacent wall of the plenum. Variations 
tested included the use of a shield in the coating zone 
and the use of a shield in the first and/or second sections 
of the drier. The residence time for the web in each of 
the first and second sections of the drier was 5.2 sec- 5 
onds. 

The conditions uti1ized and the results obtained are 
summarized in Table II below. 

TABLE II 

T~Ee of Shield Air Impingement 
Test Coating Section 1 Section 2 Pressure 
No. Zone of Drier of Drier (Pascals) 

I None None None 250 
2 None None None 125 
3 None None None 63 
4 Single-Wall None None 125 
4 Single-Wall Single-Wall None 125 
6 Single-Wall Single-Wall Single-Wall 125 
7 None Single-Wall Single-Wall 125 
8 Double-Wall Double-Wall Double-Wall 125 
9 Double-Wall Double-Wall None 125 

10 Double-Wall Double-Wall Double-Wall 250 
(!}Estimated average heat transfer coefficient for drier sections l and 2. 

As indicated by the results reported in Table II, a 
decrease in air impingement pressure results in an im- 25 
provement in mottle (compare test 1 with test 3). Use of 
the foraminous shield substantially reduces mottle with 
best results being achieved where the shield is utilized 
close to the coating point (compare test 6 with test 7). 
The double-wall shield provides a significant improve- 30 
ment in performance as compared with the single-wall 
shield (compare test 6 with test 8). 

EXAMPLE 3 

In this example, the same coating composition, web 35 
and apparatus as are described in Example 2 were used 
to evaluate the effect of variation in the size of the per
forations in the foraminous shield. Two types of shields 
were used, the first being a single-wall shield formed of 
the same 20X20 mesh stainless steel screen that was 40 
used in Examples 1 and 2 and the second being a single
wall shield formed of a 9.5 X 9.5 mesh stainless steel 
screen composed of 0.036 em diameter wire. In each 
case, the screen was positioned at a distance of 2.6 em 
from the surface of the coating, and 6.4 em from the 45 
adjacent wall of the plenum. The drier was operated at 
a temperature of 82" C. and an air impingement pressure 
of 125 Pascals. 

use of a foraminous shield, such as a screen or perfo
rated plate, in close proximity to the surface of a coat
ing, which is undergoing drying by a flowing gaseous 
medium, provides drying conditions which result in less 
formation of mottle, particulaily with coating composi
tions that contain volatile organic solvents. This is an 
entirely unexpected result and provides a simple and 
easily implemented solution to the problem of mottle 

Heat Transfer 
Coefficient 

(Joules/ Mottle 
m2 sec ·c.)(ll Rating 

115 10 
104 9 
93 7.5 

104 6 
99 4 
95 3.5 
95 7 
86 2 
95 3 
86 3 

formation which has long plagued the coating industry, 
and especially that portion of the industry involved 
with the coating of photographic materials. 

The invention has been described in detail with par-
ticular reference to preferred embodiments thereof, but 
it will be understood that variations and modifications 
can be effected within the spirit and scope of the inven
tion. 

We claim: 
1. In a method for drying a sheet material which has 

been coated on a surface thereof with at least one layer 
of a mottle-prone coating composition containing a 
liquid medium that is capable of being evaporated from 
said coating composition by contact with a gaseous 
drying medium, said method comprising the steps of 
advancing said coated sheet material along a predeter
mined path through a drying zone and uniformly direct
ing a gaseous drying medium onto the coated surface of 
said sheet material so as to bring about evaporation of 
said liquid medium with resulting formation of spent 
gaseous drying. medium which flows away from said 
path for discharge from said drying zone; the improve
ment which comprises advancing said sheet material The conditions utilized and the results obtained are 

summarized in Table III below: 

TABLE III 
T~Ee of Shield 

Test Coating Section 1 Section 2 Mottle 

50 with said coated surface in opposed closely spaced rela
tionship with a foraminous shield which is permeable to 
said gaseous drying medium, so as to promote flow of 
said spent gaseous drying medium adjacent to the sur
face of said shield which is remote from said coated 

No. Zone of Drier 

1 None None 
2 20 X 20 None 
3 20 X 20 20 X 20 
4 20 X 20 20 X 20 
5 9.5 X 9.5 None 
6 9.5 X 9.5 9.5 X 9.5 
7 9.5 X 9.5 9.5 X 9.5 

of Drier 

None 
None 
None 
20 X 20 
None 
None 
9.5 X 9.5 

Rating 

10 
6 
4 
4 
8 
6 
5.5 

55 surface and to form a quiescent region between said 
shield and said coated surface which is rich in the vapor 
of said liquid medium and in which flow of said spent 
gaseous drying medium is suppressed and uniform heat 
transfer conditions are promoted, whereby formation of 

60 mottle in said coating is reduced. 
2. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said sheet 

material is a synthetic organic polymeric film. 
As indicated by the data reported in Table III, both 

types of screen provide a significant improvement in 
mottle, but the 20X 20 screen, which is of finer mesh, is 65 
more effective than the 9.5 X 9.5 screen. 

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said sheet 
material is a poly(ethylene terephthalate) film. 

4. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said liquid 
medium comprises an organic solvent. 

While applicants are not sure of the exact mechanisms 
whereby their invention functions, it is apparent that the 

5. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said liquid 
medium comprises an organic solvent having a boiling 
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point at atmospheric pressure of from about 40• C. to 
about ss· c. 

6. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said gase
ous drying medium is warm dry air. 

20 
surface of said sheet material so as to bring about evapo
ration of said liquid medium with resulting formation of 
spent gaseous drying medium which flows away from 
said path for discharge from said drying zone; said 

7. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said coat
ing composition is a photographic coating composition. 

8. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said fo
raminous shield is a single-walled structure. 

9. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said fo
raminous shield is a multi-walled structure, each wall of 
which is comprised of a foraminous material. 

5 method comprising interposing a foraminous shield, 
which is permeable to said gaseous drying medium, in 
opposed closely spaced relationship with said coated 
surface so as to promote flow of said spent gaseous 
drying medium adjacent to the surface of said shield 

10. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
foraminous shield is composed of screen material. 

11. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
foraminous shield is composed of perforated plate mate
rial. 

10 which is remote from said coated surface and to form a 
quiescent region between said shield and said coated 
surface which is rich in the vapor of said liquid medium 
and in which flow of said spent gaseous drying medium 
is suppressed and uniform heat transfer conditions are 

15 promoted, whereby formation of mottle in said coating 
is reduced. 

12. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
foraminous shield is composed of foraminous material 
having perforations with a size in the range of from 
about 0.25 to about 1.25 millimeters and a percentage 
open area in the range of from about 30 to about 50 
percent. 

17. Apparatus for drying a sheet material which is 
coated on a surface thereof with at least one layer of a 
mottle-prone coating composition containing a liquid 

20 medium that is capable of being evaporated from said 
coating composition by contact with a gaseous drying 
medium, said apparatus comprising: 

13. A method ·as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
foraminous shield extends from the start of said drying 
zone over a distance equal to about 5 to about 25 per- 25 
cent of the total length of said drying zone. 

14. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
coated sheet material is a web comprised of aluminum 
coated with a layer of a coating composition adapted to 
form a lithographic printing plate, said coating compo- 30 
sition comprising a light-sensitive polymeric resin dis
solved in an organic solvent. 

15. In a method for drying a web which has been 
coated on a surface thereof with at least one layer of a 
mottle-prone coating composition containing a liquid 35 
medium that is capable of being evaporated from said 
coating composition by contact with a gaseous drying 
medium, said method comprising the steps of advancing 
said coated web along a predetermined path through a 
drying zone and uniformly directing a gaseous drying 40 
medium onto the coated surface of said web so as to 
bring about evaporation of said liquid medium with 
resulting formation of spent gaseous drying medium 
which flows transversely to said path for discharge 
from said drying zone; the improvement which com- 45 
prises advancing said sheet material with said coated 
surface in opposed closely spaced relationship with a 
foraminous shield which is substantially commensurate 

means for advancing said coated sheet material along 
a predetermined path through a drying zone, 

means adjacent to said path for uniformly supplying a 
gaseous drying medium to said coated surface so as 
to bring about evaporation of said liquid medium 
with resulting formation of spent gaseous drying 
medium which flows away from said path for dis
charge from said drying zone, and 

shield means for reducing the tendency for mottle 
formation in said coating, said shield means being 
comprised of a foraminous material which is per
meable to said gaseous drying medium and being 
interposed between said path and said supply 
means in close proximity to said coated surface, so 
as to promote flow of said spent gaseous drying 
medium adjacent to the surface of said shield means 
which is remote from said coated surface and form 
between said coated surface and said shield means 
a quiescent region which is rich in the vapor of said 
liquid medium and in which flow of said spent 
gaseous drying medium is suppressed and uniform 
heat transfer conditions are promoted, whereby 
formation of mottle in said coating is reduced. 

18. Apparatus for drying a sheet material which is 
coated on a surface thereof with at least one layer of a 
mottle-prone coating composition containing a liquid 
medium that is capable of being evaporated from said 

50 coating composition by contact with a gaseous drying 
medium, said apparatus comprising: 

in width with said coated surface and permeable to said 
gaseous drying medium, so as to promote transverse 
flow of said spent gaseous drying medium adjacent to 
the surface of said shield which is remote from said 
coated surface and to form a quiescent region between 
said shield and said coated surface which is rich in the 
vapor of said liquid medium and in which transverse 55 
flow of said spent gaseous drying medium is suppressed 
and uniform heat transfer conditions are promoted, 
whereby formation of mottle in said coating is reduced. 

16. A method for reducing mottle in the drying of a 
coated sheet material, said sheet material having been 60 
coated on a surface thereof with at least one layer of a 
mottle-prone coating composition containing a liquid 
medium that is capable of being evaporated from said 
coating composition by contact with a gaseous drying 
medium, and said drying being carried out by the steps 65 
of advancing said coated sheet material along a prede
termined path through a drying zone and uniformly 
directing a gaseous drying medium onto the coated 

means for advancing said coated sheet material along 
a predetermined path through a drying zone, 

means for supplying said gaseous drying medium to 
said drying zone, 

a plenum which is located within said drying zone 
adjacent to said path and is connected to said sup
ply means, said plenum serving to uniformly direct 
said gaseous drying medium onto the coated sur
face of said sheet material so as to bring about the 
evaporation of said liquid medium with resulting 
formation of spent gaseous drying medium which 
flows away from said path for discharge from said 
drying zone, and 

a foraminous shield which is interposed between said 
plenum and said path, said shield being permeable 
to said gaseous drying medium and having one 
surface thereof in opposing spaced relationship 
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with said plenum and the opposite surface thereof 
in opposing spaced relationship with said path, said 
shield being in close proximity to said path, so as to 
form a quiescent region between said shield and 
said coated surface which is rich in the vapor of 5 
said liquid medium and in which flow of said spent 
gaseous drying medium is suppressed and uniform 
heat transfer conditions are promoted, and being 
spaced from said plenum to form a region therebe
tween in which flow of said spent gaseous drying 10 

medium can occur without disturbing said coated 
surface, whereby formation of mottle in said coat
ing is reduced. 

19. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein said 
foraminous shield is a single-walled structure. 15 

20. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein said 
foraminous shield is a multi-walled structure, each wall 
of which is comprised of a foraminous material. 

21. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein said 20 
foraminous shield is composed of screen material. 

· 22. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein said 
foraminous shield is composed of perforated plate mate
rial. 

23. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein said 25 
foraminous shield is composed of foraminous material 
having perforations with a size in the range of from 
about 0.25 to about 1.25 millimeters and a percentage 
open area in the range of from about 30 to about 50 
percent. 30 

24. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein the 
spacing between said foraminous shield and the oppos
ing surface of said plenum is in the range of from about 
5 to about 100 centimeters. 

25. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein the 35 
spacing between said foraminous shield and said path is 
in the range of from about 1 to about 15 centimeters. 

26. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein the 
ratio between (1) the spacing between said foraminous 
shield and the opposing surface of said plenum, and, (2) 40 
the spacing between said foraminous shield and said 
path, is in the range of from about 4 to 1 to about 20 to 
1. 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 

22 
27. Apparatus as claimed in claim 18 wherein said 

foraminous shield extends from the start of said drying 
zone over a distance equal to about· 5 to about 25 per
cent of the total length of said drying zone. 

28. Apparatus for drying a web which is coated on a 
surface thereof with at least one layer of a mottle-prone 
coating composition containing a liquid medium that is 
capable of being evaporated from said coating composi
tion by contact with a gaseous drying medium, said 
apparatus comprising: 

means for advancing said coated web along a prede
termined path through a drying zone, 

means for supplying said gaseous drying medium to 
said drying zone, 

a plenum which is located within said drying zone 
adjacent to said path and is connected to said sup
ply means, said plenum serving to uniformly direct 
said gaseous drying medium onto the coated sur
face of said web so as to bring about the evapora
tion of said liquid medium with resulting formation 
of spent gaseous drying medium which flows trans
versely to said path for discharge from said drying 
zone, and 

a foraminous shield which is substantially commensu
rate in width with said coated surface interposed 
between said plenum and said path, said shield 
being permeable to said gaseous drying medium 
and having one surface thereof in opposing spaced 
relationship with said plenum and the opposite 
surface thereof in opposing spaced relationship 
with said path, said shield being in close proximity 
to said path, so as to form a quiescent region be
tween said shield and said coated surface which is 
rich in the vapor of said liquid medium, and in 
which transverse flow of said spent gaseous drying 
medium is suppressed and uniform heat transfer 
conditions are promoted, and being spaced from 
said plenum to form a region therebetween in 
which transverse flow of said spent gaseous drying 
medium can occur without disturbing said coated 
surface, whereby formation of mottle in said coat
ing is reduced. 

* * * * * 
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A plurality of drying subzones are within the first drying 
zone. At least two of the plurality of drying subzones employ 
different and controllable drying conditions. Physical barri
ers are not required to create the plurality of drying sub
zones. 

59 Claims, 13 Drawing Sheets 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR DRYING A 
COATING ON A SUBSTRATE EMPLOYING 

MULTIPLE DRYING SUBZONES 

2 
usually caused by air movement over the coating before it 
enters the dryer, as it enters the dryer, or in the dryer (see for 
example, "Modern Coating and Drying Technology," Eds. 
E. D Cohen, E. B. Gutoff, VCH Publishers, NY, 1992; p. 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 08/625,469 
filed Mar. 29, 1996 abandoned. 

5 288). 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to methods for drying coat
ings on a substrate and more particularly to methods for 10 

drying coatings used in making imaging articles. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Mottle is a problem that is encountered under a wide 
variety of conditions. For example, mottle is frequently 
encountered when coatings comprising solutions of a poly
meric resin in an organic solvent are coated onto webs or 
sheets of synthetic organic polymer substrates. Mottle is an 
especially severe problem when the coating solution con-
tains a volatile organic solvent but can also occur to a 
significant extent even with aqueous coating compositions 
or with coating compositions using an organic solvent of low 

15 volatility. Mottle is an undesirable defect because it detracts 
The production of high quality articles, particularly 

photographic, photothermographic, and thermographic 
articles, consists of applying a thin film of coating solution 
onto a continuously moving substrate. Thin films can be 
applied using a variety of techniques including: dip coating, 
forward or reverse roll coating, wire-wound coating, blade 

20 coating, slot coating, slide coating, and curtain coating (see, 
for example, L. E. Scriven; W. J. Suszynski; Chem. Eng. 
Prog. 1990, September, p. 24). Coatings can be applied as 
single layers or as two or more superposed layers. While it 
is usually most convenient for the substrate to be in the form 
of a continuous substrate, it can also be in the form of a 25 

succession of discrete sheets. 
The initial coating is either a mixture of solvent and solids 

from the appearance of the finished product. In some 
instances, such as in imaging articles, it is further undesir
able because it adversely affects the functioning of the 
coated article. 

Substrates that have been coated are often dried using a 
drying oven which contains a drying gas. The drying gas, 
usually air, is heated to a suitable elevated temperature and 
brought into contact with the coating in order to bring about 
evaporation of the solvent. The drying gas can be introduced 
into the drying oven in a variety of ways. Typically, the 
drying gas is directed in a manner which distributes it 
uniformly over the surface of the coating under carefully 
controlled conditions that are designed to result in a mini-or a solution and must be dried to obtain the final dried 

article. While the cost of a coating process is determined by 
the coating technique, the cost of a drying process is often 
proportional to the desired line speed (see E. D. Cohen; E. 

3D :;:ga:a~~~~fi~~~~~~n~:S o!~?~h c~::e:e~~:~-l~:ns~~~~ 

J. Lightfoot; E. B. Gutoff; Chem. Eng. Prog. 1990, 
September, p. 30). The line speed is limited by the capa
bilities of the oven. To reduce costs, it is desirable that the 

35 
removal of solvent from the coating be as efficient as 
possible. This is generally accomplished by transferring heat 
to the coated article as efficiently as possible. This is often 
accomplished by increasing the velocity of the drying gas at 
the coating surface, thereby increasing heat transfer and 

40 
solvent evaporation and thus drying the coating more 
quickly. The resulting turbulent air, however, increases the 
tendency for defect formation. 

45 

solvent vapor evaporated from the coating, is continuously 
discharged from the dryer. 

Many industrial dryers use a number of individually 
isolated zones to allow for flexibility in drying characteris
tics along the drying path. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 
5,060,396 describes a zoned cylindrical dryer for removing 
solvents from a traveling substrate. The multiple drying 
zones are physically separated, and each drying zone may 
operate at a different temperature and pressure. Multiple 
drying zones are desirable because they permit the use of 
successively lower solvent vapor composition. German Pat. 
No. DD 236,186 describes the control of humidity and 
temperature of each drying zone to effect maximum drying 
at minimum cost. Soviet Pat. No. SU 620766 describes a 
multistage limber dryer with staged temperature increases 
that reduce the stress \\rithin the timber. 

The process of applying a coating to and drying that 
coating on a substrate can inherently create defects, includ
ing Benard cells, orange peel, and mottle. Benard cells are 
defects arising from circulatory motion within the coating 
after it has been applied (see C. M. Hanson; P. E. Pierce; 
Cellular Convection in Polymer Coatings-An Assessment, 
12 Ind. Eng. Chern. Prod. Res. Develop. 1973, p. 67). 

Usually, when multiple zones are present in an oven, they 
are isolated from one another. The coated substrate is 

50 transferred between the zones through a slot. In order to 
minimize the air and heat flow between zones and to be able Orange peel is related to Benard cells. Orange peel is most 

common in fluid coatings which have a high viscosity to 
solids ratio. This is due to the tendency of such systems to 
"freeze in" the topography associated with Benard cells 
upon loss of relatively small amounts of solvent. The 55 

topography can be observed as a small scale pattern of fine 
spots like the surface of an orange peel. The scale of the 
pattern is on the order of millimeters and smaller. 

Mottle is an irregular pattern or non-uniform density 
defect that appears blotchy when viewed. This blotchiness 
can be gross or subtle. The pattern may even take on an 
orientation in one direction. The scale can be quite small or 
quite large and may be on the order of centimeters. Blotches 
may appear to be different colors or shades of color. In 
black-and-white imaging materials, blotches are generally 
shades of gray and may not be apparent in unprocessed 
articles but become apparent upon development. Mottle is 

to effectively control the drying conditions in each zone, this 
slot typically has as small a cross-section as possible that 
will still allow the substrate to pass between zones. 
However, the adjacent zones are in communication with one 
another through the slot and thus there is typically a pressure 
difference between zones. Air flows from one zone to 
another; and since the dimensions of the slot are small, the 
air gas velocity is high. Therefore the slots between ovens 

60 tend to be sources for mottle defects. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,365,423 discloses an apparatus and 
method for drying to reduce mottle. FIG. 1 shows an 
embodiment of this invention. The drying apparatus 2A uses 
a foraminous shield 4A to protect the liquid coating 6A from 

65 air disturbances. The foraminous shield 4A is described to be 
a screen or perforated plate that sets up a "quiescent" zone 
above the substrate promoting uniform heat and mass trans-
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causes the water to evaporate at a moderate rate but more 
rapidly than the organic solvents, thus achieving coales
cence of the paint and avoiding the trapping of liquids in a 
surface-hardened paint layer. Bubble formation is reportedly 

fer conditions. The shield 4A is also noted to restrict the 
extent to which spent drying gas, which is impinged toward 
the liquid coating 6A, comes in contact with the surface of 
the coating. This method is reported to be especially advan
tageous in drying photographic materials, particularly those 
comprising one or more layers formed from coating com
positions that contain volatile organic solvents. This appa
ratus and method has the limitation that it slows the rate of 
drying. 

5 eliminated by controlling the vapor pressure of the volatile 
solvent within the film. The formation of mottle occurs due 
to a different mechanism than blisters and requires different 
methods for control and elimination. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,894,927 describes a process for drying a 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,999,927 discloses another apparatus and 

method for drying a liquid layer that has been applied to a 
carrier material moving through a drying zone and which 
contains both vaporizable solvent components and non
vaporizable components. FIG. 2 illustrates this apparatus 2B 
and method. Drying gas flows in the direction of the carrier 
material SB and is accelerated within the drying =ne in the 
direction of flow. In this manner, laminar flow of the 
boundary layer of the drying gas adjacent to the liquid layer 

10 moving web coated with a coating composition containing a 
flammable organic solvent. The web is passed through a 
closed-type oven filled with an inert gas and planer heaters 
on top and bottom of the web. The coating surface is 
reported to be barely affected by movement of the inert 

15 drying gases due to the small amounts of gas required. No 
discussion of the criticality of the gas flow system or of the 
need to prevent mottle is given. 

on the carrier material is maintained. By avoiding turbulent 
air flow, mottle is reduced. 

Examples of two other known drying apparatuses and 
methods are shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. FIG. 3 schematically 
shows a known drying apparatus 2C in which air flows (see 
arrows) from one end of an enclosure to the other end. The 
airflow is shown in FIG. 3 as being parallel ami counter to 25 

the direction of travel of the coated substrate (i.e., counter
current). Parallel cocurrent airflow is also known. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,077,912 describes a process for drying a 
continuously traveling web coated with a coating composi-

20 tion containing an organic solvent. The coating is first dried 
using hot air until the coating is set-to-touch. It is sufficient 
that the drying conditions, such as temperature and hot air 
velocity, are adjusted so as to obtain the set-to-touch con-

FIG. 4 schematically shows a known drying apparatus 2D 
which involves the creation of impingement airflow (see 

30 
arrows), that is more perpendicular to the plane of the 
substrate SD. The impinging air also acts as a means for 
floating or supporting the substrate through the oven. 

dition. Set-to-touch corresponds to a viscosity of 108 to 1010 

poise. Residual solvent is then removed using a heated roll. 
This method is said to reduce drying defects, decrease 
drying time, and reduce oven size. No discussion on the 
construction of the oven, methods of drying, or the criticality 
of the gas flow system and path is given. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,147,690 describes a process and apparatus 
for drying a liquid film on a substrate which includes a lower 
gas or air supply system and an upper gas or air supply 
system. Heated gas on the underside of the substrate forms 
a carrying cushion for the substrate and at the same time 
supplies drying energy to the substrate. The exhaust air is 
carried away through return channels. Slots for the gas 
supply and return are arranged alternately in the lower gas 
system. The upper gas or air supply system has a greater 
width than the lower gas or air supply system. In the upper 
gas or air supply system, the supply air or gas is diverted by 
baffles onto the substrate and returned over the substrate web 
as return air or gas. The upper gas or air supply system is 
subdivided into sections for the supply air and exhaust air, 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,051,278 describes a method for reducing 
mottle caused by solvent evaporation in the coating zone. 35 
Coating a substrate with reduced mottle, such as coating a 
composition comprising a film-forming material in an 
evaporable liquid vehicle onto a flexible web or synthetic 
organic polymer, is achieved by maintaining at least two of 
the following at a temperature substantially equivalent to the 40 
equilibrium surface temperature of the coated layer at the 
coating zone: (1) the temperature of the atmosphere at the 
location of coating; (2) the temperature of the coating 
composition at the location of coating; and (3) the tempera
ture of the substrate at the coating zone. The equilibrium 
surface temperature is defined as the temperature assumed 

45 
each section includes two filter plates of porous material. 

by the surface of a layer of the coating composition under 
steady state conditions of heat transfer following evapora
tive cooling of the layer at the coating zone. After coating, 
drying of the coated layer is carried out by conventional 50 
techniques. This invention includes methods of drying while 
preventing mottle formation by controlling temperature (i.e., 
by cooling) at the coating zone and does not address 
temperature control or mottle formation within the drying 
oven. Furthermore, this method would be useful only for 55 
coatings that cool significantly due to evaporative cooling 
which subsequently causes mottle. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,872,270 describes a method of drying 
latex paint containing water and one or more high boiling 
organic solvents coated onto a carrier film. The process 60 

yields a dried paint layer free of blisters and bubble defects. 
The coated film is passed continuously through a series of at 
least three drying stages in contact with warm, moderately 
humid air and more than half of the heat required for 
evaporation is supplied to the underside of the film. Drying 65 

conditions in at least each of the first three stages are 
controlled to maintain a film temperature profile which 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,433,973 discloses a method of coating a 
magnetic recording media onto a substrate, wherein the 
coating is substantially free of Benard cells. The method 
comprises the steps of: (a) providing a dispersion compris
ing a polymeric binder, a pigment, and a solvent; (b) coating 
the dispersion onto the surface of a substrate; (c) drying the 
dispersion; (d) calculating values comprising Jl, f3, and d 
representing the viscosity, temperature gradient, and wet 
caliper of the dispersion respectively; and (e) during the 
course of carrying out steps (a), (b), and (c), maintaining the 
ratio 

f3 d2/Jl 
below a threshold value sufficient to substantially prevent 
the formation of Benard Cells in the magnetic recording 
media coating. No discussion of the interior of the drying 
oven and arrangement of air inlets and exhausts is given. 

A number of methods involve the control of the drying gas 
within the oven. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,001,845 
describes a control system for an industrial dryer used to 
remove a flammable solvent or vapors from a traveling web 
of material. Sensors within each zone measure the oxygen 
content of the pressurized atmosphere. If the oxygen content 
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exceeds a given limit, an inert gas is added. At the same 
time, the pressure is maintained within the oven body by 
releasing excess gas to the atmosphere. 

6 
is heated. This approach, however, is not advantageous when 
a polymer substrate is used. Possible scratching of the 
polymer substrate can generate small particulates which can 
be deposited on the coating. U.S. Pat. No. 3,494,048 U.S. Pat. No. 5,136,790 describes a method and apparatus 

for drying a continuously moving web carrying a liquid, 
wherein the web is passed through a dryer in which the web 

5 describes the use of mechanical means to divert air flow at 
the edge of the web. Baffles are noted as deflecting air and 
preventing air from penetrating behind paper in an ink dryer 
and from lifting the paper from a drum. Keeping the paper 

is exposed to a recirculating flow of heated drying gas. 
Exhaust gas is diverted and discharged from the recirculat
ing gas flow at a gas velocity which is variable between 
maximum and minimum levels, and makeup gas is added to 10 

the recirculating gas flow at a gas velocity which is also 
variable between maximum and minimum levels. A process 
variable is sensed and compared to a selected set point. A 
first of the aforesaid flow rates is adjusted to maintain the 
process variable at the selected set point, and a second of the 
aforesaid flow rates is adjusted in response to adjustments to 
the first drying gas velocity in order to insure that the first 
drying gas velocity remains between its maximum and 
minimum levels. No discussion of the interior of the drying 
oven and arrangement of air inlets and exhausts is given. 

on the drum prevents the drying ink from being smeared. 
A need exists for a drying apparatus and method which 

reduces, if not eliminates, one or more coating defects such 
as mottle and orange peel, yet permits high throughput. In 
addition to the drying of coatings used to make 
photothermographic, thermographic, and photographic 

15 articles, the need for improved drying apparatus and meth
ods extends to the drying of coatings of adhesive solutions, 
magnetic recording solutions, priming solutions, and the 
like. 

20 

Soviet Pat. No. SU 1,276,889 describes a method for 
controlling drying gas by controlling the air gas velocity 
within the oven. In this method, fan speed in one zone is 
adjusted, controlling the air flow rate, in order to maintain 
the weh temperature at the outlet to a specified temperature. 25 

This approach is limited in that increasing the air gas 
velocity in order to meet a drying specification can lead to 
mottle. 

SUMMARY OF 1HE INVENTION 

The present invention can be used to dry coated 
substrates, and particularly to dry coated substrates used in 
the manufacture of photothermographic, thermographic, and 
photographic articles. More importantly, the present inven
tion can do this without introducing significant mottle and 
while running at higher web speeds than known drying 
methods. 

One embodiment includes a method for evaporating a 
The physical state of the drying web can also be used to 

control the drying ovens. For example, in Soviet Pat. No. SU 
1,276,889, noted above, the temperature of the web at the 
outlet of the oven was used to set the air flow rate. 

30 ~o:~:~r~~t::~ t:i:~~~~~nt~~~;!~~~~~b~~r~~~~:f:~et~! 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,010,659 describes an infrared drying 
system for monitoring the temperature, moisture content, or 
other physical property at particular zone positions along the 
width of a traveling web, and utilizing a computer control 
system to energize and control for finite time periods a 
plurality of infrared lamps for equalizing physical property 
and drying the web. The infrared drying system is particu
larly useful in the graphic arts industry, the coating industry 
and the paper industry, as well as any other applications 
requiring physical property profiling and drying of the width 
of a traveling web of material. No discussion of the interior 
of the drying oven and arrangement of air inlets and exhausts 
is given. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,634,840 describes a method for control
ling the drying temperature in an oven used for heat-treating 
thermoplastic sheets and films. A broad and continuous sheet 

coating solvent is evaporating. The method includes the step 
of providing a drying oven having an enclosure having an 
inlet and an outlet and defining at least a first drying zone. 

35 
The oven also includes the ability to create a plurality of 
drying subzones within the at least one first drying zone. At 
least two of the plurality of drying subzones employ differ
ent drying conditions. Physical barriers are not required to 
create the plurality of drying subzones. Another step 

40 
includes controlling the drying conditions within the at least 
two of the plurality of drying subzones. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is similar to 
the first embodiment but where a first plurality of subzones 
adjacent to the second substrate surface predominantly 

45 
causes the evaporating of the coating solvent. 

or film is uniformly heated in a highly precise manner and 
with a specific heat profile by using a plurality of radiation 50 

heating furnaces, wherein in the interior of each radiation 
heating furnace, a plurality of rows of heaters are arranged 
rectangularly to the direction of delivery of the sheet or film 

Another embodiment of the present invention is similar to 
the first embodiment but where an opening between the 
plurality of sub zones is sufficiently large such that a pressure 
differential within the plurality of subzones created by the 
opening is insufficiently large to minimize the formation of 
mottle. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is similar to 
the first embodiment but where the oven includes at least a 
first drying gas supply port and a second drying gas supply 
port and at least a first drying gas removal port and a second 
drying gas removal port. The first drying gas removal port is 

to be heated. A thermometer for measuring the temperature 

positioned relative to the first drying gas supply port to 
create a first drying subzone of the plurality of drying 
subzones by substantially removing drying gas supplied by 

of the sheet or film is arranged in the vicinity of an outlet for 55 

the sheet or film outside each radiation heating furnace. 
Outputs of heaters arranged within the radiation heating 
furnaces located just before the respective thermometers are 
controlled based on the temperatures detected by the respec
tive thermometers by using a computer. 60 the first drying gas supply port. The second drying gas 

removal port is positioned relative to the second drying gas 
supply port to create a second drying subzone of the plurality 
of drying subzones by substantially removing drying gas 

Two other patents address drying problems, but fail to 
address the problem of mottle. U.S. Pat. No. 3,849,904 
describes the use of a mechanical restriction of air flow at the 
edge of a web. Adjustable edge deckles are noted as forming 
a seal with the underside of a fabric allowing for different 65 

heating conditions to occur at the edge. '1his allows the edge 
of the fabric to be cooled while the remainder of the fabric 

supplied by the second drying gas supply port. 
Another embodiment of the present invention includes an 

apparatus for evaporating a coating solvent from a coating 
on a first substrate surface of a substrate and minimizing the 
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formation of mottle as the coating solvent is evaporating. 
The apparatus includes a drying oven having an enclosure 
having an inlet and an outlet and defining at least a first 
drying zone. The oven has the ability to create a plurality of 
drying subzones within the at least one first drying zone. At 5 

least two of the plurality of drying subzones employ differ
ent drying conditions. Physical barriers are not required to 
create the plurality of drying subzones. The apparatus has 
the ability to control the drying conditions within the at least 
two of the plurality of drying subzones. 10 

8 
FIG. 6 is a partial side view of the drying apparatus shown 

in FIG. 5; 
FIG. 7 is a partial sectional view of the drying apparatus 

shown in FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8 is a partial sectional view of the drying apparatus 

shown in FIG. 6; 

FIG. 9 is a sectional front view of the drying apparatus 
shown in FIG. 6; 

FIG. 10 is a side schematic view of an air foil and an air 
bar which are shown in FIGS. 5-9; 

FIG. 11 is a side view of an alternative embodiment of the 
drying apparatus shown in FIGS. 5-10; 

Another embodiment of the present invention is similar to 
the previous embodiment, but where a first plurality of 
subzones adjacent to the substrate second surface predomi
nantly causes the evaporating of the coating solvent. 

Another embodiment is similar to the first apparatus 
embodiment noted above, but where an opening between the 
plurality of sub zones is sufficiently large such that a pressure 
differential within the plurality of subzones created by the 
opening is insufficiently large to minimize the formation of 
mottle. 

FIG. 12 is a side view of alternative embodiment of the 
15 drying apparatus shmvn in FIGS. 5-11; 

Another embodiment is similar to the first apparatus 
embodiment noted above, but includes a first drying gas 
supply port and a second drying gas supply port and at least 

FIG. 13 is a graph illustrating the constant temperature of 
a drying gas within a drying oven and the resulting coating 
temperatures as a function of distance traveled within the 
oven; 

20 
FIG. 14 is a graph illustrating the maximum allowable 

heat transfer rate and actual heat transfer rate to the coating 
as a result of the constant drying gas temperature illustrated 
in FIG. 13; 

FIG. 15 is a graph illustrating the resulting coating 
temperatures as a function of distance traveled within an 
oven when the coating is subjected to two different drying 
gas temperatures; 

a first drying gas removal port and a second drying gas 
rernoval port. The first drying gas removal port is positioned 25 

relative to the first drying gas supply port to create a first 
drying subzone of the plurality of drying subzones by 
substantially removing drying gas supplied by the first 
drying gas supply port. The second drying gas removal port 

FIG. 16 is a graph illustrating the maximum allowable 
30 heat transfer rate and the actual heat transfer rate to the 

is positioned relative to the second drying gas supply port to 
create a second drying subzone of the plurality of drying 
subzones by substantially removing drying gas supplied by 
the second drying gas supply port. 

As used herein: 
"photothermographic article" means a construction com

prising at least one photothermographic emulsion layer 
and any substrates, top-coat layers, image receiving 
layers, blocking layers, antihalation layers, subbing or 
priming layers, etc. 

"thermographic article" means a construction comprising 
at least one thermographic emulsion layer and any 
substrates, top-coat layers, image receiving layers, 
blocking layers, antihalation layers, subbing or priming 
layers, etc. 

coating as a result of being subjected to the two drying gas 
temperatures illustrated in FIG. 15; 

FIG. 17 is a graph illustrating the resulting coating 
temperatures as a function of distance traveled within an 

35 oven when the coating is subjected to three different drying 
gas temperatures; 

FIG. 18 is a graph illustrating the maximum allowable 
heat transfer rate and the actual heat transfer rate to the 
coating as a result of being subjected to the three drying gas 

40 temperatures illustrated in FIG. 17; 

45 

FIG. 19 is a graph illustrating the resulting coating 
temperatures as a function of distance within an oven when 
the coating is subjected to fifteen different drying gas 
temperatures; 

"emulsion layer" means a layer of a photothermographic 
element that contains the photosensitive silver halide 
and non-photosensitive reducible silver source mate
rial; or a layer of the thermographic element that 
contains the non-photosensitive reducible silver source 50 
material. 

FIG. 20 is a graph illustrating the maximum allowable 
heat transfer rate and the actual heat transfer rate to the 
coating as a result of being subjected to the fifteen drying gas 
temperatures illustrated in FIG. 19; 

FIG. 21 is a graph illustrating the resulting coating 
temperatures as a function of distance within an oven when 
the coating is subjected to fifteen different drying gas 
temperatures where the maximum allowable heat transfer 
rate increases along the length of the oven; 

Other aspects, advantages, and benefits of the present 
invention are disclosed and apparent from the detailed 
description, examples, and claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing advantages, construction, and operation of 
the present invention will become more readily apparent 
from the following description and accompanying drawings. 

FIG. 1 is a side view of a known drying apparatus; 
FIG. 2 is a side view of another known drying apparatus; 
FIG. 3 is a side schematic view of another known drying 

apparatus; 
FIG. 4 is a side schematic view of another known drying 

apparatus; 
FIG. 5 is a side view of a drying apparatus in accordance 

with the present invention; 

55 FIG. 22 is a graph illustrating the maximum allowable 
heat transfer rate and the actual heat transfer rates to the 
coating as a result of being subjected to the fifteen drying gas 
temperatures illustrated in FIG. 19; and 

FIG. 23 is a side view of another embodiment of the 
60 drying apparatus shown generally in FIG. 5. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

A drying apparatus 10 is illustrated generally in FIG. 5 
65 and more specifically in FIGS. 6-10. This drying apparatus 

10 is useful for drying a coating 12 which has been applied 
to (i.e., coated onto) a substrate 14 forming a coated sub-
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strate 16. When the coating 12 comprises a film-forming 
material or other solid material dissolved, dispersed, or 
emulsified in an evaporable liquid vehicle, drying means 
evaporating the evaporable liquid vehicle (e.g., solvent) so 
that a dried, film or solids layer (e.g., an adhesive layer or a 
photothermographic layer) remains on the substrate 14. 
Hereinafter, the more generic "evaporable liquid vehicle" 
will herein be referred to as a ''solvent." 

While suitable for a wide variety of coatings, the drying 
apparatus 10 is particularly suited for drying photothermo
graphic and thermographic coatings to prepare photother
mographic and thermographic articles. The drying apparatus 

10 
Each of the air foils can have a foil slot (the side view of 

which is shown in FIG. 10) through which a stream of drying 
gas enters into the drying apparatus 10. The foil slot can 
have a slot width which is not significantly wider than the 

5 substrate width such that mottle on the first and second 
coating edges is minimized. Setting the width in this way 
affects the flow of the drying gas around the edges of the 
substrate. When the foil slot width is approximately equal to 
or narrower than the width of the substrate, mottle on the 

10 edges of the liquid is reduced. 
FIG. 10 illustrates the flow of air out of a foil slot of an 

10 has the ability to dry such coatings in a relatively short 
period of time while minimizing the creation of drying
induced defects, such as mottle. The following disclosure 
describes embodiments of the drying apparatus 10, embodi- 15 

ments of methods for using the drying apparatus 10, and 
details pertaining to materials particularly suited for drying 

air foil 30 and FIG. 7 illustrates the length of air foils 30. 
Because the slot can be made to extend to the ends of the air 
foil 30, the slot length can virtually be as long as the length 
of the air foil 30. Because the drying apparatus 10 can be 
used to dry coated substrates 16 having a widths which are 
significantly less than the foil slot length (as well coated 
substrates 16 having widths approximately equal to or even 
wider than the foil slot length), one or both of the ends of the 
foil slot can be deckled such that the foil slot length is 
approximately equal to the width of the narrower coated 

by the drying apparatus 10. 
The Drying Apparatus 10 

FIGS. 5-10 show an embodiment of the drying apparatus 20 

10 which generally can include a drying enclosure 17 with 
a first zone 18 and a second zone 20. The first and second 
zones 18, 20 can be divided by a zone wall 22. As will 
become more apparent later within this disclosure, the first 
zone 18 is of primary importance. The first zone 18 and the 25 

second zone 20 can each provide different drying environ
ment. In addition, the first zone 18 can provide a plurality of 
drying environments therein, which will be discussed fur
ther. 

substrates. The length of the slots can be deckled or adjusted 
by covering more or less of the ends of the slots with a 
material such as an adhesive tape. Alternatively, a metal 
plate at each edge of the foil slot.;; could he inwardly and 
outwardly movable to close off more or less of the foil slot. 
Also, ends of the slots could be plugged with a material, 
such as a conformable material (e.g., rubber). 

Lower exhaust ports 32 are positioned below the air foils 
The substrate 14 can be unwound by a substrate umvinder 

24, and the coating 12 is shown as being coated onto the 
substrate 14 by coating apparatus 26. The coated substrate 
16 can enter the drying apparatus 10 through a coated 
substrate entrance 27 and be dried when traveling through 
the first and second zones 18, 20. The coated substrate can 
exit the drying apparatus 10 through a coated substrate exit 
28 then be wound at the coated substrate winder 29. 
Although the coated substrate 16 is shown as following an 
arched path through the first zone 18, the path could be flat 

30 30 to remove the drying gas, or at least a portion of the 
drying gas, supplied by the air foils 30. The drying gas 
exhausted by a group of lower exhaust ports 32 is exhausted 
into a lower exhaust plenum 33. Five lower exhaust plenums 
33 are shown, each of which is connected to two lower 

35 exhaust ports 32. Lower exhaust ports 32 are distributed 
throughout the lower interior portion of the drying apparatus 
10 to remove drying gas throughout the drying apparatus 10 
rather than at concentrated points. Other similar ducting 
arrangements are envisioned. 

or have another shape. And, although the coated substrate 16 40 

is shown being redirected within zone 2 such that the coated 
web takes three passes through zone 2, the drying apparatus 

The velocity of the drying gas through a lower exhaust 
port 32 can largely be controlled by controlling the static 
pressure difference between the lower interior portion of the 
drying apparatus 10 (the interior portion below the coated 
substrate level) and some suitable reference point (e.g., the 

10 could be designed such that fewer or more passes occur. 
The first zone 18 is more specifically shown in FIGS. 

6-10 as including a number of air foils 30 which are located 
below the coated substrate 16 along the length of the first 
zone 18. The air foils 30 supply drying gas (e.g., heated air, 
inert gas) toward the bottom surface of the coated substrate 
16 such that the coated substrate can ride on a cushion of 
drying gas. Drying gas is supplied to a group of air foils 30 
by an air foil plenum 31. 

The temperature and gas velocity of the drying gas 
supplied from a group of air foils 30 can be controlled by 
controlling the temperature and pressure of the drying gas in 
the corresponding air foil plenum 31. Consequently, inde
pendent control of the temperature and pressure of the 
drying gas within each air foil plenum 31 allows for inde
pendent control of the temperature and gas velocity of the 
drying gas supplied by each group of air foils 30. 

Although each air foil plenum 31 is shown as supplying 
a group of either twelve or fifteen air foils 30, other ducting 
arrangements could be used. An extreme example would be 
for one air foil plenum 31 to supply drying gas to only one 

45 coating room in which the coating apparatus 26 is posi
tioned; or, each lower exhaust plenum 33). As a result, 
independent control of the static pressure difference between 
the lower interior portion of the drying apparatus 10 and 
each lower exhaust plenum 33 allows for independent 

so control of the gas velocity exhausted by the group of lower 
exhaust ports 32 of each lower exhaust plenums 33. 

The combination of the ability to independently control 
the drying gas supplied by each air foil plenum 31 
(temperature and gas velocity) and the ability to indepen-

55 dently control the drying gas exhausted by each exhaust 
plenum 33 allows for the creation of lower sub zones within 
the first zone 18 of the drying apparatus 10. As shown, the 
first zone 18 has five lower subzones due to the independent 
control of five air foil plenums 31 and five lower exhaust 

60 plenums 33. As a result, the five lower sub zones can contain 
drying gas with a unique temperature and a unique gas 
velocity (or other heat transfer coefficient factor). In other 
words, the coated substrate 16 can be subjected to five 

air foil30. With this arrangement, independent control of the 
temperature and pressure for each air foil plenum 31 would 65 

result in independent control of the temperature and gas 
velocity of the drying gas exiting from each air foil 30. 

different drying environments (subzones). 
The flow direction of the drying gas from the air foils 30 

can be controlled based on the configuration of the air foils. 
As shown in FIG. 10, the air foils 30 can be configured to 
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initially supply drying gas cocurrently with the travel direc
tion of the coated substrate and against the bottom surface of 
the coated substrate 16 to create a cushion of air on which 
the coated substrate floats. The airfoils 30 can be designed 
such that the drying gas flows essentially parallel to the 
coated substrate 16 and such that the coated substrate 16 
floats approximately 0.3 to 0.7 centimeters above the upper 
portion of the airfoils 30. While shown as causing cocurrent 
gas flow to the substrate travel direction, the air foils 30 
could configured to cause the drying gas to impinge on the 
substrate second surface, to flow generally countercurrently 
to the substrate travel direction, to flow generally orthogo
nally to the substrate travel direction, or to flow generally 
diagonally to the substrate travel direction. 

12 
a foraminous plate. A perforated or formanous plate could be 
used in place of the air bar 34, as could other sources of 
top-side gas (e.g., air turn, air foil). 

The locations of pyrometers 38, static pressure gages 39, 
5 and anemometers 40 are shown in FIG. 5. These known 

instruments can be used to measure the temperature, static 
pressure, and gas velocity of the drying gas at various 
locations within the drying apparatus 10. The measurements 
taken by these instruments can be directed to a central 

10 processing unit or other controlling mechanism (not shown) 
which can be used to control the conditions within the oven 
10 by altering the drying gas temperature and pressure 
within the plenums. 

Air bars 34 are located above the coated substrate 16 15 

To provide the necessary heat to the coated substrate to 
evaporate the coating solvent (i.e., the solvent portion of the 
coating), the drying gas can be air or an inert gas. Or, the use 
of a drying gas can be replaced or augmented with the use 
of heated rolls 50 on which the coated substrate can ride, as 
shown in FIG. 11. Similarly, infrared heat can be used in 

along the length of the first zone 18. The air bars 34 can be 
used to supply top-side gas (e.g., fresh air, inert gas) which 
can be useful for added drying, to carry away evaporated 
solvent, and/or to dilute the solvent if it is necessary to 
control the solvent level within the drying enclosure 17. The 
top-side gas is supplied to a group of air bars 34 by an air 
bar plenum 35. Although each air bar plenum 35 is shown 
as supplying a particular number of air bars 34, other ducting 
arrangements are envisioned. If desired, the drying appara
tus 10 can he used such that no gas is supplied by the air bars 
34 when top-side gas is not needed or desired (e.g., when the 
drying apparatus 10 is filled with inert gas). 

The velocity of the top-side gas supplied from a group of 
air bars 34 can be controlled by controlling the static 
pressure difference between the upper interior portion of the 
drying apparatus 10 (the portion above the coated substrate 
level) and the corresponding air bar plenum 35. Independent 
control of the static pressure difference between the upper 
interior portion of the drying apparatus 10 and an air bar 
plenum 35 allows for independent control of the temperature 
and gas velocity of the top-side gas supplied by the corre
sponding group of air bars 34. 

Upper exhaust ports 36 are positioned above the air bars 
34 to remove at least a portion of the gas supplied by the air 
bars 34 and can remove at least a portion of the solvent 
which is evaporating from the coated substrate 16. The 
top-side gas exhausted by a group of upper exhaust ports 36 
is exhausted into an upper exhaust plenum 37. Five upper 
exhaust plenums 37 are shown, each of which is connected 
to two upper exhaust ports 36. Upper exhaust ports 36 are 
distributed throughout the upper interior portion of the 
drying apparatus 10 to remove top-side gas throughout the 
drying apparatus 10 rather than at concentrated points. Other 
similar ducting arrangements are envisioned. 

The gas velocity of the top-side gas through a group of 
upper exhaust ports 36 can largely be controlled by control
ling the static pressure difference between the upper interior 
portion of the drying apparatus 10 and some suitable refer
ence point (e.g., the coating room in which the coating 
apparatus 26 is position, or each upper exhaust plenum 37). 
Consequently, independent control of the static pressure 
difference between the upper interior portion of the drying 
apparatus 10 and each upper exhaust plenum 37 allows for 
independent control of the gas velocity exhausted by the 
group of upper exhaust ports 36 of each upper exhaust 
plenum 37. 

20 place of the drying gas such as with the spaced infrared 
heaters shown in FIG. 12 or with a heated plate positioned 
above or below the coated substrate 16. The temperature of 
each heated roller 50 or infrared heater 52 (or a group of 
rollers 50 or infrared heaters 52) can be independently 

25 controlled. 
Methods For Drying Using the Drying Apparatus 10 

It has been found that coatings can be dried without 
introducing significant mottle defects by controlling the heat 
transfer rate to the coating 12 and by minimizing distur-

30 bances of the gas adjacent to the coated side of the coated 
substrate 16 (i.e., top-side gas; see Examples Section). When 
the coating solvent is evaporated using a drying gas, as for 
example in a drying apparatus 10, the heat transfer rate 
(hAT) to the coated substrate is the product of the heat 

35 transfer coefficient of the drying gas (h) and the difference 
in temperature (AT), between the temperature of the drying 
gas in contact with it (T gas) and the temperature of the coated 
substrate (TcJ· (The temperature of the coating 12 is 
assumed to equivalent to the temperature of the coated 

40 substrate. The heat transfer rate to the coating 12 is the key 
to preventing or minimizing mottle formation.) In order to 
prevent mottle formation in the coating 12 during drying, 
this heat transfer rate (hAT) to the coating 12 must be kept 
below a threshold mottle-causing value. When a particular 

45 substrate 14 is used, the heat transfer rate to the coated 
substrate 16 must be kept below a corresponding threshold 
mottle-causing value. 

As a particular coating 12 is dried (or otherwise 
solidified), it will eventually reach a point in which it 

50 becomes virtually mottle-proof At this point, the heat trans
fer rate can be significantly increased by increasing the 
temperature difference AT and/or by increasing the heat 
transfer coefficient h (e.g., by increasing the velocity of the 
drying gas on either the coated side or the non-coated side 

55 of the coated substrate 16). 
For a typical drying zone, the heat transfer coefficient h 

and the drying gas temperature T gas are relatively constant 
and the temperature of the coated substrate 16 (and the 
coating 12) increases as the coated substrate 16 is heated. 

60 Therefore, the product (hAT) has its maximum value at the 
initial point of the zone. Often, it is sufficient to keep the 
initial heat transfer rate to the coating (hAT;) below a 
maximum allowable (threshold) value in order to avoid 

FIG. 10 illustrates a side view of an air bar 34. Top-side 
gas is shown exiting two openings. The length of the 
openings for the air bar 34 can be approximately equal to or 
less than the length of the air bar 34. If each opening were 65 

instead a series of discrete holes rather than a single opening, 
the air bar 34 would be considered a perforated plate, or even 

mottle in a particular drying zone. 
The most efficient process for drying a coating (i.e., 

evaporating a coating solvent) will be one that adds heat 
most quickly without causing mottle. As the coated substrate 
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temperature Tcs increases, the heat transfer rate (h~ T) 
decreases along the drying zone making the drying zone less 
efficient (due to the smaller ~T). The total amount of heat 
transferred to the coated substrate (q) can be calculated by 
integrating the product (h~T) across the length of the oven 5 
and the width of the coating. When the coating width is 
relatively constant, the total amount of heat transferred to the 
coated substrate 16 is proportional to the area under the heat 
transfer rate curves described and shown below. Maximizing 
the area under the curve maximizes the heat transferred to 10 
the coated substrate and maximizes the efficiency of the 
drying process. 

The maximum allowable or threshold heat transfer rate of 
a particular coating varies proportionately to the viscosity of 
the coating 12. A coating having less thickness or a higher 15 
viscosity would have a higher maximum allowable or 
threshold heat transfer rate. This also means that, as the 
coating 12 is further dried, the viscosity will increase and the 
coating thickness will decrease thereby increasing the 
threshold heat transfer rate. Consequently, the coating can be 20 
heated at an increasingly higher heat transfer rate as the 
threshold temperature curve allows. Furthermore, the coat
ing 12, as previously noted, will eventually be dried to a 
point of being mottle-proof (i.e., not susceptible to mottle by 
the gas temperature nor by the gas velocity and any other 25 
factor affecting the heat transfer coefficient h). 

In the following discussion, the heat transfer coefficient h, 
of the drying gas is kept constant and the drying gas 
temperature T aas is allowed to vary. When there is a maxi
mum heat traiJsfer rate (h~T)max that can occur without 30 
causing mottle, there will then be a given maximum allow
able difference between the temperature of the drying gas 
and the temperature of the coated substrate 16. 

14 
unit time drops off as the temperature of the coated substrate 
T cs increases. At the end of the drying zone this amount is 
significantly less than the maximum allowable heat transfer 
rate. Thus, the process is much less efficient than it could be. 

FIGS. 15 and 16, demonstrate the advantage when the 
drying process is divided into two equal zones. The advan
tage of the second zone is that the drying gas temperature, 
T aas can be increased allowing the product hAT to increase 
and drying in the second zone can take place more rapidly. 
Again, at all times the product h~T is kept below 150 
cal/sec-m2

, the maximum allowable heat transfer rate with
out causing mottle. It should be noted that the total heat 
transferred to the coated substrate, represented by the area 
under the heat transfer rate curve in FIG. 16 is now consid
erably larger than for the case where only one zone is used. 

Similarly, FIGS. 17 and 18 demonstrate that the total 
amount of heat transferred for drying is even greater and the 
process more efficient when three heating environments or 
zones are used. When 15 heating environments or zones are 
used as shown in FIGS. 19 and 20, the process is even more 
efficient. In an extreme limit, where the drying environments 
or zones are infinitesimally small in size and infinite in 
number, the drying gas temperature can be continuously 
increased to maximize the allowable heat transfer rate to the 
coated substrate while still avoiding mottle. 

FIGS. 13-20 represent a simplified case. In reality, as the 
coating solvent begins to evaporate (e.g., coating begins to 
dry), its viscosity increases and its thickness decreases. As a 
result, the maximum possible heat transfer rate (h~T) to the 
partially dried coating can be increased without formation of 
mottle. FIGS. 21-22 show that by increasing the heat 
transfer rate to correspond to the increasing maximum 
allowable heat transfer rate, the rate of drying can be 
increased even more rapidly than the simplified case shown 
in FIGS. 19-20 in which maximum allowable heat transfer 

Instead of varying the gas temperature, the temperature 
can be held constant while varying the heat transfer coeffi
cient h. If the velocity of the drying gas is used to vary the 
heat transfer coefficient, the velocity must be kept below a 
maximum allowable or threshold velocity to prevent mottle. 

35 rate is assumed constant. 
Table 2 shows the total amount of heat (q) transferred to 

the coated substrate for different numbers of drying envi-

The advantage of the additional zones is described in the 
Examples Section and illustrated in FIGS. 13-22. Table 1 40 
below shows typical drying gas and coated substrate tem
peratures for the drying conditions described below and for 

ronments or zones. 

TABLE 2 

Drying Variables for FIGS. 13-19. and 2?. 
a particular coated substrate 16. Cooling of the web due to 
solvent evaporation is assumed negligible for the discussion 
below. 

TABLE 1 

Typical Drying Conditions Which Correspond With FIGS. 13-22. 

Heat Transfer Coefficient - h 

Initial Coated Substrate 
Temperature Test 
Maximum Heat Transfer Rate 
Without Mottle Formation- h!l.T 
Drying Length 
\Vidth of Coating on Substrate 

5 cal/sec-m2
- o C. 

150 cal/sec-m2 

30m 
1m 

FIG. 13 shows typical temperature curves for the coated 
substrate 16. The coated substrate 16, initially at 20° C., is 
subjected to a constant drying gas temperature of 50° C. The 
temperature of the coated substrate 16 slowly increases over 
the length of the drying zone (30 m) until it reaches the 
temperature of the drying gas. FIG. 14 shows the product 
hAT at any given location as drying proceeds. At all times, 
the heat transfer rate is at or below the maximum allowable 
heat transfer rate of 150 cal/sec-m2 and mottle is not caused. 
The amount of heat transferred to the coated substrate 16 per 

Total Amount of 

45 
Heat Transferred Corresponding 

Sub zones (cal/sec) Figs. 

1427 13, 14 
2 2389 15, 16 
3 2936 17, 18 

15 4269 19, 20 
50 4500 No Fig. 

15* 5070 21, 22 

*\Vith increasing maximum atlo"\vable heat transfer rate. 

Further advantages and efficiency can be gained by using 
55 subzones of unequal size. For example, a larger number of 

smaller subzones will be advantageous in regions where the 
maximum allowed heat transfer rate is changing most 
quickly. It is also possible for evaporative cooling to lower 
the temperature of the coated substrate Tcs within a drying 

60 subzone and the product (h~ T) would then be at a maximum 
at some intermediate point within the subzone. 

As previously noted, one aspect of a method for drying 
includes controlling the temperature and the heat transfer 
coefficient h within locations or sub zones of the drying oven 

65 10, in particular, the first zone 18. This can be accomplished 
primarily by controlling the temperature and gas velocity of 
the drying gas delivered by the air foil plenums 31 and 
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removed by the lower exhaust plenum 33. The rate at which 
a particular air foil plenum 31 supplies drying gas and the 
rate at which the corresponding lower exhaust plenum 33 
removes the drying gas allows a user to balance the two and 
virtually create a subzone having a particular gas tempera- 5 
ture and velocity. Similar control of corresponding pairs of 
plenums 31, 33 allow for control of the temperature and gas 
velocity of the drying gas within several subzones. As a 
result, the heat transfer rate to the coating 12 can be 
controlled and maximized within several subzones. Within a 

10 

16 
Having both static pressure gauges 39 and anemometers 

40, a user has the choice as to how to control the gas velocity 
and direction. These two instruments could be used indi
vidually or in a coordinated fashion to control gas velocity 
and direction by controlling the volume of gas being 
exhausted from the drying apparatus 10. 

Control of the static pressure differences within the first 
zone 18 can be used to manage the gas flow through the first 
zone 18. While the gas within each subzone was previously 
described as being managed such that gas flow from subzone 
to another is minimized, controlling static pressure differ-
ences across the entire first zone 18 can provide the ability 
to create a controlled degree of gas flow from one subzone 
to another. For example, the pressure P 1 within an upstream 

first subzone, for example, the velocity of the gas on the 
coated side and relative to the coated side should be not 
greater than a top-side gas velocity threshold, such as 150 
ft/min ( 46 m/min) to protect a mottle-susceptible photother
mographic coating 12 (e.g., the photothermographic coating 
described in Example 1 below). 

It is important to further note that the first =ne 18 is 
shown as an open body. In other words, the first zone 18 is 
shown as not including slotted vertical walls (or other 
physical structures with openings) to act as a barriers 
between the previously described subzones. Control of the 
heat transfer rate within individual subzones can be accom
plished without the need for physical barriers. Although 
physical barriers could be used, they are not needed nor 
preferred due to possibly adverse air flow effects which can 
result (i.e., high velocity flow of drying gas through the slot 
in a vertical wall). In addition, physical barriers with open
ings between the subzones (to allow transport of the moving 
coated substrate) could be used. But, preferably, the open
ings would be sufficiently large to minimize the pressure 
differential between subzones such that the formation of 
mottle is minimized or prevented. 

15 upper exhaust plenum 37 could be slightly higher than the 
pressure P 2 in a downstream upper exhaust plenum 37 such 
that the top-side gas flows at a low velocity in the down
stream direction (i.e., cocurrent flow). This could be inten
tionally done to create a gas velocity of the top-side gas that 

20 approximately matches the velocity of the coated substrate 
16. Matching the velocities in this way can minimize dis
turbances on the coated side of the coated substrate 16. 
Alternatively, a countercurrent flow could be induced 
instead of the cocurrent flow; or, a combination of cocurrent 

25 and countercurrent flows could he induced. 
One can control static pressure differences to manage gas 

flow between the upper and lower interior portions of the 
drying apparatus 10. For example, setting the pressure Ptop 

above the coated substrate 16 at a higher value than the 
30 pressure Pbottmn below the coated substrate 16 biases the 

exhaust of the gas to the lower interior portion. This 
approach may be desired to prevent the hotter drying gas 
below the coated substrate from flowing upwardly and 

It is also important to note that the temperature and gas 
velocity of the drying gas within a particular subzone and 
within the first zone 18 as a whole can be controlled with the 
use of the previously noted pyrometers 38, static pressure 
gauges 39, anemometers 40, and the previously noted con- 35 

trolling mechanism (not shown). The pyrometers 38 can 
sense the temperature of the coated substrate Tcs· The static 
pressure gauges 39 can sense the static pressure difference 
between a location within the interior of the drying appara-
tus 10 and some reference point (such as outside the drying 40 

apparatus 10 or within a nearby plenum). The anemometers 
40 can sense the velocity of the drying gas. 

The measurements from the pyrometers 38, static pres
sure gauges 39, and the anemometers 40 can allow the 
controlling mechanism and/or a user to adjust the heat 45 

transfer rate (temperature of the drying gas, heat transfer 
coefficient) to minimize mottle formation (at or below the 
maximum allowable or threshold heat transfer rate). For 
example, the pyrometers 38 can be positioned to sense the 
actual temperature of the coated substrate T cs as the coated 50 

substrate is exiting one sub=ne and entering a downstream 
subzone. Based on that actual temperature versus a targeted 
temperature, the previously noted controlling mechanism 
can determine and set the heat transfer rate in the down
stream subzone to be at or below the maximum allowable or 55 

threshold heat transfer rate. This controlling ability could be 
referred to as a feedforward strategy for a temperature set 
point. 

Similarly, the controlling mechanism could compare the 
actual and the targeted temperatures and adjust the heat 60 

transfer rate in an upstream subzone to be at or below the 
maximum allowable or threshold heat transfer rate. This 
controlling ability could be referred to as a feedback loop or 
strategy. The targeted temperature, previously noted, can be 
experimentally determined so that the heat transfer rate to 65 

the coated substrate 16 can be monitored and adjusted 
accordingly. 

contacting the coating. Alternatively, the pressures could be 
biased oppositely so that a portion of the drying gas below 
the coated substrate flows upwardly and is exhausted from 
the upper exhaust ports 36, or the pressures could be 
adjusted such that flow between the upper and lower interior 
portions of the drying apparatus 10 is minimized. 

It is also important to note that when the temperature of 
the coating 12 is increased to be virtually the same as the 
temperature of the drying gas, the flow of the drying gas can 
be reduced. Similarly, when the temperature of the coating 
12 is increased to a desired temperature (even if different 
from the drying gas temperature), again, the flow of the 
drying gas can be reduced. This results in more a more 
efficient evaporating process. In other words, less energy is 
required and less cost is involved. 

It is also important to note that the heat transfer coefficient 
h has been primarily discussed as being controlled by the 
velocity of the drying gas. Other factors that affect the heat 
transfer coefficient h include the distance between the air foil 
30 and the coated substrate 16, the density of the drying gas, 
and the angle at which the drying gas strikes or impinges 
upon the coated substrate 16. For embodiments of the 
present invention which includes heating means other than 
air foils and air bars (e.g., perforated plates, infrared lamps, 
heated rollers, heated plates, and/or air turns), additional 
factors affecting the heat transfer coefficient are present. 
Materials Particularly Suited For Drying By Drying Appa
ratus 10 

Any mottle-susceptible material, such as graphic arts 
materials and magnetic media, can be dried using the 
above-described drying apparatus 10 and methods. Materi
als particularly suited for drying by the drying apparatus 10 
are photothermographic imaging constructions (e.g., silver 
halide-containing photographic articles which are developed 
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(CHz)sCOz- (CHz)sCOzH 

2-(Tribromomethylsulfonyl)quinoline is disclosed in U.S. 

with heat rather than with a processing liquid). Photother
mographic constructions or articles are also known as "dry 
silver" compositions or emulsions and generally comprise a 
substrate or support (such as paper, plastics, metals, glass, 
and the like) having coated thereon: (a) a photosensitive 5 

compound that generates silver atoms when irradiated; (b) a 
relatively non-photosensitive, reducible silver source; (c) a 
reducing agent (i.e., a developer) for silver ion, for example 
for the silver ion in the non-photosensitive, reducible silver 
source; and (d) a binder. 

Pat. No. 5,460,938 which is hereby incorporated by refer-
10 ence. It has the structure shown below. 

Thermographic imaging constructions (i.e., heat
developable articles) which can be dried with the drying 
apparatus 10 are processed with heat, and without liquid 
development, are widely known in the imaging arts and rely 15 

on the use of heat to help produce an image. These articles 
generally comprise a substrate (such as paper, plastics, 
metals, glass, and the like) having coated thereon: (a) a 
thermally-sensitive, reducible silver source; (b) a reducing 
agent for the thermally-sensitive, reducible silver source 20 

(i.e., a developer); and (c) a binder. 

Photothermographic, thermographic and photographic 
emulsions used in the present invention can be coated on a 
wide variety of substrates. The substrate (also known as a 2s 
web or support) 14, can be selected from a wide range of 
materials depending on the imaging requirement. Substrates 
may be transparent, translucent or opaque. Typical sub
strates include polyester film (e.g., polyethylene terephtha
late or polyethylene naphthalate ), cellulose acetate film, 30 

cellulose ester film, polyvinyl acetal film, polyolefinic film 
(e.g., polethylene or polypropylene or blends thereof), poly
carbonate film and related or resinous materials, as well as 
aluminum, glass, paper, and the like. 

35 

EXAMPLES 

The following examples provide exemplary procedures 
for preparing and drying articles of the invention. Photo-

40 
thermographic imaging elements are shown. All materials 
used in the following examples are readily available from 
standard commercial sources, such as Aldrich Chemical Co., 
Milwaukee, Wis., unless otherwise specified. All percent
ages are by weight unless otherwise indicated. The follow- 45 
ing additional terms and materials were used. 

Acryloidn1 A-21 is an acrylic copolymer available from 
Rohm and Haas, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ButvarT"' B-79 is a polyvinyl butyral resin available from 
50 

Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo. 

CAB 171-15S is a cellulose acetate butyrate resin avail
able from Eastman Kodak Co. 

CBBA is 2-( 4-chlorobenzoyl) benzoic acid. 

1,1-bis( 2-hydro xy-3,5-dimethylphenyl) -3,5 ,5- 55 

trimethylhexane [CAS RN=7292-14-0] is available 
from St-Jean Photo Chemicals, Inc., Quebec. It is a 
reducing agent (i.e., a hindered phenol developer) for 
the non-photosensitive reducible source of silver. It is 

60 
also known as Nonox™ and PermanaxT"' WSO. 

THDI is a cyclic trimer of hexamethylenediisocyanate. It 
is available from Bayer Corporation Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. It is 
also known as Desmodur™ N-3300. 

Sensitizing Dye-1 is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,393,654 65 

which is hereby incorporated by reference. It has the struc
ture shown below. 

The preparation of Fluorinated Terpolymer A (FT-A) is 
de...-;cribed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,380,644, which is hereby 
incorporated by reference. It has the following random 
polymer structure, where m=70, n=20 and p=10 (by weight 
%of monomer). 

CH3 CH3 H 

+-f-CHz--l]l-m-+[--?-CHz--l]l-n-+[--?-CHzt-

O=C O=C O=C 
I I I 
0 0 OH 
I I 
CHz CHz 
I I 
CHz CHz 
I I 
N-CH2CH3 OH 
I 

O=S=O 
I 
CsFp 

Example 1 

A dispersion of silver be he nate pre-formed core/shell soap 
was prepared as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,382,504 which 
is hereby incorporated by reference. Silver behenate, But
var™ B-79 polyvinyl butyral and 2-butanone were com
bined in the ratios shown below in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

Silver behenate dispersion 
Component Weight Percent 

Silver behenate 
Butvar TM B-79 
2-Butanone 

20.8% 
2.2% 
77.0% 

Then, a photothermographic emulsion was prepared by 
adding 9.42 lb. ( 4.27 Kg) of 2-butanone and a premix of 
31.30 g of pyridinium hydrobromide perbromide dissolved 
in 177.38 g of methanol to 95.18 lb. (43.17 Kg) of the 
preformed silver soap dispersion. After 60 minutes of 
mixing, 318.49 g of a 15.0 wt% premix of calcium bromide 
in methanol was added and mixed for 30 minutes. Then, a 
premix of 29.66 g of 2-mercapto-5-methylbenzimidazole, 
329.31 g of 2-( 4-chlorobenzoyl)benzoic acid, 6.12 g of 
Sensitizing Dye-1, and 4.76 lb. (2.16 Kg) of methanol was 
added. After mixing for 60 minutes, 22.63 lb. (10.26 Kg) of 
ButvarTM B-79 polyvinyl butyral resin was added and 
allowed to mix for 30 minutes. After the resin had dissolved, 
a premix of 255.08 g of 2-(tribromomethylsulfonyl) 
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quinoline in 6.47lb. (2.93 Kg) of2-butanone was added and 
allowed to mix for 15 minutes. Then 5.41 lb. (2.45 Kg) of 
1,1-bis(2 -hydroxy-3,5 -dimethylp henyl)-3 ,5 ,5-
trimethylhexane was added and mixed for another 15 min
utes. Then a premix of 144.85 g of THDI and 72.46 g of 5 
2-butanone was added and mixed for 15 minutes. Next, 
311.61 g of a 26.0% solution of tetrachlorophthalic acid in 
2-butanone was added and mixed for 15 minutes. Finally, a 
solution of 243.03 g of phthalazine and 861.64 g of 

20 
The conditions used in the first zone 18A and results 

obtained are summarized below in Table 4. As L'l.Pbot or Tgas 

was increased, the level of mottle was increased. 

TABLE 4 

First Zone Conditions 

~pbot LI.P,op Tgas APstatic Mottle 

2-butanone was added and mixed for 15 minutes. 
10 

____ :...._ __ ....:.._....:...._....:...._.:....__....:........:.... __ :...._:...._ __ ....:.....:...._ __ 

A top-coat solution was prepared by adding 564.59 g of 
phthalic acid to 30.00 lb. (13.61 Kg) of methanol and mixing 
until the solids dissolved. After adding 174.88 lb. (79.3 Kg) 

Example (kPa) (kPa) (Q C) (Pa) Rating 

of 2-butanone, 149.69 g of tetrachlorophthalic acid was 
added and mixed for 15 minutes. Then, 34.38 lb. (15.59 Kg) 

15 
of CAB 171-15S resin was added and mixed for 1 hour. 
After the resin had dissolved, 2.50 lb. (1.13 Kg) of a 15.0 
wt-% solution of FT-A in 2-butanone was added and mixed 
for 10 rninutes. Then a prernix of 26.33 lb. (11.94 Kg) of 
2-butanone and 630.72 g of Acryloid A-21 resin and a 

20 
premix of 26.33 lb. (11.94 Kg) of 2-butanone, 796.60 g of 
CAB 171-15S resin, and 398.44 g of calcium carbonate were 
added and mixed for 10 minutes. 

45 

1-1 0.125 0.025 37.8 
1-2 0.500 0.025 37.8 
1-3 0.125 0.025 60.0 

A.Pbot is the pressure drop across the airfoils 31A. 
APtop is the pressure drop across the air bars 34A. 
T ga' is the temperature of the heated drying gas. 

-0.5 Low 
-0.5 Medium 
-0.5 High 

A.P static is the pressure drop between the first zone 18A and the coater room 
(not shown). 
The negative sign indicates that the drying apparatus 1 OA is at lower pressure 
than the coater room. This value '\Vas maintained by modulating the exhaust 
fan (not shown). 

Drying more harshly increased the severity of the mottle. 
If one were to consider increasing the drying conditions only 
in terms of the available operating parameters, one would 
not make the appropriate conclusions concerning the affects 
on mottle. Changing the pressure drop from 0.125 to 0.5 kPa 
is a factor of 4 increase. An appropriate temperature measure 
is the difference between the drying gas and the substrate as 
it enters the zone. This temperature measure increases a 
factor of 2.3 as the gas temperature increased from 37.8 to 
60° C. One would expect that changing the air foil pressure 
drop would have the larger effect on mottle, however, the 
opposite is true. 

In order to determine the effect on mottle, one needs to 
consider a more appropriate measure such as the product of 
the heat transfer coefficient and the difference between the 
temperature of the drying gas T gas and the temperature of the 
coated substrate Tcs as it enters the zone. This product is the 
rate of heat transferred to the film and is a direct measure of 
the rate of heating of the film. As shown below in Table 5, 
increasing the initial rate of heat transfer to the film, (hll.TJ, 
increased the severity of mottle. 

TABLE 5 

APbot Tgas Tcs(i) h hATJ Mottle 
Example (kPa) (o C.) co c.) (cal/m7 s K) (cal/m s) Rating 

1-1 0.125 37.8 21.1 13.7 229 Low 
1-2 0.500 37.8 21.1 19.4 324 Medium 
1-3 0.125 60.0 21.1 13.7 532 High 

A drying apparatus lOA like that shown in FIG. 23 herein 
was used to prepare a photothermographic article. (The first 25 
zone 18A within the drying apparatus lOA shown in FIG. 23 
does not have the ability to create subzones.) A polyester 
substrate having a thickness of 6.8 mil (173 11m) was 
simultaneously coated with the photothermographic emul
sion and top-coat solutions at 75 ft/min (0.38 meters per 30 
second). The photothermographic emulsion layer was 
applied at a wet thickness of 3.2 mil (81.3flm). The top-coat 
solution was applied at a wet thickness of 0.75 mil (19.1 
11m). After passing the coating die, the coated substrate 16A 
traveled a distance of about 13 feet ( 4 meters) and passed 35 
through an entrance slot into a dryer composed of 3 zones. 
The first zone 18A was comprised of air foils 30A below the 
coated substrate 16A which provided drying gas and also 
provide flotation for the coated substrate 16A. There were 
also perforated plate-type air bars 34A positioned 20 centi- 40 
meters above the coated substrate 16A which provided 
top-side gas to maintain safe operating conditions below the 
lower flammability limit of the solvent. The majority of the 
drying heat is pr~vided by the backside airfoils 30A (i.e., 
heat provided from below the substrate 14A to the coating 
12A). The air temperature was set to the same value in each 
zone, however, the air pressure, hence the air velocity, was 
independently controlled for the air foils 30A and air bars 
34A. The coating 12A was dried to be mottle proof within 
the first oven zone. The second and third oven zones 20A, 
21A used counter-current parallel air flow and served to 
remove the residual solvent. (In the figures, air flow direc

50 The term ATi indicates the difference bet\veen T gas and T cs(i)· 

tion is shown with the included arrows.) 
The variables investigated were the temperature of the 

drying gas Tg= and heat transfer coefficient h. The heat 55 

transfer coefficient h was varied by adjusting the air foil 
pressure drop and was measured independently. 

The presence and severity of mottle was determined by 
preparing "greyouts." Greyouts are samples that have been 
uniformly exposed to light and developed at 255° F. (124° 60 

C.) using a heated roll processor (not shown) so that they 
have a uniform Optical Density, for example between 1.0 
and 2.0. 

The term T cs(i) is the initial temperature of the coated substrate just before 
it enters the drying apparatus lOA. 

Example 2 

Using the coating materials and oven described in 
Example 1, the photothermographic emulsion and top-coat 
solution were simultaneously coated at 3.6 mil (91.4 ,urn) 
and 0.67 mil (17.0 ftm) respectively on 6.8 mil (173 11m) 
polyester substrate. Greyouts were prepared and rated as 
described in Example 1. The drying conditions used and 
results obtained, which are shown below in Table 6, dem-
onstrate that as the initial heat transfer rate to the film (hll. T,) 
was increased, the severity of mottle increased. More 
specifically, at a constant heat transfer coefficient, as the The amount of mottle was subjectively determined by 

comparing samples placed on a light box. The developed 
films were visually inspected for mottle and rated relative to 
one another. Mottle was rated as high, medium, or low. 

65 initial temperature difference between the coating 12A and 
the drying gas was increased, the severity of mottle 
increased. 
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TABLE 6 

Tgas Tc>(i) h 
Example Cc.) (0 C) (cal/m2 s K) 

h~T, 

(cal/m2 s) 

2-1 37.8 21.1 13.7 229 
2-2 51.7 21.1 13.7 419 
2-3 82.2 21.1 13.7 837 

Example 3 

5,881,476 

Mottle 
Rating 

Low 
Medium 
High 

22 
Zone 2 

Tgas Tc>(i) h h~T, Mottle 
Example (0 C) ("c.) (cal/m2 s K) (calim2 s) Rating 

5 4-1 82.2 71.1 29.7 329 High 
4-2 60 26.7 24.0 799 ~tedium 

4-3 60 37.8 24.2 537 Low 

Reasonable modifications and variations are possible 
10 from the foregoing disclosure without departing from either 

the spirit or scope of the present invention as defined by the 
claims. 

We claim: 
1. A method for evaporating a coating solvent from a 

15 coating on a first substrate surface of a substrate and 
reducing the formation of mottle as the coating solvent is 
evaporating, the method comprising: 

Solutions were prepared as described in Example 1 and 
were simultaneously coated on a polyester substrate at 100 
ft/min (0.508 meters per second). After passing the coating 
die, the substrate traveled a distance of approximately 10 
feet (3 meters) and then passed through a slot into a dryer 
with 3 zones similar to FIG. 3. The gas velocity of the 
counter-current parallel flow air was held constant and the 
temperature was varied as shown below in Table 7. As the 20 
initial rate of heat transfer (hll.Ti) to the coated substrate 16 
was increased, the severity of mottle increased. Without 
considering the value of the heat transfer coefficient h, no 
direct comparisons between the ovens in Examples 2 and 3 

providing a drying oven, the drying oven comprising: 
an enclosure having an inlet and an outlet and defining 

at least a first drying zone; 
a plurality of drying subzones within the at least first 

drying zone, at least two of the plurality of drying 
subzones employing different drying gas flow con
ditions without the influence of physical barriers; and 

is possible. 

TABLE 7 

Tg, Tc>(i) h MT, Mottle 
Example Cc.) CCC) (cal/m2 s K) cal/m2 s) Rating 

3-1 93.3 21.1 2.85 206 Low 
3-2 71.1 21.1 2.58 129 Very Low 

Example 4 

Solutions were prepared as described in Example 1 and 
were simultaneously coated on a polyester substrate at 25 
ft/min (0.127 meters per second). After passing the coating 
die, the substrate traveled a distance of 10 ft (3 meters) and 
then passed through a slot into a dryer with 3 zones similar 
the first zone 18A of FIG. 23. This is an oven with air foils 
on the bottom, air bars on the top, and an overall flow of air 
through the oven. The atmosphere is inert gas and the partial 
pressure of solvent could be controlled using a condenser 
loop. The experimental conditions are shown below in 
Tables 8 (Zone 1) and 9 (Zone 2). As the product (hll.Ti) was 
increased in the Zone 1, the severity of mottle was increased. 
Also, for a given product (hll.TJ in Zone 1, the product 
(hll. T;) in Zone 2 affected mottle. When the coating was not 
yet mottle-proof and was entering Zone 2, decreasing the 
product (M T;) in Zone 2 caused a reduction in the severity 
of mottle. 

TABLE 8 

Zone 1 

Tgas Tcs(i) h MT, 
Example co c.) (c C) (cal/m2 s K) (calim2 s) 

4-1 82.2 21.1 29.0 1770 
4-2 37.8 21.1 18.9 316 
4-3 37.8 21.1 18.9 316 

TABLE 9 

25 controlling the drying gas flow conditions within at least 
two of the plurality of drying subzones. 

2. The method of claim 1, the substrate having a second 
substrate surface opposite to the first substrate surface, the 
method further comprising creating a first plurality of sub-

30 zones adjacent to the second substrate surface, the first 
plurality of sub zones predominantly causing the evaporating 
of the coating solvent. 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising creating a 
second plurality of subzones adjacent to the first substrate 

35 surface. 
4. The method of claim 1, further comprising defining at 

least one opening between the plurality of subzones, the at 
least one opening being sufficiently large such that a pres
sure differential within the plurality of subzones created by 

40 the at least one opening is insufficiently large to reduce the 
formation of mottle. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing at 
least a first drying gas supply port and a second drying gas 
supply port and at least a first drying gas removal port and 

45 a second drying gas removal port, the first drying gas 
removal port being positioned relative to the first drying gas 
supply port to create a first drying subzone of the plurality 
of drying subzones by substantially removing drying gas 
supplied by the first drying gas supply port, the second 

50 drying gas removal port being positioned relative to the 
second drying gas supply port to create a second drying 
subzone of the plurality of drying subzones by substantially 
removing drying gas supplied by the second drying gas 
supply port. 

55 6. The method of claim 5, the first drying gas supply port 
comprising one of an air foil, air bar, air turn, and perforated 
plate. 

7. The method of claim 5, the first drying subzone having 
a first static pressure and the second drying subzone having 

60 a second static pressure, the method further comprising: 
adjusting the first static pressure such that the drying gas 

supplied by the first drying gas supply port is substan
tially removed by the first drying gas removal port; and 

65 

adjusting the second static pressure such that the drying 
gas supplied by the second drying gas supply port is 
substantially removed by the second drying gas 
removal port. 
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8. An apparatus for evaporating a coating solvent from a 
coating on a first substrate surface of a substrate and 
reducing the formation of mottle as the coating solvent is 
evaporating, the apparatus comprising: 

a drying oven, the drying oven comprising: 
an enclosure having an inlet and an outlet and defining 

at least a first drying zone; 
a plurality of drying subzones within the at least one 

first drying zone, at least two of the plurality of 
drying subzones employing different drying gas flow 
conditions without the influence of physical barriers; 
and 

means for controlling the drying gas flow conditions 
within the at least two of the plurality of drying 
subzones. 

5 

24 
employing different drying gas flow conditions within at 

least two of the plurality of drying subzones; and 
transporting the substrate through the plurality of drying 

subzones to evaporate the coating solvent. 
16. The method of claim 15, further comprising coordi-

nating the act of creating the plurality of drying subzones 
and the act of employing different drying gas flow conditions 
within at least two of the plurality of drying subzones in 
order to reduce the creation of mottle \Vhile evaporating the 

10 
coating solvent and maximize throughput of the substrate 
through the drying oven. 

17. The method of claim 15, the substrate having a second 
substrate surface opposite the first substrate surface, the 
creating act including creating a first plurality of subzones 

15 
adjacent the second substrate surface, the first plurality of 
subzones being the predominant cause of the evaporation of 
the coating solvent. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8, the substrate having a second 
substrate surface opposite to the first substrate surface, the 
apparatus further comprising a first plurality of subzones 
adjacent to the second substrate surface, the first plurality of 
subzones predominantly causing the evaporating of the 

20 
coating solvent. 

18. The method of claim 17, the creating act including 
creating a second plurality of subzones adjacent the first 
substrate surface. 

19. The method of claim 15, the creating act including 
forming at least one opening between the plurality of 
subzones, the at least one opening being sufficiently large 
such that a pressure differential within the plurality of 
subzones created by the at least one opening is insufficiently 

10. The apparatus of claim 9, further comprising a second 
plurality of subzones adjacent to the first substrate surface. 

11. The apparatus of claim 8, the apparatus defining at 
least one opening between the plurality of subzones, the at 
least one opening being sufficiently large such that a pres
sure differential within the plurality of subzones created by 
the at least one opening is insufficiently large to reduce the 
formation of mottle. 

12. The apparatus of claim 8, further comprising at least 
a first drying gas supply port and a second drying gas supply 
port and at least a first drying gas removal port and a second 
drying gas removal port, the first drying gas removal port 
being positioned relative to the first drying gas supply port 

25 
large to reduce the formation of mottle. 

20. The method of claim 15, the creating act including 
providing at least a first drying gas supply port, the first 
drying gas supply port comprising one of at least one air foil, 

30 
at least one air bar, at least one air turn, and at least one 
perforated plate. 

21. The method of claim 15, the plurality of drying 
subzones including a first drying subzone and a second 
drying subzone, the first drying subzone having a first static 

35 
pressure and the second drying subzone having a second 
static pressure, the method further comprising: 

to create a first drying subzone of the plurality of drying 
subzones by substantially removing drying gas supplied by 
the first drying gas supply port, the second drying gas 
removal port being positioned relative to the second drying 
gas supply port to create a second drying subzone of the 
plurality of drying subzones by substantially removing dry-

40 
ing gas supplied by the second drying gas supply port. 

adjusting the first static pressure such that the drying gas 
supplied by the first drying gas supply port is substan
tially removed by the first drying gas removal port; and 

adjusting the second static pressure such that the drying 
gas supplied by the second drying gas supply port is 
substantially removed by the second drying gas 
removal port. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12, the first drying gas supply 
port comprising one of an air foil, air bar, air turn, and 
perforated plate. 

14. The apparatus of claim 12, the first drying subzone 
having a first stalk pressure and the second drying subzone 
subzone having a second static pressure, the apparatus 
further comprising: 

means for adjusting the first static pressure such that the 
drying gas supplied by the first drying gas supply port 
is substantially removed by the first drying gas removal 
port; and 

means for adjusting the second static pressure such that 
the drying gas supplied by the second drying gas supply 
port is substantially removed by the second drying gas 
removal port. 

15. A method for evaporating a coating solvent from a 
coating on a first substrate surface of a substrate and 
reducing the formation of mottle as the coating solvent is 
evaporating, the method comprising: 

22. The method of claim 15, the creating act including 

45 providing at least first and second drying gas supply ports 
and at least first and second drying gas removal ports, the 
first drying gas removal port being positioned relative to the 
first drying gas supply port to create a first drying subzone 
of the plurality of drying subzones by substantially remov-

50 ing drying gas supplied by the first drying gas supply port, 
the second drying gas removal port being positioned relative 
to the second drying gas supply port to create a second 
drying subzone of the plurality of drying subzones by 
substantially removing drying gas supplied by the second 

55 drying gas supply port. 

60 

23. An apparatus for evaporating a coating solvent from 
a coating on a first substrate surface of a substrate and 
reducing the formation of mottle as the coating solvent is 
evaporating, the apparatus comprising: 

providing a drying oven having at least a first drying zone; 
creating a plurality of drying subzones within the at least 

first drying zone \vithout requiring physical barriers to 
create the plurality of drying subzones, the plurality of 
drying subzones being capable of employing different 65 

drying gas flow conditions for evaporating the coating 
solvent; 

an enclosure having an inlet and an outlet and defining at 
least a first drying zone; and 

a plurality of drying subzones within the at least one first 
drying zone, at least two of the plurality of drying 
subzones employing different drying gas flow condi
tions; and 

at least first and second drying gas supply ports and at 
least first and second drying gas removal ports, the first 
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drying gas removal port being positioned relative to the 
first drying gas supply port to create a first drying 
subzone of the plurality of drying subzones by sub
stantially removing drying gas supplied by the first 
drying gas supply port, and the second drying gas 5 
removal port being positioned relative to the second 
drying gas supply port to create a second drying 
subzone of the plurality of drying sub=nes by sub
stantially removing drying gas supplied by the second 
drying gas supply port. 10 

40. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the drying gas 
flow conditions include drying gas flow velocity. 

41. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the drying gas 
flow conditions include drying gas pressure. 

42. The apparatus of claim 23, further comprising a 
temperature controller that provides different drying gas 
temperatures within at least two of the drying subzones. 

43. An apparatus for evaporating a coating solvent from 
a coating on a substrate, the apparatus comprising: 

an enclosure defining a drying zone; 
24. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein physical barriers 

arc not required between the plurality of drying subzoncs to 
create the plurality of drying subzones. 

a first drying gas supply port disposed within the drying 
zone; 

25. The apparatus of claim 23, further comprising means 
for independently controlling the drying conditions within 15 
the at least two of the plurality of drying subzones. 

a first drying gas removal port disposed within the drying 
zone, the first drying gas supply port and the first drying 
gas removal port being arranged to define a first drying 
subzone; 

26. The apparatus of claim 23, the substrate having a 
second substrate surface opposite the first substrate surface, 
the apparatus comprising a first plurality of subzones adja
cent the second substrate surface, the first plurality of 20 
subzones being the predominant cause of the evaporation of 
the coating solvent. 

a second drying gas supply port disposed within the 
drying zone; 

a second drying gas removal port disposed within the 
drying zone, the second drying gas supply port and the 
second drying gas removal port being arranged to 
define a second drying sub=ne, wherein no substantial 
barrier exists between the first and second drying 
subzones; and 

27. The apparatus of claim 26, the apparatus further 
comprising a second plurality of subzones adjacent the first 
substrate surface. 25 

28. The apparatus of claim 23, the apparatus defining at 
least one opening between the plurality of subzones, the at 
least one opening being sufficiently large such that a pres
sure differential within the plurality of subzones created by 
the at least one opening is insufficiently large to reduce the 30 
formation of mottle. 

a flow controller that controls flow of the drying gas 
between the first drying gas supply port and the first 
drying gas removal port and between the second drying 
gas supply port and the second drying gas removal port 
to produce different drying gas flow conditions within 
the first and second drying sub=nes. 

44. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the controller 
controls drying gas removal pressure, the controller control
ling drying gas removal pressure associated with the first 
drying gas removal port independently of drying gas 

29. The apparatus of claim 23, the first drying gas supply 
port comprising one of at least one air foil, at least one air 
bar, at least one air turn, and at least one perforated plate. 

30. The apparatus of claim 23, the first drying subzone 
having a first static pressure and the second drying subzone 
having a second static pressure, the apparatus further com
prising: 

means for adjusting the first static pressure such that the 
drying gas supplied by the first drying gas supply port 
is substantially removed by the first drying gas removal 
port; and 

means for adjusting the second static pressure such that 
the drying gas supplied by the second drying gas supply 
port is substantially removed by the second drying gas 
removal port. 

31. The method of claim 1, wherein the drying gas flow 
conditions include drying gas flow velocity. 

32. The method of claim 1, wherein the drying gas flow 
conditions include drying gas pressure. 

33. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing 
different drying gas temperatures within at least two of the 
drying sub=nes. 

34. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the drying gas flow 
conditions include drying gas flow velocity. 

35. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the drying gas flow 
conditions include drying gas pressure. 

36. The apparatus of claim 8, further comprising a tem
perature controller that provides different drying gas tem
peratures within at least two of the drying subzones. 

37. The method of claim 15, wherein the drying gas flow 
conditions include drying gas flow velocity. 

38. The method of claim 15, wherein the drying gas flow 
conditions include drying gas pressure. 

39. The method of claim 15, further comprising providing 
different drying gas temperatures within at least two of the 
drying sub=nes. 

35 removal pressure associated with the second drying gas 
removal port. 

45. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the controller 
controls drying gas supply pressure, the controller control
ling drying gas supply pressure associated with the first 

40 drying gas supply port independently of drying gas supply 
pressure associated with the second drying gas supply port. 

46. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the controller 
controls drying gas flow conditions within the first and 
second drying sub=nes such that drying gas supplied by the 

45 first drying gas supply port is substantially removed by the 
first drying gas removal port, and drying gas supplied by the 
second drying gas supply port is substantially removed by 
the second drying gas removal port. 

47. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the first drying 
50 subzone has a first static pressure and the second drying 

subzone has a second static pressure, the first and second 
static pressures being selected such that the drying gas 
supplied by the first drying gas supply port is substantially 
removed by the first drying gas removal port, and the drying 

55 gas supplied by the second drying gas supply port is sub
stantially removed by the second drying gas removal port. 

48. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the drying gas 
flow conditions include drying gas flow velocity. 

49. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the drying gas 
60 flow conditions include drying gas pressure. 

50. The apparatus of claim 43, further comprising a 
temperature controller that provides different drying gas 
temperatures within the first and second drying subzones. 

51. A method for evaporating a coating solvent from a 
65 coating on a substrate, the method comprising: 

passing the substrate through an enclosure defining a 
drying zone; 
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arranging a first drying gas supply port and a first drying 
gas removal port within the drying zone to define a first 
drying subzone; 

28 
55. The method of claim 51, wherein the first drying 

subzone has a first static pressure and the second drying 
subzone has a second static pressure, the method further 
comprising adjusting the first and second static pressures arranging a second drying gas supply port and a second 

drying gas removal port within the drying zone to 
define a second drying subzone, wherein no substantial 
barrier exists between the first and second drying 
subzones; and 

5 such that the drying gas supplied by the first drying gas 
supply port is substantially removed by the first drying gas 
removal port, and the drying gas supplied by the second 
drying gas supply port is substantially removed by the 

controlling flow of the drying gas between the first drying 
gas supply port and the first drying gas removal port 10 

and between the second drying gas supply port and the 
second drying gas removal port to produce different 
drying gas flow conditions within the first and second 
drying subzones. 

52. The method of claim 51, further comprising control- 15 

ling drying gas removal pressure associated with the first 
drying gas removal port independently of drying gas 
removal pressure associated with the second drying gas 
removal port. 

53. The method of claim 51, further comprising control- 20 

ling drying gas supply pressure associated with the first 
drying gas supply port independently of drying gas supply 
pressure associated with the second drying gas supply port. 

54. The method of claim 51, further comprising control
ling drying gas flow conditions within the first and second 25 

drying subzones such that drying gas supplied by the first 
drying gas supply port is substantially removed by the first 
drying gas removal port, and drying gas supplied by the 
second drying gas supply port is substantially removed by 
the second drying gas removal port. 

second drying gas removal port. 
56. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the drying gas 

flow conditions include drying gas flow velocity. 
57. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the drying gas 

flow conditions include drying gas pressure. 
58. The apparatus of claim 51, further comprising a 

temperature controller that provides different drying gas 
temperatures within the first and second drying subzones. 

59. A method for evaporating a coating solvent from a 
coating on a substrate with reduced formation of mottle, the 
method comprising: 

providing an enclosure defining a drying zone with a 
plurality of drying subzones; 

transporting the substrate through the enclosure; and 

selectively controlling a static pressure difference 
between a lower interior portion of the enclosure within 
each of the sub zones and a reference point to reduce the 
formation of mottle. 

* * * * * 
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lN THE l..fNlTED STATES .PA.TENT AND TRADE1V1A.RK OFFICE 

ln re lr1ter Partes Reexamination of: 

US Patent No. 7,897,080 

lssued: l\tfarch 1, 2011 

Named 1nventor: Robert K. Yang et ar 

Control No.: 95!002, 170 

Filed: September 10, 2012 

Title: PULYETJ-rt"I.,ENE-OXIDE BASED 
FILMS AND DRUG DELIVERY 
SYSTEl' .. 1S MADE THEREFROM 

Mail Stop Inter Partes Reexam 
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313~1450 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) Confi.nnmion No.: 6418 
) 

) Group Ali Unit: 3991 
) 
) Examiner: Diamond, Alan D. 
) 
) M&E Docket 117744-00023 
) 
) H&B Docket: 1199-26 RCE/CON/REX 
) 
) 

nECLARt\TlON BY JVIAUREEN REITl\-IA .. N~ SC.n. 
UNDER 37 CFR § Ll32 

Sir/Madam: 

L Maureen Reitman, do hereby make the fi)llowing declaration: 

L Technical Background 

L 1 am a Principal and the Director of the Polymer Science and Materials ChemistJy 
Practice at Exponent. I hold two academic degrees: (1) a Bachelor of Science in 
Materials Science and Engineering from the l'v1assachu:setts Institute of'Technology 
(MIT), and (2) a Doctor of Science in Iv1ateria1s Science and Engineering, with a thesis 
in the field of polymers, from Ml'T. l have been practicing in the field of polymer 
science and engineering frtr more than 20 years as a researcher at MIT, in a variety of 
technical roles at the 3M Company, and as a consultant v,rith Exponent I provide 
consulting engineering services in all aspects of polymer science and engineering 
including, but not limited to material selection, product design and development, 
mechanical and chemical testing, failure analysis, polymer chemistry, polymer 

ME I I 5 13 3325v. I 
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physics, and polymer processing. JVfy specialties include fonnulation, processing and 
perfonnance evaluation of polymeric materials, including fllms, coatings, adhesives 
and transdermal drug delivery systems. I have been directly involved in product 
development, product line extensions, transfer of new products to rnanufacturing, 
qualification of alternative materials and rnanufacturing equipment, evaluating field 
perfonnance, and assessing intellectual property. I am a past chainnan and continue to 
serve as a member of the board of directors of the: Medical Plastics Division of the 
Society of Plastics Engmeers. Tv1y curriculum ·vitae is provided in Appendix A. 

2. While Exponent is being paid for my time, lam not an employee of; nor do 1 have any 
financial interest in, Bin Delivery Sciences Intemational, Inc. 

3. I have been asked to carefully review Intemational Publication No. VIO 00/42992 
("Chen"), and manufacture a 111m as described in Chen. 1 care1ttlly reviewed Chen. 
Under my direction, my team manufactured a film in accordance 'Nith Example 7 of 
Chen" I have also been asked to take: samples and perform various analytical tests to 
con finn the unif(mu distribution of the pharmaceutical active in substantially equal 
sized individual dosage units of the filrn, which we did. 

4. Manufacturing Example 7 of Chen 

Chen states: "According to Examples 1-8, the hydrocolloid [Methocel E5(HFMC)] 
was dissolved in water under agitated mixing to forrn a uniform and viscous solution." 
Chen 17:7-8. 

"' Methocel E5(HFiV1C) was dissolved in water under agitated mixing to fom1 a 
unif(mn and viscous solution, by my team. 

Chen states: "Additional ingredients were then added sequentiaJiy to the viscous 
solution such as peppermint, aspartame:, propyl[enel glycol, benzoic add and citric 
acid under agitated mixing until they '.Vere uniff.~m1ly dispersed or dissolved in the 
hydrocolloid." Chen 17:8 .. 11. 

"' Additional ingredients >vvere then added sequentially to the viscous solution 
including peppem1int oil, aspartame, propylene glycol, benzoic acid and citric 
acid under agitated mixing until they were uniformly dispersed or dissolved in 
the hydrocoJioid, by my team. 

* Kolliphor EL was also added to the viscous solution. 

Chen states: ''Therapeutic agents were added to the homogeneous mixture (coating 
solution) prior to forming the film." Chen 20:19-20. 

s. Oxybutynin chloride (the therapeutic agent oCExample 7) was added to the 
homogeneous mixture (coating solution) prior to il,)rnling the fllm, by my team. 

(~hen's Table 5 specifies the composition for Example 7. 

2 

MEl lSl.B.)25v.i 
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.8 \Ve used the ingredients in the am.ounts identified in Chen's Table 5. See 
Table J. 

1

""""""•"•""'""""""·""""""""""".""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""•""""""""""""""""""""""""."""""""·"·"""""""""""""""•"•"""•"•"•"•"•"•""•"•""""""""""""""""""""""" 

Table 1 · 
"':"""""""" . .................. ---. . . - - -- -. ,... . . ---.- ....... ----- -- -- ,• --. -- ........... - ......................................... :':'"""' .............................. :'"''""'''·'<'""""""""""""""""~"~":'':~ ...... ~ ... ... 

i Formulabon, Ex. 7, I % \Veight I Fonnulation, Prepared by ! •;,;, \\h~igbt 
i Tahk 5. Chen Maureen Reitman Team I :.-. ...................................... .; ................ ~ .................................. ~ ............ ~~ ...................... ~ ~ .... ~ .. ~~ .......... ~ ................................... ,.. ........................................ t ............................... . 
i Oxvbutvnin 3. 71 Oxvbutvnin chloride t 3. 71 
:----------"---------"----------·---------------·----- ·------------------------'""""""'""""'""'"'"'"""~--------------------------------------------t----------------------------
i Methocel ES 21.06 Methocel E5 Premium i 21.06 
! (HPMC) LV i 
.... c .................... c ........ _ ... _._._._ ... _._... ......... .. ......... _. .................................................... ( ........................... _. 

Water 70.72 Water. distilled [ 70.72 

:-~~~~-1~2rh(~i:tt-A9 _____________ 1::::::: _______________ ::: _::g_~Wiit_()_i:~~--;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::II:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Propylene glycol 1 . Propylene glvcol I 1 --------------·---------_-----·-·: .. ~-------------------- ----------------------------- ___________ .,_. __ •;;-_______________ . ___ -:;, _____________________________ ~~- .. ~~ .............................................................................. . 

::A~~~ri;~~~-t::----------------------L~::~:-----::-------::::l:::A~~~~[~~~~:=l:l::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l::~;§::::::::::::::::::::~ 
. Benzoic acid i 0.013 Benzoic acid i 0.013 l 
----~-,-----.-----------_---------------,--------------,-1-------;:;-------------------l-------;----:----------:-------------------------------------------i--·:-------------------------\ 

C1tnc ac1d ~ 0.: C1tnc ac1d, monohvdrate ~ 0.7 1 
-----------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------·-------------.-.-------~--------""""""""'"'") ....................................................................................... ~ 

Chen states: "The resultant mixture was degassed in a vacuum chamber until trapped 
air bubbles were removed." Chen 17:11-12 . 

.8 The resultant mixtme 'Nas degassed in a vacuum chamber until trapped air 
bubbles were removed, by rny tearn. 

Chen swtes: "The fonnulation was then coated on the non-siliconized side of a 
polyester ilhn at a wet thidmess of 10 mil and dried in a hot air circulating oven at 
50°C for 9 minutes." Chen 17: 13-J 5. 

~r. The formulation v,;as then coated on a non-siliconized side of a polyester film 
nt a wet thickness of 10 mil and dried in a hot air circulating oven at 50°C for 
up to 9 minutes, on commercial manufacturing equiprnent by my team. 

Chen states: "Methods for manufacturing the dosage unit include the solvent casting 
methods as shown in Figure 2." Chen 15:13-14. "The manufacturing process for 
forming the dosage unit is iJ1ustrated. in Figure 20 The dry film formed by this process 
is a glossy, stand alone, self supporting, non-tacky and flexible film (12)." Chen 
15:29-31. 

~'\solvent (:astmg manufacturin~ process for :fiJrming the dosage unit as 
Jllustrated m F1gure 2 was used-, by my team, 

1 The Cremophor line of products now owned by Bl\SF and rennmed Kolliphor. Based on the naming convention 
of the Cremophori K.olliphor products, ElAO is PolyGxyl ·10 Castor Oil and EL is Polym:yl 35 C:~tor Oil {i.e,, they 
l:re bused on a l :40 and l :35 r<ltio, respectively, of ca5tor oil:ethyl<:ne oxide), They arc different materinb. 
However, one of skill in ;he art would recognize Kollipho: EL ;:,s an appropriilte subs!itute, :o:s C:-emophor ElAO is 
no longer avall"ble, 

3 
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i« The film was manufactured using a controlled drying process. 

~ As illustrated in Figure 2, the drying oven featured aeration controller \Vith 3 
zones set such that in each successi .. ve zone air impingement on the surface of 
the film increased . 

.s The dry film formed by the process is a glossy, stand alone, self-suppmiing, 
nonAacky and flexible fi.Jm. 

Chen states: "A glossy, substantially transparent, stand alone, self-supporting, non· 
tacky and flexible film was obwined after drying." Chen I 7: I 5-16. 

~ A glossy, substantially transparent, stand alone, self-supporting, nmHacky and 
flexible film was obtained after drying, by my team. 

5. Verificat1on of Content Unifom1itv -·Visual Inspection 

~~ By examination with the naked eye, unifonnity was verified by my team. 

& By 'Neighing individual dosage units of substantially identical size, uniformity was 
verified by my team. See Table 2 . 

.:--:-:::-::-.. ::-: .... :: .. :--::-:-:::::-:::-:-...... :-: .. :-:-:-: .... ':':': .. :'::'::': .. :" .... :-:-:"C:':':':':':'::':C:'::':':'::'::'::':C:':'::":'::':C:': ....... :-:-:-~ ! .· .. ·· ·· · 'rd:Hh~f ·... I 
' . \Vgight-~if'5'ct):t'''"'j 

Sampk ·dos<.tge·nnit (<~d~nxst .! 
--·············-· ............ · .............. ,.""···· .. ·········-';; ........... ..:. ... ; 

l 0.034 ! 
0.034 .......................................... ~ .............................. ~~ ...... .. 

0.1.!34 

4 0.034 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

5 ' 0.034 ............. 6 ............ r ................... 6·:c;3·4 .................. .. 
,:-·::_-_-:-::_·_z_--::::--_-_-_-_-r_-_-_·_·::--_-_-_·_·_·_·_·_··_···_Q~_~;·~-~:_·_·::_··::::::::::::: __ 

&l By dissolution of individual dosage units of substantially identical size and 
analysis by High Perfonnance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) active content 
uniformity was verified by my team. See Table 3. 

2 Our backing was not looped and we did not die cui in line, bt:t the solvent casting and drying under ar:•·:::tion is 
J:<wtched. 

4 
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t E 4.1 
\--~ ............ ~~~~ ~~ .... ~~ .... ~~ .... ~~~~ ...... ...,__,_ .. ~ .......... ~ 

&o As can be :>een in Table 3, the active varies by less than 1 oa/;, 

{If The components of the 1iJrnmlation, including ihe active component, vvere 
unifom1ly distributed in the viscous solution, which was used to cast the film, 
as was verified by my team. 

ll!l The viscous solution, which was used to cast the film, exhibited the flow 
properties of honey (around 10,000 cps), as observed by my te:anL 

~ \Vater content of the film was less than 1 ot:,..o, as verified by my team. 

"" 'Within about 4 minutes after initiation of drying, the film was self-supporting, 
non-tacky, flexible and viscoelastic, as verified by my team. 

9. 1 hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are tme and 
that all statements rnade on intlJrmation and belief are believed to be tme; and further 
thnt these statements were made with the knov.;ledge that willful false statements and 
the like so made are punishable by fine, or irnprisonment, or both, under section 1001 
of Title 18 ofthe United States Code, and that such willful statements may jeopardize 
the validity of the application or any patents issued thereon. 

Dated: February 28, 2013 
Maureen Reitman, Sc.D. 

5 
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Appendix A 

l\1aureen T, F. Reitman~ Sc.D. 
Principal and Practice Director 

Profes§ional Pro:me 

.,; . ::.·::: 
. :~ ; ·. ) : ·. ~ ::; .. 

DL Maureen Reitman is a Principal and the Director ofExponem's Polymer Science and 
Material Chemistry practice. Her expertise includes polymer and composite technology, 
mechanics of materials, adhesion science, fiber mechanics, history and technology of plastics, 
and material failure analysis. She is skilled in the development and use of testing tools and 
methods and has applied them to plastic, rubber, wxtile, metal, glass, ceramic, and composite 
malerials and systems. She is experienced in major aspects of product development, including 
materials selection, formulation, scale-up, end-use testing, failure analysis, certification 
procedures and issues related to intellectual property. 

Dr. Reitman has conducted research in the areas of packaging and barrier materials; paints and 
coatings; plastic pipes; transdermal dn1g delivery; adhesives, sealants, and encapsulants; 
molding compounds; high temperature resins; nanoparticles; fibers and textiles; protective 
coatings and :finishes; _polymer chemical resistance; plastic insulation: connecwrs and splices; 
plastic packaging; medical devices; environmental effects on durability; and product aging. She 
has used her expertise to solve a broad range of problems related to coatings, fibers, films, and 
extmded and molded products, and their use in the telecom, electronics, electrical, 
transportation, construction, ±lre protection, medical, and consumer products markets. 

Dr. Reitman is a mernber of the Board of Directors of the Medical Plastics Divis !On of the 
Society of Plastics Engineers and an adive member oft'vvo Underwriters Laboratories Standard 
Technical Pands, addressing Polymeric Materials (lJL 94, UL 746, UL 1694) and Appliance 
Wiring {UL 758). 

Prior to joining Exponent, Dr. Reiunan worked for the 3I'v1 Company in both research and 
management roles. Her activities included technology identification, materials selection and 
qualification, product development, customer support, prograrn rnanagement, acquisition 
integration, intellectual property analysis, and patent litigation support. 

Academic Credentials and Professional Honors 

Sc.D., Materials Science and Engineering/ Program in Polyrner Science and Technology, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1993 

BS, Ivlaterials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts lnstjtute of Technology, 1990 

National Academy of Engineering Frontiers of Engineering, 2009; Tau Beta Pi; Sigma Xi 
John Wulff Award; Cad Loeb Fdiowship; NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship; 
.Malcolm G. Kispert Award; GTE Academic All~American 

G2/l3 
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Patents 

Patent 6,311,524: Accelerated Method for Increasing the Photosensitivity of a Glassy .l'Aaterial, 
issued November 6, 2.001. 

European Patent EP0830428: Tackified Polydiorganosiloxane Polyurea Segmented 
Copolyrners and a Process for Making Same, published J\,1arch 25, 1998. 

Patent 5,371,051: Fiber Optic Fusion Splice Protector Sleeve, issued .tlifarch 24, 1998. 

Publications 

Kurtz S, Siskey R, Reitman M. Accelerated aging, natural aging, and small punch testing of 
gamrmHur sterilized polycarbonate urethane acetabular components. Journal of Biomedical 
Materials Research Part B: Applied Biomaterials 2010 May; 93B(2):422-447. 

HoiTnmn JJ\If, Reitman M, Donthu S, Ledwith P. Complimentary failure analysis methods and 
their application to CPVC pipe. Proceedings, ANTEC 2010, Society of Plastics Engineers, 
Orlando, FL, May 2010. 

Hofii:nan JM, Reitman M, Donthu S, Ledv,rith P, Wills D. Microscopic characterization of 
CPVC fi.1ilure modes. Proceedings, ANTEC 2009, Society· ofPlastics Engineers, Chicago, IL, 
June 2009. Best Paper Award in Failure Analysis & Prevention. 

Kurtz SM, Ebert M, Siskey R, Ciccarelli L, Reitman M, Harper ML, Chan FW. Natural and 
accelerated aging of polyurethanes in the Bl)'an cervical disc. Poster No. P 158. Transactions of 
Spineweek 2008, Geneva, Sv.;itzerland, May 26~31, 2008. 

Reitman M, Ledwith P, Hoffi:nan Tv1, Moalli J, Xu T. Environmentally driven changes in nylon. 
Proceedings, ANTEC 2008, 1\.1ihvaukee, WI, Society of Plastics Engineers, May 2008. 

Hoffman Jiv1, Reitman M, Ledwith P. Characterization of marmfacturing defects in medical 
bal1oons. Proceedings, i\NTEC 2008, J\tiilwaukee, WI, Society ofPlastics Engineers, May 
2008. 

Reitman, MTF, Moalfi JE. Polymeric coatings for medical device:. Medical Device and 
Manufacturing Technology, Touch Briefings, pp. 28--30, 2006. 

Moalli JE, Moore CD, Robertson C, Reitman MTF. Failure analysis of nitrile radiant heating 
tubing. Proceedings, ANTEC 2006, Society ofPlastic Engineers, Charlotte, NC, May 2006. 

Reitman M, McPeak J. Protective coatings fiJr implantable rnedicai devices. Proceedings, 
ANTEC 2005, Society of Plastic Engineers, Boston MA, May 200.5. 

Milur~en T. F. Rei:m~:~, Sc.D. 
Pr:;;e 2 
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McPeak J, Reitman iV1, J'v1oalli .T. Determination of in-service exposure temperature of 
thermoformed PVC via TMA .. Proceedings, 31"' Annual North American Thermal Analysis 
Society Conference,, W dJ iarnsburg, VA, 2004. 

Reitman MTF, Iv1oalli JE. Product developrnent and standards organizations: Listings and 
certifications for plastic products. 8111 Annual International Conference on Industrial 
Engineering Theory, Applications and Practice, Las Vegas, NV, 2003. 

Potdar YK, Reitman MTF. The role of engineering consultants in failure analysis and product 
development. 8'" Annual Intematinnal Conference on Industrial Engineering Theory, 
Applications and Practice, Las Vegas, NV, 2003. 

Ezckoye OA, Lowman CD, Hulme~Lowe AG, Fahey M'T. Polymer weld strength predictions 
using a themml and polymer chain diffusion analysis. Polymer Engineering and Science 1998: 
38(6):976~991, June. 

Fahey MT. Nonlinear and anisotropic prope1ties of high pert(mTtance fibers. MIT 'Thesis, 
1993. 

Fahey MT. Mechanical property characterization and enhancement of rigid rod polymer flbers. 
MlT Thesis, 1990. 

Book Contributions 

Reitman M, Liu D, Rehkopf J. Chapter 3 8. Mechanical properties of polymers. In: Handbook 
ofMeasurement in Science and Engineering. Volume 2. Kutz, M (ed), John Wiley & Sons, 
Hoboken NJ, 2013. ISBN- 978--1--118~38464~0. 

Reitman j\;L Jaekel D, Siskey R, Kmiz S. T'vJorphclogy and crystalline architecture of 
polymylketones, pp. 49-60. In: PEEK Biomaterials Handbook. Kurtz SM (ed), Elsevier 
WilHam Andrews, Kidlington, Oxford, UK, 2012. ISBN 13:978--1A377~4463~7 

Tsuji JS, i\tlowat FS, Donthu S, Reitman M. Application oftoxicoJ.ogy studies in assessing the 
health risks of nanomaterials in consumer products, pp. 543~580. In: Nann toxicity: From In 
Vivo and In Vitro Models to Health Risks. Sahu S, and Casciano D. (eds), John Wiley & Sons, 
Chicester, West Sussex, liT(, 2009. ISBN 978-0-470-74137-5. 

Reitman MTF. The Plastics Revolution. In: Research and Discovery: Landmarks and Pioneers 
in American Science. Lawson Rl'vi (ed), Annonk NY: Sharpe Reference 2008. ISBN 978-0-
7656-8073-0. 

Klein SM. Mid-century plastic jewelry. Schiffer Publishing, Atglen, PA, 2005. (Technical 
advisor to author). 

f'i.ig~; 3 
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Selected Invited Presentations 

Re1hnan MTF. Failure analysis tools. Workshop on Future Needs for Service Life Prediction of 
Polymeric Materials. NlST and Underwriters Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD, October 2012. 

Hoffman J, MacLean S, Ralston B, Reitman M, Ledwith P. Fractography of unfilled 
thermoplastic materials experiencing common rnechan1cal failure modes. Materials Science & 
Technology 2012 Conference, Pittsburgh PA, October 2012. 

Hoftl:nan J, Reitman M, Ledwith P. Tvhcroscopic characterization of CPVC failure. TV1aterials 
Science & Technology 2012 Conference, Pittsburgh PA, October 2012. 

Reitman MTF. Polymer material properties for next generation rned1cal devices. Invited 
Speaker: Med'fech Polymers, tJBM Canon, Chicago, lL, September 2012. 

Reitman IV1TF. Polymers for medical applications. Fundamentals and Fellows Forum, ANTEC 
2012, Orlando FL, April2012. 

Reitman lV!TF. Plastic and composite product failures. Invited lecture in Failure Analysis of 
Emerging Technologies. Stanford University Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering, JVfenlo Park, CA October 2009. 

Reitman ?vlTF. Factors for success; Plastics in injection molded medical devices. Part of 
infection lvfofding VVorksfor Medical Design, Design News Webcast, October 2008, 

Reitman IvrrE Plastic and composite product failures, Keynote Speaker: Third International 
Conference on Engineering Failure Analysis (ICEF A III), Elsevier, S]tges Spain, July 2008. 

Reitman MTF. Multiphase materials for medica] device applications, an overview. Tvfedica] 
Device and Manufacturing (MDfvi), Canon Communications, various locations, January- June 
2008. 

Reitman l\1TF. Nanotechnology and plastics for medical devices. Capitalizing on Nanoplastics, 
Inte1tek PIRA San Antonio TX, Febmary 2008, 

Reitman MTF. Nano additives in composites and coatings for medical device applications, 
Medical Dev1ce and Manufacturing Minneapolis, Canon Connnunications, Minneapolis l'viN, 
October 2007. 

Reitman MTF, Swanger LA. .Practical tips on ho'N to manage your technical expert in patent 
disputes. Ropes & Gray IP Master Class, Live Teleconference, June 2007. 

Reitman MTF, Kennedy E. Root cause failure analysis and accident investigation. Lommn 
Educational Services, Live Teleconference, November 2007. 

JVisun:~en T. l~. Reitn~G!l, Sc.G .. 
Ps.ge 4 
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Reitman ~,ffF. Plastics hilure analysis: Case studies. Baltimore/ Washington Chapter of 
SAJ\tiPE, October 2006. 

Reitman MTF. Plastics failure analysis. Baxter Glnbal Plastics Processing Conference 2005, 
Schaumburg lL, 2005. 

Fahey MT. Fiber mechanics, corrosion, sealants: Tales of a 3"tv1 materials scientist. Class of 
1960's Scholars Program, Williams College, 1999. 

Fahey [' .. fT. i\dhesives and sealants hx the telecormnunications industPJ. Riverwood V 
Conference, St Paul MN, 1998. 

Current Profes§ional Appointment§ 

,. Underwriter's Laboratory Standards Technical Panel STP 746 {Polymeric Materials, 
includes UL94, UL 746 and UL1694) 

,. Underwriter's Laboratory Standards Technical Panel STP 758 (Appliance Wires/ 
UL758) 

88 Medical Plastics Division Board of Directors, Society ofPlastics Engineers 

Committee and Review Activities 

0 UL Forum on Tnitiatives to Improve the Long Term Aging Program, LTT A Tools 
Working Groups, Underwriters Laboratories 

0 Research and Engineering Technology Award Committee, Society of Plastics Engineers 
0 Reviewer, Medical Plastics Technical Program Committee, Society of Plastics Engineers 
<t~ Reviewer, failme Analysis and Prevention Technical Program Committee, Society of 

Plastics Engineers 
0 Reviev,;er, various book proposals and submissions related to polymer science, ASM 

International, Elsevier, John Wiley 

Professional Affiliations 

02:'.!3 

0 American Association for the Advancement of Science (member) 
0 American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists-AATCC (senior member) 
0 American Chemical Society (member) 
88 ASTM International (mernber) 
88 Society f()r the Advancement of Material and Process Engineering (member) 
,. Society of Plastics Engineers (senior member) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In reInter Partes Reexamination of: 

US Patent No. 7,897,080 
Issued: March 1, 2011 

Named Inventor: Robert K. Yang et al. 

Control No.: 95/002,170 

Request Filed: September 10, 2012 

Title: POLYETHYLENE OXIDE-BASED 
FILMS AND DRUG DELIVERY 
SYSTEMS MADE THEREFROM 

Date: April12, 2013 

Mail Stop Inter Partes Reexam 
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Confirmation No.: 6418 

Group Art Unit: 3991 

Examiner: Alan D. Diamond 

M&E Docket: 1177 44-00023 

H&B Docket: 1199-26 RCE/CON/REX 

INTER PARTES REEXAMINATION COMMENTS UNDER 37 CFR § 1.947 

Pursuant to 37 CPR§ 1.947, the Third Party Requester hereby submits the following 

comments to the Office Action re-mailed on November 29, 2012 (the "Office Action") and the 

Applicant's Amendment and Reply thereto dated March 13, 2013 (the "Reply"). These 

Comments are filed on April12, 2013, which date is 30 days from the service of the Reply. 

MEl 15298279v.l 
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Patent No.: 7,897,080 
Reexamination No.: 95/002,170 
1177 44-00023 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

I. INTRODUCTION ............................................................................................................... 1 

A. Applicant has not added any new process limitations to patentably 
distinguish its Exhibitclaimed process from the prior art ............................................. 1 

B. Applicant's bread analogy falls flat .............................................................................. 2 

C. The Reitman Declaration: Third Party Requestor has demonstrated that 
films made by the method of Chen are at least as uniform as the films made 
by the method of the '080 Patent. ................................................................................. 5 

II. APPLICANT'S DECLARATIONS ARE INEFFECTIVE TO REBUT THE 
EXAMINER'S PRIMA FACIE CASE OF ANTICIPATION ............................................. 5 

A. Lin Declaration: Applicant has not met its burden of proving that Chen 
does not inherently possess the desired property ......................................................... 5 

1. Dr. Lin's Declaration proves that the '080 Patent claims lack an 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Applicant has elected to add recitations of desired results to its method claims, not the steps 

required to achieve them. These new recitations are not entitled to patentable weight and do not 

overcome the rejections of record. Moreover, the desired results added to the claims are still 

anticipated and rendered obvious by Chen, Staab, Le Person, and Horstmann. In addition, the new 

recitations lack clarity, support, and enablement as explained in the new proposed rejections. 

Finally, Applicant has failed to establish that even one of the outstanding rejections of record was 

incorrect and should be withdrawn. Instead, Applicant either argues limitations that are not in the 

claims or relies solely on the newly added recitations. 

Applicant also attempts to rely on two Declarations that purport to distinguish the "inventive 

method." In the Bogue Declaration, Applicant presents data that does not correspond to any claimed 

method and does not correspond to any claimed result. In the Lin Declaration, Applicant criticizes 

Chen for not being an FDA new drug application and then concludes with a logical fallacy. It is 

unclear how the Declarations could be useful to address the existing rejections. 

For the Examiner's convenience, Requester attaches a chart comparing each independent 

claim, as amended, to claim 82 (Exhibit A). 

A. Applicant has not added any new process limitations to patentably distinguish its 
Exhibitclaimed process from the prior art 

In its own specification, Applicant has admitted that its only newly added method steps

directed to sampling and testing for uniformity-are conventional. Specifically, the new steps 

are: 

• "performing analytical chemical tests for uniformity of content of said active in 
substantially equal sized individual dosage units sampled .... " See step (f) in 
claim 1, and step (e) in claims 82, 161 and 315-318; and 

• "repeating steps (a) through (e) to form additional resulting films, such that 
uniformity of content in the amount of said active in said resulting film and said 
additional resulting films varies no more than ... " See step (f) in claim 82 and 
315. 
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As support for these new steps, Applicant cites the passage spanning col. 28, line 66, 

through col. 29, line 6 and the passage at col. 29, lines 20-35 of the '080 Patent. See Reply p. 45. 

But in the very next sentence of the specification, Applicant admits that the newly recited steps 

were known and obvious to those of skill in the art: 

Any conventional means for examining and testing the film pieces may be 
employed, such as, for example, visual inspection, use of analytical 
testing, and any other suitable means known to those skilled in the art. 

'080 Patent 29:35-39. 

Thus, by Applicant's own admission, the conventional sampling and testing steps recited, as the 

only new method limitations in the claims, are obvious and anticipated. In short, the only added 

process steps are admitted in the prior art. 

Also, while the objective of each of the claimed methods is the manufacture of a film 

suitable for commercialization, the film must already be manufactured before it can be tested. 

And later testing cannot make an unsuitable film suitable for commercialization. For example, 

any variation in the distribution of active in manufactured film is not improved by testing. In 

short, the new testing steps are at best known, post-solution activity that cannot render the 

claimed methods for manufacturing film patentable. 

B. Applicant's bread analogy falls flat. 

Applicant misleadingly characterizes the '080 Patent claims as "requir[ing] a uniformity 

of content in amount of active (i) in individual dosage units sampled from a resulting film of 

10% or less ( ... ), and (ii) in individual dosage units sampled from two or more resulting films 

of 10% or less as a percentage difference from a desired amount ( ... )." Reply pp. 48-49 

(emphasis added) (erroneously suggesting that each claim includes two "uniformity" 

requirements when most of the claims do not). Applicant proposes to use a bread-making 

analogy to explain its alleged "uniformity" requirements. Requester agrees that the bread

making analogy may be useful so we elaborate on it as a means for conceptually explaining why 

the pending claims are not patentable. 
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The following bread-making claim very closely relates to claim 82, which is one of the 

two pending independent claims that actually recites two "uniformity" requirements: 1 

82_bread. A process for manufacturing resulting loaves of bread 
suitable for commercialization and regulatory approval, said regulatory 
approval including testing which meets the standards of the US Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) relating to variation of a flavoring in 
individual bites, said loaves of bread having a substantially uniform 
distribution of ingredients comprising a substantially uniform distribution 
of a desired amount of said flavoring in bites of said resulting loaves of 
bread, comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a dough comprising a milled grain selected from the group 
consisting of a water-soluble grain, and water-swellable grain and 
combinations thereof, a liquid and the flavoring, the dough having a 
substantially uniform distribution of the flavoring; 

(b) casting the dough into a loaf pan, said dough having a viscosity from 
about 400 to about 100,000 cps; 

(c) controlling drying though a process comprising conveying the loaf pan 
through an oven and evaporating at least a portion of said water from said 
dough to form visco-elastic dough, having said flavoring substantially 
uniformly distributed throughout, within about the first 4 minutes by 
rapidly increasing the viscosity of said dough upon initiation of drying to 
maintain substantially uniform distribution of said flavoring by locking-in 
or substantially preventing migration of said flavoring within the visco
elastic dough, wherein during said drying the dough temperature is 100 oc 
or less, and wherein the uniformity of content of flavoring in substantially 
equal sized bites of said visco-elastic dough is such that the amount of the 
flavoring varies by no more than 10%; 

(d) forming said resulting loaf of bread from said visco-elastic dough, 
wherein the resulting loaf of bread has a water content of 10% or less and 
said substantially uniform distribution of flavoring by said locking-in or 
substantially preventing migration of said flavoring is maintained; 

(e) performing analytical taste tests for uniformity of said flavoring in 
substantially equal sized bites from different slices of the resulting loaf, 

1 Applicant begins the discussion of the '080 Patent by attempting to subvert the plain meaning of 
"uniform." Applicant states that '"uniform' from a practical standpoint must of necessity allow for some variance." 
See Reply p. 48. Merriam-Webster disagrees: its first definition of "uniform" is "not varying." See 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/uniform (attached as Exhibit D). In other words, Applicant starts by 
proposing to define "uniform" as "not uniform." Applicant apparently uses "uniform" and variations of that term to 
mean "having an acceptable variance," but the acceptable variance is not always identified. 
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the tests indicating that uniformity of content in the amount of said 
flavoring varies by no more than 10% and the resulting loaf is suitable for 
commercial sale and regulatory approval, wherein the approval is provided 
by the US FDA; and 

(f) repeating steps (a) through (e) to form resulting additional loaves of 
bread, such that uniformity of content in the amount of said flavoring in 
said resulting loaf of bread and said additional resulting loaves of bread 
varies by no more than 10% from the desired amount of the flavoring as 
indicated by said analytical taste tests. 

The foregoing claim, claim 82_bread, includes analogous ingredients and the same or 

analogous process limitations as pending claim 82. But no one would consider claim 82_bread a 

good recipe for making bread. Indeed, the process limitations of claim 82_bread are so general 

and devoid of detail that it is not clear that they would necessarily produce bread. Because claim 

82_bread leaves the question of how to make the target product largely unanswered, substantial 

experimentation would be required before a baker would expect to be able to use the process 

limitations of claim 82_bread to make bread. More experimentation would be required before a 

baker would expect to be able to use the process limitations of claim 82_bread to make bread 

with the recited desired properties. 

Surprisingly, although an improved understanding of the requirements of the pending 

claims was the apparent purpose of the analogy, Applicant fails to relate the proposed bread 

"uniformity" requirements to the actual limitations of any pending claim. Instead, Applicant 

relates the bread "uniformity" requirements to "lots." But no pending claim recites one or more 

lots. And Applicant fails to equate one or more lots with any recited claim term. Applicant also 

fails to relate the lots back to its bread analogy. Applicant's failure to make the proposed 

connection may be due to the limitations of its data, which relates to lots as opposed to recited 

claim terms. 

Applicant's failure to make the proposed connection may also be due to the limitations of 

the '080 Patent specification. As quoted in the Reply, the '080 Patent specification only includes 

two passages that potentially support numerical values for allowable active variation. Reply pp. 

45, 46. First, the specification states that "as required by various world regulatory authorities, 

dosage forms may not vary more than 10% in the amount of active." '080 Patent 2:27-46. 
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Second, the specification states that a pharmaceutical dosage form or film product having no 

more than 10% variance of pharmaceutical active by weight per unit area may be deemed 

substantially uniform. See '080 Patent 15:28-43. The plain language of these passages simply 

does not support the two distinct "uniformity" requirements that Applicant has added to its 

claims. In short, Applicant's bread analogy falls flat. 

C. The Reitman Declaration: Third Party Requestor has demonstrated that films 
made by the method of Chen are at least as uniform as the films made by the 
method of the '080 Patent. 

Despite the fact that the burden has shifted to Applicant to show that Chen does not 

inherently produce the desired properties, Requester nonetheless reinforces the existing evidence 

and demonstrates that Chen does produce films having at least the same properties as films 

produced by the presently claimed methods. In order to expedite prosecution of this 

reexamination, the Declaration of Maureen Reitman is provided. See Reitman Decl. (Exhibit B). 

Her team manufactured a film in accordance with Example 7 of Chen. See Reitman Decl. <JI<JI 3-

4. The sampling and "chemical testing" of dosage units sampled from films manufactured in 

accordance with Chen verified that the active varies by less than 10% (i.e., as presently claimed 

by Applicant). See Reitman Decl. <JI 7 and Table 3. Visual inspection and unit dose weight 

analysis also verified that the individual dosage units of Chen have uniform active content. See 

Reitman Decl. <JI 5-6 and Table 2. Thus, even though the burden falls on Applicant to prove that 

the films of Chen do not inherently possess the claimed desired uniformity, Dr. Reitman has 

proved that the films of Chen do inherently possess the claimed desired uniformity. 

II. APPLICANT'S DECLARATIONS ARE INEFFECTIVE TO REBUT THE 
EXAMINER'S PRIMA FACIE CASE OF ANTICIPATION 

A. Lin Declaration: Applicant has not met its burden of proving that Chen does not 
inherently possess the desired property 

With regard to the Lin Declaration, Applicant misses the point. To anticipate the instant 

claims, Chen need only teach everything claimed, expressly or inherently. The standard is not 

whether Chen provides the thousands of pages of documentation required for the FDA to 

approve a drug product for administration to humans. To the extent that Applicant insists that 
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Chen does not possess an enabling disclosure because it does not provide the type and volume of 

information required by the FDA for approval, Applicant's own '080 Patent lacks such an 

enabling disclosure. 

1. Dr. Lin's Declaration proves that the '080 Patent claims lack an 
enabling disclosure. 

The Lin Declaration states: 

After review of the patent in light of FDA practice and procedure, it is my opinion 
that there is insufficient disclosure to allow FDA to determine that a drug product 
as described can be manufactured for commercial distribution, manufactured in a 
consistent manner and meet specification that will ensure the identity, strength, 
quality, purity, and potency of the drug product. In particular, Chen lacks any 
disclosure which would necessarily lead to the manufacture of films with 
uniformity of content (strength) of drug active required for FDA approval. 

Lin Decl. <]{ 17. 

While it may be true that a submission of Chen to the US Food and Drug Administration as a 

New Drug Application would not result in FDA approval of a drug product, it is unclear how Dr. 

Lin's Declaration is relevant other than to prove that the '080 Patent claims lack enablement. As 

amended, every single claim of the '080 Patent recites a "process for manufacturing a resulting 

film suitable for commercialization and regulatory approval, said regulatory approval including 

analytical chemical testing which meets the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

relating to the variation of an active in individual dosage units." See Reply pp. 2, 11, 20, 36, 37, 

39, 40 (the amended preambles of independent claims 1, 82, 161, and 315-318). If Chen lacks 

sufficient disclosure to meet this recitation, as Applicant argues, then its own patent is similarly 

deficient. See MPEP 716.07 citing In re Epstein, 32 F.3d 1559, 31 USPQ2d 1817 (Fed. Cir. 

1994) (lack of diagrams, flow charts, and other details in the prior art references does not render 

them nonenabling in view of the fact that applicant's own specification failed to provide those 

details and that one skilled in the art would have known how to implement the features of the 

references). Indeed, Chen demonstrates uniformity to the same degree as the '080 Patent, and in 

fact, goes beyond the '080 Patent in providing the results of so-called "analytical chemical tests" 

that the '080 Patent lacks. In fact, the Lin Declaration goes on to provide a litany of disclosure 

requirements that the '080 Patent lacks (see Lin Decl. <]{<]{ 18-20), as described in great detail 
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below with respect to the first proposed rejection of all claims under 35 USC § 112 for lack of 

enablement, written description, and clarity. 

2. Dr. Lin's statements related to Chen's release data must be 
dismissed as illogical, unsupported, and conclusory. 

Lin concludes his Declaration with a logical fallacy. Based on a possible relationship 

between data and a film problem, and despite evidence that indicates an alternative possibility is 

more likely, Lin illogically finds that the data necessarily shows a film problem. Lin states that 

Chen's interim release data indicates a problem with the test method "and/or" a variation in 

dosage unit active content. See Lin Decl. <JI 20 (emphasis added). Reduced to its logical 

components, Lin's premise is that X (Chen's interim release data) indicates A (test problem) 

and/or B (film problem). As an initial matter, the fact that Chen's maximum release error bars 

decrease over time indicates that the error noted by Lin is an artifact of the test method-not a 

characteristic of the film. Nonetheless, without further support or explanation, Lin concludes 

that Chen's data demonstrates unacceptable variation in dosage unit active content (film 

problem). Reduced to its logical components, Lin's conclusion (X demonstrates B) does not 

follow from Lin's own premise (X indicates A and/or B). In other words, Lin's conclusion is 

logically invalid based on Lin's own stated premise. Because it lacks viable support or 

explanation, Lin's conclusory allegation based on Chen's interim release data cannot overcome 

any rejections based on Chen. See MPEP 716.01(C).III (requiring consideration of the absence 

of factual support for an expert opinion in assessing its probative value). 

B. Bogue Declaration: Applicant Presents Irrelevant Information 

The purpose of the Bogue Declaration is unclear to Requester. Bogue's Declaration does 

not show any unexpected results and so cannot be used to overcome any obviousness rejection. 

Bogue does not even attempt to address anticipation. Accordingly, the Bogue Declaration is 

insufficient to overcome any prior art rejection. 

MEl 15298279v.l 
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Dr. Bogue's description of the method used to make "lots" of resulting films is so general 

and devoid of detail that it is impossible to know to which, if any, claim(s) the data is applicable. 

In other words, it is impossible to know whether Bogue's method met all of the limitations of 

any claimed method. Applicant itself suggests that any evidence that fails to demonstrate that 

the "process [was] followed exactly, with all of the components exactly as listed, and all other 

conditions ... exactly met" must be discounted. Reply pp. 66. Furthermore, Bogue's evidence 

of non-uniformity in mystery lots prepared by a vague method provides no useful insight into the 

uniformity of the films of the prior art. 

2. It is not clear what a "lot" may be and how it may relate to the 
claimed "resulting film" or "resulting films". 

According to Bogue, "[t]he results shown in the appendices establish ... the amount of 

active varies by no more than 10% between individual dosage units sampled from a particular lot 

of resulting film." Bogue Decl. at <JI 11. Thus, it appears that a lot may be a subset of a 

"resulting film." But there is no certainty as to how a "resulting film" or "resulting films" may 

relate to one or more "lots." Neither Applicant nor Bogue equates a "lot" to any recited claim 

element. In short, there is no support for Dr. Bogue's conclusion that "[t]he results shown in the 

appendices establish that the resulting films produced by the inventive method of the '080 Patent 

as disclosed and claimed have the required uniformity based on analytical chemical testing." 

Bogue Decl. at <JI 11. 

3. Applicant has failed to show that even the "lots" meets its own 
claimed criteria. 

Even if the Bogue process were commensurate with a single recited claim, which has not 

been demonstrated, the data presented in the Bogue Declaration does not fall within the recited 

desired maximum variance in active content. As can be clearly seen from the data presented in 

Appendix B, the amount of pharmaceutical active varies between individual dosage units from 

less than 94% on the far left of the figure, to nearly 106% on the upper right. That is, the amount 

of pharmaceutical active varies by more than 10%. The issued and amended claims recite that 

"the amount of the pharmaceutical active ... varies by no more than 10%" between individual 

dosage unit samples. See e.g., claim 1. 
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Applicant attempts to resuscitate its data by amending its independent claims to refer to a 

first "uniformity" within a "resulting film" and then a second, newly-defined "uniformity" 

between "resulting films." First, there is absolutely no support for two "uniformity" standards in 

the '080 Patent. And certainly there is no support for a first standard of "uniformity" that only 

applies within a film and a second standard of "uniformity" that applies between "resulting 

films." Second, Appendix A does not indicate whether the amount of active in each film varies 

by no more than 10% per unit area. Appendix A does not even mention film. 

Moreover, Appendix A conveniently conceals variation-by dividing the difference 

between the maximum and the minimum active dosages by the average active dosage in the lot 

samples. Thus, Appendix A does not indicate the actual variation between the amount of active 

in individual dosage units. For example, consider a sample set including 10 dosage units with 

active in the following amounts: 6, 4, 4, 4, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, and 4 meg. The actual variation between 

the dosage unit having 6 meg and the dosage unit having 2 meg is well over 20%. But according 

to Bogue's calculation, the variation would be 0%. 

Finally, because Applicant chose only to provide the results of its calculations and not the 

underlying data, the Office has no way of determining if the data, analyzed in Appendix A, 

supports the claims. But the Office can readily see that the data in Appendix B does not support 

the claims. 

III. PROPOSED REJECTIONS OF ALL PENDING CLAIMS UNDER 35 USC§ 314 

Applicant's amendments attempt to "redefine" issued claim limitations by adding an 

implicit definition that goes well beyond the scope of the issued claims. 

A. Proposed rejection of all pending claims under 35 USC§ 314 as enlarging the 
scope of the patent claims- broadening "flowable" to include non-flowable 
viscosities. 

Applicant amends every independent claim to broaden the term "flowable" to encompass 

viscosities that are not flowable. Step (c) of issued claim 1 and step (b) of issued claims 82 and 

161 have been amended as follows: 
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casting said flowable polymer matrix, said flowable polymer matrix 
having a viscosity from about 400 to about 100,000 cps; 

Each and every new independent claim also includes this recitation. Exhibit E provides the 

viscosity of common materials. As Exhibit E indicates, a viscosity of 100,000 cps corresponds 

to mincemeat. Materials having the viscosity of mincemeat are not flowable. The new recitation 

expands the polymer matrix cast in this step beyond that claimed in issued claims 1, 82, and 

161-i.e., to include a polymer matrix that is not flowable-and thereby impermissibly broadens 

the scope of the claims beyond those issued in the '080 Patent. 

B. Proposed rejection of all pending claims under 35 USC§ 314 as enlarging the 
scope of the patent claims -broadening the drying step. 

The issued claims referred to forming a visco-elastic film in less than 10 minutes. The 

only discussion in the specification, including the examples, for drying for 10 minutes is 

referring to total drying time: 

For instance, the films of the present invention desirably are dried for 10 
minutes or less. Drying the films at 80 oc for 10 minutes produces a 
temperature differential of about 5 oc. This means that after 10 minutes of 
drying, the temperature of the inside of the film is 5 oc less than the 
outside exposure temperature. 

'080 Patent 13:23-28. 

The '080 Patent teaches in this passage that keeping the total drying time short, allows 

the films to be dried at higher temperatures without heat degradation. 

Applicants amends every independent claim to broaden the drying step to require only 

that viscosity be increased in the first 4 minutes. Step (d) of issued claim 1 and step (c) of issued 

claims 82 and 161 have been amended as follows: 

... evaporating at least a portion of said solvent. .. to form a visco-elastic 
film ... within about the first [10] 4 minutes [or fewer] by rapidly 
increasing the viscosity of said flowable polymer matrix upon initiation of 
drying to maintain said substantially uniform distribution ... of said film .... 

Each and every new independent claim also includes this recitation. 
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This amendment attempts to "redefine" the evaporating step by shifting from what would 

be construed as a total drying requirement to what is now merely an initial drying requirement. 

This amendment thus broadens the step. As newly recited, this step now is accomplished ".Qy 

rapidly increasing the viscosity of said flowable polymer matrix upon initiation of drying." This 

new claim does not require 10 minutes drying time, but only requires an increase in viscosity in 

the first 4 minutes. 

IV. PROPOSED REJECTIONS OF ALL CLAIMS UNDER 35 USC § 112 

A. Proposed rejection of all pending claims under 35 USC § 112, first and second 
paragraph - new recitation "suitable for commercialization and regulatory 
approval including analytical chemical testing which meets the standards of the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration relating to variation of an active in individual 
dosage units" 

The preambles of claims 1, 82, and 161 have been amended to add the above recitation. 

Claims 315-318 also include the same recitation. 

1. Lack of enablement 

The Applicant has taken the position that Chen lacks an enabling disclosure because it 

lacks "sufficient information contained within to allow regulatory FDA approval" of its films. 

Lin Decl. <JI 17. If FDA-approvability is the standard for enablement, then Applicant's own 

specification is similarly lacking. The '080 Specification discloses none of the following, which 

the Lin Declaration proclaims is required for an enabling disclosure: 

disclosure to allow FDA to determine that a drug product as described can 
be manufactured for commercial distribution, manufactured in a consistent 
manner and meet specification that will ensure the identity, strength, 
quality, purity, and potency of the drug product. See Lin Decl. <JI 17 . 

./ Without a doubt, the '080 Patent does not qualify as an FDA CMC 
submission, which is the bar set by Dr. Lin and Applicant. 

disclosure which would necessarily lead to the manufacture of films with 
uniformity of content (strength) of drug active required for FDA approval. 
See Lin Decl. <JI 17. 
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./ Although the '080 Patent does have some uniformity data from 
physical tests, i.e., data from visual inspection tests ('080 Patent 31:38-
45) and weight variation tests ('080 Patent 31:46-32:34), Applicant has 
taken the position that these test are not relevant (Reply at p. 58-59). 
Thus, according to Applicant, there is no uniformity data that can be 
relied upon in the '080 Patent. 

sufficient information that the films containing drug can be produced 
consistently with respect to uniformity of content of the drug. See Lin 
Decl. <]{ 18 . 

./ The '080 Patent does not include any data or other information 
regarding the reproducibility of films made according to the methods 
described. 

demonstrat[ing] uniformity of content in the amounts of drug in individual 
dosage units. See Lin Decl. <]{ 18 . 

./ Again, according to Applicant, there is no uniformity data that can be 
relied upon in the '080 Patent. 

no specific test methods, and hence no test results, that could allow for the 
determination of the actual amount of drug (active) in individual dosage 
units. See Lin Decl. <]{ 18 . 

./ The '080 Patent specification fails to describe or exemplify any 
specific test methods, and hence no test results. 

disclose sufficient information regarding the manufacturing process and process 
controls ... [to] ensure that films containing drug could be manufactured to meet 
specifications that ensure consistent strength. See Lin Decl. <]{ 19 . 

./ The '080 Patent fails to disclose or claim any information about 
manufacturing processes or controls to ensure consistent strength that 
Chen also does not provide. So, to the extent that Chen is lacking, so 
is the '080 Patent. 

... there is no information regarding the test methods that are necessary to 
determine the amount of drug in individual dosage units. See Lin Decl. 
<]{20. 

MEl 15298279v.l 

./ Beyond its so-called physical tests (which Applicant claims are 
irrelevant), the '080 Patent is devoid of any information regarding 
"test methods that are necessary to determine the amount of drug in 
individual dosage units." There is only a general reference to 
dissolution tests, but with no actual test methods are referred to or 
described. 
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In short, to the extent that Chen lacks an enabling disclosure with respect to this new 

recitation, the '080 Patent also lacks an enabling disclosure. In the words of Dr. Lin, the '080 

Patent "is lacking, both explicitly and inherently, the disclosure necessary to provide for the 

manufacture of drug-containing films with the uniformity of content in amount of drug (active) 

in individual dosage units to make FDA approvable film products." Lin Decl. <JI 21. 

Even the Bogue Declaration fails to provide evidence that its "lots" meet the recited 

standards. As Dr. Clevenger explains: 

The analysis in the Bogue Declaration is not consistent with the currently 
adopted definition of content uniformity as described in USP <905> 
Uniformity of Dosage Units. The calculation in paragraphs 9 and 10 of 
the Bogue Declaration are not included within the definition of content 
uniformity as described in USP <905> Uniformity of Dosage Units. 

Clevenger Decl. <JI 6. 

2. Lack of clarity 

The "suitable for ... regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which 

meets the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration ... "recitation is ambiguous and 

unclear because there is no set chemical tests or standards required. As Dr. Clevenger explains: 

In my experience, the route to regulatory approval is an ongoing 
negotiation with the FDA through the New Drug Application (NDA) 
process. In this negotiation process, analytical testing and standards are 
determined for each product depending on its particular properties and 
characteristics. Different active agents and dosage forms have different 
properties, and would thus generally have different standards and testing 
requirements. Also, standardized test methods can change over time (e.g., 
USP <905> was revised in 2007 and 2011), so regulations from 2000 will 
not provide adequate information for present approval processes. 

Clevenger Decl. <JI 4. 

Indeed, the FDA standard cited by Lin demonstrates that different active strengths 

alone, in products that are otherwise the same, can require different tests. See Exhibit J, USP 

Chapter <905> Uniformity of Dosage Forms (2011), cited in Lin Decl. at <JI 16. To add to the 
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confusion, in some cases, a "chemical test" is not even required. If the amount of active is high 

enough, a Weight Variation Test is acceptable. See Exhibit Kat pp. 6-7, Q&A5. 

Applicant also implies that certain claim limitations are the FDA standard. See Claim 1 

(varies by no more than 10%), claim 82 (varies by no more than 10% above the desired amount), 

and Lin Decl. <JI 22 (no "greater than the 110% level (from and expected amount of 100%) that is 

considered acceptable to FDA for regulatory approval"). In fact, USP General Chapter <905>, 

which is cited by Applicant in the Lin Declaration, sets forth a number of standards, each of 

which is entirely different from anything claimed, argued or described in the '080 Patent. See 

Exhibit Kat pp. 2-6. 

Because a person of ordinary skill in the art would not be able to determine what is 

encompassed by a method for manufacturing a film "suitable for regulatory approval including 

analytical chemical testing which meets the standards of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

relating to variation of an active in individual dosage units," the claims are lacking in clarity. 

3. Lack of written description 

Finally, because the new "suitable ... " recitation in the pending claims extends beyond 

what was disclosed or referenced in the specification, the claims lack written description. That 

is, even if the FDA did have one standard that would apply to all of the films manufactured by 

the methods claimed in the '080 Patent-which it does not-the standards have changed over 

time. For example, in order to harmonize with international standards, the USP General Chapter 

<905> cited by Applicant in the Lin Declaration, was updated at least twice (i.e.,on April20, 

2007, and again on December 1, 2011). See Exhibit J and Exhibit K, and Clevenger Decl. <JI 4. 

Accordingly, this new recitation appears to reference something that did not exist when the 

application was filed, and therefore the claims lack written description. 

B. Proposed rejection of all pending claims under 35 USC§ 112, first and second 
paragraph -new recitation "analytical chemical tests" 

1. Lack of clarity 

Independent claims 1, 82, 161 and 315-318 newly recite the term "analytical chemical 

tests." The term "analytical chemical tests" is vague and unclear. What is an "analytical 
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chemical test" and how does it differ from a non-chemical test or a non-analytical test? 

Applicant does not disclose any analytical chemical tests or testing of active in the specification, 

but rather the desirability of testing for chemical and physical uniformity. Testing for chemical 

uniformity would include weight variation testing according to the FDA, but Applicant insists 

this is not an analytical chemical test. Compare Exhibit J at p. 1 to Reply at p. 58-59. 

Is a chemical transformation required? If so, HPLC testing would not be an analytical 

chemical test. And HPLC testing is commonly used to assess active content. The confusion is 

compounded by Applicant's statements that weighing cannot be relied upon to assess uniformity 

of content data. However, the FDA clearly provides that weight variation testing is a content 

uniformity test. Exhibit J at p. 1. In short, based upon the plain language in the '080 Patent and 

compounded by Applicant's arguments, it is not clear what is, and what is not, an analytical 

chemical test. 

2. Lack of written description 

Nowhere in the '080 Patent does the Applicant describe the type, much less the amount, 

of analytical chemical testing required for regulatory approval. And even if it did, as discussed 

above, requirements for regulatory approval vary greatly, and change over time. Nowhere in the 

specification is the term "analytical chemical tests" written or described. 

C. Proposed rejection of all pending claims under 35 USC § 112, first and second 
paragraphs- new recitation "varies by no more than 10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%" 

Step (f) of claim 1 and step (e) of claims 82 and 161 have been amended to recite-in 

reference to the individual dosage units formed-that "for. .. substantially equal sized individual 

dosage units ... the amount of the active varies by no more than 10%." Claims 315-317 also 

recite the same language. Step (c) of newly proposed claim 318 recites that "for ... substantially 

equal sized individual dosage units ... the amount of said active varies by less than 5%." Newly 

proposed dependent claims 300-311 include the same recitations or require even narrower 

degrees of variation, i.e., 2%, 1%, and 0.5%. 
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1. Lack of clarity 

The recitations above require that individual dosage units vary from each other in the 

amount of active by no more than 10%, 5%, 2%, 1% or 0.5%. The clarity issue arises when 

Applicant attempts to broaden the meaning of these recitations in its Reply: 

... uniformity of content of the resulting film varies by no more than 10% 
in amount of the active present in substantially equally sized individual 
dosage units sampled from different locations of a lot of the resulting 
film ... 

Reply at p. 75, lines 7-11 (emphasis added). 

The data presented in the Bogue Declaration reflect "the uniformity of content of active of 

individual dosage units within particular lots and across different lots." Bogue Decl. <JI 8 

(emphasis added) and Appendices A, Band C. But "lots" are not equated to "resulting films." 

And there is also no reference to a "lot," "lots," or "lots of resulting films" in any of the claims. 

While Applicant may act as its own lexicographer in drafting the specification, it may not do so 

after the application has been filed. The fact is, Applicant's "uniformity" data-presented in the 

Bogue Declaration-fails to demonstrate individual dosage units where the active varies by no 

more than 10%, 5%, 2%, 1% or 0.5% as claimed. 

Moreover, Bogue's Appendix A, which conceals lot variation by dividing it by the lot 

average, does not negate Bogue's Appendix B, which clearly shows that even the lot data does 

not satisfy the 10% variance limitation. It only introduces confusion with respect to the meaning 

of the claims. 

2. Lack of enablement 

Applicant's arguments also create an enablement problem as to the claimed uniformity. 

Applicant argues that the prior art does not demonstrate its claimed uniformity because 

"physically observable properties of the resulting film product, for example, its appearance and 

weight. .. do not indicate that the amount of active in individual dosage units varies by no more 

than 10% ... " Reply pp. 54-55. "Even if the film appears uniform, analytical chemical tests must 

then be conducted to verify uniformity of content at the prescribed level." Reply p. 59. In short, 

Applicant argues that uniformity may only be determined by analytical chemical testing of film, 
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not merely by physically observable properties of film. There is no indication or evidence in the 

'080 Patent that the disclosed methods result in a film with the claimed uniformity as determined 

by analytical chemical testing. In over 100 examples, the '080 Patent never demonstrates that 

any disclosed method results in a film that satisfies the recited active variation limitation as 

determined by analytical chemical testing. Applicant erroneously states that "analytical chemical 

testing is used in the '080 Patent to establish the actual amount of active in samples," citing 

Example M. Reply p. 59, last full<[. The '080 Patent discloses no analytical chemical test for 

active with respect to Example M. '080 Patent 33:10-34:34. In fact, Example M contains no 

active. A red dye does not fall into the broadest reasonable interpretation of a bioactive or a 

pharmaceutical active. 

Applicant now improperly attempts to remediate its enablement problem by providing the 

data in the Bogue Declaration. First, a declaration cannot be used to provide enablement after 

the fact. This is particularly true when the declaration methods are not well-described, and what 

is described does not match even a single claim. Second, and most importantly, the data does not 

even meets its own recited requirement. Appendix B of the Bogue Declaration shows that the 

active in the individual dosage units does vary by more than 10%. Indeed, Applicant admits in 

the Bogue Declaration that only 46 of the 73 lots (i.e., only 63% of the lots) have active varying 

less than 5%, and only 1lot (i.e., only 1% of the lots) has active varying less than 2%. Finally, 

absolutely no lots have active varying less than 1% or 0.5%. 

In short, none of these variation requirements are enabled in the '080 Patent specification. 

And the Bogue Declaration only serves to prove that its own commercial method-even if it 

were to fall within the claims-fails to produce films that meet the claimed variation 

requirements. By Applicant's own admission, without a demonstration of chemical tests, there is 

no indication that the disclosed methods met these requirements. Reply p. 67, lines 10-15. And 

physical tests are not enough, according to Applicant. !d. 

D. Proposed rejection of independent claims 82, 315, and dependent claims 83-90, 
92-94, 96-160,261-271, 274,276-278,298, 304-307, and 313, under 35 USC§ 
112, first and second paragraphs- new recitation "varies by no more than 10% 
from desired amount of active". 
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In contrast to the maximum active variance limit recited in each of the independent 

claims and discussed directly above-step (f) of claims 82 and 315 includes the new recitation 

that "the amount of said active in said resulting film and said additional resulting films varies no 

more than 10% from the desired amount of the active." 

1. Lack of clarity 

Whereas the previously discussed new recitation allows a larger maximum variation of 

active content, this new recitation allows a maximum variation of 20% (± 10% around a target) 

in active content. Again, Applicant introduces clarity issues by attempting to amend its claims to 

match its new data. This new recitation in step (f) of claims 82 and 315 is particularly confusing 

because it appears to be broader than the uniformity recitation already present in step (e) of 

claims 82 and 315. The new language only appears to indicate that repeating the claimed 

method need not produce consistent films. 

2. Lack of written description 

The new language introduced into claims 82 and 315 allows a maximum variation of 

20% (±10% around a desired amount or target) in the active content. Nowhere in the '080 Patent 

is this language found. Nor is this new definition of uniformity described or exemplified. Also 

there is absolutely no support for the idea that some uniformity is required within a resulting film 

and another is required between films. This language has been entirely fabricated in an attempt 

to retroactively support their claims with new data, but data in the specification does not support 

newly recited maximum variation of 20% in active content. As set forth in the MPEP: "If a 

claim is amended to include subject matter, limitations, or terminology not present in the 

application as filed, involving a departure from ... the disclosure of the application as filed, the 

examiner should conclude that the claimed subject matter is not described in that application." 

MPEP 2163.02. The claims lack written description because nowhere in the specification are 

these new limitation described. 

3. Lack of enablement 

Applicant's arguments also create the same enablement problem as to the maximum 

variation of active as discussed above. That is, there is no evidence in the '080 Patent that the 
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disclosed methods result in a film with the claimed uniformity-as determined by analytical 

chemical testing. And a declaration cannot be used to provide enablement after the fact. 

E. Proposed rejection of all pending claims under 35 USC § 112, second paragraph
new recitation "rapidly increasing the viscosity of said flowable polymer matrix" 

Step (d) of claim 1 and step (c) of claims 82 and 161 have been amended to include the 

vague and relative phrase "rapidly increasing the viscosity of said flowable polymer matrix." 

Each and every new independent claim recites the same language. First, the term "rapidly" is a 

relative term with no benchmark for assessment provided in the '080 Patent. Additionally, the 

term "rapidly" only refers to the timing at which a desired result is obtained. It does not refer to 

a well-defined manipulative step. Finally, there is no indication of the degree to which the 

viscosity must be increased. By its very nature, any drying process increases viscosity to some 

extent and may be deemed to do so "rapidly" by some benchmark. A person of ordinary skill in 

the art would not reasonably be apprised of what specific step or steps are required to "rapidly 

increase the viscosity." In short, introduction of this phrase into this claim creates ambiguity and 

indefiniteness. 

F. Proposed rejection of all pending claims under 35 USC§ 112, second paragraph
new recitation "during said drying said flowable polymer matrix temperature is 
100 oc or less" 

Claims 1, 82, and 161 have been amended to recite the phrase "during said drying said 

flowable polymer matrix temperature is 100 oc or less." New independent claims 315-318 recite 

the same language. This phrase introduces ambiguity into the claims. It is specifically noted that 

this temperature describes the flowable polymer matrix, not the visco-elastic film (i.e., the matrix 

before it has been dried to a film). It appears that the limitation may be satisfied if the flowable 

polymer matrix began the drying at a temperature of 100 oc or less because this is "during said 

drying." Alternatively, it may require the temperature to be less than 100 oc throughout the 

drying step. It is unclear. 

Also, the matrix comprises a solvent which " ... may be water, a polar organic solvent 

including, but not limited to, ethanol, isopropanol, acetone, methylene chloride, or any 

combination thereof." '080 Patent 14:67- 15:3. Since every single recited solvent has a boiling 
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point of 100 oc or less, it is not clear how the matrix would reach a temperature above the 

boiling point of the solvent contained therein. If the Applicant intended to recite that the visco

elastic film temperature is 100 oc or less, this has not been properly claimed. And even if it 

were, this recitation means nothing unless the oven temperature is above 100 °C. Since the oven 

temperatures utilized in the Examples of the '080 Patent are less than 100 oc ('080 Patent, 

Tables 7, 17, and 18), it is not clear what, if anything, this recitation might exclude. This is 

particularly significant with respect to claim 318, where the drying apparatus is "at a temperature 

of 60 °C." How would the matrix ever reach a temperature that is 40° hotter than the oven? 

G. Proposed rejection of claim 318 under 35 USC§ 112, first paragraph -lack of 
written description for combination of disparate concepts 

There is absolutely no evidence in the '080 Patent specification that the Applicant had 

possession of the method recited in claim 318 at the time of filing. 

[T]o satisfy the written description requirement, an applicant must convey 
with reasonable clarity to those skilled in the art that, as of the filing date 
sought, he or she was in possession of the invention, and that the 
invention, in that context, is whatever is now claimed. The test for 
sufficiency of support in a parent application is whether the disclosure of 
the application relied upon 'reasonably conveys to the artisan that the 
inventor had possession at that time of the later claimed subject matter.' 

MPEP 2163.02, citing Ralston Purina Co. v. Far-Mar-Co., Inc., 772 F.2d 
1570, 1575 (Fed. Cir. 1985) and quoting In re Kaslow, 707 F.2d 1366, 
1375, (Fed. Cir. 1983). 

Applicant has cobbled together unrelated elements in the '080 Patent specification. This lack of 

written description is evident, for example, in step (c): 

controlling drying through a process comprising conveying said flowable 
polymer matrix through a drying apparatus at a temperature of about 60 
oc and using air currents, which have forces below a yield value of the 
polymer matrix during drying ... to form a visco-elastic film ... within 
about the first 4 minutes ... such that uniformity of content in the amount 
of said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units, sampled 
from different locations of said visco-elastic film, varies by less than 5%. 

Claim 318, step (c). 
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There are only two instances in the '080 Patent where a temperature of "about 60 °C" appears. 

The first instance, Example CF, makes no reference whatsoever to: (i) the yield value of the 

film; (ii) control of air velocities; or (iii) visco-elasticity of film at 4 minutes. See '080 Patent 

41:49-50. The second instance, Examples P1-P3 use a "second heater section" at 60 oc with no 

top air flow, but does not exemplify a method suitable for film formation. See '080 Patent 

35:57-59 ("Composition P displayed a stringy elastic property. The wet film would not stay 

level, the coating was uneven, and the film did not dry."). 

Moreover, the desired property relating to variation in active content-"[d]esirably, the 

variance is less than 5% by weight, less than 2% by weight, less than 1% by weight, or less than 

0.5% by weight" (see '080 Patent 15:40-43)-cannot be attributed to any one of the 60 oc 
temperature, the air currents, or the formation of a visco-elastic film within 4 minutes. Indeed, 

there are no examples showing a variation of less than 5% in active content. 

In short, this new combination of elements found in unconnected passages of the 

specification lacks written description. Even if some of the elements were connected in some 

way, the requirement of 5% or less variation in active content is not enabled. 

H. Proposed rejection of all pending claims under 35 USC § 112, first and second 
paragraph -the large variety of alternative expressions relating to the desired 
uniformity 

Instead of amending the claims to recite manipulative steps that distinguish the cited art, 

Applicant relies on its own newly concocted and varied expressions of its desired property of 

"substantially uniform distribution of active" to allegedly distinguish its methods. Indeed, as 

discussed above, what Applicant deems uniformity is really acceptable non-uniformity. This 

approach serves only to demonstrate how the amended claims lack certainty, enablement, and 

written description. 

1. Lack of clarity 

Applicant adds so many new and different recitations regarding variation limitations to its 

independent claims, with multiple distinct variation levels, even within the same claim, that the 

claims are mired in ambiguity and uncertainty. 
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Taking independent claim 82 as a representative claim, the problem with Applicant's 

approach is readily apparent. The preamble recites that the film must be suitable for regulatory 

approval, said regulatory approval including analytical chemical testing which meets the 

standards of the FDA relating to variation of an active in individual dosage units. Later in step 

(e), claim 82 requires that the film is suitable for FDA approval without connecting the 

suitability to analytical chemical tests or the standards of the FDA relating to variation of active 

content recited in the preamble. Are analytical chemical tests required to show the FDA 

standards are met? Must the film meet the FDA standards relating to variation of an active? 

Those limitations are not recited in the body of the claim. Then, to add more confusion, 

analytical chemical tests are required in a different part of step (e) to "indicate" that the active 

varies by no more than 10% in individual dosage units. First, this is not the FDA standard for 

approval. As discussed above, the standard is defined in USP General Chapter <905>. See 

Exhibit J. Second, what does it mean to "indicate" that the active varies by no more than 10%? 

Yet, there is one more layer of confusion. New step (f) requires that the amount of active varies 

no more than 10% from the desired amount of active. What is the desired active content? New 

step (f) also recites "said resulting film and said additional resulting films." How does a 

"resulting film" differ from "additional resulting films"? Where is that described in the 

specification? Or demonstrated for that matter? There is simply no discussion of ±10% from a 

target anywhere in the specification. And certainly not with respect to comparison of "resulting 

films." And why is the amount of variation so large? This new claim amendment, and the data 

presented in the Bogue Declaration, only serve to demonstrate that repeating the claimed method 

does not produce consistent films. The Applicant has neither described nor enabled the method 

it now seeks to claim. 

Every single independent claim is similarly confusing, each with their own combination 

of the many shades of "uniformity" that individually and collectively create a hopeless morass of 

confusion. 

2. Lack of written description. 

As discussed above, there is absolutely no support for the recitation of "varying by no 

more an 10% from a desired target." And certainly none for this variation between "resulting 
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films" and "additional resulting films." In addition, if Chen's disclosure is not enabling with 

respect to the various regulatory authority recitations, neither is its own. See Section above 

regarding the Lin Declaration. 

3. Lack of enablement 

Nowhere in any of the over 100 examples in the '080 Patent is any film demonstrated to 

meet any of the newly recited "uniformity" limitations. No analytical chemical tests are 

performed with respect to an active. No results of analytical chemical tests of active are 

provided. No demonstration is made that the active varies by no more than 10% in individual 

dosage units. No demonstration is made that "resulting films" and "additional resulting films" 

vary by no more than 10% from a desired target. It almost seems like Applicant is not familiar 

with the '080 Patent because every recitation added to distinguish claims from the cited art lacks 

written description and/or enablement in the '080 Patent specification. 

V. MAINTAINED AND PROPOSED REJECTIONS OF ALL CLAIMS OVER CITED 
PRIOR ART 

A. The Applicant has failed to establish that even one of the rejections of record is 
incorrect and should be withdrawn 

In reply to the rejections of record, Applicant declines to explain how their claimed 

process differs from the processes of the cited references. Instead, Applicant applies five 

strategies that fail to advance prosecution. For the sake of brevity these strategies are addressed 

up front and individual rejections are further addressed as necessary directly below. 

1. Applicant argues that the prior art does not use the "same 
materials and method" as Applicant, "particularly as amended." 

Applicant's position that the cited art does not use the "same materials and method" and 

therefore cannot provide films with the same degree of uniformity appears to be based-in large 

part-on Applicant's position that the cited art does not disclose the newly-claimed steps of 

performing analytical chemical tests2
. See, e.g., Reply pp. 66-67. The newly-claimed steps are 

2 Secondary arguments, which are particular to Staab, Le Person, and Horstmann, are discussed with respect to each 
rejection below. 
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insignificant for at least three reasons. First, any alleged failure to disclose post-manufacturing 

analytical chemical tests does not change the fact that films of the cited prior art meet the 

claimed maximum variation of active. And the Office has made a proper prima facie case 

because the cited art teaches all of the manufacturing steps recited in the claims. It is now 

Applicant's burden to prove that the methods of the cited art do not necessarily produce film 

with the recited characteristics. See MPEP § 2112 (V). Second, as discussed above, adding a 

recitation of post-solution activity to a claimed process for manufacturing film cannot render the 

claimed manufacturing process patentable. Finally, the new steps-by Applicant's admission

are "conventional means for examining and testing" uniformity. See '080 Patent 29:33-39. In 

short, the new steps fail to distinguish the claimed methods for making films over prior art 

methods. 

2. Applicant relies on data that (i) does not correspond to any 
claimed method; and (ii) does not correspond to any claimed 
result. 

As discussed in the section devoted to the Bogue Declaration, the method recited in the 

Bogue Declaration does not match a single pending claim of the '080 Patent. And even if the 

process used to make the film lots in the Bogue Declaration were to match all of the steps recited 

in any of the '080 Patent claims-which has not been demonstrated-the resulting variance in 

active content fails to satisfy limits recited in the claims. To the extent that Applicant argues that 

"lots" of films would satisfy the active variance limits recited in the claims, this is completely 

unsupported in the specification. And none of the claims refers to "lots" of films. Finally, any 

unexpected results are irrelevant to anticipation by inherency. Indeed such results are referred to 

as "inherent." 

3. To the extent that the information in Chen is insufficient for FDA 
film product approval, the information in the '080 Patent is also 
insufficient. 

Applicant uses the Lin Declaration to support its argument that there is insufficient 

disclosure in Chen to allow the FDA to determine whether the drug product (i.e., film) can be 

manufactured to the specification required for FDA approval. See Reply pp. 98-99 citing Lin 

Decl. <JI<JI 17-22. First and foremost, it is unreasonable to expect that a patent application would 
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have the level of information required for an FDA New Drug Application. These are two very 

different documents having two very different requirements and purposes. Clevenger Decl. <JI 5. 

And, to the extent that Chen does not provide sufficient information to comply with all the 

information required in an NDA, neither does the "080 Patent. Clevenger Decl. <JI 5. 

4. Applicant relies on an inherency case that has facts that support 
the Examiner's rejection. 

Applicant relies on the Crown Operations International, Ltd. v. Solutia Inc. decision in 

reply to every inherency rejection. But there was no genuine inherency issue in Crown. Indeed, 

the Federal Circuit merely affirmed the summary judgment Order of the court that there was no 

genuine issue of inherency. See Crown, 289 F.3d 1367, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2002). And summary 

judgment is granted when, taking all facts in the light most favorable to the non-moving party, 

and with all doubts resolved in favor of the non-moving party, there is no genuine issue of 

material fact. See Fed. Rules Civ. Proc. Rule 56( c). See also Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 

477 US 242, 255, 106 S. Ct. 2505 (1986). 

The issue before the court was whether the safety/solar film assembly of the prior art 

inherently contributed no more than about 2% visible reflectance, as was recited in the patent 

claims. See Exhibit F, Crown Operations International, Ltd. v. Solutia Inc., 289 F.3d 1367, 1371 

(Fed. Cir. 2002). In the Crown case, there was no genuine issue of inherency because the 

examples in the prior art patent taught a glass thickness that, alone, would produce about 14% 

visible reflectance. See Exhibit G, Crown Operations International, Ltd. V. Solutia Inc., 2000 

WL 33906466 (W.D.Wis.) at 10. Based on the glass thickness alone-no matter what the patent 

taught about the rest of the safety/solar film-the film could not achieve the less than 2% 

reflectance. Attached are both opinions so that the Examiner can readily see for himself that the 

presentation of the facts of case to the Office was incomplete. 

In short, the Crown case is the opposite of this reexamination, where the cited prior art 

references demonstrate uniformity to the same degree as the '080 Patent. The visual inspection 

and weight comparison employed to demonstrate uniformity in Chen are the very same methods 

for determining uniformity disclosed in the '080 Patent. Compare Chen 17:15 (demonstrating 

apparent uniform distribution by naked eye), p. 22 (Table 6 demonstrating uniform weight) and 
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Figure 5 (demonstrating dosages dissolved and "chemical" tested) to the '080 Patent 31:38-45 

(demonstrating apparent uniform distribution by naked eye or slight magnification), 31:46-32:36 

(demonstrating uniformity by uniform weight), 32:36-41 (proposing "an alternative method" by 

dissolution and "chemical" testing, but not actually testing its examples). 

Unlike Crown, Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc. is relevant to this reexamination. 

In Markman, the Supreme Court made clear that desired properties and scientific theories or 

explanations are not entitled to patentable weight. See 517 U.S. 370,373 (1996) ("A claim 

covers and secures a process, a machine, a manufacture, a composition of matter, or a design, but 

never the function or result of either, nor the scientific explanation of their operation") (emphasis 

added). And, with respect to process claims, the Federal Circuit consistently held that, in a 

validity analysis, a "whereby clause in a method claim is not given weight when it simply 

expresses the intended result of a process step .... " Minton v. Nat'l Ass'n of Securities Dealers, 

Inc., 336 F.3d 1373, 1381, 67 USPQ2d 1614, 1620 (Fed. Cir. 2003) citing Texas Instruments v. 

USITC, 988 F.3d 1165, 1172 (Fed. Cir. 1993); see also, e.g., MPEP 2111.04. In the present 

claims, the process steps required to achieve the recited properties are not positively recited. The 

"elements" of a method claim are, and must be, acts or manipulative steps that are performed 

upon an article or chemical substance. Simply reciting desired features of a film, e.g., substantial 

uniformity, and/or a scientific explanation of how uniformity is maintained, are of little 

patentable consequence in process claims. Rather, Applicant must properly recite the 

manipulative steps that necessarily produce the desired properties. 

After Markman, the Federal Circuit decided a case with facts and issues strikingly similar 

to those presented here: Bristol Myers Squibb Co. v. Ben Venue Labs, Inc. In the Bristol case, 

the patentee failed to distinguish its process over the prior art by positively reciting method steps 

that were not in the prior art. Instead, the patent recited broad steps and relied on desired results 

rather than method steps to distinguish its methods over those of the prior art. The Bristol court 

found that the mere recitation of purpose and desired results does not patentably distinguish the 

claims over the same methods recited in the prior art. See Bristol, 246 F.3d 1368, 1376 (Fed. 

Cir. 2001) (Exhibit H) (desired results such as the anti-tumor effect "[do] not result in a 

manipulative difference in the steps of the claim."). Indeed, like the patentee in the Bristol case, 
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Applicant would like to retain its overly broad method claims even though the very same steps 

are in the prior art. Rather than positively reciting method steps that distinguish its claims over 

the prior art methods, Applicant relies on recitations of scientific theories and desired results. 

Applicant wishes to not only cover its own commercial product, but also to cover all methods of 

making films regardless of whether the methods falls within the prior art. As the Federal Circuit 

concluded in the Bristol case, Applicant "cannot have it both ways." !d. 

5. Applicant relies on cases that create a narrow exception from the 
established case law of Markman; but its own case does not fall 
within that exception. 

Applicant cites Hoffer v. Microsoft Corp., 405 F.3d 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2005), for the 

proposition that their wherein clause "cannot be ignored in order to change the substance of the 

invention." Reply p. 73. Applicant's reliance on Hoffer is misplaced for at least three reasons. 

First, Hoffer's ruling-that a clause cannot be disregarded in determining patent infringement

does not address the question of whether a wherein clause should be given patentable weight 

during reexamination. Second, the wherein clause at issue in Hoffer was more than just a desired 

result. Hoffer, 405 F.3d at 1330 ("The whereby clause describes a network of users at multiple 

remote user terminals who are 'collectively able to concurrently engage in interactive data 

messaging.' This capability is more than the intended result of a process step; it is part of the 

process itself."). The relevant clauses in the present reexamination-clauses referring to the 

desired uniformity, desired regulatory approval, and other desired results-are not manipulative 

steps of the process itself, and are therefore not entitled to patentable weight. Third and finally, 

Applicant's argument that disregarding the '080 Patent's wherein clause would "change the 

substance of the invention" appears to be an admission that there are no manipulative steps 

recited in the claims that would provide the desired results. In short, Hoffer is not relevant to the 

facts and issues in this reexamination. 

Applicant also points to Griffin v. Bertina, 285 F.3d. 1029 (Fed. Cir. 2002), as showing 

that a wherein clause is a claim limitation "because they relate back to and clarify what is 

required by the count." Like Hoffer, Griffin did not address whether a wherein clause should be 

given patentable weight during reexamination. Instead, Griffin addressed whether a wherein 
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clause should be disregarded during an interference. Also like Hoffer, Griffin found that the 

wherein clauses at issue in that case were part of the process itself. 

B. Proper rejection of claims 1, 4, 5, 8-15, 17, 18,20-32,34,36-40,44-47,51,53, 
54, 59,62-71,82-84,87-90,92-94,96,97,99-111,113, 115-119, 123-126, 130, 
132, 133, 138, 141-150, 161-166, 169-176, 178, 179, 181-193, 195, 197-201,205-
208,212,214,215,220,223-232,243,244,246,247,249-254,256-262,264, 
265, 267-272, 274-280, 282, 283, 285-290, and 292-299 and proposed new 
rejection of new independent claims 315-318 under 35 USC 102(b) as anticipated 
by or, in the alternative, under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over Chen 

Applicant's Reply contends that the Examiner's rejection "is based on the belief that 

Chen uses the 'same materials and method as the Patentee,' but even if true, much more is 

required." Reply p. 67. This statement is incorrect on its face. If it is true that Chen uses the 

same materials and methods - which it does - then a prima facie case has been established and 

no more is required by the Office. Applicant criticizes Chen as being "so general and devoid of 

detail so as to provide no guidance other than that to dry, one places a film in a conventional hot 

air circulating oven at a temperature of from 40-100 oc and leaves it for a period of time." Reply 

p. 76. But Applicant fails to appreciate that, even if this statement were true, the method Chen 

describes would still anticipate the claims. 

The suggestion-that Requester must show that "Chen's process examples when 

followed exactly, with all the components exactly as listed, and all other conditions of Chen 

exactly met, will provide a process suitable for commercial manufacture, a process which 

produces products which are regulatory approvable by the FDA, and which exhibit the levels of 

uniformity of content in actual amount of active claimed by Patentee's processes" (Reply p. 

66)-is simply incorrect. The burden is not on the Requester or the Office to prove that Chen 

inherently produces the desired results recited in the claim. The burden has been shifted to 

Applicant to show that Chen does not inherently produce these results. Applicant has not done 

so. 

Turning to Applicant's contention that the Examiner's inherency rejection is "particularly 

incorrect in light of the claims as amended," none of the added recitations further distinguish the 

claims from Chen. Applicant, specifically discussing claim 317, asserts that Chen does not 
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disclose certain claim recitations found in claim 317, including " ... a drying apparatus at a 

temperature of at least 60 oc ... and further controlling drying through a process comprising 

drying at a temperature differential ranging from 5° C to 30 oc between polymer matrix inside 

temperature and outside exposure temperature." Reply p. 75. But claim 317 does not include 

any of these recitations.3 And in fact, none of the claims include a recitation of the temperature 

differential. 

To the extent that the newly added recitations in any of the proposed claims can be 

construed as limiting (i.e., are neither admitted conventional prior art post-manufacturing steps 

nor intended results not entitled to patentable weight), Chen teaches them, as clearly evidenced 

by the Reitman Declaration and discussed below. Accordingly, there remains no distinction 

between the process of Chen and the presently claimed processes. 

1. New recitation: "said polymer matrix having a viscosity from 
about400 to about 100,000 cps" 

Each and every independent claim recites that the polymer matrix has a viscosity from 

about 400 to about 100,000 cps. This range encompasses viscosities ranging from very thin 

castor oil to mincemeat. See Exhibit E. Thus, it is not clear how this would even limit the claim. 

In any event, Chen specifically teaches, at page 15, lines 24-26, that their coating solution has a 

viscosity of 500-15,000 cps. Additionally, Examples 4-8 in Chen all include 21% Methocel E5 

HPMC in water. Attached as Exhibit I is an informational sheet showing the viscosity of various 

concentrations of Methocel E5 HPMC in water. Exhibit I, Figure 2, at p. 10. As demonstrated 

in this Exhibit, the coating solutions utilized in Chen's Examples 4-8 fall within the limitation of 

"about 400 to about 100,000 cps." Dr. Reitman confirms that the polymer mixture prepared in 

accordance with Chen's Example 7 "exhibited the flow properties of honey (around 10,000 cps), 

as observed by my team." Reitman Decl. <[8. In short, the addition of this viscosity range does 

not further distinguish from the teachings of Chen in any way. 

2. New recitation: "controlling drying. " 

3 To the extent that claim 318 includes some of these recitations, they are addressed below. 
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Each and every independent claim recites "controlling drying." Applicant alleges that 

Chen does not disclose "any controlled drying process whatsoever." Reply p. 76. But it has 

already been established that Chen teaches controlled drying. See Office Action p. 12, 2nd<[. In 

particular, Chen discloses a drying apparatus in Fig. 2 that includes an "aeration controller" (11). 

It also discloses controlling the drying temperature. See Chen, p. 15, lines 28-29. 

Also, it is not apparent whether "controlled" refers to time, temperature, airflow, 

atmosphere, etc. and there is nothing in the claims that provides any indication of how drying 

may be "controlled." Applicant argues that: 

[c]ontrolled drying includes methods that avoid, for example, the 
formation of bubbles, or uncontrolled air currents that may cause 
movement of particles within the visco-elastic film forming matrix. 
Controlled drying, as required by the invention as claimed, may be 
effectuated through evaporating at least a portion of said solvent to 
form a visco-elastic film, having said active substantially 
uniformly distributed throughout, within about the first 4 minutes 
by rapidly increasing the viscosity of said polymer matrix upon 
initiation of drying to maintain said substantially uniform 
distribution of said active by locking-in or substantially preventing 
migration of said active within said visco-elastic film wherein the 
polymer matrix temperature is 100°C or less. 

Reply pp. 54-55. 

To the extent that Applicant attempts to tie "controlled" to the idea of "evaporating at least a 

portion of said solvent to form a visco-elastic film, having said active substantially uniformly 

distributed throughout, within about the first 4 minutes by rapidly increasing the viscosity of said 

polymer matrix upon initiation of drying," this recitation is (1) already recited in the claim (so it 

is not clear what "controlled" would add to the claim) and (2) also inherent in Chen, as described 

immediately hereafter. And the argument is so circular that "controlled" adds no additional 

meaning to the claim. Arguing that the active is locked in by evaporating solvent to lock in the 

active amounts to nothing more than a desired result of the manipulative evaporating step. Once 

again, Applicant relies on what they want to obtain, rather than a manipulative step to get there -

this is not proper in a method claim. And even if it were, it does not further distinguish Chen. 
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3. New recitation: "conveying said polymer matrix through a drying 
apparatus ... " 

Each and every independent claim in the proposed claims recites "conveying said 

polymer matrix through a drying apparatus." The claims do not recite the conditions imposed by 

the drying apparatus. To the extent that the word "conveying" represents any meaningful 

limitation whatsoever, Chen discloses, in Figure 2, a manufacturing process that would convey 

the matrix through the drying oven. Thus, addition of "conveying said polymer matrix" does not 

further distinguish from the teachings of Chen in any way. 

4. New recitation: "to form a visco-elastic film having said active 
uniformly distributed throughout within about the first 4 minutes 
by rapidly increasing the viscosity of said polymer matrix upon 
initiation of drying" 

Each and every proposed independent claim recites "to form a visco-elastic film having 

said active uniformly distributed throughout within about the first 4 minutes by rapidly 

increasing the viscosity of said polymer matrix upon initiation of drying." To the extent that this 

is deemed a process limitation at all, Chen also increases the viscosity of the polymer matrix 

upon initiation of drying to form a viscoelastic film within about the first 4 minutes. In the 

words of Dr. Reitman: "Within about 4 minutes after initiation of drying, the film was self

supporting, non-tacky, flexible and viscoelastic, as verified by my team." Reitman Decl. <JI 8. 

5. New recitation: "wherein the polymer matrix temperature lS 

1 oooc or less." 

Each and every proposed independent claim recites that the polymer matrix temperature 

is 100° Cor less. It is not clear how this recitation would even meaningfully limit the claims. In 

any event, Chen specifically teaches, at page 15, line 28, that the film is "dried under aeration at 

a temperature between 40 and 100° C." The polymer matrix temperature of Chen would meet 

the limitation of "100° Cor less" because the oven temperature is less than 100° C. 

Additionally, Examples 4-8 in Chen all utilize an oven at 50° C, so the polymer matrix would 

never reach 100° C. Thus, this temperature range does not distinguish any claim from the 

teachings of Chen. 

6. New recitations: "performing analytical chemical tests" 
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Each and every proposed independent claim recites the step of performing analytical 

chemical tests. To the extent that this post-solution step would be deemed worthy of 

consideration, it is taught by Chen. Applicant argues that Chen is deficient because it lacks the 

newly claimed "analytical chemical tests" for content uniformity, but actually it is the '080 

Patent that lacks such analytical chemical tests. Not a single analytical chemical test was 

performed in over 100 examples of the '080 Patent to assess uniformity of active. Example M 

provides a fluorescence test for the amount of a red dye in the film. Red dye is not an active 

within the scope of the claims. Indeed, the only tests performed to assess uniformity of active in 

the '080 Patent are the physical tests that Applicant now argues (without support in the 

specification) are inferior to the "analytical chemical tests" of its new claims. 

The new argument that the only effective way to determine uniformity of active is by 

analytical chemical testing is untenable. First, there is no requirement that the prior art even 

recognize an inherent property, much less test for it. Second, the '080 Patent specifically 

provides that films: 

... may be tested for uniformity in the content of components between 
samples. Any conventional means for examining and testing the film 
pieces may be employed, such as, for example, visual inspection, use of 
analytical equipment, and any other suitable means known to those skilled 
in the art. 

'080 Patent 29:34-39. 

Applicant admits that any conventional means may be employed for testing uniformity of 

content. Applicant's new position that "[v]isual observation and physical measurements such as 

weight is insufficient to determine the active amount in equally sized dosage units" directly 

contradicts its own disclosure where these tests are described as alternatives to so-called 

"chemical tests." Compare id. to Reply p. 67. Similarly, Applicant's allegation-that 

"compositional uniformity or uniformity of content is not the same as having a surface that 

appears free of defects. Importantly, having a glossy surface does not equate to a uniform film ... " 

(see Reply p. 55)-contradicts the specification at col. 31, lines 38-45. The specification states 

that "[t]he uniform distribution of the components within the film was apparent by examination 
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by either the naked eye or under slight magnification. By viewing the films it was apparent that 

they were substantially free of aggregation .... " 

While Applicant may now dispute the uniformity criteria set forth in the '080 Patent, 

Chen not only teaches the same visual inspection method demonstrated in the '080 Patent, but 

also subjects samples of Examples 4-8 to "analytical chemical testing". See Chen Figure 5. 

Applicant entirely misses the point when it states: "Chen's Figure 5 (Examples 5-8) 

clearly shows a lack of compositional uniformity of active". Reply at p. 77. Applicant's 

suggestion that the release profile over time indicates non-uniformity is ridiculous on its face. 

First, Applicant does not claim a uniform release profile-only a uniform amount of active per 

unit dosage. Second, there are many reasons by the different drugs may have different release 

profiles, the most important being different properties of the drugs. Finally, the error bars in 

Figure 5 cannot be interpreted to show a lack of active uniformity. As explained above in the 

discussion of the Lin Declaration, the fact that Chen's maximum release error bars decrease over 

time, indicates that the error noted in Lin is an artifact of the test method-not a characteristic of 

the film. In fact, even Dr. Lin concedes that the Figure 5 "data indicate that the test method used 

in the analysis is not reproducible." See Lin Decl. <JI 22. 

In short, adding the post-solution step of performing analytical chemical tests does not 

further distinguish the claims from Chen. 

7. New recitation: "suitable for commercialization and regulatory 
approval." 

The preamble of each independent claim recites that the films are suitable for 

commercialization and regulatory approval. To the extent that this recitation has any meaning, it 

is-at best-a desired result that is not entitled to patentable weight in a process claim. 

Moreover, as discussed in great detail in Section II.A regarding the Lin Declaration and the first 

§ 112 rejection, to the extent that Chen lack sufficient data to allow for FDA approval, the '080 

Patent is similarly lacking. In addition, Applicant clearly ties the recitation of "suitable for 

commercialization and regulatory approval" with the idea of obtaining a specific content 

uniformity and testing for that uniformity. As discussed in detail herein, Chen teaches the same 
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steps as presently claimed, would inherently produce the same desired uniformity, and further 

provides tests that show content uniformity. That is, in films produced by using the methods of 

Chen" .. . the active varies by less than 10%." Reitman Decl. <JI 7. 

8. New recitation: "such that uniformity of content in the amount of 
said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units, 
sampled from different locations of said resulting film, varies by no 
more than 10%." 

Each independent claim except claim 318 recites that the amount of active in individual 

dosage units varies by no more than 10%. Claim 318 includes a similar recitation but specifies 

5%. These recitations are desired results that are not entitled to patentable weight. In any event, 

Chen teaches the same manipulative steps for forming a film as presently claimed, and the 

resulting films would inherently have this desired property. 

Furthermore, as confirmed by the Reitman Declaration, the sampling and "analytical 

chemical testing" of dosage units manufactured in accordance with Chen verified that "the 

amount of said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units, sampled from different 

locations of said resulting film, varies by less than 10%." See Reitman Decl. <JI 7 and Table 3. 

With respect to the recitation of active "vary[ing] no more than 5%" in claim 318, the data in the 

Bogue Declaration fails to support this desired result. That is, even if the Bogue method were 

commensurate in scope with any of the pending claims-which has not been demonstrated

only 46 of the 73 lots in the Bogue Declaration report active varying by 5% or less. Thus, the 

Bogue Declaration demonstrates that this desired result is not provided by Applicant's methods, 

and therefore this recitation cannot be properly added to the claims or relied upon to support 

patentability. 

9. New recitation: forming "additional resulting films, such that the 
uniformity of content of active in said resulting film and said 
additional resulting films varies no more than 10% from a desired 
amount." 

Amended claim 82 and proposed new claim 315 recite that additional films are formed 

having active that does not vary by more than 10% from a desired amount. Not only is this 

another desired result not entitled to patentable weight, the recitation of variation from a desired 
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amount is completely unsupported by the '080 Patent. In any event, to the extent that this 

recitation adds anything to the claims, Chen teaches the same manipulative steps for forming a 

film as presently claimed, and the resulting films would thus inherently have this desired 

property. 

10. New recitation: "at a temperature of about 60 ac." 

New claim 318 recites that the drying apparatus is at a temperature of about 60 °C. Chen 

teaches drying "under aeration at a temperature between 40-100 °C, which is inclusive of 60 °C. 

To the extent that Chen does not specifically call out 60 °C, a person of ordinary skill in the art 

could immediately envision this temperature based upon the teaching of Chen. In addition, 

Chen's Examples were performed at 50 oc and, as shown in the Reitman Declaration, were 

uniform. There is no reason to believe that the same process at about 60 oc would not also be 

uniform. Thus, this recitation does not further distinguish from the teachings of Chen. 

11. New recitation: "using air currents, which have forces below a 
yield value of the polymer matrix." 

Proposed new claim 318 recites that the drying uses "air currents, which have forces 

below a yield value of the polymer matrix." The '080 Patent states that "air velocities are 

desirably below the yield values of the film, i.e., below any force level that can move the liquids 

in the film-forming compositions." See '080 Patent, 11:21-23. Moving liquids in the matrix 

during drying would produce defects in the film. Chen, however, produces a film that is glossy 

and substantially transparent. Contrary to Applicant's argument that "having a glossy surface 

does not equate to a uniform film, because the bottom side of a film product formed on a 

substrate will take the surface features of the substrate" (see Reply p. 55), Chen does not indicate 

that the film is glossy only on the bottom side, but a film that is glossy. Furthermore, Chen's 

aeration controller (depicted in Figure 2) shows that little, if any, air is impinging on the surface 

of the film at the beginning of drying (e.g., when it is still a flowable polymer matrix). Thus, air 

currents that do not exceed the yield value of the matrix do not further distinguish the claimed 

methods from the methods of Chen. 

For at least the foregoing reasons, the rejection of claims listed in the section heading as 

anticipated by, or in the alternative, obvious over Chen should be maintained. And the rejection 
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should be extended to new independent claims 315-318 because-like amended claims 1, 82, 

and 161-they also fail to present any method recitations that patentably distinguish the claims 

over the methods of Chen. 

C. Proposed rejection of new dependent claims 300-314 under 35 USC 1 02(b) as 
anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over Chen 

Applicant has failed to separately argue any of the new dependent claims. Claims 300-

311 recite "wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of active in said individual dosage 

units varies by less than 5%, 2%, 1% or 0.5%." First, these recitations are desired results and 

therefore not entitled to patentable weight. See Sections V(A) and V(A)5. In any event, Chen's 

processes include the same manipulative steps as Applicant's claims, and employ the same 

materials, and therefore this result is inherent. Claims 312-314 recite "wherein said evaporating 

is conducted by applying radiant energy selected from the group consisting of hot air currents, 

heat, infrared radiation, radio frequency radiation and combinations thereof." These claims are 

anticipated because Chen teaches that its wet films are dried in a hot air (i.e., air currents) 

circulating oven. See page 17, line 14. Because Chen anticipates, or discloses an obvious 

variation of, the claimed subject matter as set forth in detail in Table 1, Applicant requests the 

adoption of this proposed rejection. 

D. Proper rejection of claims 2, 3, 6, 7, 19, 33, 35,41-43,48-50, 52, 55-58, 60, 61, 
85,86,98, 112,114,120-122,127-129,131,134-137,139,140,167,168,180, 
194, 196,202-204,209-211,213,216-219,221,222,245,248,263,266,281,and 
284 under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over Chen 

The claims listed in the section heading depend from claims 1, 82, and 161. As discussed 

above, amended claims 1, 82, and 161 are anticipated by, or in the alternative, obvious over 

Chen. Moreover, the limitations recited in these dependent claims are commonly known 

features and have already been deemed obvious to the Office Action. In any event, it would 

have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of filing to incorporate these 

features into Chen's methods. Therefore, the rejection of these claims as obvious over Chen 

should be maintained. 
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E. Proper rejection of claims 2, 3, 32, 55,72-81, 111,134, 151-160, 193,216, and 
233-242 under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over the combined teachings of Chen 
and Staab 

The claims listed in the section heading depend from claims 1, 82, and 161. As 

discussed above, amended claims 1, 82, and 161 are obvious over Chen in view of Staab. 

Moreover, the limitations recited in these dependent claims are commonly known features and 

have already been deemed obvious in the Office Action. In any event, it would have been 

obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of filing to incorporate these features 

into Chen's methods. Therefore, the rejection of these claims as obvious over Chen in view of 

Staab should be maintained. 

F. Proposed rejection of new independent claim 318 under 35 USC 103(a) as 
obvious over the combined teachings of Chen and Arter 

As discussed in Section V(B), independent claim 318 should be rejected under 35 USC 

102(b) as anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 USC§ 103(a) as obvious over Chen. 

Arter (U.S. Patent No. 4,365,423, Exhibit L) also fully describes drying step (c) of claim 318, 

and does so in detail. Arter describes and exemplifies drying wet films in a two zone dryer, as 

shown in Figures 1-3. In the first zone, the film is rapidly dried while being protected by a shield 

that creates a quiescent zone above the top surface of the film in which there are no turbulent 

flow conditions and uniform drying is promoted. See Arter 12:10-20. Accordingly, Arter 

teaches "using air currents, which have forces below a yield value of the polymer matrix during 

drying, to evaporate at least a portion of said solvent," as required by step (c) of claim 318. 

The first drying zone achieves the major portion of the drying. Thus, a visco-elastic film 

is formed by applying hot air currents to the bottom side and yet applying substantially no top air 

flow to maintain uniformity (see Arter 13:24-26). As can be seen, e.g., in Figures 2 and 3, hot 

air flows, or is "applied", around the bottom side of the conveyor surface. Since the major 

portion of drying is accomplished in the first zone, the film would be visco-elastic at this point, 

and the active components locked in place as described in step (c). 

Following the first zone, the film is further dried in a second zone to remove residual 

liquid medium from the film. See Arter 13:24-29 and Figures 1-3. 
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With respect to specific parameters recited in step (c), Arter exemplifies films that are 

dried in less than 3 seconds at 60 oc (Example 1, 15:45-55) and less than 6 seconds at 93°C 

(Example 2, 17:4-6) in the first drying zone. Thus, Arter discloses rapidly forming a visco

elastic film in less than 4.0 minutes "at a temperature of about 60 °C" in Examples 1-2. The 

films are further dried "to remove residual solvent" in a second step. See Arter Examples and 

Figures 1 and 4. See also, Arter 13:24-29, for a further description of (1) a first drying zone to 

remove a "major portion" of the solvent and (2) a second drying zone to remove "residual liquid 

medium." 

The result of the drying process of Arter is that the films are dried with (a) substantially 

no top air flow, thus preventing flow migration (Arter 13:15-16), and (b) uniform heat transfer 

conditions to promote uniform drying (Arter 13:65-68). In other words, Arter's method prevents 

intermolecular forces from creating aggregates or conglomerates of components and maintains 

the compositional uniform distribution of components. A person of ordinary skill in the art 

would have been motivated to apply the commercial manufacturing methods of Arter to Chen in 

order to further increase the speed and efficiency of manufacture, and to further promote uniform 

drying. 

G. Proposed rejection of new independent claim 318 under 35 USC 103(a) as 
obvious over the combined teachings of Chen and Strobush 

Strobush (US Patent No. 5,881,476, Exhibit M) teaches a method for drying a coating on 

a substrate. Strobush discloses a drying apparatus depicted in Figure 23, wherein the first zone 

provides hot air currents to the underside of the conveyor and maintains airflow above the film 

only to the extent required for safe operation. The majority of the drying heat is provided by the 

backside airfoils in a first zone. Strobush 19:36-46. 

In particular, Strobush teaches that "if desired, topside air bars (34) can be used such that 

no gas is supplied by the air bars when topside gas is not needed or desired.") (emphasis added). 

See Strobush 11:15-17 and 11:24-27. In other words, it teaches "using air currents, which have 

forces below a yield value of the polymer matrix during drying, to evaporate at least a portion of 

said solvent," as required by claim 318. 
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To the extent that the drying "at a temperature of about 60 °C" recited in step (c) of claim 

318 is not obvious in view of Chen, Strobush describes drying temperatures in the range of 60-

93.3 oc in the Examples. See Strobush 21:Tables 7 and Table 9. A person of ordinary skill in 

the art would have been motivated to combine Chen with Strobush to improve and scale-up 

efficient commercial manufacturing. 

H. Proper rejection of claims 1-5, 10, 12-15, 21, 24, 25, 32, 44-46, 54, 55, 59, 63-70, 
72-75,78-84,89,92-94, 100, 103, 104, 111,123-125, 133, 134, 138, 142-149, 
151-154,157-166,171,173-176,182,185,186,193,205-207,215,216,220,224-
231,233-236,239-242,249-252,254,257-260,267-270,272,275-278,285-288, 
290, and 293-299 and proposed new rejection of new independent claims 315-318 
under 35 USC 102(b) as anticipated by, or in the alternative, under 35 USC 103(a) 
as obvious over Staab 

Applicant neither rebuts the prima facie case of inherent anticipation by Staab nor 

clarifies its position. Again, rather than adding manipulative steps to overcome the rejection 

over Staab or presenting evidence that Staab does not inherently anticipate the claimed process, 

Applicant adds a large variety of desired results. 

First, Applicant argues-with no evidence-that "absent statements based on testing to 

determine the actual uniformity of content in the amount of active present in the film, so as to 

meet FDA approval, Staab does not and cannot inherently disclose Patentee's resulting film 

having the claimed levels of uniformity of content.. .. " Reply, p. 69. Not only is it unreasonable 

to say that a film must meet FDA approval to show a certain level of uniformity, but also it is 

well established that a reference need not recognize inherent properties of its films to anticipate 

the present claims. See MPEP §2112(11). Second, Applicant argues that" ... Staab just states 

that there is 19 mg of benzalkonium chloride present in each sample weighing 190 mg, however 

Staab does not disclose testing to determine the amount of benzalkonium chloride present in the 

final film product." !d. Applicant classifies the 19 grams as a "perfect yield" and thus the data 

as "suspect." If Applicant is suggesting that Staab is not an enabling reference, under MPEP 

2121, they have not met their burden of providing facts rebutting the presumption that Staab is 

operable- which has been established by Staab's express statement that their dosage forms are 

uniform. The fact that Staab exhibits a uniformity that is better than Applicant's is not reason 

enough to doubt that Staab's dosage forms each have 19 grams of active. And, to the extent that 
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Staab lacks information regarding analytical chemical tests, so also does the '080 Patent, since 

nowhere (including the Examples) in the '080 Patent does Applicant state how much active is in 

their dosage forms as determined by analytical chemical tests. 

Applicant also discusses how Staab teaches the benefits of a gas-foamed film, which is 

"contraindicated in Patentee's invention." Reply pp. 80-81. In fact, Applicant specifically states 

that "the '080 Patent teaches the use of anti-foaming agents to prevent gas bubble formation." 

Reply p. 80 (emphasis in original). Yet not one of the pending claims recites the presence of an 

anti-foaming agent, or the formation of a film with no bubbles. 

Applicant argues that Staab does not teach "controlled drying." Reply p. 79. But the 

Office Action already confirmed that Staab teaches the claimed drying methods. Office Action 

pp. 27-30. The addition of the word "controlled" does not distinguish the claims from Staab, at 

least because Staab also teaches controlled drying. For example, Staab states that the 

"drying/cooling tunnel of 126 ft. length is located immediately after the casting area. Heat is 

applied by underbelt current and overbelt hot air- both are adjustable." See Staab 10:31-34. 

Staab also specifies that that the polymer mixture is "passed through a drying oven at a 

controlled temperature, typically 130°-140°F." See Staab 11:4-6. With respect to forming a 

visco-elastic film within about 4 minutes, Staab teaches forming a viscoelastic film within about 

4 minutes by increasing the viscosity of the polymer matrix upon initiation of drying because any 

drying process would increase viscosity upon initiation of drying. Even though Staab discloses 

drying its films in approximately 20 minutes (See col. 11, line 45), its films would be as 

viscoelastic as the films of the '080 Patent at 4 minutes, since they are produced by identical or 

substantially identical processes as claimed in the '080 Patent. With respect to the viscosity 

range, Staab teaches a pourable polymer matrix, which would necessarily have a viscosity of 

within about 400 to about 100,000 cps (which is a viscosity ranging from thin castor oil to 

mincemeat). The remainder of the recitations, e.g., regarding active content variation and FDA 

compliance, are desired results not entitled to patentable weight. 

Claim 318 recites "a drying apparatus at a temperature of at least 60° C and using air 

currents, which have forces below the yield value of the polymer matrix," but this recitation does 

not distinguish the claims from Staab. As noted above, Staab teaches that the drying oven is 
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typically at a temperature of 130° -140°F (which is 54.4 o -60.0° C) and that overbelt hot air is 

adjustable. 

For at least the foregoing reasons, the rejection of these claims as anticipated by, or in the 

alternative, obvious over Staab should be maintained. And the rejection should be extended to 

the new independent claims because-like amended claims 1, 82 and 161-they also fail to 

present any method recitations that patentably distinguish over the methods of Staab. 

I. Proposed rejection of new dependent claims 300-314 under 35 USC 1 02(b) as 
anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over Staab 

Applicant has failed to separately argue any of the above new dependent claims. Because 

Staab anticipates each of these claims, or discloses an obvious variation, as set forth in detail 

below, Applicant requests the adoption of this proposed rejection. 

New claims 300-311 recite "wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of active 

in said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 5%, 2%, 1%, 

or 0.5%". These recitations are desired results, not entitled to patentable weight. See Sections 

V(A)4 and V(A)5. In any event, Staab's processes include the same manipulative steps as 

Applicant's process, and would thus inherently produce the same resulting film. Staab discloses 

a film with active material "evenly distributed throughout." Staab, 5:68- 6:3. Claims 312-314 

recite "wherein said evaporating is conducted by applying radiant energy selected from the group 

consisting of hot air currents, heat, infrared radiation, radio frequency radiation and 

combinations thereof." These claims are anticipated because Staab teaches drying its films in an 

oven. Staab 11:45-46. In other words, Staab teaches using air currents/heat as the radiant 

energy. 

J. Properrejection of claims 8, 9, 76, 77, 87, 88, 155, 156, 169, 170, 237 and 238 
under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over Staab 

The claims listed in the section heading depend from claims 1, 82, and 161. As discussed 

above, amended claims 1, 82, and 161 are anticipated by, or in the alternative, obvious over 

Staab. Moreover, the limitations recited in these dependent claims are commonly known 

features and have already been deemed obvious to the Office Action. In any event, it would 
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have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of filing to incorporate these 

features into Staab's methods. Therefore, the rejection of these claims as obvious over Staab 

should be maintained. 

K. Proper rejection of claims 82, 89, 90,161,171-173, 272, 27 4, 290, and 292 and 
proposed new rejection of new independent claim 315-318 under 35 USC 1 02(b) 
as anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over Le 
Person 

As with Chen and Staab, Applicant fails to rebut prima facie case of inherent anticipation 

by Le Person. Applicant neither adds manipulative steps to their claims to overcome the 

rejection nor provides evidence that the process of Le Person would not inherently produce the 

same desired results. Instead, Applicant argues that "Le Person allows for materials which may 

have such a low molecular weight that forming a visco-elastic film may not be possible" and 

"lacks sufficient enabling disclosure to be an effective reference." Reply p. 70. But the claims 

do not require a high molecular weight. And again, Applicant has not met its burden of 

providing facts rebutting the presumption that Le Person is operable. See MPEP 2121. Indeed, 

for all Le Person allegedly "lacks," it still includes a teaching of each and every manipulative 

drying step recited in the pending claims. 

Applicant also argues that Le Person "discloses methods that result in a non-uniform 

product prior to and at 10 minutes." Reply p. 82. Applicant argues: 

Le Person even states that "intense moisture removal through the exposed 
surface of the layer to the radiation, during the first 3 min of drying (Le 
Person, Fig. 7) produces a stress on the polymer skeleton ... and as a result 
the acrylic polymer becomes more and more dense in the upper part of the 
layer (exposed surface)." (Le Person, p. 261). As a result, this "intense" 
shrinkage results in displacement of the active phase. 

Reply page 83. 

But what Le Person actually says is that "[t]his intense shrinkage coupled with the polymer 

compaction causes a displacement of the active phase towards the bottom of the layer." Le 

Person p. 26, col. 2, last <JI (emphasis added). Changes in density in the upper and lower part of 
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the layer and displacement of the active to the bottom of the film would have no effect on dose

to-dose variability. 

Again, as with Staab, Applicant presents the basically identical conclusory argument that 

Le Person does not teach the claimed drying methods. Reply pp. 81-82. But the Office Action 

already confirmed that Le Person teaches the claimed drying methods. Office Action, pp. 36-39. 

The addition of the word "controlled" does not distinguish the claims from Le Person, at least 

because Le Person teaches "a conventional drying rig where temperature (Toodb),velocity 

(Uoo),and humidity (Y oo), of air are controlled." See Le Person, p. 258, col. 2 and Fig. 1. 

Additionally, Le Person teaches a polymer matrix having a viscosity of from about 400 to about 

100,000 cps, at least because this viscosity range encompasses any conceivable polymer solution 

that is capable of being cast. And Le Person teaches forming a viscoelastic film within about 4 

minutes by increasing the viscosity of the polymer matrix upon initiation of drying. See Le 

Person, Figure 2, illustrating that, at 4 minutes (or 240 s- approximately 15 s0
·\ water content 

is less than 20% by weight in films dried by MIR and SIR and less than about 35% by weight in 

all dried films4
. The remainder of the recitations are desired results not entitled to patentable 

weight as discussed several times above. 

Applicant argues a number of limitations for claim 317 that do not appear in the claims, 

i.e., temperature differential. See Reply p. 82. To the extent that claim 318 recites "a drying 

apparatus at a temperature of at least 60° C and using air currents, which have forces below the 

yield value of the polymer matrix," this recitation does not distinguish the claims from Le 

Person, which teaches drying with an air velocity of 4 m/s and a heated slab at a temperature of 

60° C (Tc). See Le Person, p. 259, Table 2. 

For at least the foregoing reasons, the rejection of claims 82, 89-91,161,171-173, 272-274 

and 290-292 and proposed new rejection of new independent claim 55-61, 89 and 226 as 

anticipated by, or in the alternative, obvious over Le Person should be maintained and/or 

adopted. And the rejection should be extended to new independent claims 315-318 because-

4 "[E]ach point of a curve corresponds to a separate drying experiment carried out at least twice." Le Person p. 250, 
col. 2. 
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like amended claim 82-they also fail to present any method recitations that patentably 

distinguish the claims over the methods of Le Person. 

L. Proposed rejection of new dependent claims 300-314 under 35 USC 1 02(b) as 
anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over Le 
Person 

Applicant has failed separately argue that any of the above new dependent claims would 

distinguish the claims from Le Person. Because Le Person anticipates each of these claims, or in 

alternative, renders these claims obvious as set forth below, Applicant requests the adoption of 

this proposed rejection. 

Claims 300-311 recite "wherein said tests further indicate that the amount of active in 

said individual dosage units sampled from said resulting film varies by less than 5%, 2%, 1%, or 

0.5%." These recitations are desired results, not entitled to patentable weight. In any event, Le 

Person's processes include the same manipulative steps as Applicant's process, and would thus 

inherently produce the same resulting film. Claims 312-314 recite "wherein said evaporating is 

conducted by applying radiant energy selected from the group consisting of hot air currents, heat, 

infrared radiation, radio frequency radiation and combinations thereof." These claims are 

obvious at least because Le Person teaches using different drying modes including convection 

(i.e., heat), medium and short infra-red. See p.258, col. 1, last four lines. 

M. Proper rejection of claims 92 and 174 under 35 USC 103(a) as obvious over Le 
Person 

The claims listed in the section heading depend from claims 1, 82, and 161. As discussed 

above, amended claims 1, 82, and 161 are anticipated by, or in the alternative, obvious over Le 

Person. Moreover, the limitations recited in these dependent claims are commonly known 

features and have already been deemed obvious to the Office Action. In any event, it would 

have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of filing to incorporate these 

features into Le Person's methods. Therefore, the rejection of these claims as obvious over Le 

Person should be maintained. 
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N. Proper rejection of claims 1, 5, 7-10, 12-14,23, 63, 64, 82, 84, 86-89, 92, 93, 102, 
142, 143, 161,166,168-171,173-175, 184,224,225,249,254,267,272,285 and 
290 and proposed new rejection of new independent claims 315-317 under 35 
USC 102(b) as anticipated by, or in the alternative, under 35 USC 103(a) as 
obvious over Horstmann 

Applicant fails to rebut the prima facie case of inherent anticipation by Horstmann, or to 

clarify its position. Again, rather than adding manipulative steps to overcome the rejection over 

Horstmann or presenting evidence that Horstmann does not inherently anticipate the claimed 

process, Applicant instead contends that "Horstmann forms a gel, rather than a solid film as in 

the present invention. Thus the gel rheological properties of Horstmann are very different than a 

solid visco-elastic film having a water content of 10% or less." Reply p. 71 and 72, the bridging 

paragraph. But gels are not excluded by the claims. 

Applicant then concludes - with no evidence - that "absent statements based on testing 

for the amount of active present in the film ... Horstmann does not and cannot inherently 

disclose Patentee's resulting film claiming the specified levels of uniformity in the amount of 

active." Reply, p. 72. But this is irrelevant because it is well established that prior art need not 

recognize its inherent property to render a claim unpatentable. See MPEP §2112(11). 

Moreover, the Office has already determined that Horstmann teaches the claimed method 

steps. In reply, Applicant bears the burden of identifying which, if any, method step is not in the 

prior art. Yet Applicant fails to do so by vaguely asserting that it "has added several additional 

process steps not in the prior art". Reply p. 72. 

For at least the foregoing reasons, this rejection should be maintained. And the rejection 

should be extended to new independent claims 315-317, because-like amended claims 1, 82, 

and 161-they also fail to present any method recitations that patentably distinguish the claims 

over the methods of Horstmann. 

0. Proposed rejection of new dependent claims 300-314 under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as 
anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as obvious over 
Horstmann 
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Applicant has failed to separately argue how any of the new dependent claims would 

further distinguish their claims from Horstmann. Because Horstmann anticipates each of these 

claims, or in alternative, renders these claims obvious as set forth in detail below, Applicant 

requests the adoption of this proposed rejection. Claims 300-311 recite "wherein said tests 

further indicate that the amount of active in said individual dosage units sampled from said 

resulting film varies by less than 5%, 2%, 1% or 0.5%." These recitations are desired results, not 

entitled to patentable weight. However, to the extent that this represents any limitation 

whatsoever, Horstmann's processes include the same manipulative steps as Applicant's process, 

and would thus inherently produce the same resulting film. Claims 312-314 recite "wherein said 

evaporating is conducted by applying radiant energy selected from the group consisting of hot air 

currents, heat, infrared radiation, radio frequency radiation and combinations thereof." 

Hortsmann teaches the use of "heat" by drying at 80 oc. Hortsmann 5:52-53. 

P. Proposed rejection of new independent claim 318 under 35 USC 103(a) as 
obvious over the combined teachings of Hortsmann and Arter 

To the extent that Horstmann does not specifically recite drying the flowable polymer 

matrix in "a drying apparatus at a temperature of about 60 o C" and "using air currents, which 

have forces below a yield value of the polymer matrix during drying, to evaporate at least a 

portion of said solvent," Arter teaches these recitations as discussed above in Section V.F. A 

person of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine the teachings of these 

two references, to improve and scale-up efficient commercial manufacturing. All of the recited 

features were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined them by 

known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would yield 

predictable results. MPEP § 2143(A). 

Q. Proposed rejection of new independent claim 318 under 35 USC 103(a) as 
obvious over the combined teachings of Hortsmann and Strobush 

To the extent that Horstmann does not specifically recite drying the flowable polymer 

matrix in "a drying apparatus at a temperature of about 60 °C" and "using air currents, which 

have forces below a yield value of the polymer matrix during drying, to evaporate at least a 

portion of said solvent ... ", Strobush teaches these recitations as discussed above in Section V.G. 
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A person of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine the teachings of 

these two references, to improve and scale-up efficient commercial manufacturing. All of the 

recited features were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined them 

by known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would 

yield predictable results. MPEP § 2143(A). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Instead of providing clarifying and narrow amendments in response to the carefully 

reasoned rejections, Applicant chose to introduce claim language that is broadening, unclear, and 

unsupported in the specification. Applicant's remarks also fail to clarify and distinguish the 

invention, relying, heavily, on recitations not entitled to patentable weight rather than 

manipulative process steps in the claims. 

In view of the foregoing comments, Requester respectfully requests that the rejections of 

record be maintained, the new and amended claims be rejected as proposed, and an Action 

Closing Prosecution be issued. 

Dated: April12, 2013 

MEl 15298279v.l 

Respectfully submitted, 

McCarter & English LLP 

By: ______ ~/~D~a=n=ie=l=le~L=·~H==er=n=·t~U __________ ___ 

Danielle L. Herritt 

Direct Dial: 617-449-6513 

e-mail: dherritt@mccarter.com 

Jacqueline Wizeman, Ph.D 

Direct Dial: 978-639-2084 

e-mail: awizeman@mccarter.com 

Reg. 43,670 

Reg. 62,307 

Attorneys for Requester, BioDelivery Sciences 
International, Inc. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

HOFFMAN & BARON, LLP 
6900 Jericho Turnpike 
Syosset, New York 11791 

Danielle L. Herritt 
McCARTER AND ENGLISH LLP 
265 Franklin Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02211 0 

In re: Yang et al. 
Inter Partes: Reexamination Proceeding 
Control No.: 95/002,170 
For: U.S. Patent No.: 7,897,080 

Commissioner for Patents 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

www.uspto.gov 

(For Patent Owner) 

(For Third Party 
Requester) 

DECISION ON PETITION 

This is a decision on the petition filed by the Third Party Requester: a petition filed March 22, 
2013 entitled "PETITION TO DENY ENTRY OF PATENT OWNER'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE UNDER 37 CFR §1.182". The decision also addresses Patent Owner's petition filed 
March 22,2013 entitled "PETION TO EXPEDITE UNDER 37 CFR §1.182" 

In the petition, Third Party Requester requests that Patentee's March 13, 2013 response to the 
February 26,2013 Notice re Defective Paper in Inter Partes Reexamination be denied entry 
under 37 CFR 1.945 and 1.939(a). 

As a procedural matter, the petition is treated as a petition under 37 CFR § 1.181. It is noted that 
the petition under 3 7 CFR 1.182 is not proper because the petition address issues that are 
properly raised under 3 7 CFR 1.181. 

The petition is before the Director of the Central Reexamination Unit. 

The petition is DISMISSED. 
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REVIEW OF RELEVANT FACTS 

• U.S. Patent No. 7,897,080 issued on March 1, 2011. 

• A Request for inter partes reexamination was filed by third party requester on September 
10, 2012 and assigned control no. 95/002,170. 

• Inter-Partes reexamination was ordered on October 22, 2012. 

• A Non-Final Office Action was mailed on October 22, 2012. 

• David J. Kappos, Director of the United States Patent & Trademar~ Office issued a 
memorandum entitled Emergency Notice of Relief Available to Patent and Trademark· 

Applicant's, Patentees and Trademark Owners Affected by Hurricane Sandy on 
November 21,2012. 

• Patent Owner filed the above identified petition on November 26, 2012 requesting that 
the October 22, 2012 Office Action be reissued. 

• A decision granting the October 22, 2013 petition was mailed on November 28,2012. 

• The Non-Final Office Action was re-mailed on November 29, 2012. 

• Patent Owner filed a response to the Non-Final Office Action on January 29, 2013. 

• A Notice Re Defective Paper in Inter Partes Reexamination was mailed on February 26, 
2013. 

• Third Party Requester filed Comments to the Office Action and Patent Owner's 
amendment on February 28, 2013. 

• Patent Owner filed a response to the Notice of Defective Paper on March 13, 2013. 

• Third Party Requester filed the instant petitions to (1) have Patent Owner's response to 
the Notice of Defective paper denied entry and to (2) have expedited the answering of the 
petition on March 22, 2013. 
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STATUTES, REGULATIONS, AND PATENT EXAMINING PROCEDURES 

M.P.E.P 2666.60 Response by Patent Owner/Third Party to Notice of Defective 
Paper 

Any submission correcting the defect which provides a discussion of the merits should (A) set 
forth that discussion separately from the portion of the response that corrects the defect, and (B) 
clearly identify the additional discussion as going to the merits. The additional discussion going 
to the merits must, in and of itself, have an entry right, or the entire submission will be returned 
to the party that submitted it, and one additional opportunity (30-days or one month, whichever 
is longer) will be provided, to correct the defect without a discussion of the merits. If the portion 
directed to the merits is not clearly delineated and identified, the entire submission may be 
returned to the party that submitted it, and one additional opportunity (30-days or one month, 
.whichever is longer) is then given for that party to correct the defect withour intermixed 
discussion ofthe merits. The examiner may, however, choose to permit entry of such a paper. 

37 CFR 1.945 Response to Office action by patent owner in inter partes reexamination. 

(b) Any supplemental response to the Office action will be entered only where the supplemental 
response is accompanied by a showing of sufficient cause why the supplemental response should 
be entered. The showing of sufficient cause must include: 

(1) An explanation of how the requirements of§ 1.111 (a)(2)(i) are satisfied; 

(2) An explanation of why the supplemental response was not presented together with the 
original response to the Office action; and 

(3) A compelling reason to enter the supplemental response. 

DECISION 

In the above identified petition, Third Party Requester (Petitioner) asserts that the Patent 
Owner's corrected response to the Notice of Defective Paper is improper and should be denied 
entry as required by 37 CFR 1.945(b). In particular, Third Party Requester asserts that in 
response to the February 26, 2013 Notice Re Defective Paper in in Inter Partes Reexamination, 
Patent Owner's submission was not limited to solely correcting the defect, but rather 
incorporat~d new arguments, new data and a new declaration. Third Party Requester points to 
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MPEP 2666.60 which states that that "any additional discussion on the merits must, in and of 
itself have an entry right". Thus, Third Party Requester argues that because the response contains 
additional arguments and evidence, it should be deemed a supplemental response, and that the 
supplemental response does not comply with 37 CFR 1.945(b), which requires a showing of 
sufficient cause as to why the supplemental response should be entered. 

A review the record indicates that Office has not issued any communication in response to Patent 
Owner's March 13, 2013 response to the Notice Re Defecti_ve Paper. Thus, the Office has made 
no determination as of yet as to whether Patent Owner's response contains any additional 
information that need have a separate entry right. Absent any determination or communication 
by the Office that Patent Owner's March 13, 2013 response is compliant with Office rules and 
procedures, the proceeding is not ripe for such a petition. 

Accordingly, Third Party Requester's petition is premature since there is no been decision by the 
Office as to whether the submission by Patent Owner is in compliance with Office rules and 
procedures. 

In conclusion, the petition by Third Party Requester is dismissed as being premature. 

CONCLUSION 

1. The petition filed by Patent Owner on March 22, 2012, is dismissed. 

2. Telephone inquiries related to this decision should be directed to Stephen Stein, Supervisory 
Patent Reexamination Specialist, at (571) 272-1544 or in his absence to the undersigned at (571) 
272-0700. 

Director, Central Reexamination Unit 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In reInter Partes Reexamination of: 

US Patent No. 7,897,080 

Issued: March 1, 2011 

Named Inventor: Robert K. Yang et al. 

Control No.: 95/002,170 

Request Filed: September 10, 2012 

Title: POLYETHYLENE OXIDE-BASED 
FILMS AND DRUG DELIVERY 
SYSTEMS MADE THEREFROM 

Date: March 22, 2013 

Mail Stop Petition 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Confirmation No.: 6418 

Group Art Unit: 3991 

Examiner: Alan D. Diamond 

M&E Docket: 1177 44-00023 

H&B Docket: 1199-26 RCE/ 
CON/REX 

PETITION TO EXPEDITE UNDER 37 CFR § 1.182 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pursuant to 37 CPR 1.182, Petitioner hereby requests that the Office expedite the 

handling of the "PETITION TO DENY ENTRY OF PATENT OWNER'S 

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE UNDER 37 CPR§ 1.182" filed concurrently herewith. 

Due to the shortened response periods in inter partes reexamination, it is 

respectfully submitted that expedited handling of the attached Petition is appropriate in 

order to ensure that all involved parties are apprised of the status of the Supplemental 

Response in a timely manner. Additionally, a prompt decision would avoid placing 

unnecessary burden on the Examiner, and thus be beneficial to the Office in the present 

situation. 
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Patent No.: 7,897,080 
Reexamination No.: 95/002,170 
1177 44-00023 

In accordance with 37 CPR 1.182, Petitioner submits herewith the surcharge set 

forth in 37 CPR 1.17 (f). 

If any additional charges are required with this Petition, Petitioner authorizes the 

Commissioner to charge any fee deficiency to Deposit Account No. 50-4876, under 

Reference Number 117744-00023. 

Dated: March 22, 2013 

MEl 15250971 v.l 

Respectfully submitted, 

McCarter & English LLP 

By: ______ ~/~D~a=n=ie=l=le~L=·~H==er=n=·t~U __________ ___ 

Danielle L. Herritt 

Direct Dial: 617-449-6513 

e-mail: dherritt@mccarter.com 

Jacqueline Wizeman, Ph.D 

Direct Dial: 978-639-2084 

Reg. 43,670 

Reg. 62,307 

e-mail: awizeman@ mccarter.com 

Attorneys for Petitioner, BioDelivery Sciences 
International, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF FIRST CLASS SERVICE 

It is certified that a copy of this Petition to Expedite, the Petition to Deny Entry of 

Patent Owner's Supplemental Response (together with the associated Exhibits A-C), and 

this certificate of first class service have been served, by first class mail, on March 22, 

2013, in their entirety on the Patent Owner in accordance with 37 C.P.R.§§ 1.903 and 

1.248. The name and address of the party served is: 

MEl 15250971 v.l 

HOFFMANN & BARON LLP 

(Attn: Daniel A. Scola, Jr.) 

6900 JERICHO TURNPIKE 

SYOSSET, NY 11791 

By: ______ ~/~D~a=n=ie=l=le~L=·~H==er=n=·t~U __________ ___ 

Danielle L. Herritt 
Reg. 43,670 

Attorney for Requester, 
BioDelivery Sciences International, Inc. 

McCarter & English, LLP 
265 Franklin Street 
Boston, MA 02110 

Direct Dial: 617-449-6513 
Email: dherritt@ mccarter.com 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In reInter Partes Reexamination of: 

US Patent No. 7,897,080 

Issued: March 1, 2011 

Named Inventor: Robert K. Yang et al. 

Control No.: 95/002,170 

Request Filed: September 10, 2012 

Title: POLYETHYLENE OXIDE-BASED 
FILMS AND DRUG DELIVERY 
SYSTEMS MADE THEREFROM 

Date: March 22, 2013 

Mail Stop Petition 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Confirmation No.: 6418 

Group Art Unit: 3991 

Examiner: Alan D. Diamond 

M&E Docket: 1177 44-00023 

H&B Docket: 1199-26 RCE/ 
CON/REX 

PETITION TO DENY ENTRY OF PATENT OWNER'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE UNDER 37 CFR § 1.182 

On February 26, 2013, in the inter partes reexamination of US Patent No. 

7,897,080, the Office issued a Notice re Defective Paper, PTOL-2069. The only defect 

discussed in the Notice is that Patentee's January 29, 2013 reply exceeds the maximum 

page limit under 37 CPR 1.943(b) by 6 pages. In reply, Patentee did not file a "submission 

directed to solely correcting the defect" as directed by MPEP 2666.60, i.e., reducing the 

page length of the original reply by either re-drafting to remove passages or by redaction as 

directed by the Office. On the contrary, Patentee filed a response improperly incorporating 

new claim amendments, new claims, new arguments, new data, and a new declaration by a 

new declarant. Third Party Requestor requests that this unauthorized and supplemental 

response be denied entry as required by 37 CPR 1.945(b) and 37 CPR 1.939(a). 
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Statement of Facts: 

Docket No.: 117744-00023 

1. On January 29, 2013, Patentee filed an amendment and response (the "Reply") to a 

first Office action dated November 29, 2012. The Reply included claim amendments, 

attorney arguments and two supporting declarations: the declaration of Dr. Fuller ("Fuller 

Declaration") and the declaration by Dr. Bogue ("Bogue Declaration"). The January 29, 

2013 Reply is attached as Exhibit A. 

2. On February 26, 2013, the Office mailed a Notice re Defective Paper in Inter 

Partes Reexamination (the "Notice") because the Reply exceeded the 50-page limit under 

37 CPR 1.943 by 6 pages. It was specifically noted that the claims and the Bogue 

Declaration did not count toward the page limit. The Notice directed Patentee to correct the 

defect by either re-drafting or redacting the original Reply to meet 37 CPR 1.943. 

3. On February 28, 2013, Third Party Requestor ("TPR") filed its Comments, 

unaware of the Notice that crossed in the mail. 

4. On March 13, 2013, instead of properly replying to the Notice by simply reducing 

the page length of the original Reply as directed by the Office, Patentee filed a 

supplemental response ("Supplemental Response"). The Supplemental Response was not 

accompanied by a showing under 37 CPR 1.945 as to why the Supplemental Response 

should be entered. The March 13, 2013 Supplemental Response is attached as Exhibit B. 
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Issue to be considered: 

Docket No.: 117744-00023 

Whether Patentee should benefit from its failure to comply with the page limits 

imposed by 37 CFR 1.943 by gaining an extension of time to consider the Office 

Action and an opportunity to file a second, new response thereto-without being 

required to comply with 37 CFR 1.945(b) (prohibiting a supplemental response 

without a showing of sufficient cause) and 37 CFR 1.939(a) (prohibiting 

consideration of an unauthorized paper during an inter partes reexamination 

proceeding). 

On February 26, 2013, the Office issued a Notice re Defective Paper in Inter Partes 

Reexamination. The only defect discussed in the Notice is that Patentee's original Reply 

exceeded the maximum page limit under 37 CPR 1.943(b) by 6 pages. The Office also 

directed the Patentee to correct the defect by redrafting or by redacting to reduce the 

original Reply to the required 50-page limit. See Notice at p. 3. Patentee, however, did 

not file a "submission directed to solely correcting the defect" as directed by MPEP 

2666.60. On the contrary, in comparison to the original defective Reply, Patentee 

improperly added new amendments, new claims, new attorney argument, new data, and a 

new declaration. Further, the remainder of the Supplemental Response is substantially 

revised and altered as compared to the attorney argument submitted with the original 

Reply. By way of example, the Supplemental Response is substantively different from the 

original defective Reply in at least the following ways: 

1. New Claim Amendments. The Supplemental Response amends, for 

example, original independent claims 1, 82 and 161 in a way entirely 

different from that presented in the original Reply. See Comparison of 

Supplemental Response filed March 13,2013, Exhibit Cat pp. 2-3, 12-14, 

and 22-24. 

2. New Independent Claims. The Supplemental Response presents 4 new 

independent claims not in the original Reply. See Exhibit Cat pp. 41-48. 

These claims recite new limitations found neither in any original claim nor 
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in any amended claim in the original Reply, for example, reciting an oven 

temperature of 60° C in new claim 318. The Patentee also removes over 

300 claims presented in the original Reply. This is not an amendment 

directly solely to correcting the defect because (i) deleting claims does not 

to reduce page count, and (ii) the Patentee never argued a single dependent 

claim in its original Reply. 

3. New Description of "The Patented Invention." The Supplemental Response 

presents an entirely new description of "The Patented Invention." See 

Exhibit C at pp. 90-93. 

4. New Discussion of "Patentee's Claims." The Supplemental Response 

presents an entirely new a discussion of the claimed subject matter. See 

Exhibit Cat pp. 93-103. 

5. New Attorney Arguments. The Supplemental Response presents entirely 

new arguments, for example, regarding TPR's alleged burden (which is 

actually Patentee's burden) to reproduce the method of the Chen reference 

to rebut the Office's prima facie case of inherency and Patentee's new 

theory about Figure 5 of Chen with extensive "support" from the new Lin 

Declaration. See Exhibit C at pp. 113-114 and 129. 

6. New Declarant and Declaration. The Supplemental Response presents an 

entirely NEW declaration by a different declarant (the "Lin Declaration"). 

See Exhibit B, Lin Declaration. The Lin Declaration is directed to a new 

line of attorney argument. The Patentee has removed its original Fuller 

Declaration (See Exhibit A, Fuller Declaration). This removal is not 

directed to reducing page count because the Fuller Declaration ( 4 pages) is 

replaced by the much longer Lin Declaration (6 pages). 

7. New Data and New Arguments in an Expanded Bogue Declaration. The 

Supplemental Response includes several pages of new data, as well as new 

calculations and discussions of claims limitations that were not in the 
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original Bogue Declaration. Indeed, except for the introductory paragraphs 

and the original Exhibit, the entire Bogue Declaration is either new or 

substantially revised to include new arguments and new data. See Bogue 

Declaration in Exhibit B at <JI<JI 4-11 and its new Exhibits A and C. 

None of the new claim amendments, new claims, new arguments, new data, and 

new declaration was present in the original Reply. Further, it appears that the Patentee 

improperly and substantially revised their arguments in order to address substantive 

responses made in TPR's Comments filed after the original Reply, but before TPR was 

aware of the Notice. This creates a further burden on the Office as it would have to study 

the original Reply and TPR's Comments to the original Reply in order to understand the 

Supplemental Response. 

None of the new claims, new arguments, and new theories found in the 

Supplemental Response properly falls within the scope of the changes authorized by the 

Notice. Yet, the Patentee made no effort to indicate that its new Reply is a bona fide effort 

to comply with the Notice. In addition, none of these additions is authorized under 37 

CPR 1.945(b) or 37 CPR 1.939(a). Rule 1.945(b) requires that a showing be made to 

justify an entry right: 

§ 1.945 Response to Office Action by Patent Owner in Inter Partes 
Reexamination 

(b) Any supplemental response to the Office action will be entered only 
where the supplemental response is accompanied by a showing of sufficient 
cause why the supplemental response should be entered. The showing of 
sufficient cause must include: 

(1) An explanation of how the requirements of§ 1.111(a)(2)(i) are 
satisfied; 
(2) An explanation of why the supplemental response was not 
presented together with the original response to the Office action; and 
(3) A compelling reason to enter the supplemental response. 

37 CPR§ 1.945(b). 

Patentee did not even attempt to make such a showing. 
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Office. 

Rule 1.939(a) states that such unauthorized papers will not be considered by the 

§ 1.939 Unauthorized Papers in Inter Partes Reexamination. 

(a) If an unauthorized paper is filed by any party at any time during the inter 
partes reexamination proceeding it will not be considered and may be 
returned. 

37 CPR§ 1.939(a) 

As the MPEP provides in its section regarding response to Notice of Defective Paper: 

"[Any] additional discussion of the merits must, in and of itself, have an entry right, or the 

entire submission will be returned to the party that submitted it.. .. " MPEP 2666.60. In 

short, the Supplemental Response is an unauthorized paper and the Rules and the direction 

of the Office require that the paper be denied entry. 

The Office may, of course, provide the Patentee one more opportunity to 

appropriately respond to the Notice, as discussed in MPEP 2666.60. Alternatively, the 

Office may regard the Supplemental Response as a failure to file a timely and appropriate 

response and terminate prosecution under 37 CPR 1.957(b). This is also discussed in the 

first paragraph of MPEP 2666.60. But to take no action and permit entry in this particular 

case is not only counter to the clear direction of 37 CPR 1.945 and 37 CPR 1.939, but also 

counter to the requirement of 35 USC 314( c) for special dispatch. Allowing Patentee to 

effectively take an extension and file a completely new response, without even offering 

any justification for doing so, is counter to the statute and merely prolongs prosecution. In 

other words, if Patentee's action were permitted, every defective response would 

essentially be a request for extension of time with the unlimited right to enter any new 

amendments, data, evidence or attorney argument. The statutory requirement for special 

dispatch and the Patent Rules setting deadlines and limiting supplemental responses would 

thereby be rendered meaningless. 
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Action Requested: 

Docket No.: 117744-00023 

There is no doubt that Patentee's most recent filing is an unauthorized 

supplemental submission rather than a proper response to the Notice of Defective Paper, 

which simply requires Patentee to reduce the length of its original Reply to meet the 50 

page limit. The Supplemental Submission is replete with new amendments, new claims, 

new arguments, new data and a new declarant, but lacks any showing under 37 CPR 

1.945(b) why the submission may be entitled to entry. Accordingly, TPR requests that the 

Supplemental Submission be denied entry as required by 37 CPR 1.945(b) and 37 CPR 

1.939(a). Additionally, since the new matter is inextricably intermixed with original 

matter in the Supplemental Response, and to avoid any further delay and burden on the 

Office, TPR requests that the Office direct Patentee to file a copy of the original January 

29, 2013 Reply with pages redacted to satisfy the 37 CPR 1.943 page limit requirement. 

The petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(f) is included with this petition. If any 

additional charges are required with this Petition, Petitioner authorizes the Commissioner 

to charge any fee deficiency to Deposit Account No. 50-4876, under Reference Number 

1177 44-00023. 

Dated: March 22, 2013 

Exhibits A-C 

MEl 15235983v.l 

Respectfully submitted, 
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Danielle L. Herritt Reg. 43,670 

Attorney for Requester, 
BioDelivery Sciences International, Inc. 

McCarter & English, LLP 
265 Franklin Street 
Boston, MA 02110 
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CERTIFICATE OF FIRST CLASS SERVICE 

It is certified that a copy of this Petition by the Third Party Requester, the 

associated Exhibits A-C, and this certificate of first class service have been served, by first 

class mail, on March 22, 2013, in their entirety on the Patent Owner in accordance with 37 

C.P.R. §§ 1.903 and 1.248. The name and address of the party served is: 

MEl 15235983v.l 

HOFFMANN & BARON LLP 

(Attn: Daniel A. Scola, Jr.) 

6900 JERICHO TURNPIKE 

SYOSSET, NY 11791 

By: ______ ~/~D~a=n=ie=l=le~L=·~H==er=n=·t~U __________ ___ 

Danielle L. Herritt 
Reg. 43,670 

Attorney for Requester, 
BioDelivery Sciences International, Inc. 

McCarter & English, LLP 
265 Franklin Street 
Boston, MA 02110 

Direct Dial: 617-449-6513 
Email: dherritt@ mccarter.com 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEl\'li\RK OFFICE 
~·.: .. : •. .-,,_,,,,~-.,: 

Patentee: Yang et a.L 

Patent No.: U.S. 7,897,080 

Reexamination 95/002,170 
Control No.: 

Filed: September 10, 2012 

Dated: January 29~ 2013 

Mail Stop Inter Partes Reexam 
Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
U.S, Patent and Trademark Ofl1ce 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Examiner: Diamond, Alan D. 

Group Art Unit 3991 

Confirmation 6418 
No. 

H&B Docket; 1199~26 

RCE/CONIREX 

M&EDocket: 1177 44-00023 

Certificate ofEFSQWeh Transmission 
I hereby certifY that this correspondence is being 
transmitted via the U.S. Patent and Trademark OJ..'fice 
electronic filing system (EFS-Web) to the USPTO on 
Januarr 29, 2013, 
Signed: Michaell.S.1wkanslf;y_ !lY!ichaell Chakanskvl 

REPLY BY PATENTEE TO A NON-FINAL 
OFFICE ACTION PURSIJANT TO 37 C.F.R. §1.11\ 

Madame: 

In response to an Ofi1ce Action in the above-identified Inter Partes Reexamination, dated 

November 29, 2012 ("Office Action"), a reply to which is due January 29, 2013, please amend 

U.S. Patent No, 7,897,080 ("the '080 Patent") in reexamination as set forth hereinbelow, The 

present amendments are being made in accordance with 37 CF.R. § L530(d}-{j), Ifthere are any 

fees due in connection with this submission, authorization to charge such fees to Deposit 

Account No. 08~2461 is hereby provided, 

Amendment to the Claims begins on page 2 of this paper, 

Remarks begin on page 79 of this paper, 
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1, (i\mended) A process for manufacturing a resulting phannaceutical film suitable .fur 

commercialization and ref,rulatory approval said [making a ]film having a substantially uniform 

distribution of a phannaceutical active[ of components], comprising the steps of: 

(a) fonning a masterbatch pre-mix comprising a solvent and a polymer selected from the group 

consisting of water-soluble polymers, water-swellable polymers and combinations thereof; 

(b) adding [an h phannace:ytical active to a pre-determined amount of said masterbatch pre-mix 

to form a flowable polymer matrix~ said matrix having a substantially uniform distribution of 

said active; 

(c) casting said flowable polymer rnatdx~.§l.~~id Ho~YJ!h~1ner matr:ixhaving a viscnsHyJ1~1m! 

about 40P to about 100,000 cps; 

(d) conveying said flowable 1201 y;ner matrix furough <t..ffi)':in~ a1maratus and evaporating at least 

a portion of said solvent [from said flowable polymer matrix ]to rapidlv form a visco-elastic film 

h~~Btl g. saj_g __ ph~~!ltEl££1!lt~:~l..A\Kth::~.J!fJith1111hL~li§:lLthl1!f~4.f!H1~1Ui'J1QgLkYJ1!Uh1Jy ii}~tsi:l}gjht 

viscosity of said ilowable _Qolymer matrix u_non initiation of drving within about the first [1 0 H 
minutes [or fewer]to maintain said substantially tmifom1 distribution of said pharmaceutical 

active by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said gharmaceutical active within 

said visco-elastic :i:llm~ein the 12ol_xmer matrix temperature is 100 °C or less; [and] 

(e) fom1ing [a]the resulting pharmi!_q_eutical film from said visco-elastic film, wherein said 

resulting Qha.m1aceutica.l film has a water content of 10% or less and said substantially uniform 
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distribution of pharmaceutical active by said locking~in or substantially preventing migration of 

said pharmaceutical active is maintained; 

.CfLtlmni11&JtJlh!rali !X or j:pdividtutLdosage~~miL~-~ttllJ?Jf~tt-i~f~\~thltllRtiAtb:.Jh~.Mmf~.~i~~-t.!:run.~Md 
resulting nharrnaceutical film;, and 

(Kt1~&rtl~!TI1fliRnl1i~JY.tl£fll.~?h~(miQA!l.tests t~?r.gontenl• unifurnlityJl)1.JU!i.4J!lUJ{Ijit~:._QJ:.!.mth:i4tEtl 

~iof>~we lUJj;l:sl.U:n$)1!}::> 4:gm §Jthi.r~sutttt1K'Hl!ilW1~9nltki~Ul1m~.§i~Jd test~ indicating toaid 

~ll!Qt'?!~ntLW1JUllli1Q.nn dkttihufipn pftbitnfumnaceutkal active., itl Jh~tt tl!Q .. ~JnQ.Q.!ktiJGh~ 

UJJ&:1l1~\:t:;_n1kltLg£!h;:i,LtlH1lt-Jm!b::!i~M~1.~1l},~!iU.l&.illUL~!!t.llf1le~ Vf!des hy no more ttmltJD%-

2, (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said pre-determined amount of master batch 

pre-mix is controllably fed via a first metering pump and a control valve to a first mixer and a 

second mixer. 

3, (Original) The process of claim 2, wherein said first mixer and said second mixer are 

arranged in parallel, series or a combination thereot: 

4. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said water-soluble polymer comprises 

polyethylene oxide. 

5. (Original) TI1e process of claim 1, wherein said polymer comprises a polymer selected 

from the group consisting of cellulose, a cellulose derivative, pullulan, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, 

polyvinyl alcohol, polyethylene glycol, carboxyvinyl copol::vrners, hydroxypropylmethyl 

ceHuiose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, sodium 

alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum; polyacrylic acid, 

methylmethacrylate copolymer, carboxyvlnyl copolymers, starch, gelatin, and combinations 

thereof, alone or in combination with polyethylene oxide, 
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6. (Original) The process of claim 5, wherein said polymer further comprises a \Vater 

insoluble polymer selected from the group consisting of ethylcellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl 

cellulose, cellulose acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, 

polyvinylacetatephthalates, phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic add)/poly(glycoHc 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polycaprolactone and combinations thereof. 

7. (Original) The process of claim 5, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of methylmethaclJ..'late copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic add) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/po1y(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly(ti~esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamine acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly(alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

and mixtures and copolymers thereof. 

8. (Original) The process of claim 5, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, 

acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and 

combinations thereof. 

9. (Original) The process of claim 5, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of ethylcellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl cellulose, cellulose 

acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, polyvinylacetatephthalates, 

phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)ipoly(glyco1ic add)/polyethyleneglycol 

copolymers, polycaprolactone, methylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic add)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethy1eneg1ycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly(d-esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamine acids, 
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polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly(alky1 cyanoacrylates), 

sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, 

gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and combinations thereof. 

10. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of water, polar organic solvent, and combinations thereof. 

1 L (Original) The process of claim 10, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of ethanol, isopropanol, acetone, and combinations thereof. 

12, (Original) The process of claim 1, vvherei.n said active is selected from the group 

consisting ofbioactive active, pharmaceutical actives, drugs, medicaments and combinations 

thereof. 

13, (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of am.~~ inhibitors, anti-anginal drugs, anti-arrhythmias, anti-asthmatics, anti

cholesterolemics, analgesics, anesthetics, anti-convulsants, anti-depressants, anti-diabetic agents, 

anti-diarrhea preparations, antidotes, anti-histamines, anti-hypertensive drugs, anti-inflammatory 

agents, anti-lipid agents, anti-manics, anti-nam;eants, anti-stroke agents, anti-thyroid 

preparations, anti-tumor drugs, anti-viral agents, acne drugs, alkaloids, amino acid preparations, 

anti-tussives, anti-uricemic drugs, anti-viral drugs, anabolic preparations, systemic and non

systemic anti-infective agents, anti-neoplastics, anti-parkinsonian agents, anti-rheumatic agents, 

appetite stimulants, blood modifiers, bone metabolism regulators, cardiovascular agents, central 

nervous system stimulates, cholinesterase inhibitors, contraceptives, decongestants, dietary 

supplements, dopamine receptor agcmists, endometriosis management agents, enzymes, erectile 

dysfunction therapies, fertility agents, gastrointestinal agents, homeopathic remedies, hormones, 

hypercalcemia and hypocalcemia management agents, immunomodulators, immunosuppressives, 

migraine preparations, motion sickness treatments, muscle relaxants, obesity management 
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agents, osteoporosis preparations, oxytocics, parasyrnpatholytics, parasympathomimetics, 

prostaglandins, psychotherapeutic agents, respiratory agents, sedative~, smoking cessation aids, 

sympathol::vtics, tremor preparations, urinary tract agents, vasodilators, laxatives, antacids, ion 

exchange resins, anti-pyretics, appetite suppressants, expectorants, anti-anxiety agents, anti-ulcer 

agents, anti-inf1ammatory substances, coronary dilators, cerebral dilators, peripheral 

vasodilators, psycho-tropics, stimulants, anti-h:y']Jertensive drugs, vasoconstrictors, migraine 

treatments, antibiotics, tranquilizers, anti-psychotics, [anti-tumor drugs, ]anti-coagulants, anti

thrombotic drugs, hypnotics, anti-emetics, anti-nauseants, [anti-convulsants, ]neuromuscular 

drugs, hy']Jer- and hypo-glycemic agents, thyroid and anti-thyroid preparations, diuretics, anti

spasmodics, uterine relaxants, anti-obesity drugs, erythropoietic drugs, [anti-asthmatics,] cough 

suppressants, mucolytics, DNA and genetic modifying drugs, and combinations thereof. 

14. (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of [cosmetic actives, ]antigens, allergens, spores, microorganisms, seeds, [mouthwash 

components, flavors, fragrances, }enzymes, [preservatives, sweetening agents, colorants, spices, 

]vitamins and combinations thereof 

15. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a bioactive active, 

16. (Cancelled) 

17. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an opiate or opiate-derivative. 

18. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-emetic. 

19, (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an amino acid preparation. 

20. (Original) The process of claim I, wherein said active is selected from the group 
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consisting of sildenams, tadalafils, vardenafils, apomorphines, yohimbine hydrochlorides, 

alprostadils and combinations thereof. 

21, (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a protein. 

22. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is insulin. 

23, (Original) The process of claim l, wherein said active is an anti-diabetic, 

24. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an antihistamine. 

25. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-tussive. 

26. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a non-steroidal anti-

ini1ammatory. 

27. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-asthmatics. 

28. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-diarrhea. 

29. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an alkaloid. 

30. (Original) The process of claim 1, \Vherein said active is an anti-psychotic. 

31. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-spasmodic, 

32. (Original) The process of claim l, wherein said active is a biological response moditler. 
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33. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti¥obesity drug, 

34. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an H2-a.ntagonist. 

35. (Original) The process of claim 34, wherein said I-h-antagonist is selected from the 

group consisting of cimetidine, ranitidine hydrochloride) famotidine, nizatidine, ebmtidine, 

miH:mtidine, roxatidine) pisatidine, aceroxatidine and combinations thereof. 

36. (Original) TI1e process of claim 1, wherein said active is a smoking cessation aid. 

3 7. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-parkinsonian agent 

3K (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-depressant 

39. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-migraine. 

40. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-Alzheimer's agents. 

41, (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a dopamine receptor agonist. 

42. (Original) The process of claim 1, 'vvherein said active is a cerebral dilator. 

43, (Original) 'The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a psychotherapeutic agent. 

44. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an antibiotic. 

45. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anesthetic. 
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46, (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a contraceptive. 

47. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-thrombotic drug. 

48. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is diphenhydramine. 

49, (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is nabilone, 

50. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is albuterol sulfate. 

51. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-tumor drug. 

52. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a glycoprotein. 

(Original) Tiw process of claim 1, wherein said active is an analgesic. 

54. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a honnone. 

55. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a decongestant. 

56. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a loratadine. 

57. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is dextromethorphan. 

58. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is chlorpheniramine maleate. 

59. (Original) The process of claim l, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of an analgesic, an anti-inflammatory, an antihistamine, a decongestant, a cough 
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suppressant and combinations thereof. 

60. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an appetite stimulant. 

61. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a gastrointestinal agent. 

62. (Original) The process of claim 1, \Vherein said active is a hypnotic. 

63. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is taste~masked. 

64. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is taste-masked using a t1avor. 

65. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is coated with a controlled release 

composition. 

66. (Original) The process of claim 65, wherein said controHed release composition provides 

an immediate release, 

67, (Original) The process of claim 65, wherein said controlled release composition provides 

a delayed release. 

68. (Original) The process of claim 65, wherein said controlled release composition provides 

a sustained release. 

69, (Original) The process of claim 65, wherein said controlled release composition provides 

a sequential release. 

70. (Original) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a particulate. 
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71, (Original) The process of c]aim 1, further comprising adding a degassing agent to said 

masterbatch premix, 

72. (Original) The process of claim 1, further comprising a step of providing a second film 

layer. 

73, (Amended) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is coated onto said 

resulting pharmaceutical tllm. 

74. (Amended) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is spread onto said 

resulting pharmaceutical film. 

75. (Amended) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is cast onto said 

resulting phammceutical film. 

76, (Amended) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is extruded onto said 

resulting pharrnaceutical film. 

77, (Amended) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is sprayed onto said 

resulting pham1aceutical film. 

78. (Amended) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer is laminated onto 

said resulting pharmaceutical 111m. 

79, (Amended) The process of claim 72, further comprising laminating said resulting 

pharrnaceutical film to another film. 
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80. (Amended) The process of claim 72, wherein said second film layer comprises an active, 

8L (Amended) The process of claim 72, wherein said active in said second 111m layer is 

different than said active in said resulting pharmapeutical film. 

82. (Amended) A process for manufactty:ing a resulting film suitable fur commercialization 

and re&ulatoa approval said [making a ]film having a substantially uniform distribution of an 

active[ of components], comprising the steps of: 

(a) fom1ing a flowable polymer matrix comprising a polymer selected from the group consisting 

of a water-soluble polymer, a water swellable polymer and combinations thereof, a solvent and 

an active selected from the group consisting ofbioactive actives, pharmaceutical actives, drugs, 

medicaments and combinations thereof~ said matrix having a substantially uniform distribution 

of said active; 

(b) casting said fl.owable polymer matdx,"~Hdd f1gw@.ffinplymer r.nutrix.Jm~:il1.gJ.!..Yi!t.Q.9§:i.!X frtirrl 

abo1,1t 400 to about 100,000 C;J;!S; 

(c) conveying said flowable polymer matrix thr.QJJgh a dn:ing_§Imaratus and evaporating at least a 

portion of said solvent [from said flowable polymer matrix ]to rapidlv form a visco-elastic film 

fmvi.ng M.id active unit1mnly_Qi~~lUU!!%LtbJ:.Q.!ll'~hmKRS. nl,tlli'llx increm~inu. the vi~WR?ih.Y .. !If.J?.~h! 

fl.owable Qolvmer matrix upon initiation of ill:ying within about the first r 1 o H minutes [or 

fewer]to maintain said substantially uniform distribution of said active by locking-in or 

substantially preventing migration of said active within said visco-elastic film wherein the 

w~b:'lll~lJ!I!t!!iK1~l1l1N£H!1n~~J1J0JL::!:; Of le~§"h.5Vher£(in: _s~)nletl.L\mifm:.mHY.Q[J}JtiJl !WtivQ,.j!J, 

.~:nbgnm!:i§Jlv txm~L~tt~~Lllh1iYi£!1t~L<;,l~b1f1&~~Jmi!*_Qfl'ii~Jd yiscn-da~tlc,filmjs ~\t2hJhJ!Lllt~L.Nl~~!1.HXt 

gfthe active varies by no more than 1 0%; [and] 
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(d) forming [a]the resulting film from said visco-elastic film, wherein said resulting ±11m bas a 

water content of 10% or less and said substantially unifbnn distribution of active by said 

locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active is maintainedl 

ftL112J:!Hi!~L<lJ1l1U:S1!itY_.9JJpdividualiJcR>age u.git@lW,1k~LQ[~\J1~.1i!AUJh!llYJ1I~{-';gpe sizt~ fhnn sai~l 

resulting film; and 

{fl.JgLft!I1111J~~-llill!h:1i~wl.Qhen1iQI!l.J~~lli)'or CJJ.Ut.(~nt ,9JJ!tQl111liY .. EHl!H!hlJ?.U!r.ality \)f indi1ridtlgl 

fhl~!'!i?-~U!!lit .sann?.k?{~ frQID..l~~l.sl H~Rll!im&J1Jm,~~~!kthllits indlcatlnJ,U~lid s:nt~~1l~li!f~lt'l.ltl1Lf:s:tiffi. 

£U1W:!Q1ttk'll.Qf:111L~£~t!X.lt.J!1 that thtt a1:no-unt c{1M actiY:t.iuJ!lrJn&!ix.tdtMll. dtx.;age llY.lit sm1m1~[ 

varies by no more than 10%. 

83. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said water~soluble polymer comprises 

polyethylene oxide. 

84. (Original) The process ofclaim 82, wherein said polymer comprises a poly1ner selected 

from the group consisting of cellulose, a. cellulose derivative~ pullulan, polyvinyl. pyrrolidone, 

polyvinyl alcohol, polyethylene glycol, carboxyvinyl copolymers, hydroxypmpylmethyl 

cellulose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydrox:Jrpropyl cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, sodium 

alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, polyacrylic acid, 

methylmethacrylate copolymer, carboxyvinyl copolymers, starch, gelatin, and combinations 

thereof, alone or in combination with polyethylene oxide. 

85. (Original) The process of claim 84, wherein said polymer further comprises a water 

insoluble pol;yrner selected from the group consisting of et.hylcellulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl 

cellulose, cellulose acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, 

polyvinylacetatephthalates, phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyetbyleneglycol copolymers, po1ycaprolactone and combinations thereof: 
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86, (Original) The process of claim 84, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting ofmethylmethacrylate copoi.:ymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/po1y(glyco1ic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly( a-esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamine acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly(alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

and mixtures and copolymers thereof. 

87. (Original) The process of claim 84, wherein said polymer futther comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, g1u\r ~rum, 

acacia gum, arabic gur.n, starch, gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gelhm gum and 

combinations thereof, 

88, (Original) The process of claim 84, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of ethylcellulose, hydxoxypropyl ethyl cellulose, cellulose 

acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, polyvinylacetatephlhalates, 

phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic acid)/polyethyleneglycol 

copolyrners, polycaprolactone, methyimefuacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly(6.-esters), 

polyan.hydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly(alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

sodium. alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, 

gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and combinations thereof. 

89. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of water, polar organic solvent, and combinations thereof. 
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90. (Original) The process of claim 89, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of ethanol, isopropanol, acetone, and combinations thereof. 

91. (Cancelled) 

92. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein the active is selected from the group 

consisting of ace-inhibitors, anti-anginal drugs, anti-arrhythmias, anti-asthmatics, anti

cholesterolemics, analgesics, anesthetics, anti-convulsants, anti-depressants, anti-diabetic agents, 

anti-diarrhea preparations, antidotes, anti-histamines, anti-hypertensive dn1gs, anti-inflammatory 

agents, anti-lipid agents, anti-manics, anti-nauseants, anti-stroke agents, anti-thyroid 

preparations, anti-tumor drugs, anti-viral agents, acne dn1gs, alkaloids, amino acid preparations, 

anti-tussives, anti-uricemic drugs, anti-viral drugs, anabolic preparations, systemic and non

systemic anti-infective agents, anti-neoplastics, anti-parkinsonian agents, anti-rheumatic agents, 

appetite stimulants, blood modifiers, bone metabolism regulators, cardiovascular agents, central 

nervous system stimulates, cholinesterase inhibitors, contraceptives, decongestants, dietary 

supplements, dopamine receptor agonists, endometriosis management agents, enzymes, erectile 

dysfunction therapies, fertility agents, gastrointestinal agents, homeopathic remedies, hormones, 

hypercalcemia and hypocalcemia management agents, immunomodulators, immunosuppressives, 

migraine preparations, motion sickness treatments, muscle relaxants, obesity management 

agents, osteoporosis preparations, oxytocics, parasympatholytics, parasympathomimetic~>, 

prostaglandins, psychotherapeutic agents, respiratory agents, sedatives, smoking cessation aids, 

sympatholytics, tremor preparations, urinary tract agents, vasodilators, laxatives, antacids, ion 

exchange resins, anti-pyretics, appetite suppressants, expectorants, anti-anxiety agents, anti-ulcer 

agents, anti-inflammatory substances, coronary dilators, cerebral dilators, peripheral 

vasodilators, psycho-tropics, stimulants, anti-hypertensive drugs, vasoconstrictors, migraine 

treatments, antibiotics, tranquilizers, anti-psychotics, [anti-tumor drugs, ]anti-coagulants, anti

thrombotic drugs, hypnotics, anti~emetics, anti-nauseants, [anti~convulsants, ]neuromuscular 
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drugs, hyper- and hypo-glycemic agents, thyroid and anti-thyroid preparations, diuretics, anti~ 

spasmodics, uterine relaxants, anti-obesity drugs, erythropoietic drugs, [anti-asthmatics, ]cough 

suppressants, mucolytics, DNA and genetic modifying drugs, and combinations thereof, 

93. (Amended) The process of claim 82, >vherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of [cosmetic actives, ]aniigens, allergens, spores, microorganisms, seeds, [mouthwash 

components, flavors, fragrances, ]enzymes, [preservatives, sweetening agents, colorants, spices, 

]vitamins and combinations thereof. 

94. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a bioactive active. 

95. (Cancelled) 

96. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an opiate or opiate-derivative. 

97. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-emetic. 

98, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an amino acid preparation. 

99. (Original) Th~ process of claim 82, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of sildenafils, tadalafils, vardenafils, apomorphines, yohimbine hydrochlorides, 

alprostadils and combinations thereof. 

I 00. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a protein. 

101. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is insulin. 

102, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti~diabetic. 
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103, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an antihistamine. 

104. (Orir:,rinai) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti~tussive. 

l 05. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a non-steroidal anti

inflammatory. 

106. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-asthmatics. 

107, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-diarrhea. 

108. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an alkaloid. 

109. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-psychotic. 

110. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-spasmodic. 

111. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a biological response modifier. 

112, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-obesity drug, 

113. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an H2-antagonist. 

114. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said H2-antagonist is selected from the 

group consisting of cimetidine, ranitidine hydrochloride, famotidine, nizatidine, ebrotidi:ne, 

mifentidine, roxatidine, pisatidine, aceroxatidine and combinations thereof. 
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115. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a smoking cessation aid. 

116. (Original) The process of claim 82, \vherein said active is an anti-parkinsonian agent. 

117, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-depressant 

118. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-migraine. 

119. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-Alzheimds agents. 

120. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a dopamine receptor agonist. 

121. (Original) The process of claim 82, \'itherein said active is a cerebral dilator. 

122. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a psychotherapeutic agent 

123. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an antibiotic. 

124. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anesthetic. 

125, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a contraceptive. 

126. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-thrombotic drug. 

127. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is diphenhydramine. 

12!:L (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is nab Hone. 
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129. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is albuterol sulfate, 

130. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-tumor d.mg. 

131. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a glycoprotein. 

132. (Original) 'I11e process of claim 82, wherein said active is an analgesic. 

133, (Original) The process of claim 82, 'vvherein said active is a hormone. 

134. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a decongestant. 

135. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a loratadine, 

136. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is dextromethorphan. 

137. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is chlorpheniramine maleate. 

138. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of an analgesic, an anti-inflammatory, an antihistamine, a decongestant, a cough 

suppressant and combinations thereof. 

139. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an appetite stimulant.. 

140. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a gastrointestinal agent 

141. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a hypnotic. 
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142. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is taste-masked. 

143, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is tast<.Nnasked using a :i:1avor. 

144. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is coated with a controlled 

release composition, 

145. (Original) The process of claim 144, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides an immediate release. 

146. (Original) The process of claim 144, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a delayed release. 

147. (Original) The process of claim 144, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a sustained release. 

148. (Original) TI1e process of claim 144, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a sequential release. 

149. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a particulate. 

150. (Original) The process of claim 82, further comprising adding a degassing agent to said 

11owable polymer matrix. 

151. (Original) The process of claim 82, further comprising a step of providing a second t1lm 

layer. 

152, (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is coated onto said 
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resulting film. 

153. (Original) The process ofclairn LSI, \Yherein said second film layer is spread onto said 

resulting film. 

I 54. (Original) The process of claim LSI, wherein said second film layer is cast onto said 

resulting film. 

155. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is extruded onto said 

resulting film. 

156. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is sprayed onto said 

resulting film. 

157. (Original) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer is laminated onto 

said resulting film. 

158. (Original) The process of claim 151, further comprising laminating said resulting film to 

another film. 

159. (Amended) The process of claim 151, wherein said second film layer comprises an 

active. 

160. (Amended) The process of claim 151, wherein said active in said second film layer is 

dHTerent than said active ln said resulting film. 

161, (Amended) A process for manufacturing a resulting !!lm.ffi!.J~Q~JJti,g_!lUUm suitabl~ for 

pom.merciallzation and regulatory approval said [making a ]film capable ofbeing administered to 
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a body surface having a substantially uniform distribution of a n.harmaceutical active[ 

components], comprising the steps of: 

(a.) forming a flowable polymer matrix comprising a water~so1uble polymer, a solvent and a[n] 

pharm~utical active, said matrix having a substantially uniform distribution of said 

pharmaceuticdactive; 

(b) casting said flowable polymer matriX.dJ\lslf.h:.!1:YJ1bltJ1~1b:m.~r n:m:td¥ havin~ a \~isc<lsity hom 

about 400 to about 100.000 cps; 

(c) ~~Q:fl.Y.QXLt!.%-S.~tid Ho}vah1e pol.ymet nl.atli>;. t!l.t:Q1!&lt~ .. Q1Yll!&JW.mn:!l!ll~!MLevaporating at least a 

portion of said solvent [from said flowable polymer matrix ]to ral(idl~ form a visco-elastic t11m 

}1$t~igg,gml£Lp.harn:.lat.euH{~al active tm.f11~rmJ.x.fl.iBiihtl!t;::dJbrmuth9ut bv ranidly itwrg;l~.tn&.Jhf. 

viscositv of said flowable p~er matrix upon initiation of drying within about the first [ 10 ]1 

minutes [or fewer]to maintain said substantially uniform distribution of said l!ha:rmaceuti~ 

active by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said pj;tam1aceutical active within 

said visco-elastic tllm wherein the polymer matrix temnerature is 1 00 °C or less; 

(d) forming [a]the :resulting nharmaceutical :fi.lm from said visco-elastic film, wherein said 

resulting pham1aceuiical film has a water content of 10% or less and said substantially tmifonn 

distribution ofphann_Aceutical active by said locking-in or substantially preventing migration of 

said pharmaceutical active is maintained; [and] 

(e) [administering said resulting pharmaceutical film to a body surface,]fom1ing a pluralitv of 

i.n.d.hJ~tm.tE1mmg@JJJliL!.lJmxr.J~_v;!f~~Jhwulth1l.ly thttllil!.l1.tti:lliK.flQJltgti~Lr~~-n1~inSJ~hitmH!11~l~tic~ll 

mm; 
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ltlJ:~?I:tim:niru.L!l!t•1f):1fqilLfllemfQ;~1Je.~st-;·thr !~.nnteillJJniflm:Pit~:J?!UillLcl!~lm£llLY.S?Iimii~d.!1m~1 

&h2~1~J~.:.~t:m:tit&rtnm\&.%,JIQHl.§JtifL!Sii_IJltin1tt~U.m:ma~Jt!if2<tl.f1itlld1->Iid tests indicatir1g·sa.id 

suhstanthlily tulif~·n:m distri~!bili9n of 1h.QJ>.~m1Wt~&~HiQRLU£tbLh.itlJ1tllL!h.~.Al11!.UWt of fhe 

n!IniTQ!1~?Si!!!if.~V .. !~gJive tn.Jhe indJ:.~t:hlual dos~~ge unit Sa!!)ples vath~~ ltt.AQ.J!19f~Jl!!MLH};%.U~!l~I 

162, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said body surface is a mucous membrane, 

163. (Original) The process of claim 162, wherein said mucous membrane is oral, anal, 

vaginal or ophthalmological. 

164. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said body surface is the surface ofa 

wound. 

165. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said water~soluble polymer comprises 

polyethylene oxide, 

166. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said polymer comprises a poly·mer selected 

from the group consisting of cellulose, a cellulose de.rivative, pullulan, polyvinylpyrrolidone, 

polyvinyl alcohol, polyethylene glycol, carboxy'Vinyl copolymers, hydroxypropylmethy1 

cellulose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, sodium 

alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, polyacrylic acid, 

methylrnethacrylate copolymer, carboxyvinyl copolyxners, starch, gelatin, and combinations 

thereof, alone or in combination with polyethylene oxide. 

167, (Original) The process of claim 166, wherein said polymer further comprises a water 

insoluble polymer selected from the group consisting of ethylce11u1ose, hydroxypropyl ethyl 
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cellulose, cellulose acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, 

poiyvinylacetatephthalates, phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polycaprolactone and combinations thereof. 

168, (Original) The process of claim 166, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting ofmethylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglycol copolymers, polydiox:anones, polyoxalates, poly( a-esters), 

polyanhydrides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino acids, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly(alkyl cyanoacrylates), 

and mixtures and copolymers thereof. 

169. (Original) TI1e process of claim 166, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, 

acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and 

combinations thereof. 

170, (Original) The process of claim 166, wherein said polymer further comprises a polymer 

selected from the group consisting of ethykeHulose, hydroxypropyl ethyl cellulose, cellulose 

acetate phthalate, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate, polyvinylacetatephthalates, 

phthalated gelatin, crosslinked gelatin, poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic acid)/polyethyleneglycol 

copolymers, polycaprolactone, methylmethacrylate copolymer, polyacrylic acid polymer, 

poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic acid)/poly(glycolic 

acid)/polyethyleneglyco1 copolymers, polydioxanones, polyoxalates, poly( a-esters), 

polyanhyd:rides, polyacetates, polycaprolactones, poly(orthoesters), polyamino adds, 

polyaminocarbonates, polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyamides, poly(alk:yl cyanoacrylates), 

sodium alginate, xanthan gum, tragacanth gum, guar gum, acacia gum, arabic gum, starch, 

gelatin, carageenan, locust bean gum, dextran, gellan gum and combinations thereof. 
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171. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of water, polar organic solvent, and combinations thereoi~ 

I 72, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said solvent is selected from the group 

consisting of ethanol, isopropanol, acetone, and combinations thereof, 

173, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting ofbioactive active, pharmaceutical actives, drugs, medicaments and combinations 

thereof. 

174. (Amended) The process ofdaim 161, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of ace-inhibitors, anti-anginal drugs, anti-arrhytlm1ias, anti-asthmatics, anti

cholesterolemics, analgesics, anesthetics, anti-convu1sants, anti-depressants, anti-diabetic agents, 

anti-diarrhea preparations, antidotes, anti-histan1ines, anti-hypertensive drugs, anti-inflammatory 

agents, anti-lipid agents, anti-manics, anti-nauseants, anti-stroke agents! anti-thyroid 

preparations, anti-tumor drugs, anti-viral agents, acne drugs, alkaloids, amino acid preparations, 

anti-tussives, anti-uricemic drugs, anti-viral drugs, anabolic preparations, systemic and non

systemic anti-infective agents, anti-neoplastics, anti-parkinsonian agents, anti-rheumatic agents, 

appetite stimulants, blood modifiers, bone metabolism regulators, cardiovascular agents, central 

nervous system stimulates, cholinesterase inhibitors, contraceptives, decongestants, dietary 

supplements, dopamine receptor agonists, endometriosis management agents, enzymes, erectile 

dysfunction therapies, fertility agents, gastrointestinal agents, homeopathic remedies, hormones, 

hypercalcemia and hypocalcemia management agents, immunomodulators, immunosuppressives, 

migraine preparations, motion sickness treatments, muscle relaxants, obesity management 

agents, osteoporosis preparations, oxytocics, parasympatholytics, parasympathomimetics, 

prostaglandins, psychotherapeutic agents, respiratory agents, sedatives, smoking cessation aids, 

sympatholytics, tremor preparations, urinary tract agents, vasodilators, laxatives, antacids, ion 
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exchange resins, anti-pyretics, appetite suppressants, expectorants, anti-anxiety agents, anti-ulcer 

agents, antioin11ammatory substances, coronary dilators, cerebral dilators, peripheral 

vasodilators, psychooiropics, stimulantst antiohypertensive dmgs, vasoconstrictors, migraine 

treatments, antibiotics, tranquilizers, anli-psychoticst [anti-tumor drugs, ]anti-coagulants, anti

thrombotic drugs, hypnotics, anti-emetics, anti-nauseants, [anti-convulsants, ]neuromuscular 

drugs, hyper- and hypo-glycemic agents, thyroid and anti-thyroid preparations, diuretics, anti

spasmodics, uterine relaxants, anti-obesity drugs, erythropoietic drugs, [anti-asthmatics, }cough 

suppressants, mucolytics, DNA and genetic modii)ing drugs, and combinations thereof 

175, (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of[cosmetic actives, ]antigens, allergens, spores, microorganisms, seeds, [mouthwash 

components, tlavors, fragrances, ]enzymes, [preservatives, sweetening agents, colorants, spices, 

]vitamins and combinations thereof 

176. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a bioactive active. 

177, (Cancelled) 

178. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an opiate or opiate-derivative. 

179. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an antiNemetic. 

180. (Original) The process of claim 161 wherein said active is an amino acid preparation. 

181. (Original) The process of claim 161t wherein said active is selected from the grm.1p 

consisting of sildenafils, tadal.afils, vardenafils, apomorphines, yohimbine hydrochlorides, 

alprostadils and combinations thereof. 
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182. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a protein. 

183. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is insulin. 

184. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-diabetic. 

185. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an antihistamine. 

186, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-tussive. 

187. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a non-steroidal anti

int1ammatory. 

188. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-asthmatics. 

189. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-diarrhea, 

190, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an alkaloid. 

191. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-psychotic, 

192. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-spasmodic. 

193, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a biological response 

modifier. 

194, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-obesity drug, 
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195. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an H2-antagonist 

196. (Original) The process of claim 195, wherein said H2-antagonlst is selected from the 

brroup consisting of cimetidine, ranitidine hydrochloride, famotidine, nizatidine, ebrotidine, 

mifentidine, roxatldine, pisatidine, aceroxatidine and combinations thereof. 

197. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a smoking cessation aid. 

198. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-parkinsonian agent. 

199. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-depressant. 

200. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-migraine. 

201, (01iginal) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-Alzheimer's agents. 

202. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a dopamine receptor agonist 

203. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a cerebral dilator, 

204. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a psychotherapeutic agent. 

205. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an antibiotic. 

206, (Original) The process of claim 161, \Vherein said active is an anesthetic. 

207, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a contraceptive. 
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208. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-thrombotic drug. 

209, (Original) 'l11i.~ process of claim 161, wherein said active is diphenhydramine. 

210. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is nabilone. 

211. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is aibuterol sulfate. 

212. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti~tumor drug. 

213. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a glycoprotein. 

214, (Original) The process of claim 161, \Vherein said active is an analgesic. 

215. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a hormone. 

216. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a decongestant 

217. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a loratadine. 

218. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is dextromethorphan. 

219. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is chlorpheniramine maleate. 

220. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is selected from the group 

consisting of an analgesic, an anti-inflammatory, an antihistamine, a decongestant, a cough 

suppressant and combinations thereof. 
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221. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an appetite stimulant 

222. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a gastrointestinal agent. 

223. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a hypnotic. 

224. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is taste-masked. 

225. (Original) The process ofdaim 161, wherein said active is taste-masked using a t1avor. 

226. (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is coated with a controlled 

release composition. 

227. (Original) The process of claim 226, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides an immediate release. 

228. (Original) The process of226, wherein said controlled release composition provides a 

delayed release. 

229. (Original) The process of claim 226, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a sustained release. 

230. (Original) The process of claim 226, wherein said controlled release composition 

provides a sequential release. 

231, (Original) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a particulate, 
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232. (Original) The process of claim 161, further comprising adding a degassing agent to said 

t1owab1e polymer matrix. 

233. (Original) The process of claim 161, further comprising a step of providing a second iilm 

layer. 

234. (Amended) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is coated onto said 

resulting pharmacelltic.ruJi.lm. 

235. (Amended) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is spread onto said 

· resulting pharmaceutical film. 

236. (Amended) The process ofciaim 233, wherein said second film layer is cast onto said 

resulting phannaceutical film. 

237. (Amended) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is extruded onto 

said resulting :pharmaceutical film. 

238. (Amended) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is sprayed onto 

said resulting :pharmaceutical film. 

239. (Amended) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film layer is laminated onto 

said resulting :pharmaceutical film. 

240. (Amended) The process of claim 233, further comprising laminating said resulting 

.Qharmaceutical film to another film. 

241, (Original) The process of claim 233, wherein said second film comprises an active, 
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242, (Amended) The process of claim 233, wherein said active in said second film is different 

than said active in said resulting 12harmaceutical film. 

243, (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an anti-nauseant. 

244. (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is an erectile dysfunction 

~herapy. 

245. (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a vasoconstrictor. 

246, (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is a stimulant 

247. (Amended) The process of claim 1, \vherein said active is a migraine treatment 

248. (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said active is granisetron hydrochloride. 

249, (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting J;!.harrnaceutical film provides 

administration of said active to an individual through the buccal cavity of said individuaL 

250. (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting :Q.harrnaceutical film provides 

administration of said active througb gingival application to an[ of said] individuaL 

251, (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting J;!.harrnaceutical film provides 

administration of said active through sublingual application to an[ of said] individuaL 

252. (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting :Q.harrnaceutical film provides 

administration of said active to an individual through a mucosal membrane of said individual. 
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253. (Amended) The process of claim 1, vvherein said resulting t2harmaceutical film provides 

administration of said active to an individual by administration within the body of the individual 

during surgery. 

254. (Amended) The process of claim 1, wherein said resulting l!ha:rmaceutical film bas a 

variation of the an:wunt ofthe_pharmaceutica1 active [content ]ofless than [10%]5% per [film 

unit] individual dosJW;e unit 

255, (Cancelled) 

256. (Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said tiliarmaceutical resulting film contains 

less than about 6% by welght solvent 

257. {Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one edible pol'yrner, said active, 

and said at least one polar solvent are each ingestible materials. 

258. (Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said resulting phammceutical film is orally 

administrable. 

259. (Original) 'fl1e method of claim 1, wherein said active is in the form of a particle. 

260, (Orignal) The method of claim 1, wherein said matrix comprises a dispersion, 

261. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an anti-nauseant 

262. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is an erectile dysfunction 

theranJ:. 
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263. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a vasoconstrictor, 

264. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a stimulant. 

265~ (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is a migraine treatment. 

266, (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said active is granisetron hydrochloride. 

267. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual through the buccal cavity of said individuaL 

268, (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active through gingival appilcation tg an[ of said] individual. 

269, (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active through sublingual application !Q.Jm[ of said] individuaL 

270. (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual through a mucosal membrane of said individuaL 

271, (Original) The process of claim 82, wherein said resulting film provides administration 

of said active to an individual by administration within the body of the individual during surgery, 

272. (Amended) The process of claim 82, wherein in ste11 (c) the active varies less than 5% 

and in step (f) said resulting film has a variation of the amount ofactive [content ]ofless than 

lli[lO%] per [film unit] individual dosage unit. 
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273. (Cancelled) 

274. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said resulting tilm contains less than about 

6% by vveight solvent 

275. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said at least one edible polymer, said active, 

and said at least one polar solvent are each ingestible materials. 

276. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said resulting film is orally administrable. 

277. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said active is in the form of a particle. 

278. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said matrix comprises a dispersion. 

279. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is an anti-nauseant 

280. (Amended) The process ofclairn 161, wherein said active is an erectile dysfunction 

therapy. 

281, (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a vasoconstrictor. 

282. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein,said active is a stimulant. 

283. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is a migraine treatment 

284. (Arnended) The process of claim 161, wherein said active is granisetron hydrochloride. 
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285. (.Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting pharmaceutical film 

provides administration of said active to an individual through the buocal cavity of said 

individuaL 

286. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting J2harmaceutical film 

provides administration of said active through gingival application to an[ of said] individuaL 

287. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said res·lllting Qham1aceutical film 

provides administration of said active through sublingual application to an[ of said] individual. 

288. (Amended) The process of claim I 61, w·herein said resulting Qharmaceuticlli_film 

provides administration of said active to an individual through a mucosal membrane of said 

individuaL 

289. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting nham1aceutical film 

provides administration of said active to an individual by administration within the body ofthe 

individual during surgery. 

290. (Amended) The process of claim 161, wherein said resulting pharmaceutical film has a 

variation of in the amount o:(pharmaceutical active [content ]ofless than [10%]5% per [film 

unit] individual dosage unit. 

291. (Cancelled) 

292. (Amended) The method of claim 161, wherein said resulting nharmaceutical tllm 

contains less than about 6% by weight solvent 

293. (Original) The method of daim 161, vvherein said at least one edible polymer, said active, 
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and said at least one polar solvent are each ingestible materials. 

294. (Amended) The method of claim 161, wherein said resulting 12harmaceutical film is 

orally administrable. 

295. (Original) The method of claim 161, wherein said active is in the fom1 of a particle. 

296. (Original) The method of claim 161, wherein said matrix comprises a. dispersion. 

297, (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said matrix comprises an emulsion, a colloid 

or a suspension, 

298. (Original) The method of claim 82, wherein said matrix comprises an emulsion, a colloid 

or a suspension. 

299. (Oliginat) The method of claim 161, wherein said matrix comprises an emulsion, a 

colloid or a suspension, 

300. (New) Ik~Ul!f'!f.~~tt'L~lff:J~jmJ_,_):'fJI~~t&0JL111LfQml!gg_gf~J~.hu:alltu1fJJHHY.!£!mtL;k\f}ll&~~ 

t~ll!t sm:npk~s and !:ferforming ~malytkd <.!hen:lical tests cornprlst.;r~ 

................. !&~) ........... ~u1!tng.Jbf.t,m1~tm1L~Hl.&t<tm:Ulv si~:-:efUmtL1':iiim~l.4~"21!{?;~umit §trl!lcl~s fr01Ltll.~: 

§l!Kt11t~liL12:c;~g1i-2Il§ .. 9-[th!£Lr£~aJJ1);tJgJ]Jm~ 
(b) dissoiving at least a portion of said dosage unit samples~ and 

sample. 

301. (New) Jh~J!r£~1mm.Df£l~imi, .. )yj}§:._dn.J~$.~!1n1g!-y Hl!llfQval i~J!.l~<t>:i:J~d l?.,..Ulii.~ 1,L~LJ:\!:9!;t 

and Dru,g_Admir}istration. 
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302. (New) 1'h~mm~Jl9 o.f£l~ktll.~Yl:~erein thel\J&mw.t nttheJlham1l~£t~l1l£\U.JI~1h:5.:dJLlif 

individual dosage units has a variance of less than 5%. 

301, (New) I1!£..P!:~".9.t;::§i!i:.9I~,~Alt!Ll..,1~1t~~in.Jh~Ul!I!Hl1!1LQftlt~~-ll1mml~ffiillll~h;:_gL~gtive in of 

individual dosage units has a variance of less than 2%. 

304. (New) IhtJlH?,Q~~~L9Ld~tim .. L •. ~Yh£mhLth£.J!!XtWJ!lh1Lthg.uhm:nm!dmLif&!L!t~illYQ..llUlf 
individual dosage units has a variance ofless than 1%. 

305. (New) ]J1t11mgt~lJ;.QLQlJ!im .. L_Wl1~1:<;j:tUM.Jlm£mJli~~LthtJtb.m:mJ!0gtttk{tL!W1iy~U!LRJ 

individual dosage units has a variance ofle~JU.hm:t9.~2.%.:c 

306. (New) Ih~~-P.tQ~~&.'it9J claim 82, wher0J!Jl1Q.J1mntm,t,gL~t:P-lnmllJ.JtJ;tf.it1Qi~d~lt~L\1&~lm&~ 

~miL'illtnl?les am:Lped{n:tuJm?;,a.nal;Ytical dmmicd k:[ts <Xlmprises: 

................. J.gJ... ........ \?JJU~!n&.tl1~t_,1~LI::lli.t~ntiulb:s!Q.!.WllX.J;tL?;~J.11rt4h:i4m!L4o~;;~ge unit sampi(~'> fmtn. the 

different locations of the resulting film; 

............... ..{1!L ........ ~Eti:'i&Y.lE!&.i!Lk!~JiULllliiH~1!;t o.L1uid ~tth'illS.~ unit s:nnu{es~ and. 

m......-. ....... (~1 ........ J~gtimtfQL1V.~ .. fiill.21mtfii.!h.~.J!£1iY.Y...P.!~.§.~!!H!t~~~£JUlQ.[§g~ .. ill1!t§~!!l.Pl~,. 

307, (New) Thtl>J~~s&,11.SlL~~htiU:L~k:,,}:tlmminJ~&tt!~1S~U:.!i1:lWEt¥:;~U§.Jl1~~Yi~k!tl1X:J!m1t~t 

Food and Drug Administration~ 

308, (New) Jh~J?1:9f:~£1t.Qf.dgiJn .. ~.:~"-wh~.rs.b:Lth~ .. Sl'!nQ!.mH~f.H1S:~.!t~~ive i:rurf lmllvidua1 ~1m: age 

units has -~-X~~fL~ . .Q.f1~§§Jh.@. __ j_~i~ 

309. (New) Tl1f.QB2g,§111.!2Ltl1~inL~l:".!"!~llt1£!l1Jh~umlmln.ts~Lthf .. i!£1!lY©JRQfiw.th:t~ht~Lrh)ggl?& 
yplts has a_yari~~f:&..2f1~§§.Ql.Jtn2.%., 
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31 o, (New) Jh.~~mtY-lt~J?..Lf~tmmJiZ,.5:YhQ.t9;tl1 th~_gmmml.Qftlm Jlt!:ivt;jltQf ir1QJYi~~1lfll.dQ,~J~g& 

units has a variance of less than 1%, 

311. (New) Ilt~.J1tQI,~~1Ullt:lftimJ~l ... wllsm!JlHht .. mn~mntQ:fthe nctiv§ in <.rfindividual Q..gg~g~ 

units has a variance of less than 0.5%, 

312. (New) 11tY-.. m:&!£~l~L!l[&~!l1!m.J§l, .. ~!.hm:~J!ttbsUim:nolng_nf..~.ulHmlity__Qf_individ_wll·<l£-m~.mt 

~lB1t1li1W1?1£:i,!}m:Lp~lrfQlilling an~h:twal ch~Ltlic~\l t~sts cgrrlpri~e-~~ 

---""'(~""!L ........ 9.HUhutJh£.~mlmlm!t!?Jlt~L£.WilllLY ~5ized indh:ldu~J dmmge unit ~mrnples j}:Q!QJko;t 

different locations of the resulting film: 

~------------Jl!L""""~;H&to.QlYiru-VlLl~l!litffi: umtion of said dosag_e unit sattTQlM.~ .. m1!1 

·--~~'(:~~) testingJQr the mtlm:mt!lt!h~.:Qhllt1Ul,1&t~1l1is:~Lm~Jiv~~ pre§ent in e~wh dnsuf!e lJllit 

samQle. 

313. (New) Jhe pn:.x:ess of clairn 1_61Jyjlqf:lltiY-tJ!Jil!QlY.i'ill.P:r9X~~U1Ll?JQ.'ddeclJ!yJh£,J.LS'"' 

Food and Drug Administration. 

314. (New) :u!~1_pn)~e~l~ofdairi.l 16l.,__:wherein the mnnunt qfJh~_n!t~Hllf!Q~HH!:mL}f(tl!~~~ILQ.f 

individuat dosage units has a vari~);!~ __ QfJyll~Jha:n 5%. 

315. (New) Tht~ J.?Tot~1ii~LQf chlim 1 g t where!JJ th~ amutmt gfJlltJllHttJTh~QSit@(~Lit~~tiy:c in 9f 

individual dosage units has a variance of less thl!n 2%, 

316. (New) T!Htl?.n?!l£§!~LDL~~Atl::nJJiJ--'J~:n~rdnJht> a:tn\JJ!tli.9t1lt~.nh~l!Ini1\f?.~!nth?11LgjE~t\Y.L!n of 

individual dosage units has a vari_\!g~_Q __ pfless th§!! lli.,_ 
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317. (New) Ihe_:.t1f'O<.'.e~E ~:.1f t!~hlll£1,_;w.hs:milU11L~Rtl~!1!11LnL!ll\U1l1$ttm~~;£.\!fi&~tl.wJis£(ja_nf 

individual dosage units has a varifUlce ofless than 0.5%. 

318. (New) The l)rooess nf daim .l, \\'h~eh! Eqi~t~Y1U,~!£4HlJ_gj_~J~Q.!1~~1!£~fl.rl .. b:'..?lm1x!ng 
!:%~i~i~!l!Um&n..tl(.!<;;l~t§~L!h~n:t1h!.t.1LD.-1.UlL~l;.l!.l§!httruL~)fhpt al:r £Urrents, lm~~t, .ln.fhtrcd radiation. 

radio frequency radiation and combinations thereof. 

319. (New) Th£J:JXQSQ§&}J(&!nimJU .. .whtt&ln ].!ilii&Ym;t!.lliltiw,; i.~£~nducw-d hY-klYPfvinu 

pdiQ.,Ql energy rK'i0£:ted .fi:om the g:nmJ;! consr§Jil1RJ~(gj;~~.!liLf~\ll!~1!J~,J1~JH~ . .il1t1m:t~Lt:m;H&t.il;H1, 

:mdkLf!s!9J~,~<".t!fJ:.nt~!ig!f.Q.tUmd.tmnh!nations thereot 

320. (New) The ,prncess· of chtim 16 i , \llherei'n said evapn.mtiul!· iil <.:owhl..~!~t~tP):~JWJ~lxillg 

m~ti£nL~l1t.Ui~Y.E0.~<l:l1KLtt!.lllL!I\~Lg,H?J.m .. Q.QW?i\.!HtU~J!rl!!:;1t~!L~m:mnW,,l!~€!1,)nfnl!£.<.hadiatlglh 

radio freg,uencv radiation and combinations thereof. 

321. (New) A process tor manufacturing_ a resul~illlUiiQ£m.tjcal film suitable for 

:c;~mn:tn§(Kf~L~l!&~!lhrrHmd re,_gulatory agprnv~ll said tThn having asttbstunti~tUY.l!lll.fQ111UJj,ttd1!1Hi!~!l! 

of an active, comnrising the stek!,S of: 

.G1)_;R!rming_!l,J:t1f!§t\'?Ih!itthJ2m::InbLQ~l!llUri~t!u.g__~·3otventf!-nd ~LWb:W1~~~l~g4Jl:smtlll.~:.&Bl\lJ} 

~;Ql1sist·ing_gf w~at~1:::~i!hlt?l~P.91Ym~I& .. l'i:§1~I:.§.~Y-~Jlt~t?Jsumb:ItiH!'L~l1~t\?S?mt?.i!t~tb?n.~.t!u~reot 

flU.JK!iUng_Jm.~~xJ1¥St§.Q}stt;:.K~il.fh.lmJ,f:!t.g;rrmn.i}Q!Wstin~&. nf bloadive <illtives -.Jilil\H!lil~;-~.ltJi~l~J 

\~S$~X~,--~tc~tghJJtQ!lls~§m£n1~U~l1~ts.gn;tb.Itt~tti&:~tl§Uh©t~.9L.N .. iLl.!Iq::!iQ1~m:ni&tt;".~Lm;nount of :;aid 

!;l).W'>tcrbatc:h rrehmix to form_~j1owabk~ Pt.>l__y_nlef tnalrjx~ $aid tnt:~JlitJl1n~liill.JL~!lQ3Jl1tl1~~l1lJ: 

uniform distribution of said active; 
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fut car,tllJ.€Uiai(J fl~:tsnw~t1QJ.}1!1~tnw.trh;.. l'mi~Ulmn~1'lg.:Qn1 vm~:n;:~:n;m:Jdi~JlJtYJn&JL'¥i~£91ltyJh!JU 

about 400 to about 100,000 q~s~ 

f~l.r:QP.Y~~d!:lKH!ififl.Q.Wl!hLi,Wl.Wn~r matrix thron!fh a dryin~? ap:Qm'<~ltts m1d _§Ym~smtthliL~~tl§1~J 

gEQrtio.n gfgtJ~L!i\tlYQntt~Lt1tuHi1v t&U:tllJLYiffiQ::£~l§l§li*JUmJ1%tYR'Wt.c~\b~l--~!!;.ttveJJniJbwJJX 

.d!tm:Rml~~d thrrm~h(M !ly _ _rnpidly increaf>ing the vbcn~.<iJy~<;r[§J!i~lJ12~£tbJ&:-t~!21Y.:rmtLWJH.I!t .. W.~!l1 

h~JJj;1th;m_.J1L~hY.!ng.3~d!!llnJ!hmtUh~l l1mt1Jpl:ntW.WJ.QJ1laiptain saltbulli1~ntialLv unifbqn 

distributilJ!J.&!L*!hLt~j:jy~Ju-~1QS~};Jnf;~-::hLQ.Lf.!Mll~k'lttJb..'ill,v:.p_r~nth~g migratit)n of ~aid Hctiv~ 

I!'itttin__§!~t\i:lsi.!K~:Q.:ela:{ti::.~ .. mm wherein lfle·volxrner)J1RUi~- te.rnyst!1lnl1!ti~J,i1~L~.C..m:.l~l~l§;; 

l$.LJbn1li.fh<Z the resulting p1mtmac.euth::a1 fllrn tiMTtg\JlQ. _ _yjg(!1::.£1-MlkJllnJ.,.J~hQmiu sgJll_rptdth;z 

nl!l'JJ1It<tf.:£1git£.~LfUmJM!~ .. ~ .. \:Y:~1©Ll;mJ!m;tt ~}f :l Q% or le.s3 and linid ~iubshrntia.H;tJlllliQn;n 

dkn:ih!!Jion of uclivc hy_~t.aid lockints:llU!L;~JlQMli!l1l1!UY.QlKY~l!th1Kmi&lJ!1kW of S<thtns;Jjyc 1::> 

maintained; 

ft)_ fcmn:ingJLu1um1it,y ofingividual Q.gsagc uultt.Q.[m,tQ~Illll1lJV.lYJh.sL%!~Hl~.-§iize J:l-on;umnl 

resulting P.lli!.rmaceutical fUm: and 

{.g.}l?.m1l1Fning ~•nab:!kal chcmiq?:l ~e;st3 thr content qpif<tllli!YJ?.!Uil!tfLt~lltli!ltl:Y __ O.fJns!iYlt!mt! 

d!l~~ll'i:U!..ll.iJtJimR!~.gt~Lt~_,'£!Jlt!n~',.J!.b§m1~l~~t\!1L~1!t fil_m...mrld tQ,~i1.lnd1ea6ng _fu.-@ f>tlQstm:lt iaUJ: 

!ffiifhmulig!rihl!tign ot!hsH!Ktlvq,_ in J!1¥1t.lil!&Jlill!l.\l!!LQfJh£~jl~~tlY,LiTI . .lP.~!ixtdru!l do§1U.W~1Uii11 

varies by no more than 10%. 

322. (New) A process for manufacturing_ a resulting film suitableJQX __ QQ:Wmerciali7.J.ttion fond 

JJ\e.J,\lND:tXJmPmwll said f!hn canahte ofhchut ~tditlllll<~(li.!:red to ~--hO..d.J:~§..!l~:t1£~Lh£tY.~J1K~ 

fUQ;l1il!lihtHL\mifm:lnJUJ!tc\R!!tiQJL&tfiDLli&UiY~Q..s::QlUWi'llnKtnSUi-lYJ1~:..2f. 
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£~1JlmnhlK-~Lflrn:t1tHt..tl2.b~1I19.Llnit!,d~s&~mnrt1il!!~.JU5:?~!g~k~QJnhk_nublE9J.dl ... &!~lY&mt ._gw1Jm 
gg:Ji':1L%l.deqtl,(f:l Jrg1n.the -&L'Q.trp cgnsisting-&f bfu..g5~Hve ~~ti1>"($, p~latl!H!£XUii&ruJ!2H!~©;'i,sh1mil 

m£diR~ttmm1~_£n~L£s!J;nJdn~!i9!L(?JkQ:.!1Xlt: ~~iu tna:t!±tl}<tvln~t_<i.§ubtantlally uniform distribution 

of said active; 

Lt?1:£1h"?:~l!t&tli?.irlJl91-~:a!ll&111~ih'm&.tJH:ii!IiK.,_,l-~!Jd tkwrl!b.k pn!ymer rm1tdx havlnv, a viscosity .thrtn 

about 400 to about 100,000 cps: 

(c} co:nvevj:ngJ!aid il~1:K4hlt.PolvmeQJ)atrix t1tmnah.~1.dni~Ul .... ~.mtmt~!li-~'tl1~L~Y,.s}!LQI!l!ll1KJ\t l~k<i.tn 
_rut-rfiQ.U..Q.ffuillLg:g..h:~nt tQJ1W.lillxlbrm il visc<.H~la~tic film having said lWtlve unjJ~g:,p:tl y_ 

&!i~JtibuJs~t!1lt9Y.&h9l!L1!:'L!!~1~5.llY:IMt§tt~Hn.R.!h!LYL~Q~~g;~jJy __ Q;[.~~kL!bw:n!)Ic P.Q]J:!Jler· n:m1rlKJJPon 

Jnitia.tbn gJ drying ,-vi thin ~}.Qout the first 4 rtUl11Jl~!-~U&!!1~~itHl~il1~ttlL~Htt~1tltt:ti~l1Y.JmlJtmn 

_\tL~:tti!LqJimu:?,Lmi~LIK':.tiY~J;rxJslliking:in Qr §uhstan1la.Uy urevet}ting migration qf :'!~!i~&ttiv.~ 

wJH1in sahLy_L~covQlU&tic .fift!L~i11¥rtinJhtt.1~&bm;mLW~W--trm:mru:atw'1~ is LOO :£..gd~& 

Crl1Jaxxn1!lKJ1mx~~m1tl!!:&.;tlhnJn>JJJ.~<a:ir;l· vi~~':.Q.·{~lastic~il.lm. whgr_~in saidvresnltj_ggJiJJxt~fl..HL~Yft!s,tl: 

content of J 0~;). or ie~<>s and said sulwtat)_tlajjy~_n.nJ1Q.ttltScU%.t!itmli.mLQIR~&h-:f<JJS:,thlhiUm:J;im.t:t!l.Q!: 

§.1lQ.$1~nJinlh:~»JL!i.Y:f!!l!ing.rnJw:aflQn Qf sald agtive is maintained; 

(~) DJrming a plmalitv oLllt4ividnal_:c;h~l1il~1l1lit'i:llfJl:l!h!'!tmi!1~tUY..thEUt{!r!lQ.B.lz&.fmm.t&if! 

~l!YltiruLill~ 

JJlJ!~1JQITD.k~g.m:..ills1knLd:H::-:n1fcaLwB.tH for (~Hltetlt ~unifbrmitv (m said !~hlntliltiJ1n:c;Ib:l~!u~U 

l;l!1m~g~~,.HJJl!'ll .. tl:9JlL~Jli4.N.<~Jll1~;!g.!lrm.JgH~Hl{,1t~J11£Lli;g1!tnu&.W. suhst!mtiall-i un1.n.mn dislrjlrut:i'm 

g;Lth5'u¥;!h:f\jnJlHUhtt.~mlmll11S!Ltht_~!s,:tiY~~tL~UwJL¥i~t~ll~L~i2lWZtJmit%.:?:gu:!t~.hY.-ntuJ)W~~JJm11 

10%; and 

{g) administering said resulting film.JQ a body surface. 
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323. (New) A process for manufacturing a resulting,ph§IID.~ti£.~aUUm. suitable.JQI 

£rrmm?r(~iftli?,:llilsnLmlitx~gulatqryJW11J:9Val Hllirl nJm.hllYlml1Ui-t~htthmJiQ1LutnJJ~~rtJL dit!Y:llmJism 

gf.il.!kciilliLttDJnmtnf an <K:1iYithLindi_yjrlv.!!Li:k~fl~. o f.11I~Lffifil!~lmrmaceutical fihx1, 

comp_risin~ the steQs ot: 

(a) fm:r.ning a flo\vahte pol~f!ner matri>< com:p.rh>ing ;l. X:\'trtcH>ellubte pdyrner. Jt§.plvent amt@ 

,l2h1!FJHWJllillSlliL!~&ib:&.JillJ(~·\:te~J..fm.mJhQ..£I~!1!l.1J;QJ1?.lstin.g.s:JJ?:ir!~,gtlve.i!.g,th·:~_nhaml<!Q!~lrtira.l 

actives, drugs, medicaments and combinations thereof; 

{hl_ cat>ti!UL@}d t1Qi~l'lhht11Ql.XHJ.?t lll1tltlt;;\,g!hLt1s,m::&!?J&..V.Dhttt~rnmtd!i.lt(l~dll&.?~.}~1§1R11~it.:L1!11In 

about 400 to about 100,000 cps; 

{c} conveyh1g said pnlymert.mltdx throu~h H drvit)g ntn:ntr.:llus {nHl evapnmtLn!L~~Lh~£~.~1.\ll'!..~ttliWJ 

t!Lt1.%hLggh:.~nJJ~!.m..n1t!lxJ1:mn.!1.Y.i~91l:f<.!!g;tl&J1h:nJg5dng.~~J~tnh.amJi!£~mti£.!ll <J:~liY&.JJnl:t<Jrnlly 

gistribntesJ.!l .. WJ!.H!hm~iJn.> .t'<l!;!idl~l itl.92!E~JJlg: the vt&~.smJ..ty· -of sai&..L~£~lX!!1~L.U:.gltdtJr.ns;mJJii!imJng 
9I:0I:tliHLWi!bitHtb~~mtJhgJ1ntt}LminM!~~ii.ifL!!l{!1nJ~in .&.~idJJ11Ji9rm ffu.triln.1tion qf§aid 

nllJ.Jl1IlJ~£&1!llio-:.glJl&fiv~ ~~k\QhlJlr£"in .QL§it!lgllmlhlUx .. m£Yttl1l1l$..n:.th.~nttirul.Jtf.@!.~b?:hm:nHtQrtltiq!!J 

!!S1lYK_wJJJiin said visgg-dm;:tk fihn \vhereiJl th~.,us~h:'tnt~r matriQJ&muemture. is !Oo.:C.orJs.tt~K 

(~D ... E?.nntn&Jh&J£;§.1Jlt1m~n~l1ltm1~~§-~tnk;~Lfl1mJl:mn.®c!£b:i~Q9::~1!~&H!tJ11m~.1!1Jf:nti;!L~illh:Lt~?.mll1lx!s-; 

dmmm(~\~u:tical HJm ha~teL_.;.;:ontl!:ill .. 9JJ.Q2iQ.dl£~~Jmd s!tilLtml..~ruu1l .. '\1ri\? .. ~!!1grLQJ 
pl!m:mng9:tJ:ti91Lm;:Ji:i~.tiu' .. ®Jf;LlQR~ing~in_QL~Uh§:i!~n tf.&ll'Lt1!:~Y~Jl ling n1i.,w;&ti(>n of 1>1tid 

P'11§1nili't&Uti\~f\L~W!J .. Y.QJ~.l1Hlln1lll!lt~t,.t?11EtllJ1!lt!JHtW~!W1iJY.9Is:w~t~!.lJ.Jn.1!!~U1111~?.m!tQf1h!?.1!f'&1s~} 

in .. mA:mi{!Dtlaltx !Xlm~1.1<izNi incti,.tldull:Ld%'W:$e unl1&,J>.m:n.pled l'rJlHUilffe.r{:(n.LJgsa11i .. Q:tl!L9Lmti!J 

n?.~.m:Hhl£J?l1'!!:!U!i~\t;::gJJ.~?.&Uib1l •. 1:itti~,? m:! WQ!.ft!!wn l tJtY:oiJrnm.JPe de,»ired mnmm.t of th~Lm?Jh:.Y.~ 
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f~tL.tNrfimtlk\tUUl~~ttJi~~llL£\,h:;~\l1it;rtU~t§gLJllr.s:mttKntm1lcfm:mlwJ1f!'l;1i~l.l~hm:m.m?sm&t~~1L~tf:liY.~dn 

5.l:llmtantiallv equal sized_lmliviqual dosar!e u:nit;; Qf said. sampled resnlting_pJurn:nut"©:!#t~'JJ.Jj1l1h 

!RU,~Ltg;{tt~ . .i~1~li£~!1WRJ[mJ,llt:\i:t~tmJt.Y.Jtfr~t.?llk~1ltJuJlW!.&!lWI!t:ttfrUh~L~ctl¥.~Y&11S:'$JlQ.W_Qrftthan 

1 0"/o froru .. iJ:.l~ .. ft~~~.irf!q_lllnQill!LQ.f.tPe .~£th,:~~-

324. (New) A nrocess for manufacturing a resulting film suitabt£LlQ.tJ;:.Qm1ll~:!fL~U~.~t.i2lf..&!lQ 

mgnlatm~v apurrwal :mid film having a ::<Uhllt:anbally unifprm distril::n.1tinn of an activ:;, ~xn:nprising 

the steps of: 

(~l.fhnning a flillYiillkJmb:&nm:..nmtrix CJ;imPJL«ir!&JU&:b:"TI1:QL.ldected frorn iiltJ?JQYQ&onsisting 

QL~u~~!l~!::~!;!htl21L.b)_Qh~l1t~tdU~:{lter ~.21:gJ&tl;tt~U1&!l:Xn:t~tJ~l1Q.&~)_gtftl.mlJ1~!mL1ll~t£9.f-..JL~.!1h:l':!l.! .. m:t0, 
;w aetive ~.efe(:ted from the ~wun con~lstlng <):f bioactise active~"-nhmtm .. m;:.~m!lK~~L!l~tb:~...l~-"'~1mai~ 

m~~dkiitnP1tS *111\1 toml.,in~tiprt.~!hm:~ot~ s~tid· m~ltrl~Jl-K'itt~tUUi!lhJltanthl.ly unit(mn dfstcibutiz)n 

of said active; 

(hl_gtstl:m~,§:giQ;.tJg~y,nhht1NlYU1§.KJWitrl~, .... m~irl.!19J-~ .. a\4!~~.n~h1WIT ll11lllEJmYing,,~L.Vi8Q.~itt.frm;n 
about 400 to about 100,000 cps; 

f~~) c~:>nve'd.n.tt.@JJU19 .. W .. ~!M.f<JXIlYJ¥1e~:J1W!I11Jll!:m1YJut..dn.il..W~-:Qm:~tt11tt.1tmLtYf1J?.QmJitHD~H~~Itt!L1! 

uprtk~n_gf M.tld solv!i.~:nf. lfL11tllkfb:..fQl1!11LYisc~H\bstic film. lun-:}Hg said actl v~:: unifr.itmly 

gJ.m;rit~tH{~\1Jl~l1~lU~,h:m~1J~:iJ1llilS!J.Y.i~Wn'~.m?:in£ .. Jfl~U::!s.QW~itY:.:9L~~1JdJ1Qk~·:~tM~.1NJYD1Qtlim1rb:s .. W?.S?E 

lr!itht~hm o(fu}rinz.J~jfl:dn ... &.QQllt the J1rst .4 mil11!ttH tQ maj:nt<rin ~:<al_d,.~ubstaptia.J..l;u:.~.:nitl:mn 

9J2trih:u&i9!1.:9L1{ti.Q.3x!h:~~.1!J:.11NKil1E::!tgtt~1!llQ!JUJt!.<illY . .llt~1YilllliD£..:J1lh~:t:§!!lm:L9L~JthLw!b$~ 
.wJt:nJn.J'H~~SLY.i§.QQ.::.~l.!lf11i9.J1lm .. wherein the polwner matrix temperature is 100 "C or less, wherein 

content llJlUi>;m~..!Y .. Qfl!.~id m,\(ivz~ in suln~tlllltiaHy e.~mgl sb:(~ h:l~!i_yjgm~L~lf!m&.WJlnH~• o(@id 

yj_~Q9.::~1!}_f:l.ti9 .. film .. k.§Y9.hJJmJ .. tb.~.JiUJO\ID.tQ:f1U~ .. ll~liY~. variesJLv no more than 1 0%~ 
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un Jhrming the- :n~su1til1SJ1ln~ h-om iit!iQ: __ yj,i~}l1::~1~~ltkJlhn"JYhsm;;in..s_ith1.n~~it!,HJn&J1lul.D&t.~ '>-Vl!lm: 

Qgng21!1.Pf lQ.~_gr kt~L ansbt<~id suh.ff\&ntially:_:_w;dfo.t:m di~t:ribn[Q!LQf active b:.L~.I~i~U95.1~:_l!!!k:i!L9! 

l}J!1~9tmxtlP.H;x.:m~&Y:lm.tim.tmJgmtis,m.9L~~~~JW!h:c~j&Jm~int®!!~.d; and 

H~lJ9xminJLU~JlmlltiY.JJf' indlvtsln!i!l dosage u.n it sarn)1les of suhst~wtia11y ·the.;.,.~~tn)e "'i!l:.~Lfr:9J1L§.;ti4 

Itc':igJ.j}jll&J11Ju,.J~:h~trillJh~.RU1QililLQJ tbt:.It~~tiY~.J.n the h!diY:.!&lt.mi do@,gG unit ~mmp.les varies !'X 

no more than 1 0~·'9. 

325. (New) The nrogg>"'t_of daim.~J:1 •. ~!l&n~itt§:~itLW1tt~t:i~lt!,bkJ?.Q!Yl.l1.~-r cnmnri@M 

~' 

326, (New) JJm . .tm)CCH~• of.daim 321~ wherdn_~l!If..t1!Q1Ymer Q!1llllWi~J?,~Jtl.1Qb:11l~!..R'd~tl)led 

:frm:rUht~ ¥l1-~gfLQgl1§!:ii!irt~LHff~dhllQ~h..€LS(~1hlJQ.if~.d~~tiYilth:t?.,J!Hllv1~n. polvvi11yl p;vnotidntt~~ 

ffillyvi»yl Hlcoho!- 11olye-tll vle:ne gl 29QLr.~atho?;y~d11Yh:9.R9b:ll$iD&<JtY:!;!m,NoY1~Int'fY!mQthJl1 

~?5?UH!Q~1~:.:Jn~~lmKJ::©rlni&dll..d.ft~,g_,Jzyill:oxxnmnx! e~~lllJlQE!,__filttlQXVrtlS:lbY1. ~lli!:l9J.Q,_§JIA!1Ul1 

ill£illate, M&1h<U:lJ:WlR,Jl~2J1Qll!lti1R.J!!tkJ~-l!~L-&~!JJh.fu:<h\~i£L£MW~rul!.bitl.b'1l.l'Dct..Polyacryl:i{! .acid~ 

mtttltv.tul~th.ac:r,x±!1f .. ~?smsm'l:ner, carboxyyim:'l corm.lyrners, ~tarQlk~~!~Jl.!J.'\J.lilU.IQ!!lJ?:i.m!lh~JJ& 

thgmQL.Mml~,QLtl:LS.Q.W:bimltlmuY:ith.U!.?.b:£.ftcd~~pe oxide,, 

327. (New) The process of claim 326, wherein said nolJ:mer further comprises a water 

J;n;tQ1L:li?J£.l1Hh'11WL~.dt?S!L~~UtmxUtWJll!lU!U?inl~i§Jin¥~of~thxl&~UulgjJ.~. h):!JH?2fl'l'-!T1P.Yl etln:t 
J&lhllOs!*s,dl1!l~?.a"- acc1~1f~ . .R!tJ!~ll1ltl&'>-JWV!It?fYJ~l9llJU1lQ.!UY-Lx.~lli11p~~l!tlwhltt~ 

uclx~'iitYlat~tajg_phfl:mJatelhJlhil.li!WJ~~ ~dl~tin$ Cf95.1*]rilied ~eh.t!il1 •. J,'I_QJy.Q~.QiiQJtdd)lm~h:{gh:£Q1i~l 

ill~~!s,!Y.nDlY.f:1hY:t!?R~n~h:f;N .. Q~~!UQ!J.n}~m .•. W1b:'£m£!:Q:hmt!ln.~ .. mi~1s.9n1lti!ill!1ons .tlt~r~gJ~ 

328. (New) The nmcess of claim 326, wherein said polyn1er further comp.rlses a J:!Olymer 

g~J!t9l&JJt2HLil1iL~Hl\f.Q£Qlt~J§:ll1liLQf!l1£ttlY.lUWtllli.ill:Y,{~1f.£tt!Ql)'l:HQf"""l).d~Q~CrVliQJl-.d~._tlillYru~ 

P2L~:QQ_lic ~wid) tP~:;u~~.'b__t,"~_Qlvllfl£ti£.1~~tfLlJ!:L6l.J2~;~LY{hEJi£.~s~ktUJ?,QJy(g.;J_xfg:U_g 
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.~i~\~fDl.t~QlY:QlhXhtn&&hJ!j?LQWQl~art9J1hJWlYd.illi£~~;m;tnt(~~b.P~~1XQKft!.~NhJLQ1¥.(1:::.<t<Jicr£}, 

J?DJ)~nl:nnilii!';~ .. .nt:<tt1illctates . .pulygimrolacton~s.;noly(_orthue:~ters ~~ pol ~11.Wll1QJ~fi!:h'., 

ll~lb:ll4l1ill&f~rsm!1~!1tLI!Q]X\lWJ!\g~tt~~-d;l£tlYEi.§J:lt9JW1Q.~,,.Pflt.YRmitl.~(~ . .J!Q1Yf&!.l~;xb?..Y@D£1:Lcyigllh'\L. 

and mixtures and copoly'ffiers thereof. 

329. (New) The nrocess of claim 326, wherein said 12olm1er further com,Qrises a po1)1ner 

iilllt~-dt~d frgcm the Jf.f.Q!:!U... cml~<i;;tint~ nf sodhrm ahritlag~,, . .;<.::~mtinm gvln,,.1mt'~!l!lL&l.W:.t:. ... if.1lJF l!¥lH., 

I!f.g£Lt!:.SI!1lt,.m:abi~LfJ:!l!l,.Ji~ill.'cih.&rl!ilin.~s.m1l&ilt::~tt~-lkJ9cmst bean gum~ d~::xtnm, gclkm gum and 

~30. (New) :fll\';:.J2.-!:9.t~~1§! .. Qf.glgim .J26, wiwrdu $HlQ.J?..Q.lJ'mnJ1U:!ber £lmtp:dse8 a uob:'ln.ill 

1~Kh:~~l£sU1:<,mL!Jt~L&!1M1IE~?no1l>tll1l.&L9I§ll~XktUl!l~~il~~"Jw.~1JJ!!!Y .. m~?!1:XL211etl.~?~UU!9l1~l,..~~%!19J~1§~ 

acetate U:htb~hltuvdrnx::nronylnJg!:Q.\1. ecHuim!Q.uhih<llg:te. uotyvinytacet~tevhtl:mllli~~ 

PJ1tlH~1ttW.d .. £<1tl~!1Jn.~ .. tm~;~linJ~K~LK\l1Hitl.J~.Qly:(iMti£..~ddW:b:(&!:XxQ.li&\U&.i!-ll/.tmJJ1;lh$9nW.Y.Qci 
QQpolvmert->, ~mb:u~prnladone, nlethylnp;:ilmcrvk~te copolvrns:&:wlyacorlir add pol:yrne1~ 

1~21Y.[KlX~J~1jg __ m~f~Q . .(tQl~1.1~!1lYfl~&t!itJ~&lhtUP.Ll12:~c.l1tthtHf!£1k .. u£.i~!)l!H1:d;;.h:~r!lk 
acid}il)Olye:thy!enemJvcol CSW£b:1}1eri'?,, pt)1ydioxmmnes, JX)}VOX~liRi:ef;t. pill_yf&.~:;este!'S), 

O!J'lY1m1JS\i1iQQQ.,J}!1h~£i~!&ttt.~"'-.l1!lb:'£fi!1IQU\~J&:t!W§.~»~iJY.(!Jit{!gf.$!~~t~},_J?Q1:Ymninr!.£i:dd§h 

gplvmninoca:rhonate~j$ jJ(.sl•Y"urelhtml'.~s. polycarh01lftl&'Q,J?,Q,b]!Pi<.!r:tkQ.QJv(t~lKYLtY1!lll1Qill'lltt&~lh 

§Q£!1unJ:.ii!Wna1&1i.~·!lthan gg_m~ tra£&,~'tnth gurn.~.J:lTh1l$RtlhJ!!i1L\i~.:..l!lil!6Ji~1thi£J::urn$ !l:_t[ro:;h_, 

g~;1~tJJ1d?I!!1!g!t~Jl§n~JQ£n~UI~m1Jm~rh:!1~Mnt!L,g~llmtgmn_,~nd.,.R9mt~!ng;;ttww.th.m:fgf 

331, (New) .The fll'OIXlfi:'> of daim 3.fJ~.ix1i.@'tdn sa:id fg!iVeJ;lt is t,?,i,llef±ed ft~'lJf.i: the ~~fOUp 

tQ!l$hDJ.lk~.t1.f.~¥£!st!:,.~-~'<.httJ:'H:€~ni~J!&!lYQRt~Jl!lQ .. !<niJ1bQ1~!lQ!!&.!1!IT~fX( 

332, (New). 1h~t!Efr£r&~ .. illh~.im,J11. wb .. ;:;,rui!I-fu~id_§..Qiveutt~ seJ_~,:tr~~Utswl1ll~lZt91\ll 

£~2.ag_L~ting.;._Q.(t.thsttmLJ~-~"P.f[!l2liLH~!LlK~!9Hf:,JtmL',':illlillru1HormJ:k~@of 
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333. (New) 1~.!2£Q,~it~Q(-9JJ!l!!tJZJ~.~Yt:&l}?.liL11l&1!&#YRJ~ .. ttd!iiS11<£1JtW1Ltt~SL&l&nlH~ktl1[i~~Jing 

liif!i!QSt:t!1hi1ttt91hjl!lU::\!gg!,ni~LilmK~-~Jm.U~-~!tdt\1hmias, mlti··<l§!tu..vali!-::A~ anti..,:·dtolt<,;tero.lelnit~'i~ 

&fmJg~~1iJ1t,.J.iJiefi!ih~Jjrs~_ar1ti-convu.b:ants~ anH~depr~s:mnts, ant:i-d.labtltle aJms.an!i--di~n;he..a 

rtffiparatiml~:<. Hntld(JtGs, .anti-histanlitl&i, .. ~!ntb!U:'RfX!f!:U.ilJ~l't..£!!:!l.-8.l)1.>-1!l..lt:idB11urnrrHi.tnr:y .. ~g~;ni~;.jm!I:: 

Hni~t~&!lni§s.JgtthtmU1k:id1!.4lb1@i'!~(nlts. anti.--~•:trQ.k~.; .. l~Zi:mb_, __ _m~ti--thvtoi{tm:.~w.m.:aHons, and~turn<.'r 

drm;&Jlllthjntl_ilg~!Jj:S. amm.._>;hm,"'1hul.ka1oid~;, amh:KJ aci!f f!mJ;!:.m.1Lti.t!J1S, ~ltiAg~miY~!&.!ll:lt!: 

:Q.ti!i&miRS~Jll£§~,anJid:Jx~tLQUU?.hrr.m1b.QJJ.9.1!t~..t?Ar~~1l.911..i~"jJ~ttt~1lQA!ld.J19.U:~<:.Y~J&mhum.ti:-.infecg££ 

~g~pt~.,JWti-~:~p!a~tic:;~ unti-~ntrkin~~111ts, a:ntbrhem.natlc <I?,tmtS.J!ppetHe ~timuhnt~, 

hl9.9~JmQ.~t\tl~f~"-hQ!H'UX!f1~J?.91l~nU'£&~!1~1!?t~~-£lK~lh1~:Mf,\~J~UU.l~~llt~.~-s:.tJm:M.t\~~!:~:mJ~L§Y~tmn 

aJJJllllU!t~~t~.thJ:Hl1l:~~~tl~ase~ inhihito.rs.snntr~g~-nlh:f:.:&Jt~.tilll~&ti!lL41.~ .. ui~.:1WYJilll?J:llements, 

dop~mh1~U£~'-.®.hJLf~mx!~.t~"s...tt~h~!tn1~ltin.~hJ1lm:mg~m~ntntN.llth . .f.{t~J::111©~"--£,\:~f2:ti1.tJh:~tlms~~i0Jl 

t!t<;!Hmh~h.11'111iJil:Y.,~lli&.QJlt~ . .&\t~J!rtttl.t~%a!l:.~LlU~.~lk1JMJm(~opatl1ic .remedies~ hurm(llles$ 

l!yJgJ&~1~&D1iH·~mP, hYi2m?J!k~Q1ia fl'l:!!ll~'llilrnlt£U~:illli~1mnmtHl!Xl£!tlWill.Q-lli..JUW1lJllQi:l.lllWI~~h:.~~ .. 

:ml.Kn~.lll.t.tlmt1llll1Hmltt,_JJJ.91l.mL~Jg_"k!l,~~§~ tts~1lJJ&illJ§:s.lmlli.21e :rd~t~Jffi1§t-.. :2i)Q§#.!Y_:tn~n~.&\~msmJ 

age:nl:o, o~-lkOJ:l(}Ju~i() po:repa:mtions, p>~ytogps,. pant~Y!Ft!att~.;Rurasvrnpathomhndks, 

Uf!lill~1&h~!l.4!m~"--l2~J-ThJ2t!l:f?IQ;Q.Ql~ti~U~g!i;Ui§~JI?.~1imtm:Y .. i%~~1~§.d~i;Hl%!tiY&:~,J!nlQ.~lrut.:Q~1:i~11i!ILiti$!2.~ 

~llJ1l~!lb:~1.b:!ih-:,t~Jrt1ll!?Ll1I~ilft!1!1LQmi, Ul~lna,rx.tm.n.rut~l1!:1 ... Yi~ko.~1ilu19J.~.JM~mit~£~ .. J.!ntacid~, ion. 

exx;hange. reHin~, anti--.pvretlcs, atwetlte ill!lJpressantS.J:(tij)~~ct~r.ffiills, antl-&llxici:y §gents, anti--u.lcer 

g.Rg~Wh.!inJi:JnUm;mmr\m:X.~?~!l!R!imr-JgttsmS!m.'!W .. ~Hl~t9J..["'~©g!.?.n1l.tU1~l1m:~>...t?.©ri.nk;~ml 

Xltt<.:!l~lilm:g..t~ • .JttYS119:~:~rnt'!..iS?~,J!l!:m.u:J;inJl!"J!UJ.J::..lli:n~.t1~wive 4nu?.~""Y.!~;iQ£~WJ!.!1iQ1Rnt..ml.m:Mll©, 

.tr~.mxnw!ttdmttlti9.tiG,'A,JE1m11!ltkQm,.,;mt!::t1~J-J?..tmH~:~.Jmti::~i?£t&!IkWJ§_.&nSi::thrmnhoJk.flnteg, 

!~YQ!J&!ih-:.~,J.mtL~'-.mtU_Q§.~ .. m:t!Lamd~--~mlt~_,_:u.~:m'.9..mll$.91t1~tr..ili'l!ilikD .. \ll~~J::-.Jwsil~SP-Q::g!J£_en.lic ~gen:lli, 

tJt;{roid i!nd &pti-fhyro!d nmpamtions,__.;~iwetit.§hJ!lltb..~UiWill..l:H4i'l%.:.Uhtlrlng, rt!.iW&!Ilti.-"~J}tbih!~§.LtY 

$lHW;§l,..©0~HmJt1~2is~t\~;:Jktl.@<i, .. ~~mw:h .. il&t?l?J1~*~li\t~~d111lSDJXttJ;:P_,_J,?11lL~m~iJ~§:HK!iQ.JI!fJJit1):!.nK1kWl:.i, 

334. (New) Il1~tW~~!gt\~-~.r!Ldr~lm .. 1?.L .. W!Nmi!L§.\lb;LmtiY\~.Jt1.J~t!!?:~~t>td.tb~!mJA&:.&!:QJ!11 

S?9l~t~J.giJggJ~L~1lJiQ&n§ ... !1U~ .. @R~,"'!Q.Q!s~~JIM.9D19.Wll1irl1tthli..tQf,!~""-f'1t~Yl!lt~-'--Yltm:t]JJ1tfl1t!! 
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337, (New) Jhe p_rocess o:fclaim 321. wh!(niUJi1li4.!!9JivQj_§l an anti-emetic. 

339. (New) I.he orm:ess of dainl 321,,_~:b~~t~ltu~Jd actjy_tJtL&QJ&f~!&.1.J11?1lLtlltJ~;t:QJ:!n 

£QJl~b1i!llL9fBihi~n.mih~ • .Jad<i!~fi!.s,·y_ggl;"l_Qitt1ls, llllomoruJlim.'!S, xohimgine 1lYQH?S?hl91J.U~st, 

&hU:\liTl~~!!J_,~ __ i..:tmLwml>inatimbt.tlmi?J!L 

340. (New) The grocess of claim 321 .. wherein said active is a 12.rotein. 

34L (New) I.)Jf(_J}JOcess of claim 321. wherein said active is insulin, 

344, (New) The 12rocess ofclaimJlL_wherein said active is an anti-tussive. 

345. (New) The :Qrocess of claim 321, wherein said active is a non-steroida1_m~1i: 

inf1ammatm:y. 
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349, (New) The process of claim 321, wherein said active is an anti-psychotic. 

350. (New) The process of claim 321, wherein said active is an anti-sj;!asmodic. 

354. (New)Th~~pnwess ofcl.uirn 32t wherein tm-lliJh:~~J&gQ11i~ti~L~~tkQ1Q!UMn t!llHitQWl 

i<.Q!ltli~rJ.n¥.9.L9im~H~U!:Wd1!nitl<th.W .. bYill:9dllQTl~" .farnotldh!Q.. nit.~utldine, ebJ!~!lktl.!t~idi!iJ§glJ.!Jji!!<~. 

roxat1dine. ... :.td~l~1i~HQ!<\JJ~.~N!linldl:Qf.1\m:lJ;gnHl1ml!ifr1nJJ~s~t:©J~!L 
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363. (New) The _Qrocess of claim 321 , wh~r:.fJixt said activujs an antibiotic. 

364. (New) The Ilrocess of claim 321, wherein said active is an anesthetic. 

365. (New) The process of claim 321. wherein said active is a contraceptive. 

367. (New) The process of claim 324,_ wherill£.said active is an analgesic. 

368o (New) The 12-rocess of claim 324. wherein said §ctive is a hormone. 

369. (New} The Ilrocess of claim 324, wherein said active is a decongestant 

370. (New) The process of claim 324, wherein said active is a loratadine. 
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Q~!Il§iRtb!ll&fti!t\Jln&tlz.~~i~~<<.~~lU!1!1l::in.tliUHl1mt~1n:,J11Lmii1hi,i\iW1ill~,.-~u1Qt~lli.&~1tmJ~ a CQLWh 

~1U2.W~lh"J~r.l&J!tlSL~Wl~hitmtlq!i~ ths;rnQC 

376. (New) The process of claim 324, wherein said active is a hypnotic. 

378. (New) The process of claim 321. wherein said active is nabilone. 

380. (New) The Jlrocess of claim321~ wherein said activeJ£,an anti-tumo~ 

381. (New) The process ofdaim 321, wherein said active 1s a glycoprotein. 

382. (New) TheJtrocess of claim 321._ wherein said active is an anal!fesic. 

383. (New) The Jlmcess of claim 321, wherein said active is a hormone, 

384. (New) The process of claim 321, wherein said active is a decongestant 

385. (New) The process of claim 321, wher~hL~~id~ctiye is a loratadlne. 

386. (New) The Jlro~ess ofclaim.Jll, wherein.ru!id active is dextromethm:Q.hilll,. 
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3 33. (New) The.nrmx~{~ttQ.L£~l~.iQtJILJY1l.~~:~in.!ir~i~t.nf:!iY~~--hu~rltfi~iLfmtn the ~rmm 

$~ln-~iatt!H.?:.frf!H! .. ~J1ill~f,~i.!il,J!I! m:tti::::inl1an.Im.crtm:x:,__ an :uJtitJfi!@lin:~t, .. ~LdQfl!l.~.&t;:iit{!!lt~,.!i.SJ~mt"ili 

.~!J1R~'!1llili§Hll and '-:WlllU11F tl!I!l~,Jh§mfrf~ 

39L (New) The process of claim 321. wherein said active is a h)J?notic, 

392. (New) The process of claim 321, wherein said active is taste-masked. 

394, (New) The nro_cess of claim 321 • wherein said active is coat~f! . .».:i~l:U~J;:.QD1mJl~g_r~Ieas~ 

composition. 

395. (New) Ih.YJt\'QS~f!l.i.S!fs~J.~im.J2:1 ... :whereir.t,..1~id ctYntrn:Hed rele~~sg~_£52InQ.Sl~ith~\!J:JIH!XHi~~~L~n 

iiTimedii!i&.Pelease. 

3 96, (New) Jh.~J~tPS~f-.t~.f!f.d~JJr!. 39:;LJ:~:h~LUJ:mid_s;;9..tl!!l:~Ut~tK~h~ll~!t-L911;t.RQ;~.ltL~!!:l.f!l:~W:ldt!l.i1 

delayed release. 

397, (New) I1tFU?.m.~;~5.§ o[i?lnim 3.2.+ .. .:w1wrehl ml.i4Jtml1mJ1~.dc.t:~kl}_@&J?:~:mn?:Q;~Jt!.murr£tvkk~ <! 

~~st~Jrr~JLt?J.~~-~Jh 
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398. (New) 1Jw;.pn{l~.t~~J?J dah.n J2!h.~:1widtuHliU:!ltl~J::gU~~Lrd~Mt.tm:m?.Q~itti!lLnl1Wiltt;Ht 

seguential release. 

399. (New) The process of claim 321, wherein said active is a particulate. 

400. (New) Ih!tvro~&!i~.flL~~laim ~~~tLJ.Qrther (:m1mri~.lllf! ·.:~d~Jigt,tJ;'~JI&~JJjin.&.~:Kw~H!L~t!lst 

flowable poljmer matrix, 

401, (New) The11rpcii~~:s of glairn 321, tu.rther t<.lm.prh.,h1g a skn ofpro-vidj_p:g a se<.~{)Jld film 
layer. 

:102. (New) Ih~.nrnn~rg-~ __ Q.f..dll~m.illLL ... ~~J.l~!Qi!~:&Jtt~L~©tR.n.J .. Hln;Lk11.~E.i~s~9ated ·.m!!Q .. ~n:W 

resulting Jlhamuweutical film. 

403. (New) Tlm prneesil of clalrn. 401, wherein ilaid second fHm laver is spread onto sal\) 

resuHing );!ha.muu::eutical film. 

404. (New) 11tm2BJf(1~~1fl.DLgl~-~Jt~M?J,,.:wh.S!n'2itt~.&hb!~Q1~U1lmJR.Y~~Lt~u:aj,;t .®.ht~~if! 

resulting pharmaceutical film, 

405. (New) J:tt~U!l:m&{';tLQIQl~Jrtd:fiL.~};ilKl:§Jc!l .. §Jtill.!Y-t9!lfUllmJ~~X!;KhLsE~Jn!dt5!.Dtt!&H1~id 

resu!ting_pham1aceutkal film, 

406. (New) Ibt:JE\lQs!l!~U?J' dRkn .. :lQ.L.Jtb~.ni:tUl~~!fL£i~;gimJJllnlJ~n:&:t:.i.t<...,n~nlY2rlLmJ5L1~Jd 

resulting p.ham1aceutkal film. 
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resulting pharmaceutical film. 

408. (New) Ilit\tt.ms:~,tiJtfft11ittt::HtL.fm:thfL~KHXIDrighu.t.litmiuft!i!l&1%i;;Lg~~mJHng 

pharmaceutical film to anoth~r.JjJrn. 

410. (New) The P..t9Cd>fl ofclahn 401, 'i.Vhett~iil sald HdlVe in said Sett!nd mrn l~LYQt is difi:Ql'em 

!h91!Jij~JJL1ttLv.£.~l,5.~i~li~~!!1ll!JagJ1b&!IT'Jlitf£ttt~LtUm., 

411 . (New) Thru;n:n.~?QM .. ill:.!?.tit!m.J2,Z.~.1-Y.l:mxein s•~kLw.mer··KQllihktl2i1h'l:ner cfJmnriumi 
polyethylene oxide. 

412. (New) Ilw.nn?.Qf'~~-~-1?tnl~!1nt1~,§.t.:':~;J;mmtn..t~~t~~Lnnb:'ln&r .. Q(!n1Uih&.'t!LP9h~tne~:.!J.I,i~Q-~~£! 
fron1 thf. !!,WUtJ eonsfsting of ce1!lllose, a cdlulose derivative, j1Ullu.lan. tlf!J_y_yinyl.QStmlidQllf~, 

ns2'b:?tJJJYL1t£slhfJ1,.wh:st!lt0&n~~-&h~s;R.k.f21tthQ.ii):1:im:l.£,tmS!lXlU~n .• J!J:~it1-R.WJ:9J?£lmstthxl 
u;;ll!Ilose,Jlydmx~~1h.ll.£el1uJg_u.t?... .. b:~lfl~~H1RY1 cdlulose~.(~RrQQ2l\:!U~1l:U:L£.ellul~!l~sh .. §.Q.illittn 

ltlghmt~~, .. x;m1!J&!!1.Wl!lt,Jn!!?.~1giin,th..mm,.u!!~~.r .. g_mn~J!~J!£lumn,..!tril-lli£;,gmn, ptl!xaco1k.l!fli1 

Q1~1~n:lrnQJJ~1th'1:Ylmt.H!AAU~l~t~v:!,'{lrh\QXYvinstf~QQOJl1l;tsit~~ .. §tar~~lt,J.wl1\titt .. @s.htb'l_ll1QUl.;;~liml,~ 
_tl;~erefJf,il.0illt.illln cnn1l~}11tdbn \Ni.tllJX)Iyet:hvten~oxidt~. 

413. (New) The process of claim 412 .. whxrein said..uolymer further cm:rmrises a water 

:hmohmlt.r:ml.Y1l1~L®lecktj from th~~~!Ul..'lQJllilstlng .gJ_qth~ykeliulqillt.11~1lr.msn-m~u:xL!$.tlWl 

£Ql!nJ&g~"-f:~~l!1!E?l~H!~.Q!J\l\(_J?,hll\!~l~~!~.J!Y.!inX?;.J'tlfflUYLmttlwL~~~URkm~.&h.!lm1flt~. 

WilY~:il:LYht~:!l!£tt~::Rh!h§11ttf:g,_J?111l:m1~ttHi.gg:l&li:tkt{9,~-~Ert1Ji~tg~J.~~Jia .. M;!]X{l!Ell!£:AQidJlmils:(~~!yr,&lll£ 

aci,DLtilllY..©ili.Xl.enr,gb:!;ol C!;ul9.h:tP(~l'~l.-JWlYHtm:9,ti~,£t(m.Q.&Rg .. t~}l!21~in~!tigmdtWitl1D 

414. (New) The 12mcess of claim 412, wherein said n_o1ymer further comprises a polym.]I. 
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sclect~~d fmm the group ,:omdstin~ o(JJlf-!thvlmetht~fDdittg__tQH~l'Ltntr.~Jl~~!h~cr:0i£JmhlJ2~lb111illL 

f!!~b:U;t.Yslr!H~_ilQislL(f~GA ), 1ID1Y(W&1ic acid) {PLA}~ k'OlV(htctic acig1~;mJYtillY!;~Ilti& 

mjJ}b.;o1~:Q~Jt\:1m!Kill1t~?LQr!llQ1Xmrr§! .. QtllY.4h~1fiD!0J£~ .. 1?S?1;x:g;.gli£~t~~yf&-estfnh 

1?.91Yii~!hY.flrlg~,JlQ.bn~~~taw1hJ)OlvcaptPhtQH11l!ih'U1Q1J:C9-~:th9.~B~t?J}d!!lh:'Mmi!W .. !~~;i0,l, 

rmJyaming£~ni~Qnm~~-"QQJJ::tlt£t~Jill~"-Uf1hsmrhnunt$~ .• Jm1-lW1ti.~i~~~~k'll cyatmacr)"latef.<1 

and mixtures and copolymers thereof. 

415. (New) The process of claim 412, wherein said polymer ftlrther cornnrises a.nolymer 

g!hE~tgg1J):gmJh©.$!:~?1lttGQ!1sihl;mg,_gf s~xfu!1l1J1lginat~xantll.mllmllhJra~-tacau!h,,glUlLW1~l.&Q.tll, 

~lllifhL¥Jll1l"-ftH!l~L~~-m!!n., .. ~t~u:gh,._J?&1~%~hl,.Q~!ftKQ~?.~lHn, kl2lli.Lhsm!l g'lltn~Aextr.m_,_£$ llnu_ gunull!SI• 

QQID.Qjnations thereof, 

416. (New) Ih~Jl!.'9.Q&gg __ Q;[gJ&im..:11Z .. )~~~ti~t:gi!La~jg_noh:H~t further com:griset~ H..,!l~liymfc~: 

tif:.kn@El.Jrom_th~u.smu.p consisting nf ethvlcell-ulQt';&\Jn::rrm~$JJltQ1~.X1Qtlttl.td!:lit~1."§i.b..~llnlt)s~ 

acelltk P1HJ1~~1{l1ti;~;D.1~lt1?1fYUrQ1?.XLm~tb.xL~~eltgh;~s:QJlht.hal~f, polvv.inylacetttt@t~hl!Jf!k~to;t!?~ 

phthabted g;elatin, crott~Jin)f~d g{~l~tkt.JlQtY.0A£.1it,.li!lifJ}~psdy£glv-ct)lic addV,polvethylenegh:!~W 

~~;,u;mlY!n?.J.~,,J~~~~Y@nrrJJ!:P.!JlTI!(_,J!l~~t!w!rnethataJJJrt~ corJolv_mer~ 11..Qh~!~J:Y1iLR~IJ . .PS?JY.nJ~t:. 

mili:i¥lycg]!;~Jl&i~lU~Q;6,},__p..Ql:iJ1.:_g;Jl~Hii?.ilJl.O~J,it\),_J2:n1Y.0~&\tL~,'t.JJS~id){ml!~LYf·~oli(~ 

f\Llii1i11!~lX:Q.t!JYl!::~t!f~!~£9lffillQj:yrner%_j)Olvd.ioxa.nqQ&~,~-1~1$f_;gt!ftE!~,J,1.\?.~J:(~f,::f~!~!~J, 

m!JJ:!mln·:tllli!K[~ .. R~tb-'.~W©J~.t~~d~dy~~il.t?.n?l!l~~-tmre~nnlvforth~x~steri>}. po1yarnirl!l.ft.Qhti~ 

k1\!.!.:ttAmhpea.t'bcm~llt::~,JX)lvurethml~~::;dilllYS<l~K~f!!J: .. illt§..,J~&!J]IU11}SJ~.~ •. PDLY.(!~!1k):L2YHllillt>;I.Yli~k~)..,. 

:~odltH!.HiJgJl~\.!tl&t,~1iiDJllilll,$!J..n1 .... ttagg_~mltll. g;m:n ... &t!lli:.J&U!E..JJ.Q#Qll.S:.llil?-~ umhi!;"U~·arm,..titm:~.h, 

.t<:rlg_fuh_cHrage~nan.1Q.£IlliLQe~m....tzm.n.,.sh?,!J!I~H,J~.tlh.'W .. B.1Jl!.l~l!SLQ9tn.binat~WtU1mreof. 
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419, (New) Ih.!t:QJ:Q~&,'$§Lstf.dt!Lt&L11Z .. Jtb~inJhQ.oacjivQ..hJ<ekctefl frmn the ,tm:mU..:QQ!~}:listigg 

~)f ace.:irrh.i1~itors, anfi,t_mginat.skUg!i·dY11l.:f!HllXHHnimh.m}Ji::.m~1ll!!'!ltif:t..£m~l::d!£!hlt!t~rQ19mi~~" 

&m~~l.&~~~h;§.~.!!tlS~'l'fJJ~~ll.~l~ ... anu~.~Q!1Y1JJ*1!lb'1,..ill!ll:.d.@JYasant:s*. llJ!ti~diabetiQJ~gmit'hJ!.nli-.diarrhlll~ 

Qr£WJ.Jt!.!1i9H§.~.£m.Ud.Q1K~.,..~!1!1El1i~Jmnim.?§.;.Jmtt::11ll19;!1£.Q,1iY£,Qt:9illi.• mlti~lpJJ.mnrnatp:t):JlS.et1t~" anti, 

Jici~U~·?tJ:ll~Jl:nti,mani.Q§_,J!.nh,nm:t.'>~<,':.mli'-*.~.ltllli::iil!.\lksu}.&~!l!~ .•. m!ti:Jtn:rQI5cLt~.rf1?.\lri~1imt~,..!!n1idumgr 

fl!:WUit...m~:Ll::Y!ral a£QJl{$, imnc.drugs.~ ~tlkaloids. mninr> acid rm~pt.tmtioliS~ ~~.nti~111tif~iY~~1§,.JW1i::; 

ud<x~tn:ic drugs, Mlfl,=<tin~l..Qm~.s. tmat?.Qlt~:J~t&tM.l1~1tQ1t~.~-fYl'H~1nis.l:.UUttJHl!ka):'.stemtf?.mtti,·!Jlt~thre 

.~ggnt~"'~mli::!!!(9l?h!~.!tg,~_._lll1ti:~varkl:nsnni!m ·~w;ent~. !mtl~rh~:mmatic. ft~I!lbJJli1m1lJ~ .. Him.lli&~11~.,. 

blood· m .. nf!jj:km. llm!Bm~mk~tlim:n.:t£N!l~lO..t~\.,QllJ.~l\QYH.5.~mley.L~.ll~U!~~-"-&ttt!lnt.tl!f1Y!l!lli.1W2.1£lll 
~1Utullll!£~d.;;.bg llne;gStn1le lnhit)i~g_rn~ contmceptlves~':nn ge~tant$.t....~litltatx.&Yl<"Rlm;m~nti\ 

~.K.L~t~mlnr a~qnhW.;;, .. ?:..t!QQ.tnfct!!iR.~.!§.J:Qitn!Rf;'ltK~tml\2UL®&~1lt~~-"-el;ectitr. dviill1!1ction_ 

tb~Xltt?.L~§!J.~tHiity..&.<?;ents, g:m'>tmintes:Unal ug~mj&JJ:Jnleopathic ~~m£:;k~~"1th1!:!I!Ii'!ll~i!! .• 

ln:1?et:cals.mni£Lfm.9Jtttf:Qf:·ftlst@I!ll~ .. llHH1iW ... ~tn~nHtgent§.<, inA1l!!!!<:JmodulatQrs, imnlunosupptf:S!:~i~Jh 

mlqraine prepa:mtic>tJS~JJHJJJQ!L~;i(:k;t.H~MJJ!~!!1ll!~mJ!t~.lmJ;idf .. Io:?l&1.iilli~~1hg,~,l£Lmillll!g:':lliilln! 

.UlW1n@,J?.~tQ!!J?.Q.f.~~~i§,JX~ll!1i:ion~,__pxytru:i~s,. U~:tlafh<:llxti£§....Jli@SVll:1UaJllJl!!!ifg£!j_g,'\ 

m..·Qst:a.alli.mfu~IL,.l1?~£1w!J~~~rrr.t~9..\!ltQJU:~.mt~"'-rg;:.snii~~%!!JJ:[ •. J?.edadye§.<,.hlDOking cc~m~Hon aidl:l~ 

B.)'rri:J)~tthni;t!i£§.. trem•lLBDWm:mlons,"'J-JI!nary:JtactJlt!&l1W.~ .. Yii§!;~(UJ~t1!It~"Jl'IM~!l.Y&i,.~nmr;Jd~,..i.nn 

.'d2?f0J!.<lW~·SL!9..§!i!t~,JmJi::ln"tetics, aup.&tite Sllf{fil'e&'lHUgb3l;$'!~~!ltnmJn.~.l!tlJl::.m15J~;!1 .. m~~!Jt[dtlJti.::Ukt2.t 

lltWEJ&.imJi:itttlm~mmt~&tn::..l11!lH'l1@t~l~.,.gQt<;lt!lnY .. ~tilator~, .. g_t;:!s~h!~ll dilators, J>eri~heral 

vaRodilatpt·,.,, psydJn-tr9-.n.ics, lltimuh,mJ§~.i}ltti.:lli'1'Wltfn!ll3:3~ .. ru:ugth.:.Yli.li!?&UUti:.!d£.!Ill:!hli!lRl~fnc 

1n~ni!n~&M~ .. m:!Jj.Qi~?1i0.0.,JrJlllg_MiU;i~11! .... t!!!1i::Ut}):@otlcs, anti:t9~dm!i~thp:Jn:j]~ffilc dmg§~ 

!~lllQiic:.;,, __ ~llli-:lii!l$M~;~~,,J~lJJLmnm~u~mhJt~nm:m.1Wf:.1!l!!t.4ms.~,JlY.i?.i::':.t::.ElWlJ~,)·:PJ? .. :J:~Lx~m:nL~~-§!.ilQll!Jh 

t!X/E!isl.m:!£L.~~nti::thxrJJi4J1!~'12illi!t.1nn.s.diiuretics~~!l.V.:::~1llllilllli~Ust,.Jt\td!1~.Id~%1l!1ti., .. mJc!l::!l!?.t~;itJ 

5JIUl~:~,--~LY.1biS:Ul9..l:<;t!it.dmg~,.S~;;u,!&tl:Hutlli1&,~.i!IlL~ .•. lnl1cnlvtil".:'>, lJNl'<J!::t!.d.&::n~!igJ.no(li·f)rJns.OX.Ui~ .• 

and combinations thereof. 
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420. (New) TbtJl~\)Ce1;~JKdaim jl:U,Jxl~!f!l!Lglfd lt£t!Y9_j,k&~!k£Jr;:.9Jh111Lih~t£rwm 

r~g.nshthut-of antigem, ~~lt%!:Stm~, ~Qore~'>, rttiprporg;anisim~ f>l'ixfs. etlzvmes$ vHa.mh1s and 

f~omhina!i,p:ns thert:9.f< 

423. (New) The process of claim 322, wherein ~aid active is an anti-~metic. 

425' (N e\V) IlK~J!H2K~~J:tLtb.im.JZ4 .... Wll~!:id!Lfu\tit .. m;:1ty:~j§.JLtlt£!t'tLtlqmJn~JILQ.!}l} 

~xm~.rl~>ting, of sildemrfilE;, ta.~jalafils, vg,rsJf:Jl~\t.U~~~$l<)tn(.)_!.:QftJ.!1~~"-X91llfRQil1Q .. h.Y-ikm?lllQ;d4~~-' 

tl!l~lJ?.jitiidlh! .. ~!mt.Q.ot1;\l2in1!!1£®Ltlwrf&h 

426. (New) The J2.rocess of claim 322, wherein said active is a protein. 

427. (New) The process of claim 322, wherein said active is insulin, 

430. (New) The process of claim 322, wherein said active is an anti-tussive. 

431. (New) The p,rocess of claim 322, wherein said act!Y~J.~J!.X!QII:.~l~rQ.isl~L.m;iJ:i:: 

int1ammatory, 
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433. (Ne\v) The process of claim 322, wherein said a~tive is an anti-diarrhea. 

434, (New) The]irocess of claim 322, wherein said active is an alkaloid. 

435. (New) Tiw process of claim 322) wherein said active is an anti~psychotic. 

439. (New) The process of claim 322. wherein said active is an H2-antagonist. 

440. (New) Ih~ . .QtQ5~~Ji.~~9J.dginL}:;t2, •vhp:cb said H1-mrtllmmi%!:Li~.§;~!~St~~Lr;.ttfi.'ill!.Ull&SD;WJ?. 

£m:wi§itini~Sfci:n:&~tidilJ,tdXml1li~JneJJY~!rm~1~lg.d&l©:vkW:t£!t:idln&>.nizatldine, ~4t..t91if!ht~~dl~U1mt!!;li!lt, 

tS!~,!~!i&Un~.d?i&Kiidine, iJQ.yJl\'l{tttidine M~Lg_9.J!lQl!JS!1iim.!Ltlt%t!K![ 
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449. (New) The.J2rocess of daim 321.._wherein said active is an antibiotic. 

450. (New) The process of claim 322, wherein said active is an anesthetic. 

451. (New) The process of claim 322, wherein said active is a contrace!ltive. 

454. (New) TI1e :groceqof claim 322, wherein said active is nabilone. 

457. (New) The process of claim 322. wherein said active is a glycoprotein. 

45fL (New) The process of claim 322, vvherein said active is an anal~ 
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459. (New) The process of claim 322, wherein said active is a hormone. 

460. (New) The process of daim 3 22, wherein said active is a decongesta!lh 

464. (New) Ili~JIH1Qt~iQfgh!im .. J32;"' .. !r:m1r~tllL~stt!lJlQ1h~tJ~~Qk~ltf.dJ!:ml1 the t?;C9l!l2 

.t~mt?itltb:!K9L1!1Jl!Wlg~t~k.Ji!HW1i.:int1J!!!!fllator):'._ an antihlst1n1im\ a deconge~~umt~ a t:-nuglj 

::n.ipprts:mQ1Jl.:tld cornhi~)..gjjglR tiwreq[ 

467. (New) The process of claim 322, wherein said active is a h)l!notic, 

4 70. (New) Jh$:L{n·m&~:~ 9f d~it~t~22, wll_~;r?i!tl1£~hLtK~it~d~u~mtt&~L~:i~ttlL£\SQnJn:!Ut?.~Lr&iki~&~ 

COill);tOSition, 
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4 71. (New) Iil&U1H?.£~-~t:<,~Ld&iU::!32i!".}~:hr.n;~hu~!tlris:~m.tmJk~Lr..;~1gi~Ji0 wrnpm;ition provide.:=; ~m 

immediate release. 

4 72 (New) Th~proceffi of 9A!m.::t7!2~--~!JerffiQ __ ~@l£Q1!1m1k!Lmk~~~HiQmP.m~ith?JU?.!1n:i!k;L~l 
delaved release. 

4 73. (New) Iht?J}mcess qf claim 4 70, \>Vhe~~~hLi~li~L!,'._Q!~1m1i~fLif:.k,~1lHtf&tll!1W;i!il!JLll!\K~I:ids~f!.J~ 

-~Jl§.t!!J!!Qg __ :r_~kil~~-' 

474, (New) Ih\<lJnng_g§&QLch.tim 470, whe:rein ~aid. coJ,ltroUed ml~lli~S!?.!!.tm11i:Himu~rQxidK;U! 

sequential release, 

475. (New) The Qrocess of claim 322, wherein said active is a particulate. 

4 7 6. (New) The prot.~e~~s nf cbhl:1]_2L U!t!li,~Lf:~9.!l1PX~!ih1&J~-.QSUJ1K\'l:Jk&!1~mll!.£U!g~lnt !Q.JJJ!ifl 

flowable polJ.'lner matrix. 

4 77. (New) :n~Q.PX9£~~g_f!f.£!&tmJ1~tJ'brther cmn:grisil:l,li\JttJmu?.fnt9si9jgg,iLR~~!~~~wtH!m 

layer. 

478. (New) Jlgngi>f:-!;:@ __ qfs~h~;\m .. 1:ZZ •. :whrx:dn.J~&d sec_pnd fi1m lnxer ii.<:S9lll.~!J.smt9.JJ}Jg 

resulting film. 

4 79, (New) Jh!ii.tlr!lQSi~~§ .. PLRJ!tlm __ £Z,1,.1~:lwid!J __ §i1liL~,~W,ml&tJUn:d~}X~X5i.Mlml!LQJ11~\~l~l!l 
resulting film. 

480, (New) JJm,W:!:lt.:~~~-»1· clglm"'4IL.1Yhc@il1, s.aid __ l}!~(~oml Jilrnlaver i~_g{~1iL~!1!1!1..l!Iti\~ 

resulting film, 
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481. (New) Jhe._proce~.:;s nf dllhtl 477. whereh1 ~~~id ~l~ond film hr~~t1~J2;Jru!1ed mHo &l1:l!J 

resulting film. 

482, (New) IJJS~J1fl1!,\~l!li, o(sJ\litn 4I1.._~:11trdn said se~;;owJJllJJ1JKY~.d~U1Un!YS:~.L~11.!&L.~3iQ 

resulting film. 

483. (New) Jh~! !1tllL~:H!!L9..!S1~~im ~l:Zh.:s::~i!Kt:~Jtu~aid -::>e~C:OtH.l film .. hr.Y:&LlE:Jm;niT:!lt~st~LI?.nJRJ~~hl 
resulting film. 

484. (New) J1!~-Jl!:mif!,[~U;~Ld1!hnA1L.i!nfh_qr {Xlmprlsinidmrlim.ttin& said rusu)!ingJUrn .ill 

m12th~Lfitm~ 

486. (New) Ih.QJ1IT!£.Q§1U?.f&lilb1L:l1I,....:~hill."t~i.l\ffi<J.h;L.!w.ti;£.~~lu said sct:ond t1ln1 l<!XQ.Li~.sii.Hbrent 

than said active in said resulting film. 

487. (New) Ih~PL~l~mJU1.[£l&Ul.1lh \Vherdn said wat~r~t)olubic pohnw.~r IXlmp:rises 

:Qol.x~th_ylene.J)xide. 

48 8. (New) :JJ~.£J~H~f<.£§:~LQ:[thth:nJ.iU,,_1-:dt~tn~i1Liillh;L!~gJy;n.1©.t ... ®.:rnpri};eg <tJ?.cls~1l~~r scl~r.~ted 

JJ-om 1ht .. Jt;!1l.I.Ut.t~o:r.u'ligti.ug of <;dlulgl.'e_d_gglJulo~e d~li.1:1!tivej»YlJJJli1l1,Jl.Q}J'X.tn.Y11'YIT!:1liili1m\ 

m~l::t:>::in~li~lgrt!i:!LP£!l;t~i!\t'i.k~!i:U?J~1t!lL~.f1td?9lf~~·Li!lX.Lf9J1Q.{:ymyx;;dt;,:gm;ty.,nrnRY11mrtk'i.t 

~&ll~JJ&_;:gs.hY:~lX~2,~Y2-Hn:L~s:llnl:2ii~tJu;:.,in1!:>.YPI9n:d .. 9£l1!1J:2,1ti',£i:ttl?.m-;:J2;n_fu~bs:Lvil!JJ1D!1~?,.:§9!~limn 

£:.i.:LW.t1Hte, I~f.mJhllR.K9UI,JrJW;.~!£,anill,illltR~.i~.:mlLl~!Itll,Jlit~td~Ll!...\!nl~.f.g~gJij_Q_£.ltllk1Nl.YiK1:'ills: .. ild§l, 

.mtthylm~thg&T;tlate eOllQLY!It~L~mrh~)~yvinvl c9pplym~!·rs, ~mrch. gda.t:ffi:._Md comhinati.illli1 

thereof~ alone or in combination with t!olyethvlene oxide. 
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489. (New) Th{U~K<;l$l~;~!~U;!f_?;ll;tln;v~Mfi, __ ?.\!.h~~r©in.JI~UQ.J?Q1¥DJ£CJill:!h£L~(.'QillJ?ri~&~JL}lall~I 

iu!illl.u\{Jspnlyin.~t ~el\ls.l&dJ.hlm ·thtumi~m.S-1l!~l.~.Hl1&.9If:.YJY!~~Jhl10.§-R~Jt'l!1t:\?.?;):UI~m:xl.s~tRYl 

£.Q1J!JJQ,~~~~ cell!Lt9B.LRY.Pta.t~h!1m1£rtt~ .. h~liL01i}'UIQgYLn:m.thyl ~lulose_phth.cJ.!J.ll.!i'~ 

~ob::r·inyln&~*kn1ltl;mli!!f%J?lillJalaJJt~l.&dmitk.FQS~1t!ll~),KLgQ!JlUU,.Ys~xU~s1LtJ'lQJ.Q}!JNJ}~(g;b1fS?!ls; 

I!fJ~Dt'm!b::tlth.;,d~ns~gb::~?nl ,QQllQJJ:m~rs~ rmJvm:.Jm:tl~ctone and COlnbirmtl OJ-1S Jhttl:'!llt.: 

490, (New) The nr<:J~~~m.t.nf c.~laim 188, wlwrein ~!1if!.~'.91:tn;u;,:r HKtl1!2t.~ftl1~1~till~-~-~L112t'l!l~fU: 

,~sd&f~~~~~i.!bi!!XUl!!itf.n;~~JlL~?9J1ftit!!!I!&};!Lmtlhylmsttltm~l<llQ...lliU19l'<J11QL.Jlfr!J:acrvliQJ~jd nolyrrmr~ 

l?.Qlv( ruYf.21iLA£hitfl~ilM,~.nnh.C1iKt!~~-~tdQ1J1~.L:\)~J!Db:iht~~tigA11h;!}tU!1lY.(gjycn1ic. 

acid~?Jyelhvlenggtyeo1 <;.:up_qlymem~.Q.olydioxan~l!l&l~> polyox§:J~11~,QQ},.i(~,:.Q@t~?ml, 

:R!Sth:rnln:4r1f!!(}_,Jt~?1Y.~!~<~tlik1..U£l1Xr.!WIP1aclpn.t~_,,pci!lyfortho~l'ter:{), poivamlno __ gg_iffih 

pol.vaminqr~admnate:u~lll:xm~Jll~H.Ie.:.<,_J,\Q'1;t~,~d?.Q:Ul!to;>&,._RQ1:'lil11li.9~~,_JlQly(~~lksl.gy~mq;t_<;i!:d!ig~~n; 

and mixtures and co_Qol:ymers thereof. 

491. (New) The _process of daim 488" vvh:en~u1 suid gn1n~Nr..Jllr.tll~~Lf~9!l1m:i~.St~JL1~.S!L't!Il1©! 

§§l~~?t~fUI.QnL&~,~..m:ml.l2S·S?:n§i§lhm_gf~ililiJ.;Bl1J!lain!i!£. •. lutn!ltmLI?;nnh.!m:&&.~~~a@.ill, gu!Jr...zu:m, 

acaci&Jf.ll.W .. d1rat?i<:~ gttllk.,'ltlltf~h,,Rtlai;\J:b .. Y-l!.lll~gJJ.@.:<JQ.nM .. h\tfilLm;~m,Jh'1;~JU\l:\, __ £ .. &Hi!~UWil1.Jt!ld 

494_, (New) 11m.t~m£illls of ~:.J<').ll:lL488, wh~rd.n $aid J?Olvm.er i\!f!her (;(!lllpti~b-:;Jtllill;illWr 

i~:l&Kifc~U1:9\HJlHLt{H?.9lH?,QMt!lo~Jil1Kl1{&>!hJ:JSl!?1hlkili£,_,bxr,h:9.?fYP!fU?J':L~~t-hxtr&Uuln:f9".£.d1ul~£Q 

~WC1lilt\;Jlll'tl-:Ull~k.JJ.>'i.bYJ>!::Y1l!flP.)f11llgtlJYL£.t!l!JlO:)eJ.2fl!Jllt!J.1t~ .... J1:9.h:Xll!J'1[!~~~ti~lQl;~hth;Jlf.tt~1'.:~ 

l?.hJl!iilfftr,d.£.d~Jin_,_sn:~l1~H:tlk~~Lg&h!fukD9]):(!1\~':.tigJlsJg){pgJ_y(.l{b:~fllkJtdd)bl9.b:&HwJt.m!&b:rgJ 

Q\?.lli\LYDJ%H!,J?.!t!:Y.£,mRQ.l£:~':.t!l!W>. .. !1t~1llY1n:n~,thitll!Xl~tc co!Nlmtt. . .ru1lYflli..rv1ic <~;W .. Jx)lymct<. 

!X:'J;t(glJ&~~l1l-Ll~~':.till.!1~EJALr<~~tx.U~t<;"tiK.$~f.EtLH~li~J~.r!t?.t'l\1m~li.~~Jrth:!XrNb::.Crlx:lli:~lic 

#.d4)/J?.dX!=:':.!h:~d.Q!l~.i4~~7;i~i:~lrth:WJti§..,Jl01 ydioxann,nQ:3, po.lyox:alat;;:~_,_pol Yi!!::~~it~:ml~ 

W1lYPJnlL1drirt%.~J!l1l:Yitt9gt?.tr;sh.P!~\1Y&~nnmh~!?-~£!!K\~ .• .unh'imJb£?miterhl,.Jllll:YJrrtllllliJL~ .. h.lli, 
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rolt.~minocarht!!lllte[.J;!ci}<tlrcth~mes, nolyr,~(!rhnnate~, PtJ.lvmnid~:$, poly(alkY.LQ;nmrnwrybtei.ili 

$;O;~f!imn.1~lg;h~Ett9..._.~.!la!h~n,.tmm~.tr~K~!£1Hl~h.s.vm •. Sl!.!lL:!MillhJ~(l~ill.n •gurn~.#-l.·ubiJ.Ur.vm, 8lQfJ.:h, 

&~!.utln>...£~r:u.g~n~uhJ.t~l1~LQf'1!l;i~lll.dJ~x·tnt~! .. J~~1lmt.&l1l1UHlJ.L~·ggJhi11!!URWU1M}Jf.~.& 

493. (New) J.J~stt~IQfSJl~J?..ttla~.rn JXL1Yl!.&ttd~u~~W.,~QlY.J~JKi~~xk.£t~4Jtg.mJl~un 

consisting of water, polar organic solvent, and combinations th.~reqt 

494. (New) The r~tk!.Qe::>s gfsb.ir:tl493l ~Nhe.t:~I!L~lthlJi2h~~·I11ltL,~:~l&~~~t~slJh?.1ttihtztsmn 

£.QTIAitrrtlJ~R.9f.s~!ht!Ut!L.i§~1Un?J?.~mQt~,.Rg_&tn:nJ'?"'.?:t1d~Q!ltn.hir£ations11lmeg_L 

495. (New) J11r~.um~?~JitLQ.f.ill&1!11. 3{;LJ:Ylwrein !he actjye ill.J;ele.cted fr9JJl. tht.&JlJJlh~ml!hHjng 

ofaqevinhi2i1Y1!iJWJ1::mJ.uit:mLill:~.J.m!i:~~wrh:~dhm!ag .. Jm1L:.!l~(.Q.tpatlcs;~.antl·chokstero1emic";, 

~m!!g.w.h.?:Li!I!Qitheli£:1. anij-co.uy!J.lsants, anh·d..wre:'>sJml~, .m1ti::.:flJ#JI~1i.Lng~JJt.~,jmtL!Jim:!ilQS! 

Rt!FI!!l'~J]J!.!li:<dl!Jt!!JJ1tt,~~-lln&Uli~H}!tlin e.§k~J11L:hypertemd ve drug~, anti~ inJlamrnat:~.lfY ,;~gen l:tJmJi • 

.lipid llgcnt~s .;:.mt:i-rnan it.::s~ ~mti~rllnll'>t~1tl~1dH!li:~tiQ~m.&K~t.n!&,_Jm!i:1!1Y;mi~Lm:~t1!1~J;hl!iSJ!Ll!i::tumqr 

QI:U&l!.Jtnii:Jdn!l.!WQ.:~lli.cHcne .. drug~<, aikainkh>s an.tintt.a<.~i(iprep_;.rrati<nl&..fl.U1b.!}.J?_tl1~~J$..>,.1U~d:: 

.mi£erniLili:m~:~ ..... fmtLYim1.ill::uglh .. i!!!.!IUQUQ.JI!:S:l;mH!iQW~,..l!J'~kmkJlndJJ£Hl·~~mic anti ... J.nfecti:fQ 

ruti;Ll!Jii.J!nli·!liff1Pl ~tBiS:& anli -n~:rkinsgniq_n ~t&t!Jl~~-J.!nti ~IlltbU1t±.ti~U!£!ttli§.<..~Wt1f~ii!SL~1itnnkm:th 

hH.?.QJLmgdiJi~f§i.J:mnQ.JX!~~t~hQJiHlU~!lUMJli&J~;:m:Uovrtsculllr ~~gents, eenjra1. nen~9.U!L1iYgJ&m 

flimPl<li§.(,l .... ~~lnl.tn.Q,·~.Il~t1g~f~~i~lllJhl1!1ni,..£gl11,m~~9.t?JiY¢.~, •. ,~It:~?:.Q!:W:©t?1~1!1§ ... dl<:":tary ~mm)lementQ., 

49!.1imJi!1e t<.ic~r(tor ~~kl:cmi sts, cndm:netdosis n'@!l§l~crnentu.gt~nt::o".02n'm>;~~-•-sm~.QWJu1rKtim£1hm 

!Jt~TtWiJ?;t,.J1irtiUtY.iW~t;:!l11?.,_iUi~~BJin~£gffisttJig~n.lli ... hnmQQU~llhi~~~dis,lli,j!9.D'J1QJ1nh 

hmcrc~lig_ernia JHld .tl:ll1D...Qill.~::tmiH m!g_llL!l~anerJ1JI!:t~mJa,Jmm.l!!ill!!~.9J1Mh~!~?.-!1,.JrmnJ!U.9.$J1PP.Hl~.~!~:~.~. 
> ' ' t' 'k . ' l l ' l . mitU1l:!m~.urf:':1m!:iW.9!12, •. 1!H!.Jfi!l,llHl.:nwJ:lJts~~-nm,~t1t~: •. 1ml~.~;JS...ih";1ill.tii •. .2.;!t~Jl):',.rlli\!I{l1Wlli!;1J1 

!~$..~JI!h.g~.l!?..QlK:n;wi&.W:~.PftHtUQ.m~ .•. 9~C!'.tQ!;~it$.,.J~_{ln1:~Y1HJ!1~.~!ml}$\t~L.».m1tfjJ111!~1!!bgminill1i£:§i, 

Plt~~Jaudius,,pn:rJm.the_nm~~-.vtl,~.ilR~m.t~ . .rt&iRl!fJJ.Q£YA!1Q!m...l .. @f~ll.liY£~.dmK'l~JJ1ll'S.t1i§£tti.!?Jl . .!lh:!.&. 

.~Y:!11P~Jlu:d..:.:'tisg:u.re-I:notJ?X.~tPamtiQD<5· tirin,gry_tract !m&ll!&..:varmdi!tttQ.t.1h....lil5ative§.d~:tltM~i.~tfujml 

&?i:.dmnm~.m~~m!,.J\!lH:1n·:n1ii~~1 •. £!t1!1~ti!&,.~mmt@fu1!1W".~1HK@~1W.1i,..m111:i~.Pxi.ett .. i~.&e.l)ts,,J1tili:J:!l:;l~!: 
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N.tS~!llli,dElti::iltilm:mmtH:n:.v..mLb_@ms;:Q:'h£Qlli!W!.1Jli1al:Qx~, eerghral. dib.tor~•. periphcrnl 

vcmodi laton;, tWY9I!lJ!9.P i·c~,_J!lliH-.Yhm.th ·antHw:w.~H!l.Q.;'!!!~~JinL&~.,.XlMtOJ~fmlliLh~!i;lK&..!ni&tlt!m~ 

J:rt~t!n1t!JJ;'L . .<tn:ti.Nntifc::LJmnnniH!~ill:.*i, antl·JJ~ _ _y;hotifm ... Mrti -·..::oagrrj ~m ltf.._ anH~thro1pi:mti~ 

lrt:P..UQl\g{1'!J~1!li~smmU!~.[~.J~lllt:n~1llW3Hlt1LnmiWJJ~JJ~£Jt1ar.Qnm .. ~ .• Jw:t?.~~r::.JU14Jl)'1N.:.&b:£tlmht.1tZ91!~~-' 

.fu;t::t9i!l.i~Pd ,m:t1i::1!u::wJAr,J:~lmrati(m& diurt::tiGh. ~mti-m,~hlflodic"i.Jl(erin~J~JilXH!!!~d!JltL\11?-~d!X 

!k~tg~ .. -~XYJJJ:!\?U~;~jg1f_;;u!nw;§,.£.mw;h.mnwr:Q:~5W1&.~LlmW!!l:Y1lQ§""JJNA !lli.\1 genetiQmbdit:)irrtuJrug:'l, 

and combinations thereof. 

496, (Nev.;) J)1!j.1?I.Qtt§.\U~L~h!hn}ZJ.._wh~rr~1ruml:d.,!gl~iv©..h selflli.ted from 1h~ . .ill2!Jll 

&91t1btlJ.!&JIL!Ptig,~11§~&lJJ:.:J:£"\:m<,,,,~JLQJJt-§:~ .. .!1li£m.QtmWJ.HTh1,.§.~~~.$!§..:.mh7.):111~s, vitruDin~ ~lUQ 

£QJI!hitt~tillns thereof. 

499. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is an anth~metic. 

501. (New) Th.~n.to~;.~ess 1Jf dahn 323, w~hex~in sa.ld,~t<:.~Hve is i~K!sml~flJ'l1nn.J!l~.tBJ9Q: 

x!}m~i~lil1K!Jf.~ils!&1!HrDJt~,:tit~hh!fUtt~.s:nr~L~Jnt:!fil~.~;m.<;mHl.rcl!i;ng~ ... xphimbiwlhJillm;hlnri49& 

alprostadils and combinations thereof. 

502, (Ne'vv) The nrocess of claim 323. wherein said active is a protein. 

503. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active i:s insulin. 
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507. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is a non-s~rpida.l anti

inf1ammaton:;. 

509. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is an anti-qim.!l~Jh 

511. (New) The:..ru·ocess of claim 323, wherein said active is an anti-psychotic. 

516. (New) Thf:~llLQ1".~~*-Qf~!ah:n.J2:t wt~t;rdn lliiidlfra:ntaggnh:t js selected fh)m,,Jpem,1l\tll 

~:~:~m·i~Jim.t~?L~~imt!i~1l:ns~, raniUdilt~Jry:~it:2f~kll1d~!&~"&~t!119HStitt~t,J1lZ~t!.~1iwt~.&hmti~!im~,_JI~Jsmth.tint. 
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525. (New) The process of claim 323~ wherein said active is an antibiotic. 

526. (New) The ,Qrocess of claim 323, wherein said active is an anesthetiQ. 

527. (Ne;,.v) The process of claim 323._ wherein said active is a contrace.J;ltive. 

529. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is diphenh_y_dramine. 

530. (New) The p_rocess of claim 323, \Vherein said active is nabilone. 
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531. {New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is albuterol sulfate. 

532. (New) The Qmcess of claim 323,_yiherein said active is an anti-tumor dm,& 

533. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is a glyco;Qrotein. 

534, (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is an analgesic. 

535. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is a hormone. 

2,;2.§~. (New) The grocess of claim 323 .. wherein said active is a decongestant 

537. (New) The process of claim 323, whergn said active is a loratadine, 

538. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is dextromethornhan. 

S~Wl~h@Jl&.\l[!"!IL§l:mJg§;'W..i<;:.,,M!}Inti--in£J.~ttm:m~t(1l~m1 antl.hlli!Hr.ni:t!t"~.iolf~~q._l!&\WJ@tl, H. c,:ggg!:l. 

lliJlW!Q~<sant and ~~omhh:la!jJ~\11-lh~?rf.rrL 

543. (New) The nmcess of claim 323, wherein said active is a hwnotic. 
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544, (New) The process of daim 323 .. wherein said active is taste-masked. 

546. (New) T1l!<J)f.QR@§.nLdt!i!n 323, x_vherein said active i~.SQ1U§£L'J:'iYL!L.(?9Ut.n:~1l~d.wl~J!!tQ 

composition. 

54 7. {Nevv) I!t~t12Ift~~t$:.%1.!1L~~h!hn. 546, wherein ~mid contlX)Hes1..t~l.~~lft.!2&!l!lQ9~itimL!lH!S.h:k~Jm 

immediate release. 

548. (New) IlNJ?IQ£.~,1H!i:.dftint.i1.§J¥hep:in ~aid contwlled t~l~ll~!Lf(i1l'!I1?Q.~ith;m.un?.~ 

delav~d release, 

549. (New) The tlttlr.~~£.QLgillirrL2:Hi".}Xh~<.rt-~HL!!id contmikd release COJ.HR~1£iHWlJ1m.Y.h:!&~~-a 

-~-1t-~t~t:Q.~Q.r~tt;;?.§.Q,_ 

550. (New) 11l~:l~1ilt~1tQfcbim 54§ .. ...:vht'1'ein ,~g:i~t~&n1m1l~.Xf(NH.§P 9!l!!!Jm:>ition llfDVi4~H~ 

sequential release. 

551. (New) The process of claim 323, wherein said active is a part.J&1J1~1~,_ 

5 52, (New) .Tht.,groc(~~•:~ of dahlt;l;?J.~ .. ti!llllt!:3tD.!Im!i~in&.iliiding;.£t.£kaassilJ.[JllM~1tUR.~~ltiil 

t1Qwable polymer matrix. 

55 3. (N' ew) Ih\1 . .1\lD;';~ltif:.i~L~~ht1n;!.J2:~L.A1!:tl:H~J..CUffiJ)ri~->in,g !l step Qf.!?:tsn:httruL~H&~~!JR~tmm 

1§~ 
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554. (New) Ih~lln!S!t1~ ~:rf.glaim 5~53,,·wh!.tEJtL§Jt~l}gggmtJlittL15}):t'.dS.f:f?&!1lliiimto ti!!;W 

resulting wa:rmace1ltical filmo 

55 5. (New) T11!Ul!11~~~?.:i~L of dainL2_~ .... wlt~t:Qi:!lJll1kb1~·~(..QlliUllmJ\!X~Li~!JU?I~i!~l ontn._ saiq 

resulting pharmaceutical film. 

5 56. (New) 11lk!:~\~i&<i~}1f.9H!isn5~J .. J:Yhllr£llLhltid se~xmd fllmJ~rY..!<"\..tJ~ .. f~~ltLi~!l1~!..~!l!!;! 

resulti11& 11hannaceutical film. 

557. (New) Th~JI(O(~esH q;Ld~tint5.?;l,..1Yb.©rei!L%!~1i second i})_n1 ht.YKr.j_{Lf?l:t~·wir~tsm!~t..[ID.d 

resulting J2llilm1aceutical iilm. 

-~~8. (New) 1lw pnw~ss iTf clairnJS1.5Y..h~'J.'S\ilUHtl.tl.§g~:mmlJllm lay£t i::<: Q.tl!ll..;i&ZQ .. QlltQ .. ~_§;W 

resulting phan:naceutieal.Jll:m,. 

559. (New) 1he p.n:!ces$ ofclain:t?,'t~,,.}YQ&mitl§tlhJE~~m.U..Jilm l<~y:yr i~> lft!:]Jim!1~&LsmtfL§l~1d 

resulting pharmaceutical film,. 

560. (New) Til§ Qroeess of claim 553, further comprising laminating said resulting 

pharmaceutical film to anoth~r..t.U.nL 

562. (New) Tb,QJ!n1!l~'i:'H1fi~l!im ~,?.;}, __ }~:hm:~Jtb~iQ,.ii<;)t!Y@..in.§li~1&L'mf.9n~U1Jv:tJJ~Y~tt.huJiff~trrm 

!h.iln..ElticL~t\~1b:$:in..~J\l.Sl.XQKUJ!iiW~~1l!i1nrlilQm!1lcai J1lm~ 

563. (New) I!lt~.P-n.1~e::;~ ~?f.Q},gitit1H"'.:i):llf·I~ln .. ;:;a!Q_'l~::a!&.L~cln!11A.._t2tll v:mer coll!J?.ti~&~ 

QOlyethylene oxiilit, 
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1hlli! the znnuz __ mn~ is:tin g of eel h1..!Qse, ·a cellyltWQi!£X:h~!!1LY£:.>.!1Rtll!li!It.JN.lJ~XJ!LYL.Vl'JlllE!1il!..l$\ 

l1~1b:'YinJJJli..q;\h&LP.R.l:t:~.~hY.l~:!Ht.ZtYggJ,_g!\!J~QitYYJrtYL~i!-lli~Jvnl(tmdtY.~!fJ!~'.QJ~WX:!methrl 

S~§ll.~lk~:i~.lh:l1B)lilS'&h:~d cellulose, h;t9n~ypropyt ~x~llult'!;'>e,__Qifhpxymethrls.~~HHh!.,1~.~m~H:mn 

!!k'4n.~le .. ·;-;antha.lU?;!l1n, .. !!1U,t<H~.m:ttlLZ:Jl1n, gtlnr_,gum,Ji~~gtdtt£lU1h..!in:!t~?iQJ.~Vm:>J~:<AY€t£.t:J:'1!s-,.!~£i&t 

m~i1h,yJ~11~Lh~R!Yh!t~~-S~!It?g1xmsKd~~.r.hm~~:~:h;tXLQ9Ji~;~lX!;U:el}h sta-r~~!l,-J~£.!iJJil!d!J1rl tombina1f.ptl~ 

thereof, alone or in combination with polyethylene oxide. 

5 65, tN ew) I1t<iJU:R.Q~.St.stLd~!il!UJH .• JY.i!S~t!j~.J.QW . .1~Q.b:.lller Iw:t!t~Lf~~?.mn.t!i!.tti.J.L.»'ater 

!nM)lubt~golvmer selected :frm1Ul!r:·gmnp ·~om=<isting.!2fsJh,.Ykcl1u~'llif~JrJ-~fkm~,YUI!!J?JlXtb.TI 

i~~~1htt\l~h,if~Jht!tt§~J1Qf~~1g~ phtll<~ 1~tt¥J1.Y.Q!mD:'1?121~Y1J1N!hv.l ce llHh~Ji~tQllllH~h~lQ" 

!lli1YYill:tlace~U,~nhHL<lli!t~m .. J¥.1!lmJ~J£:~h1cli~Hn~.£:!~S0.inh:~triJWJiii:inJl.QLvQ'1QllqJwh11(~2P:b{&Lv.f&V1~ 

,~!RL~ULt?.2t>t~1lr:t1&ttl~gl.YSc:rrLPJ2RQlvmenhJirrh:s:~mu.QJft91Qne <nld Q.Wl~bim~:Don§...t.tl!-~reQ.L 

2.112., (New) Ih}t1?IgQt§tJ~J.sJ~i1k:M!~!,.J~:!mmi!1.:'?.itiSJ.l?2h1m~:rJm1htr.Q~1ntQ.ri~!'!X.J,J~QJ:artf~!: 

s~1ected.fti!llLl1ltJmillP ·consist:in!t...:.of mdh vhneth~mrvl ate t~t)_polvrner. polv!lcrylie acid,polvrne1:, 

pniyf v.r:uonhc add) f.PGA), uills.Chwlic add) CFLALt1R.h:tkt£.ti.£ ;~~~h:l)tru!lX.(~IlY.(dtt 

£~d~~OlnE!Ygt!11h~l1t£.J.S:QE.lL£~m~&~b1ll~X%b:Qs!1Y.{lti1:tm1~!l.~hJ&!vnx<t1n:t£,t,.:Q&~lx_((~::£.tlJ&l~~ 

t.".~!LY~!I\f.i.Y~:l\l&l2ii\.1li!h.m;;_Ql~Wk.1l2l$:KULill~£19n~~,JlillJ{m:Q:lnt§ltiJ:Dli, .. m,'.hJl!l1l1l2Atll~> 

WlLY3Mnir .. ocarbon_atq&JlJlh:1!r~J1H1!l~~ .... uoJ):~.m:D&n.ate,'hJ21llY.~mJ~k~"-V.9lY,tH.lk:YL~~Y~!W1iW!:Y!!i!)?B}, 
;and mixtures and £.QR01Tiners thereof 

567, (New) 'r'l:L~ nrnc(~~~; of claim 561. .. Jihc:wln ~<aid lWl.Vn\qt.furthm:.:t~llli11!:Ll%~1Ulilh111U: 

t?.d~tJ&~Lf(m:nJhR.&t:9l!.l1.mlW.litH.nl.zDf.;?ndhlttLl~ltim~!&i,.Xmi!l!l~n_g.mn;_Jtmtg!;~~!t:.U1u~:.mlL~~mLmW1, 
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568. (New) The process of claim 564, wherein said polytper further comprises a polymer 

~Sdt?.tt~~LfrYJ!L!i!£tgn:H~R com1'Lt!ngJ}f lll:llYl~-ell.n.lq;gJJ$l.LQ1fYW:2l?S1£thyi cillJulQ.,<t.C., cd!ulns~ 

§£tt~1&u~ht!uih.tt~,Jn:drl1~.YnNJ!1llllt!lu,:ls.dlliht~§J2l!lll~hm~"l'ffih:Y.h.u·:1§£xtq!©nhthul&!t~%, 

nhtbf1l~LQ£LR~Jil!in,.Sln?.%l!itink:.t~L~Nh!ll!hJ?J2lYlh!f?_He .!lfiilll!!flly.(glx:£~'1•ic aciill(l:m.lYtlliYlt1illglYtn! 

~:opolvnl'-gbJ?Oly.Qf!Vrol&~:tQgg_,...meth:.t1!I1-g1!lttcrvh~1&Ji'91!0lY!Qxt"'JlQ.b:~-~J1'1iL~t9Etm1J.Y.m~t~ 

tml;y.(_glyf:olizo a£if!) (PGA}. JJOl;iflm~tic acltn (PLA\ polvOactic at~id)flllibiglYSJ1li~~ 

§&~L~U{t,\QJY~.H1Xh~!lS'I&l.Y&~f~d .. ~smr~h:ms~m . ..rmb:~H.m~Jln~m§&>-J~1bl!l&~h!t~~§ .. J1flb:itt-@tc!-s). 

!IDJ.xan.hy~1!iQ§.,t.J?n lvaqgt{!JJt'J" polvctu;g:ola((191l.~~"-l19lY(m:tlw~st~.t~),~.n&~LYiU1liri2J!&i4t~h 

W1b:It.l11~IlfWfU:h~\n~!;S:§:1-122tHU?:~th,m:.t~./i>-lJ~':f!Ch~~R~Xm:n:irl_Q1<, not){alkyl <:yrum:~mrylat!ci,\ 

!:i9;dlllJ:n l~&l!l&te, .?~an.th.;;g;u~btliL..tnw&£!Wlh &rrm,__gnm: .. R"~,!L!l-:...i'J!2£WiJtml!n~"m:~J2:i£._ggm,__~tm:r1J., 

&>:\t%\in,Siltf:W:t~~1HL11Jf!cust be~n.$:!IP1, dext:mn, gdlan q,grn and combinatlorm thereqE 

5 69' (New) Iht.vro.~r~~-§l.ilfglgil!Ll:f;1'-_;.;!:l1~.dltg!JJt§Qlt~llti~.J~tls~Q1~4Jrgrn.tb.~~-W:mm 

cnnsh>~ing i:)f waterd?Olar \cirgank is'.()lvent, ~tud Gnnttililations th~:.t£.91. 

570. (New) JJv:: pn.x:._~l@_pf dain1 ~:§}~"-~~h~r<-~ln.JKtd.ilR1Y..Ql!LL~.l~h\Q1£&Jrwn..th&:s;rmm 

gpn~.i.~th.!Ri!f:Qttwm?.Li~Ql?.f9R\!!LQLJ!:ililh1Lli4.!~J1f-L~~m.nhi.nHtion~ tht~rco.L_ 

571. (New) Ib&J?!:Qf:lCss of daJ.nl324, whereirt the netiveis selected fQ:m1.Jl~9;.1tn?.\lit (:O!J~j,~\inz 

J?I~}.s;_~:illhiJ;:?itQJ:§,_Jm:tl.::~U.l&tnilL.Ql1H1~~"-il!ltbu:dr&l1!11ias, @Ji:~t§t)lmati§:\"?,<.~nti~_d:tn1esk;Q'thtrPk~;_,_ 

<Uiulgesics. an~~:;thetie:o, anti-a.mvulsant~j tmti--<.lf..tlH&:illl1i§.dtnli·:9l!1?.~il&J}2 .... ~~ti.t'h.IUl-JL@H!h£&~ 

w.::m?:~n'!11&1Th~c:--1!).JiQ.QJi?.~::...mr.ti:Jli£t"1Il!im~&..lillibh.J.1l.£rkns lV£..\irm~<>. anti ~it~fl@:!H:H!WL.Y H!!:~nt~,.Jilllt 

U.ni>1.£t!t1lt::>,.Jl1lti·JJl~lnic~, anti-1WJ!J.f.J.illlbJ. . .mtLg:tm.k~u1R~!il&..f.m1i~1lt'a21l1.W:ru;mm1lg.rr~,_J~!1d::H.Hnt:t!: 

!l!J~£<~-'--i1.nH::Yl.rii!J!&W!§l:,.~;QJlt;~lm,&'}_,,#.Jkill9i~t';';,JUB.illQ.£l.~i4 . .t1ml"!ll!1tt:lg!},~;,J\lltt::fM.g!lY.~,_&nti:: 

Hiktm:~l\ .. 4Il,U?,~"-iln1LY:iH'lL~Jnu~~,_.s~~:J?J?DJiQJKti1~!i!!:~iim1§,,_§Jfl_tr;mitJMl~L!1m!.::f.?YStcn:ritu!!1ll::!Ilfectlv~ 

ggtnJ~1....i~.nJt:-.n.~.~mlli51t~tdm!J:J1~!kin$.9.nil~!tQ&!lll1\!.,.l!n1l:~!tu~.m!t.gthul&\tnt~~.1U1t?.~l!i~(;.ti:ib:n:n1{W1ti •. 

hlqQ:LU!:PdH1era, twm~ ~netabollsrn re._.g_ulators, cardlin:.ll§.P..tla.r <h~~lll;&.g~-ptru! llt\tXi!litiJL"<::;itt,"li.ll 

J)Jhm!h~l~!.§., __ Q1wJh}g;1t~?t&'&Jn!tiJ?:itgJ~,_s~t!lliX.~,Q@!h~g§_,_..:.4ru;mns.~mnn!~~ .... di.dm):~mmnl~ntuli, 
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~innmnimtxtt0J1t9Li!£l1l!J~Jl1"J11~1mlt~lLlm~hLl\f.@l!~£.~xr.19.nJJ!g§;n1~,.stl?l1!l\t'k.~HJ?tLH.Q.~~y~;t1mQ:tirm 

therapies, fertiHtv agent'l.-@.strointestimll.ag~~nts~ homeO!:litthlc temedie~~1Kirrl:l.0!1~ 

bJ1@1W!.I£~illl.;t"'<1Wl h):l~~l~?.{!lQ~mitLm<mSlg~amtut a.g,~JlL'l. irnmunqLm)t!:ill~~. irn~:mmo:'>.J:~ssiv~:t'h 

migiJJ!imu~g::m!.m1i.m!!id1l!l!h?.R£kk!l~;l%.tmliti:m?v.t~ •. 111I!$£h;'1Jd!t\mi~~"-Rh@J?.itxJI!~n!~K~:tmm! 

.!!l~!1llh.m>b~Q:P.QW1li&.P1:£Uamtionl>:,Q£6lOtjcs, p~trMJ:1:npathol.vH~nam[tl!lll§il1Klmjg~jJg,~ 

PW!'t1~K~Wf!h!,~ .•. tL~Y£llmH:t&-1ill?:~mth:;umq!1W .•. lQ@ir~JQIY~tmillAtLlli!ruiY..<t~ smoki.l"l£_ cess~ttion .aids, 

,~~am:lttll£~l.xt.is_~,_Jr.~tlil~~fJlJS.t?ltn~1lsmi\.:mim!!~di~tELm,tt!11~,..Y .. mms.lH#Jm:ti,J~!?H~1icY~g~,_Jm.tQ~~isi~,.j&u. 
exch~lr.w;e resin!'!, anH..;n~tk..'>, atmetite sup.nres~atlls, e>;p'i!;etorant<>, anti·§¥txlet\(_J!!tt.!l!~ .... illl1l:~1lk&W 

~.RQ.l:!t'i\ m1U::tn:n<m1m~Jgrunhi>J§!tce!l.t.s~oxon<Ir.Y"rlU~19Xth.x£t:~h.n~t£!iW.J!1n~ .... nmit?.h~I!1l 

:Yflli.miilators, l?m:. .. cho·tmp.fu&..stimuJalltfu. .. an!i:h..xRe:li~J.~jy!r d.nm&, .... :vaiiOUOll~ll:is..h1f§,_Jn.L~~l .. ~: 

!rs;gHn9JlJ~ .... t'J.n.!ihJgtk~ •. JrmN\!Hi~~:~n~dmti:MtY.I~hg1i_~.\~.dm.!i~:5)Q~tWJlm!!,~.,.auti.-:ilirrnnbotk dfl!S:1. 

h)f.PHZltlcs, 1mtl-ern~l:ics, antl:::.lfatu'l"eat)1t. nem'\m11!~r.ul~t4nllk~.J1Y.ll@t.::..lm!"LUYQ.Q.:glY.Q.tl'~mtc~w11~ 

th:~:!0"isi.ifM .. !m1-l:tl.UTQiQ, . .P.nmamtiQl1~,Q.J1!I~Jh1k®1i::m:llb~mQ..<it@ .... :Pterine rel~pmnts, antl-,,hesity 

~lm~s. e,n1lll..1WOie{j_s.: dm!E:d?.QM.~Vupressagl;§_,,nmcq,LYJig~>~ DJ:::lAJnl&Lg~n.t1i&Ul19.0.HXh1g drqg~ .• 

J!·!l .. d..s~Qtnbin~tiQ~li! thereQ{ 

57~.'- (New) Th£:_p_roce.~-~-of clairl:l324. wherein said active is a bioactive active. 
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577. (New) ::rJ1~Jllil$~f~_JlftJ&itlL:l?~:L):Yh~f!;Illn~~i~Lil&!ive l~ ;~i~k~I~1lJi:2tn,Jll~UW1Hll 

gm:mim;lng trfiilhkua[tJ~;, l<uhbjJj!'}"_yanlemlt1L~UtPnnwrphincs. yohlmbim~ Q~'drochkl'.ddefl~. 

l}J!trQQH%f!H~ . .t~&t~b~£~llli1i!lftJlm:t~J,hgfKQ,!~ 

578. (New) The nrocess of claim 324. wherein said active is a nrotein, 

579. (New) The nmcess of claim 324. wherein said active is insulin, 

582. (New) The nmcess of claim 324_, wh~n~i~ said actiy~j§ an.11nti-tuss:ive. 

583. (New) The process of claim 324, wherein said active is a non.csteroi4a.l anti

inflammato;a. 

586, (New) The nrocess of claim 324, wherein said active is an alkaloid. 
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591. (New) The process of claim 324, wherein said active is an H2-antagonist. 

5 92. (New) Th~J..:!I9_Cest~ QJ:_Qlaim :~,~:h .. 1Vhe:t~llLt> .. ~ltUl;::t1\llM:Q!ti~tiii .. §£!~Ql~!;LJtm:n.1h~t.m:mm 
£!Ql!§:l~!in¥.9L~::':.tn:wtiilln£dlffiilidi1W hydroch l.oddc, .famotldine. nii~1tidinQ,..,~.b:o ti4hm, .. 1l:ti...fur.HJJ1tnt\ 

!~!&ltti~l!I!&,.J~i~&ti~llnt~,1~~~!:lJ&K~J!JJ1imHm:~L?.9nLQ;h:tit~imm.Jlr~~t\\!;!t: 

@1~ (New) The rocess of claim 324, wherein said a~tLY.!f)s aiU!t11ftt!.21i£~. 

602. (New) T1w process of claim 324, wherein said active is an anesthetic. 
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603, (New) The.nrocess of daim 324, wherein said active is a contr,aceptive. 

606. (New) The nrocess of claim 324, wherein said active is nabilone. 

607. (New) The nrocess of claim 374, wherein_said active is albutero! sulfate. 

608, (New) The process of claim 324, wherein said active is an anti-tumor drug, 

609. (New) The process of claim 324, wherein said active is a glycof!rotein. 

610. (New) The process of claim 324, wherein said active is taste-masked"' 

composition. 

613. (New) :Ut~~J~fH\&lil~JlfS1lltr&J?J;~,~JyJwrd~Ll?&!!J .. ~1~!nt!l1U~:~Lrt?k~it~.®!t\t~Q,~itigu_m;r~:~Jit.2,'Uln 

immediat~release, 

614. (New) 11Kt?tt&~td1lJ!1Slt!!DJi l '?;,JY11m:d!L&~i.~LQt1!J:!;ni!l!$tQ .. l:&i.c~mL£Qll1JlQ,!!1l£l:RJmtYii!&'U~. 

delayed release. 
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615. (New) Tl)~J?ll"!t§,'ili otill;t itn 6 Lh,~tbs~rein g~JiLQW1l!lllht9J9-!K@gH:~?-\I\ttt~~j:th1ILt!!f!YJ~kg_Q 

sustainc,'!);i release. 

616. (Ne'vv) Ih.U?!i!f~~'~'LQ[~lr.Un.ti!Jg,__Itllm:~n~lKthL~~Qglmll<.!!iJ:l;:Jf:~i~smm.:!m~lJJQILUif:!YhkgJ\ 

sequential release. 

617. (Ne>vv) The process of claim 324, wherein said active is a particulate. 

618. (New) The proq:tHl. o(g_i!tiJl) l~:.:'h,J\tttlK~r ~~Qm.m:ii>J.!1ll.Qf.l!~!ingJ1Jt~g~,~$iW.L-€\g@&tU~URt\l 

flowable polvmer matrix. 

619. (New) The pnK~ess of claim j24...l further comprising a §1~, Of]JOVitH1tr,JL§g£.Qit~HlJJ1l. 

layer. 

620. (New) ThrJ?IQ~l~.:>2!(gf duint{)l9, wl:u~g:fg said sr.ill:m!tf1h:n laver li; coated onto said 

resulting film. 

621. (New) ]JKJ>:C9~l~§.lL!:\L~~JJtimJii2"':!Yh~wht i<hld @.Qpmtfl!mJgy.£r is,JU!JJX!d {mt&l'.1!i4 

resulting film. 

622. (New) Il'l&.1lCQSm:':l.~Ulf c]ain:t61~:,_:y:rheghumid st~c<:m~tfllm hlv~.::r 1s cast onto S<lid 

resulting film. 

623, (New) 1h~H1I9~M*.r{sl!J!l~Ul .. R1~\,.~Yhf:t&il1.JWE1.~f:9flnslJHmJ~!Yt:.t1~--~1~-ml~kd,S:!I!&Jmi~l 

resulting film. 

624, (New) ]]l&1tt.QQf?@.HL~~hti1!1.J?12 ... J:Yh~rt:!It:till,d_~&Qt14JHm lHYQL 13 t<pl!l:):t~d onto said 

resulting film. 
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625. (New) Ih.tlllliW .. Q:'bt .. Qf.r:!£int 6 i 9, \Vherein stdd ~ec(md mrn Javer i:\ lamim~§fl {l!'ll:O JiMrl_ 

resulting tllm, 

626. (New) Tll~tU!Q£&~f!§ __ QX&l111tnJi!Hd1!rthm:~~QIXUlrt~iugJ&rn:inating.Raid r~~ultJm.Ul!n1.1Q 

ill:~Qtl~rJilm~ 

628, (New) I1ttl<Hl~& .. m! __ Qf.fhtlm .. J5l9., 1Y1m.rritumcirL;~&rth:t .. ht .. fu1iflJill£.Ufld l1Jm h~,Y.~~Lh .. difif:r§Hl 

than said active in said resulting film. 
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REMARKS 

The above-identified U.S, Patent No. 7,897,080 (" '080 Patentn) is presently ·under 

reexamination. Claims 1-299 were issued in the '080 Patent Claims 1-299, subject to 

reexamination, were rejected in the Office Action. Claims 16, 95 and 177, have been canceled 

herein as they are identical to claims 32, 111 and 193, respectively. See Office Action, p. 7. 

Claims 91, 255, 273 and 291 have also been canceled. Claims 300 through 628 are new, 

While the Examiner's rejection of the claims is respectfully traversed, claims 1, 82 and 

161 of the '080 Patent have been amended in an effort to expedite prosecution of the present 

reexamination. Claims 1, 82 and 16Iare hereby amended in accordance with 37 C.F.R. 

§1.530(d) (2) and (f). Jn accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), the amendments to claims 1, 82 

and 161, new independent claims 321-324, and new dependent claims 300-320 and claims 325-

628, do not enlarge the scope of the claims ofthe '080 Patent Explanation of the support for 

these claims appears below. Entry of this amendment and reconsideration is respectfully 

requested. 

The status of the claims as ofthe date ofthis amendment is as follows; Claims 1-299 

were issued in the '080 Patent and are subject to reexamination. Claims 1-299, subject to 

reexamination, were rejected in the Office Action. Claims 300 through 628 are new and are 

subject to examination. Please cancel claims 16, 95 an.d 177, as they are identical to claims 32, 

111 and 193, respectively. See Office Action, p. 7. Please cancel claims 91, 255, 273 and 291. 
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In compliance with 37 C.F.R. § L530U), the am.endments to claims 1, 82 and 161 do not 

enlarge their scope or the scope of the original claims or introduce new matter, nor do the 

amendments adding new claims 300 through 628 enlarge the scope of the original claims or 

introduce new matter. 

Support for the amendments to claims 1, 82 and 161 and new claims 300 through 628 

may be found throughout the '080 Patent, including, the Abstract, Specification, Figures and 

Claims, for example, at col. 28, I. 66 through coL 29, L 6; col. 29, lL 20-35; coL 32, lL 34-39; coL 

2, 11. 27-46; coL 15, 11. 28-40 and the Abstract; quoted in detail below; and coL 2, 1. 57, coL 3, H. 

5-60 CUthe manufacture of a phannaceutical film suitable for commercialization and regulatory 

approvatt'); col. 19, 1. 30 through col. 21, l. 30 (actives including phannaceutkal actives); coL 6, 

lL 49-52 ("These films provide a non-self:.aggregating unifonn heterogeneity ofthe components 

within them by utilizing a selected casting or deposition method and a controlled drying 

process."); Figures 6, 7, 8, 35 and 36 and coL 14, 11. 20-25 ("drying" and ndrying apparatus"); 

coL 13, lL 36-37 ("After mechanical mixing) the film may be placed on a conveyor"); coL 29, 11. 

11-13 ("As the mm is conveyed through the manufacturing process, for example on a conveyor 

belt apparatus"); col. 10, H. 47~48 ("The film, .. is finally formed on the substrate"); col. 26, L 

33 through coL 27, 1. 10 {'1the coating is then deposited onto the substrate''); col. 44, 11. 9-13 

("the controlled drying process ofthe present invention allows for unifom1 drying to occur, 

whereby evaporative cooling and thermal mixing contribute to the rapid formation of viscoelastic 

film and the 'locking-in' ofunifbnnity of content throughout the 111m"); coL 58, claim 28 

("wherein the visco-elastic film is formed within about 4 minutes''); coL 4, 1. 8; coL 6, 11. 46-52; 

coL 13, H. 36-43; col. 26, 1L 9-27; coL 28, lL 24-58; col. 29, 11. 8-10; col. 18, 11, 53-58; coL 29, 1. 

63 through col. 30, 1.2; Sllpport for new claims may also be found throughout the '337 Patent, 

including, the Figures and Claims, for example at col. 19, 11. 10-25, col. 19, L 30 through coL 22, 

t 28, col. 25, 11. 53-65, coL 28, Il. 53-58, coL 18, lt 54-59, coL 22, H. 24-28; Figures 6-8 and 35. 
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"Temperatures that approach 100° C, will generally cause degradation of proteins 
as well as nucleic acids. For example some glycoproteins will degrade if exposed 
to a temperature of70" C. for thirty minutes. Proteins from bovine extract are also 
known to degrade at such low temperatures. DNA also begins to denature at this 
temperature. 

"Applicants have discovered, however, that the films of the present invention may 
be exposed to high temperatures during the drying process without concern for 
degradation, loss of activity or excessive evaporation due to the inventive process 
for film preparation and forming, In particular, the films may be exposed to 
temperatures that would typically lead to degradation, denaturization, or inactivity 
ofthe active component, without causing such problems. According to the present 
invention, the manner of drying may be controlled to prevent deleterious levels of 
heat from reaching the active component." 

'080 Patent col. 12, 11. 20-36. 

"The polymer plays an important role in affecting the viscosity of the film. 
Viscosity is one property of a liquid that controls the stability ofthe active in an 
emulsion, a colloid or a suspension. Generally the viscositv of the matrix will 
vary from §bout 40~bout 100,_000£ru[, preferably from about 800 cps to 
about 60,000 cps, and most preferably from about 1,000 cps to about 40,000 cps. 
Desirabl:;r:. the viscosfu of the illm~ forming matrix will ra,J?idly in~se U.QOn 
initiation of the drying proce~." 

'080 Patent, col. 16, L 62 through col. 17, L 3 (emphasis supplied). 

nit may be desirable to test th_~ films of the ,Qresent inven.'U9n for chemical and 
physical unitbnnijy during the 111m manufacturing process, In particular, samples 
of the film may be removed and tested for unitbrmity in film components between 
various samples. Film thickness and overall appearance may also be checked for 
unifonnity. J]niform films are desired, ,Qarticularl:y for films containing 
:Qllatmar:.<.:.Ptical active coumonents for safety and efficacy reasons,'' 

'080 Patent, coL 28, L 66 through coL 29, L 6 (emphasis supplied). 

uThe cut film then may be sampled by removing smaB pieces from each of the 
opposed ends of the portion(s), without disrupting the middle of the portion(s), , . 
. After the end pieces, or~in_g sectionsd' are removed from the fi~rtion(s), 
1lm.:ui!1\_Y.ht.J~1?l£.tl1i?LWQ.Ubs:mitr~JtlJb9".~~lnt~ll.9LQ9WU<:irmn!ti~J}¥eer!J?J!l;nn1¥K<-:: 
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'080 Patent, coL 29, lL 20 through 35 (emphasis supplied). 

11An alternative method of detennining the unifom1ity of the active is to cut the 
t!J:mjntn.JwiiYiLUJH1 .dQ.%!~JL11w lnAh:idunL4!1:%\'LL~'ll!XJ1mn ~!Ui~1illYft4.md teste<f 
Jpr th.~_amount of actiye in films of,t!articulSY: size. This demonstrates that films of 
substantially similar size cut from different locations on the same film contain 
substantially t.he same amount of active. n 

'080 Patent, coL 32, 11. 36-41 (emphasis supplied), 

'The formation of agglomerates randomly distributes the film components and 
any active present as welL \Vhen large dosages are involved, a small change in the 
dimensions of the film would lead to a large difference in the amount of active per 
film. lf such films were to include low dosages of active, it is possible that 
portions of the film may be substantiaUy devoid of any active. Since sheets of 
film are usually cut into unit doses, certain doses may therefore be devoid of or 
contain an insufficient amount of active for the recommended treatment. Failure 
!!;t&~1li~X~Jl.lli.&tu'1sn~tt&.J~Lttcctn1t£Xj,Ytfh.tta1~s~UqJh~mmt of it~Ztl\·'9 
ingredient in th.§ .. QYUltm can_!!~ hamrful to the J!a.tll1m. For this reason, dosage 
fom1s formed by processes such as Fw:hs, would not likely meet the stringent 
§1~11&!m:~11.t!f.£M"Y:m:rtrtll;l!1H~l.Q.U:~.R .. UhLtQtyJ!$.!:l!td~~.iw-;9 n::lJ!L@ "t.t.::q- JiedeJ:."'Hl.Dn.tg 
i\t!mt!li§!ra.tiqn..{"FDA ~~}, r~lati.ng to thc __ \':ariatipn of aqtive, in do!>aae H-nms. 
Currently, as required by various world regulatory authorities, dosage tt):rrns may 
not vary !"f! .. m:~Jbmd (l~hu:he amom1t nt~lctive Q.t..Q.g:nt ~Vhetl soolied to dofm@ 
m!JJ:s b.§Rm.ton Hlm~;. this virh.la.ltv Inan~la.@!Jtwt unitbrmhv in th~ fil:tnJ~!";: 
present" 

'080 Patent, col. 2, lL 27-46 (emphasis supplied), 

"Consideration...Q.(ilie above.ill£cussed J!arameters. such as but not limited to 
rheology properties, viscosity, mixing method, casting method and~ 
method. also impact material selection for the different components of the present 
invention. Frnthennore, such consideration with J2WQer material selection 
provides the compositions of the present invention, including a pharmaceutical 
ll!Klior C<i~metk: do~age fi.nrn or tUm prt)QQ~t haying r.K~JUPH~ tluu' aJ.Q%.:tl~.Etilll.~~~ 
of a phannaceytical and/or cosmetic active per unit area. ln other words, the 
.l.mLf&~rm1t.~LQfllt£..ttrt~ggtJux~ttttimU&..tM~tmJRt~L!?sJ1w".ru:~2.ml~~i!.itrnQ.JIHl!&ttm1! 
&JJI~{, l;~~~-~!i:~i£J.H .. Ei:nlillll!lgfty.mjfml.JJJ~Eru:.~>QJ~tl1l?.tksl~&iH&W&-il\!:Q1~UhtLt!.Jh~, 
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matrix. D.esirab1y. the variance is less than 5% by weight. less than 2% by 
weight, less than l ~/" by wlight, or less than 0.5% by weight " 

1080 Patent, cot 15, lL 28-43 (emphasis supplied). 

HL Dechmdions Submitted With This Reply 

Along with this Reply, the Patentee is submitting the Declarations of Dr. B, Arlie Bogue 

(Exhibit A) and Dr. Gerald Fuller (Exhibit B) both under 37 C.F.R. §U32. The Declarations 

provide no legal arguments, but rather provides technical opinions and factual statements, and 

thus should not count toward the page limit of37 C.F.R §1.943. 

IV. ·Backgrmuad ofthe '080 Patent 

The '080 Patent is a continuation of U$. application Ser. No. 10/856,176, filed May 28, 
2004 now U.S. Pat. No. 7,666,337 (" '337 Patent''), which claims the benefit ofU.S. Provisional 
Application No. 60/473,902, filed May 28, 2003 and is a continuation-in-part of U.S. application 
Ser. No. 10/768,809, filed Jan. 30, 2004 now U.S. Pat. No. 7,357,891 (" '891 Patenf1

), which 
claims benefit to U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/443,741 filed Jan. 30, 2003 and is a 
continuation-in-part of: 

(a) PCT/US02/32575 filed Oct 11, 2002, which claims priority to: (l) U.S. 
application Ser. No. 10/074,272, filed Feb. 14,2002 which claims benefit to U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 60/328,868, filed Oct. 12,2001 and (2) U.S. Provisional Application No. 
60/386,937, tiled Jun. 7, 2002; 

(b) PCTfUS02/32594, 11led Oct. 11,2002, which claims priority to: (1) U.S. 
Provisional Application No. 60/414,276, filed Sep. 27, 2002, (2) U.S. application Ser. No. 
10/074,272, filed Feb. 14, 2002, which claims benefit to U.S. Provisional Application No. 
60/328,868, filed Oct. 12, 2001 and (3) U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/386,937, filed Jun. 
7,2002;a.nd 

(c) PCT/US02/32542, filed Oct. 11, 2002, which claims priority to: (I) U.S. 
Provisional Application No. 60/371,940, filed Apr. 11, 2002, (2) U.S. application Ser. No. 
10/074,272, filed Feb. 14, 2002, which claims benefit to U.S. Provisional Application No. 
60/328,868, filed Oct 12, 2001 and (3) U.S, Provisional Application No, 60/386,937, filed Jun. 
7, 2002. 
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Tlu~ '080 Patel!! has not been and is not cu::rrep.~li j~,1voh:ed i:n li!f,gation, 

The '391 Patent is involved in a U.S. litigation wherein Patentee has alleged that the 

Third Party Requester, BioDelivery Sciences Jnternational, Inc. ("BDSI'') has infringed its '891 

Patent. The litigation is Civil Action No. 10-cv~5695 in the US. District Court in the District of 

New Jersey. In the litigation, Patentee also alleged that the Third Party Requester infringed two 

other of Patentee's patents, U.S. 7,425,292 (" '292 Patent") and U.S. 7,824,588 (11 '588 Patent"), 

Third Party Requester requested reexamination ofthe '891 Patent (90/012,098), the '292 

Patent. (90/012,097) and the '588 Patent (95/001,753) as welL Both the '292 and the '891 Patent 

successfully exited reexamination. The Examiner on January 23,2013 issued a Right of Appeal 

Notice ("RAN") for the '588 Patent reexamination. Finally, Third Party Requester requested 

reexamination of the '080 Patent and another of Patentee's related patents U.S, Pat. No, 

7,666,337 (Control No. 95/002,171), reexamination was ordered, an Office Action issued and 

Patentee is preparing a response thereto, 

'080 Patent Office Action Statements 

In connection with the Order Granting Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of the '080 

Patent, Control No. 95/002,170 eorder Granting IPR Request '080 Patent"), noted above, certain 

comments were made by the Examiner with respect to Claim 25 ofthe '337 Patent The 

statements were made when the Examiner addressed Third Party Requester's request to find that 

claim 82 ofthe '080 Patent should be rejected under 35 U.S,C, § 101 double patenting over 

claim 25 of the '337 Patent, Patentee supports the Exan1iner's tinding that the Third Party 

Requester had failed to demonstrate a reasonable likelihood of success, in that resp~ct, with at 

least one claim of the '080 Patent However, Patentee respectfully disagrees with the Examiner's 

statements interpreting "unitom1" and "substantially uniformn therein. In particular, Patentee 

disagrees that "the active is uniformly distributed (i.e. no variance of active t in the matrix. 

Certainly a uniforrn distribution does not require a state of"no variance'', See pages 21 and 22 

of the Order Granting IPR Request '080 Patent: 
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The concept of "no variance" of anything has little practical value in the real physical 

'.vorld and in the '337 Patent, where the phrase does not appear. The '337 Patent makes no claim 

to some form of absolute 100% uniformity, it discloses, inter alia, unifom1ity of active and 

substantial unifom1ity of active both with no more than 10% variance. As used in the '337 

Patent, while a "uniform distribution of active" has little variance in active, and in particular, less 

variance in active than a t!substantiaUy unitbrrn distribution of active", Patentee does not claim 

its processes involve obtaining absolute uniformity of composition or content uniformity of no 

variance. The variance in uniformity may be very small but that is not the same as saying that a 

unifonn distribution has no variance in the distribution, As the Examiner can appreciate, 

manufacturing processes never result in !!no variance'' in the quantitative compositional makeup 

of products made therefrom. ln short, "uniform" and "substantially uniform" are indeed 

different, but "uniforrn" from a practical standpoint,. Must of necessity allow for some variance, 

albeit less than "substantially uniform". 

The present invention is directed to a novel and non-obvious method ofmanut1wturing an 

ingestible therapeutic active delivery system and uses thereof The patented invention, as 

explicitly claimed, covers a process for manufacturing a resulting film suitable for 

commercialization and regulatory approval said :film. having a substantially uniibrm distribution 

of a pharmaceutical active components, wherein substantially uniform distribution of the 

pharmaceutical active is indicated through analytical chemical tests for active content of 

substantially equal sized individual dosage units sampled from the resulting film varies by no 

more than 10%, Hence the commercially manufactured '337 Patent film is both a commercially 

viable product as well as a product which can and does meet, for example, FDA reh'lllations, 

including assaying requirements. 
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This should be compared to the laboratory produced films described in the prior art relied 

on by the Examiner. In the cited prior art, tem1s such as uniformity, substantial uniformity, 

homogeneity, are an accepted without real support. They cannot be relied upon. \Vhat is 

missing is the support for the statements, that is, having had the amount of active tested by 

analytical chemical testing, including assaying. Patentee uses the '337 Patent invention to 

manufacture commercially acceptable pharmaceutical products for which Patentee must establish 

the content uniformity of active in its products by such analytical chemical testing as required by 

regulatory agencies, such as the FDA. Dr. Bogue's Declaration describes such testing on 

Patentee's products produced in accordance with the invention and the results which are 

consistent <vvith the '337 Patent's claims for active content of substantially equal sized individual 

dosage units sampled from the resulting film varies by no more than 10%. Bogue Declardtion, 

,-r,i 5-13, 

Patentee's instant claims recited additional detail about its processes for manufacturing a 

resulting pharmaceutical film suitable for commercialization and regulatory approvaL Some of 

the details include: fonning a flowable polymer matrix; said matrix having a uniform 

distribution of said pharmaceutical active; casting said flowable polymer matrix having a 

viscosity from about 400 to about 100,000 cps and conveying said polymer matrlx through a 

drying apparatus and evaporating at least a portion of said solvent to rapidly form a visco-elastic 

film having said pharmaceutical active unifonnly distributl>d throughout by rapidly increasing 

the viscosity of said polymer matrix upon initiation of drying within about the first 4 minutes to 

maint.ain said uniform distribution of said pharmaceutical active by locking-in or substantially 

preventing migration of said pharmaceutical active within said viscoNelastic film, wherein the 

polymer matrix temperature is 100 cc or less; forming the resulting film from said visco-elastic 

film, wherein said resulting film has a water content of l 0% or less and said unifom1 distribution 

of pharmaceutical active by said locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said 

pharmaceutical active is maintained, wherein said resulting film is suitable for commercialization 

and regulatory approval; san1pling the resulting film at different locations of the resulting film in 
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order to perform the analytical chemical tests for content uniformity of said pharmaceutical 

active and thus establish fbr commercialization and regulatory purposes the substantially uniform 

distribution of the pharmaceutical active throughout the film product at a desired/required degree 

of unifbnnity, Le,, vary by more than 10%. 

Of particular relevance to the Office Action, the patented invention relates to film 

products and film-containing products, wherein controlling the viscosity of the polymer matrix 

and controlling the drying process, among other things, ensures that the active components 

maintain their tmiform distribution throughout the film product so that the desired unifom1ity is 

found in the resulting product as indicated and/or verified by testing, such as the steps of cutting 

samples from the resulting film product, dissolving at least portions of the samples and then 

testing each sample t()r the actual amount of actives present using analytical equipment 

As used throughout the '080 Patent~ th.e resulting visco-elastic product is defined as a 

product that has maintained the desired uniformity of content of the active after being subjected 

to a coating/deposition step (i.e., casting) and drying. For example, the '080 Patent, at col. 8, 

lines 64-66, discloses that the stability is important "in the wet film stage until sufficient drying 

has occmred to lock-in the particles and matrix into a sufficiently solid form such that uniformity 

is maintained." The '080 Patent, at coL 13, lines 53-54 clearly discloses that nThe resulting 

dried film 1 is a visco~elast:ic solid, as depicted in Section C. The components desirably are 

locked into a unifom1 distribution throughout the film." 

Thus, as defined in the application as filed and present in the issued claims, a visco

elastic solid is one that has been controllably dried to lock its components into a substantially 

uniform distribution throughout the film while avoiding problems associated with conventional 

drying methods. By providing a visco~elastic film product having this compositional uniibnnity, 

the user can be assured that the product includes the proper amount of components, such as an 

active contained therein, Thus, a visco~elastic product is one in which the active contained 
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therein is present in an amount that is substantially uniform in the visco-elastic product. Further, 

when the process is used to make Iarge~scale film products, such as large rolls of film from 

which smaller films are cut, the user can feel confident that no matter where the large roll of tilm 

is cut, the resulting pieces (e.g., unit dosages) will have a substantially uniform composition. 

The need for providing a process for obtaining the desired uniformity of content of the desired 

amount of active in the resulting product is critically important, partiClllady fbr regulated 

products, such as pharmaceuticals, 

Prior to the present invention, it was known to prepare film products, However, in many 

cases the end product was assumed to be homogeneous, either because the initial components 

were blended together or because after the blending step the physically observable properties of 

the resulting film product, for exan1ple, its appearance or weight, were satisfactory, However, 

these physical properties do not indicate that the amount of the active in individual dosage units 

varies by no more than 1 0%. The only way to actually test for the amount of the active present 

in individual dosage unit samples, is to use analytical chemical testing and actuaHy test for the 

presence ofthe desired amount of active, 

Importantly, the process of fom1ing a proper f1Im product does not end at the mixing 

stage. Patentee has discovered that the various steps post~ mixing also play an important role in 

the resulting product composition, .For example, one key step in the formation of a film product 

is the drying step, pa.rticulariy when heat and/or radiation is used to dry the film, Patentee has 

discovered that controlled drying methods may be used to prepare a compositionally unifonn 

film product Controlled drying includes methods that do not include, for example, the 

tbrmation of bubbles, or uncontrolled air currents that may cause movement of particles within 

the visco~elastic film forming matrix, 

It is important to understand that compositional uniformity or yp.iformity of content is not 

the same~ unifonn thickness, nor is it the same as having a surface that arm,ears free of defects. 
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Importantly, having a glossy surface does not equate to a uniform film, since the bottom side of a 

film product formed on a substrate wiU take the surtace features of the substrate. Ifthe substrate 

is smooth, the resulting bottom surface will also be smooth and possibly glossy. A product that 

has a surface that appears free of defects may have experienced significant non-uniformity below 

the surface, for example due to agglomeration of components, movement due to the Soret effect, 

etc. It is important to note that just because the surface of a resulting product looks glossy or free 

of defects does not inherently mean that the actives within the mm product are uniform so as to 

satisfy regulatory requirements and/or deliver the desired amount to the patient. See Fuller 

Declaration,~· 11-13, 

The '080 Patent discloses in a section entitled "Testing Films for Uniformity" (col. 28, 1. 

65 through coL 29, L 53) that "[i]t may be desirable to test the films of the present invention for 

chemical and physical1.miformity during the film manufacturing process 11
, 

1080 Patent, col. 28, L 

66 through coL 29, L 1. In particular: 

"It may be desirable to test the iih:i1s of the present invention fur chemical and 
physical unifom1i!): dU:ring the film manufacturing 12rocess, In particular, samples 
of the film may be removed and tested for unifom1ity in film components between 
various samples. Film thickness and over all appearance may also be checked ior 
unifom1ity. Uniform iilms are desired, particularly for films containing 
pharmaceutical active components tbr safety and efi1cacy reasons." 

!080 Patent, coL 28, l, 66 through coL 29, L 6 (emphasis supplied). 
Thus disclosed are two general types oftesting, one for physical uniformity, and one for 

chemical m1iformity. The disclosure goes on to provide different ways to test for each. 

"After the end pieces, or sampling sections, are removed from the film portion(s), 
they may be tested for uniformity in the content of components bet\veen samples. 
Any conventional means tbr examining and testing the film pieces may be 
employed, such as, for example, visual inspection, use of analytical eguinment, 
and any other suitable means known to those skilled in the art. If the testing 
K9~!,tlt~ .. (ih~?.2Ll:!Sm~:~miE?;Ct.nl:t¥)1&t~Y~~~m..t1hn . .:§t.!!UXP1f:.~,Jh~UIW.1Ii,~iMtm~hlt?:J!n?,f't"':§.§~ 
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may be altered. This can save time and expense because the process may be 
altered prior to completing an entire manufacturing run. For example, the drying 
conditions, mixing conditions, compositional components and/or film viscosity 
may be changed, Altering the drying conditions may involve changing the 
temperature, drying time. moisture level, and dryer positioning, among others," 

'080 Patent, coL 29, H. 33-38 (emphasis supplied). 

In this way the '080 Patent provides multiple tests for non-uniformity, which are extremely 

useful in the commercial manufacture oftllms. For example, manufacturing runs offihns which 

appear to exhibit "non-uniformity" may be adjusted early in the run with less waste of materials, 

thus saving time and expense associated with the possibility of a non-uniform film. Physical 

tests, such as observational tests, are insuft1cient to determine the degree of uniformity. 

However, especially in the case of individual doses of actives, for example, pharmaceutical 

actives, the actual uniformity of content in the amount of active is essential and mllst be 

quantii1ed through analytical chemical testing. For example, testing to determine the appropriate 

degree of content unifonnity of the resulting film for commercial scale and regulatory 

compliance may involve sampling substantially equal sized individual dosage units ofthe 

resulting i1lm, dissolving at least a portion of the sampled resulting illm, and testing for the 

amount of active present in the sampled resulting film, Thus, the '080 Patent discloses that 

uniformity ofthe active is demonstrated through testing, 

"An alternative method of determining the uniformity of the active is to cut the 
film into individual doses, The individual doses may then be dissolved and tested 
for the amount of active in films ofparticula.r size. This demonstrates that films of 
i'ill1~~tmltiaUt.1L~:n.ll!R ~;;~ cuU!illll diff~rr.aUw;:.~!timru~!Uh[c§frMJtftlr~LQS~llktiD · 
sybstantiaHy the same amount of active," 

1080 Patent, col. 32, 11. 36g41 (emphasis supplied). 

In this respect the Examiner, in his Scope of Claims section has mistakenly included 

physical uniformity type tests, used to quickly suggest non-uniformity, with chemical uniformity 
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type tests involving analytic equipment, that is, the actual testing of the uniformity of content for 

the amount of active. In the Scope of Claims section of the Office Action (pp. 3-7), the Examiner 

refers to two different portions of the '080 Patent's "EXAMPLES" section as follows: 

"An alternative means for evaluating uniformity is to cut the films into individual 
doses and measure the weight of the doses (coL 31, line 46 through col. 32, line 
45). The '080 patent notes that "films of substantially similar size cut from 
different locations of the same film contain substantially the same amount of 
active." (coL 32, lines 37-39)." 

Office Action, p. 7, 

Unfortunatelv the two sentences are not related to each other, other than that both deal with 

examples and with cutting the film into dosage forms. The first is from a physical test, the 

second, relating to actives, is from an anal)'1ical chemical test for unifonnity of content of active. 

First is the physical test which refers to unifonnity in mass. 

"Uniformity was also measured by first cutting the f11m into individual dosage 
forms. Twenty-five dosage fonns of substantially identical size were cut from the 
mm of inventive composition (E) above from random locations throughout the 
film. Then eight of these dosage forms were randomly selected and additively 
weighed, The additive weights of eight randomly selected dosage forms, are as 
shown in Table 2 below: 

[Table omitted.] 

"The individual dosages were consistently 0.04 gm, which shows that the 
distribution ofthe components within the film was consistent and unifonn, This is 
based on the simple principal that each component has a unique density. 
Therefore, when the components of different densities are combined in a uniform 
manner in a film, as in the present invention, individual dosages fm·ms from the 
same film ohubstantlally equal dimensions~ wm contain the same mass.'1 

'080 Patent, coL 31, 1. 46 through col. 32, L 34 (emphasis supplied). 
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In accordance with this test, if the masses are unequal that would be an indication of mass non

uniformity. 

Immediately after the above quoted disclosure, the !080 Patent discloses essentially that 

to demonstrate uniformity of content for active, the amount of active in each substantially 

similarly sized sample must be determined. 

BAn alternative method of determining the uniformity ofthe active is to cut the 
film into individual doses. The Individual doses may then be dissolved and 
tested for the amount of active in films of particular size. This demonstrates 
that films of substantially similar size cut from different locations on the 
same fll:m contain substantially the same amount of active." 

'080 Patent, coL 32, 11. 35~40 (emphasis supplied). 

The Examiner also relies on the paragraph at '080 Patent, coL 31, H. 38-45 tor support that 

physical type tests, in this case observational tests, are sufficient to establish uniformity of 

content of active. 

~~The uniform distribution of the components within the film was apparent by 
examination by either the naked eye or under slight magnification. By viewing 
the films it was apparent that they were substantially free of aggregation, i.e. the 
carrier and the actives remained substantially in place and did not move 
substantially from one portion oft.he film to another. Therefore, there was 
~m!lQL{tn:ligJl:);: . .HQJ)J;Wiltit~Li!m:QTIKth~HU1E}.UUt !lff>e!ivs_fonnd in any J-~;trtiml_"\..,)J]JK~ 
film." 

'080 Patent, coL 31, 11. 3 8-45 

However, it is one thing to have films which a~mear to be substantially free of ag~;regation and 

rely on that to say there is substantially no disparity among the amooot of active in any portion of 

the film, and it is a totally different thing to demonstrate by testing for the active that its 
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distribution among film samples of the same size establishes a uniformity of content within a 

desired range, 

This paragraph, again, from the '080 Patent's section on "EXi\lvfPLES", sets the stage for 

disclosing both the physical and chemical type tests :referred to above at '080 Patent, coL 31, L 46 

through col. 32, L 40, which tallows this paragraph (see citation). Moreover, this paragraph 

itself follows the manufacture of the film of Examples A~ I and starts with what would be a 

expected quick and inexpensive procedure of right after making the film taking a look at it, to see 

if it JmlN.lll!Jl.On~tmiform. That is, look at the film and see if it looks like everything is uniform 

and, if it does, then test the film to make sure it is. Such an observational test is at a macro level 

and does not indicate the degree of uniformity. What followed next vve:re the two other tests 

discussed above. 

Importantly, the first test obviously a physical type test needed to rely on assumptions to 

reach its conclusion of substantially no disparity among the ammmt of active round in any 

portion ofthe film. Namely, by "viewing the films it was apparent that they were substantially 

free of aggregation .. , . Thereibre, there was substantially no disparity among the amount of 

active round in any portion of the film." Based on physical observations a conclusion was 

dra\\'11. The second, another physical test, concluded "individual dosages forms from the same 

fllm of substantially equal dimensions will contain the same mass;" again, referring to mass not 

uniformity of content of active. Again, no simple declarative statement, that the an1mmt of 

active in each sample was substantially the same. [If we modify the independent claim to 

include test for the active, we should refer to that here.] 

It was only the third test, the chemical type test that could directly establish that 11films of 

substantially similar size cut from dif'terent locations on the same film contain substantially the 

same amount of active". This is to be expected as only the chemical based tests could provide 

the necessary assurance tbr the statement that substantially the same amount of active was 
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~.sent in each dose. Thus, it is wrong to rely on physical tests in prior art disclosures to 

nestablish" that the prior art films actually possessed the uniformity of active required by the '080 

Patent as determined by actual analytical chemical testing for the active. ln fact, such physical 

tests would not result in the type of qmmtitat.ive assay which would yield the percent(%) 

variance as recited in the claims, 

The resulting product ofthe present invention is a useful, active-containing, visco-elastic 

film product that has a substantially uniform distribution of active components after fom1ation, 

such that uniforn1ity of content of the resulting film varies no more than 10% with respect to the 

desired amom1t of the active present in substantially equally sized individual dosage units 

sampled from different locations ofthe resulting film. Importantly, in accordance with the 

invention t.he patented processes can be used in the manufacture of commercial products. 

The inventors of the '337 Patent are the first to not only identify the problems associated 

with manufacturing commercially and pharmaceutically viable active containing film dosage 

forms, but also to solve those problems. Although many prior publications discussed the use of 

film as a dosage form for drugs, none of the publications identified nor solved the problems and 

complications associated with their manufacture. These early publications focused on the 

compositional and qualitative aspects of the films only and merely treated the manufacturing, if 

mentioned at all, as being simple, such as exposing the cast wet film to a conventional hot air 

circulating oven. However, especially in a commercial manufacturing setting, drying an active

containing cast wet film (even ifthe wet film is homogenous), in a conventional hot air 

circulating oven does not necessarily produce a film that is commercially viable, or deliver a film 

with the prescribed degree ofuniformity of content in said setting: The 1337 Patent does. See 

Bogue Declaration,,]~[ 5-13, 
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A. Recoggition of the Problem 

The inventors have discovered that it is not commercially viable to manufacture 

therapeutic-active-containing films using conventional drying methods. Even Vlthen a wet film 

matrix is properly formed so as to have a uniform distribution of active within it, there are 

numerous factors which can destroy that uniformity of content during later processing such as 

casting and drying. The present specification describes many ofthese problems, which include 

(i) self-aggregation and agglomeration of active; (ii) skinning of the surface (a barrier through 

which remaining solvent must penetrate) before the thickness of the film is sufficiently dried, 

resulting in ripping and re~forming ofthe surtace; (iii) fom1ing of ripples on the s1.lrlace; (iv) 

formation of air bubbles, which result in voids or air spaces within the film product; (v) 

maintaining the active in a substantially stable and uniformly dispersed state; or (vi) movement 

of active particles due to uncontrolled air currents during drying. See, for example, cot 3, I. 33 

through coL 4, L 6, the '080 Patent. 

B. Solving the Problem 

The inventors not only were the first to identify aU the problems described above, but the 

first to solve them. Failure to solve one or more ofthese problems results in a film. product that 

lacks the desired degree of uniformity of content of active per unit dose of film and therefore 

when equal dosage sizes are cut from the bulk film product, the desired amount of active per 

dosage lacks the desired and/or required degree of uniformity of content of active. The inventive 

methods and processes of the '080 Patent maintain the desired uniformity of content of active by, 

inter alia, controlling polymer matrix viscosity and controlling the drying processes so as to 

avoid the aforementioned problems. Thereby fonuing a visco-elastic :film that locks-in the 

substantially uniform distribution of active( s) during the drying steps. As described in the 

specification and claims, the present invention substantially maintains the uniformity of active 
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from the formation of the initial matrix through the final drying process, such that the 

phamul.ceutical active varies by no more than 10%. 

The Examiner has cited several references, which will be discussed in further detail 

below. For ease of understanding, the Patentee will briefly discuss the primary cited references 

herein. During the discussion, it is important to keep in mind that statements from these sources 

regarding 1.mifom1ity of content of components, especially actives, are not based on anal :£tical 

chemk~ll testing tbr the am<.mnt,nfa.ctive llre~e.Min eg_mtll:'t:' sh',e.d samnles, but are assum:gtions. 

The below discussion is supported by the Bogue Declaration and the Fuller Declaration, 

The Examiner's rejection of the claims begins on page 7 ofthe Otlic:e Action, 

A. Claims 1-299 were improperlv rejected. 

Claims 1-299 were rejected as allegedly anticipated under 35 US.C §102(b), or, in the 

alternative under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), as obvious over, each ofthe following references: 

Chen (WO 00/42992) ("Chen"), Staab (U,S. 5,393,528) C'Staab"), Le Person (Chemical 

Engineering and Processing, VoL 37, pp. 257-263 (1998)) ("Le Person") and Horstmann (U.S. 

5,629,003) ("Horstmann") or some combination thereof as set forth in the Office Action. These 

r~jections relied on the Examiner's findings that material claim elements of the 1080 Patent's only 

independent claims in reexamination, Claims 1, 82 and 161, were inherent in the cited 

references. Two limitations were of paramount importance, namely the limitations of "uniform 

distribution of components" and of "locking-in or substantially preventing migration of" active 

component 
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Patentee maintains that the foregoing claim limitations are sufficent in themselves to 

establish patentability. Nevertheless, independent claims 1, 82 and 161, as amended, and all the 

new independent claims, claims 321-324, are not explict1y, implicitly or inherently disclosed or 

suggested in the cited prior art. In particular, the prior art ?f recod does not disclose, forming a 

flowable polymer matrix comprising a water-soluble polymer, a solvent and a pharmaceutical 

active, said matrix having a uniform distribution of said pharmaceutical active, casting said 

flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity from about 400 to about 100,000 cps and conveying 

said polymer matrix through a drying apparatus and evaporating at least a portion of said solvent 

to rapidly form a visco-elastic film having said pharrnaceutical active uniformly distributed 

throughout by rapidly increasing the viscosity of said polymer matrix upon initiation of drying 

within about the t1rst 4 minutes to maintain said uniform distribution of said pharmaceutical 

active by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said pharmaceutical active within 

said visco-elastic film wherein the polymer matrix temperature is 1 00 °C or less, forming the 

resulting tilm from said visco-elastic film, wherein said resulting film has a water content of l 0% 

or less and said unit"brm. distribution of pharmaceutical active by said locking-in or substantially 

preventing migration of said pharmaceutical active is maintained, wherein said resulting film is 

suitable for commercialization and regulatory approval, sampling the resulting film at different 

locations ofthe resulting film, in order to perfonn the anal;'tical chemical tests for content 

uniformity of said pharmaceutical active, and thus establish for commercialization and regulatory 

purposes the substantially uniform distribution of the pharmaceutical active throughout the film 

prodtwt, and/or where the required degree of uniformity is s1.1ch that the amount of active does 

not vary by more than 10%. 

The Examiner basicaHy relies on the Declaration of Edward D. Cohen, Ph.D, under 37 

C.F.R. § 1.132, dated September 6, 2012 CCohen Declaration) for his assumption that it would 

be difficult for a person of ordinary skill in the thin film art not to obtain a film that has uniform 

content of active. Office Action, pp. 14 and 43. However, Dr. Cohen's assumption is dead 

wrong on its face or does not apply to the 1080 Patent.. Importantly, Dr. Cohen does not discuss 
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the degree of uniformity of content. He refers generaUy to "substantial unifonnity of content of 

active" and 11unifom1 content of active" per unit dosage. Cohen Declaration, '1J4jf 8-10. Dr, 

Cohen's statement about uniform content of active, without providing the degree ofuniibnnity of 

content cannot be applied to the 1080 Patent1s invention. Especially now that the '080 Patent 

expressly claims a degree of uniformity of content, namely, that uniformity of content of the 

resulting mm varies no more than 10% with respect to the desired amount of the active present 

in substantially equally sized individual dosage 1.rnits sampled from different locations of the 

resulting film. 

Moreover, the Declaration of Dr, f\dler on the other hand provides, at paragraphs 6~10, a 

basis and opinion for a conclusion much different from that provided by Dr. Cohen. 

"6. It is my opinion that the film process as described by Chen at commercial 
scale would not inherently result in a film having a uniform distribution of active 
in t.he film, Jn particular, it is also my opinion that the film process of Chen 
would not inherently result in a film having a uniformity of content of active in 
substantially equal sized individual dosage units san1pled from Chen's resultant 
mm, where the active in tbe dosage units varies no more than 10%. 

"7. The process described by Chen does not describe how to dry in a manner 
that would avoid redistribution and inhomogeneity of a dissolved solute or 
suspended actives due to well-known iliennodiffusive effects, The effects, also 
referred to as the Soret effect, can drive inhomogeneities during the drying of a 
previously homogeneous mixture, In other words, even if a solution containing a 
solute or suspended actives is spatially homogeneous in that constituent, the act of 
drying the solution to create a solid film can cause redistribution ofthe solute or 
suspended actives through the creation of temperature variations. This is the 
result of temperature gradients within the polymer t11m matrix causing the solute 
or suspended actives in the film to migrate and accumulate in different locations 
even if the solute or suspended actives were initially unifom1ly distributed. The 
3_()fet eft1.og{,n!-vhkh wu.;;u,t~"\;~gdhqQj,nJJill.Q~:<>~ is tts~lfm2i!;1\l00Sl!.19.ln@,mm, an{U?i 
well-known to the chemicalprocess industry. (see Appendix 11) 

ng, Dr, Cohen's assumption that Chen's process will lead to films that are 
spatially homogeneous in composition is tlawed because it does not recognize 
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that thermodi:ffusive effects can result in spatial redistribution of constituents even 
if they were initially homogeneous prior to the application of heating during the 
process of film fonnation. Because Chen does not describe the fllm drying 
process, it cannot be assumed that any resulting temperature gradients w·ithin the 
polymer film matrix during the drying process will not lead to thermodiffusion 
and spatial inhomogeneity. 

"9. Chen does not discuss the development of viscoelasticity in the film 
during the drying process. Chen discloses the use of hydrocolloids and it is well
established that these materials can increase viscosity but win not necessarily 
enhance viscoelasticity. It is well known that viscosity is only one property 
within the general description of viscoelasticity. Even though these materials, 
such as Carbopol®, can lead to shear thinning materials, they are often inelastic 
and purely viscous. Chen does not recognize the mechanism of viscoelasticity of 
a :tilm undergoing drying needs to be effectuated to retain the spatial uniformity of 
the constituents of that film. The development of viscoelasticity has the ability of 
arresting processes such as the Soret effect that can induce inhomogeneities. The 
Monosol process that creates a viscoelastic film within the first four (4) minutes 
of drying has the important benefit of locking in a spatial.ly homogeneous 
distribution of components by inhibiting the effects of thermodiffusion to obtain 
active unHbrmity that does not vary more than 10% in the amount of active 
present in substantially equal sized individual dosage units. 

"1 0. Dr. Cohen is incorrect in his assumption that simply increasing the 
viscosity of a hydrocolloid material through film drying will retain spatial 
unifom1ity of the constituents of a film, In the absence of conditions which 
rapidly build viscoelasticity, components can diffuse spatially in a viscous media 
in response to thermodiffusive effects, The development of a rapid viscoelastic 
network fom1ation is able to spatially constrain the diffusion of components and 
inhibit them10diffusivity and retain spatial unifonnity to the desired degree." 

Moreover, as set forth in the Bogue Declaration, 11~ 10~14, 730 san1ples ofindividual 

dosage units, ten each from 73 separate manufacturing lots of resulting films produced in 

accordance with Patentee's invention, were tested for active content. The results were that the 

active content of each individual dosage unit remained well within the control limits of 90% to 

110%. 
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"It can be seen from Appendix A that the active content of each individual dosage 
unit remains well within the control limits of 90% to 110%. The target or desired 
amount is 8.00 mg of active per individual dosage unit The range of analytical 
chemical testing results among those 730 individual dosage units was 93.50% 
(7.48 mg) to 105.80% (8.47 mg) of the target or desired amooot of active. This 
uniformity of content level is consistent with that described in the '337 Patent." 

Bogue Declaration,~ 12. 

As noted, the FDA requires that the amount of active vary from dose to dose by no more 

than a prescribed percentage from the desired amount of active, essentially prescribing a degree 

of content unifonniiy of active which must be met. Dr. Cohen provides no support for any 

prescribed degree of uniformity, and certainly not for the prescribed degree of uniformity of 

content explicitly recited by Patentee's claims under examination to meet commercial and/or 

regulatory requirements, or the degree of uniformity present in resulting films manufactured in 

accordance with Patentee's invention, as clearly demonstrated by the Bogue Declaration, 

As held by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit ("Federal Circuif') inherency 

requires much more than probabilities, possibilities, m for that matt~r assumptions, such as, that 

by starting with so-caHed jju:nifonn" mix of materials, stirring them, then casting and drying 

inherently result.<; in the processes claimed in the !080 Patent. In Crown Operations Intern., Ltd 

r~ Solutia Inc., 289 F3d 1367 (Fed.Cir. 2002) (nCrown"), the patents at issue related to layered 

tilms used to create safety and solar control glass, The multi-layer film added properties to the 

glass assembly, such as impact resistance. Au inner layer had solar control properties to reflect, 

absorb (and thus convert to heat), or transmit defined percentages of certain wavelengths of light. 

Crown, at 1370. The district court had held the only relevant independent claim of one of the 

patents, the '511 patent, not invalid on the grounds of anticipation and obviousness. lt claimed a 

composite solar/safety film, comprised of a solar control film '\vherein said solar control film 

contributes no more than about 2% visible reflectance". Crown, at 1372. 
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"Crmvn [the declaratory judgment plaintiff] argued that U.S. Patent No. 4,017,661 
to Oillery (the 110illery patent") anticipates the '511 patent. The district court held 
othervvise, because, while the Gillery patent discloses the first three limitations of 
claim 1 of the 151 I patent, it does not disclose the t\vo percent visible reflectance 
limitation. The court found that neither the Gillery patent claims nor its 
description expressly disclose a two percent limit on reflectance contribution from 
the solar control film layer. Crown argued that the two percent limitation \-Vas 
inherently present in the Gillery patent's teachings because the Gillery patent 
disclosed an assembly with PVB layers, substrate layer, and substrate metal~ 
coating-- arguably of the same composition and thickness of the films disclosed 
by the 1511 patent. Thus, Crown argued, because the structure, thickness and 
materials of the assembly were the same or within the same nmge(s), the GiHery 
patent must inherently disclose a nvo percent limitation. The district court rejected 
this argument because it found that none of the embodiments disclosed by the 
Oillery patent meet the two percent visible light reflectance Hmit 11 

Crown, at 1372, 

The Federal Circuit, in upholding the decision ofthe District Court as weH as the validity 

of the 1511 patent, discussed the application of inherency to validity that is most relevant here. 

11Regarding alleged anticipation by the Gillery patent, on its face the Gillery 
patent does not disclose or discuss a two percent limitation for the reflectance 
contribution of the solar control :film. Crown maintains that the '511 patent 
merely claims a preexisting property inherent in the structure disclosed in the 
prior art. Qm.w.~uJrg&!l .. M~ • .1~~~.a&s~t?tUJh~t.tt!XU12§lli.9.nJlmUf.tlJU:i-9t.!!!1J:QJ1mlli~-:~! 
!tL1.9h.tt~~§Jb£lJEtm&JJU!£1l!HtA~.S.l~:h1Wd..t!y.~JJ.~tg;1llJllrtJ1l®l1iuuru_!.l.QJ:tr, i11 tl!iti 
-~··Mf., . .tty:Q.nfl£f:Ut~9l~r.l?smt!:cllllm.n;J1&.~~t{!/1Q~,J!bsmldJ!su~.~-m.~!ned .. Y£~~.fi%tEm~ 
to adopt this approach because this proposition is not in accordance with our cases 
on inherency. If the two percent retlectance limitation is inherently disclosed by 
the Gillery patent, it must be necessarily present and a person of ordinary skill in 
the art would recognize its presence. In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745,49 
USPQ2d 1949, 1950-51 (Fed.Cir.l999); Continental Can, 948 F.2d at 1268, 20 
USPQ2d at 1749, Inilerency 11 tJt~ not be ~st~t,UsJ!ed by J!t;obabHit;il';! or 
lti~$llhilid~!h,J'he m.Q.t.£_J~t~JJ ... b~t~ ~~t:tHtin t!t!WL!tHt'' t'~ft_UlLfi:.VW,~ lrtYJm ,~~1 of 
_£i.rcums,!a:I;J.ces is nitt~~ff!_£ien,t.'' Id. at 1269~ 20 USPQ2d at 1749 (quoting ln re 
Oelrich, 666 F.2d 578,581,212 USPQ 323,326 (CCPA 1981)) (emphasis 
supplied)." 
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The alleged inherency of the art cited by the Examiner and discussed below has not been 

established other than by statements of probabilities and/or possibilities and/or just statements 

that things are uniform without providing any degree of uniformity that must be present Again, 

inherency requires that the missing descriptive material is "necessarily present/1 not merely 

probably or possibly present, in the prior art. Importantly, the mere possibility that some of the 

films produced as disclosed by the art cited might result in some type of "uniform" film is not 

sufficent 

1, Chen1s alleged inherencv. 

11The claimed "substantially uniform distribution ofcomponents11 and "locking~ in 
or substantially preventing migration11 of the active in independent claims 1, 82 
and 161, and the variation of active content of 10% or less in dependent claims 
254~255,272-273 and 290.:291, are inherent in Chen1s exemplified films and 

· process, Inherency is based on the following: As discussed above, Chen uses the 
same materials and method as here claimed. Chen's ingredient<> are mixed until 
they are uniformly dispersed or dissolved in the hydrocolloid (p. 17, lines 8-11). 
Chen uses the same criteria discussed above with respect to the '080 patent in the 
Scope of Claims section for evaluation of substantial uniforn:1 distribution, Le., 
weight of dosages and visual inspection.'' 

Office Action, p, 13, 

The criteria used by Chen as cited by the Examiner for evaluation of 11substantial unifOrm 

distribution~~ are physical observations. Such "observations11 cannot be used, either inherently or 

othenvise, to establish the uniformity of content in the actual amount of active in equally sized 

samples in Chen's examples. Absent, statements or data based on analytical chemical testing, not 

weighing or visual inspection, for the amount of active present in the film, Chen does not and 

cannot inherently disclose Patentee's resulting film having uniformity of content, with respect to 

the amount of the active present in substantially equally sized individual dosage units sampled 

from different locations of the resulting film, which varies by no more than 10% from the desired 

amount of the active. Moreover, even if Chen disclosed, which it does not, the use ofthe same 
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materials and methods as the '080 Patent, the mere fact that a certain thing may result from a 

given set of circumstances is not sufficient to support inherency. Crown, supra, at 1378. 

The Examiner states that the films made in accordance with the claims as issued are 

inherent in Cher.t This conclusion is based on the belief that Chen uses the "same materials and 

method" as the Patentee, Patentee respectfully submits that this conclusion is incorrect, and 

particularly incorrect with the amended claims. The examiner erroneously states that Chen "uses 

the sam.e criteria" as the 1080 Patent that issued in evaluating substantial unifom1 distribution, i.e. 

weights of dosages and visual inspection." Although, a number of ways to test films in the 

patent are disclosed, in order to test content unitonnity of an FDA regulated film product, it is 

necessary to assay using analytical chemical tests for drug or therapeutic active content of unit 

film doses. This is necessary to ensure the amount of active is within acceptable guidelines, 

Visual observation and physical measurements such as weight is insufficient to detennine the 

active amount in equally sized dosage m1its. Almost aH of Patentees' amended claims require 

analytical chemical testing and/or that the films have uniformity in the amount of active which 

varies by no more than l 0% variance. The Examiner's assumption that visual inspection and 

weight measurements provide this information is therefore incorrect 

Fuller Declaration, especiaUy at~~ 6-14, provides further reasoning regarding this 

incorrect assumption and lack of inherency. According to Dr. Fuller, "the film process as 

described by Chen woutd not inherently result in a film having a uniforrn distribution of active in 

the film,,, [or] a uniformity of content of active in substantially equal sized individual dosage 

units sampled from Chen's resultant film, where the active in the dosage units varies no more 

thanl0%, 11 Fuller Declaration, err 6, Moreover, Chen disclosure exhibits a lack ofunderstanding 

and more importantly any teaching 11to describe the drying operation that would cause it to avoid 

redistribution and inhomogeneity of a dissolved solute or suspended actives due to well-known 

thermodiffusive effects~ The effects, also referred to as the Soret effect can drive 

inhomogeneities during the drying of a previously homogeneous mixture. In other words, even if 
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a solution containing an active ingredient is spatially homogeneous in that constituent, the act of 

drying the solution to create a solid film can cause redistribution of the solute through the 

creation of temperature variations.~~ Fuller Declaration,~ 7. 

"Chen does not reco~'11ize that the mechanism ofviscoelasticity of a film undergoing 

drying to retain the spatial uniformity ofthe constituents of that film. The development of 

viscoelasticity ha.'l the ability of arresting processes such as the Soret effect that can induce 

inhomogeneities, The Monosol process that creates a viscoelastic film within the first four 

minutes of drying has the important benefit oflocking in a spatial1y homogeneous distribution of 

components by inhibiting the effects of thermodiffusion.'~ Fuller Declaration,~[ 9. 

Finally, Dr, Fuller's Declaration addresses the misplaced reliance on the physical terms 

"glossy11 and ntransparent'' in the Office Action, which the Examiner use to establish the presence 

of "unifonnity" in Chen's films. However, as Dr, Fuller declares, the "term 'glossy' is not 

interchangeable with nor equivalent to the uniformity of content of components of a film, nor the 

content uniformity of an active in the film. It is also not interchangeable with a specific variation 

of active content in unit dosage samples taken from a film. . . . The term 'transparent' , . is also 

a vis·ual appearance characteristic that is neither indicative nor suggestive of the unltbrmity of 

content of the t11m, In particular, this term does not necessarily provide any indication or 

suggestion of a specific variance of active per unit dose of film sampled therefrom," Fuller 

Declaration,~~ 12-13. As such the Chen's tiims can neither inherently anticipate nor make 

obvious the '337 Patent claims. 

2. Staab1s alleged inhereU£Y. 

"Staab also discloses that 'Tt]he device of the invention thus is composed of a 
biologically-compatible material that has been blended homogeneously" with the 
drug (see coL 6, lines 5-1 O)o In the Example at cols. 11-12, Staab prepares a four
foot wide t11m which is then cut into two inch by t\vo inch films each weighing 
190 mg and containing 19 mg of benzalkonium chloride as the active agent (see 
coL 11, line 52 through col. 12, line 3). Accordingly, Staab's films inherently have 
the instantly claimed substantially unifom1 distribution of components and active. 
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Also, in view of the fact that each film contains 1.9 mg ofbenzalkonium chloride 
and in view of said homogeneous blending, the variation of active in the dosage 
units is 0% (sic 10%), as per claims 2:54, 255, 272, 273, 290 and 291." 

Office Action, p. 29, 

"In particular, as noted above, the '080 patent teaches that n[t]he addition of 
hydrocolloids to the aqueous phase of the suspension increases viscosity, may 
produce viscoelasticity, and can impart stability depending on the type of 
hydrocolloid, its concentration and the particle composition, geometry, size and 
volume fraction (see coL 8, lines 42°46). Staab uses the same hydrocolloid as in 
the '080 patent, i.e. said HPMC. Accordingly, Staab's film in the Example at cols, 
11~12 is inherently viscoelastic before drying. Accordingly, after drying for about 
10 minutes, a viscoelastic film having less water that before drying is formed.'' 

Office Action, p. 30. 

uwhile Staab does not discuss viscoelasticity or that the films resulting from 
its process have a ''substantially uniform distribution of components!! or disclose 
ulocking~in or substantially preventing migration" ofthe active, Staab, as cited 
above~ discloses a. process which reasonably appears to be either the same as 
or an obvious variation of the instantly claimed process," 

Office Action, p. 31, 

Again, as with Chen, absent statements based on testing andlor a determination of the 

actual amount of active present in the film, Staab does not and cannot inherently disclose 

Patentee's resulting film having unifom1ity of content, with respect to the amount of the active 

present in substantially equally sized individual dosage 1.mits sampled from difierent locations of 

the resulting film, which varies no more than 10% from the desired amount of the active. Staab 

does not a..'ld cannot inherently fom1 a. viscoelastic film within about the first 4 minutes, which 

locks-in the uniformity of content within this recited 10% variance, 

Moreover, even if Staab disclosed, which it does not, the use of the same materials and 

methods as the '337 Patent, the mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given set of 
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circumstances is not sufficient to support inherency. Crown, supra, at 1378. Moreover, Staab 

just states that there is 19 mg of benzalkonium chloride present in each sample weighing 190 mg, 

however Staab does not disclose testing to determine the amount of benzalkonium chloride 

present in the final film product Staab, coL 11, 1. 35 through col. 12, l, 3, Staab's resulting 

structure is a foam rather than a substantially solid visco-elastic structure formed within 4 

minutes and Staab also would not inherently have the recited degree ofuniformity of amount of 

active in substantially equal sized dosage units. Moreover, Staab starts with a composition 

having 10% by weight ofbenza.lkonium chloride (50% aqueous). Yet aHegedly obtains a 

resulting film with 19 mg benzalkonium chloride in a 190 mg film, to once again obtain a 1 0% 

benzalkonium chloride resulting composition. 

3, Le Person's alleged inherency. 

"Le Person discloses that after 5 min of the drying, 'the polymeric network is not 
turgescent and the meshes are densely packed. The polymer skeleton acts as a 
±1lter for the active substance [i.e., pharmaceutical or drug] when the system 
reequilibrates.' (Seep. 262, coL 2, third full paragraph.) Le Person also teaches 
that '[b ]etween the 5th and 1Oth min of drying the heavy solvent migrates., active 
substance, slowed down in its migration, stays in the bottom of the layer.' (See the 
last fuur lines at page 262, col. 2). It is noted that the heavy solvent only accounts 
for 2% of the wet composition of the coating (see page 258, Table 1). As such, 
within 5-l 0 minutes, the solvent has been sufficiently evaporated such that, 
inherently, a substantial unifonn distribution of the active is locked-in and 
migration is substantially prevented within the film, as here claimed. The active 
material homogenizes and a. quasi-e-quilibrium is obtained for the components of 
the Page 3 8 active phase, taking into accm.mt evaporation of the heav')' solvent (p. 
263, col, 1, lines 8-13), and thus, there is a variation of active content ofless than 
10'%, as per claims 272, 273, 290 and 291. 

Office Action, pp. 37-38, 

"While Le Person does not discuss viscoelasticity or that the films in its 
process have a 1substantially 1.miform distribution of components' or disclose 
1locking-in or substantially preventing migration' ofthe active, Le Person, as 
cited above, discloses a process which rea..'lonably appears to be either the same 
as or an obvious variation ofthe instantly claimed process. Accordingly, daims 
82, 89-91,161,171N173, 272-274 and 290-292, if not anticipated under 35 USC 
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102(b), would be obvious under 35 USC 103(a).'1 

Office Action, p, 38. 

Le Person is entirely devoid of any details with respect to its process and materials. For 

example, nowhere does Le Person discuss what type of acrylic polymer he uses, nor the 

molecular weight of the polymer. Thus, Le Person all~lWS for materials which may have such a 

low molecular weight that forming a visco~elastic 111m may not be possible. Moreover, Le 

Person lacks sufficient enabling disclosure to be an effective reference as applied in view ofthe 

amended claims, Such deficiencies cannot be used in support of an inherency argument. 

Again, absent statements and data based on testing for the amount of active present in the 

film with results establishing a substantial unifom1ity of content, which active varies by no more 

than 10%, Le Person does not and cannot inherently disclose Patentee's resulting film, having 

unifonnity of content, with respect to the amount ofthe active present in substantially equall.y 

sized individual dosage units sampled from different locations of the resulting film, varying by 

no more than 1 0'% from the desired amount of the active. Le Person does not and cannot 

inherently fom1 a viscoelastic film in about 4 minutes which locksuin the uniformity of content 

within this recited 10% variance, 

Moreover, Le Person discloses .very little about the acrylic polymer, such as the 

molecular weight. If the molecular weight was low enough it may not become a viscoelastic 

materiaL Patentee asks, how could Le Person anticipate and/or make obvious the '080 Patent 

which is directed to the commercial manufacture of a resulting film with a specified content 

uniformity of active, where Le Person's goal, as noted in its abstract was devoted detennining 

"cases of maldistribution of the active Sllbstance," in connection with different drying methods, 

and not to providing a process for manufacturing films with active uniformity of the desired 

amount Importantly, Patentee has added several additional process steps not in the prior art. 

These new process steps present in the amended independent claim, as well as the new 
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independent claims, fllrther distance Patentee's patent from the prior art, by negating any 

anticipation and obviousness assertions. 

4. Horstma1m's alle!@d inherenc.:y. 

nThe claimed substantially uniform distribution of components and active, and 
lockinguin or substantially preventing migration of active, and the variance of 
active content of 10% or less in dependent claims 254, 272 and 290 are also 
inherent in Horstmann's Examples 1, 3 and 4. In particular, Horstmann's films 
before drying are described as being uuifon:n and homogeneous (see coL .3, line 
11-19, 29-34 and 37-41; coL 5, lines 1 and 50), and as noted above, Horstmann 
1.1ses the same components and process steps as here claimed. The '080 patent 
notes that Horstmann addressed the problem of self-aggregation and 
nonunifon:nity by increasing the viscosity of the film prior to drying in an effort to 
reduce aggregation of the components in the film (see coL 2, line 60 through coL 
3, line 1}. 

Office Acton, p. 43. 

"While Horstmann does not discuss viscoelasticity, water content of its dried 
films or that the films resulting from its process have a nsubstaniia11y uniform 
distribution of components" or disclose !!locking-in or substantially preventing 
migration" ofthe, active, Horstmann, as cited above, discloses a process which 
reasonably appears to be either the same as or an obvious variation of the instantly 
claimed process. Accordingly, daims 1, 5,7~10,12-1423,63,64,82,84,86~89,91-
93,102,142,143,161, 166, 168u171, 173-175, 184,224,225,249,254,267,272,285 
and 290, if not anticipated under 35 USC 102(b), would be obvious under 35 USC 
103(a),'' 

Office Action, pp. 43-44. 

Horstmann forms a. gel, rather than a solid film as in the present invention. Thus the gel 

rheological properties of Horstmatm are very difl'erent than a solid visco-elastic film having a 

water content of 10% or less. Moreover, Horstmann specifically teaches protecting the gels from 

drying up by placing the cut out gel shapes in a water vapor impermeable sealing material. See 

Horstmann, coL 5, 11. 11-13. This is a direct teaching a'\.vay from drying to a water content of 

10% or less. Moreover, Horstmann at coL 2, lL 25-29, suggests drying may not be necessary. 
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Again, absent statements based on testing for the amount of active present in the film 

with results establishing a substantial uniformity of content, with no more than 10% variation 

from a desired amount ofthe active, Horstmann does not and cannot inherently disclose 

Patentee1s resulting film having said uniformity_Q,f content which varies no more than 1 0% with 

I~~Qi:~U!Hll~Ulill~int~L{t!1191tl1L9Itlt~.fm!h:g.t!!:~£§!!1.i!!L§Mfmt1~llti~Jl)u~&H!~Jjy";li~,~rtJn.~HY.\~!mt! 

!:l!?.fu1%ft!!l1it§Ji?mpl~Lf}orn,_Q_iH'~entJocatign~ of•tbf:"J~Sllltim,l fi lrn. 

Additionally, as the Examiner admits, Horstmann discloses only that its film is alleged to 

be uniform at a point prior to drying, Horstmann, col. 3, lL 37-41. Horstmann says nothing 

about the uniformity of the product during or after drying. Again, Crown holds that inherency 

"may not be established by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a certain thing may 

result from a given set of circumstances is not sufficient" ld. A disclosure of some unspecified 

degree of uniformity of a film prior to drying in Horstmann does not establish that the product 

after drying is unifonn, let a! one the degree of uniformity as claimed by the 1080 Patent As 

noted throughout the 1080 Patent, controlled drying is required for ensuring, among other things, 

[that unlfonntty pf~~-Emtentqfthe rcsuiting_j_ll.m vm.:ics n~U)1nn.~Jltwl1DStb~itlu;~IW.§tU£Jh~ 

~tt~liScti;I3.!Il!il:IllU!L!llsu!~?th:ScU2ftg(gti!L~HlhlinlliUilllt£9.Valt)'_§ize{t hl~livldu!~l dofls,ge unit~. 

smJ1pled lh:lm dgrbreut kH:;I.ttif!l~$ of ttw res~JJJiM-Jil..mJ. 

Importantly, Patentee has added several addition process steps not in the prior art. These 

new process steps present in the amended independent claims, as well as the new independent 

claims, further distance Patentee's patent from. the prior art, by negating any anticipation amj 

obvim.1sness assertions, Even without the process steps, even if it were possible that a resulting 

film with the proper uniformity of content might possibly result from some manipulations of the 

disclosures given in any of Chen, Staab, Le Person and/or Horstmann, it is incorrect to rely on 

these references in an attempt to show they inherently disclosed Patentee's resulting t11m. See 

Crown, at 1377~1378, supra. 
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As the absence ofinherency in and of itself removes Chen, Staab, Le Person and 

Horstmann as viable prior art for reJecting Patentee1s claims under either 35 USC. § 102, the 

Examiner should withdraw his rejections ofPatentee1s claims claims 1, 32 and 161 based on 

same. For the same reasons new independent claims 321-324 are allowable. Moreover, these 

references for the same reasons discussed above, as well as the reason discussed below, do not 

support any t1nding of obviousness, and thus the claims 1, 82 and 161 rejections based on 35 

U.S.C. § 103 should be withdra.v,rn as well. For the same reasons new independent claims 321-

324 are not obvious in light of the prior art. Finally, Patentee's claims 2 through 81, 83 through 

160, 163 through 299 and 300 through 320 and 325 through 628 as they depend from 

independent claims 1, 82, 161, and 321-324 should aU be allowed as well, with any rejections 

withdrawn. 

B. Third Part Requesterjs Wherein A.rg11ment is Wrong 

Patentee finds It necessary to address Third Party Requester!s attempt to vitiate the '080 

Patent's claim lan§.'Uage beginning with "wherein", Third Party Requester cites to the Federal 

Circuit for the premise that ''a whereby clause in a method claim is not given weight when it 

simply expresses the intended result of a process step positively recited." }.;linton v. Nat'! Ass'n 

o..fSecurities Dealers, Inc., 336 F,3d 1373, 1381 (Fed.Cir.2003). Third Party Requester's 

Request for Inter Partes Reexamination C1The Request"), p. 16, 

However, the Federal Circuit has also strongly held that "when the 'wherebi clause states 

a condition that is material to pateniability, it cannot be ignored in order to change the substance 

of the invention." Ho..f!er v. Microsojt C'orp., 405 F. 3d 1326, 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Essentially, 

Requester proposes that with elimination of the 11Whereby" clauses, the claims 1, 82 and 161 

(before the amendments herein) would not require "wherein said resulting film has a water 
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content of 1 0°/o or less and said uniform distribution of active by said locking-in or substantially 

preventing migration of said active is maintained." The Request, p. 20. 

Patentee's fundamental invention concerns among other things making a film having a 

substantially uniform distribution of components or, as now claimed a unifotm distribution of 

said active maintained by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active within 

said visco-elastic film is such that uniformity of content of the resulting film varies no more than 

10% with respect to the amount of the active present in substantially equally sized individual 

dosage units sampled from difterent locations of the resulting film. 

As noted above, "when the whereby clause states a condition that is material to 

patentability, it cannot be ignored to change the substance of the invention." Hoffer v. lvficmsoft 

Corp., 405 F.3d 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2005); see also Fantasy Sports Properties, Inc. v. 

Sportsline.com, Inc., 287 F.3d 1108, 1 I llul6 (Fed. Cir. 2002); Griffin v, Bertina, 285 F.3d 1029, 

1034 (Fed. Cir. 2002). In Griffin, for example, the court found that "wherein" clauses were 

claim limitations "because they relate back to and clarify what is required by the cmmt. Each 

'wherein' clause, .. expresses the inventive discovery [and] , .. elaborates the meaning ofthe 

preamble.'' Griffin, 285 F. 3d at 1033u34, Further, "the allegedly inherent properties ofthe 

'wherein clauses' provide the necessary purpose to the steps." !d. See also, MPEP, § 2111.04. 

The original '080 Patent independent claims' wherein clause limitations cannot be 

disregarded. The '080 Patent claims processes for manufacturing pharmaceutical films with a 

substantial uniform distrib1.1tion of components suitable for commercialization and regulatory 

approvaL The ability to make such films with the required amount of uniformity in distribution 

of active is the essence of Patentee's invention. Thus any wherein clause which expresses the 

inventive discovery and elaborates the meaning ofthe preamble, for example, that the unifon:nlty 

of content of the resulting film varies by no more than 10% with respect to the amount of the 

active present in substantially equally sized individual dosage units sampled from different 
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locations of the resulting film, or that such unifom1ity must be detennined by analytical chemical 

testing in compliance with regulations, cannot be ignored for purposes of patentability. 

Finally, Third Party Req1.1ester has made many allegations about the '080 Patent and its 

specifications and claims, and the prior art in The Request Patent o\vner believes the 

amendment to claim 25 herein clarifying the scope of same, obviates the need to address Third 

Party Requester's allegations or the Examinerts statements made without the benefit of the 

amendments, nevertheless, to the extent that any are not explicitly addressed herein, Patentee 

hereby asserts they are wrong and unsupported in either fact or law, 

C. Claims 1, 4~ 5, 8-18~ 20-32~ 34, 36-40, 44-47, 51~ 53, 54, 59, 62-71, 82-84,87~97, 
99-111~ 113~ 115-119,123-126,130,132, 133, 138,141-150,161-166, 169~179, 
181-193, 195, 197-201~ 205-208, 212, 214, 215~ .220~ 223-232~ 243~ 244~ 246, 
247~ 249o262~ 264~ 265,267-280,282, 283 and 285-299 were rejected under 35 
U.S.C. 102(b) as anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 U,S,C. l03(a) 
as obvious over Chen. 
Claims 2, 3~ 6, 7, 19~ 33, 35, 41-43, 48-50, 52~ 55-58, 60, 61, 85, 86~ 98, 112, 114, 
120-122, 127-129~ 131, 134-137~ 139, 140, 167, 168, 180, 194~ 196, 202-204, 
209-211, 213, 216-219~ 221, 222,245,248, 263, 266, 281 and 284 were rejected 
under 35 U.S.C, 103(a) a§ being unpatentable over Chen. 

The Office Action reJected the above claims as allegedly anticipated under 35 U.S.C, 

§102(b) by Chen, WO 00/42992 ("Chen") or, under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), as obvious or 

lmpatentable over Chen, Patentee incorporates its previous discussions in sections A. and B. 

above. Chen is a primary reference relied upon by the Examiner in the Office Action, 

Patentee respectfully traverses the rejection on the basis, among others, that Chen does 

not disclose the claimed: particular drying methods; resulting visco-elastic product; 

substantially uniform distribution of components; or locking-in or substantially preventing 

migration of the active; or said uniform distribution of said active maintained by locking-in or 

substantially preventing migration of said active within said visco-elastic film, rapidly increasing 
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the viscosity of the polymer matrix upon initiation of drying within about 4 minutes to maintain 

said uniibrm distribution of pharmaceutical active, such that uniformity of content of the 

resulting film varies by no more than 10% in amount of the active present in substantially 

equally sized individual dosage units sampled from different locations of the resulting film and ls 

in compliance wit11 regulations governing same. 

Chen discloses two methods of forming a film product, a solvent casting method and an 

extrusion method. The extrusion method does not rely upon putting a hydrocolloid in a solvent, 

nor does the extrusion method use a drying oven and is apparently preferred by Chen over the 

solvent method. Chen, page 15, lines 9-2L In the solvent casting method, Chen states that a 

hydrocolloid is dissolved or dispersed in water, and mixed to form a homogeneous solution. The 

active agent and other ingredients may be added and dispersed or dissolved uniformly in the 

hydrocolloid solution. The coating solution \.Vlth a solid content of 5-50% and a viscosity of 

500-1 5000cps is degassed and coated onto a polyester .fUm and .. dried under aeration" at a 

temperature between 40-100°C to avoid destabilizing the agents, Chen, p. 15, H. 19-29. The dry 

film fom1ed by thls process is described to be a "glossy, stand alone, self supporting, non-tacky 

and flexible film". Chen, p, 15, 11. 30-31. These very general statements are all that are given 

by Chen as to the formation and drying of Chen's film product These statements cannot Sllpport 

either anticipation nor obviousness rejections. See, e.g., Fuller Declaration, ~,J 6-13. 

Chen's drying process is so general and devoid of detail so as to provide no guidance 

other than that to dry, one places a fi1m in a conventional hot air circulating oven at temperatures 

of from 40-1 oooc and leaves it for a period of time. As shown in Patentee's photographs 

(Figures 9-16), drying in a hot air oven does not produce uniform films through the locking in of 

the active in a substantially uniform distribution throughout the visco-elastic film. 

Again, it is important to note that while physical testing and observations such as 

Patentee's photographs (Figures 9-16) may he generally relied on to show non-uniibnnity, direct 
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establishment of the uniformity of content fhr the amount of active is by testing for the active 

needed to demonstrate that the amount of active is substantially uniform throughout the film. 

Importantly, Chen's 11tests" for uniformity, except perhaps fhr water content, are for physical 

unifonnity, that is, appearance (glossy, transparent), weight, density, thickness and not the 

relevant testing of the active itseifto demonstrate the desired unifonnity of content of the desired 

amount of active per unit dosage as required by the claims in reexamination, Fuller Declaration, 

~ 11-13. 

Chen does not disclose any other drying methods beyond drying ''under aeration", nor 

does Chen disclose any contmllf:l.i drying processes whatsoever. Chen showed no recognition of 

the complexities involved in the commercial manufacturing of films, as Chen's focus relates 

solely to the ingredients, not the process, Without any recognition of the problems, and without 

any appreciation of the difficulties in preventing the settling, migration and/or aggregation or 

agglomeration of active(s) in the cast flowable mass, Chen neither sought nor found the solution 

to creating commercial scale films having substantial uniformity of active(s) per unit dose or per 

unit of film. Chen lacks substantial disclosure in view of the '337 Patent. Among its 

deficiencies, Chen lacks any disclosure as to specific processing means (beyond generally drying 

in a generic oven) or the formation of a visco-elastic film state. Chen only discloses the 

apparent homogeneity of a blended matrix, and this is prior to the addition of actives, There is 

no disclosure or suggestion as to how to create a unifonn distribution of the phannaceutical or 

biological active active in the blended matrix and then cast that matrix to maintain unifonniiy, 

and then convey said polymer matrix through a drying apparatus and evaporating at least a 

portion of said solvent to rapidly form a visco-elastic film having said pharmaceutical active 

uniformly distributed throughout by rapidly increasing the viscosity of said polymer matrix upon 

initiation of drying within about the first 4 to maintain said unifom1 distribution of said 

pharmaceutical or biological active by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said 

pharmaceutical active within said visco-elastic film and then test it to establish the substantiaHy 

uniform distribution of pharmaceutical or biological active content. 
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Thus, among other things, the '337 Patent claims are directed to locking-in the 

pharmaceutical or biological active within the first 4 minutes, The Examiner has stated in the 

Reexamination, Reasons for Patentability/ Confirmation (''RFP/C"), in connection with both the 

'292 Patent and the 1891 Patent reexaminations that "Chen does not discuss what happens within 

the first 4 minutes of drying. n Moreover, in the 1891 Patent RFP/C the Examiner goes on to state 

that: nchen does not discuss uniformity ofphannaceutical. or biological active components in its 

doses. Table 4 of Chen gives the grams per unit dosage film and density for Example 1 with 

standard deviation based on three or tour measurements, but does not give compositional 

uniformity." Additionally, Chen1s Example 1 contains only food flavorings and a sweetener. 

Chen does not disclose that the resulting products are compositionally uniform, but only 

that they are "glossy". Glossy does not imply or establish compositionally uniform. Fuller 

Declaration, ~[1 11~13, In fact, Chen's Figure 5 (Examples 5-8) clearly shows a lack of 

compositional uniformity of active. While statistics are not defined in the text, the error bars 

represent either high or low values, standard deviation or some measure of variation. Given that 

the compositions of Examples 5-8 are the same, except for the amount of active, it is reasonable 

to assume that the active is not uniformly present in the individual films due to the wide variation 

of release of active from the same t1!m compositions. For example, with regard to the release of 

nicotine in the same film compositions, release reaches in excess of 1 00%. It is reasonable to 

conclude that a major reason for these release differences is that the amount of active in each 

film tested varies by more than the c!aimed 10%, despite the identical film-forming 

compositions. 

Patentee's claims are directed to the formation of a suitable visco~elastic product, 

prepared through the methods of the invention. As used throughout the application, the 

formation of a suitable commercial and regulatory cmnpliant product is the desired goal, and a 

suitable product is one that is substantially uniform in active content to the extent required by 
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said commercial and regulatory concerns. For example, those regulations and directions 

provided by the FDA tor pharmaceuticals and biologic actives. 

As used throughout the application, the resulting visco~elastic product is defined as a 

product that has maintained the desired compositional uniformity after being subjected to a 

coating/deposition step and drying. For example, the '080 Patent at coL 8, lL 64-66 states that 

the stability is important "in the wet film stage until sufficient drying has occurred to lock-in the 

particles and matrix into a sufficiently solid form such that uniformity is maintained." The '080 

Patent at coL 13, 11. 53-59 even more clearly states that: "The resulting dried film 1 is a visco

elastic solid, as depicted in Section C. The components desirably are locked into a uniform 

distribution throughout the film. n 

Thus, as defined in the specification for the '337 Patent as filed, a visco-elastic solid is 

one that has been sufficiently dried to lock its active components into a substantially uniform 

distribution throughout the film, The 1337 Patent claims require that this be done within the tlrst 

4 minutes or less. The Examiner has previously stated that Chen does not dlsdose that the 

resulting film product bas any compositional unitormity of pharmaceutical or biological active at 

that point in time, See 1891 Patent RFP/C. The Exan1iner cannot polnt to any portion of Chen, 

or the other references, that teaches this step. 

As explained throughout the '080 Patent and as summarized above, the present invention 

is based upon the discovery that certain process parameters, such as, viscosity and controlled 

drying methods must be employed to provide a commercially viable film product. Chen does 

not disclose such a resulting product Chen discloses that various components (absent the active) 

are combined and that the mixture is blended to form a "uniform" solution, (Chen, p, 20, lL 19-

20), While even the fom1ation of a uniform solution in a blender is beneficial, it is not the end of 

the process by any means. Chen's initial blend (without the active) may be mixed to be 

homogeneous, but there is absolutely no disclosure whatsoever of forming a homogeneous 
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mixture containing an active and casting and drying to maintain such unifonnity in the resulting 

film. Further, as explained above, conventional drying methods do not inherently provide 

uniform films and, in fact, would not be expected to provide resultant films having compositional 

uniformity or uniformity of content of active. See Fuller Declaration, 1~ 6N 10. 

In addition, use of non-controlled drying methods such as described in the '080 Patent 

specification can lead to compositional nonNunifonnity, as explained above, due to the number of 

problems associated with conventional drying, see col. 3, lL 13-57 of the '080 Patent In fact, as 

explained in the 1080 Patent, depending upon the drying methods used, various "hot spots" can 

form due to uneven air flow and temperatures, which destroy the compositional uniformity of the 

resulting product. See the '080 Patent, coL 13, 11. 6N16, as well as, Figs, 9-16. Chen's drying 

methods, such as the use of uncontrolled hot air circulating ovens, do not inherently provide 

compositionally uniform films, In fact, the Patentee has demonstrated quite the contrary occurs. 

See also, Fuller Declaration, ~~ 6N 10, 

Patentee's claimed process is not present in Chen, either literally or inherently, and it 

cannot anticipate the claims as pending. Moreover, one of ordinary skill in the art, considering 

the teachings of the cited reference as a whole, would not predictably or rationally arrive at the 

limitations of the present claims. For these reasons, Chen does not render obvious the pending 

claims of this rejection. 

D. Claims 2, 3, 16, 32, 55, 72-81, 95~ 111, 134, 151-160, 177, 193,216 and 233-242 
were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over tbe 
combined teacbmg of Chen and Staab. 

The Office Action rejected the above claims under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), as being 

unpatentable over the combined teaching of Chen and Staab, U.S. 5,393,528 C'Staa.b"). 
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Patentee incorporates its previous discussions in sections A,, B. and C., above, and D., 

below. As ail the above claims depend from one of the independent claims, claims 1, 82 and 

161, they are allowable for all the reasons provided in the sections dealing with Chen, above, 

and Staab, below. 

E. Claims 1-5, 10, 12-16,21,24,25, 32,44-46,54,55, 59,63-70,72-75,78-84,89, 
91-95, 100, 103, 10•h1U, 123-125, 133, 134, 138, 142-149, 151-154, 157-166, 
171,173-177,182,185,186,193,205-207,215,216,220,224-231,233-236,239-
242, 249-252, 254, 255, 257-260, 267-270, 272, 273, 275-278, 285-288, 290, 291 
and 293-299 we:re rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(h) as anticipated by m·, in the 
alternative, under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as obvious over Staab. 
Claims 8, 9, 76, 77, 87, 88, 155, 156, 169, 170, 237 and 238 were rejected 
unde:r 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Staab. 

The Office Action rejected the above claims as allegedly anticipated 1mder 35 U.S.C. 

§102(b) by Staab, or, under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a), as obvious onmpatentable over Staab. Patentee 

incorporates its previous discussions in sections A .• B., C. and D,, above, 

Patentee respectfully traverses the rejection on the basis, among others, that Staab does 

not disclose the claimed: particular drying methods; resulting visco-elastic product; 

substantially uniform distribution of components; casting a flowable polymer matrix_ having a 

viscosity from about 400 to about 100,000 cps; or locking-in or substantially preventing 

mi~rration of the active; or said uniform distribution of said active maintained by locking-in or 

substantially preventing migration of said active within said visco-elastic film, rapidly increasing 

the viscosity ofthe polymer matrix upon initiation of drying within about 4 minutes to maintain 

said uniform distribution of pharmaceutical active, such that uniformity of content of the 

resulting tilm vary by no more than 10% in amount of the active present in substantially equally 

sized individual dosage units sampled from different locations of the resulting t1lm is in 

compliance with regulations governing same, 
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Staab teaches the benefits of using a ugas foamed film" or films. Staab, coL 5, 11.33-35; 

coL 8, lL 33. Staab also teaches away :from the '337 Patent by teaching that air bubbles are 

necessary, which are contraindicated ln Patentee's invention requiring the uniform distribution of 

active. Staab instead teaches that gas bubbles must be added to the polymer/drug mixture prior 

to casting. . 

!!It should be noted that heretofore, the significance of the addition of gases in the 
formation ofthe film to alter the texture and solubility of the film has not been 
recognized. 11 

Staab, col. 3, 11. 15-20. 

'~The fitH'. fmll¥!.11!1f di~~oh,~_tion. nw.w ;utd th.m'-:~t:y uf !U~tnt ~!!!1ttb~!.t1nL!!ls 
!.~ditj(,I,..~J~f ru~:eJm.d Pt n!tertug t~lru:1ulcs ():r ml:xttrre-s gf !!olymer m~ltt~r~~~h· 
~Jr h~yers. ~~ 1m imwwtl~nt .m'lnect: of tlt~ {!tese11t hn'e,l~th~p, 

"On addition of the gas, preferably nitrogen, a web is formed of the final 
!onnulation and the gas. The resultant structure can be described as a foam with 
various sized air bubbles trapped in the matrix. There is a dual benefit that has 
been surprisingly observed in this connection, namely that not only can the size of 
the bubbles in the foam alter the dissolution rates and correct what is a serious 
tlaw in standard polymer films, it also offers to the user a perceptible softness to 
the film which enables the delivery of many types of drugs to tender mucosal 
tissues. It has been observed that the formation ofthis web of the polyHwr/dmg 
formulation and the gas must be made just prior to casting on the glass or steel 
plates. This ofters precise control over the microbubbles and resultant control 
over the dissolution, 

"Without this web !ormation, the quick release of drug was heretofore not 
possible,]his frothy foam mixture or web can also be added to a mold to provide 
a fonned device such as a barrier delivery system which completely dissolves 
upon use in a body cavity, e,g, the vagina. 

~~11ltJ~tt~ .... ~J$~r ~1.nmu~~::s au:.S.!!,M~~m~.tt' ,~~~U!ttU!~lNc~~d il(\~\L!tl~ lHl!flt!H' 
muilii~U!LtllltJ!mtiitlLQ!xlUS.t.J.!lt~!td&U&tJt.u.~Jtt~M,~M.stl~l ~a~Hug ~Jte~ 
1:h&JL~t~~. a~it&:ill!1lilhu.Lcl!£i&tbnt&la~yJnl'1,hluitb, wh~trJt~!-tf, ~!dJ~l m· J! 
_motn~ d~·h:en bomagenbttto .hlHll,OgNl~~t the mi~tU.,te Of !~O~VHWt, ~tStiY~ 

J:Ml~t~ri~l~-l!liLg&ti~ fQJ1!1.1tin1t!n:Jmmt, TlttJln~illl~~Plt~\ HtttL~!t.UUlJW [t~!~ 
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as a (9am. It is also possible to pour the frothy foam mixture into a mold. The 
mold is then deformed and the fonned device such as a diaphragm, is removed." 

Staab, col. 8, H. 29-64 (emphasis supplied). 

In direct conflict with Staab1s teaching, the 1080 Patent teaches the use of anti-foaming 

agents to prevent gas bubble formation. 

"Therefore, there is a need ior methods and compositions for film 
products, which use a minimal number of materials or components, and which 
provide a substantially non-self-aggregating unifonn heterogeneity throughout the 
area of the films ... , Desirably, the films will also incorporate compositions 
and methods of manufacture that substantially :reduce or eliminate air in the 
film, thereby promoting amifo:rmlty in the final film p:rodnct. 11 

'080 Patent, col. 4, It 5-21 (emphasis supplied). 

"A number of techniques may be employed in the mixing stage to prevent 
!!ubJ:tm. hH~hwl~.ms h! th~_fulal fihth.!JUlfllYid~~.~t t~onmpsidru.ut#AU!!.tl.tl.ili 
.wJut~ttt!a.!h: no !!lt.bn:h!lk formtd.h:m in t.he flmH RXflthUth.J!J!i!::.(Qam.ing or 
surface--tension reducing age]lt!_a.:t;e emploxe.d. Additionally, the speed of the 
mixture is desirably controlled to prevent cavitation ofthe mixture in a manner 
which pulls air into the mix. Finally, air bubble reduction can further be achieved 
by allowing the mix to stand for a Sllfilcient time for bubbles to escape prior to 
drying the film." 

'080 Patent, col. 9, lL 56-65 (emphasis supplied). 

See also seci'ion of'080 Patent entitled "Anti-foaming and De-ioaming Compositions" ( '080 

Patent, coL 22, 1. 47 through col. 23, L 53). 

Staab addresses the fine tuning of dissolution rates and delivery of active agent, by 

teaching the addition of gases as an important aspect of his invention (Staab, col. 8, 11. 30-34), 

Staab is silent with respect to the claimed uniformity of content, the essence of the '080 Patent. 
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The '080 Patent in connection with achieving said uniformity of content teaches the removal of 

such gases and bubbles ('080 Patent, coL 9, 11. 56-65). Moreover, Staab uses conventional drying 

(Staab, coL 11, 11. 64-65) rather than the particular drying methods used to ensure the 1.mifom1ity 

of content claimed by the '080 Patent 

Staab provides absoh:tely no teaching or suggestion as to how to arrive at a final product 

that contains the recited level of active uniformity. Similar to the discussion of Chen above, 

Staab teaches general drying methods that would be expected to subject the material to similar 

air forces as in Chen's air drying oven, but does not teach the formation of and maintenance of a 

film having a substantially uniform active content. Again, as explained above, Staab provides 

absolutely no teaching or suggestion as to how to arrive at a f1nal product that includes the 

claimed content unifonniiy. Similar to the discussion of Chen above, Staab teaches general 

drying methods that are likely to subject the material to similar air forces as in a conventional air 

drying oven, but does not teach the formation of and maintenance of a film having a substantially 

uniform active content 

The presently claimed process is not present in Staab, either literally or inherently, and it 

cannot anticipate the claims as pending. Moreover, one of ordinary skiH in the art, considering 

the teachings ofthe cited reference as a whole, would not predictably or rationally arrive at the 

limitations of the present claims. For these reasons, Staab does not render obvious the pending 

claims of this rejection. Patentee respectfully traverses the rejection on the basis, among others, 

that Staab does not disclose the claimed: particular drying methods; resulting visco-elastic 

product; substantially uniform distribution of components; casting a flowable polymer matrix 

having a viscosity from about 400 to about 100,000 cps; or locking-in or substantially 

preventing migration of the active; or said uniform distribution of said active maintained by 

locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said active within said visco-elastic film, 

rapidily increasing the viscosity of the polymer matrix upon initiation of drying within about 4 

minutes to maintain said uniform distribution of pharmaceutical active, such that tmiformity of 
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content of the resulting film's variation in amount ofthe active present in substantially equally 

sized individual dosage units sampled from different locations of the resulting film is in 

compliance with regulations governing same. 

Staab teaches the benefits of using a "gas tbamed film" or films, Staab, col. 5, 1L33-35; 

coL 8, 11. 33. Staab also teaches away from the 1337 Patent teaching that air bubbles are 

contraindicated tor the patented unitl..1rm compositional distribution. Staab instead teaches that 

gas bubbles must be added to the polymer/drug mixture prior to casting. . 

11It should be noted that heretofore, the significance of the addition of gases in the 
fonnation of the mm to alter the texture and solubility of the film has not been 
recognized.'' 

Staab, col. 3, H. 15-20. 

"'l'be .fitH~ tuning t)f dissnh~t1on ratt:s al~g deli>'Stl' (ffJ!J!tJlt l!J~!~ri~~~.Ju::J:lut 
~Jh:lttkm of,ID~se~ ~J!d<hr.~!t:(ttlJlt,tbegn~des or_ml'(wn~s <)fpoJy~t!ill' mat:~riaJ, 
Qr};ly£pi,lt.!!P· ll!W:!!t1~nt ~l~llw;t, tif ttu~ EH'~~(~nt hlV~!l_tjon. 

"On addition of the gas, preferably nitrogen, a web is fom1ed of the final 
formulation and the gas. The resultant stmcture can be described as a foam with 
varimls sized air b-ubbles trapped in the matrix. There is a dual benefit that has 
been s1uprisingiy observed in this connection, namely that not only can the size of 
the bubbles in the foam alter the dissolution rates and correct what is a serious 
tlaw in standard polymer films, it also offers to the user a perceptible softness to 
the film which enables the delivery of many types of drugs to tender mucosal 
tissues. It has been observed that the fonnation of this web ofthe polymer/dmg 
formulation and the gas must be made just prior to casting on the glass or steel 
plates. This offers precise control over the microbubb1es and resultant control 
over the dissolution, 

"Without this web formation, the quick release of dmg was heretofore not 
possib1e.~This frothy foam mixture or web can also be added to a mold to provide 
a formed device such. as a barrier delivery system which completely dissolves 
upon use in a body cavity, e.g. the vagina. 
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ll'J'llitJ.ws~~.J:m:,~mun!i~s1t: fr(~J!!JJJ!Jk~ttl!!:K1u!t~g,uN~d !Wtn' the ~Qil:tt Qf 
!~~U,U~~~Jhlti,,Q,tj~tftJ.timJ~..JJJllltll[l:' mattldal t.Q.,tht.~ §tahdf,§§HSjtd C~tsting ~dw.tt. 
I!!(~ g_~'LJll:~.)Hl~!Jd i!,Ltt£lMw$l ~:y~tem by n)iJ.illg ~"·h:h wh.ipl}ing hla~tll tW 1!. 

mQtt•tA.t:i.UJ.,n h9mogrnizar to botf'H.'g~uizl.l tht! mi~.tun~of1Hl!£nHtt~ ~t~~l:t 
$I!}If~t:l!•l,JUM!.J~.~s, Htfro::m n ftQdty fqtUUt~lJ:l.e fhu.tltfll~hn·e tll~n set~ up t'H' ~·t~l~ 
as a foam. It is also possible to pour the frothy foam mixture into a mold. The 
mold is then deformed and the formed device such as a diaphragm, is removed, n 

Staab, coL 8, 11. 29-64 (emphasis supplied). 

In direct conflict with Staab's teaching, the '337 Patent teaches the use of anti-foaming 

agents to pn;vent gas bubble formation. 

"Therefore, there is a need for methods and compositions for film 
products, which use a minimal number of materials or components, and which 
provide a substantially non-selt'..aggregating uniform heterogeneity throughout the 
area of the films, ... Desirably~ the films wm also incorporate compositions 
and methods of manufacture that substantially reduce or eliminate air in the 
film, thereby promoting uniformity In the final film product. 11 

1337 Patent, coL 4, 11. 5-21 (emphasis supplied). 

"A number of techniques may be employed in the mixing stage to prevent 
ft.YltWt.~ inclusions in !}it .fuud tUm. 'l't~ t-m.l:Ude ;'I. ~omp(~~Him~E.t.th 
§Jl!J~!~J~Ha!Js:JMU!.id!llbblt fonn.~.~~ionJ1!lRtlfitl~1...tltodau~t.Jtutt .. !:o~.mi,t~g ·m.: 
surface-tension reducing agents are em.JJloveg. Additionally, the speed of the 
mixture is desirably controlled to prevent cavitation of the mixture in a manner 
which pulls air into the mix. Finally, air bubble reduction can further be achieved 
by allowing the mix to stand tor a sufficient time tor bubbles to escape prior to 
drying the film. n 

'337 Patent, coL 9, H. 56~65 (emphasis supplied). 

See also section of'337 Patent entitled 11Anti-t<.laming and De-foaming Compositions" ( '337 

Patent, coL 22, L 47 through col. 23, L 53). 
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Staab addresses the fine tuning of dissolution rates and delivery of agent material, by 

teaching the addition of gases as an important aspect of his invention (Staab, coL 8, 1l. 30-34). 

Staab is silent with respect to the claimed uniformity of content, the essence of the '337 Patent. 

The '337 Patent in cmmection with achieving said uniformity of content teaches the removal of 

such gases and bubbles ('337 Patent, coL 9, 11. 56~65). Moreover, Staab uses conventional drying 

(Staab, col. 11, 1L 64~65) rather than the particular drying methods used to ensure the uniformity 

of content claimed by the '3 3 7 Patent 

Staab provides absolutely no teaching or suggestion as to how to arrive at a final product 

that contains the recited level of active uniformity, Similar to the discussion of Chen above, 

Staab teaches general drying methods that would be expected to subject the material to similar 

air forces as in Chen's air drying oven, but does not teach the formation of and maintenance of a 

:film having a substantially uniform active content. Again, as explained above, Staab provides 

absolutely no teaching or suggestion as to how to arrive at a i1nal product that includes the 

claimed content 1.mifonnity. Similar to the discussion of Chen above, Staab teaches general 

drying methods that are likely to subject the material to similar air forces as in a conventional air 

drying oven, but does not teach the formation of and maintenance of a film having a substantially 

uniform active content 

The presently claimed process is not present in Staab, either literaHy or inherently, and it 

cannot anticipate the claims as pending. Moreover, one of ordinary skill in the art, considering 

the teachings ofthe cited reference as a whole, would not predictably or rationally arrive at the 

limitations of the present claims. For these reasons, Staab does not render obvious the pending 

claims of this rejection. 

F. Claims 82~ 89M91, 161~ 171-173, 272-274 and 290-292 were rejected under 35 
U.S.C. 102(b) as an1.tidpated by or~ in the alternative~ under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) 
as obvious over Le .Person. 
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Claims 92 and 174 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 
unpatentable over Le Person, 

The Office Action rejected the above claims as allegedly anticipated under 35 US.C. 

§102(b) by Le Person, Chemical Engineering and Processing, VoL 37, pp. 257-263 (1998) ("Le 

Person") orl under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), as obvious or unpatentable over Le Person. Patentee 

incorporates its previo·us discussions in sections A., B., C., D. and E., above, 

Patentee respectfully traverses the rejection on the basis, among others! that Le Person 

does not disclose the claimed: particular drying methods to provide a substantially uniform 

distribution of components; resulting visco-elastic product; substantially uniform distribution of 

components; casting a tlowable polymer matrix_having a viscosity from about 400 to about 

100,000 cps; or locldng-in or substantially preventing migration ofthe active; or said uniform 

distribution of said active maintained by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said 

active within said visco-elastic film, rapidly increasing the viscosity of the polymer matrix upon 

initiation of drying within about 4 minutes to maintain said uniform distribution of 

pharmaceutical active, such that uniformity of content of the resulting films vary by no more 

than 10% in the amount of the active present in substantially equally sized individual dosage 

units sampled from different locations ofthe resulting t1lrn is in compliance with regulations 

governing same. Le Person discloses that the drying step used plays a role in the tinal product, 

but fails to disclose or suggest how to achieve a uniform trnal product In fact; Le Person 

discloses methods that result in a non~uniform product prior to and at 10 minutes. According to 

Le Person, the resulting product dried in 9 minutes would not have clair.ned uniformity of content 

of active. 

f.e Pe.r~.HL1~-A%tL};Y:ltH9..Jhtl01nin.~t~.~Qase~; Qf)nuJdil'>tr1hu1joit9fJll&J1Q1hftU~.l!~U!?:llm~~~,'' in 

connection with different drying methods, said maldistribution havlng consequences on storage 

and delivery of a drug and proposes the use of Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy on the 
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active substance and the heavy solvent to detem1ine same. (Le Person, Abstract), Le Person 

acknowledges that in the fonnation of a film product, "drying is the essential unit operation 

necessary to form the final product." (Le Person, p. 257). In Le Person's experiment, a coating 

mixture includes a polymer, three light solvents, a heavy solvent, and a pharmaceutical active 

substance. Le Person stated that the drying process used must evacuate the light solvent and 

preserve the heavy solvent. Le Person1s experimental set-up was composed of two parts, "the 

drying cell and the wind tunneL . , . [wherein] the wind tunnel is a conventional drying rig,,. ,11 

Le Person, p, 258, col, 2 & Fig, 1, Le Person's disclosure of the use of a wind tunnel further 

negates any argument that Le Place inherently anticipates or makes obvious Patentee's invention. 

Le Person conducted experiments on drying conditions, At the 5 minute mark, Le Person 

noted that intense moisture removal through the exposed surface ofthe layer to radiation during 

the first three minutes of drying produced a stress on the polymer and caused "displacement of 

the active phase towards the bottom of the layer,'' (Le Person, p, 26 !). Le Person noted that, 

initially, the constituents of the active phase are apparantly homogeneously distributed, but 

during a drying process, the active substance separated and sunk to the bottom, (Le Person, p. 

262). Le Person noted that, between 5 and 10 minutes of drying, the heavy solvent migrates 

towards the top surface and the active substance stays in the bottom layer. (Le Person, p. 262), 

After 15 minutes, Le Person notes that the active substance crystallizes, due to the lack of solvent 

contained therein. (Le Person, p. 263). Eventually, the active substance homogenizes, and only 

after 15 minutes a quasi equilibrium is obtained for the active phase, taking into account the 

evaporation of heavy solvent (Le Person, p. 263). Thus, Le Person acknowledged that the 

drying step of a illm formation is critical, and noted the non-homogeneity of the film product it 

produced during drying. 

It is important to note that Le Person simply recognized the overall, general difficulty in 

obtaining films with a substantially uniform distribution of active. However, Le Person did not 

recognize the specitic reasons therefor, nor did Le Person recognize the solutions needed to 
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overcome this difficulty, Le Person's goal was to find ways to best determine whether or not 

there was homogeneity of film product. Le Person uses water with a heavy solvent (see abstract 

and Table 1 ), and does not complete its drying, and in particular removal of the heavy solvent, 

until after 15 minutes (see Le Person, pp. 261-263), After 10 minutes, Le Person's heavy solvent 

has migrated to the exposed surface; and after 15 minutes, a quasi-equilibrium is obtained :for the 

components ofthe active phase, taking into account the evaporation of the heavy solvent (see Le 

Person, p. 263). 

However, the point ofLe Person is that, in the time period (i.e., less than 10 minutes), 

there is non-uniformity of the product Le Person even states that "intense moisture removal 

through the exposed surface of the layer to the radiation, during the first 3 min of drying (Le 

Person, Fig. 7) produces a stress on the polymer skeleton , .. and as a result the acrylic polymer 

becomes more and more dense in the upper part of the layer (exposed surface)." (Le Person, p. 

261). As a result, this "intense" shrinkage results in displacement of the active phase, As such, 

Le Person's disclosure ~is not directed towards achievement of a substantially uniform film 

through drying, and in fact, if anything, teaches away from achieving such content uniformity. 

The presently claimed process is not present in Le Person, either literally or inherently, and it 

cannot anticipate the claims as pending. Moreover, one of ordinary skill in the art, considering 

the teachings of the cited reference as a whole, would not predictably or rationally itrrive at the 

limitations ofthe present claims. For these reasons, Le Person does not render obvious the 

pending claims of this rejection. 

G. Claim~ 1, 5, 7-10, 12-14, 23t 63, 64t 82, 84~ 86~89! 91-93, 102, 142, 143~ Hil, 
166, 168-171, 173-175, 184,224,225,249,254,267,272,285 and 290 were 
rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as antf.cf.pated by or, in the alternative, under 
35 U.S.C. 103(a) as obvious over Hortsmann. 

The Office Action rejected the above claims as allegedly anticipated under 35 U.S.C. 

§ l02(b) by Horstman, et aL U.S. 5,629,003 ("Horstmann") or, in the alternative under 35 U.S.C. 
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§ l03(a), as obvious over Horstmam1. Patentee incorporates its previous discussions in sections 

A., B., C., D., E. and F., above, 

Patentee respectfully traverses the rejection on the basis, among others, that Horstmann 

does not disclose the claimed: particular drying methods to provide a substantially uniform 

distribution of components; resulting visco-elastic product; substantiaHy uniform distribution of 

components; casting a flowable polymer matrix_having a viscosity from about 400 to about 

100,000 cps; or locking-in or substantiaHy preventing migration ofthe active; or said unifom1 

distribution of said active maintained by locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said 

active within said visco-elastic t1lm, rapidly increasing the viscosity of the polymer matrix upon 

initiation of drying within about 4 minutes to maintain said uniform distribution of 

pharmaceutical active, such that unifom1ity of content of the resulting films vary by no more 

than 10% in the amount ofthe active present in substantially equally sized individual dosage 

units sampled from different locations of the resulting film is in compliance with regulations 

governing same . 

.rv1oreover, the '080 Patent's description ofthe differences between Horstmann and 

Patentee1s invention claimed in the '080 Patent is relevant to the Examiner1s current rejections as 

welL For example: 

"In one attempt to overcome non-uniformity, U$. Pat. No. 5,629,003 to 
Horstmann ... incorporated additional ingredients, Le. gel tanners and 
polyhydric alcohols respectively, to increase the viscosity ofthe film prior to 
drying in a:n effort to reduce aggregation of the components in the film. These 
methods have the disadvantage of requiring additional components, which 
translates to additional cost and manufacturing steps. Furthem1ore, both methods 
employ the use the conventional time-consuming drying methods such as a high
temperature air-bath using a drying oven, drying tunnel, vacuum drier, or other 
such drying equipment. The long length of drying time aids in promoting the 
aggregation ofthe active and other adjuvant, notwithstanding the use of viscosity 
modifiers. 11 

'080 Patent, coL 2, L 63 to col. 3, 1. 9. 
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Horstmann1s use of conventional drying methods and need for gel fanners teaches away 

from obtaining a resulting film with the desired u.nifom1ity of content of active of no more than 

10% variation, Horstmann does not disclose the degree of uniformity of content, merely, for 

example, in Example 2, referring to illm sections containing 11approximately" 3 mg of active and 

a weight of"approximately" 80 mg. Horstrnann, cot 5, H. 15-36. Horstmann does not disclose 

that these arnounts are based on any testing, or for that matter what they are based upon. The 

presently claimed process is not present in Horstrnann, either literally or inherently, and it cannot 

anticipate the claims as pending. Moreover, one of ordinary skill in the art, considering the 

teachings of the cited reference as a whole, would not predictably or rationally arrive at the 

limitations of the present claims. For these reasons, Horstr.nann does not render obvious the 

pending claims of this rejection. 

IX. ~onclusiou 

No reference, either alone or in combination with other references, teaches the processes 

claimed by the 1080 Pute:nt. Entry of the amendments herein is respectfully reqtiested. For at 

least the reasons set forth above, independent claims 1, 82, 161, and 321~324 are allowable. 

Claims 2 - 81, 83 - 160, 162 - 320, and 32:5-628 are allowable at least based on their 

dependencies, whether direct or indirect, from independent Claims 1, 82, 161, 321 and 322. 

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner reconsider and withdraw the 

rejections to same. Fees for addition of 4 new independent claims and 324 new depeudent 

claims are due with this submission, and the Commissioner is authorized to charge this fee to 

Deposit Account No, 08-246L Should any additional fees be due, the Commissioner is 

authorized to charge any additional fees, such as fees for extensions oftime or additional claims, 

to Deposit Account No. 08-2461. Should the Examiner have any questions regarding this 

response, the undersigned would be pleased to address them. 
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HOFFMANN & BARON, LLP 
6900 Jericho Turnpike 
Syosset, New York 11791 
(973) 331-1700 

Respectfully submitted, 

/Daniel A. Ss:gJ~,.lrL _____ ,"""'"'"""-----------------------
Daniel A, Scola, Jr, 
Registration No,: 29,855 
Attorney for the Patentee 
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CERTIFICATE OF FIRST CLASS SERVICE 

It is certified that a copy ofthis REPLY BY PATENTEE TO A NON-FINAL 

OFFICE ACTION PURSUA.NT TO 37 C.F.R. §1.111 has been served, by first class mail, on 

January 29, 2013, in its entirety on the third party requester as provided in 37 CFR § L903 and 

3 7 CFR § 1.248 at the addess below, 

DANlliLLE L. HERRJTT 
McCARTER & ENGLISH LLP 
265 FRANKLIN STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02110 

aBniel A. Scolfi, Jr./ 
Daniel A. Scola, Jr. 
Registration No,: 29,855 
Attorney for the Patentee 
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Patentee: Yang et al. 

Paterit No.: u.s. 7,897,080 

Reexamination 95/0t)2;170 
Control No,: 

Fi1cd: September 10,2012 

Dated: January 29, 2013 

Mail Sto11lnter Partes Reexam 
Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexanclria, VA 22313~1450 

Examine!': Diamond, Alan D. 

Group Art Unit: 3991 

Co.n.firmation 6418 
I: ' .. ~ 

No. 

H&BDockm: 1199-26 
RCE/CON/REX 

.. M&E Docket; .. . 117744~00023 . . .. 

Cert{{ic($/e of EFS-We!; Transmis,o;km 
I hereby cert[fy that this correspondenc~; is being 
transmitted via the US. Patent and Trademork Office 
electronic filing system (EFS .. JiVeb) to the USPTO on 
JarmgJ:L12,_.J.QJ.J,_ 
Signed: Mic;lmel I Cha~q:tnskv /Michael] Chakansky/ 

DECLARATION OF B. ARLHI: BOGUE~ PH .. ll. 
UNDER 37 C.F.R § 1.132 

Madame: 

I, B, Arlie Bogue, Ph.D,, do hereby malm the ±b11nwmg declaration: 

1, I .l:llive worked in the field of pharmaceutical development, and particularly oral dosage 

form development, for 22 years, I am employed by MonoSol Rx, LLC, C'Patentee"), the 

assignee of 1ssued patent U.S. 7,897,01.W ("the '080 Patent"). as Senior Director for 

Matmfacturing Strategy and Innovation. 

2. I have a BS in Physical Chemistry frorn Colorado State University. A Ph.D. in Chemical 

and Bio Engineering fhm1 Arizona State University, I have participated in postdoctoral 

studies in Biochemical Engineering at the University ofVirgh:t1a. 

1 
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numerous foreign patents direc.ted to the ionnulatlon, processing and/or packaging of 

pharmaceutical oral disintegrating Ul'Jt doses (tablets and film strips). I have direct 

experience with the-~Q!mns:r_~jal sq~k processing of _phar.maceutical film systems as well 

as an understanding of the content uniformity of active and methods for testing same. 

4. I have read the '080 Patent and the Office Action issued on November 29,2012 in the 

reexamination of the '080 Patent C'Office Action'') and the references cited therein. 

5. The resulting films discussed herein were manufactured for comme-rcial use and 

regulatory approval in accordance with the invention disclosed in the 1080 Patent by: 

(a) forming a :tlowable polymer matrix comprising a wateN:o1ub1e 

polymer., a solvent and an active, said matrix having a uniform distribution of said 

active by mixing the components in a high shear mixer; 

(b) casting said flowable polymer matrix having a viscosity within the 

range from about 400 to about 100,000 cps onto a substrate on a commercial 

coating line; 

(c) conveying said polymer matrix through a drying apparatus and· 

evaporating at least a portion of said solvent from said t1owahle polymer matrix in 

a custom drying oven for a commercial coating line, thereby rapidly increasing 

the viscosity of said polymer matrix upon initiation of drying within about the 

first 4 minutes to maintain said uniform distribution of said _pharmaceutical active 

by locking-in or substantially _preventing migration of said pharmaceutical active 

within said visco-elastic film wherein the polymer m;:1t:dx temperature is 100 oc 

or less; 

'1 
;',. 
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(d) forming a resulting film from said visco-elastic tllm, wherein said ) 

resulting fUm has a water content of 10% or less and the resulting film as tested f 

by analytical chemical means, see below, varies by n.o ffi():f.'e than 10% with l 

respect to the desired amount of the active·present in substantially equally sized •,., I 
individual dosage units sampled from different location of the resultmg ftfm; by l 

~ 

said locking-in or substantially preventing migration of said phatmaceutical active ~ 

f.~ m~ID,~arn.~.d, .w~erein said. !eS.~~tin?> f1ltn)s s¥itab1e f9r co,Jnn}.erc~.~tiz~tiol1 ft!14 . . . . I 
regulatory approval, 

6, Individual dosage unit t1lm samples all having the same dimensions we:ro cut out from the 

resulting films using a commercial packaging machine. The samples were analyzed by a 

validated method, in compliance with Food and Drug Administration eFDN') standards 

and regulations regarding same, in which the individual dosage units were at least 

partially dissolved, the active was entirely extracted from the film, and the extract was 

analyzed by High Pe1fonnance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) against an extemal 

stundard to quantify the amount of active present :in each individual dosage unit 

7, According to the inventive process set :forth and claimed in the 1080 Patent, each 

individual dosage unit film has a "target11 or "desired'' amount of active contained therein. 

The target amount o.f active, when it is a phannaceutical, is refened to as the "Label 

Claim", thus identifYing the a..•nount of pharmaceutical active in the .film to a user, Each 

w:rit dose film cut from the same batch of bulk film must have the desired content of 

phmmaeeutical active., varying no more that 10%, from the target or desired amount That 

is, for each unit dose, the arnmmt of active should be between 90% and 110% of the 

target or desired am.mmt. 

8. Patentee manufactures batches off11m containing actives, Each batch is a separate 

manufacturing lot, rangillg from 500,000 to 2,000,000 films per lot 

3 
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9, To demonstrate the uniformity of individual dosage unit films, I compiled Individual 

Film Dosage Unit Assay Data fi·om seventy-three (73) different commercial lots of 

Patentee1s resulting :film products manufactured in accordance with the '080 Patent 

invention. '; ·, 

10. Ten (1 0) individual dosage units we:re temoved n·om different locations of each lot, at 

lem;tpartiallydlssolye,d, m:1d. tested ±'or ~l~ ~~ount of a~tivepr?sen~ in ea,ch sampl,~d . 

individual dosage unit. 

11, Individual Film Dosage Unit Assay Data shows the content uniformity test results for the 

730 sampled individual dosage 1.mits, ten each from the seventy~tb:ree (73) separate lots. 

12. It can be seen fl:om Appendix A that the active content of each individual dosage unit 

remains well within the control limits of 90% to 110%. The too:get or desired amount is 

8,00 mg of active per individual dosage unit. The range of armlyiical chemical testing 

results among those 730 individual dosage units was 93.50% (7.48 mg) to 105.80% (8.47 

mg) of the target or desired amount of active, This unifonnity of content level is 

consistent with that described in the 1080 Patent 

13, The results, shovvn in Appendix. A, establish that the resulting films produced by the 

inventive method ofthe '080 Patent have a distribution of active within the limits 

required by the 1080 Patent, in this case, perfonning analytical chemical tests for content 

uniformity of said active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units of said 

sampled resulting film, said tests indicating said substantially uniform distribution ofthe 

pharmaceutical active, in that the pharmaceutical active varies by no more than 10%. 

4 

--····---------------·1 

~; .I 
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I hereby declare that ail statements made herein of my mw1 knowledge are b:ue and that 

all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these 

statements were made \vith the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are 

p1mishable by fine or imprisonment, o1· both, under Section 1001 of Title 1 g of the United States 

Code, and. that such statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patents 

issued thereon. 

Dated this 29th, day of January, 2013 

B. Arlie Bogue 

5 
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CERTIJ;1CATE 0}~ FIRST CLASS SEJ.rV1CE 

rt is certified that a copy ofthis DECLARATION OF B. .ARLIE BOGUE~ 

PH.D. UNDER 37 C.F.R.§1.132 has been served, hy first class mail, on January 29, 

2013, in its entirety on the third party requester as provided in 37 CFR § 1.903 and 37 

CFR § 1.248 at the addess below, 

DANIELLE L HERRITT 
McCARTER & ENGLISH LLP 
265 FRANKLIN STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02110 

ma.niel A. Scola; Jr./ 
Daniel A. Scola, Jr. 
Registration No,: 29,855 
Attorney for the Patentee 
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PATENT ANll TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Patentee: Yang et aL 

Patent No.: U.S. 7,897,080 B2 

Reexamination 95/002,170 
Control No.: 

Filed: September 10,2012 

Dated: January 29, 20!3 

Mail Stop lnter Partes Reexam 

Central Reexamination Unit 

Commissioner for Patents 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Examiner: 

Group Art Unit: 

Contim1ation 
No. 

H&B Docket: 

M&EDocket: 

Diamond, Alan D. 

3991 

6418 

1199-26 
RCE/CON/REX 

117744-00023 

DECLARATION Il[_QERALD FULl,l!~R. PH.D, UNDI!:R 37 C.F.R§1.132 

Sir/Madam: 

I, Gerald Fuller, Ph.D., do hereby make the following declaration: 

L Jeeb.nical Background 

1. 1 have worked in the field of f1uid dynamics and rheology for 38 years, including 
research in the processing of complex polymeric liquids. J have extensive knowledge of the use 
off10\vable polymer compositions ln various coating and film-making. I have a B.Sc. in 
Chemical Engineering from the University of Calgary (1975), a M.S. in Chemical Engineering 
from Caltech (1977) and a Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from Caltech (1980). 

2. My work experience includes measurement ofthe viscoelasticity of various 
polymeric materials, including hydrocolloids. I have technical experience in industry working as 
a consultant for film-making companies, such as 3M and DuPont 

3. I am currently a professor at Stanford University where r hold the title: Professor 
Fletcher Jones Chair in the School of Engineering. l have taught fluid mechanics and rheology, 
Appendix I is a copy of my Curriculum Vitae. 

4. I have published extensively on the subject of rheology and complex f1uids and 
Appendix I provides a list of my publications and joumal articles. 
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5, I have read the Office Action, U.S. Patent 7,897,080 B2, the references cited in 
the Office Action and Dr. Cohen's Declaration submitted by the Requestor. 

6. It is my opinion that the film process as described by Chen at commercial scale 
would not inherently result in a film having a uniform distribution of active in the tilm. In 
particular, it is also my opinion that the film process of Chen would not inherently result in a 
film having a unifom1.ily of content of active in substantially equal sized individual dosage units 
sampled from Chen's resultant film, where the active in the dosage units varies no more than 
10%, 

7. The process described by Chen does not describe how to dry in a manner that 
would avoid redistribution and inhomogeneity of a dissolved solute or suspended actives due to 
well-known thermodiffusive effects. The effects, also referred to as the Soret effect, can drive 
inhomogeneities during the drying of a previously homogeneous mixture. In other words, even 
if a solution containing a solute or suspended actives is spatially homogeneous in that 
constituent, the act of drying the solution to create a solid film can cause redistribution of the 
solute or suspended actives through the creation of temperature variations. This is the result of 
temperature gradients within the polymer film matrix causing the solute or suspended actives in 
the film to migrate and accumulate in different locations even if the solute or suspended actives 
were initially uniformly distributed. Th~ Soret effect .. which ~as described in 1 tWO's, is§; 
gh~~;~Jg~L!2h©:nmmmm1.dUKU~ . .'!~~?l!::lsnn>.~:!lJ9.Jh~.£:b&m1s::;~,\.pn~!l<$~2Jnctm!1!X" (see Appendix II) 

8, Dr. Cohen's assmnption that Chen's process will lead to films that are spatially 
hornogeneous in composition is f1awed because it does not recognize that them1odiffusive effects 
can result in spatial redistribution of constituents even if they were initially homogeneous prior 
to the application of heating during the process of film fommtion. Because Chen does not 
describe the film drying process, it cannot be assumed that any resulting temperature gradients 
within the polymer film matrix during the drying process wlll not lead to thermoditTusion and 
spatial inhomogeneity. 

9, Chen does not discuss the development of viscoelasticity in the film during the 
drying process. Chen discloses the use ofhydrocolloids and it is well-established that these 
materials can increase viscosity but will not necessarily enhance viscoelasticity. lt is well known 
that viscosity is only one property within the general description of viscoelasticity. Even though 
these materials, such as Carbopo!®, can lead to shear thinning materials, they are often inelastic 
and purely viscous. Chen does not recognize the mechanism of viscoelasticity of a mm 
undergoing drying needs to be effectuated to retain the spatial uniformity of the constituents of 
that t1lm. The development of viscoelasticity has the ability of arresting processes such as the 
Soret effect that can induce inhomogeneities. The Monosol process that creates a viscoelastic 
film within the first four (4) minutes of drying has the important benefit of locking in a spatially 
homogeneous distribution of components by inhibiting the effects ofthermodiffusion to obtain 
active uniformity that does not vary more than 1 0% in the amount of active present in 
substantially equal sized individual dosage units, 

Page 2 of4 
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10, Dr. Cohen is incorrect in his assumption that simply increasing the viscosity of a 
hydrocolloid material through fllm drying will retain spatial unifonnity of the constituents of a 
film. In the absence of conditions which rapidly build viscoelasticity, components can diffuse 
spatially in a viscous media in response to thermodiffusive effectso The development of a rapid 
viscoelastic net\:Y'ork formation is able to spatially constrain the diffusion of components and 
inhibit the11nodifiusivity and retain spatial uniformity to the desired degree. 

1], The Examiner has stated: 

"Chen uses the same criteria discussed above with respect to the '080 patent in the 
Scope of Claims section for evaluation of substantial unifom1 distribution, i.e., 
weight of dosages and visual inspection. In partkular, Chen's dried film product 
of Example 1 is cut into dosage units ready for packing (p. 17, lines 31-32) an~ 
has a weight of0.028 ± OoOOl g/dosage mm, a density of 1.0485 ± 0.009 glcm2

, a 
water content of l.7 ± 024%, and as noted above, a thickness of2.1 ± O.t 2 mil 
(see Table 4); and the dried tilms are glossy and substantially transparent (p. 17, 
line 15), i.e., they are visually free of aggregation,,. (Action at p. 13) 

In particular, in order to arrive at a dried mm product as in Chen, which is made 
using the same materials as disclosed in the '080 patent and the same bask 
process steps here claimed, wherein the dried film is glossy and substantially 
transparent and has the gram per dosage, thickness, density and water content 
noted above for Example l, then a viscoelastic film is inherently fonned during 
Chen's 9-minute drying." {Action at p. I 5) 

12. The tem1 "glossy' is not interchangeable with, nor equivalent to the uniformity of 
content of components of a mm, nor the content uniformity of an active in the film, it is also not 
interchangeable with a specific variation of active content in mtit dosage samples taken from a 
film. "Glossy" is a general term for a uniform reflectiveness of light off of a surface. It is a type 
of visual surface uniformity, but it is not indicative, nor suggestive of the content uniformity of a 
film, nor the uniformity of distribution of active, e.g. solute, particles or particulates of 
pham1aceutical active, which are present in the film. 

13. The term "transparent" is defined by the Examiner as '"visually free of 
aggregation," The tem1 "transparent" is conventionally defined as "having the property of 
transmitting light without appreciable scattering so that bodies lying beyond are seen clearly." 
(See htt,12://vvww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/transparent) This tem1, however, regardless of 
which definition is applied, is also a visual appearance characteristic that is neither indicative of 
nor suggestive of the uniformity of content of the film. In particular, this term does not 
necessarily provide any indication or suggestion of a specific variance of active per unit dose of 
film sampled therefrom. 

14. I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true 
and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that 
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these statements were made with the knowledge thai willful false :statements and the like are 
punishable by fine, or imprisonrnena. or both, under section l 00 l of Title 18 of the United Stales 
Code, and that such willful statements may j~.:.~lp;m.liye the validity of the application or any 
patents issued thereon, ...-·""''~~---~)y~· .·.·· "\ ,.. ,r''-
Dated thilS .£:1 day of January. 20! ("""'""'""""'---kd.:~. ___ ·. ____ ·___ ....... · -"' 

O<~nM.Q ··l .. hr. Ph.D. 
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CER'l'J.FICATE OF FIRST CLASS SERVICE 

It is certit1ed that a copy of this DECLARATION BY GERt\Lll FULLER, 

PH.!), UNDER 37 CF.R.§1.132 has been served, by first class mail, on January 29, 

20t3, in its entirety on the third party requester as provided in 37 CFR § L903 and 37 

CFR § 1.243 at the addess below, 

DANIELLE L HERRJTT 
McCARTER & ENGLISH LLP 
265 FRANKLIN STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02110 

/Daniel A. Scola, Jr,/ 
Daniel A. Scola, Jr, 
Registration No.: 29,855 
Attomey for the Patentee 
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Panelist, NSF Career Grant Committee, 1997, 
Member at Large, Executive Committee of the Society of Rheology, 1995- 1997, 
Member Twenty-eighth Senate ofthe Academic Council, Stanford University, 
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Books 
L G.G. Fuller, "Optical Rheometry of Complex Fluids", Oxford University Press, 
New York, 1995. 
2. Lydie Navard, Patrick Navard and Gerald Fuller, "Scientifically Yours", Cm·Jet 
Imprimeur, S.A., France, t 995. 

Contributions to Books 
L G. G. Fuller and C. M. Ylltalo, "Optical Rheometry of Polymeric Liquids", chapter 6 
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2, G.G. Fuller, J.A. Zawada and R.H. Colby, "Investigating Miscible Polymer Blend 
Dynamics with Optical and Mechanical Rheometry", Keynote Lectures in Selected 
Topics of Polymer Science, proceedings of Alicante Seminars. (1994), 
3. G.G, Fuller, l van Egmond D. Wirtz, E. Peuvrel-Dlsdier, E. Wheeler and H. 
Takahashi, "Enhancement of Concentration Fluctuations in Solutions Subject to External 
Fields", ACS Symposium Series in "Flow Induced Structure in Polymers", A.I. Nakatiani 
and M.D. Dadmun, editors, 597 (1995) 22-34, 
4. Gerald G. Fuller, "Fundamentals of Optical Rheometry",, contribution to "Rheo~ 
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1, R. Paul and G.G. Fuller, "Applications of Field Theoretical Methods to the 
Calculation if Infrared Band Shapes of Molecules in Strongly Interacting Solvents", J. 
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2. G.G. Fuller, "A .fvloditled Redlich~Kwong-Soave Equation of State Capable of 
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, l&EC Fundamentals 15 (1976) 254-257. 
3. G.G. Fuller, J.M. Rallison, R. Schmidt, and L.G. Leal, "Measurements ofVelocity 
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100 (!980) 555-575. 
4. L.G, Leal, G.G. Fuller, and \V.L Olbricht, "Studies ofthe Flow-Induced Stretching of 
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', J. Non-Newt. Fluid Mech. 8 (1981) 271- 310. 
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198. Sven Reynaert, Carlton F. Brooks, Paula Moldenaers, Jan Vermant, Gerald G. 
Fuller, "Analysis ofthe magnetic rod interracial stress rheometer, Journal of Rheology, 

52(2008)26.1' 
] 99. Cecile Monteux, John Kirkwood, Hui Xu, Eric Jung, Gerald Fuller, "Deterrn!ning 
the Mechanical Response of Particle-Laden Fluid Interfaces using surface pressure 
isotherms and bulk pressure measurements of droplets", Phys. Chern. Chern. Phys., 9 
(2007) 6344-6350. 
200. Auguste, D.; Kirkwood, J.; Kohn, J.; Fuller, G.; Pmd'Homme, R., "Surface 
rheology of hydrophobically-modified PEG polymers associating with a phospholipid 
monolayer at the alr-\vater interface", Langmuir, 24(2008)4056. 
201. Rachel E. Kurtz, Michael F. Toney, John A. Pople, Binhua Lin, l'vlati Meron, 
Jaroslaw Majewski, Amo Lange, and Gerald G. Fuller, Langmuir Monolayers of 
Straight-Chain and Branched Hexadecanol and Eicosanol Mixtures, Langmuir, 24 (2008) 
14005. 
202. Yang T., Knowles J, Lu Q, Rajadas J, Fuller G., Wang Q, Andreassen K, Moore 
L, Chang T, Massa SM, and Longo FM, Small molecule, non-peptide p75NTR ligands 
inhibit A~-induced neurodegeneration, PLoSONE, 3 (2008) e3604. 
203. Nishimura, S., Magana, G., Ketelson, H., Fuller, G., The Effect of Lysozyme 
Adsorption on the Interfacial Rheology ofDPPC and Cholesteryl Myristate Films, 
Langmuir, 24(2008) 11728. 
204. Yun Weng; Tienyi T Hsu; Jing Zhao; Stefanic Nishimura, Gerald G Fuller; James 
Sonner, Isovaleric, methylmalonic, and propionic acid decrease anesthetic EC50 in 
tadpoles, modulate glycine receptor function and interact with the lipid 1 ,2-dipalmitoy!
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, Anesthesia & Analgesia, 108 (2008) 1538. 
205. Kirkwood, J., Fuller, G., "Liquid Crystalllne Collagen: A Self-Assembled 
Morphology for the Orientation of Mammalian Cells", Langmuir 25 (2009) 3200. 
206. Spigone, E.; Cho, G.; Fuller, G.; Cicuta, P., "Surface rheology of a polymer 
monolayer: effects of polymer chain length and compression rate", Langmuir, 25 (2009) 
7457. 
207. VandebriJ, S., Franck, A., Fuller, G. Moldenaers, P., Verrnant, J., A Double Wall
Ring Geometry for Interfacial Shear Rheometry, Rheologica Acta, 49 (2009) 131, 
208. Xu, H., Kirkwood, J., Lask, M., Fuller, G.G., Charge interaction between particle
laden fluid interfllces, Langmuir, 26 (2010) 3160. 
209. Goffin, A., Rajadas, J., Fuller, G.G., Interfacial flmv processing of collagen, 
Langmuir, 26 (2010) 3514. 
210. D. Leiske, S. Raju, H. Ketelson, T, Millar and G. Fuller, The interfacial 
viscoelastic properties and structures of human and animal Meibomian lipids, 
Experimental Eye Research, 90 (20 I 0) 598. 
21 L E. Spigone, G-Y. Cho, G. Fuller and P. Cicuta, Surface Rheology of a Polymer 
Monolayer: Effects of Polymer Chain Length and Compression Rate, Langmuir, 25 
(2009) 7457. 
212. S. Srivastava, D. Leiske, J. K. Basu, and G.Fu!!er, Interfacial shear rheology of 
highly confined glassy polymers, Soft Matter, 7 (2011) 1994. 
2!3. M. Maas and G. Fuller, Thin Film Fom1ation ofSHica Nanoparticle/Lipid 
Composite Films at the Fluid-Fluid Interface Langmuir, 26(20 1 0) 17867-17873. 
214. M. Maas, P. Guo, M. Keeney, L Yang, T. Hsu, G. Fuller, C. Martin, R. Zare, 
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Prepamtion of mineralized nanofibers: Collagen fibrils containing calcium phosphate, 
Nano Lett,-11(2011)1383-1388. 
215. E. Lai, CL Anderson, G. Fuller, Designing a tubular matrix of oriented collagen 
fibrils, Acta Biomaterialla, 7(2011)2448-2456. 
216. T. Hsu, T. Walker, C. Frank, G. Fuller, Role of fluid elasticity on the dynamics of 
rinsing flow by an impinging jet, Physics of Fluids, 23(20 11 )0331 01, 
217. D. Leiske, C. Monteux, M. Senchyna, H. Ketelson, G. Fuller, Influence of surface 
rheology on dynamic wetting of droplets with insoluble surfactan'ts, Soft Matter, 7 (2011) 
7747. 
218. E. Chang, M. Galvez, J. Glotzbach, M. Longaker, J, Rajadas, (t Fuller, G. 
Gurtner, Vascular Anastomosis Using Controlled Phase Transitions in Poloxamer Gels, 
Nature Medicine, 17 (20 11) 114 7. 
219. Michael Maas, Knut IvW.ller, Gerald Fuller and Kurosch Rezwan, Assembly of 
Submicron CoJloidosomes with Silica Nanoparticles Featuring a Selective Permeability 
for Controlled Biomolecule Release, Advanced Materials, submitted (2011). 
22tt Volkenstein S, Kirkwood JE, Lai E, Dazert S, Fuller GG, Heller S, Oriented 
collagen as a potential cochlear implant electrode surface coating to achieve directed 
neurite outgrowth, Em Arch OtorhinolaryngoL 2011. 
221. Lelske DL, Leiske CI, Leiske DR, Toney MF, Senchyna M, Ketelson HA, 
Meadows DL, Fuller GG, Temperature-Induced Transitions in the Structure and 
Interfacial Rheology ofHuman Melburn, Biophys. J., 102 (2012) 369. 
222. Leiske DL, Meckes B, Miller CE, Wu C, Walker TW, Lin B, Meron M, Keteison 
HA, Toney MF, Fuller GG, Insertion Mechanism of a poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(butylene 
oxide) block copolymer into a DPPC monolayer, Langmuir 27 (2011) 11444. 
223. Editorial: Dynamics and rheology of complex t1uid-fluid interfaces, Fuller GG, 
Vermant J, Soft Matter, 7 (2011) 7583. 
224. Wang l, Xie H, Qiao X, Goffin A, Hodgkinson T, Yuan X, SunK, Fuller GG, 
Interfacial rheology of natural silk fibroin at air/water and oil/water interfaces, Langmuir, 
28 (2012) 459. 
225, L_~j-~ke DL, Miller CE, Rosenfeld L, Cerretani C, Ayzner A, Lin B, Mg:_q_n M, 
Senchyna M, Ketelson HA, Meadows D, Srinivasan S, Jones L, Radke CJ, Toney MF:, 
fJJHS'!r QQ, Molecular structure of interfacial human meibum films, Langmuir. 2012 Aug 
14;28(32):11858-65, 
226, Wu C, Lim J)l, Fuller GG, Cegelski L, Disruption of Escherichia coli Amyloid-
Integrated Biofilm Fonnation at the Air-Liquid Interface by a Polysorbate Surfactant, 
Langmuir (2013) in press. 
227. Huang NF, Lai ES, Ribeiro AJS, Pan S, Pruitt BL, Fuller GG, Cooke JP, Spatial 
patterning of endothelium modulates cell morphology, adhesiveness and transcriptional 
signature, Biomaterials (2013) in press, 
228, Hstl, Tienyi; Leiske, Danieile; Rosenfeld, Liat; Sonner, James; Fuller, Gerald, 3-
Hydroxybutyric Acid Interacts with Lipid lVIonolayers at Concentrations That Impair 
Consciousness, Langmuir (20 13) in press, 
229. Huang NF, Okogbaa J, Lee JC, Zaitseva TS, Paukshto MV, Sun J, Punjya N, 
Fuller GG, Cooke JP, Anisotropic nanofibril!ar collagen scaflblds modulate endothelial 
cell morphology, function and survival, Biomaterials (2013) accepted. 
230, Tenhu, Heikki; Niskanen, Jukka; Wu, Cynthia; Ostrowski, Maggie; Fuller, 
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Gerald; Hietala, Sami, Tacticity affects thermal response of aqueous 
poly(dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate), Macromolecules (2013) submitted. 
23L Liat Rosenfeld, Colin Cerretani, DanieHe L Leiske, Michael f. Toney, Clayton J, 
Radke, Gerald G. fuller, Structural and Rheological Properties ofMeibomian lipids, 
IVOS (2013) accepted. 
232. Ranulfo Allen, Zhenan Bao and Gerald G Fuller, Oriented, polymer-stabilized 
carbon nanotube films: int1uence of dispersion rheology, Nanotechnology 23 (20 12), 

Patents 
Gerald G. fuller, Ronald Garritano, Paul Mode, Measuring shear viscosity of fluids, 
US5ll5669, May. 26, 1992. 
A. freeman, G. Fuller, D. Sierra, S. Conston, A, Michaels, Cell separation device 
and in-line orifice mixer system, US5,968,0J 8, Oct 19, 1999. 
A. Franck, J. Vermant, G. Fuller, System and Method for Interracial Rheometry, US 
7,926,326, 201 L 
G. Gurtner, G. Fuller, M. Lonagker, J. Rajadas, Compositions and methods for joining 
non-conjoined lumens, EP2007079890 I, 2009. 
G. Fuller, J. Kirkw·ood, Oriented Collagen Gel, US 2010i0227043, 2010. 
M. Paukshto, d. Mcmurtry, G. Fuller, Y, Bobrov, J. Kirkwood, Collagen Materials, films 
and methods of making same, US Pat Appl. 20110151563,201 I. 
G. Fuller, J. Kirkwood, Oriented Collagen Gel, Application 12/660, 702; US 
2010i0227043 A1, Sept. 2010, 

Keynote and Plenary Lectures 
1. G.G. fuller and J.-J. Lee, The Dynamics of Adsorbed Macromolecules Subjected 
to Flow (invited lecture), presented at the I.U.P.A.C. 28th Macromolecular 
Symposium, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, July 1982. 
2, fiG. Fuller, Adsorbed Polymer Layers Subjected to Flow (invited lecture). 
Workshop on Polymer-Flow Interaction. The La Jolla Institute, La. Jolla, 
California, July 1985 
3. G.G. Fuller, Invited Panelist on Coating Fundamentals, TAPPI Coating 
Conference, Washington, D.C., May 1986. 
4. G.G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Polymeric Liquids (invited participant), U.S.
West Germany Polymer Science Symposium, Napa, California, September, 1987. 
5. G.G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry (Keynote Lecture), Xth International Congress on 
Rheology, Sydney, Australia, August, 1988. 
6. G. G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Polymeric Liquids (Keynote Lecture), 
National ACS Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, September 25-30, 1987. 
7. G. G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Polymeric and Colloidal Liquids (invited 
lecture), Japan Society of Rheology, Nagaoka, Japan, October 2-7, 1988. 
8. G. G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Polymeric Liquids (invited lecture). 
International Symposium on Polymer Analysis and Characterization, ACS 
Meeting, Dallas, TX, April9-l4, 1989. 
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9. G. G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Polymeric and Colloidal Liquids (invited 
participant), Workshop on the Dynamics of Concentrated Systems, Los Alamos 
Laboratory, New Mexico, June 13-1.5, 1989, 
10. G. G. Fuller, Extensional Viscometry of Polymer Solutions (plenary lecture). 
Symposium on Rheology Modifiers, National ACS Meeting, Miami Beach, 
Florida, September l0-14, 1989. 
11. G. G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry (invited lecture). Symposium on Polymer 
Rheology and Processing, Pacifichem 89, Honolulu, Hawaii, Dec. 17-22, 1989. 
12. G. G. Fuller, Infrared Polarimetry Studies for Multi-Component Polymer Melts 
(invited lecture), International Discussion Meeting on Relaxation in Complex 
Systems, Heraklion, Crete, June 18-19, 1990. 
13. G. G. Fuller, Infrared Optical Rheometry ofMulticomponent Polymer Melts 
(keynote lecture), British Society of Rheology, Golden Jubilee Meeting, 
Edinburgh, Scotland, September 3-9, 1990. 
14. G. G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry, Thiele Lectureship Award, Notre Dame 
University, Notre Dame, IN, October 10, 1990. 
15. G. G. Fuller, D:ynamics of Polymer Liquids using Optical Rheometry (keynote 
lecture), 23rd Annual Mardi Gras Symposium in Theoretical Chemistry, New 
Orleans, LA, February 5, 1991. 
16. G. G. Fuller, Dynamics of Multcomponent and Heterogeneous Polymer Liquids 
(keynote lecture), APS 1991 March Meeting, Cincinnati, OH. 
17. G.G. Fuller, l{heo-Optks ofMulticomponent Polymeric Liquids (invited lecture), 
Materials Research Society Fall Meeting, Boston, .1\-tA, December 2-6, 1991. 
HL Gerald G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Polymer Liquids {keynote lecture), XHh 
International Congress on Rheology, Brussels, August, 1992. 
19. Gerald G, Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Multicomponent Complex Liquids 
(keynote lecture), 16th All Union Symposium on Rheology, Dnepropetrovsk, 
Ukraine, September 1992. 
20. Gerald G. Fuller, Dynamics of Compatible Blends (invited lecture), Spanish 
National Council of Scientific Research, Alicante, Spain, July 1993. 
21. J.A, Zawada, G.G. Fuller and R.H. Colby, Isolating Component Contributions to 
the Overall Rheology in l ,4-Polyisoprene/1 ,2-Polybutadiene Miscible Blends 
(invited lecture), presented at the International Conference on Rheometry of 
Polymers from the 11Solution to the Me!t11

, Abbaye Royale de Fontevraud, France, 
May 1993. 
22. Gerald G. Fuller, Isolating Component Contributions to the Overall Rheology in 
1 ,4-Polyisoprene/1 ,2-Poiybutadiene Miscible Blends (invited lecture), presented 
at the Theoretical and General Rheology, British Society of Rheology Meeting, 
Cambridge, England, September 22-24, 1993. 
23. Gerald G. Fuller, Orientational Coupling in Bidisperse Polymer Blends (invited 
lecture), presented at the 2nd International Meeting on Extensional and Shear 
Flow from the Solution to the :rvlelt, St Andrews, Scotland, June I 9-22, 1994" 
24. Gerald G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Multicomponent Polymer Liquids 
(invited lecture), presented at the !UPAC International Symposium on 
Macromolecules, Akron, OH, July 11-15, 1994. 
25, Gerald G. Fuller, Flow-Induced Structure in Multi-Component Polymers (invited 
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lecture), presented at the ACS National Meeting, Washington, DC, August 21-26, 
1994. 
26. Gerald G. Fuller, Structure and Dynamics of Multi-Component Polymer Liquids 
(keynote lecture), presented at the 4th European Rheology Conference, Seville, 
Spain, September 4-9, 1994. 
27. Gerald G. Fuller, Recent Advances in Optical Rheometry (keynote lecture), 
presented at the Pacific Conference on Rheology and Polymer Processing, Kyoto, 
Japan, September 26-30, 1994. 
28. Gerald G. Fuller, Structure and Dynamics of Complex Liquids by Optical 
Rheometry (keynote lecture), Conference on Complex fluids, International 
Centre of Condensed Matter Physics, University of Brasilia, Brazil, December 13-
16, 1994, 
29. Gerald G. Fuller, Flow-Induced Concentration Fluctuations in Complex Liquids 
(keynote lecture), Polymer Processing Society-11, Seoul, Korea, March 27-30, 
1995. 
30. Gerald G. Fuller, optical Studies of Flmv-Orientation and Relaxation in 
Monolayer Films (invited lecture), Symposium on Interfaces and Surfaces in the 
Rheology ofPolymers, ACS National Meeting, Anaheim, Apri12-6, 1995. 
31. Gerald G. Fuller, Flow-Induced Orientation in Langmuir Monolayers (invited 
lecture), London Mathematical Society Symposium on Mathematical Models of 
Liquid Crystals and Related Polymeric Systems, University of Durham, England, 
July 10-20, 1995. 
32. Interfacial Dynamics of Polymer Monolayets (keynote Jectute), 36th IUPAC 
International Symposium on Macromolecules, Seoul, Korea, August 4-9, 1996. 
33. FlovvN Induced Orientation of Monolayers (invited lecture), Gordon Research 
Conference on Organic Thin Films, Ventura, CA, January 28 N February 2, 1996, 
34. Dynamics ofPolymerlc Fluids: Influence of Flow on Microstructure (invited 
lecture), Nineteenth Asliomar Conference on Polymeric Materials, Pacific Grove, 
CA,February 11-14,1996. 
35. Concentration Fluctuations of Sheared Polymer-Polymer Solutions (invited 
lecture), The American Physical Society, Division of High Polymer Physics 
Meeting, St. Louis, MO, March 18-21, J 996. 
36. Orientational Dynamics of Polymer Liquids and Monolayers (invited lecture), 
CERSIM Colloque '96, Laval University, Quebec, Que., Nov. 29, 1996. 
37. Flow-Induced Dynamics of Polymer Liquids and Interfaces (invited lecture), 
Polymers West Gordon Research Conf., Ventura, CA, January S- 10, 1997. 
38. Elongational Flow of a Two-dimensional Polymer Nematic (invited lecture), 
MRS Spring 1997 Meeting, San Francisco, CA, March 3 I- April 4, 1997. 
39. Flow orientation of a two-dimensional polymer liquid crystal (invited lecture), 
The Second International Conference on Dynamics of Polymeric Liquids, Capri, 
Italy, May 7- 10, 1997. 
40. Dynamics and Structure of Langmuir Monolayers Subject to Flow (invited 
lecture), 3rd International Discussion Meeting on Relaxations in Complex 
Systems, Vigo, Spain, June 30- July 11, 1997. 
41. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids and fnterfac.es (Bingham Plenary 
Lecture), 69th Annual 'Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Columbus, OH 
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October J 9-23, J 997. 
42. Interfacial Rheometry of Complex Interfaces (Invited Paper), Symposium on 
NonequHlbrium Dyna;m;ic Processes at Colloidal Interfaces, ACS Spring 
Meeting, Dallas, TX, March 29 - April 2, 1998. 
43. Recent Advances in Optical Rheometry (Keynote Lecture), The Polymer 
Processing Society, t 4th Annual Meeting, Yokohama, Japan, June 8-12, 1998. 
44. Dynamics and Crystalline Connectivity of Stereoblock Polypropylene (Invited 
Lecture), Mitsubishi Chemical Workshop on Polymer Manufacturing, Mlzushlma, 
Japan, June 4-5, 1998. 
45. Rheology and Dynamics of Complex Langrnuir Films (Invited Lecture), 72nd 
ACS Colloid and Surface Science Symposium, Pennsylvania State University, 
June 21-24, 1998. 
46. Interfacial Rheology of Complex Interfaces (Keynote Lecture), 2nd Meeting of 
the Hellenic Society of Rheology and International Symposium, Heraklion, Crete, 
Greece, Aug. 21-Sept. 2, 1998. 
47. Recent Advances in Optical Rheometry (Keynote Lecture), 5th European 
Rheology Conference, Portoroz, Slovenia, September, 6-11, 1998. 
43. Flow-induced Morphology in Polymer-Polymer Emulsions (Invited Paper), 
AIChE Annual Meeting, Miami Beach, FL, Nov, 15-20, 1998. 
49. Crystallization and Dynamics ofStereoblock Poiyporopylenes (Invited Paper), 
Gordon Research Conference on Elastomers, Networks and Gels, New London, 
NH, July 13-23, 1999. 
50. Optical and Extensional Rheology (Invited Lectures), Sixth European School of 
Rheology, 6th-1Oth September 1999, Leuven, Belgium, 
5]. Structure and Dynamics of Elastomeric Polypropylene (Invited Paper), First 
Southern Europe Conference on Rheology, Calabria, Italy, 7th-11th September 
1999. 
52. The Rheology of Two-Dimensional Systems (Plenary Lecture), Perspectives on 
Rheology for the 21 C, lOth Anniversary Meeting of the Korean Society of 
Rheology, Seoul, Korea, Nov. 9-10, 1999. 
53. Rheology in Two Dimensions (Invited Lecture), David V. Boger Symposium, 
Melbourne, Australia, Nov. ] 5-16, 1999, 
54. The Rheology of Complex Interfaces (Plenary Lecture), Tiger-Hen Day- Joint 
Polymer Science Symposium between the University of Delaware and Princeton 
University, Newark, DE, Jan. 15, 2000. 
55. Rheology in 'T\vo Dimensions (Plenary Lecture), Workshop on Smfacta.nt Flows 
at Interfaces, The Institute for Surface and Interface Science, UCI, Laguna Beach, 
CA, April 28 & 29, 2000. 
56. Dynamics of Polymers in 2D (Invited Lecture), Dillon Symposium ofthe APS 
March Meeting, Minneapolis, Iv1N, Mar, 19-24,2000. 
57. Order and Disorder of Polymer Monolayers (Invited Lecture), fv1ulti-LeveJ 
Ordering by Competing Short and Long Range Interactions in Macromolecular 
Systems Discussion Meeting, Weingarten, Germany, June 3-8, 2000. 
58. Interfacial Rheology in Polymer Processing (Invited Lecture), The Polymer 
Processing Society, Zlin, Czech Republic, Aug. I 6-18, 2000. 
59. Rheology Of Complex Fluid Interfaces (Invited Lecture), LB 9-Potsdam 2000, 
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The Ninth International Conference on Organised Molecular Films, Potsdam, 
Germany, 8/28~9/l, 2000. 
60. Rheology in Two Dimensions (Invited Lecture), Rheiogical aspects of surfactant 
based systems, Collingwood College, University of Durham, England, 18-19 
Sept 2000. 
61. The dynamics of polymer chains trapped in two dimensions (Invited Lecture), 
POLYMERS (WEST) Gordon Conference, January 7-11, 2001, Ventura, 
California. 
62, DNA Chains Slithering on Interfaces; Chain Dynamics in 2D (Invited Lecture), 
Chains@Interfuces 2001" Euroconference, Evora, Portugal, January 14- 19, 
2001. 
63. Rheology in Two Dimensions (Invited Lecture), London Rheology Group, 
Mechanical Engineering Department, Kings College, London, England, February, 
22, 200L 
64. Perspectives on Chemical Engineering (invited Lecture), Korean Academy of 
Engineering, Seoul, Korea, May 29, 200 l. 
65. Interfacial Rheology: Stresses and Strains in Flatland (Invited Lecture), Korean 
Society of Rheology, Postech, Korea, May 31, 20tH. 
66. Crystallization and dynamics of stereoblock polypropylene (Invited Lecture), 
Gordon Conference, Polymers East, New Hampshire, July 9- 12, 2001. 
67. Rheology in 1\vo Dimensions (Invited Lecture), Swiss Rheology Society, 
Lausanne, Switzerland, September 4, 200 l. 
68. Complex Fluid Interfaces, Conference On Process Modelling, Lake Vymwy 
Hotel, Pml;)'s, Mid-Wales, UK, March 25-27,2002, 
69. Orientation Dynamics ofStereoblock Polypropylene (Invited Lecture), 
Symposium on Complex Liquids, Capri May 26-29, 2002. 
70. Orientation and Crystallization of Polypropylene, (Keynote Address), Polymer 
Processing Society, Guimares, Portugal, June 16~20, 2002. 
71. Structure and Dynamics ofPatiicle Monlayers at a Liquid-Liquid l'nteface 
Subjected to Shear Flow (Invited Lecture), Faraday Discussion 123 on Non~ 
Equilibrium Behavior of Colloidal Dispersions, Edinburgh, UK, Sept. 9-11, 2002. 
72. Rheology of Complex Fluid Interfaces (Invited Lecture), Polymer Processing 
Society, Tapci, Taiwan, Nov. 3-7, 2002, 
73. lntertac!al Rheology and Emulsion Stability (Invited Lecture), Third International 
Symposium on Food Rheology and Structure, ZUrich/Switzerland, Feb, 9 - 13, 
2003. 
74. 2D Suspensions (invited Lecture), Rheometry U, Miskin Manor, Cardiff, \Vales 
UK, April 14-16,2003. 
75, Holtz Lecturer, Department of Chemical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, 
April 24- 25, 2003, 
76. Dynamics of2-Dimenslonal Colloidal Crystals (Invited Lecture), 3rd Chemical 
Engineering Conference for Collaborative Research in Eastern Mediterranean 
(EMCC-3), May 14-16, 2003, Thessaloniki, Greece 
77< Flow-induced Crystallization of Elastomeric Polypropylene (Invited Lecture), 
Polymer Processing Society, Melbourne, Australia, July 6 - 10, 2003. 
78< Coalescence of Particle-Laden Interfaces (Invited Lecture), Unilever Rheology 
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Workshop, Clinton Inn, Tenafly, NJ, August 19-20, 2003. 
79. Interfacial Rheology of Polymer Monolayers (Invited Lecture), Symposium 
Honoring Paul Flory, ACS Annual IVleeting, Ne\N York, NY, September 7 m ll, 
2003 
80. Lecturer, European School on Rheology (Invited Lecture), University ofLeuven, 
Belgium, September 15 ¥ 19. 
81. Stabilization of Pickering Emulsions (Invited ·Lecture), Nestle Rheology 
Workshop, Lausanne, Switzerland, September 23-25, 2003. 
82. Emulsion Stability and Interfacial Rheology (Invited Lecture), Special Panel 
Discussion on Rheology, American Association of Cereal Chemists., Portland, 
Oregon, September 28 - October 2, 2003. 
83. Stabilization of Emulsions by Protein Inter:faces (Keynote Lecture), Food 
Processing Division, AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, November, 
2003. 
84. InterHtdal Rheology (Invited Lecture), TA Instruments Workshop, San Antonio, 
TX, February 2 -· 4, 2004. 
85. Particle-laden Interfaces (Invited Lecture), Neue Ansi!tze filr innovative 
Polyrnerwerkstoffe (Professor Eisenbach Birthday Celebration), University of 
Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Gemmny, February 16-17, 2004. 
86. Particle Stabilized Emulsions (Invited Lectures), Particles 2004, Orlando, FL, 
March 7- 9, 2004. 
87. Complex Fluid Interfaces (Visiting Professor), Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology, Hong Kong, AprilS- 8, 2004, 
88. "Complex Fluid Interfaces" and "Connect the Drops- Particle Stabilized 
Emulsions", Smith Lectureship, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, April 19- 20, 
2004. 
89. "Complex Fluid Interfaces" and "Connect the Drops- Particle Stabilized 
Emulsions", Pearson Lectureship, UCSB, Santa Barbara, CA, May 9- 13, 2004. 
90. Particle Stabilized Emulsions (Plenary Lecture), Rheology Symposium ofthe 
Rheology Group of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, July 7 -~ 9, 2004. 
91. Foam Stability (Invited Lecture), Unilever Workshop, Edgewater, NJ, July 22-
23,2004. 
92. Two-Dimensional Melts and Suspensions (Invited Lecture), Sofl:Comp Syrnposium, 
University ofLeuven, Leuven, Belgium, 20-21,2005. 
93. Rheology and Stability of Complex fluid Interfaces (Plenary Lecture), Unilever 
Corporate Review, Shambrook, England, May 9-12, 2005. 
94. Rheology of Complex Fluid Interfaces (Keynote Lecture), 61

h Liquid Matter 
Conference, Utrecht, The Netherlands, July 2-6,2005. 
95. Complex Fluid Interfaces and Emulsion Stability (Plenary Lecture), BASF 
Symposium, Ludwigsha.fen, Germany, Sept. 5-6,2005. 
96. Short Course on Rheology (Invited Lecturer), University of Leuven, Leuven, 
Belgium, Sept 12-15,2005. 
97. Particle-stabilized emulsions with controllable stability (Keynote Lecture), 
Nanotechnology Talks IV, Frankfurt, Germany, Sept. 29-30, 2005. 
98. Two Dimensional Polymer Glasses (Invited Lecture), Dealy Symposium: Molecular 
Structure and Rheology, Annual Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Vancouver, 
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Canada, October I 6-20, 2005. 
99. Two Dimensional Polymer Melts, Gordon Research Conference on Colloidal, 
Macromolecular & Polyelectrolyte Solutions (Invited Lecture), Ventura, CA, February 5 
-- 10, 2006, 
100, Complex Fluid Interfaces: Applications in Consumer Products and the Life 
Sciences, The Lodge Commemorative Meeting on Rheology (Keynote Lecture), Cardiff, 
Wales, April 10-12, 2006. 
lOL Collagen Monolayers (Invited Lecture), Materials Research Society, San Francisco, 
CA, April 17-20, 2006. 
102. Interfacial Rheology: Applications from Industry and Nature (Invited Lecture), 2006 
Users Meeting and Symposium, TA Instruments, Newport, Rhode Island, May 8-11, 
2006. 
103. Two Dimensional Suspensions and Polymer Melts (Invited Lecture), IV Workshop 
on Non Equilibrium Phenomena in Supercooled Fluids, Glasses and Amorphous 
Materials, Pisa, Italy, September 17-22, 2006. 
104. Solid Stabilized Emulsions (Keynote Lecture), \Vorld Congress on Emulsions, 
Lyon, France, October 3r6, 2006. 
l05. Solid Stabilized Emulsions (Invited Lecture), Special Symposium Honoring William 
Russel of Princeton, ACS National Meeting, Washington, DC, March 26, 27, 2007. 
106. Complex Fluid Interfaces (Plenary Lecture), Annual European Rheology 
Conference, Naples, Italy, April 12b14, 2007, 
1 07, Interfacial Rheology (Plenary Lecture), Korean Society of Rheology Annual 
Meeting, Seoul, S. Korea, May I 7, 2007, 
108, Structure and Dynamics of Complex Fluid Interfaces (Keynote Lecture), ACS 
Colloids Meeting, University of Delaware, Newark, DE, June 24-27, 20tH. 
109, European Short Course on Rheology (Invited Lecturer), Leuven lJniversity, Leuven, 
Belgium, September 2-7,2007. 
l J 0. Flow processing and rheology of complex t1uid interfaces (Plenary Lecture in 
Interfacial Phenomena), AIChE Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City, UT, Nov, 4-9,2008. 
ll ! . Two Problems in Biomedicine: Rheology to the Rescue (Plenary Lecture). Korean 
Society of Rheology, Hanna Square at Korea University, Monday, Nov. 19, 2007, 
Plenary Lecture. 
112. Interfacial Flow Processing of Biological Materials (Keynote Lecture), Frontiers in 
Mic.rorheo!ogy Workshop, California NanoSystems Institute, UCLA, Los Angeles, Feb. 
6-10,2008. 
IU. Rheology and Materials Processing (Invited Lecturer), Science and Technology 
Panel of the Moroccan Academy of Science and Technology, University of Mohamedia, 
Feb. 18, 2008. 
114. Interfacial Flow Processing of Biological Materials (Plenary Lecture), Workshop on 
Complex Flows of Complex Fluids, Institute ofNon-Nevvtonian Fluid Mechanics and the 
British Society of Rheology, Unlver.:,;lty of Liverpool, UK, March 17- I 9, 2008, 
115, InterfacialRhenlogy (Keyrmt(~ Let.ture), TA 3'd User Meeting on Rheology and 
Thermal Anal"~l·" q,,.)tt, .. {,,l~ -'z·- )',,!,,,. 4 "'11 ' "~008 ' i ,.,v ,~- ~,. 1. .... v"\. ~ -:~:t.:~(a,,;.:;: l··'\ ·-·:- ~Y t"'-.i ... ! 5 ~ c 

116. Interfacial processing of coHagen mono layers for contact guidance of mammalian 
cells (Keynote Lecture), Surfactants in Solutions (SIS) meeting in Berlin, Gennany, Aug, 
17-21,2008. 
117. Interfacial Flow Processing of Collagen, Invited Lecture at the Symposium Honor 
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Bud Homsy, AIChE Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, November 15-21, 2008. 
118. Interfacial Flow Processing of Collagen Substrates, De Gennes Discussion 
Conference, Chamonix, France, Feb. 2~5, 2009, 
119. Rinsing flows: using polymeric liquids as soft adhesives, Presentation to the 
Moroccan National Society of Science and Technology, February 24,2009. 
120. Rl1eology of High Interface Systems, Two Day Short Course to the Multiphase Flow 

Assurance Innovation Center, Oslo, Norway, March 23, 24, 2009 (with J. Vem1ant and S. 

Cox). 
121, Interfucial Rheology (Invited Lecture), Rheology Research Center, University of 

Wisconsin, Madison, WI, April 3, 2008. 
123, Oriented Collagen Substrates for Directed Cell Grov.ih (Keynote Lecture), Inaugural 

Meeting of the Romanian Society of Rl1eology, Bran, Transylvania, Romania, June 15-
19, 2009. 
124. Interfacial rheology of Meibomian fluids (Invited Lecture), "Solving Dye Eye" 
Symposium, Sydney Australia, August 3°7,2009. 
125. Rinsing flows: Tran:sfom1ing polymeric liquids into soft adhesives (Plenary 
Lecture), 20th Anniversary of the Korean Society of Rheology, Seoul, Korea, August 19-
21,2009, 
126. Lectures on "Extensional Viscosity" and "Interfacial Viscosity", European 
Rheology School, University ofLeuven, Belgium, September 21-25,2009. 
127. Rheology to the Rescue: Two Problems in Biomedicine, Presentation of an 
Honorary Degree from the University·ofCrete, Heraklion, Greece, November 25,2009. 

128. Particle Removal by Rinsing Non-NeMonian Fluids (Keynote Lecture), Symposium 

on Complex Fluids, IIT Madras, Chennai, India, 4- 9 January, 20 I 0. 
129. Rinsing Flows, A New Class ofNon-Newtonian Flow (Invited Lecture), Welsh 

Conference on Rheometry, March 29-31,2010, at Lake Vymwy, Wales UK. 
130. Rinsing Flows: Turning Polymeric Liquids into Soft Adhesives (Plenary Lecture), 

Inaugural Meeting ofthe Brazilian Society ofRl1eology, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, July 14-
16,2010. 
131. Interfacial Rheology (Series oflnvited Lectures), DynaSoft20IO: Dynamics in Soft 

Condensed Matter, Corsica, France, August 2-13, 20 l 0. 
132. Rinsing Flows ofNon-Newtonian Fluids, Invited Lectures, International workshop 

on colloids and interface: Microstructure Fluids and Materials K..t\IST, Korea, 18th-20th 
August, 2010. 
133. Pat1icle Removal b,Y Rinsing Polymeric Liquids (Plenary Lecture), South African 
Society of Rheology, 3ro Conference on Rl1eology, Cape Tovm, SA, September 8-10, 
2010. 
134. Bulk and Interfacial Rheology ofMelbum and Its Effect on Dewetting (Invited 
Lecture),_ G. Fuller, D. Leiske, and L. Rosenfeld, International Congress on Industrial and 

Applied Mathematics, Vancouver, July 20-24,2010. 
135. Lifting physisorbed colloidal particles from solid surfaces (Keynote Lecture), ACS 
Meeting, March 27 ~31, 2011 in Anaheim, California 
136. Rheology of Biological Interfaces (Plenary Lecture), University of Wales Institute 
ofnon~Nev.1:onian Fluid Mechanics 20th, Apr. 18-20,2011, Portmeirion Village, Wales. 

137. Interfacial Rheology of Biological Fluids (Keynote Lecture), ih Annual European 

Rheology Conference AERC, May 10°14,2011 Suzdal, Russia, 
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138. Rinsing Flows: Ablation of non-Nevvtonian Liquids from Solid Surfaces (Plenary 

Lecture), Nordic Society ofRheology, Helsinki, Finland, June 8-10, 2011. 

239. Rheology of Biological Interfaces (Plenary Lecture), Lorentz Workshop on the topic 

"Dynamics of complex fluid~tluid interfaces", University of Leiden, The Netherlands, 

September 26-29,2011. 

Contributed Conference Presentations 
1. G.G. Fuller and LG. Leal, Flow Birefringence of Concentrated Polymer 
Solutions Subjected to Two Dimensional Flows, presented at the Golden Jubilee 
Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Boston, Massachusetts, October 1979. 

2. L.G. Leal, G.G. Fuller and W.L. Olbricht, Studies of the Flow Induced 
Stretching of a Macromolecule in Dilute Solution, presented at the Viscous 

Drag Reduction Symposium, Dallas, Texas, November 1979. 
3. G.G. Fuller and L.G. Leal, Effect of Molecular Weight and Flow Type on Flow 
Birefringence of Dilute Polymer Solutions, presented at the VIIIth International 
Congress on Rheology, Naples, Italy, September 1980. 
4. L.G. Leal and G.G, Fuller, Experimental and Theoretical Studies of 
Entanglement Network ~~Iodels for Macromolecular Solutions, presented at the 

AIChE National Meeting Chicago, Hlinois, November 1980. 
5. G.G. Fuller, Dynamics of an Adsorbed Polymer Molecule Subjected to Flow, 

presented at the 159th meeting ofthe Electrochemical Society, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, May 1981. 
6. G.G. Fuller, Response of Adsorbed Polymer Molecules to an Imposed Flow, 
presented at the 28th Congress I.U.P.A.C., Vancouver, B.C., Canada, August 

198L 
7. G.G. Fuller, The Response of Adsorbed Polymer Chains Subjected to Flow, 
presented at the AIChE National Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana, November 

1981. 
8. G.G. Fuller, A.W. Chow and P.L Frattini, Flow Birefringence in Time 

Dependent Flows, presented at the 54th Annual Meeting ofthe Society of 
Rheology, Evanston, Illinois, October 1982. 
9. G.G. Fuller and A.W. Chow, Flow Birefringence of Rod Like Polymers in 
Transient Shear Flow, 185th ACS National Meeting, Seattle, Washington, 
March 1983. 
10. G.G. Fuller, A.W. Chow and D. Wallace, Response of Collagen Solutions to 
Transient Shear by Two-Color Flow Bireiringence, presented at the Fifth 

lntematlonal Congress on Biorheology, Baden-Baden, FRG, August 1983, 
11. G.G. Fuller and P.L Frattini, The Response of Red Blood Cells to Transient 
Shear Flows by Phase Modulated Dichroism, presented at the Fifth 
International Congress on Biorheology, Baden~Baden, FRO, August 1983. 
12. G.G. Fuller and J.-J. Lee, Flmv-Enhanced Desorption of Adsorbed Polymer 
Chains, presented at the !86th ACS National Meeting, Washinr:,rton, D.C., 
August 1983. 
13. G.G, Fuller and P.L. Frattini, Fiow~Induced Dichroism and Average Angle of 
Orientation of Colloidal Suspensions in Transient Shear Flow, presented at the 
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i 86th ACS National Meeting, Washington, D.C., August 1983. 
14. G.G. Fuller and A.W. Chow, Response of Collagen Solutions to Transient Shear 
Flow by Two-Color Flow Birefringence, presented at the 55th Annual Meeting 
ofthe Society ofRheology, Knoxville, Tennessee, October 1983. 
15. G.G. Fuller and P.L. Frattini, Flow-Induced Dichroism and Average Angle of 
Orientation of Colloidal Suspensions in Transient Shear Flow, presented at the 
55th Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Knoxville, Tennessee, 
October 1983. 
16. G.G. Fuller and J.-J. Lee, Flow-Enhanced Desorption of Adsorbed Polymer 
Chains, presented at the 55th Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, 
Knoxville, Tennessee, October 1983. 
17. G.G. Fuller and P.L. Frattini, Dynamics of Suspended Particles in Transient 
Shear Flow by Phase Modulated Flow Dichroism, 36th Annual Meeting of the 
Division of Fluid Mechanics, APS, Houston, Texas, November 1983. 
18. G.G. Fuller and J.-J. Lee, Polymer Adsorption under Flowing Conditions by 
Ellipsometry, 58th ACS Colloid and Surt'itce Sciences Symposium, Camegie
Mellon.University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, June I0-13, 1984, 
19. G.G, Fuller and P.L Frattini, Colloidal Solutions in Transient Shear Flow by 
Phase-Modulated Conservative Dichroism, 58th ACS Colloid and Surface 
Sciences Symposium, Carnegie-Mellon University Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
June 10-13, 1984. 
20. G.G. Fuller and A.W. Chow, Response of Rigid Collagen Protein Chains in 
Semi-Dilute Solution to Transient Simple Shear Flow by Two-Color Flow 
Birefringence, 58th ACS Colloid and Surface Sciences Symposium, Carnegie 
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, June 10- 13, 1984. 
21. G.G. Fuller and B.E. Zebrowski, The Effect of Molecular Weight on Transient 
Birefringence of Concentrated Polymer Solutions, Proceedings ofthe IXth 
International Congress on Rheology, Acapulco, Mexico, October 1984. 
22. G.G. Fuller and AW. Chow, Two-Color Flow Birefringence of Collagen 
Subjected to Transient Shear Flow, Proceedings of the IXth International 
Congress on Rheology, Acapulco, Mexico, October 1984. 
23. G.G, Fuller and J.-J. Lee, Adsorption and Desorption of Flexible Polymer 
Chains in Flowing Systems, Proceedings of the IXth International Congress on 
Rheology, Acapulco, Mexico, October 1984, 
24, G.G. Fuller and P.L Frattini, Microscale Dynamics of a Sheared Suspension by 
Linear Dichroism, Proceedings ofthe IXth International Congress on Rheology, 
Acapulco, Mexico, October 1984. 
25, G.G. Fuller and A. W, Chow, Dynamics of Rod-Like Polymers Subject to 
Transient Flows, AIChE Annual Meeting San Francisco, California, November 
1984. 
26. G.G. Fuller and B.E. Zebrowski, Flow Birefringence Measurements of 
Concentrated Monodisperse and Bimodal Flexible Chain Solutions in Transient 
Flow·, A IChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, California, November 1984. 
27. G.G, Fuller and P.L. Frattini, Dynamics of Dilute Colloidal Suspensions by 
Linear Dichroism, A1ChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, California, 
November 1984. 
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28. G.G. Fuller and 0 Ok Park, Transpmt ofRod~Like Polymers Through SmaH 
Channels, AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, California, November 1984. 
29. G.G. Fuller and P.L. Frattini, Dynamics of Colloidal Suspensions Subject to 
Transient Shear Flow, 5th International Physico-Chemical Hydrodynamics 
Conference, Tel Aviv, Israel, December 1984. 
30. G.G. Fuller, B.E. Zebrowski and A.W. Chow, Response of Rod-Like and 
Flexible Polymer Chains to Transient Flows, 5th International Physico
Chemical Hydrodynamics Conference, Tel Aviv, Israel, December 1984. 
3!. G.G. Fuller, Optical Methods for Transient Flows, 56th Annual Meeting of the 
Society of Rheology, Blacksburg, Virginia, February 1985. 
32. G.G. Fuller, Optical Methods for Suspension Rheology, European Mechanics 
Colloquium, No. 19!, England, April 1985. 
33. G.G. Fuller, Optical Techniques in Suspension R11eology, 5th International 
Conference on Surface and Colloid Science, Clarkson University, Potsdam, 
Nevv York, June 1985. 
34. G.G. Fuller, Optical Techniques in Suspension Rheology, AIChE National 
Meeting, Seattle, Washington, August 1985. 
35. G.G. Fuller, Optical Techniques ln Suspension Rheology, ACS Annual 
Meeting, Chicago, illinois, September 1985. 
36. G.G. Fuller and AJ. Salem, Small Angle Light Scattering as a Probe of Particle 
Orientation in Sheared Suspensions, A!ChE Annual Meeting, Chicago, Illinois 
November 1985. 
37. G,G. Fuller, Optical Techniques in Suspension Rlleology, AIChE Annual 
Meeting, Chicago, Illinois, November 1985. 
38. G.G. Fuller and S.J. Johnson, Optical Rheometry of Particles Suspended ln 
NonNev;.1.onian Fluids, International Conference on Viscoelasticity of Polymeric 
Liquids Grenoble, France, January, 1986. 
39. G.G, Fuller, Optical Rheometry, 2nd Conference of European Rheologists, 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, June, 1986. 
40. G.G. Fuller, S.J. Johnson and AJ. Salem, Optical Rheometry of Dispersions, 
10th U.S. National Congress of Applied Mechanics, Austin, Texas, June, 1986. 
4 L S.J. Johnson and G.G. Fuller, The Motion of Colloid Particles Suspended in 
Polymeric Liquids, 60th Colloid and Surface Science Symposium, Atlanta, 
Georgia, June 1986. 
42. G.G. Fuller, B. Zebrowski, C. Cathey, and J. Kornfidd ElectroNhydrodynamics 
of Colloidal Pa11ides, Annual Meeting ofthe A.I.Ch.E., Miami Beach, Florida, 
November. 1986. 
43. J,A. Kornfield and G.G, Fuller, Infm-red Dichroism as a Probe of Molecular 
Dynamics in Polydisperse Polymer Melts, Society of Rheology Winter Meeting, 
Santa Monica, CA, January, 1987, 
44. G.G. Fuller and C.A. Cathey, An Extensional Viscometer for Low Viscosity 
Liquids at High Strain Rates, Society of Rheology Winter Meeting, Santa 
rv!onica, CA, January 1987. 
45. SJ. Johnson and G.G. Fuller, The Fluid Dynamics of Colloidal Pasticles 
Suspended in Polymeric Liquids, .Faraday Discussion No. 83: Brownian 
Motion, Cambridge, England, April, I 987" 
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46. G.G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Suspensions and Dispersions, Engineering 
Foundation Conference on Fluid-Particle Interactions, Davos, Switzerland, May 
1987. 
47. G.G. Fuller and K.S. Wagner, The Kinetics of Electric Field Induced Structure 
in Concentrated Suspensions, 18th Annual Meeting ofthe Fine Particle Society, 
Boston, Massachusetts, August, 1987. 
48. J.S. Lee and G.G. Fuller, Development ofCouette Flow and Shear Wave 
Propagation by Flow Birefringence, 59th Annual Meeting ofthe Society of 
Rheology, Atlanta, Georgia, October, 1987. 
49. G.G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Lyotropic Liquid Crystals, 59th Annual 
Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Atlanta, Georgia, October, 1987. 
50. G.G. Fuller, SJ. Johnson, and AJ. Salem, Dynamics of Particles Suspended 
within a Second Order Fluid, A.LCh.E. Annual Meeting, Ne\~· York, NY, 
November, 1987. 
51. G.G. Fuller and J .S. Lee, The Rayleigh Problem tor Viscoelastic Fluids by 
Spatially Scanned Flow Birefringence, A.l.Ch.E. Annual fvieeting, New York 
New York, November, 1987. 
52. G.G. Fuller, The Development of an Instrument for Studying Low Viscosity 
Materials in Extensional Flow International Conference on Extensional Flow, 
Chamonix, France, January, 1988. 
53. J.A. Komfield, G.G. Fuller, and D.S. Pearson, Component Dynamics in Binary
Blend Rheology, APS Division of High-Polymer Physics Meeting, New 
Orleans, Louisiana, March, 1988. 
54. G.G. Fuller, P. Moldenaers, and J. Mewis, Conservative Dichroism 
Measurements ofPolymer Liquid Crystal Domain Structure in Flow, APS 
Division of High-Polymer Physics Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana, March, 
1988. 
55. KJ. Mikkelsen, C.W. Macosko, and G.G. Fuller, Opposed Jets: An Extensional 
Rheometer for Low Viscosity Liquids, Xth International Congress on Rheology, 
Sydney, Australia, August, 198ft 
56. C. A. Cathey and G.G. Fuller, The Mechanical and Optical Response of Low 
Viscosity Polymeric Liquids in Extensional Flow, Xth International Congress 
on Rheology, Sydney, Australia, August, 1988, 
57. J. A, Kornfield and G.G. Fuller, Infrared Dichroism as a Probe of the Linear 
Viscoelasticity ofPolydlsperse Melts, Xth International Congress on Rheology, 
Sydney, Australia, August, 1988. 
58, G. G. Fuller, Patiicle Orientation Measurements in Magnetic IVIedia by High 
Speed Polarimetry, Symposium on Particulate Recording Media, Carnegie
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, October 26-27, 1988. 
59. G. G. Fuller, P. Moldenaers, and J. Mewis, Domain Structure in Polymer Liquid 
Crystals Subjected to Flow, A.LCh.E. Annual Meeting, Washington, D. C., 
Nov, 27 ~ Dec. 2, 1988. 
60. C. A Cathey and G. G. Fuller, Extensional Flow Properties of flexible Chains, 
A.LCh.E. Annual Meeting, Washington, D. C., Nov. 27- Dec.2, 1988" 
61. W. R. Burghardt and G. G. Fuller, Rheo-optical Studies of Domain Dynamics in 
Polymer Liquid Crystal Rheology, 60th Annual Meeting of the Society of 
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Rheology, Gainesville, FL, February 12-16, 1989. 
62. C. M. YHta!o, K. A. Komtle!d, and G. G. Fuller, Molecular Weight Dependence 
of Molecular Relaxation in Bidisperse Melt Rheology, 60th Annual Meeting of 
the Society of Rheology, (!ainesville, FL., February 12-16, 1989. 
63. K. Smith and G. G. Fuller, Electric Field-Induced Structure in Dense Colloidal 
Dispersions, 60th Annual Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Gainesville, FL., 
February 12-16, 1989. 
64. V. Abetz and G. G. Fuller, Two-Color Rotary Polarization Modulation Flow 
Birefringence, 60th Annual Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Gainesville, 
FL., February I 2-16, 1989. 
65. K. Mikkelsen, T. Schweizer, and G. G. Fuller, Opposed Jets Extensional 
Rheometry on the Ml Standard Fluid, lntemational Conference on Extensional 
Flow, Combloux, France, March 20-21, 1989, 
66. K. Smith, P. Adriani, G. Fuller and A. Gast, "Structural Anistropy of Dense 
Colloidal Dispersions Subject to Electric Fields", 61st Annual Meeting ofthe 
Society of Rheology, .lvlontreal, Quebec, October 21-26, 1989. 
67. G. G. Fuller and J.-S. Lee, "Shear Wave Propagation in Polymeric Liquids", 
A!ChE 1989 Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 5-10, 1989. 
68. G. G. Fuller and C. L. Valencia, 11Measurements of Orientation Processes in 
Poling NLO Polymer Films", AIChE 1989 Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, 
Nov. 5-10, I 989. 
69. G. G. Fuller and J.-S. Lee, "Shear Wave Propagation in Polymeric Liquids", 
APS 42nd Annual Meeting of the Division of Fluid Mechanics, NASA Ames 
Research Center, Palo Alto, CA, Nov. 19-21, 1989. 
70. G. G. Fuller, 110ptical Rheometry ofPolymeric Liquids", Golden Gate Polymer 
Forum, I 990 Asilomar Conference, Asilomar, CA, March 18-20, 1990. 
71. G. G. Fuller and K. Smith, "Electrouhydrodynamics of Colloidal Dispersions", 
Second World Congress on Particle Technology, Kyoto, Japan, September 19-
22, 1990 
72. G. G. Fuller, 110ptical Rheometry of Dense Suspensions", NSFuDOE Workshop 
on flow of Particulates and Fluids, Gaithersburg, MD, October 1-3, 1990. 
73. W. R. Burghardt and G. G. Fuller, "The Microstructure of Polymer Liquid 
Crystals Subject to Transient Flows 11

, 62nd Annual Meeting of the Society of 
Rheology, Santa Fe, Nlvl, October21-25, 1990 
74. G. G. Fuller and C. M. Ylitalo, "Infrared Polarimetry Studies for Multicomponent 
Polymer Melts", 62nd Annual Meeting of the Society of Rheology, 
Santa Fe, NM, October 21-25, 1990. 
75, W. R. Burghardt and G. G. Fuller, "The Role of Director Tumbling in Polymer 
Liquid Crystals", A.LCh.E. 1990 Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, November 11-
16, 1990. 
76. G. G. Fuller and J. van Egmond, "Flow-induced Phase Separation in Polymer 
Solutions", A.LCh.E. 1990 Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, November 11-16, 
1990. 
77. G.G. Fuiler, C Ylitalo and J. Zawada, "Dynamics of Polymer Blends", 201st 
ACS National Meeting, Atlanta, GA, April 14-19, 199L 
78. G.G. Fuller and C,M. Ylitalo, "Infrared Polarimetry Studies for Multicomponent 
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Polymer Melts 11
, Prague Meeting on Macromolecules, Prague, 

Czechoslovakia, July 15-18, 199 L 
79. J. van Egmond andG.G. Fuller, 11Rheo-Optics ofFlow induced Phase 
Separation", ACS Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y., August 25a30, 1991. 
80. G.G. Fuller, "Extensional Mechanical and Optical Properties of Dilute Polymer 
Solutions", VIth IFP Research Conference on Exploration-Production, St. 
Rapha'l, France, September 4-9, 1991, 
81. G.G. Fuller and J. van Egmond, "Flow-Induced Phase Separation of Polymer 
Solutions", International Conference on Dynamics of Polymeric Liquids, Capri, 
Italy, September 11-14, I99L 
82. J. Zawada, C. Ylitalo and G.G. Fuller, "Component Relaxation Dynamics in 
Poly( ethylene oxide)-Poly(methyl methacrylate) Blends", AIChE Meeting, los 
Angeles, CA, November 17-22, 1991. 
83. D. Werner, G.G. Fuller and C.W. Frank, "Interrogation of Polymer Blends 
under Shear Flow by Smail Angle Light Scattering and Excimer Fluorescence", 
AIChE Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, November 17~22/91. 
84. C. Valencia and G.G. Fuller, ''Poling of Polymer Films for Integrated Optics 
Applications", AIChE Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, November 17a22/91. 
85. J.A. Zawada and G.G. Fuller, "Component Relaxation Dynamics in Miscible 
Blends ofPoiy(ethylene oxide) and Poly(methyl methacrylate), 63rd meeting of 
the Society of Rheology, Rochester, N.Y., October 20-24, 1991. 
86. LA. Archer, G.G, FuHer and L. Nunnelley, ''Dynamics of Polymeric Liquids 
using Polarization Modulated Laser Raman Scattering10

, poster presented at the 
Gordon Research Conference Polyrners-\Vest in Ventura, CA, January 6-10, 
1992. 
87. LA Archer and G.G. Fuller, "Polarization Modulated Laser Raman Scattering", 
presented at the XIth International Congress on Rheology, Brussels, August 
1992. 
88. D. Wirtz, K. Berend and G.G. Fuller, "Electric Field-induced Structure in 
Critical Polymer Solutions", poster presented at the XIth International Congress 
on Rheology, Brussels, August 1992. 
89. P. D'Haeme, G.G. Fuller and J, Mewis, "Shear Thickening Effect in Highly 
Concentrated Colloidal Dispersions'\ presented at the Xlth International 
Congress on Rheology, Brussels, August 1992. 
90. E.L Meyer and G.G. Fuller, "Aggregate Structures in Water-soluble Polymer 
Systems", presented at the X!th International Conbrress on Rheology, Brussels, 
August 1992. 
91. J.W. van Egmond and G.G. Fuller, ''Flow~induced Structure and Dynamics of 
Concentration Fluctuations of Polymer Solutions", presented at the Xlth 
International Congress on Rheology, Brussels, August 1992. 
92. D,E, Werner, G. G. Fuller and C.W, Frank, "Flow Induced Phase Transitions for 
Incompatible Blends", presented at the XIth International Congress on 
Rheology, Brussels, August 1992, 
93. D. Wirtz, K, Berend and G.G. Fuller, "Small Angle Light Scattering, Dichroism 
and Birefringence Induced by an Electric Field in a Polymer Solution near the 
Critical Point", AlChE 1992 Annual Meeting, Miami Beach, FL, November 2, 
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1992. 
94, J. van Egmond and G.G. Fuller, "Flow Induced Concentration Fluctuations in a 
Polymer Solution subject to Extensions! Flow", AIChE 1992 Annual Meeting, 
Miami Beach, FL, November 4, 1992. 
95. LA. Archer and G.G. Fufler, "Orientation Dynamics of a Polymer Melt using 
Polarization Modulated Laser Raman Scattering", AIChE 1992 Annual 
Meeting, Miami Beach, FL, November 5, 1992. 
96. P. D'Haene, J. Mewis and G.G. Fuller, "Scattering Dichroism Measurements of 
Flow-Induced Structure of a Shear Thickening Suspension", AIChE 1992 
Annual Meeting, Miami Beach, FL, November 6, 1992. 
97. J. van Egmond and G.G. Fuller, "Simultaneous Small Angle Light Scattering 
and Polairmetry Measurements on Flow-lnduced Phase Separation", The 
Society of Rheology, 64th Annual Meeting, Santa Barbara, CA, February 1993. 
98. J. van Egmond and G.G. Fuller, "An Hydmdynamic Instability in Polymer 
Solutions due to Coupling ofNonhomogeneity in Concentration and Stress", 
The Society ofR11eology, 64th Annual Meeting, Santa Barbara, CA, February 
1993. 
99. D. Wirtz, K. Berend and G.G. Fuller, "Structural Dynamics of Concentrated 
Polymer Solutions in Electric Fields", The Society of Rheology, 64th Annual 
Meeting, Santa Barbara, CA, February 1993. 
100. E.L Meyer, J. van Egmond and G.G. Fuller, "Extensional Flow-Induced 
Aggregation in Polymer Systems", The Society of Rheology, 64th Annual 
Meeting, Santa Barbara, CA, February 1993, 
!OL Wirtz, K. Berend and G.G. Fuller, "Electric Field Induced Structure and 
Dynarnics in Polymer Solutions and Gels", APS Meeting, Seattle, WA, March 
22-26, 1993. 
102. J. Lai, E. Meyer and G.G. Fuller, "Structure and Dynamics of Polymer-Polymer 
Solutions and Liquid Crystalline Polymer Emulsions", 2nd International 
Discussion Meeting on Relaxations in Complex Systems, Alicante, Spain, July 
1993. 
103. J.A. Zawada, G.G. Fuller and R.H. Colby, "Component Contributions to the 
Overall Rheology in 1 ,4-Polyisoprene/1 ,2-Polybutadiene Miscible Blends", 
Society of Rheology, Boston, MA, October 1993. 
104. L.A. Archer and G.G. Fuller, "Orientation and Dynamics of Block-copolymer 
Melts using Laser Raman Scattering", Society of Rheology, Boston, MA, 
October 1993. 
105. J. Lai and G.G. Fuller, "Structure and Dynamics of Polymer-Polymer Solutions 
under Shear Flow", Society of Rheology, Boston, MA, October 1993. 
J 06. M. Friedenberg, G.G. Fuller, C. W. Frank and C.R. Robertson, "Rheo Optical 
Studies of Orientational Dynamics in a Polymer Liquid Crystal Monolayer", 
Gordon Research Conference for Organic Thin Films, Ventura, CA, February 
1994. 
107. M. Friedenberg, GoG. Fuller, C.W. Frank and C.R. Robertson, "Optical Studies 
of Monolayer Rheology", 1994 ACS Meeting, Stanford, CA, June 1994. 
108. T, Takahashi, J. Vem1ant, G. G. Fuller, J. Mewis, Simultaneous Mechanical and 
Optical Measurements of a Polymer Liquid Crystal in Transient Shear, Pacific 
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Conference on Rheoiogy and Polymer Processing, Kyoto, Japan, September 26-
30, 1994, 
109. J. Lai and G.G. Fuller, "A Rheo-Optical Study of the Shear Effects on Polymer 
Blend Solutions", The Society of Rheology 66th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, 
PA, October 1994. 
110. D.E. Werner, G.G. Fuller and C.W. Frank, "Aparent Phase Transitions in 
Polymer Blends Induced by Oscillatory Shear Flow", The Society of Rheology 
66th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, PA, October 1994. 
111. K. Huang and G. G. Fuller, "Two-Dimensional Raman Scattering: a new 
Technique for Investigating the Dynamics ofMulticomponent Polymer 
Systems", The Society of Rheology 66th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, PA, 
October 1994. 
112. M, Friedenberg, G.G. Fuller, CW. Frank and C.R, Robertson, "Rheo Optical 
Studies of Orientation Dynamics in Two-Dimensions: Mono layers at the Air
Water Interface", The Society of Rheology 66th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, 
PA, October 1994. 
113, L. Archer and G.G. Fuller, "Optical and Mechanical Properties ofa Star 
Dib!ock Copolymer in Oscillatory Shear Flows", 1994 AIChE Meeting, San 
Francisco, CA, November 13-18, 1994. 
114. J. Lai and G.G. Fuller," Structural Dynamics of a Polymer Blend Solution 
under Oscillatory Flow", 1994 AIChE Meeting, San Francisco, CA, November 
13-18, 1994. 
115. M. Friedenberg, G.G. Fuller, C.W. Frank and C.R, Robertson, "Optical Studies 
of Flow-Orientation and Relaxation in Monolayer Films'', 1994 AIChE 
Meeting, San Francisco, CA, November 13-Us, 1994. 
116. E.L. Meyer, G.G. Fuller and R.H. Reamey, "Liquid Crystal Droplet Emulsions: 
Observation of Biconcave Disc Shape", 1994 AIChE IVketing, San Francisco, 
CA, November 13-18, 1994. 
117. K. Huang and G .G. Fuller, ''Investigation of Polymer Blend Rheology using 
Two-Dimensional Raman Scattering", 1994 AIChE Meeting, San Francisco, 
CA, November 13-18, 1994. 
118. M. C. Friedenberg, T. IVIaruyama, G. G. Fuller, C. W. Frank, C. R. Robertson, 
"Flow-Induced Orientation and Relaxation in Polymer Monolayers", APS 1995 
March Meeting, San Jose, CA, March 20-23, 1995. 
119. J. Lai, G. G. Fuller, "Coupling of Viscoelasticity and Structure in Polymer 
Blend Solutions under Oscillatory Shear Flow", APS 1995 March Meeting, San 
Jose, CA, March 20-23, 1995. 
120. U. Seidel, R, Stadler, G. G. Fuller, "Relaxation Dynamics ofBidisperse 
Temporary Networks", APS 1995 March Meeting, San Jose, CA, March 20-23, 
1995. 
121. K. Huang, E. D. Carlson, G. G. Fuller, "Microstructural Dynamics of a 
Homopolymer Melts Approaching the Mechanical Glass Transition", APS 
1995 March Meeting, San Jose, CA, March 20-23, 1995. 
122. P.L. Maffetone, M. Grosso, S. Crescitelli, M.C. Friedenberg, G.G. Fuller, C.W. 
Frank and CR. Robertson, "Orientation Dynamics of a Polymer Liquid Crystal 
Monolayer", presented by P .L. Maffetone at the 12th Annual Meeting of the 
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Polymer Processing Society, Sorrento, Italy, May 27-31, 1996. 
123. M.C. Friedenberg, P.L. Maftetone, G.G. Fuller, C.\\~' . .Frank and C.R. 
Robertson, ''Interfacial Dynamics of Polymer Monolayers", presented at the 
IUPAC Macro Seoul '96 Conference, Seoul, Korea, August 4-9, 1996. 
124. T. Maruyama. J. Lauger, P.L. Maffetone, G.G. Fuller, C,W. Frank and C.R. 
Robertson, "Interfacial Rheology of lVIonolayers'' presented at the XHth 
International Congress on Rheology, Quebec, Canada, August 18-23, 1996. 
125. E. Wheeler, P. Izu, G. Fuller, "Rhea-optical Investigation ofthe Dynamics of 
Wormlike Micelles", XHth International Congress on Rheology, Quebec 
City, Quebec, Canada, August I 8- 23, 1996. 
126. T. Maruyama, G. Fuller, C. Frank, C. Robertson, "Interfacial Rheology of 
Monolayers", XUth International Congress on Rheology, Quebec City, Quebec, 
Canada, August 18-23, 1996. 
127. T. Maruyama, G. Fuller, C. Frank, C, Robertson, "Fluid Dynamics of Langmuir 
Monolayers", First Intemational Workshop on "Thin Organic Films: 
properties and applications",Gallipoli, Italy, September 23-26, 1996. 
128. E. K. Wheeler, P. Izu, G. G. Fuller, "A Rheo-optical Investigation of Wormlike 
Micelles", The Society of Rheology 67th Annual Meeting, Sacramento, CA, 
October 8-12,1995, 
129. T. Maruyama, G. Fuller, C. Frank, C. Robertson, "Dynamics of Liquid 
Crystalline Mono layers", The Society of Rheology 67th Annual Meeting, 
Sacramento, CA, October 8-12, 1995. 
130. G. Fuller, T. Maruyama, C. Frank, C. Robertson, "Fluid Dynamics of Langmuir 
Films", The American Physical Society, Division of High Polymer Physics 
Meeting, St. Louis, MO, March 18-21, 1996. 
131. G.G. Fuller, M. Friedenberg, P. Maffetone, M. Grosso, "Dynamics of Two 
Dimensional Polymer Liquid Crystals", 1996 AIChE Meeting, Chicago, IL, 
November 10-15, 1996. 
132. T. Maruyama, J. Lauger, G. Fuller, C. Frank, C. Robertson, "Interfadal 
Dynamics ofMonolayers", 1996 AIChE Meeting, Chicago, IL, November 10-
15, 1996. ' 
133. G.G. Fuller, C.R. Robertson, C.W. Frank, J. Laeuger, T. Maruyama, "Fluid 
Dynamics of Langmuir Mono layers'\ 1996 Materials Research Society Fall 
Meeting, Boston, MA, December 2-6, 1996. 
134, Eric D. Carlson, Toshitsugu Terakawa, Gerald G. Fuller, Mark T. Krejchi, 
Chirag Shah and Robert M. Waymouth, ''Rheological Investigation of 
Stereoblock Polypropylene", The Society of Rheology 68th Annual Meeting, 
Galveston, TX, February 17-20, 1997. 
135. Toshitsugu Terakawa and Gerald G. Fuller, "Shear-Induced Structure of Rubber 
Toughened Styrenic Polymer using Sals", The Society of Rheology 68th Annual 
Meeting, Galveston, TX, February 17-20, 1997. 
136. Elizabeth K. Wheeler, Peter Fischer and Gerald G. Fuller, "Time-Periodic Flow 
Induced Structures in Visco-Elastic Surfactant Solutions", The Society of 
Rheology 68th Annual Meeting, Galveston, TX, February 17-20, 1997. 
137. Carlton F. Brooks, Channing R. Robertson, Curtis W. Frank and Gerald G. 
Fuller, "Magnetic Rod Surface Stress Rl1eometer", The Society of Rheology 
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68th Annual Meeting, Galveston, TX, February] 7-20, !997. 
138. T. Maruyama, J. Lauger, G. G. Fuller, C. W. Frank and C. R. Robertson, 
"Flow-Induced Orientation of a Fatty Acid Monolayer", The Society of 
Rheology 68th Annual Meeting, Galveston, TX, February 17-20, 1997. 
139. T. Maruyama, G. G. Fuller and P.~L Maffettone, "Extensional Flow of a Two
Dimensional Nematic", The Society of Rheology 68th Annual Meeting, 
Galveston, TX, February !7~20, 1997. 
140. G. Fuller, Dynamics of Complex Monolayers, ACS Spring Meeting, San 
Francisco, CA , April 13 - 18, 1997, 
!4 I, G, Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Dense Suspensions, International Fine Particle 
Research Institute, Osaka, Japan, June 8- 13, 1997. 
142. G. Fuller, Interfacial Rheometry of Complex Interfaces, International Union of 
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, The University of Sydney, Sydnew, 
Australia, July 20 ~ 25, 1997. 
143. T. Maruyama, P. Fishcer, G. Fuller, Dynamics of Polymer Monolayers, Second 
Pacific Rim Conference on Rheology, Melbourne, Australia, July 27- 3 i, 1997. 
144. C. Brooks, G. Fuller, C. Frank, C. Robertson, Interfacial Stress Rheometer, 8th 
International Conference on Organized Molecular Films, Asilomar, CA, August 
24~29, 1997. 
145. E.K.. Wheeler, P. Fischer, G. Fuller,Rheoaopticallnvestigations ofviscoelastic 
micellar solutions, 69th Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Columbus, 
OH October 19-23, 1997. 
146. P. Fischer, A. Ritcey, G. Fuller, Flow Properties of "Hairy Rod" l\i1onolayers 
formed by Cellulose Derivatives with and with out attached Chromophores, 
69th Annual Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Columbus, OH October 19° 
23, 1997. 
147. C. Brooks, J. Bur, G. Fuller, C. Frank, C.Robertson, Mechanical Rheometry 
Study of a Polyrner Liquid Crystal Monolayer, 69th Annual Meeting ofthe 
Society of Rheology, Columbus, OH October 19-23, l 997. 
148. E. Carlson, G. Fuller, R. Waymouth, Rheo-optical Study of Elastomeric 
Polypropylene, 69th Annual Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Columbus, 
OH October 19-23, 1997. 
149. K. Yim, G. fuller, Flow-Induced Orientation in a Two Dimensional POlymer 
Solution, AIChE 1997 Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, November 16-21, 1997. 
150. C. Brooks, J. Bur, G. Fuller, C. Frank, C. Robertson, Surface Rheological Study 
of a Polymer Liquid Crystal Monolayer, AIChE 1997 Annual Meeting, Los 
Angeles, November 16-21, 1997. 
15]. G. Fuller, The Dynamics of Complex Fluid Interfaces, AlChE 1997 Annual 
Meeting, Los Angeles, November 16-21, 1997. 
152. M. Upp, C. Brooks, G. Fuller, J. Zasadzinski, Direct Measuremnt ofthe Effect 
of SP-B Protein on the Shear Viscosity of Model Lung Surfactant Mono layers, 
AIChE 1997 Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, November 16-21, 1997. 
153. E. Wheeler, P. Fischer, G. Fuller, E. Shaqfeh, Flow-Induced Strcutres and 
Instabilites in Viscoelastic Micellar Solutions, AIChE 1997 Annual Meeting, 
Los Angeles, November 16-21, 1997. 
A. Mosler, E. Shaqfuh, G. Fuller, An Experimental Investigation of Drop Breakup 
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in the Flow through a Fixed Bed of Fibers, AIChE J 997 Annual Meeting, Los 
Angeles, November i 6-2 t, 1997. 
154. E. Carlson, G. Fuller, R. Waymouth, StereobJock Polypropylene Rheology, 
AIChE 1997 Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, November 16-21, 1997. 
155. D. J. Olson, G. G. Fuller, Contraction/Expansion Flows ofNon-Ne\\rtonian 
Monolayers, Society of Rheology Annual Meeting, Monterey, CA, Oct 4-8, 
1998. 
t 56. K.~S. Yim, G. G. Fuller, C. W. Frank, C. R, Robertson, Isotropic-Nematic 
Transition ln a Two~ Dimensional Polymer Solution, Society of Rheology 
Annual Meeting, Monterey, CA, Oct. 4a8, 1998. 
157. C. F. Brooks, J. Thiele, G. G. Fuller, C. W. Frank, W. Knoll, D. O'Brien, 
Surface Rheological Study of a Polymerizab!e Phospholipid Monolayer, Society 
of Rheology Annual Meeting, Monterey, C.A, Oct. 4-8, 1998. 
158. Structure and dynamics ofpolymer~tethered phospholipid membranes, Frank 
CW, Naumann C, Shen W, Brooks C, Fuller GG, Knoll W, .ACS Meeting, New 
Orleans, LA, March 21, 1999. 
159. G. Fuller, Dynamics of Complex, Nematic Interfaces, Eurorheo 99-1, Sophia
Antipolis, France, May 3-7, 1999. 
160. Measurement of Particle Shape Distributions (Invited Poster), International Fine 
Particle Research Institute, Sommerset, NJ, June 9, 1999. 
161, Flow-induced orientation of a flexibleachain polymer monolayer, David J. 
Olson, Gerald G. Fuller, Joke Hagting, and Arend Jan Schouten, 71st Annual 
Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Madison, WI, Oct 17-21, 1999. 
162. Study of rheological transition by photoainduced isomerization on Langmuir 
monolayers ofazoben:zene derivative, Kang Sub Yim, Gerald G. Fuller, and 
Cwtis W. Frank, 71 st Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Madison, 
WI, Oct. 17-21, 1999. 
163. P035 First observation of the isotropic-nematic phase transition 
temperature of liquid crystalline polymers on two-dimensional Langmuir 
monolayers, Kang Sub Yim, Gerald G. Fuller, and Claus D. Eisenbach, 71st 
Annual Meetingofthe SocietyofR.heology, Madison, WI, Oct 17-21,1999. 
164. SF2 Birefringence and stress in uniaxial extension of polymer solutions, Tam 
Sridhar, D. A, Nguyen, and Gerald G. Fuller, 7lst Annual Meeting ofthe 
Society of Rheology, Madison, WI, Oct 17 ~21, 1999. 
165, Smface rheology of a dendritic monolayer, J. Patrick Kampf, Carlton F. Brooks, 
Curtis W. Frank, Gerald G. Fuller, Craig Hawker, and Eva E. Ma!mstr1Jm, 7lst 
Annual Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Madison, WI, Oct 17-21, 1999, 
166. Contraction Flows ofNonNewtonian Interfaces, G. G. Fuller and D. Jo Olson, 
AIChE 1999 Annual Meeting, Dallas, TX, Oct 31 -Nov. 5, 1999. 
167. Order/Disorder Transitions in Polymer Interfaces, G. G. Fuller, K. S. Yim, 
AIChE 1999 Annual Meeting, Dallas, TX, Oct 31 - Nov, 5, 1999. 
168. Measurement of Interfacial Stress and Order in Flowing, Complex Interfaces, C. 
F. Brooks, G. G. Fuller, K. S. Yim, AIChE J 999 Annual Meeting, Dallas, TX, 
Oct. 31 -Nov. 5, 1999. 
169. Non-ne>'Vtonian Flows in 2D, D. Olson and G. Fuller, ACS Spring Meeting, San 
Francisco, Mar. 26-30, 2000. 
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170. Nematic Transitions in Polymer Monolayers, K. Yim, ACS Spring Meeting, 
San Francisco, Mar. 26-30, 2000. 
171, Synthesis of well-defined long chain-branched polyolefins, Wiyatno W, Fox 
PA, Waymouth RM, Fuller GG, Hawker CJ, ACS Spring Ivleeting, San 
Francisco, Mar. 26-30, 2000. 
172. Surface rheological transitions in Langmuir films ofbicompetitive fatty acids, 
K. S. Yim, G. G. Fuller, ACS National Meeting, San Francisco, May 2000. 
173. Dynamics of DNA adsorbed to fluid interfaces, DJ. Olson, J. M. Johnson, G. 0. 
Fuller, S. G. Boxer, ACS National Meeting, San Francisco, May 2000. 
174. Recent developments in patterning, manipulating, and interrogating supported 
bilayer membranes, Boxer SG, Kung L, Hovis J, Ajo C, Johnson J, Olson D, 
Fuller GO, ACS National Meeting, Washington, DC, Aug. 2000 
175. Dynamics of Magnetic Fluids Subject to Rotating Magnetic Fields, S. Melle, G. 
Fuller, M. Rubio, XHith International Congress of Rheology, Cambridge, U.K., 
August 20-25, 2000 
176. 2D Electrophoresis of DNA, D. Olson, G. Fuller, J. Johnson, S, Boxer, XHith 
International Congress of Rheology, Cambridge, U.K., August 20-25, 2000 
177. Rheology of Complex Interfaces, G. Fuller, XHlth International Congress of 
R11eology, Cambridge, U.K., August 20-25,2000 
178. Aggregation and Orientation of Magnetic Particles in Rotating Fields, S. Melle, 
G. Fuller, and M. Rubio, AJChE Annual Meeting, November 12-17, Los 
Angeles, CA. 
179. Surface Gelation of Gelatin Solutions, K. Lim and G. Fuller, AIChE Annual 
Meeting, November 12-17, Los Angeles, CA. 
180. 2D Electrophoresis of DNA, D. Olson, G. Fuller, J. Johnson, S. Boxer, AIChE 
Annual Meeting, November 12-17, Los Angeles, CA. 
181, 2D electrophoresis and flow of DNA chains, Gerald G. Fuller, David J. Olson, 
and Ed Stancik, Society ofRheology, Hilton Head, SC, Feb i l - 15, 2001. 
182. Fluorescence microscopy experiments and Brownian dynamics simulations of 
flow behavior of DNA molecules contined to two dimensions, David J, Olson, 
Prateek D. Patel, Eric S. G. Shaqfeh, Steven G. Boxer, and Gerald G. Fuller, 
Society of Rheology, Hilton Head, SC, Feb 11 - 15, 200L 
183. Rheo-Optics and X-ray Scattering Study of Elastomeric Polypropylene, W. 
Wiyatno, J. Pople, A. P. Gast, R. M. Waymouth, and G. G. Fuller, ACS 
National Conference, Chicago, Aug 28, 2001 
184. Mobility of DNA on cationic supported lipid bilayers, Marton A, Stancik EJ, 
Olson DJ, Johnson JM, Boxer SG, Fuller GG, ACS National Conference, 
Chicago, Aug 28, 2001. 
185. Study of uniaxial extensional flow and morphology of elastomeric 
polypropylenes, Gerald G. Fuller, Willy Wiyatno, Holger Schonherr, John 
Pople, Robert M. Waymouth, Curtiss Frank, and Alice Gast, 73rd Annual 
Meeting of the Society of Rheology, October 2! • 25,2001, Bethesda, MD. 
186. Two-dimensional suspensions: Dynamics and rheology, Gerald G. Fuller, Alex 
Laschitsch, Martin \Videnbrant, Ed Stancik, and Jan VemHmt, 73rd Annual 
Meeting of the Society of R11eology, October 21 - 25, 2001, Bethesda, MD. 
187. Flow-induced structures and rheology of concentrated latex suspensions, J. 
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Vem1ant, I-L Hoekstra, J. Mewis, E. Stancik, A. Laschltsch, G.G. Fuller, JU!ich 
Soft Matter Days 200 i, i 3 - 16 November, 2001 Congrescentrum Rolduc, 
Kerkrade, NL 
188. Fibrous clay gels: extensional flow properties. Dichroism and SALS 
measurements, Frederic Pignon, Albert Magnin, Jean-Michel Piau, Gerald G. 
Fuller, 2nd International Conference on Self-Assembled Fibrillar Nenvorks, 
Autrans, France, November 24-28, 2001. 
189. Two-dimensional suspensions: dynamics and rheology, J. Vermant, H. 
Hoekstra, J. Mewis, G G. Fuller, Annual Meeting of the Dutch Rheological 
Society, DSM Research, Geleen, The Netherlands, April 17, 2002, 
190. Phase behavior of silicone copolymers swollen with water and oiL Hill RM, 
Fuller GG, Anseth J, 224th ACS National Meeting, August 18-22, 2002, 
Boston, MA 
191. Orientation dynamics and crystallization of elastomeric polypropylenes. Fuller 
GG, Wiyatno W, Pople J, Gast AP, Waymouth R, ACS National Meeting, 
April, 2002, Orlando, FL. 
192. Interfacial rheology of graft-type siloxane surfactants, Jay W. Anseth, Randal 
M. Hill, and Gerald G, Fuller, Society of Rheology Annual Meeting, 
Minneapolis, MN, Oct. 2002. 
193. Complex fluid interfaces, Gerald G. Fuller, Society of Rheology Annual 
Meeting, Minneapolis, MN, Oct. 2002. 
194. The structure and dynamics of particle mono layers at a liquid-liquid interface 
su~jected to f1ow, Edward J. Stancik, Martin l 0. \Videnbrant, Grant T. 
Gavranovic, Alex T. Laschitsch, Jan Vermant, and Gerald G. Fuller, Society of 
Rheology Annual Meeting, Minneapolis, 1\.ft.J, Oct. 2002. 
195. Flow· Induced Structure and Dynamics of Particle Monolayers Trapped at a 
Liquid-Liquid Interface, E. Stancik, M. Widenhrant, G. Gavranovic, A. 
Laschitsch, J. Vermant, G. Fuller, AIChE Annual Meeting, Indianapolis, !N, 
Nov. 2002. 
196. Connect the Drops, E. Stancik, G. Fuller, AJChE Annual Meeting, San 
Francisco, Nov., 2003, 
197. Rheology of Complex Siloxane Interfaces, J. Anseth, R. Hill, G. Fuller, AIChE 
Annual Meeting, Indianapolis, IN, Nov. 2002. 
198. Interfacial Rheology of Lung Surfactants, J. Anseth, P. Kao, D. Upadhyay, G. 
Fuller, AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, Nov., 2003. 
199. Shear and Dilational Rheology of Protein Monolayers, E. Freer, K.S. Yim, G. 
Fuller, C. Radke, AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, Nov., 2003. 
200. Particle Laden Interfaces, E. Stancik, G. Fuller, AlChE Annual Meeting, San 
Francisco, Nov., 2003. 
20L Surface gels ofpolyelectrolytes and surfactants, C. Monteux, 0. Anthony, G, 
Fuller, C. Williams, V. Bergeron, MACRO 2004, 40th HJPAC World Polymer 
Congress, Paris, France, July 4-9, 2004. 
202. Complex Fluid Interfaces, G. Fuller, international Congress on Rheology, 
Seoul, Korea, August 23 - 26, 2004. 
203. Interfacial Rheology of Polymer Mono!ayers, G. Gavonovic, G. Fuller, 
International Congress on Rheology, Seoul, Korea, August 23 - 26, 2004. 
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204. Tracking Vesicles Bound to Phospholipid Monolayers, M. \Vildenbrandt, G. 
Fuller, International Congress on Rheology, Seoul, Korea, August 23 - 26, 
2004. 
205. Particle Stabilized Emulsions, G. G. Fuller, E. Stancik, AIChE Annual Meeting, 
Austin TX, Nov. 7-12,2004. 
206. Two-Dimensional Gelation of Lung Surfactant Monolayers, J. Anseth, G. G. Fuller, 
P. Kao, D. Upa.dhyay, AIChE Annual Meeting, Austin TX, Nov, 7-12,2004. 
207. Surface Diffusion of Lipid Vesicles Attached to Membranes, M. Widenbrandt, G. 
Fuller, AIChE Annual Meeting, Austin TX, Nov. 7-12,2004. 
208. Two-Dimensional Polymer Melts, G. Gavranovic, J, Deutsch, G. Fuller, AfChE 
Annual Meeting, Austin TX, Nov. 7-12,2004. 
208. A. Goffin, J. Anseth, G. Fuller, D. Upadhyay, P. Kao, Viscoelasticity of lung 
surfactant responding to environmental stress, Soc. Rheology Annual Meeting, Lubbock, 
TX, Feb. 13-17,2005. 
209. M. Widenbrant, G. Fuller, Using single lipid tracking to investigate Langmuir 
monolayer properties, Soc. Rheology Annual Meeting, Lubbock, TX, Feb, 13-17, 2005. 
210. G. Gavranovic, J. Deutsch, G. Fuller, Polymer films at the air/water interface: 
Rheology and simulation, Soc, Rheology Annual Meeting, Lubbock, TX, Feb. 13-17, 
2005, 
211, S. Melle, M, Lask, G, Fuller, Magnetic emulsions with tunable stability, Soc. 
Rheology Annual Meeting, Lubbock, TX, Feb. 13~ 17, 2005, 
208, A, Gatlin, J, Anseth, G. Fuller, D. Upadhyay, P. Kao, Gelation of lung surffwtant 
responding to enviromnental stress, European Soc. Rheology, Grenoble, France, April 
18u21, 2005, 
209. M. Widenbrant, G. FuHer, Single lipid tracking of Langmuir monolayer properties, 
European Soc. Rheology, Grenoble, France, April l8u21, 2005 .. 
210. G. Gavranovk, J. Deutsch, G. Fuller, Polymer melts at the air/water interface: 
Rheology and simulation, European Soc. Rheology, Grenoble, France, April 18u21, 2005. 
211. G. Fuller, Solid-stabilized emulsions, European Soc. Rheology, Grenoble, France, 
April 18-:21,2005. 
212 .. Solid Stabilized Emulsions, Xu, It, Kirkwood, J., Fuller, G,, Annual Meeting of 
the AlChE, Cincinnati, OH, October 30- September 3, 2005. 
213. Xu, H., Kirkwood, J, Fuller, G. Rheology of Particle-Laden Interfaces, Annual 
Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Vancouver, Canada, October 16-20, 2005. 
214. Basavaraj, M.G., Fuller, G. G., Vermant, J., Packing, Flipping, and Buckling 
Transitions in Compressed Monolayers of Ellipsoidal Latex Particles, Annual Meeting of 
the Society ofRheology, Vancouver, Canada, October 16-20, 2005, 
215. Golemanov, K., Kurtz, R., Fuller, G., Interfacial Rheology of Mixed Fatty Alcohol 
fvkmolayers, Annual Meeting of the Society of Rheology, Vancouver, Canada, October 
16u20, 2005, 
216. Xu, Hui, Kirkwood, J., Fuller, G., Buckling of Particle-Laden Fluid Interfaces, 
Materials Research Society, San Francisco, CA, April 17-20,2006. 
217. Xu, H. Kirkwood, J., Fuller, G., Two Dimensional Polymer Melts and Glasses, 
Annual European Rheology Conference, Hersonisos, Crete, Greece, April 27-29, 2006. 
218. Gavranovlc, G., fuller, G., Polymers ln Two Dimensions: Spanning Solutions, 
Melts, and Glasses, International Workshop on Mesoscale and Multiscale Description of 
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Complex Fluids, Prato, Italy, July 5~8, 2006, 
219. Wong, A,, Miller, R., Fuller, G., Orientational Dynamics of Polydiacetylene 
Monolayers, Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Portland, ME, October 8-12, 
2006, 
220. Gravranovic, 0,, Fuller, G., Effects of Temperature and Chemical Modification on 
Polymer Langmuir Films, Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Portland, ME, 
October 8-12, 2006. 
221. J. Kirkwood, G. Fuller, Amyloid-protein interactions with phospholipid 
membranes, AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 12-16, 2006, 
222. H. Xu, J. Kirkwood, G, Fuller, Buckling Transitions in Solid Stabilizing Emulsions, 
AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 12-16, 2006. 
223. M. Widenbrandt, G. Fuller, Lipid-Induced beta-Amyloid Peptide Assemblage and 
Fragmentationm, AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 12-16,2006. 
224. A. Goffin, G. Fuller, Interfacial Flow Processing ofCollagan Monolayers, AIChE 
Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 12-16, 2006. 
225. R. Kurtz, G. Fuller, Stmcture and Dynamics ofmlxures of straight and branched 
chain fatty acids, AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 12-16, 2006. 
226. A. \Vong, G. Fuller, Interfacial Flow Processing of Organic Semiconductors, AIChE 
Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 12-16,2006. 

227. J. Kirkwood, J. Rajadas, G. Fuller, Coupling of cell orientation to alignment of 

collagen substrates, Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Salt Lake City, 

UT, Oct 7-11,2007. 
228. R. Kurtz, M. Toney, A. Lange, G. Fuller, interfacial Dynamics of Straight-Chain 
and Branched Hexadecanol and Eicosanol Mixtures, AIChE Annual Meeting, SLC, Nov. 
4-8,2007 
229. J. Kirkwood, A. Goffin, G. Fuller, Deposition Of Oriented Collagen From A 
Nematic State: Orienting Fibroblasts, AIChE Annual Meeting, SLC, Nov. 4-8, 2007 
230. S. Nishimura, H. Kettelson, G. Fuller, Development Of An Interfacial Rheological 
Model For fdentification Of Stable Tear Films, AlChE Annual Meeting, SLC, Nov. 4-8, 
2007 
231. D. Leiske, G. Fuller, Use Of An Interfacial Tensiometer To Measure Response Of A 
Model Tear Film Under Extensional Strain, AlChE Annual Meeting, SLC, Nov. 4-8, 
2007. 
232. D. Leiske, G. Fuller, Use Of An Interfacial Tensiometer To Measure Response Of A 
Model Tear Film Under Extensional Strain, Association for Research in Vision and 
Ophthalmology (ARVO), Ft Lauderdale, FL, May, 2008. 
230. D. Leiske, G. Fuller, Development of an interfacial extensional rheometer with 
applications in model tear films, International Congress on Rheology, l\l1onetery, CA, 
August 3~8, 2008. 
231. J. Kirkwood, G. Fuller, Flow induced orientation of cholesteric coHagen, a 

usefhl substrate for controlling cell orientation, Intemational Congress on Rheology, 
Monetery, CA, August 3-8,2008. 
232. A. Goffin, G. Fuller, Interfacial flow processing of biological molecules, 
fnternational Congress on Rheology, Monetery, CA, August 3-8, 2008. 

233. Kristin Sommer, G. Fuller, Flow-induced morphologies of highly concentrated 

coHagen solutions, International Congress on Rheology, Monterey, CA, August 3-8, 
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2008. 
234. D. Auguste, J. Kirkwood, J. Kohn, G. Fuller, R. Prud'homme, Surface Rheology of 
Hydrophobically-Modit1ed PEG Polymers Associating with a Phospholipid Monolayer at 
the Air-Water Interface, AIChE Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, Nov. ! 5-21, 2008. 
235. Y. Shenghan, E. Shaqfeh, G. Fuller, An investigation of the collective behavior of 
colloidal particles trapped at a t1uid-fluid interface, Annual Meeting of the Society of 
Rheology, Madison, WI, Oct. 18-22, 2009. 
236. C. Anderson, E. Lai, G. Fuller, Oriented matrices of collagen for directed cellular 
gro'Arth, Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Madison, WI, Oct. 18-22,2009. 
237. T. Hsu, G. Fuller, Fluid mechanics of rinsing flows, Annual Meeting ofthe Society 
of Rheology, Madison, \VI, Oct. J 8-22, 2009. 
238. C. Wu, G. Fuller, Oriented monolayers of single-walled carbon nanotubes using 
interfacial flow processing, Annual Meeting ofthe Society of Rheology, Madison, WI, 
Oct 18-22, 2009. 
239. C. Anderson, E. Lai, G. Fuller, Oriented matrices of collagen for directed cellular 
growth, Annual Meeting of the AIChE, Nashville, TN, Nov. 10,2009. 
240. T. Hsu, G. Fuller, Fluid mechanics of rinsing tlows, Annual Meeting ofthe AIChE, 
Nashville, TN, Nov. l I, 2009. 

241. D. Leiske, G. Fuller, Interfacial Rheology of the Tear FHm, 6th Annual European 
Rheology Conference, April 7-9, 2010, Goteborg- Sweden 
242. T. Hsu, C. Frank, G. Fuller, Particle Removal: Turning Liquids into Sofl Adhesives, 
6th Annual European Rheology Conference, April 7-9, 2010, Goteborg- Sweden 
243. Interfacial Rheology ofthe Meibomian Lipid Layer, 61

h International Conference on 
the Tear Film and Ocular Surfuce, Florence, Italy, September 23-25, 2010. 
244. Dynamic Contract Angle of Drops Supporting Monolayers of Meibomian Lipids, 61

h 

International Conference on the Tear Filin and Ocular Surface, Florence, Italy, September 
23-25, 2010. 
245. A Stress Rheometer for Living Mammalian Cells, C. Anderson, G. Fuller, Soc. 
Rheology Annual Mtg., Santa Fe, NM, Oct. 24-28, 2010, 
246, Interfacial Rheology and Stability of the Tear Film, D. Leiske, G. Fuller, Soc. 
Rheology Annual Mtg., Santa Fe, NM, Oct. 24-28,2010. 
247. Rinsing Flows of Complex Liquids, T. Hsu, T. Walker, C. Frank, G. Fuller, Soc. 
Rheology Annual Mtg., Santa Fe, NM, Oct. 24-28,2010. 
248. Removal of Particles From Surfaces Using Non-Nev.;tonian Fluids, T. Hsu, T. 
Walker, C. Frank, G. Fuller, A.I.Ch.E. Ann. Mtg., Salt Lake City, Nov. 2010. 
249. Viscoelastic and Structural Changes of Human Meibomian Lipids with 
Temperature, D, Leiske, G. Fuller, A,LCh.E. Ann. Mtg., Salt Lake City, Nov. 2010, 
250. Thin Film f'orn1ation of Silica Nanoparticle!Lipid Composite Films at the 
Fluid-Fluid Interface, M. Maas, G. Fuller, A.I.Ch.E. Arm. Mtg., Salt Lake City, Nov. 
2010. 
251. Rinsing Flow·s ofNon-Newtonian Fluids, T. Walker, T. Hsu, G. Fuller, APS Div. 
Fluid Dynamics, Long Beach, Nov. 2010. 
252. Interfacial Rheology of Monoclonal Antibody Solutions, M. Maas, G. Fuller, ACS 
Meeting, March 27-31,2011 in Anaheim, California. 
253. Porous media model and collective behaviour of colloidal particles trapped at a 
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fluidic interface, S. Yan, G. Fuller, E. Shaqfeh, Society of Rheology Meeting, Cleveland, 
OH, October 10~13, 201 L 
254. Bulk and interfacial rheology of the tear film, L Rosenfeld, D. Leiske, G. Fuller, 
Society of Rheology Meeting, Cleveland, OH, October 10-13, 2011. 
255. Interfacial shear rheological behaviors of natural silk fibroin, X. Qiao, G. Fuller, 
Society of Rheology Meeting, Cleveland, OH, October 10-13, 201 I. 
256, Matrix-induced alignment and shear f1ow: effects on endothelial cells, Eo Lai, M. 
Bynum, A. Dunn, G. Fuller, Society of Rheology Meeting, Cleveland, OH, October 1 0~ 
13,201 L 
257. Rinsing flows using non-Ne\\1onian fluids, T. Walker, T. Hsu, G. Fuller, Society of 
R11eology Meeting, Cleveland, OH, October l 0- i 3, 20 l i, 
258. Matrix-induced Alignment and Shear Flow: Effects On Endothelial Cells, E. Lai, l'vt 
Bynum, A. Dunn, G. Fuller, AIChE Meeting, Minneapolis, JV1N, October 16-20, 201 L 
259. Bulk and interfacial rheology of the tear film, L Rosenfeld, D. Leiske, G, Fuller, 
AIChE Meeting, Minneapolis, I\..1N, October 16-20, 201 L 

Invited Seminars 
1. Light Scattering and Flow Birefringence Studies of Flow Induced 
Macromolecular Deformation and Orientation in Solution, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, April, 1979. 
2. Dynamics of Polymer Solutions Subjected to a Wide Range of Kinematic 
Conditions, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey, October, 
1980, 
3. Dynamics of Polymer Solutions Subjected to a Wide Range of Kinematic 
Conditions, Raychem Corporation, Menlo Park, California, December, 1980. 
4. Dynamics of Polymer Solutions Subjected to a Wide Range of Kinematic 
Conditions, IBM Research, San Jose, California, January, 1981. 
5. The Response ofPolymer Films Subjected to Flow Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Califomia, Davis, Califomia, November, 198 L 
6. Flm"'· Birefringence in Time Dependent Flows, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, October 29, 1982. 
7. Flow Birefringence of Rigid Rod Polymers in Time Dependent Flows, 
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 
Massachusetts, November 1, 1982. 
8, Ellipsometric Studies of Polymer Adsorption in FIO\:ving Systems, Eastman 
Kodak Research Laboratories, Rochester, New York, November 2, 1982. 
9, Flow Birefringence in Time Dependent Flows, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, Ne'Vv Jersey, November 3, 1982. 
10. Dynamics of Dilute Suspensions Subject to Transient Flows by Conservative 
Dichroism, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Delaware, 
Newark, Delaware, October 20, 1983. 
11. Dynamics of Dilute Suspensions Subject to Transient Flow·s by Conservative 
Dichroism, Department of Chemical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
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Ne\v York, October 25, 1983. 
12. Dynamics of Dilute Suspensions Subject to Transient Flows by Conservative 
Dichroism, Department of Chemical Engineering, Carnegie-Mellon University, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, October 26,1983. 
l3, Flow Enhanced Desorption of Adsorbed Polymer Chains Department of 
Chemical Engineering, University of California at Los Angeles, California, 
November 11, 1983. 
14. Dynamics of Dilute Suspensions Subject to Transient Flows by Conservative 
Dichroism, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, California, November 14, 1983. 
15. Optical Methods in Micro-Rheology, Department of Chemical Engineering, 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, March 27, 1984. 
16. Optical Methods in Mlcro~Rheology, Department of Chemical Engineering, 
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona, March 29, 1984. 
17. Optical Methods in Micro~Rheology, Celanese Research Laboratories, Summit, 
New Jersey, June 8, 1984, 
18. Optical Methods in Micro-Rheology, Exxon Research and Engineering 
Company, Clinton, New Jersey, June 14, 1984. 
19. Dynamics ofiron Oxide Suspensions Subjected to Transient Flows Using 
Conservative Dichroism, IBM Research San Jose, Califom.ia, August 15, 1984. 
20. Optical Methods in Rheology, Department of Chemical Engineering, University 
of California, Davis, California, February 11, 1985. 
21. Optical Methods in Rheology, AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New 
Jersey, March 1, 1985. 
22. Optical Methods in Suspension Rheology, Laboratoire d'Aerothermique, 
C.N.R.S., Meudon, France, March 25, 1985, 
23. Optical Methods in Suspension Rheology, Polymer and Colloid Laboratory, 
University of Bristol, Bristol England, March 27, 1985, 
24. Optical Methods in Suspension Rheology, Department of Applied Mathematics, 
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales, March 29, 1985. 
25. Optical Rheometry, American Cyanamid Research Laboratories, Stamford, 
Connecticut, August, 1985. 
26. Optical Methods fbr Polymeric and Colloidal Liquid Fluid Dynamics, Dow 
Chemical Research Laboratories, Midland, Michigan, September, 1985. 
27. Optical Rheometry, Owens-Coming Technical Center, Granville, Ohio, 
November 1985. 
28. Optical Rheometry of Particles Suspended in Non Newtonian Liquids, 
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
Wisconsin, February, 1986. 
29. Flow Induced Particle Orientations by Optical Rheometry, 3M Center, St. Paul, 
Minnesota, February 1986. 
30. Optical Rheometry of Colloidal and Polymeric Liquids, Eastman Kodak 
Company, Rochester, New York, May, 1986. 
31. Optical Rheometry of Multi component Liquids, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, CAL TECH, Pasadena, California October, 1986. 
32. Optical Rheometry of Polymeric and Colloidal Liquids, Department of 
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Chemical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
February 1987. 
33, Orientation of Colloidal Particles in Flowing Polymeric Liquids, Dupont 
Experimental Station, Wilmington~ Delaware, February, 1987. 
34. Optical Rheometry, Department of Chemical Engineering University of 
Delaware, Newark, Delaware, March, 1987. 
35. Optical Rheometry, Fluid Mechanics Group, University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Ontario, April, 1987. 
36. Optical Rheometry of Liquid Crystal Domain Structure, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, University ofLeuven, Leuven, Belgium, May, 1987. 
3 7. Optical Rheometry of Liquid Crystal Domain Structure Department of 
Chemical Engineering, VPI, Blacksburg, Virginia, May, 1987. 
38. Orientation of Colloidal Particles in Polymeric Liquids Subjected to Flow, 
Department of Chemical Engh1eering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 
June, 1987. 
39. Guest Lecturer in Optical Rheometry, Rheology Short Course, University of 

Minnesota, ivlinneapolis, Minnesota, August, 1987. 
40, Optical Rheometry of Polymeric Liquids, Dupont Research and Development, 
Brevart, North Carolina, March, 1988. 
41. Rheo-optics of Polymeric and Colloidal Liquids, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Califomia, Berkeley, CA, September 12, 1988. 
42. Rheo-optics of Bidisperse Polymer Melts, Institute for Chemical Research, 
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, October 3, 1988. 
43. Domain Structure of Polymer Liquid Crystals, Department of Polymer 
Chemistry, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, October 4, 1988. 
44. Domain Structure of Polymer Liquid Crystals, Department of Macromolecular 
Science, Osaka Univesity, Osaka, Japan, October 4, 1988. 
45. Extensional Flow Properties of flexible and Rigid Polymer Chains, Department 
of Mechanical Engineering, Niigata University, Niigata, Japan, October 7, 1988. 
46. Flow Induced Structure in Dense Dispersions of Colloidal Spheres, Department 
of Physics, Tokyo MetrolpoJltan University, Tokyo, Japan, October 11, 1988. 
47. Determination of Liquid Crystalline Domain Size and Anisotropy, Dow 
Chemical, Research Center, Walnut Creek, CA, December 8, 1988. 
48. Domain Structure of Polyrner Liquid Crystals, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, I.L, February, 16, 1989. 
49. Optical Rheometry of Polymer Liquid Crystals, Physical Chemistry Laboratory, 
University ofUtrecht, The Netherlands, May 24th, 1989. 
50. Optical Rheometry of Bidisperse Polymer Melts, Corporate Research 
Laboratories, Dutch State Mining Company, May 25th, 1989 
51. Dynamics of Polymeric Liquids at Intermediate Length Scales, Department of 
Polymer Chemistry, University ofMainz and Max Planck Institute for Polymer 
Science, Mainz, \>Vest Germany, May 29, 1989. 
52. Optical Rheometry of Bidisperse Polymer Melts, Cmvorate Research 
Laboratories, BASF, Ludwigshafen, West Germany, May 30, 1989. 
53. Dynamics ofPolymeric Liquids at lntennediate Length Scales, Physical 
Chemistry Laboratory, Ecole Superiere de Physique et de Chemie !ndustrielles 
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de Paris, Paris, France, May 31, 1989. 
54. Dynamics of Polymeric Liquids at Intem1ediate Length Scales, Polymer Science 
Department, University ofFreiburg, Freiburg, West Gemumy, July 10, 1989. 
55. Flow Induced Phase Separation in Polymer Solutions, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, September 13, 1989. 
56. Rheo~optlcal Studies of Flow~ Induced Phase Tmnsition in Polymer Solutions, 
Depa1tment of Chemical Engineering, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT, 
Nov. 15, 1989. 
57. Rheo-optical Studies of Flow-Induced Phase Transition in Polymer Solutions, 
Department of Polymer Science, University ofMassachusett, Amherst, MA, 
Nov. 17, 1989. 
58, Optical Rheometry of Polymeric Liquids and Thin Films, Hoescht-Celanese 
Research Center, Summit, NJ, Jan. 8, 1990. 
59. Infrared Polarimetry Studies for Multi-component Polymer Melts, Kodak 
Corporate Research Laboratories, Rochester, NY, August 14, 1990. 
60. Electro~ hydrodynamics of Dense Colloidal Suspensions, Department of Applied 
Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan, September 18, 1990. 
61. Rheo-optics of Flow-induced Phase Separation of Polymer Solutions, 
Department of Polymer Chemistry, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, September 
19, 1990. 
62. Optical Rheometry, Department of Chemical Engineering, Brigham Young 
University, Provo, UT, November 29, 1990. 
63. Optical Rheometry, Rhom & Haas Co., Spring House, PA, January 17, 1991. 
64, Extensional Flow Properties of Solutions, Clorox Technical Center, Pleasanton, 
CA, April 23, 199 L 
65. Rheo-Optics of Polymer Dynamics, 3M, St. Paul, MN, June 3, 1991, 
66. Rheo-Optics of Polymer Dynamics, Amoco Corporation, Naperville, IL, June 4, 
1991. 
67. Optical Rheometry, BP Research, Middlesex, United Kingdom, July 22, 1991. 
68. Optical Rheometry of Polymer Melts and Blends, Delft University of 
Technology, Delft, The Netherlands, September 9, 1991 
69. Flow-Induced Phase Separation of Polymer Liquids, BP Research, Middlesex, 
United Kingdom, September 16, 1991 
70. Optical Rheometry of Multicomponent Polymer Liquids, University of 
California, Santa Barbara, November 7, 1991. 
71, Shear Induced Phase Transition and Electric-Field induced Structures in 
Polymer Systems, Department of Physics, Kyoto University, January 16, 1992. 
72. Optical Rheometry tor Multicomponent Systems, University of Arizona, 
Tucson, January 21, 1992. 
73. Optical Rheometry for Multicomponent Systems, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Delaware, March 5, 1992. 
74. Rheo-Optics of Polymer Dynamics, Shell Development Company, Houston, 
TX, April 23, 1992. 
75. Optical Rheometry ofMulticomponent Polymer Liquids, 3M Technical Center, 
St. Paul, IvrN, June 23, 1992. 
76. Field Unduced Phase Separation in Polymer Liquids, Department of Polymer 
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Chemistry, University of Mainz, Germany, July 22, 1992. 
77, Dynamics ofMulticomponent Complex Liquids, Department of Material 
Science, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland, July 24, 1992. 
78, Field Induced Phase Separation of Polymer Liquids, Institute for Problems in 
Mechanics ofthe Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia, October 6, 
1992, 
79. Field Induced Phase Separation in Polymer Liquids, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, W A, November 16, 1992. 
80. Extensional Viscometry of Low Viscosity Fluids, Polaroid Corporation, Boston, 
MA, October 21, 1993. 
81. Dynamics of Polymer Mixtures, General Electric Co., Schenectady, NY, 
October 22, 1993, 
82. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids, Department of Chemical Engineering, 
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, November 12, 1993. 
83. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids, Department of Chemical Engineering, 
University ofMissouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO, November 14, 1993. 
84. Optical Rheometry, Xerox Research Centre, Toronto, Canada, February 22, 
1994, 
85. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids, 3M Center, St. Paul, JVlN, February 23, 
1994, 
86. Dynamics of Multicomponent Polymer Liquids, Dept of Chemical Engineering, 
University ofNaples, Italy, March 30, J 994 
87. Dynamics ofTwo Dimensional Liquid Crystals, Dept of Chemistry, University 
of Ma.inz, Germany, April 26, 1994. 
88. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids, Dept. of Chemical Engineering, 
tJniversity ofPatras, Patras, Greece, May 9, 1994. 
89. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids, Dept. of Polymer Science, F.O.R.T.H., 
University ofiraklion, Iraklion, Crete, Greece, May 19, 1994. 
90. Optical Rheometry, Center for Materials Science, Ecole des Mines de Paris, 
Nice, France, June 7, 1994. 
91. Introduction to Optical Rheometry, Bridgestone Corp., Tokyo, Japan, Sept. 21, 
1994. 
92. Dynamics and Structure of Wormlike Micelles, Procter and Gamble, Cinncinati, 
OH, October 25, I 994. 
93. Optical Rheometry of Complex Fluids, Chemical Engineering, Texas A&M 
IJniversity, College Station, TX, December 2, 1994, 
94. Principles of Optical Rheometry, Technical University of Eindhoven, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, December 7, 1994. 
95. Dynamics of Polymeric Liquids using Optical Rheometry, Department of 
Macromolecular Science, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, 
February 3, 1995. 
96. Dynamics of Multicomponent Polymer Liquids, DuPont Corp., Wilmington, 
DE, February 7, 1995. 
97. Dynamics ofMulticomponent Polymer Liquids, Union Carbide, New 
Brunswick, NJ, February 8, 1995, 
98. Optical Rheometry of Polymer Liquids, Sunkyong Chemical Co., Yukong 
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Taeduk Research Center, Korea, March 29, 1995. 
99. Gerald G. Fuller, Orientation Dynamics ofMonolayers, The Levich Institute, 
City College of New York, March 26, I 996. 
IOO. Gerald G. Fuller, Fluid Dynamics of Complex interfaces, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, University ofCo!orado, Boulder, CO, April 10-11, 
1996. 
101, Gerald G. Fuller, Rheology ofMono!ayers, Laboratoire de Rheologie, 
University of Grenoble, Grenoble, France, April 26, 1996. 
102. Gerald G. Fuller, Flow Orientation ofMonolayers, Newton Institute, University 
of Cambridge, U.K., April 30, 1996, 
103. Gerald G. Fuller, Series of three lectures: "Flow Induced Concentration 
Fluctuations in Polymeric Liquids", "Orientation Dynamics ofMisdble 
Polymer Blends", "Interfacial Dynamics of Mono layers", Sadron Institute, 
University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France, June-July, 1996. 
104. Gerald G. Fuller, Flow Orientation ofMono!ayers, Department of Material 
Science, EFPL, Lausanne, Switzerland, June 17, 1996. 
105. Gerald G. Fuller, Flow Orientation of Langmuir Films, Department of Physics, 
Ecole Normaie Superier, Paris, France, 1996. 
106. Gerald G. Fuller, Flow Orientation of Langmuir Films, Department of Physics, 
Technical University of Berlin, July 2, 1996. 
107. Gerald G. Fuller, Flow Orientation of Langmuir Films, Max Planck Institute for 
Colloid Science, Berlin, Germany, July 3, 1996. 
108. Gerald G. Fuller, Rheology of Mono layers, Department of Chemistry, Tulane 
University, New Orleans, LA, Oct. 7, 1996. 
I 09. Gerald G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Complex Llquids and Interfaces, 
Raychem, Menlo Park, CA, October 24, 1997, 
1 I 0. Gerald G. Fuller, Fluid Dynamics of Langmuir Monolayers, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, February 26, 1997. 
11 L Gerald G. Fuller, Interfacial Rheology ofMono!ayers, Chemical Engineering 
Department, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, February 27, 1997. 
112. Gerald G. Fuller, Rheology of Complex Inte1faces, Rheology Research Center, 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, February 28, 1997. 
113. Gerald G. Fuller, Interfacial Rheology, Alza Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, June 
18, 1997. 
114. Gerald G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry ofComplex Liquids, Hercules lnc., 
Wilmington, Deleware, July 15, 1997. 
115. Gerald G. Fuller, Interfacial Rheology and Dynamics of Langmuir Films, 
Department of Chemistry, University of Essen, Essen, Gem1any, September 9, 
1997. 
116. Gerald G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Complex Fluids and interfaces, 
Depa1tment of Chemical Engineering, Oklahoma State University, Stilhvater, 
OK, September 23, 1997. 
117, Gerald G, Fuller, Dynamics and Structure of Complex Interfaces, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, 
September 26, 1997. 
118. Gerald G. Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Polymer Melts, Blends, and 
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Copolymers, Elf Atochem, King of Prussia, PA, November 11, 1997. 
119, Gerald G, Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Polymer Melts, Blends, and Stereoblock 
Polymers, Dm.v, Freeport, TX, November 12, 1997. 
120. Gerald G, Fuller, Optical Rheometry of Complex Fluids and Interfaces, 
Chemical Engineering, NC State, Rayleigh, NC, November 24, 1997. 
121. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids, Solvay Chemical Co., Brussels, 
Belgium, June 16, 1998. 
122. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids, Dow-Coming, Midland, MI, July 13, 
1998. 
123. Optical Rheometry of Complex Liquids, Avery-Dennison, Cleveland, OH, July, 
14, 1998. 
124. Dynamics and Rheometry of Complex Interfaces, Carnegie-Mellon University, 
Pittsburg, PA, Nov. 10, 1999. 
125. Structure and Dynamics of Complex Fluid interfaces, UCSB, Santa Barbara, 
CA, 01/14/99 
126. Structure and Dynamics of Complex Fluid Interfaces, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, 
01114/99 
127. Rheology of Complex Fluids and Interfaces, Procter and Gamble, Cincinatti, 
OH, 01/27/99. 
I 28. Rheology of Complex Interfaces, Department of Chemistry, Colorado State 
University, Ft. Collins, CO, 04i15/99 
129. Rheology of Complex Interfaces, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO, 
04/16/99 
130. lnterfucial Rheology, Procter and Gamble, Brussels, Belgium, 05/07/99 
131. Microrheology of Complex Liquids and Interfaces, Rohm and Haas Company, 
Spring House, PA, May 27, 1999. 
132. Dynamics of Complex Liquids and Interfaces, !Jepartment of Polymer 
Chemistry, University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Gem1any, June 29, 1999. 
133. Optical Rheometry, Enitechnologies, Milan, Italy, July 1-2, 1999. 
134. Applied Rheology, National Starch and Chemical Company, Bridgewater, NJ, 
August 23-24, 1999. 
135. Rheology in Two Dimensions, Chemical Engineering, UC Berkelely, .Berkeley, 
CA, September 15, 1999. 
136. Rheology of Complex Interfaces, Kodak Research Laboratories, Rochester, NY, 
Jan. l 4, 2000. · 
137. Interfacial Rheology of Complex Systems, Merck Research, Rahway, NJ, Mar. 
1, 2000. 
138. Interfacial Rheology of Complex Systems, ExxonMobile Research and 
Engineering Company, Clinton, NJ, Mar. 2, 2000. 
139. Rheology in Two Dimensions, Department of Polymer Engineering, University 
of Akron, Akron, OH, Mar. 3, 2000. 
140. Dynamics of Complex Interfaces, Department of Polymer Science, Yamagata 
University, Japan, Mar. I4, 2000. 
I 41. Rheology in Two Dimensions, Frontier Research System, RIKEN Laboratories, 
Tokyo, Japan, Mar. 16, 2000. 
142. Rheology in Two Dimensions, Chemical Engineering, Texas Tech., Lubbock, 
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TX, Feb. 18, 2000. 
143. Dynamics ofComplex Interfaces, DepartmentofPhysics, Technical University 
of Munich, Germany, June 9, 2000. 
144. Dynamics of Complex Interfaces, Department of Poiymer'Science, University 
of Bayreuth, Germany, June 12, 2000. 
145. Rheology in Two Dimensions, Department of Chemical and Environmental 
Engineering, University of Arizona, January 23, 2001. 
146. Dynamics of Chains Trapped in Two Dimensions, NIST, Gaithersburg, VA, 
March 6, 2001. 
147. interfacial Rheology, Department of Macromolecular Science, Case Western 
Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, January 18, 2002. 
148. Dynamics of Polymer Interfaces, Deparment of Chemical Engineering, Wayne 
State University, Detroit, MI, Febmary 15, 2002. 
149. Complex Fluid interfaces, Facultad de Ciencias de !a liNED, E-28040 Madrid, 
Spain, March 4, 2002. 
150. Complex Fluid Interfaces, Unilever Co., NJ, April6, 2002. 
151, Rheology of two-dimensional, mobile systems, University of Minho, 
Department of Polymer Engineering, Guimaraes, Portugal, June 24,2002. 
152, Dynamics of Mobile lntetfaces: Rheology on the Edge, Chemical Engineering, 
UC Davis, Davis, CA, Sept 30, 2002. 
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